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Περὶληψη
Η αναλυτικὴ εpiὶλυση piολὺpiλοκων piροβλημὰτων της μηχανικὴς στις μὲρες μας κα-
θισταται δυσχερὴς ὲως αδὺνατη χωρὶς την εφαρμογὴ αριθμητικὼν μεθὸδων και τη
χρὴση ηλεκτρονικοὺ υpiολογιστὴ. Η μὲθοδος των piεpiερασμὲνων στοιχεὶων αpiοτελεὶ
σὴμερα ὲνα ισχυρὸ εργαλεὶο για την εpiὶλυση τὲτοιων piροβλημὰτων και εξελὶσσεται
με μεγὰλη ταχὺτητα τὸσο σε ακαδημαικὸ ὸσο και σε εpiαγγελματικὸ εpiὶpiεδο. Εν-
δεικτικὰ, αν και εpiινοὴθηκε και εφαρμὸστηκε για τη στατικὴ ανὰλυση φορὲων, ὲχει
καθολικὸτερη εφαρμογὴ σε μὶα ευρὺτερη κατηγορὶα piροβλημὰτων του μηχανικοὺ
ὸpiως στη ρευστομηχανικὴ, στη μεταφορὰ θερμὸτητας, στην ακουστικὴ, στον η-
λεκτρομαγνητισμὸ και στην εμβιομηχανικὴ. Εpiιpiλὲον, η εξὲλιξη των Η/Υ με τις
ολοὲνα και μεγαλὺτερες δυνατὸτητες διαχεὶρισης ὸγκου δεδομὲνων αλλὰ και με την
αὺξηση της ταχὺτητας εκτὲλεσης των αριθμητικὼν piρὰξεων κατὲστησε εφικτὴ την
εpiὶλυση σὺνθετων piροβλημὰτων τα οpiοὶα θεωροὺνταν αpiροσpiὲλαστα piριν μερικὰ
χρὸνια.
Στην κατηγορὶα αυτὴ, των piροβλημὰτων αυξημὲνου υpiολογιστικοὺ κὸστους,
ανὴκει και η καταστατικὴ piεριγραφὴ piολυφασικὼν υλικὼν. Εὶναι γεγονὸς ὸτι το με-
γαλὺτερο μὲρος των piαραγὸμενων δομικὼν υλικὼν σὴμερα piαρουσιὰζει κὰpiοιο εὶδος
ανομοιογὲνειας, διακριτὴ ὴ μη στην κλὶμακα των δομικὼν ὲργων. Χαρακτηριστικὰ
piαραδεὶγματα αpiοτελοὺν τα κρὰματα μετὰλλων, τα piορὼδη, τα piολυκρυσταλλικὰ και
τα σὺνθετα υλικὰ στα οpiοὶα το μὲγεθος, το σχὴμα και οι ιδιὸτητες των συστατικὼν
τους μερὼν καθορὶζουν ὰμεσα τη συνολικὴ τους μηχανικὴ συμpiεριφορὰ.
Διὰφορες τεχνικὲς ὲχουν αναpiτυχθεὶ για την piροσομοὶωση και την piεριγραφὴ της
αpiὸκρισης ανομοιογενὼν υλικοὺ. Η piαροὺσα εργασὶα εpiικεντρὼνεται στη μὲθοδο ο-
μογενοpiοὶησης piολλαpiλὼν κλιμὰκων (first-order computational homogenization) η
οpiοὶα συνὶσταται στην εpiὶλυση δὺο εμφωλευμὲνων piροβλημὰτων συνοριακὼν τιμὼν,
για τη μακροκλὶμακα και την μικροκλὶμακα αντὶστοιχα. Τα βασικὰ χαρακτηριστικὰ
μιας τὲτοιας μεθὸδου εὶναι ὸτι
• Δεν αpiαιτεὶται η piεριγραφὴ των καταστατικὼν νὸμων του μακροφορὲα.
• Παρὲχει τη δυνατὸτητα ενσωμὰτωσης μεγὰλων piαραμορφὼσεων και στροφὼν
τὸσο στην piροσομοὶωση της μικροκλὶμακας ὸσο και του μακροφορὲα.
• Παρὲχει τη δυνατὸτητα λεpiτομεροὺς piροσομοὶωσης των συστατικὼν μερὼν
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της μικροκλὶμακας.
• Εpiιτρὲpiει οpiοιαδὴpiοτε τεχνικὴ piροσομοὶωσης στην κλὶμακα του μικροφορὲα.
Αναλυτικὰ, σὺμφωνα με τη μὲθοδο αυτὴ, υpiολογὶζεται το διὰνυσμα ανηγμὲνων
piαραμορφὼσεων σε κὰθε υλικὸ σημεὶο του μακροφορὲα το οpiοὶο στη συνὲχεια χρη-
σιμοpiοιεὶται για τη μὸρφωση των συνοριακὼν συνθηκὼν του αντιpiροσωpiευτικοὺ μι-
κροφορὲα (RVE - Representative Volume Element) στο αντὶστοιχο σημεὶο. Μετὰ
την εpiὶλυση του piροβλὴματος συνοριακὼν τιμὼν της μικροκλὶμακας, το διὰνυσμα
των τὰσεων του μακροφορὲα υpiολογὶζεται μὲσα αpiὸ τη διαδικασὶα ομογενοpiοὶησης
του piεδὶου των τὰσεων και κατὰ τον τρὸpiο αυτὸ υpiολογὶζεται η σχὲση τὰσεων-
piαραμορφὼσεων για κὰθε υλικὸ σημεὶο.
Ωστὸσο, υpiὰρχουν κὰpiοιοι piεριορισμοὶ στην εφαρμογὴ της εν λὸγω υpiολογι-
στικὴς τεχνικὴς. Συγκεκριμὲνα, piαρὰ το ὸτι κατὰ την piροσομοὶωση λαμβὰνονται
υpi΄ ὸψην οι διὰφορες piαρὰμετροι της μικροκλὶμακας ὸpiως το piοσοστὸ ὸγκου, η κα-
τανομὴ και η μορφολογὶα των συστατικὼν μερὼν του υλικοὺ, τα αpiοτελὲσματα της
μεθὸδου εὶναι αναξὰρτητα αpiὸ το αpiὸλυτο μὲγεθος του αντιpiροσωpiευτικοὺ ὸγκου
της μικροκλὶμακας (RVE).
Παρ΄ ὸλα αυτὰ, η τεχνικὴ ομογενοpiοὶησης στα piλαὶσια ανὰλυσης piολλαpiλὼν
κλιμὰκων αpiοτελεὶ ὲνα σημαντικὸ εργαλεὶο για τον υpiολογισμὸ των καταστατικὼν




Nowadays, analysis of complicated problems in the domain of mechanics consti-
tutes a hard and even impossible task without the implementation of numerical
methods and the employment of computational machines. Finite element method
is a powerful tool for the solution of such problems and is rapidly developed in
an academic and professional sense. Even if it was developed and implemented
for structural analysis, it is widely employed in several domains such as in fluid
mechanics, heat transfer, acoustics and electromagnetism. Furthermore, the de-
velopment of computer hardware in terms of data processing, has significantly
contributed to the solution of problems that were considered inaccessible a few
years ago.
Most of the materials produced in industry are heterogeneous on one or another
spatial scale. Typical examples include metal alloy systems, porous media and
polycrystalline materials and composites. The overall response of these micro-
heterogeneous materials depends strongly on the size, shape properties and spatial
distribution of the microstructural components.
Several techniques have been developed for the prediction of the macroscopic
behavior of such materials. The present work is concentrated on the first order
homogenization technique in the framework of a multi-scale approach which con-
sists of the solution of two nested boundary value problems, for the macro-scale
and the micro-scale respectively. Methods of this type
• Do not require any constitutive assumption with respect to the overall ma-
terial behavior.
• Enable the incorporation of large deformations and rotations on both micro
and macrolevel.
• Provide the possibility to introduce detailed microstructural information.
• Allow the use of any modelling technique at the microlevel.
Concretely, according to this approach, the macroscopic deformation tensor is
calculated for every integration point of the macrostructure and then is used to
x
formulate the kinematic boundary conditions for the associated microstructural
representative volume element (RVE). After the solution of the microstructural
boundary value problem, the macroscopic stress tensor is computed by averaging
the resulting microstructural stress field over the volume of the RVE and as a
result, we obtain the stress-strain relation at every macroscopic point.
However, there is a major disadvantage of the existing first-order computa-
tional homogenization. More specifically, this technique can account for the vol-
ume fraction, distribution and morphology of the micro-components however, it
cannot take into account the absolute size of the microstructure making it thus
impossible to treat microstructural size effects.
Nevertheless, computational homogenization provides a significant strategy to
obtain micro-macro structure-property relations for materials for which the overall






The heterogeneous nature of industrial and engineering materials has an important impact on
their macroscopic response. Several phenomena of the macrolevel derive from the mechanical
behavior of the underlying microstructure. In other words, the microstructural morphology,
that is size, shape, spatial distribution and properties of the microstructural components,
has a significant influence over the response of multi-phase materials. Consequently, these
microstructural influences are important for the life performance of the material and products
made thereof.
Determination of the macroscopic properties of heterogeneous materials is a require-
ment in many engineering problems. This relation between microstructural phenomena and
macroscopic response also enables the design of a material microstructure such that the ob-
tained macroscopic behavior presents the required characteristics. Furthermore, performing
straightforward experimental measurements on a number of material samples of different
sizes, for various geometrical and physical properties, volume fractions and loading paths is
a hardly feasible task in terms of time and costs. Consequently, there is a clear need for nu-
merical approaches that provide a better understanding of property relations between micro
and macro scales for multiphase materials.
Among several techniques for homogenization of engineering materials, a promising one,
namely the multiscale computational homogenization or also called global-local analysis,
has been developed in recents years, with its basic ideas presented in various papers as
mentioned in [2]. According to this approach, the constitutive equations are not obtained
in a closed-form but the stress-strain relationship is computed at every point of interest
of the macrostructure by detailed modelling of the microstructure assigned to that point.
Hence, such method (i) do not require any constitutive assumption with respect to the
overall material behavior, (ii) enable the incorporation of large deformations and rotations on
both micro and macrolevel, (iii) provide the possibility to introduce detailed microstructural
information, and (iv) allow the use of any modelling technique at the microlevel, sush as the
finite element method.
Although the fully nested multiscale method is still computationally expensive, it seems
that this can be overcome by parallel computation techniques. Moreover, a selective version
can be empolyed where non-critical regions are modelled by continuum closed-form homoge-
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nized constitutive relations or by the constitutive tangents obtained from the microstructural
analysis but kept constant in the elastic domain, while in the critical regions the multi-scale
analysis of the microstructure is fully performed. Despite the required computational ef-
forts, the numerical homogenization approach seems to be a versatile tool to establish micro-
macro structure-property relations in materials, where the collective behaviour of an evolv-
ing multi-phase heterogeneous material is not yet possible to predict by any other method.
Furthermore, this technique can also be used to evaluate and verify other homogenization
methods and constitutive models.
Finally, it should be noted that there is a major disadvantage of the existing first-order
computational homogenization. More specifically, this technique can account for the volume
fraction, distribution and morphology of the micro-components but it cannot take into ac-
count the absolute size of the microstructure making it thus impossible to treat microstruc-
tural size effects. However, it still provides a significant strategy to obtain micro-macro
structure-property relations when other methods cannot be employed.
1.2 Scope and Outline
The aim of this thesis is the code developement of computational homogenization techniques
for the multi-scale modelling of non-linear deformation processes of evolving components. In
the framework of this purpose, MATLAB is used as the link element between mathematical
approach and numerical examples where the mathematical formulations of the following
chapters are entirely programmed in the aforementioned environment.
In Chapter 2 the first-order computational homogenization approach is introduced. The
basic assumptions of the technique are remarked and a detailed description of the formulation
using finite element method is given. The scale bridging theorems are discussed for the case
of kinematic boundary conditions and the nested solution scheme of a multiscale analysis
is presented. Finally, in the last part of this chapter, two different approaches, namely
lagrange multipliers and direct condensation, are illustrated and extensively described for
the incorporation of boundary conditions into the microscale problem.
Chapter 3 is concentrated on the fundamentals of non-linear solid mechanics and namely
in elasto-plastic model. A von-Mises criterion is employed in the framework of this work,
using two different schemes, and the integration procedures of the stress-strain relations are
presented in detail, through an incremental strain approach. Based on these formulations,
the developed algorithm is then illustrated and presented through tables and figures.
In Chapter 4 the non-linear analysis methods are developed. More specifically, the
first part of this chapter describes the load control version of the Newton-Raphson scheme,
including full, modified and initial methods, while in the second part, the displacement control
version is illustrated and a comparison of the two approaches is performed.
In Chapter 5 the modeling techniques of the performed analyses are explained, in the
framework of the finite element method. Emphasis is given on the simulation of the mi-
crostructural components of the investigated Representative Volume Element (RVE), con-
centrating thus on the surrounding polymer, the reinforcing fibers and their interfacial mech-
anism.
Chapter 6 contains the numerical results of the performed analyses. A nested procedure
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is examined in the first part, where an L-shaped domain constitutes the macrostructural
model and a fiber reinforcing material is assigned to the microlevel. The same RVE is then
further investigated in terms of microstructural mechanics, where the influence of non-linear
effects is taken into account. Concretely, an elasto-plastic model is employed for the behavior
of the surrounding polymer and four different cases of interfacial mechanisms are examined
and the response of the microstructure is obtained for the imposed normal strains in x and
y directions.
Finally, Chapter 7 gives a brief summary of the conclusions of the present work and






The description of the macroscopic overall response of a heterogeneous material with complex
microstructure in an averaged or homogenized sense, constitutes an important component of
continuum micromechanics. Analytical approaches are restricted in many cases, especially
with respect to the geometry of the representative microstructure and its constitutive re-
sponse. In this sense, various numerical methods have been developed in recent years which
produce fine-scale fields on the representative microstructure.
Computational homogenization is one of these multi-scale techniques, which is based
on the description of the local macroscopic constitutive response through the appropriate
definition and solution of a boundary value problem in the micro-scale. The fundamental
principles of the first-order homogenization can be included in the following four points: (i)
definition of the microstructural representative volume element (RVE), of which the consti-
tutive response of its components is assumed to be known; (ii) definition of the microscopic
boundary conditions through the macro-to-micro transition; (iii) calculation of the macro-
scopic output variables through the micro-to-macro transition; (iv) prevail the numerical and
constitutional relation between the macroscopic input and output variables.
2.2 Basic Assumptions
As mentioned in [2] we assume that the considered material configuration is macroscopically
homogeneous, or sufficiently homogeneous, but microscopically heterogeneous consisted of
several perceptible components. Either we assume a statistical homogeneity or a spatial
periodicity for the employed materials, we need to define a subvolume Ω ⊂ <d (d = 2,3),
of length l, the aforementioned representative volume element (RVE), which will describe
properly the material heterogeneities. This subvolume Ω, in the context of the principle
of separation of scales, has to be small enough in order to be regarded as a point at the
coarse-scale level (l << lM where lM is the length of the macrocontinuum).
In the following homogenization scheme (first order homogenization), the macroscopic
deformation tensor M is calculated for every material point of the macrostructure, that is








Figure 2.1: Macrostructure and microstructure associated with the macroscopic position XM
macroscale while the subscript “m” will refer to the macroscale. Then the deformation tensor
M is employed to define the boundary conditions on the RVE that is assigned to this point
and through the boundary value problem solution of the RVE, the macrostress tensor σM is
calculated as the average stress field of the RVE. As a result, we obtain the stress-deformation

















Figure 2.2: First-order homogenization
This formulation is called strain-driven since microstructural response is driven by the
macro-strains and the problem is defined as follows: given a macroscopic deformation tensor
M , calculate the macro stress σM and the constitutive tangent, according to the response of
6
the associated microstructure.
2.3 The Microscale Problem
As already mentioned in Section 2.1, the constitutive behavior of the macrostructure is
not a priori defined, but it is computed through the averaged microstructural response.
Hence, the first step of a multiscale scheme is the definition of the microscale problem,
that is the description of the representative volume element (RVE). Such a task, requires




m), i = 1, 2, ...n (2.1)
where i denotes the index of the microstructural components to be distinguished. A fur-
ther theoretical discussion over the employed constitutive laws for this thesis is presented in
Chapter 3, which deals with material non-linearity.
Once defined the representative volume element, the next step includes the imposition
of the macroscale output (deformation gradient tensor M) on the RVE. Various approaches
have been proposed for this task (including stress-driven formulations) however, in the present
project only the strain-driven boundary conditions will be implemented and concretely, the
prescribed displacements and the prescribed periodicity.
In the first case, where linear displacements are imposed as boundary conditions, the
displacements of a point A on the boundary are given by
u(x, t) = M(t)x, x ∈ ∂Ω (2.2)
From the opposing point of view, prescribed periodicity on the boundary can be expressed
by the following relations
u(x+, t)− u(x−, t) = M(t)(x+ − x−), x+, x− ∈ ∂Ω (2.3)
Here, we need to declare that, for this type of conditions, the boundary ∂Ω is decomposed
into two parts, ∂Ω+ and ∂Ω−, so that ∂Ω = ∂Ω+ ∪ ∂Ω−. Hence, the position vectors x+ and






Figure 2.3: Schematic decomposition of the boundary into ∂Ω+ and ∂Ω− parts
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2.4 The Scale Bridging
The scale bridging, that is the connection of the two scales, is completed through average
relations depending on the involved averaged quantities. In the present work, due to the
implemented coupling quantities, that is the strains, two of the averaging theorems, the de-
formation and the internal work, will be presented along with the consistency of the employed
boundary conditions. For the sake of generality, it should be noted that the stress averag-
ing relation can also be employed as a coupling theorem however, only in a stress-driven
formulation.
2.4.1 Deformation
This averaging relation is implemented for the connection of kinematic quantities between the
micro and macro structure. More specifically, according to this theorem the deformation gra-
dient tensor M of the macrostructure must equal to the volume average of the corresponding












where in order to transform the volume integral over Ω to a surface integral of the RVE
we use the divergence theorem. Now, if we substitute equation 2.2 into 2.4 we can easily


















(∇x)dΩ = M (2.5)
In the same way, the validation of the periodic boundary conditions can be verificated through

























(x+ − x−)~n+dS = 1|Ω|M
∫
∂Ω
x~ndS = M (2.6)
while this time the surface integral must be decomposed into the two parts concerning the
boundary ∂Ω+ and ∂Ω− respectively. Consequently, both the linear and periodic displace-
ments are formulated consistent with the deformation averaging theorem.
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2.4.2 The Energy Averaging Theorem
The energy theorem, also know as the Hill-Mandel principle of macrohomogeneity, states that
the stress work at any point xM of the macrostructure must equal to the volume average work
of the corresponding RVE, so that fine- and coarse-scale are energetically equivalent. The
variational statement of this principle is as follows: let σ be an admissible micro-scale stress







must hold for any kinematically admissible strain change δm. Now, if we transform the












where we take into account the equilibrium state of the microstructure and the relation
∇(σTmδu(x)) = (∇σTm)δu(x) + σTm(∇δu(x))
or
σTm
(∇δu(x)) = ∇(σTmδu(x))− (∇σTm)δu(x) (2.9)
Consequently, as already done for the deformation theorem, we need to verify that both the
kinematic boundary conditions satisfy the Hill-Mandel condition. In the first case, (linear


































δu(x+)− δu(x−))dS = 1|Ω|
(∫
∂Ω











and thus we prove that periodic boundary conditions also satisfy the energy averaging theo-
rem, where again the surface integral was decomposed into the parts ∂Ω+ and ∂Ω−.
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2.5 Nested Scheme
According to the above developed theory, the entire first-order homogenization process can
be described by a nested solution scheme consisted of a finite number of steps.
First of all, we need to declare that such a solution is approached through the imple-
mentation of the finite element method where both the micro and macro levels need to be
discretized. Once obtained this discretization, a representative volume element (RVE) must
be assigned to each integration point, that is a Gauss-point, and an incremental procedure
must be defined for the imposition of the external load. Hence, the non-linear system of
macro-equations is solved in an iterative manner through the employment of the Newton-
Raphson method.
The first step of this algorithm consists in the initialization of the tangent macrostruc-
tural stiffness matrix ∂F/∂d, required for the first load-increment. At this point, it should be
clear that load-increment may refer to either the external forces or the prescribed displace-
ments increment. Consequently, an infinitesimal micro-strain increment is produced for each
RVE and the computed consitutive tangent is obtained through the overall microstructural
response and then assigned to the corresponding integration point. As a result, the tan-
gent stiffness matrix for the macrostructure can be initialized and implemented for iterative
process.
Once initialized the stiffness matrix, the first load-increment, that is the first iteration
of the first step of the Newton-Raphson method, is produced on the macro level and the
nodal displacements are computed through the linearized equations. Now, the deformation
state within each finite element is obtained and hence, the deformation gradient tensor δM
is calculated for each integration point through the deformation matrix BMi. Thus, each
Gauss-point’s deformation gradient tensor is assigned to the corresponding RVE as an input
variable (called macro-to-micro transition) and the problem is then transferred to the micro
level.
Now, for each RVE, the obtained input quantities are trasformed into the equivalent dis-
placement values and imposed as boundary conditions, either linear or periodic. Thus, a
displacement control non-linear analysis takes place for the computation of the overall RVE’s
response until an equilibrium state is reached. Here, it should be noted that each macro-
iteration of the Newton-Raphson method equals to a micro-step for each Gauss-point. Hence,
each macro-to-micro transition requires a full step of the iterative process within the RVEs,
until a converged equilibrium state is achieved. The overall response of the microstructure
is then averaged and the required quantities, averaged stress and constitutive tangent, are
assigned to the corresponding integration point (micro-to-macro transition). When the com-
putation of all microstructural RVEs is obtained, the problem is again transferred to the
macro level.
At this point, the stress tensor and the constitutive tangent is available for every Gauss-
point and thus the internal forces of the macrostructure can be computed. The convergence
is then checked and if the external forces are in balance with the internal forces the next
increment is produced. From the opposing point of view, if convergence is not achieved,
the next iteration is produced in order to achieve an updated estimation of the macrostruc-
tural displacements and consequently, a new macro-to-micro transition is generated. The




• Initialize the macroscopic structure
• Define the microstructure and assign an 
       RVE to every integration point
• Loop over all integration points
            impose an infinitesimal strain RVE Analysis
• Impose boundary conditions 
• Solve the Boundary Value Problem
            assign the tangent moduli to the • Compute the tangent moduli CtM
            integration point
• End integration point loop
B. Increment
• Apply increment of the macro load
C. Iteration 
• Get the macroscopic tangent stiffness
• Solve the macroscopic system
• Loop over all integration points
            Compute !" RVE Analysis
• Impose boundary conditions 
• Solve the Boundary Value Problem
            assign the stress and the tangent • Compute the stress #" and the tangent 
            moduli to the integration point        moduli CtM
• End integration point loop
• Compute the internal forces
D. Convergence
• If not converged ! return to C





Table 2.1: Nested multi-scale scheme solution for the first-order homogenization
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2.6 The Microequilibrium State
This section is focused on the equilibrium state of the microstructure and the required pro-
cedures for the computation of the overall stress σMij and modular CMij at the integration
points. In this sense, we consider a discretization of the RVE in terms of a mesh with N
nodal points and a partition into those of the surface ∂Ω and those of the interior Ω where
























are partitioned according to this direction where Ti and Tb are boolean matrices which define
the interior contributions and the contribution of the boundary, respectively. Similarly, we





















so that the form of the equilibrium equations facilitate the imposition of the boundary con-
ditions. Once obtained this partition, the next step includes the solution of the boundary
value problem (BVP) and the computation of the averaged quantities.
2.6.1 Linear Displacements
According to this formulation, a linear mapping of the macrostrain m into equivalent nodal
displacement is imposed as constraint for each node i of the boundary ∂Ω
dn = Mxn (2.15)
where n = 1, 2, ..., B denotes the identity of the supported nodes, that is the boundary nodes.









where we assume a plane stress problem and thus the strain quantities are reduced to xx,





where P Tn denotes the position matrix of the i-th node depending on the global node coordi-




 2xn 00 2yn
yn xn
 (2.18)
Then, the global form of matrix P associated with all, K in number, boundary nodes is
obtained through the assembled relation
P =
[






2x1 0 2x2 0 · · · 2xB 0
0 2y1 0 2y2 · · · 0 2yB
y1 x1 y2 x2 · · · yK xB
 (2.19)
Consequently, a compact relation for the application of these constraints takes the following
form
db − P T M = 0 (2.20)
and they can be incorporated into the equilibrium equations through the implementation of
the Lagrange multiplier method or simply imposed as prescribed displacements if a displace-
ment control analysis is employed. Thus, the microequilibrium state is obtained from the set
of equations
Fi = 0 (2.21a)
Fb − λ1 = 0 (2.21b)
db − P T M = 0 (2.21c)
where the Lagrange multiplier λ1 denotes the external forces on the nodes of the boundary.
The solution of the above set of equations is obtained within a Newton-Raphson iterative
solution through the linearized relations
Fi +Kiiδdi +Kibδdb = 0 (2.22a)
Fb − λ1 +Kbiδdi +Kbbδdb − δλ1 = 0 (2.22b)
db − P T M + δdb − P T δM = 0 (2.22c)
In order to approach the solution, a number of finite steps is produced, starting from the
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the displacement increments on the boundary and from 2.22a
δdi = −KiiKibδdib (2.24)
the internal displacements increment. Then the increment of the internal forces is determined




T δ, with KCbb = Kbb −KbiK−1ii Kib (2.25)
and the balance of internal and external forces is checked. If there is no convergence, a
next iteration is produced, the displacements in the interior of the domain are updated using
equation 2.22a
δdi ← δdi + δd′i, where δd′i = −K−1ii Fi (2.26)
and the iterative procedure is performed until a converged equilibrium state, in terms of
internal forces, that is ‖Fi‖ ≤ tolerance. Now, using equation 2.22b, we compute the surface
forces of the RVE through
λ1 = Fb(d) (2.27)










we obtain the overall macrostress of the representative volume in relation with the coordinate


















Consequently, the stress sensitivity ∂σM/∂M is expressed through a differential form of the
































in terms of the condensed stiffness matrix KCbb. In total, the above procedure is summarized
in the presented algorithm of table 2.2
1. For each RVE, get the corresponding macrostrain M and set the nodal displace-
ments on the boundary
db = P
T M
2. Calculate the internal force vector F and the stiffness matrix K according to the
















3. Update the interior displacements using equation 2.22a
δdi ← δdi + δd′i, where δd′i = −K−1ii Fi
and check the convergence.
4. If ‖Fi‖ >tolerance, return to step 2, else go to 5.
5. Calculate the condensed stiffness matrix of the surface ∂Ω
KCbb = Kbb −KbiK−1ii Kib









7. Assign the averaged quantities to the corresponding integration point of the
macrostructure.
Table 2.2: Linear displacements’ scheme
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2.6.2 Periodic Displacements
In the case of periodic displacements, a kinematic constraint is also imposed on the boundary
nodes, only this time a pair discretization of the surface need to be generated. Thus, the
boundary is decomposed into nodes x+ belonging to ∂Ω+ and x− of ∂Ω− as illustraded in
figure 2.3 and the macro-to-micro transition is obtained through
d+n − d−n = M(x+ − x−) (2.34)
where now index n = 1, 2, ..., P denotes the identity of the supported pair of nodes. Working
in the same way as in the linear displacement formulation, we can rewrite equation 2.34 in a
more compact form, using matrix notations




M , or Qndb = P
T
n M (2.35)
where Qn is a topology matrix consited of (0,1,-1) values which expresses the connection
between the n-th pair of nodes and hence we obtain constraint relation
Qdb − P T M = 0 (2.36)
where again the assembled form of matrix P = P+ − P− is constructed. Then, the method
of Lagrange multipliers is adopted for the incorporation of the constraint equations into the
equilibrium
Fi = 0 (2.37a)
Fb −QTλ2 = 0 (2.37b)
Qdb − P T M = 0 (2.37c)
where the multiplier λ2 expresses the force acting on the node pairs of the surface. Now
the solution is produced through an iterative procedure within the Newton-Raphson method
from the following set of equations
Fi +Kiiδdi +Kibδdb = 0 (2.38a)
Fb −QTλ2 +Kbiδdi +Kbbδdb +QT δλ2 = 0 (2.38b)
Qdb − P T M +Qδdb − P T δM = 0 (2.38c)
however, this time the final equations need to be transformed in terms of the condensed







and we substitute 2.39 into equation 2.38b in order to obtain the reduced set of equations
FCb −QTλ2 +KCbbδdb +QT δλ2 = 0 (2.40a)
Qdb − P T M +Qδdb − P T δM = 0 (2.40b)
in terms of condensed force vector and stiffness matrix
FCb = Fb −KbiK−1ii Fi, KCbb = Kbb −KbiK−1ii Kib (2.41)
Following the same direction as presented in Section 1.6.1, we obtain the solution of system






FCb −QTλ2 +QT δλ2
)
(2.42)














)− P T δM) (2.43)
Now, in the framework of the Newton-Raphson method, the invloved quantities are updated
into a typical iteration step according to the relations
λ2 ← λ2 + δλ2, and db ← db + δdb (2.44)
and hence, the update of the internal displacement field is performed through
di ← di + δdi (2.45)
where δdi is obtained after the calculation of δdb through equation 2.39. When a converged



















The tangent constitutive matrix is then expressed as the sensitivity of the macro-stress with







where the change of Lagrange multiplier δλ2 or δFb is taken from equation 2.43, written in
an equilibrium point, and substituted in the previous formula
1. Calculate the current internal force vector F and the stiffness matrix K according
















2. Compute the condensed force vector and stiffness matrix from equation 2.41
FCb = Fb −KbiK−1ii Fi, KCbb = Kbb −KbiK−1ii Kib
3. Get the update of the Lagrange parameter using equations 2.43 and 2.44














)− P T δM)
4. Get the displacement increments and their update using 2.39 and 2.42









FCb −QTλ2 +QT δλ2
)
5. Check convergence, if ‖Fi‖ >tolerance, return to step 1, else go to 6.














7. Assign the averaged quantities to the corresponding integration point of the
macrostructure.










P T δM (2.49)











P T δM (2.50)












In total, the summarized steps for the periodic displacements formulation are presented in
table 2.3 according to the developed theory and the proposed matrix representations.
2.7 A Computational Approach
The previous developed procedure, employs the relation between the forces acting on the
RVE boundary and the associated boundary displacements in order to compute the averaged
stress and tangent moduli. Furthermore, the incorporation of the invloved constraints into
the equations of equilibrium is realized through the Lagrange multipliers method. On the
contrary, in this section an alternative procedure which employs the direct condensation
of the constrained degrees of freedom will be developed, in order to take into account the
boundary constraints. For this purpose, the following scheme will be partitioned into two
directions. The first one consists in the computation of the overall stress of the RVE while
the second approaches the calculation of the macroscopic tangent moduli.
2.7.1 Macroscopic Stress
As already discussed and developed in Section 2.4 and according to the averaging theorems,
the macroscale quantities are obtained through the corresponding volume averaged values of















where n = 1, 2, ..., B denotes the boundary nodes, while Fn and Pn express the force and
coordinate vector of the n-th node respectively. On the other hand, when the periodic
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where now k = 1, 2, 3 denotes the three independent corner nodes and FCm expresses the
external forces at these nodes, in terms of the condensed force vector.
2.7.2 Macroscopic Moduli
According to this approach, the extract of the constitutive matrix is achieved by the con-
densation of the constrained degrees of freedom. Then, a transformation is necessary for the
derivation of the expression relating macroscopic stress and deformation tensors. Thus, in













where indices s and f denote the boundary and the inernal degrees of freedom respectively.
Next, the internal displacement vector δdf is eliminated from 2.55 and the condensed equation
is obtained
KCδds = δFs where K





which will then be employed for the formation of the overall tangent moduli.At this point, it
should be noted that the above notation corresponds to the previous developed one, where
indices b and i were used instead of s and f respectively. However, in the following formulation
index i will be employed to denote the independent degrees of freedom and hence it is replaced
in order to avoid any confusion. Now, a similar procedure is followed in the case of periodic
displacements, only this time an additional condensation must be produced for the treatment
of periodicity.
More specifically, apart from the equilibrium equations, a constraint relation is imposed
through
dT = dB + d4 − d1 (2.57a)
dR = dL + d2 − d1 (2.57b)
where the bottom and the left side nodes are considered to be independent as illustrated in
figure 2.4. A more compact form of equations 2.57 is obtained through the relation
Cds = 0 (2.58)












Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the RVE discretization







where di and dd are the vectors of the independent and dependent degrees of freedom respec-
tively. In order to eliminate the latter, we take from 2.59
dd = Cdidi where Cdi = −C−1d Ci (2.60)









di = Tdi (2.61)
where T is a transformation matrix which is employed for the transformation of the linear
system Kd = F into K ′d′ = F ′. This is achieved through the common relations K ′ = T TKT ,












or K ′δdi = δF ′ (2.62)
Once applied the transformation, equation 2.62 can be expanded as
[






or K ′δdi = δF ′ (2.63)
where the nodes of the boundary ∂Ω+ are considered as independent in the present work.
Noting that the boundary conditions will be imposed on the corner nodes of the RVE, a
further elimination of 2.63 is necessary according to
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K ′ss K ′sf











where condensation of δdf leads to





which constitutes a [6x6] system concerning the corner degrees of freedom in a two-dimensional
case. Now, the overall moduli will be produced using equations 2.56 and 2.65 for linear and
periodic displacements respectively or generaly from the relation
KCδds = δFs (2.66)
which expresses a NxN system of equations where N denotes the supported or boundary
degrees of freedom and to equals to nodes 1,2 and 4 in the case of periodic displacements.










after the substitution of δFs from equation 2.66. Finally, substitution of the equation δds =







CP T δM (2.68)
and thus we obtain the expression relating the variation of the macroscopic stress and macro-





for both linear and periodic displacements with matrices P and KC refering to the corre-
sponding degrees of freedom. That is, in the first case, P and KC are expressed in terms
of all the boundary degrees of freedom while in the case of periodicity only the three corner
degrees of freedom are involved in their computation. In conclusion, comparing the above
developed formulations we observe that this second approach expresses the micro-to-macro
transition, and hence the averaged quantities, for both cases of BC, in a more compact form





The main objective of this chapter is to concentrate on the numerical formulation of theory
of plasticity through the implementation of elasto-plastic von Mises materials. In mathemat-
ical terms, the concept of plasticity is defined through a function Ψ, called yield function or
yield criterion, whose interior describes the elastic domain and its boundary is the yield limit:
Ψ(σ, σo) = σeff − σo (3.1)
In this sense, an admissible stress may lie either on the elastic domain where Ψ < 0 or on
the yield limit where Ψ = 0.
Ψ(σ, σo) ≤ 0 (3.2)
Consequently, it should be noted that for stresses within the elastic domain, only elastic
straining may occur while for stresses on the boundary either plastic loading or elastic un-
loading may be produced.












[σ2xx − σxxσyy + σ2yy + 3τ 2xy]− σo = σeff − σo (3.4)
for plain stress problems, where σeff and σo denote the von Mises stress and the yield
stress respectively. In the context of the present thesis both the aforementioned cases are
developed however, the following theory will be expressed in terms of plain stress due to the
fewer involved components.
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Furthermore, in this direction, a range of algorithms is developed in order to incorporate
the material non-linearities into the first order homogenization scheme (FE2) where the
fundamental concepts are summarized in the folowing points:
• the construction of the standard tangent modular matrix in order to be used in the
incremental tangent stiffness matrix.
• the integration of the stress/strains laws.
• the formation of a “consistent” tangent modular matrix appropriate for the Newton-
Raphson iterations.
3.2 Iterative and Incremental Strains
For the employment of an iterative scheme, two different procedures, the iterative and the
incremental strains, are proposed in the framework of multiscale simulation and for the sake
of completeness, they are both presented and described in the following steps:
Iterative strains algorithm:
1. The iterative displacements δp are computed.
2. The iterative strains δ are obtained, through δp, where δ = f(δp).
3. The iterative stresses are calculated using the relation δσ =Ct(σ)δ or by the integration
of the rate equations.
4. The stresses are updated, σn = σo + δσ where σo are the old stresses.
Incremental strains procedure:
1. The iterative displacements δp are computed.
2. The incremental displacements are updated through the relation ∆pn = ∆po+δp where
∆po is the incremental displacement vector at the end of the last iteration.
3. The incremental strains ∆ are obtained, through ∆p, where ∆ = f(∆p).
4. The incremental stresses are calculated using ∆σ = Ct(σ) or by the integration of the
rate equations.
5. The stresses are updated, σn = σo + ∆σ where σo are the old stresses.
As illustraded in the example of figure 3.1, both the procedures will take the stress from
point A, expressing an equilibrium state, to B when a positive displacement occurs. How-
ever, if at this stage a negative displacement and hence a negative strain is produced, the












Figure 3.1: Description of the (a) Iterative and (b) Incremental algorithms
strain increment while the iterative algorithm will produce an elastic unloading at this point
and will take the stress to point C, as shown in figure 3.1. This misleading unloading which
constitutes the main disadvantage of the iterative algorithm and may lead to entirely different
results, acted as a catalyst for the developement and the implementation of the incremental
solution, as also recommended in [4].
3.3 The Standard Tangent Modular Matrix
According to the main assumption of the small strain theory of plasticity, the total strain  is
decomposed into the sum of a fully reversible elastic component e and a plastic non-reversible
(permanent) component p:
 = e + p (3.5)
where the elastic component e is defined as:
e = − p (3.6)
Consequently, through the latter and taking into account the constitutive law which relates
the elastic strain with the stress we obtain:
σ = Ee = E(− p) (3.7)
Now, in order to calculate the permanent component p also known as flow rules, the Prandtl-




 = λα = λ
2σeff




where, as shown in figure 3.2 , α is the normal vector to the yield surface and λ is a constant







Figure 3.2: Plastic flow illustration in terms of principal stresses
Substituting the plastic strain into equation 3.7, we obtain the relation between the small





 x − pxy − py
xy − pxy
 = C(− p) = C(− λα) (3.9)











Now, for plastic flow to occur, we need to assure that the stress remain on the yield surface,
and consequently the inner product of the normal vector to the surface α and the stress





δσ = αT δσ = 0 (3.11)
This equation is scematically presented in the figure 3.2 and shows that when plastic flow
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occurs the stress changes σ must move tangentially to the yield surface and hence the stress
changes vector must be orthogonal to the vector α. In order to calculate the plastic strain-
rate multiplier λ, equation 3.9 is substituted into equation 3.11 and the following expression





and hence, using equation 3.9 the stress changes are expressed through the relation:







where Ct denotes the tangential modular matrix and consitutes a function of the material
properties, E and v, but also of the normal vector α.
3.4 Isotropic Strain Hardening
In the case of hardening, the fixed yield stress σo need to be expressed as a function of the
plastic strain so that equation 3.1 takes the form
Ψ(σ, σo) = σeff − σo(p) (3.14)



























Now, for uniaxial stress, py = pz = −1
2
px so that no plastic volume occurs and p = px
while σeff = σo = σx. As a result, the form relating σo and ps can be obtained from the




















T δσ −Hδp = 0 (3.18)
and substitution from 3.8 into equation 3.18 gives
δΨ = αT δσ −Hαδλ = αT δσ − A′δλ = 0. (3.19)





and equation 3.13 is also modified to







For linear hardening, as shown in figure 3.3, A′ is a single measurable constant while for
non-linear hardening, A′ constitutes a function of p or more generally, of σo which vary with
p.
3.5 Integration of the Stress-strain Relation
In order to apply the previous tangential formulation for the calculation of the strain and
stress in a structure, we should require that the strain increments are infinitesimally small, so
such a procedure would be computationally inefficient since it would lead to an accumulative
error. Consequently, we need to advance to the integration of the flow rules through the
loading path, a procedure that requires some additional steps in order to assure that the
final stress do not lie outside the yield surface. In this sense, a more precise expression of
the yield function change should be achieved and is obtained if we add a high-order term in
the von-Mises criterion
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It becomes now evident that the omission of the second order terms in the expression of the
yield function change will lead to error. Now, in this direction we need to adopt a scheme
whose aim is to update the stress at a Gauss point given (i) the old stress, strains and (ii)
the new strains. Such a scheme includes as a first step the elastic prediction for the updated
stresses and secondly the verification of the predicted position. That is, if the stresses lie
within the yield surface, which means that the Gauss-point remained in the elastic domain,
or that it was elastically unloaded, there is no need for integration. On the other hand, if the
stresses are found outside the yield limit we need to adopt one of the following procedures:
• Implementation of a return to the “forward-Euler” scheme.
• Employment of a form of “backward-Euler” scheme.
In the context of the present project, both the aforementioned algorithms were developed
and tested however, only the backward-Euler scheme was adopted in the framework of the
Newton-Raphson method, for the solution of the non-linear equilibrium equations. A more
schematical view of this method can be found at the final part of this chapter which refers to
the algorithmic formulation of the material non-linearity. Though, for the sake of generality,
it should be mentioned that the implementation of sub-increments throughout the integration
procedure could also be an alternative approach for the preservation of the stress within the
yield surface.
3.5.1 A forward-Euler Scheme
According to a forward integration scheme, the location of the intersection of the stress vector
with the yield surface is required and it is obtained through the following equation:
Ψ(σA + α∆σ) = 0 (3.24)
where α is a constant expressing the required part of the elastic stress increments ∆σ in
order to reach the yield surface and σA is the initial stress such that
Ψ(σA) < 0 (3.25)
In addition, with α = 1 the elastic predicted stress σA + α∆σ give
Ψ(σB) = Ψ(σA + ∆σ) > 0 (3.26)
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which means that the elastic predicted stress lies outside the yield limit.
For some yield functions, like von Mises, we can easily obtain the solution of equation
3.24 through an analytical expression. Concretely, re-expressing equation 3.4 in squared form












Figure 3.4: The forward Euler procedure
Ψ = α2σeff (∆σ)
2 + α∆σTAσA + σeff (σA)
2 − σ2o = 0 (3.27)
where matrix A is obtained through the derivative of the normal vector α and as shown
before, it takes the following form for plane stress problems:
A =
 2 -1 0−1 2 0
0 0 6
 (3.28)
Finally, the positive root of 3.27 produces the intersection point M as illustrated in figure
3.4. Alternatively, a more computational approach could be adopted when a general yield
criterion is used and the analytical solution is unfeasible. More specifically, we can use a






Then, the Taylor series takes the form





δα = Ψo + α
T∆σeffδα = 0 (3.30)
and gives the first change δαo where the “old” yield function Ψo is computed from the stress






where the normal vector a and the yield function value are computed at α1. Thus, having
computed the intersection point, the stress is updated by the portion σA + α∆σ to point
M using the elastic properties and by the portion (1− α)∆σ to point C in an elasto-plastic
manner. More specifically, the forward-Euler scheme is equivalent to a forward elastic step
from point A to point B and a return from point B to C through the normal vector of point
M
σC = σA + ∆σ −∆λCαM = σB −∆λCαM (3.32)
A schematic representation of this process and equation 3.32 is presented and explained in
figure 3.4.
An alternative procedure could avoid the necessity of computing the intersection point M
and as a result the return step could be produced through the normal vector at the elastic
point B. Thus, a Taylor expansion of yield function about point B produces







∆p = ΨB −∆λαTBCαB −∆λA′ (3.33)







and hence the final stress σC is given by
σC = σA + ∆σ −∆λCαB = σB −∆λCαB (3.35)
At this point, it should be noted that both of the previous algorithms produce stresses that
lie outside the yield surface and hence it is necessary to apply a return technique in order to
approach the yield surface and minimize the generated error.
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3.5.2 The forward-Euler Return to the Yield Surface
As an extension of the previous return process we can produce an iterative loop using equation
3.35, this time starting from point C:






If the obtained stress at point D lies outside the yield limit, further relaxation can be applied
until a sufficiently small divergence. Consequently, the general procedure can be expressed
by the following relation either for the forward or the bacward prediction:
∆σ = C∆−∆λoCαo − δλBCαB − δλCCαC (3.38)
In this general form, αo denotes the normal vector at the intersection point M when the
forward-Euler scheme is employed while for the backward-Euler it denotes the normal vector
at point B.
3.5.3 The backward-Euler Return to the Yield Surface
From the opposing point of view, the backward-Euler scheme derives from the following
equation
σC = σB −∆λCαC (3.39)
where an estimate for σC must be obtained in order to produce an iterative loop able to
approach the yield surface. Hence, the whole process is based on the reduction of a vector v
which represents the difference between the current stress and the backward-Euler stress
v = σ − (σB −∆λCαC) (3.40)
Now, if we express this equation in a short Taylor form we obtain












(vo + δλCα) = −P−1vo − δλP−1Cα (3.42)
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In the same way, we obtain a Taylor form for the yield function of point C, which should
satisfy the yield criterion Ψ = 0











cδλ = 0 (3.43)





As a result, the iterative stress change δσ is calculated through equation 3.42 and the final
stress is updated until a sufficiently small value of the yield function is reached.
3.6 The Consistent Tangent Modular Matrix
For the efficient implementation of Newton-Raphson method, a consistent tangent modular
matrix needs to be produced in order to be employed along with the backward-Euler scheme
of Section 2.4.3. In this sense, the characteristics of the overall equilibrium iterations will be
improved and a faster convergence rate will be achieved.
As expressed in Section 2.4.2, the backward-Euler scheme is described by equation 3.36
and hence, differentiation produces
δσ = Cδ− δλCα−∆λC∂α
∂σ
δσ (3.45)







C(δ− δλα) = P−1C(δ− δλα) (3.46)
Again, for plastic flow to occur, we need to assure that the stress remain on the yield
surface, and hence, as in Section 2.3, we obtain
αT δσ = 0 =⇒ αTP−1Cδ− δλαTP−1Cα + A′δλ = 0 (3.47)







δ = Cctδ (3.48)
Consequently, in contrast to the standard modular matrix, the consistent modular matrix
constitutes a function not only of the material properties and the normal vector α but also
of the plastic strain-rate multiplier ∆λ.
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3.7 The Algorithmic Formulation
As already mentioned in the previous development, theory of plasticity is mathematically
incorporated into the Newton-Raphson method through a total langrangian scheme, since
the incremental strains are employed in the framework of the solution process. Taking into
account this incremental form, the stress-strain relation is considered to be
∆σi = Ct(σi−1)∆ or ∆σi = f(σi−1,∆) (3.49)
where Ct is not only a function of the material properties, but also of the current stress. As a
result, the Gauss-point stress is obtained at the end of each iteration within an incremental
step however, it is only updated at a converged equilibrium state, that is at the end of the
step. In mathematical terms,
σi = σi−1 + ∆σi(∆i) (3.50)
where σi and σi−1 denote the final stress at the end of the incremental steps i and i − 1
respectively and ∆σi and ∆i express the incremental stress and strain within the step i.
Then, in order to obtain the incremental stress ∆σi, the incremental displacements ∆Di





i + ...+ δd
n
i (3.51)





i + ...+ δ
n
i (3.52)
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Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of the incremental displacements
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In the following table, the summarized steps of the iterative total Lagrange process within
a Newton-Raphson increment are schematically presented, according to the self developed
program.
1. Enter with
(a) do : old displacement vector at the end of last increment
(b) dn : new displacement vector
(c) σo : old stress vector at the end of last increment
(d) o : old strain vector at the end of last increment
2. Loop over all elements and for every integration point
(a) compute n = f(dn)
(b) compute ∆σ = f(σo, n − o)
(c) update the stress σn = σo + ∆σ
(d) update the tangent costitutive matrix Cn = f(σn)
3. Compute the internal forces fint and the tangent stiffness Kt
4. Assemble fint and Kt for all the elements
5. Check convergence
(a) if ‖fint − fext‖ > tolerance, go to 5
(b) else go to 7
6. Solve for the residual forces ‖fint − fext‖ and compute the displacement change δd
7. Update the displacement vector dn ← dn + δd and return to 2
8. Update the stress, the strain and the tangent constitutive matrix
(a) σo ← σn
(b) o ← n
(c) Co ← Cn
9. Get the next increment and go to 1
Table 3.1: Algorithm for elasto-plastic update
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At this point, it should be noted that the computation of ∆σ constitutes a quite delicate
task since it does not simply arise through f(σo, n − o), as simply mentioned in step 2(b).
Consequently, once obtained the strain increment ∆ = n − o, an elastic prediction for the
stress change is produced according to
∆σep = E∆ (3.53)
and as a result, the elastically predicted final stress is obtained as
σepn = σo + ∆σ
ep (3.54)
where four cases are distinguished, depending on the relation between σo and σ
ep
n with the
yield stress σy. These are presented in the following points in terms of uniaxial stress, so
that thay can be easily illustrated and schematically comprehensible.
A. Elastic Loading
σo < σy & σ
ep
n < σy =⇒ σn = σepn
B. Elasto-plastic Loading
σo < σy & σ
ep
























Figure 3.6: Elastic Loading (a) and Elasto-plastic Loading (b)
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C. Plastic Loading
σo > σy & σ
ep





σo > σy & σ
ep























Figure 3.7: Plastic Loading (a) and Elastic Unloading (b)
Apart from the new stress σn, the constitutive matrix must also be updated according to
the final stress position. This task includes some similar steps which are distinguished this
time in two cases. If the final stress lies within the elastic domain, the constitutive matrix
equals to the elastic mudular matrix otherwise, the tangent matrix must be implemented, as




Non-linear Finite Element Analysis
In order to incorporate the non-linear constitutve relations into the finite element analysis, a
pure displacement version is employed in the framework of this project, since it constitutes
the most convenient discretization method. Furthermore, its formulation is simple and allows
for a straightforward implementation of complicated constitutive relations. Consequently, in
the following sections, the solution procedure will be developed according to the Newton-
Raphson method, including its full, modified and initial versions. However, due to the multi-
scale requirements which demand the solution of a strain-driven boundary value problem, not
only the load-control but also the displacement-control formulation will be developed for the
case of quasi-static problems. Hence, the present chapter is divided into two parts. The first
one is concentrated on the load-control formulation of the full Newton-Raphson method and
the modified and the initial versions while the second part, is dedicated to the displacement
control formulation.
4.1 Load Control
The general equilibrium equation takes the form
fext − fint = 0 (4.1)
for quasi-static processes, where time plays no role. Yet, also then we need a parameter to
order the sequence of events. For this reason the concept of time will also be used in static
mechanical processes to form the loading sequence. In particular, the concept of time can be
employed to apply the external load in a number of loading steps (or increments). It would
be possible to impose the entire external load fext in a single step, but this is not a sensible
approach due to:
1. The fact that the system of equations produced from the discretization of a non-linear
continuum model is non-linear and as a result, the solution must be obtained through
an iterative procedure. For very large loading steps, it is usually difficult to obtain
a properly converged solution, if a solution can be obtained at all. Indeed, the con-
vergence radius is limited for most commonly used iterative procedures, including the
NewtonRaphson method.
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2. As shown by experiments, most materials exhibit a path-dependent behaviour. In other
words, the obtained stress values are dependending on the followed strain path. For
instance, the resulting stress can be different when we first apply tension on a panel
followed by a shear strain increment or when the same strain increments are imposed
in the reverse order. Consequently, the strain increments must be relatively small, in
order to obtain the correct structural behaviour, so that the strain path is followed as
closely as possible.
In this sense, the vector of unknow stress components is decomposed into σt+∆t and σt
instead of using the “new” and “old” notation respectively. Hence, the stress components
are related through
σt+∆t = σt + ∆σ (4.2)
where again ∆σ denotes the unknown change within the incremental step. Now, substituting







BTσt+∆tdV = 0 (4.3)













BT∆σdV = 0 (4.4)
or







where Qi is the location matrix. Then, if we relate the stress change ∆σ in a linearized form
with the displacement change ∆d, as shown in Chapter 3, we obtain the following linearized
set of equations



















is the tangential stiffness matrix of the structure upon a small increment of the loading. As
a result, equation 4.6 obtains the simplified form
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f t+∆text − f tint = K∆d (4.8)
Due to the above linearization of the constitutive equations, a drift-away from the true
solution will be produced, especially if relatively large loading steps are employed. A graphical











Figure 4.1: Purely incremental solution scheme
In order to prevent this gradual departure of the numerical solution from the true solution,
or at least make it smaller, we need to add equilibrium iterations within each loading step.
Now, we obtain an incremental-iterative procedure instead of a pure incremental procedure.







ext − fint,0 (4.10)
is the residual vector at the beginning of the load increment and the subscript 1 of ∆d denotes
the estimate in the first iteration for the incremental displacement vector. In the same way,
the subscript 0 of the internal force vector relates to the fact that this vector is calculated
using the stresses at the beginning of the loading step, i.e. that are left behind at the end of















From the incremental displacement vector ∆d1 a first estimate for the strain increment ∆11
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can be calculated, whereupon, using the stressstrain law, the stress increment δσ1 can be
computed. The stresses after the first iteration are then given by
σ1 = σ0 + ∆σ1 (4.12)












Figure 4.2: Incremental-iterative solution scheme
Generally, the first estimation of the internal force vector fint,1 that is computed on the
basis of the stress σ1 is not in equilibrium with the external force vector fext,1 that have been
added up to and including this loading step. As a result, a correction to the displacement
vector is necessary and is obtained through
δd2 = K
−1
1 r1 where r1 = f
t1
ext − fint,1 (4.13)
and K1 is the updated tangential stiffness matrix. After the second iteration in the loading
step, the displacement increment follows from
∆d2 = ∆d1 + δd2 (4.14)
Then, the stress and strain increments ∆σ2 and ∆2 are calculated in a similar fashion and
































where index i denotes that the operations have to be done for every integration point and
the above procedure is continued until a converged equilibrium state.
Table 4.1: Non-linear finite element analysis procedure
For each loading step
1. Initialize the data, set ∆d0=0
2. Get the new external force vector f t+∆text



















5. Compute the incremental displacement vector
∆dj+1 = ∆dj + δdj+1





7. Compute the final the incremental stress vector for each integration point
σi,j+1 = σi,0 + ∆σi,j+1














9. Check convergence, if ‖f t+∆text −fint,j+1‖ <tolerance, go to the next loading step, else
return to 3.
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An issue that has not been discussed yet, is the implicit assumption that the tangential
stiffness matrix Kj is updated after each iteration. Indeed, it is not necessary to update and
decompose the stiffness matrix in every iteration, as is being done within the full Newton-
Raphson process, since alternative methods that obviate the need to construct a tangential
stiffness matrix in every iteration have been developed.
Consequently, we could adopt a scheme where tha stiffness matrix is obtained simply by
setting up a new tangential stiffness only every few iterations, or only once within a loading
step. The stiffness matrix is assumed to vary so slowly that its set up in an iteration serves
as a reasonably accurate approximation of the tangential stiffness for a couple of subsequent
iterations. Hence, it is estimated that the slowing down of the convergence speed is off set
by the gain in computer time within each iteration.
A first method along this direction is the modified Newton-Raphson, which sets up and
decomposes the stiffness matrix only once within every loading step and usually at the
beginning of the loading step. An advantage of this process is that all state variables are
computed on the basis of an equilibrium state (presuming of course that a converged solution
has been obtained in the preceding load increment). The alternative approach in which the
stiffness matrix is only updated at the beginning of the second iteration of each load increment
lacks in this advantage, but also does no suffer from the drawback of the first variant, namely
that none of the non-linearities that arise during the loading step are incorporated in the stif-
fness matrix that is being used in the majority of the iterations. However, it should be noted
that the implementation of the modified Newton-Rapshon method can cause convergence dif-











Figure 4.3: Modified Newtion-Rapshon
A more simple variant of this iterative procedures, is the initial stiffness method, as il-
lustrated in 4.4. According to this method, the stiffness matrix is set up and decomposed
only at the beginning of the first loading step. It is evident that, when the failure load is
approached and the current stiffness matrix remains at the same initial value, convergence
becomes slow and a large number of iterations are required to obtain a reasonable accuracy.
As a result, a less tight convergence tolerance must be adopted in order to achieve a sutis-
factory number of iterations and thus, the failure load will be overestimated. However, by
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continuing the calculation beyond the limit point of the loaddeflection curve the proper fail-
ure load can sometimes be obtained, since the additional iterations that are added in these
post-peak increments result in a levelling out of the loaddeflection path until the true failure











Figure 4.4: Initial stiffness method
For the sake of generality, it should be mentioned that a second class of method could
be used, including the so-called Quasi-Newton methods or Secant-Newton methods. These
methods apply updates on existing tangential stiffness matrices such that the stiffness in the
subsequent iteration is computed using a multi-dimensional secant approximation.
4.2 Displacement Control
Unlike the previous section where the load is applied to the structure, in the present section,
the so-called displacement control procedure will be developed where prescribed displace-
ments are imposed on the structure. Thus, a stress is produced within the specimen which
in turn results in nodal forces at the nodes where the displacements are prescribed. The sum
of these forces produces the total reaction force which describes the equivalent external load
that would be caused by the prescribed displacements.
Concerning the comparison, when the physics do not explicitly dictate which type of solu-
tion is the most appropriate, the displacement control procedure is often preferred according
to the following reasons
1. The tangential stiffness matrix is better conditioned for displacement control than for
load control. This tends to result in a faster convergence behaviour of the iterative
procedure.
2. Under load control, the tangential stiffness matrix becomes singular at a limit point in
the loaddeflection diagram, not only when global failure occurs, but also when we have
a local maximum along this curve. The tangential stiffness matrix of the displacement
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controlled problem, on the other hand, does not become singular. An illustration of













(singularity of  the stiffness matrix)
Figure 4.5: Singularity of tangential stiffness matrix at limit point and divergence of iterative
procedure
The above statements are best clarified from equation 4.8 which has been produced for
load control and the prescribed external load is contained explicitly in the vector fext. Now,
instead of the external forces, a number of non-zero displacements are imposed in an incre-
mental procedure. Thus, we decompose the incremental displacement and force vectors ∆d
and into a vector that contains only degrees of freedom that are free ∆df and displacement








































where it has been assumed that, apart from the prescribed displacements, no other forces act
on the structure.
Then, the free displacement increments can be computed by eliminating ∆dp. Consequently,











while for the next iterations the formula changes to




since the increment δdp is imposed only on the first iteration. Comparison of 4.8 and 4.19,
shows that for the first iteration the external load f t+∆text must be replaced by the equivalent
force vector Kfp∆dp when switching from load to displacement control. In the next iterations




Modeling of the Microstructure
This chapter is concentrated on the microstructural simulation within a multiscale approach,
using the finite element method. A fiber-reinforced material, and concretely a carbon nan-
otube composite, is investigated in the present work and as a result the following development
will be directed according to this approach. For this purpose, the present chapter is divided
into three parts concerning the components of the polymer and their mechanical interaction.
In the first section, the isoparametric formulation of the quadrilateral element, which is used
for the discretization of the surrounding matrix, is extensively presented, while the second
section is concentrated on the finite element simulation of the carbon nanotubes. The first
part of this section presents the carbon fibers random geometries which are dirived from
processing scanning electron microscope images according to [7]. Finally, in the third section
the interaction of these components is further discussed and presented in mathematical and
computational terms.
5.1 Polymer Simulation
The first step for the discretization of the microstructure concerns the polymer simulation,
which is achieved through the employment of the linear quadrilateral element. Furthermore,
for the production of the stiffness matrix the isoparametric formulation is adopted.
5.1.1 Isoparametric Formulation
The isoparametric elements were invented by Taig and Irons for the purpose of the simula-
tion of curved boundaries using non-rectangular elements. According to this approach, the
production of isoparametric elements is based on two coordinate systems
1. The Cartesian Coordinate System and
2. The Natural Coordinate System which constitutes a mapping of the Cartesian Coordi-
nate System
The bridging of these systems is achieved through the transformation matrix [J ], the so-called
Jacobian matrix which, in general, relates the partial derivatives of a function f expressed
in two coordinate systems, (x, y, z) and (ξ, η, ζ) respectively.
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It should be noted that the term “Isoparametric” derives from the fact that both the dis-
placements u, v, w and the coordinates x, y, z are interpolated through the same rule, namely
the interpolation or shape functions.
As a first step for the computation of the stiffness matrix, we need to obtain the trans-






















































which relates the infinitesimal volume dV of the cartesian coordinate system with the natural
coordinate system. A more simplified form is obtained for the transformation of the inf-

















Similarly, for the case of the one-dimensional mapping, the above relation is further simplified
by eliminating the corresponding rows and columns of the initial formula 5.1.
5.1.2 Shape Functions
In the following figure, the four-node quadrilateral element is illustrated in both the cartesian
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( -1,1 )
Natural SystemCartesian System
Figure 5.1: Four-node isoparametric quadrilateral element
Now, in order to obtain the transformation, the cartesian coordinates are given as
x = a1 + a2ξ + a3η + a4ξη
y = a5 + a6ξ + a7η + a8ξη
or using a matrix notation
x =
[















In the same fashion, and according to the isoparametric formulation, the displacement field
is obtained through the same interpolation functions
u =
[














where now, applying the boundary conditions we take
x1 = a1 − a2 − a3 + a4
(
ξ = −1, η = −1)
x2 = a1 + a2 − a3 − a4
(
ξ = 1, η = −1)
x3 = a1 + a2 + a3 + a4
(
ξ = 1, η = 1
)
(5.8)
x4 = a1 − a2 + a3 − a4
(
ξ = −1, η = 1)







1 −1 −1 1
1 1 −1 −1
1 1 1 1















1 1 1 1
−1 1 1 −1
−1 −1 1 1








Substituting equation 5.10 into 5.6, we take the formula relating the natural coordinates of











































N1 0 N2 0 N3 0 N4 0













the transformation of the natural coordinate system into the cartesian. In a similar manner,
and taking into account the isoparametric formulation, in order to obtain the displacement







N1 0 N2 0 N3 0 N4 0












or {u} = [N ]{d} (5.14)
where ui, vi denote the nodal displacements in direction x and y respectively. Consequently,
in order to calculate the coordinates x, y or the displacements u, v of any point, we simply
substitute the coordinates ξ and η into equations 5.13 and 5.14 respectively.
5.1.3 Deformation Matrix
Once obtained the deformation field and the coordinate transformation, the next step includes
the computation of the deformation matrix B which relates the strain at any point with the
nodal displacements u and v. According to the continuum mechanics, the strain vector for


































However, the displacement field u, v is expressed in the natural coordinate system and as a
result the above derivatives cannot be directly computed through equation 5.14. Generally,
in such a case, where a function f , defined in two coordinate systems (x, y) and (ξ, η), is not




















































denotes the Jacobian matrix and derives from equation 5.13 and as a result, it






N1,ξ N2,ξ N3,ξ N4,ξ



















[−(1− η) (1− η) (1 + η) −(1 + η)
−(1− ξ) −(1 + ξ) (1 + ξ) (1− ξ)
]
(5.20)
Now, in order to produce the strain vector, we need to compute the derivatives of the dis-








































= J11J22 − J21J12 (5.23)






























 J22 −J12 0 00 0 −J21 J11














{} = [B1]{uξ} (5.25)













N1,ξ 0 N2,ξ 0 N3,ξ 0 N4,ξ 0
N1,η 0 N2,η 0 N3,η 0 N4,η 0
0 N1,ξ 0 N2,ξ 0 N3,ξ 0 N4,ξ


















Then, combining equations 5.25 and 5.27 we obtain the expression of the strain vector
{} = [B1][B2]{d} (5.28)
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−(1− η) 0 (1− η) 0 (1 + η) 0 −(1 + η) 0
−(1− ξ) 0 −(1 + ξ) 0 (1 + ξ) 0 (1− ξ) 0
0 −(1− η) 0 (1− η) 0 (1 + η) 0 −(1 + η)
0 −(1− ξ) 0 −(1 + ξ) 0 (1 + ξ) 0 (1− ξ)

Consequently, the deformation matrix B is expressed as the product of the two components









and {} = [B]{d} (5.29)
5.1.4 Stiffness Matrix
Once obtained the formula of the deformation matrix in the natural coordinate system, the
expression of the stiffness matrix can now be transformed. In the general case, the stiffness














while for the four-node quadrilateral element, the integration is reduced to the plane of the


















is the constitutive matrix which for








































where the integration limits are also adapted according to the natural coordinate system, as
illustrated in figure 5.1. From equations 5.25 and 5.29 we notice that det(J), constituting
the denominator of B1, contains a polynomial a1 + a2ξ + a3η + a4ξη, so in order to compute
the integral of 5.33 we will employ a numerical method, namely the Gauss method.
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5.1.5 Numerical Integration
The Gaussian integration will be used for the computation of the stiffness integrals of 5.33
instead of a closed form integration. This quadrature rule produces an approximation of a
definite integral of a function as the weighted sum of function values at specified points within
the domain of integration. In general, a n-point Gaussian quadrature rule is a quadrature
rule constructed to yield an exact result for polynomials of degree 2n-1 or less by a suitable
choice of the points xi , the so-called Gauss-points, and weights ai for i = 1, 2, ..., n. The
domain of integration for such a rule is conventionally taken as [−1, 1], so the rule is stated
as ∫ 1
−1




where xi and ai constitute a suitable choice of points, the so-called Gauss-points, and weights
respectively for i = 1,...,n. Now, in order to expand this rule for a function of two variables,


































Similarly, this quadrature rule can be expanded for functions of three or more variables.
Depending on the degree of the polynomial, an adequate order rule must be adopted for
solving the integration problem. In particular, for a linear quadrilateral element a 2x2-point
rule has to be employed for the accurate computation of the stiffness matrix. Now, using
























































is also considered to be a function of ξ and η in the
framework of a non-linear material.



















































Table 5.1: Order rules for solving the integration problem
5.2 Fiber Simulation
5.2.1 Geometry
According to [7], random fiber waviness is modeled as a non-homogeneous stochastic field
using the spectral representation method in conjunction with evolutionary power spectra.
The statistical properties of this spectra are derived from processing a number of carbon
nanotube geometries from scanning electron microscope images. The evolutionary power
spectra depend not only on the frequency ω but also on spatial state variables. Consequently,
it can be expressed as the product of a homogeneous power spectrum Sh(x) and a spatial
envelope function gh(x) as follows:
S(ω, x) = Sh(ω)gh(ω) (5.39)











with f (i)(x) being the wavy geometry of the ith fiber and E denoting the mathematical
expectation.
Figure 5.2: Image of wavy geometry of fibers
An estimate of the spatial envelope function can be obtained from the distribution of the









and an estimate of the evolutionary power spectra is given by























2S¯h(ωn, x)∆ω, n = 1, 2, ..., N − 1






S¯h(ω0, x) = 0
The parameter ωup refers to an upper limit of the frequency, beyond which the autocorrelation
function is supposed to be zero. Parameter φ(j)n stands for random phase angles in the range
[0, 2pi], for the jth sample realization.
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5.2.2 Beam Element
Once obtained the geometry, according to the previous development, the fibers are then dis-
cretized using plane beam elements. The evaluation of the mechanical properties of the fibers,
namely the young modulus and the stiffness properties, is achieved through the equivalent




Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of the multiscale modeling
According to this approach, the carbon nanotube is first simulated as a space frame
structure with the covalent bond between the atoms being represented by continuum beams.
However, such a simulation is an extremely computationally demanding task and it is only
used for the production of the equivalent beam properties. More specifically, the space frame
model is subjected to different loading conditions in order to produce the stiffness indices,
and the fibers are then simulated using beam elements with equivalent mechanical properties.























































where the area A and the inertia I are obtained from the assumed profile section for the
equivalent beam element and the elastic moduli derives by equating the space frame results
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with the corresponding stiffness indices of 5.45. An extensive development for the modeling of
carbon nanotubes with equivalent beam element can be found in [7] along with the produced
fiber geometry.
Now, in order to incorporate the beam element in the surrounding polymer for the f-
inite element analysis, the embedded element technique is used. At first, the global stiffness






















cosθ −sinθ 0 0 0 0
sinθ cosθ 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 cosθ −sinθ 0
0 0 0 sinθ cosθ 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
 (5.47)
with θ the angle between the local axis, that is the beam axis, and the global coordinate
system. The global stiffness matrix can be now embedded in the quadrilateral element of the





















, we need first to relate the kinematic quantities of the corresponding













Figure 5.4: Composite element, consisted of a quadrilateral and a beam element
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As illustrated in figure 5.4, the kinematic quantities of node 5 (u5, v5, θ5) need to be
depended on the master degrees of freedom, namely those of nodes 1,2,3 and 4. Let subscript
b and q denote the quantities of the beam and the quadrilateral element respectively. We
impose now that both node 5 of the beam element and point 5 of the surrounding matrix










where u5q and v5q are related with the nodal displacements through the shape functions







N1 0 N2 0 N3 0 N4 0













with Ni being the shape functions at point 5, Ni = Ni(ξ5, η5). Now, in order to relate rotation
θ5b with the degrees of freedom of nodes 1, 2, 3, 4 we perform the following decomposition
θ5b = θ5b(u) + θ5b(v) (5.51)
with























































where quantities lx, ly, lxi and lyi are illustrated in figure 5.4. Combining equations 5.50 and
5.54 we form the global formula for the imposition of the required kinematic constraints in





N1 0 N2 0 N3 0 N4 0









































































is the requested transformation matrix. In order to perform the above transfor-









































which now can be assembled to the stiffness matrix of the sourrounding element, that is the
quadrilateral element.
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5.3 The Interfacial Mechanism
5.3.1 Bond Behavior
Bond is the interaction between reinforcing fiber and surrounding material. As discussed in
the previous section, the interaction of the reinforcing fiber and the surrounding polymer is
assured through a perfect bond model, since we assume a complete compatibility of strains
between the two components. However, a more realistic approach should be taken into
account where the produced bond stress is related to the relative displacement between the
fiber and the polymer. In other words, we have to consider a nonlinear bond-slip model
and more specifically, a stick slip behaviour for the discription of the interfacial load transfer
mechanism between the lateral surface of the carbon nanotube and the surrounding matrix.












Figure 5.5: Bond stress-slip relation
If a fiber is in slip state, this means that its corresponding interface bond has failed,
leading to its inability for further load-transferring. The condition of slip for a beam element
is simulated by reducing its axial stiffness to a very small value. Notice that bending and
shear rigidities are not affected allowing the element in slip to resist against bending and
shear. In mathematical terms, it is expressed as
τ = Eb1ds
{
< τ1 fully bonded
≥ τ1 slip
(5.61)
where τ1 denotes the interfacial shear strength, Eb1 is the initial slip modulus and is replaced
by Eb2, which is almost zero, when the bond-slip ds exceeds the value ds1 (Figure 5.5).
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5.3.2 Bond-Slip Model
For including the bond-slip in the finite element analysis of carbon reinforced structures,
a bond link element will be used, consisted of an axial spring element which connect and
transmit shear forces between the fiber node and the adjacent polymer node. Since the link
element has no physical dimensions, the two connected nodes originally occupy the same







Figure 5.6: Bond link element
The element stiffness matrix relates shear force to the corresponding nodal displacements





where Ks is the shear stiffness of the interface and can be derived from the measured bond
stress-slip relation according to the following equation
ks = Eb1Ac (5.63)
with Eb1 the initial slip modulus and A is the bar circumferential area tributary to one bond
link element.
A reinforcing fiber element which is embedded in a polymer element is shown in figure
5.7. The corresponding degrees of freedom of the reinforcing fiber and the polymer at each
end are connected by the bond link element whose stiffness depends on the relative dis-
placement between fiber and polymer. Since the finite element model only includes the
concrete displacement degrees of freedom, the degrees of freedom which are associated with
the reinforcing beam need to be condensed out from the element stiffness matrix, before it



















(1), (3) : Polymer Nodes
Figure 5.7: Discrete reinforcing fiber element with bond-slip
With this assumption the stiffness matrix which relates the end displacements along the













ks −ks 0 0 0 0 0 0
−ks AE
L





















0 0 0 0 ks −ks 0 0
0 −AE
L
0 0 −ks AE
L












































where subscript e denotes the eliminated and c the condensated degrees of freedom. Conse-




























where Kequal is the condensed stiffness matrix and Fcc the condensed load vector according
to equation 5.66b. As already expained in the beginning of this section, only the axial stif-
fness of the beam element is linked with the bond element. Hence, the remaining degrees of
freedom in equation 5.66c are u′1, v1, θ1 and u
′
2, v2, θ2 for nodes i and j respectively.
Once obtained the above static condensation, stiffness matrix of equation 5.66c can be
assembled together with the polymer element stiffness matrix to form the total stiffness of

























are the transformation matrices as developed in the previous
section, only this time, the transformation is performed on the equal stiffness matrix which





In the present chapter, the performance of the formulations outlined above is demonstrated
by using some representative numerical examples. The first part is concentrated on the nested
solution scheme in the context of the multi-scale analysis, as presented in table 2.1. An L-
shaped domain is employed as macro-specimen while a fiber-reinforced matrix is assigned
as representative volume element to every integration point. The overall microstructure
response is computed for both types of boundary conditions, namely linear and periodic
displacements, and their influence is examined at the level of the RVE and the macroscale
as well. In the second part, the numerical analyses are tranfered to the micro level where
a microstructure cell is examined in terms of micromechanics, introducing bond-slip effect
and material non-linearity. Their influence over the RVE’s behavior is tested in different
deformation modes and presented in comperative figures and numerical results.
6.1 Nested Solution Scheme
We consider an L-shaped domain for macro-scale (Figure 6.1) where both the length and
the height of the sample equal 20m and the thickness is taken 1m. At the bottom side, the
nodes are fixed in vertical direction while the horizontal displacement is free. In contrast,
the vertical displacements of the left side are free while the horizontal degrees of freedom are
fixed.
6.1.1 Macrostructural Model
The implementation of the nested solution procedure for the L-shaped domain, will be per-
formed according to the algorithm of table 2.1. Hence, the first step consists in the ini-
tialization of the macrostructure where the aforementioned L-shaped domain of plane stress
type, is discretized with 4-node quadrilateral elements. Figure 6.1 illustrates the performed
finite element mesh, consisted of 1200 elements and 2562 degrees of freedom, along with the
applied boundary conditions and the macro load.
As already mentioned, according to this computational homogenization approach there
is no explicit form of the constitutive behaviour on the macrolevel assumed a priori. Con-
sequently, the stiffness matrix and the overall mechanical properties of the macro-specimen
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have to be determined numerically from the relation between variations of the macroscopic
stress and variations of the macroscopic deformation at every integration point.
Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the undeformed configuration of the macro-specimen.
6.1.2 Microstructural Model
Once initialized the macroscopic model, we need now to define the representative volume
element and assign it to the integration points. A fiber-reinforced matrix is studied in the
present work as micro-model, consisted of non-aligned fiber elements. A volume fraction of
5% is adopted for the fibers, with random geometry and distribution into the RVE. The
stochastic modeling of the fiber geometry is produced after processing a number of CNT
geometries from scanning electron microscope images according to [7]. The produced fibers
are then placed in the micro-specimen at random position and direction. More specifically,
a random point is generated as starting point and an angle denoting the fiber axis. If the
generated fiber lies within the micro-specimen the procedure continues with the next location
step or else a number of specified attempts is performed until the produced fiber is completely
surrounded by the representative volume. If the process surpasses the prescribed number of
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attempts, a new set of random point and angle is generated and so forth. The following
figure constitutes a schematic representation of the produced RVE, containing 5% volume
fraction of reinforcing fibers, and the finite element discretization.
Figure 6.2: Microstructural cell.
The matrix behavior is discribed by a linear elastic material with Young’s modulus and
Poisson’s ration being 3 MPa and 0.35 respectively while a full-bond model is implemented
for the interaction between fiber and polymer. Fibers are discretized with beam elements of










(d+ t)2 − (d− t)2]
with d being the equivalent diameter, where a value of 18 nm is adopted in the framework
of the present work, and is calculated according to [7] for wall thickness t equal to 0.35 nm.
Now the procedure is transfered to the micro level where the above microstructural cell
(figure 6.2) is initialized for both linear and periodic displacements and the computed tangent
moduli is the assigned to every integration point for the initialization of the macroscopic stif-
fness matrix. As depicted in the following results, a stiffer response is obtained in the case




6.9225E + 09 2.2862E + 09 1.7152E + 082.2862E + 09 1.0670E + 10 1.0460E + 09
1.7152E + 08 1.0460E + 09 3.0342E + 09

CPeriodic =
6.9052E + 09 2.2807E + 09 1.7114E + 082.2807E + 09 1.0667E + 10 1.0441E + 09
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Figure 6.3: Macroscopic stress-strain curves (σxx− xx) for analyses with linear and periodic
displacements.
This difference in the calculated macroscopic stiffness for the two schemes of boundary con-
ditions is better depicted in figure 6.3 in terms of strain-stress curves. Now, the above consti-
tutive matrices are assigned to the integration-points in order to complete the initialization
of the macro-model and the procedure returns to the macro-level.
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6.1.3 Macroscopic Response
Figure 6.4: Schematic representation of the deformed configuration of the macro-specimen.
Due to the imperceptible difference between the computed macro-stiffness, the obtained
deformed configurations for the load illustrated in figure 6.1 are almost identical for both
types of boundary conditions according to figure 6.4.
(!1,"1) (!2,"2)
(!3,"3)(!4,"4)
Figure 6.5: Deformed element of the inside corner.
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Figure 6.6: Deformed microstructural cell of Gauss-point (1).
1 =
9.7245E − 097.6745E − 08
1.0057E − 07
 σ1 =
2.6002E + 029.4632E + 02
3.8709E + 02
 2 =
9.7245E − 091.7015E − 07
1.9351E − 07
 σ2 =
4.8950E + 022.0401E + 03
7.6678E + 02

Figure 6.7: Deformed microstructural cell of Gauss-point (2).
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Figure 6.8: Deformed microstructural cell of Gauss-point (3).
3 =
1.0266E − 071.7015E − 07
2.8691E − 07
 σ3 =
1.1489E + 032.3503E + 03
1.0661E + 03
 4 =
1.0266E − 077.6745E − 08
1.9397E − 07
 σ4 =
9.1942E + 021.2565E + 03
6.8643E + 02

Figure 6.9: Deformed microstructural cell of Gauss-point (4).
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Figure 6.5 depicts the deformation state of the element located at the inside corner of the
macroscopic domain along with its integration points. In the next figures (6.6 - 6.9), the de-
formed configuration of each Gauss-point is schematically represented and the corresponding
strain and stress vectors are given respectively.
It is now obvious from the above figures, and the stress and strain tensors as well, that
the RVEs in the upper part of the examined element are mainly subjected to tension in
the direction of x-axis, while for the RVEs of the lower part, the tension along the y-axis
is dominant. Furthermore, combining the deformed configuration of figures 6.5 and 6.6 we
verify the expected deformation which is mainly consisted in shear stress, according to the
biggest strain value of γxy for the Gauss-point (3). This confirms the conclusion that the
method realistically describes the deformation modes of the microstructure.
The following figures represent the boundary nodal tractions for two of the faces of the
RVE, namely the left and bottom faces, for linear displacements as boundary conditions.










Figure 6.10: Normal nodal forces - RVE (1)









Figure 6.11: Shear nodal forces - RVE (1)










Figure 6.12: Normal nodal forces - RVE (2)









Figure 6.13: Shear nodal forces - RVE (2)
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Figure 6.14: Normal nodal forces - RVE (3)









Figure 6.15: Shear nodal forces - RVE (3)










Figure 6.16: Normal nodal forces - RVE (4)









Figure 6.17: Shear nodal forces - RVE (4)
A significant observation of the above figures consists in the influence of the fiber over
the stiffness and its distribution within the representative volume element. More specifically,
the charts of the nodal forces, placed at the left side of the previous figures, present a peak
in both the bottom and the left side in the same boundary points for all the microstructures.
Combining now these representations with the microstructural cell, as illustrated in figure
6.2, it becomes evident that the influence of the fibers placed on the left-bottom corner is
schematically verified through these graphs for both examined sides of the RVE.
At this point, it should be noted that for the sake of completeness, all numerical analyses
are performed for linear and periodic displacements as well. A comparison of their obtained
results is performed in this section in order to highlight the influence of the boundary con-
ditions in the framework of a multiscale approach. However, according to the scope of the
present work, only the case of linear displacements will be discussed in the following sections
since the attention is not concentrated on the solution techniques but most in the influence
of the microstructural effects upon the macroscopic quantities.
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6.2 Deformation Modes
This section is concentrated on the overall behavior of the representative volume element and
the influence of the microstructural effects over the averaged macroscopic quantities. The
response of the previously presented microstructural cell is examined for the three deforma-
tion modes, that is for x, y and γxy, taking into account the interfacial shear strength model
of fiber elements and incorporating the elastoplastic constitutive model of the surrounding
matrix. The following tables present the implemented values of the microstructural problem
for both the polymer
Properties of Polymer
Young’s Modulus 3 MPa
Poisson’s Ratio 0.35
Table 6.1: Properties of Polymer
and the fiber elements
Properties of Fibers
Length 0.5 - 0.7 µm
Diameter 18 nm
Wall Thickness 0.35 nm
Cross Section Pipe Profile
Number of Fibers 16
Volume Fraction 5%
Young’s Modulus 1 TPa
0 MPa
Interfacial Shear Strength 20 MPa
50 and ∞ MPa
Table 6.2: Properties of Fibers
As denoted in table 6.2, the influence of the interfacial shear strength over the RVE’s
overall response is investigated using two different values, namely 20 and 50 MPa, as well
as the fully bonded model (Shear Strength →∞) and the neat surrounding polymer (Shear
Strength → 0).
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6.2.1 Normal Strain in X-direction
Figure 6.18: Deformed configuration of the RVE for xx
Linear Elastic Polymer
Strains Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d)
!xx "xx "yy #xy C11
0,0000000    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00
0,0003125    1,0387244e+06    2,0006668e+06    2,0006668e+06    2,0006668e+06    3,0100427e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    1,7093482e+02    2,9357799e+04    2,9357799e+04    2,9357799e+04
0,0006250    2,0772837e+06    4,0013336e+06    4,0013336e+06    4,0013336e+06    6,0173063e+05    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    3,3412429e+02    5,8715598e+04    5,8715598e+04    5,8715598e+04
0,0009375    3,1158431e+06    6,0020004e+06    6,0020004e+06    6,0020004e+06    9,0245700e+05    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    4,9731375e+02    8,8073397e+04    8,8073397e+04    8,8073397e+04
0,0012500    4,1544024e+06    8,0026672e+06    8,0026672e+06    8,0026672e+06    1,2031834e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    6,6050322e+02    1,1743120e+05    1,1743120e+05    1,1743120e+05
0,0015625    5,1929618e+06    1,0003334e+07    1,0003334e+07    1,0003334e+07    1,5039097e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    8,2369268e+02    1,4678899e+05    1,4678899e+05    1,4678899e+05
0,0018750    6,2315211e+06    1,2004001e+07    1,2004001e+07    1,2004001e+07    1,8046361e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    9,8688215e+02    1,7614679e+05    1,7614679e+05    1,7614679e+05
0,0021875    7,2700805e+06    1,4004668e+07    1,4004668e+07    1,4004668e+07    2,1053625e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    1,1500716e+03    2,0550459e+05    2,0550459e+05    2,0550459e+05
0,0025000    8,3086398e+06    1,6005334e+07    1,6005334e+07    1,6005334e+07    2,4060888e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    1,3132611e+03    2,3486239e+05    2,3486239e+05    2,3486239e+05
0,0028125    9,3471992e+06    1,8005867e+07    1,8006001e+07    1,8006001e+07    2,7068152e+06    6,2923832e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    1,4764505e+03    2,6425732e+05    2,6422019e+05    2,6422019e+05
0,0031250    1,0385759e+07    1,9983757e+07    2,0006668e+07    2,0006668e+07    3,0075416e+06    6,9933765e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    1,6396400e+03    2,9993718e+05    2,9357799e+05    2,9357799e+05
0,0034375    1,1424318e+07    2,1961647e+07    2,2007335e+07    2,2007335e+07    3,3082679e+06    7,6943698e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    1,8028295e+03    3,3561703e+05    3,2293579e+05    3,2293579e+05
0,0037500    1,2462877e+07    2,3939537e+07    2,4008002e+07    2,4008002e+07    3,6089943e+06    8,3953631e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    1,9660189e+03    3,7129688e+05    3,5229359e+05    3,5229359e+05
0,0040625    1,3501437e+07    2,5917427e+07    2,6008668e+07    2,6008668e+07    3,9097207e+06    9,0963564e+06    9,0889823e+06    9,0889823e+06    2,1292084e+03    4,0697674e+05    3,8165139e+05    3,8165139e+05
0,0043750    1,4539996e+07    2,7895316e+07    2,8009335e+07    2,8009335e+07    4,2104471e+06    9,7973497e+06    9,7881348e+06    9,7881348e+06    2,2923979e+03    4,4265659e+05    4,1100918e+05    4,1100918e+05
0,0046875    1,5578555e+07    2,9873206e+07    3,0010002e+07    3,0010002e+07    4,5111734e+06    1,0498343e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,0487287e+07    2,4555873e+03    4,7833644e+05    4,4036698e+05    4,4036698e+05
0,0050000    1,6617115e+07    3,1851096e+07    3,2010669e+07    3,2010669e+07    4,8118998e+06    1,1199336e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,1186440e+07    2,6187768e+03    5,1401630e+05    4,6972478e+05    4,6972478e+05
0,0053125    1,7655674e+07    3,3826536e+07    3,4011336e+07    3,4011336e+07    5,1126262e+06    1,1899648e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,1885592e+07    2,7819663e+03    5,5219781e+05    4,9908258e+05    4,9908258e+05
0,0056250    1,8694233e+07    3,5789271e+07    3,6012002e+07    3,6012002e+07    5,4133525e+06    1,2596427e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,2584745e+07    2,9451559e+03    6,0335357e+05    5,2844038e+05    5,2844038e+05
0,0059375    1,9732793e+07    3,7752006e+07    3,8012669e+07    3,8012669e+07    5,7140789e+06    1,3293205e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,3283897e+07    3,1083455e+03    6,5450932e+05    5,5779818e+05    5,5779818e+05
0,0062500    2,0771352e+07    3,9714741e+07    4,0013336e+07    4,0013336e+07    6,0148053e+06    1,3989984e+07    1,3983050e+07    1,3983050e+07    3,2715352e+03    7,0566508e+05    5,8715598e+05    5,8715598e+05
0,0065625    2,1809911e+07    4,1677251e+07    4,2014003e+07    4,2014003e+07    6,3155316e+06    1,4686553e+07    1,4682202e+07    1,4682202e+07    3,4347252e+03    7,5674935e+05    6,1651377e+05    6,1651377e+05
0,0068750    2,2848471e+07    4,3622797e+07    4,4014670e+07    4,4014670e+07    6,6162580e+06    1,5367334e+07    1,5381355e+07    1,5381355e+07    3,5979158e+03    8,0244343e+05    6,4587157e+05    6,4587157e+05
0,0071875    2,3887030e+07    4,5568342e+07    4,6003613e+07    4,6015336e+07    6,9169844e+06    1,6048115e+07    1,6081455e+07    1,6080507e+07    3,7611075e+03    8,4813751e+05    6,7848324e+05    6,7522936e+05
0,0075000    2,4925589e+07    4,7513888e+07    4,7981503e+07    4,8016003e+07    7,2177107e+06    1,6728896e+07    1,6782448e+07    1,6779660e+07    3,9243014e+03    8,9383159e+05    7,1416309e+05    7,0458714e+05
0,0078125    2,5964149e+07    4,9444632e+07    4,9959393e+07    5,0016670e+07    7,5184371e+06    1,7401796e+07    1,7483441e+07    1,7478812e+07    4,0874997e+03    9,3072251e+05    7,4984294e+05    7,3394491e+05
0,0081250    2,7002708e+07    5,1284456e+07    5,1937283e+07    5,2017337e+07    7,8191635e+06    1,8028671e+07    1,8184435e+07    1,8177965e+07    4,2507070e+03    9,1358377e+05    7,8552280e+05    7,6330266e+05
0,0084375    2,8041268e+07    5,3086460e+07    5,3915173e+07    5,4018004e+07    8,1198899e+06    1,8640808e+07    1,8885428e+07    1,8877117e+07    4,4139320e+03    8,7405437e+05    8,2120265e+05    7,9266057e+05
0,0087500    2,9079827e+07    5,4888464e+07    5,5893062e+07    5,6018670e+07    8,4206162e+06    1,9252944e+07    1,9586421e+07    1,9576270e+07    4,5771926e+03    8,3452497e+05    8,5688250e+05    8,2201837e+05
0,0090625    3,0118387e+07    5,6659250e+07    5,7870952e+07    5,8019337e+07    8,7213427e+06    1,9864511e+07    2,0287414e+07    2,0275422e+07    4,7405242e+03    8,0601881e+05    8,9256236e+05    8,5137617e+05
0,0093750    3,1156945e+07    5,8394107e+07    5,9848842e+07    6,0020004e+07    9,0220689e+06    2,0475423e+07    2,0988408e+07    2,0974575e+07    4,9034293e+03    7,9019931e+05    9,2824221e+05    8,8073397e+05
0,0096875    3,2195505e+07    6,0128964e+07    6,1826732e+07    6,2020671e+07    9,3227953e+06    2,1086335e+07    2,1689401e+07    2,1673727e+07    5,0666188e+03    7,7437980e+05    9,6392206e+05    9,1009176e+05
0,0100000    3,3234064e+07    6,1863821e+07    6,3804622e+07    6,4021338e+07    9,6235217e+06    2,1697247e+07    2,2390394e+07    2,2372880e+07    5,2298082e+03    7,5856029e+05    9,9960192e+05    9,3944956e+05
0,0103125    3,4272623e+07    6,3598201e+07    6,5782512e+07    6,6022004e+07    9,9242481e+06    2,2308193e+07    2,3091388e+07    2,3072032e+07    5,3929977e+03    7,4238866e+05    1,0352818e+06    9,6880736e+05
0,0106250    3,5311183e+07    6,5320349e+07    6,7760401e+07    6,8022671e+07    1,0224974e+07    2,2916167e+07    2,3792381e+07    2,3771185e+07    5,5561872e+03    7,2222965e+05    1,0709616e+06    9,9816516e+05
0,0109375    3,6349742e+07    6,7021253e+07    6,9738291e+07    7,0023338e+07    1,0525701e+07    2,3514790e+07    2,4493374e+07    2,4470337e+07    5,7193766e+03    6,9561527e+05    1,1066415e+06    1,0275230e+06
0,0112500    3,7388302e+07    6,8722158e+07    7,1716181e+07    7,2024005e+07    1,0826427e+07    2,4113414e+07    2,5194367e+07    2,5169490e+07    5,8825661e+03    6,6900088e+05    1,1423213e+06    1,0568808e+06
0,0115625    3,8426861e+07    7,0423063e+07    7,3694071e+07    7,4024672e+07    1,1127154e+07    2,4712038e+07    2,5895361e+07    2,5868642e+07    6,0457556e+03    6,4238650e+05    1,1780012e+06    1,0862386e+06
0,0118750    3,9465420e+07    7,2123968e+07    7,5671961e+07    7,6025338e+07    1,1427880e+07    2,5310662e+07    2,6596354e+07    2,6567794e+07    6,2089450e+03    6,1577211e+05    1,2136810e+06    1,1155964e+06
0,0121875    4,0503980e+07    7,3824872e+07    7,7649850e+07    7,8026005e+07    1,1728606e+07    2,5909285e+07    2,7297347e+07    2,7266947e+07    6,3721345e+03    5,8915772e+05    1,2493609e+06    1,1449542e+06
0,0125000    4,1542539e+07    7,5525777e+07    7,9627740e+07    8,0026672e+07    1,2029333e+07    2,6507909e+07    2,7998341e+07    2,7966099e+07    6,5353239e+03    5,6254334e+05    1,2850407e+06    1,1743120e+06
0,0128125    4,2581098e+07    7,7226682e+07    8,1605630e+07    8,2027339e+07    1,2330059e+07    2,7106533e+07    2,8699334e+07    2,8665252e+07    6,6985134e+03    5,3592895e+05    1,3207206e+06    1,2036698e+06
0,0131250    4,3619658e+07    7,8888416e+07    8,3583520e+07    8,4028006e+07    1,2630785e+07    2,7686776e+07    2,9400327e+07    2,9364404e+07    6,8617029e+03    5,0009572e+05    1,3564005e+06    1,2330276e+06
0,0134375    4,4658217e+07    8,0511691e+07    8,5547708e+07    8,6028672e+07    1,2931512e+07    2,8248974e+07    3,0097510e+07    3,0063557e+07    7,0248924e+03    4,5521110e+05    1,4060724e+06    1,2623854e+06
0,0137500    4,5696776e+07    8,2134966e+07    8,7510443e+07    8,8029339e+07    1,3232238e+07    2,8811172e+07    3,0794289e+07    3,0762709e+07    7,1880819e+03    4,1032648e+05    1,4572282e+06    1,2917431e+06
0,0140625    4,6735336e+07    8,3755023e+07    8,9473178e+07    9,0030006e+07    1,3532964e+07    2,9371951e+07    3,1491067e+07    3,1461862e+07    7,3512714e+03    3,6662972e+05    1,5083839e+06    1,3211009e+06
0,0143750    4,7773895e+07    8,5372151e+07    9,1435913e+07    9,2030673e+07    1,3833691e+07    2,9931439e+07    3,2187846e+07    3,2161014e+07    7,5144609e+03    3,2401318e+05    1,5595397e+06    1,3504587e+06
0,0146875    4,8812454e+07    8,6987742e+07    9,3398648e+07    9,4031340e+07    1,4134417e+07    3,0490249e+07    3,2884624e+07    3,2860167e+07    7,6776506e+03    2,8237466e+05    1,6106954e+06    1,3798165e+06
0,0150000    4,9851014e+07    8,8546336e+07    9,5361383e+07    9,6032006e+07    1,4435144e+07    3,1023794e+07    3,3581403e+07    3,3559319e+07    7,8408405e+03    2,7628951e+05    1,6618512e+06    1,4091743e+06
0,0153125    5,0889573e+07    9,0104737e+07    9,7324118e+07    9,8032673e+07    1,4735870e+07    3,1557188e+07    3,4278181e+07    3,4258472e+07    8,0040307e+03    2,6994286e+05    1,7130069e+06    1,4385321e+06
0,0156250    5,1928132e+07    9,1663139e+07    9,9286853e+07    1,0003334e+08    1,5036596e+07    3,2090583e+07    3,4974960e+07    3,4957624e+07    8,1672218e+03    2,6359622e+05    1,7641627e+06    1,4678899e+06
0,0159375    5,2966692e+07    9,3218594e+07    1,0124959e+08    1,0203401e+08    1,5337323e+07    3,2620693e+07    3,5671739e+07    3,5656777e+07    8,3304145e+03    2,5325098e+05    1,8153184e+06    1,4972477e+06
0,0162500    5,4005251e+07    9,4773913e+07    1,0321232e+08    1,0403467e+08    1,5638049e+07    3,3150650e+07    3,6368517e+07    3,6355929e+07    8,4936104e+03    2,4271939e+05    1,8664742e+06    1,5266055e+06
0,0165625    5,5043811e+07    9,6329231e+07    1,0516590e+08    1,0603534e+08    1,5938775e+07    3,3680607e+07    3,7056774e+07    3,7055082e+07    8,6568128e+03    2,3218779e+05    1,9147204e+06    1,5559633e+06
0,0168750    5,6082370e+07    9,7883890e+07    1,0711145e+08    1,0803601e+08    1,6239502e+07    3,4209977e+07    3,7737554e+07    3,7754234e+07    8,8200280e+03    2,2148808e+05    1,9604145e+06    1,5853211e+06
0,0171875    5,7120930e+07    9,9366327e+07    1,0905699e+08    1,1003667e+08    1,6540228e+07    3,4732887e+07    3,8418335e+07    3,8453387e+07    8,9832690e+03    1,6969048e+05    2,0061086e+06    1,6146789e+06
0,0175000    5,8159490e+07    1,0083244e+08    1,1100254e+08    1,1203734e+08    1,6840954e+07    3,5261504e+07    3,9099116e+07    3,9152539e+07    9,1465616e+03    1,1793541e+05    2,0518027e+06    1,6440367e+06
0,0178125    5,9198048e+07    1,0227745e+08    1,1294808e+08    1,1403801e+08    1,7141681e+07    3,5796559e+07    3,9779897e+07    3,9851692e+07    9,3095448e+03    7,0482497e+04    2,0974967e+06    1,6733945e+06
0,0181250    6,0236607e+07    1,0372245e+08    1,1489363e+08    1,1603867e+08    1,7442407e+07    3,6331614e+07    4,0460677e+07    4,0550844e+07    9,4727343e+03    2,3029585e+04    2,1431908e+06    1,7027523e+06
0,0184375    6,1275166e+07    1,0515643e+08    1,1683917e+08    1,1803934e+08    1,7743134e+07    3,6864763e+07    4,1141458e+07    4,1249997e+07    9,6359238e+03   -1,9774447e+04    2,1888849e+06    1,7321101e+06
0,0187500    6,2313726e+07    1,0655474e+08    1,1878472e+08    1,2004001e+08    1,8043860e+07    3,7375815e+07    4,1822239e+07    4,1949149e+07    9,7991132e+03   -7,4230332e+04    2,2345790e+06    1,7614679e+06
0,0190625    6,3352285e+07    1,0795304e+08    1,2073026e+08    1,2204067e+08    1,8344586e+07    3,7886866e+07    4,2503020e+07    4,2648302e+07    9,9623027e+03   -1,2868622e+05    2,2802730e+06    1,7908257e+06
0,0193750    6,4390845e+07    1,0934336e+08    1,2267581e+08    1,2404134e+08    1,8645313e+07    3,8400564e+07    4,3183800e+07    4,3347454e+07    1,0125492e+04   -1,8440782e+05    2,3259671e+06    1,8201835e+06
0,0196875    6,5429404e+07    1,1073304e+08    1,2453985e+08    1,2604201e+08    1,8946039e+07    3,8914474e+07    4,3821182e+07    4,4046607e+07    1,0288682e+04   -2,4023104e+05    2,3231833e+06    1,8495413e+06
0,0200000    6,6467963e+07    1,1210518e+08    1,2639638e+08    1,2804268e+08    1,9246765e+07    3,9423460e+07    4,4454570e+07    4,4745759e+07    1,0451871e+04   -2,8084887e+05    2,3159374e+06    1,8788991e+06
0,0203125    6,7506523e+07    1,1346324e+08    1,2821114e+08    1,3004334e+08    1,9547492e+07    3,9928492e+07    4,5071677e+07    4,5444912e+07    1,0615061e+04   -3,0925135e+05    2,2839594e+06    1,9082569e+06
0,0206250    6,8545082e+07    1,1481964e+08    1,3001314e+08    1,3204401e+08    1,9848218e+07    4,0429761e+07    4,5683814e+07    4,6144064e+07    1,0778250e+04   -3,4070843e+05    2,2444300e+06    1,9376147e+06
0,0209375    6,9583641e+07    1,1617177e+08    1,3181515e+08    1,3404468e+08    2,0148945e+07    4,0921367e+07    4,6295950e+07    4,6843217e+07    1,0941439e+04   -3,8001075e+05    2,2049006e+06    1,9669725e+06
0,0212500    7,0622201e+07    1,1752389e+08    1,3361715e+08    1,3604534e+08    2,0449671e+07    4,1412973e+07    4,6908087e+07    4,7542369e+07    1,1104629e+04   -4,1931307e+05    2,1653712e+06    1,9963303e+06
0,0215625    7,1660760e+07    1,1887602e+08    1,3541916e+08    1,3804601e+08    2,0750397e+07    4,1904578e+07    4,7520224e+07    4,8241522e+07    1,1267818e+04   -4,5861539e+05    2,1258418e+06    2,0256881e+06
0,0218750    7,2699319e+07    1,2018881e+08    1,3722116e+08    1,4004668e+08    2,1051124e+07    4,2384045e+07    4,8132360e+07    4,8940674e+07    1,1431008e+04   -4,8113389e+05    2,0863124e+06    2,0550459e+06
0,0221875    7,3737879e+07    1,2150156e+08    1,3902316e+08    1,4204734e+08    2,1351850e+07    4,2863502e+07    4,8744497e+07    4,9639827e+07    1,1594197e+04   -5,0363809e+05    2,0467830e+06    2,0844037e+06
0,0225000    7,4776438e+07    1,2281431e+08    1,4078070e+08    1,4404801e+08    2,1652576e+07    4,3342959e+07    4,9355822e+07    5,0338979e+07    1,1757386e+04   -5,2614228e+05    2,0229568e+06    2,1137616e+06
0,0228125    7,5814997e+07    1,2412706e+08    1,4251555e+08    1,4604868e+08    2,1953303e+07    4,3822415e+07    4,9966734e+07    5,1038132e+07    1,1920575e+04   -5,4864647e+05    2,0071373e+06    2,1431194e+06
0,0231250    7,6853557e+07    1,2543982e+08    1,4425041e+08    1,4804934e+08    2,2254029e+07    4,4301872e+07    5,0577646e+07    5,1737284e+07    1,2083764e+04   -5,7115066e+05    1,9913178e+06    2,1724771e+06
0,0234375    7,7892116e+07    1,2675257e+08    1,4598527e+08    1,5005001e+08    2,2554756e+07    4,4781329e+07    5,1188558e+07    5,2436436e+07    1,2246952e+04   -5,9365486e+05    1,9754983e+06    2,2018349e+06
0,0237500    7,8930675e+07    1,2806532e+08    1,4772012e+08    1,5205068e+08    2,2855482e+07    4,5260785e+07    5,1799470e+07    5,3135589e+07    1,2410138e+04   -6,1615905e+05    1,9596788e+06    2,2311927e+06
0,0240625    7,9969235e+07    1,2937807e+08    1,4945498e+08    1,5405134e+08    2,3156208e+07    4,5740242e+07    5,2410382e+07    5,3834741e+07    1,2573321e+04   -6,3866324e+05    1,9438593e+06    2,2605505e+06
0,0243750    8,1007794e+07    1,3067821e+08    1,5118984e+08    1,5605201e+08    2,3456935e+07    4,6223183e+07    5,3021294e+07    5,4533894e+07    1,2736497e+04   -6,5940251e+05    1,9280397e+06    2,2899083e+06
0,0246875    8,2046353e+07    1,3196416e+08    1,5292469e+08    1,5805268e+08    2,3757661e+07    4,6710047e+07    5,3632205e+07    5,5233046e+07    1,2899660e+04   -6,7815549e+05    1,9122202e+06    2,3192661e+06
0,0250000    8,3084912e+07    1,3325010e+08    1,5465955e+08    1,6005334e+08    2,4058387e+07    4,7196911e+07    5,4243117e+07    5,5932199e+07    1,3062797e+04   -6,9690846e+05    1,8964007e+06    2,3486239e+06
0,0253125    8,4123471e+07    1,3453605e+08    1,5639441e+08    1,6205401e+08    2,4359114e+07    4,7683774e+07    5,4854029e+07    5,6631351e+07    1,3225882e+04   -7,1566144e+05    1,8805812e+06    2,3779817e+06
0,0256250    8,5162030e+07    1,3582199e+08    1,5812927e+08    1,6405468e+08    2,4659840e+07    4,8170638e+07    5,5464941e+07    5,7330504e+07    1,3388861e+04   -7,3441441e+05    1,8647617e+06    2,4073395e+06
0,0259375    8,6200591e+07    1,3710794e+08    1,5985948e+08    1,6605534e+08    2,4960566e+07    4,8657502e+07    5,6075748e+07    5,8029656e+07    1,3552471e+04   -7,5316739e+05    1,8466646e+06    2,4366973e+06
0,0262500    8,7239150e+07    1,3837104e+08    1,6158712e+08    1,6805601e+08    2,5261293e+07    4,9133966e+07    5,6686138e+07    5,8728809e+07    1,3715660e+04   -7,6999679e+05    1,8282484e+06    2,4660551e+06
0,0265625    8,8277709e+07    1,3962670e+08    1,6330087e+08    1,7005668e+08    2,5562019e+07    4,9607047e+07    5,7290417e+07    5,9427961e+07    1,3878850e+04   -7,8620032e+05    1,8055741e+06    2,4954129e+06
0,0268750    8,9316269e+07    1,4087889e+08    1,6500178e+08    1,7205734e+08    2,5862746e+07    5,0078365e+07    5,7889041e+07    6,0127114e+07    1,4042039e+04   -8,0055653e+05    1,7789597e+06    2,5247707e+06
0,0271875    9,0354828e+07    1,4212252e+08    1,6670268e+08    1,7405801e+08    2,6163472e+07    5,0545350e+07    5,8487664e+07    6,0826266e+07    1,4205229e+04   -8,1037361e+05    1,7523454e+06    2,5541285e+06
0,0275000    9,1393388e+07    1,4336333e+08    1,6840359e+08    1,7605868e+08    2,6464198e+07    5,1010813e+07    5,9086288e+07    6,1525419e+07    1,4368418e+04   -8,1785473e+05    1,7257310e+06    2,5834863e+06
0,0278125    9,2431947e+07    1,4460266e+08    1,7010449e+08    1,7805935e+08    2,6764925e+07    5,1475480e+07    5,9684912e+07    6,2224571e+07    1,4531608e+04   -8,2411356e+05    1,6991166e+06    2,6128441e+06
0,0281250    9,3470506e+07    1,4584199e+08    1,7180540e+08    1,8006001e+08    2,7065651e+07    5,1940146e+07    6,0283535e+07    6,2923724e+07    1,4694797e+04   -8,3037238e+05    1,6725022e+06    2,6422019e+06
0,0284375    9,4509066e+07    1,4708131e+08    1,7350630e+08    1,8206068e+08    2,7366377e+07    5,2404813e+07    6,0882159e+07    6,3622876e+07    1,4857987e+04   -8,3663120e+05    1,6458878e+06    2,6715597e+06
0,0287500    9,5547625e+07    1,4832064e+08    1,7520720e+08    1,8406135e+08    2,7667104e+07    5,2869480e+07    6,1480783e+07    6,4322029e+07    1,5021176e+04   -8,4289002e+05    1,6192734e+06    2,7009175e+06
0,0290625    9,6586184e+07    1,4955997e+08    1,7690811e+08    1,8606201e+08    2,7967830e+07    5,3334146e+07    6,2079406e+07    6,5021181e+07    1,5184366e+04   -8,4914884e+05    1,5926590e+06    2,7302753e+06
0,0293750    9,7624744e+07    1,5079930e+08    1,7860901e+08    1,8806268e+08    2,8268557e+07    5,3798813e+07    6,2678030e+07    6,5720334e+07    1,5347555e+04   -8,5540766e+05    1,5660447e+06    2,7596331e+06
0,0296875    9,8663303e+07    1,5203862e+08    1,8030992e+08    1,9006335e+08    2,8569283e+07    5,4263480e+07    6,3276654e+07    6,6419486e+07    1,5510744e+04   -8,6166648e+05    1,5394303e+06    2,7889909e+06
0,0300000    9,9701862e+07    1,5327795e+08    1,8201082e+08    1,9206401e+08    2,8870009e+07    5,4728147e+07    6,3875277e+07    6,7118639e+07    1,5673934e+04   -8,6792530e+05    1,5128159e+06    2,8183487e+06
0,0303125    1,0074042e+08    1,5451728e+08    1,8371173e+08    1,9406468e+08    2,9170736e+07    5,5192813e+07    6,4473901e+07    6,7817791e+07    1,5837123e+04   -8,7418412e+05    1,4862015e+06    2,8477065e+06
0,0306250    1,0177898e+08    1,5575660e+08    1,8541263e+08    1,9606535e+08    2,9471462e+07    5,5657480e+07    6,5072525e+07    6,8516944e+07    1,6000313e+04   -8,8044295e+05    1,4595871e+06    2,8770643e+06
0,0309375    1,0281754e+08    1,5699593e+08    1,8711354e+08    1,9806601e+08    2,9772188e+07    5,6122147e+07    6,5671149e+07    6,9216096e+07    1,6163502e+04   -8,8670177e+05    1,4329727e+06    2,9064221e+06
0,0312500    1,0385610e+08    1,5823526e+08    1,8881444e+08    2,0006668e+08    3,0072915e+07    5,6586813e+07    6,6269772e+07    6,9915249e+07    1,6326691e+04   -8,9296059e+05    1,4063583e+06    2,9357799e+06
0,0315625    1,0489466e+08    1,5947459e+08    1,9051535e+08    2,0206735e+08    3,0373641e+07    5,7051480e+07    6,6868396e+07    7,0614401e+07    1,6489879e+04   -8,9921941e+05    1,3797440e+06    2,9651377e+06
0,0318750    1,0593322e+08    1,6061495e+08    1,9221625e+08    2,0406801e+08    3,0674367e+07    5,7632081e+07    6,7467020e+07    7,1313554e+07    1,6653066e+04   -1,0194584e+06    1,3531296e+06    2,9944955e+06
0,0321875    1,0697178e+08    1,6181967e+08    1,9391716e+08    2,0606868e+08    3,0975094e+07    5,8100148e+07    6,8065643e+07    7,2012706e+07    1,6816252e+04   -1,0389456e+06    1,3265152e+06    3,0238533e+06
0,0325000    1,0801034e+08    1,6302440e+08    1,9559777e+08    2,0806935e+08    3,1275820e+07    5,8568215e+07    6,8654743e+07    7,2711859e+07    1,6979432e+04   -1,0584328e+06    1,2951239e+06    3,0532111e+06
0,0328125    1,0904890e+08    1,6422808e+08    1,9722104e+08    2,1007001e+08    3,1576547e+07    5,9033109e+07    6,9216941e+07    7,3411011e+07    1,7142604e+04   -1,0784052e+06    1,2502393e+06    3,0825689e+06
0,0331250    1,1008746e+08    1,6542830e+08    1,9884432e+08    2,1207068e+08    3,1877273e+07    5,9487350e+07    6,9779139e+07    7,4110164e+07    1,7305759e+04   -1,1000062e+06    1,2053547e+06    3,1119267e+06
0,0334375    1,1112601e+08    1,6662852e+08    2,0046759e+08    2,1407135e+08    3,2177999e+07    5,9941591e+07    7,0341336e+07    7,4809316e+07    1,7468879e+04   -1,1216072e+06    1,1604701e+06    3,1412845e+06
0,0337500    1,1216457e+08    1,6782873e+08    2,0209087e+08    2,1607201e+08    3,2478726e+07    6,0395832e+07    7,0903534e+07    7,5508469e+07    1,7632208e+04   -1,1432082e+06    1,1155854e+06    3,1706423e+06
0,0340625    1,1320313e+08    1,6902895e+08    2,0371414e+08    2,1807268e+08    3,2779452e+07    6,0850073e+07    7,1465732e+07    7,6207621e+07    1,7795397e+04   -1,1648092e+06    1,0707008e+06    3,2000001e+06
0,0343750    1,1424169e+08    1,7022917e+08    2,0533742e+08    2,2007335e+08    3,3080178e+07    6,1304314e+07    7,2027929e+07    7,6906774e+07    1,7958586e+04   -1,1864102e+06    1,0258162e+06    3,2293579e+06
0,0346875    1,1528025e+08    1,7142939e+08    2,0696069e+08    2,2207401e+08    3,3380905e+07    6,1758555e+07    7,2590127e+07    7,7605926e+07    1,8121776e+04   -1,2080112e+06    9,8093160e+05    3,2587157e+06
0,0350000    1,1631881e+08    1,7262920e+08    2,0857899e+08    2,2407468e+08    3,3681631e+07    6,2211637e+07    7,3150132e+07    7,8305078e+07    1,8284965e+04   -1,2303308e+06    9,3788257e+05    3,2880735e+06
0,0353125    1,1735737e+08    1,7382787e+08    2,1019612e+08    2,2607535e+08    3,3982358e+07    6,2661436e+07    7,3709621e+07    7,9004231e+07    1,8448155e+04   -1,2546856e+06    8,9526603e+05    3,3174313e+06
0,0356250    1,1839593e+08    1,7502654e+08    2,1181325e+08    2,2807602e+08    3,4283084e+07    6,3111236e+07    7,4269109e+07    7,9703383e+07    1,8611344e+04   -1,2790404e+06    8,5264949e+05    3,3467891e+06
0,0359375    1,1943449e+08    1,7622520e+08    2,1343038e+08    2,3007668e+08    3,4583810e+07    6,3561036e+07    7,4828598e+07    8,0402536e+07    1,8774534e+04   -1,3033952e+06    8,1003294e+05    3,3761469e+06
0,0362500    1,2047305e+08    1,7740918e+08    2,1504751e+08    2,3207735e+08    3,4884537e+07    6,4012499e+07    7,5388086e+07    8,1101688e+07    1,8937723e+04   -1,3147858e+06    7,6741640e+05    3,4055047e+06
0,0365625    1,2151161e+08    1,7858990e+08    2,1666464e+08    2,3407802e+08    3,5185263e+07    6,4464975e+07    7,5947575e+07    8,1800841e+07    1,9100913e+04   -1,3206114e+06    7,2479986e+05    3,4348625e+06
0,0368750    1,2255017e+08    1,7976982e+08    2,1824883e+08    2,3607868e+08    3,5485989e+07    6,4914349e+07    7,6492533e+07    8,2499993e+07    1,9264102e+04   -1,3241520e+06    7,0313403e+05    3,4642203e+06
0,0371875    1,2358873e+08    1,8094654e+08    2,1980744e+08    2,3807935e+08    3,5786716e+07    6,5365923e+07    7,7026089e+07    8,3199146e+07    1,9427292e+04   -1,3270666e+06    6,9707042e+05    3,4935781e+06
0,0375000    1,2462729e+08    1,8211524e+08    2,2136584e+08    2,4008002e+08    3,6087442e+07    6,5822997e+07    7,7559484e+07    8,3898298e+07    1,9590481e+04   -1,3284164e+06    6,9072377e+05    3,5229359e+06
0,0378125    1,2566585e+08    1,8325692e+08    2,2292424e+08    2,4208068e+08    3,6388168e+07    6,6274432e+07    7,8092878e+07    8,4597451e+07    1,9753671e+04   -1,3047043e+06    6,8437713e+05    3,5522937e+06
0,0381250    1,2670441e+08    1,8439735e+08    2,2448264e+08    2,4408135e+08    3,6688895e+07    6,6725605e+07    7,8626273e+07    8,5296603e+07    1,9916860e+04   -1,2798339e+06    6,7803048e+05    3,5816515e+06
0,0384375    1,2774296e+08    1,8553777e+08    2,2604104e+08    2,4608202e+08    3,6989621e+07    6,7176779e+07    7,9159667e+07    8,5995756e+07    2,0080050e+04   -1,2549635e+06    6,7168384e+05    3,6110093e+06
0,0387500    1,2878152e+08    1,8666376e+08    2,2759945e+08    2,4808268e+08    3,7290348e+07    6,7624844e+07    7,9693062e+07    8,6694908e+07    2,0243239e+04   -1,2222881e+06    6,6533719e+05    3,6403671e+06
0,0390625    1,2982008e+08    1,8778871e+08    2,2915785e+08    2,5008335e+08    3,7591074e+07    6,8072687e+07    8,0226457e+07    8,7394061e+07    2,0406429e+04   -1,1890565e+06    6,5899055e+05    3,6697249e+06
0,0393750    1,3085864e+08    1,8891366e+08    2,3071351e+08    2,5208402e+08    3,7891800e+07    6,8520531e+07    8,0756796e+07    8,8093213e+07    2,0569620e+04   -1,1558248e+06    6,4892486e+05    3,6990827e+06
0,0396875    1,3189720e+08    1,9003861e+08    2,3226883e+08    2,5408468e+08    3,8192527e+07    6,8968374e+07    8,1286753e+07    8,8792366e+07    2,0732812e+04   -1,1225932e+06    6,3839326e+05    3,7284405e+06
0,0400000    1,3293576e+08    1,9116356e+08    2,3382415e+08    2,5608535e+08    3,8493253e+07    6,9416218e+07    8,1816711e+07    8,9491518e+07    2,0896005e+04   -1,0893616e+06    6,2786166e+05    3,7577983e+06
0,0403125    1,3397432e+08    1,9228851e+08    2,3537946e+08    2,5808602e+08    3,8793979e+07    6,9864061e+07    8,2346668e+07    9,0190671e+07    2,1059203e+04   -1,0561300e+06    6,1733006e+05    3,7871561e+06
0,0406250    1,3501288e+08    1,9341346e+08    2,3693478e+08    2,6008668e+08    3,9094706e+07    7,0311905e+07    8,2876625e+07    9,0889823e+07    2,1222409e+04   -1,0228983e+06    6,0679847e+05    3,8165139e+06
0,0409375    1,3605144e+08    1,9453841e+08    2,3849010e+08    2,6208735e+08    3,9395432e+07    7,0759748e+07    8,3406582e+07    9,1588976e+07    2,1385632e+04   -9,8966672e+05    5,9626687e+05    3,8458716e+06
0,0412500    1,3709000e+08    1,9566337e+08    2,4004542e+08    2,6408802e+08    3,9696159e+07    7,1207592e+07    8,3936539e+07    9,2288128e+07    2,1548755e+04   -9,5643510e+05    5,8573527e+05    3,8752294e+06
0,0415625    1,3812856e+08    1,9678461e+08    2,4160070e+08    2,6608868e+08    3,9996885e+07    7,1658083e+07    8,4466416e+07    9,2987281e+07    2,1711944e+04   -9,2583216e+05    5,7523859e+05    3,9045872e+06
0,0418750    1,3916712e+08    1,9789771e+08    2,4315581e+08    2,6808935e+08    4,0297611e+07    7,2109393e+07    8,4995865e+07    9,3686433e+07    2,1875134e+04   -8,8972055e+05    5,6492912e+05    3,9339450e+06
0,0421875    1,4020568e+08    1,9901079e+08    2,4470973e+08    2,7009002e+08    4,0598338e+07    7,2559908e+07    8,5524943e+07    9,4385586e+07    2,2038323e+04   -8,5330619e+05    5,5372019e+05    3,9633028e+06
0,0425000    1,4124424e+08    2,0012387e+08    2,4620406e+08    2,7209068e+08    4,0899064e+07    7,3010424e+07    8,6044200e+07    9,5084738e+07    2,2201513e+04   -8,1689182e+05    5,0480073e+05    3,9926606e+06
0,0428125    1,4228280e+08    2,0123695e+08    2,4767856e+08    2,7409135e+08    4,1199790e+07    7,3460939e+07    8,6569545e+07    9,5783891e+07    2,2364702e+04   -7,8047746e+05    4,5108437e+05    4,0220184e+06
0,0431250    1,4332135e+08    2,0234936e+08    2,4915307e+08    2,7609202e+08    4,1500517e+07    7,3910337e+07    8,7094889e+07    9,6483043e+07    2,2527891e+04   -7,4519212e+05    3,9736801e+05    4,0513762e+06
0,0434375    1,4435991e+08    2,0345991e+08    2,5062758e+08    2,7809269e+08    4,1801243e+07    7,4356688e+07    8,7620234e+07    9,7182196e+07    2,2691081e+04   -7,1298867e+05    3,4365165e+05    4,0807340e+06
0,0437500    1,4539847e+08    2,0457046e+08    2,5208110e+08    2,8009335e+08    4,2101969e+07    7,4803039e+07    8,8153760e+07    9,7881348e+07    2,2854270e+04   -6,8078522e+05    2,9483852e+05    4,1100918e+06
0,0440625    1,4643703e+08    2,0568101e+08    2,5352611e+08    2,8209402e+08    4,2402696e+07    7,5249389e+07    8,8688814e+07    9,8580501e+07    2,3017460e+04   -6,4858176e+05    2,4738561e+05    4,1394496e+06
0,0443750    1,4747559e+08    2,0679156e+08    2,5497111e+08    2,8409469e+08    4,2703422e+07    7,5695740e+07    8,9223869e+07    9,9279653e+07    2,3180649e+04   -6,1637831e+05    1,9993270e+05    4,1688074e+06
0,0446875    1,4851415e+08    2,0789747e+08    2,5641612e+08    2,8609535e+08    4,3004149e+07    7,6143374e+07    8,9758924e+07    9,9978806e+07    2,3343839e+04   -5,8582096e+05    1,5247979e+05    4,1981652e+06
0,0450000    1,4955271e+08    2,0899894e+08    2,5786112e+08    2,8809602e+08    4,3304875e+07    7,6592236e+07    9,0293979e+07    1,0067796e+08    2,3507028e+04   -5,5683896e+05    1,0502687e+05    4,2275230e+06
0,0453125    1,5059127e+08    2,1010040e+08    2,5930613e+08    2,9009669e+08    4,3605601e+07    7,7041097e+07    9,0829034e+07    1,0137711e+08    2,3670218e+04   -5,2785697e+05    5,7573962e+04    4,2568808e+06
0,0456250    1,5162983e+08    2,1120187e+08    2,6075101e+08    2,9209735e+08    4,3906328e+07    7,7489959e+07    9,1363947e+07    1,0207626e+08    2,3833407e+04   -4,9887497e+05    9,9711916e+03    4,2862386e+06
0,0459375    1,5266839e+08    2,1230334e+08    2,6218249e+08    2,9409802e+08    4,4207054e+07    7,7938821e+07    9,1897754e+07    1,0277542e+08    2,3996597e+04   -4,6989297e+05   -3,0132590e+04    4,3155964e+06
0,0462500    1,5370695e+08    2,1340481e+08    2,6359023e+08    2,9609869e+08    4,4507780e+07    7,8387683e+07    9,2417434e+07    1,0347457e+08    2,4159786e+04   -4,4091097e+05   -7,6664060e+04    4,3449542e+06
0,0465625    1,5474551e+08    2,1450628e+08    2,6498854e+08    2,9809935e+08    4,4808507e+07    7,8836545e+07    9,2928485e+07    1,0417372e+08    2,4322975e+04   -4,1192897e+05   -1,3111994e+05    4,3743120e+06
0,0468750    1,5578407e+08    2,1560772e+08    2,6638685e+08    3,0010002e+08    4,5109233e+07    7,9285287e+07    9,3439537e+07    1,0487287e+08    2,4486165e+04   -3,8308500e+05   -1,8557583e+05    4,4036698e+06
0,0471875    1,5682263e+08    2,1670906e+08    2,6778515e+08    3,0210069e+08    4,5409960e+07    7,9733484e+07    9,3950588e+07    1,0557203e+08    2,4649354e+04   -3,5487131e+05   -2,4003171e+05    4,4330276e+06
0,0475000    1,5786119e+08    2,1781039e+08    2,6918346e+08    3,0410135e+08    4,5710686e+07    8,0181680e+07    9,4461640e+07    1,0627118e+08    2,4812542e+04   -3,2665762e+05   -2,9448760e+05    4,4623854e+06
0,0478125    1,5889974e+08    2,1890870e+08    2,7057905e+08    3,0610202e+08    4,6011412e+07    8,0629580e+07    9,4973589e+07    1,0697033e+08    2,4975729e+04   -2,9658982e+05   -3,4937311e+05    4,4917432e+06
0,0481250    1,5993830e+08    2,1999225e+08    2,7196873e+08    3,0810269e+08    4,6312139e+07    8,1073641e+07    9,5487499e+07    1,0766948e+08    2,5138915e+04   -2,6858493e+05   -4,0519633e+05    4,5211010e+06
0,0484375    1,6097686e+08    2,2107580e+08    2,7335841e+08    3,1010335e+08    4,6612865e+07    8,1517701e+07    9,6001409e+07    1,0836864e+08    2,5302096e+04   -2,4058003e+05   -4,6101955e+05    4,5504588e+06
0,0487500    1,6201542e+08    2,2215935e+08    2,7474808e+08    3,1210402e+08    4,6913591e+07    8,1961762e+07    9,6515319e+07    1,0906779e+08    2,5465302e+04   -2,1257513e+05   -5,1684276e+05    4,5798166e+06
0,0490625    1,6305398e+08    2,2324290e+08    2,7613776e+08    3,1410469e+08    4,7214318e+07    8,2405822e+07    9,7029229e+07    1,0976694e+08    2,5628491e+04   -1,8457024e+05   -5,7266598e+05    4,6091745e+06
0,0493750    1,6409254e+08    2,2432645e+08    2,7752744e+08    3,1610535e+08    4,7515044e+07    8,2849883e+07    9,7543139e+07    1,1046609e+08    2,5791681e+04   -1,5656534e+05   -6,2848920e+05    4,6385323e+06
0,0496875    1,6513110e+08    2,2541000e+08    2,7890490e+08    3,1810602e+08    4,7815770e+07    8,3293943e+07    9,8053619e+07    1,1116525e+08    2,5954870e+04   -1,2856044e+05   -6,7371970e+05    4,6678900e+06
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Shear Strength ! 0
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Stress #xy ( Pa )
Stress !xx ( Pa )
Strain "xx 
Figure 6.19: Stress-strain curve (σxx − xx) considering linear elastic polymer
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Strains Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d)
!xx #xx #yy $xy C11
0,0000000    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00
0,0003125    1,0387244e+06    2,0006668e+06    2,0006668e+06    2,0006668e+06    3,0100427e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    1,7093482e+02    2,9357799e+04    2,9357799e+04    2,9357799e+04
0,0006250    2,0772837e+06    4,0013336e+06    4,0013336e+06    4,0013336e+06    6,0173063e+05    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    3,3412429e+02    5,8715598e+04    5,8715598e+04    5,8715598e+04
0,0009375    3,1158431e+06    6,0020004e+06    6,0020004e+06    6,0020004e+06    9,0245700e+05    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    4,9731375e+02    8,8073397e+04    8,8073397e+04    8,8073397e+04
0,0012500    4,1544024e+06    8,0026672e+06    8,0026672e+06    8,0026672e+06    1,2031834e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    6,6050322e+02    1,1743120e+05    1,1743120e+05    1,1743120e+05
0,0015625    5,1929618e+06    1,0003334e+07    1,0003334e+07    1,0003334e+07    1,5039097e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    8,2369268e+02    1,4678899e+05    1,4678899e+05    1,4678899e+05
0,0018750    6,2315211e+06    1,2004001e+07    1,2004001e+07    1,2004001e+07    1,8046361e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    9,8688215e+02    1,7614679e+05    1,7614679e+05    1,7614679e+05
0,0021875    7,2700805e+06    1,4004668e+07    1,4004668e+07    1,4004668e+07    2,1053625e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    1,1500716e+03    2,0550459e+05    2,0550459e+05    2,0550459e+05
0,0025000    8,3086398e+06    1,6005334e+07    1,6005334e+07    1,6005334e+07    2,4060888e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    1,3132611e+03    2,3486239e+05    2,3486239e+05    2,3486239e+05
0,0028125    9,3471992e+06    1,8005867e+07    1,8006001e+07    1,8006001e+07    2,7068152e+06    6,2923832e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    1,4764505e+03    2,6425732e+05    2,6422019e+05    2,6422019e+05
0,0031250    1,0385759e+07    1,9983757e+07    2,0006668e+07    2,0006668e+07    3,0075416e+06    6,9933765e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    1,6396400e+03    2,9993718e+05    2,9357799e+05    2,9357799e+05
0,0034375    1,1424318e+07    2,1961647e+07    2,2007335e+07    2,2007335e+07    3,3082679e+06    7,6943698e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    1,8028295e+03    3,3561703e+05    3,2293579e+05    3,2293579e+05
0,0037500    1,2462877e+07    2,3939537e+07    2,4008002e+07    2,4008002e+07    3,6089943e+06    8,3953631e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    1,9660189e+03    3,7129688e+05    3,5229359e+05    3,5229359e+05
0,0040625    1,3501437e+07    2,5917427e+07    2,6008668e+07    2,6008668e+07    3,9097207e+06    9,0963564e+06    9,0889823e+06    9,0889823e+06    2,1292084e+03    4,0697674e+05    3,8165139e+05    3,8165139e+05
0,0043750    1,4539996e+07    2,7895316e+07    2,8009335e+07    2,8009335e+07    4,2104471e+06    9,7973497e+06    9,7881348e+06    9,7881348e+06    2,2923979e+03    4,4265659e+05    4,1100918e+05    4,1100918e+05
0,0046875    1,5578555e+07    2,9873206e+07    3,0010002e+07    3,0010002e+07    4,5111734e+06    1,0498343e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,0487287e+07    2,4555873e+03    4,7833644e+05    4,4036698e+05    4,4036698e+05
0,0050000    1,6617115e+07    3,1851096e+07    3,2010669e+07    3,2010669e+07    4,8118998e+06    1,1199336e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,1186440e+07    2,6187768e+03    5,1401630e+05    4,6972478e+05    4,6972478e+05
0,0053125    1,7655674e+07    3,3826536e+07    3,4011336e+07    3,4011336e+07    5,1126262e+06    1,1899648e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,1885592e+07    2,7819663e+03    5,5219781e+05    4,9908258e+05    4,9908258e+05
0,0056250    1,8694233e+07    3,5789271e+07    3,6012002e+07    3,6012002e+07    5,4133525e+06    1,2596427e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,2584745e+07    2,9451559e+03    6,0335357e+05    5,2844038e+05    5,2844038e+05
0,0059375    1,9732793e+07    3,7752006e+07    3,8012669e+07    3,8012669e+07    5,7140789e+06    1,3293205e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,3283897e+07    3,1083455e+03    6,5450932e+05    5,5779818e+05    5,5779818e+05
0,0062500    2,0771352e+07    3,9714741e+07    4,0013336e+07    4,0013336e+07    6,0148053e+06    1,3989984e+07    1,3983050e+07    1,3983050e+07    3,2715352e+03    7,0566508e+05    5,8715598e+05    5,8715598e+05
0,0065625    2,1809911e+07    4,1677251e+07    4,2014003e+07    4,2014003e+07    6,3155316e+06    1,4686553e+07    1,4682202e+07    1,4682202e+07    3,4347252e+03    7,5674935e+05    6,1651377e+05    6,1651377e+05
0,0068750    2,2848471e+07    4,3622797e+07    4,4014670e+07    4,4014670e+07    6,6162580e+06    1,5367334e+07    1,5381355e+07    1,5381355e+07    3,5979158e+03    8,0244343e+05    6,4587157e+05    6,4587157e+05
0,0071875    2,3887030e+07    4,5568342e+07    4,6003613e+07    4,6015336e+07    6,9169844e+06    1,6048115e+07    1,6081455e+07    1,6080507e+07    3,7611075e+03    8,4813751e+05    6,7848324e+05    6,7522936e+05
0,0075000    2,4925589e+07    4,7513888e+07    4,7981503e+07    4,8016003e+07    7,2177107e+06    1,6728896e+07    1,6782448e+07    1,6779660e+07    3,9243014e+03    8,9383159e+05    7,1416309e+05    7,0458714e+05
0,0078125    2,5964149e+07    4,9444632e+07    4,9959393e+07    5,0016670e+07    7,5184371e+06    1,7401796e+07    1,7483441e+07    1,7478812e+07    4,0874997e+03    9,3072251e+05    7,4984294e+05    7,3394491e+05
0,0081250    2,7002708e+07    5,1284456e+07    5,1937283e+07    5,2017337e+07    7,8191635e+06    1,8028671e+07    1,8184435e+07    1,8177965e+07    4,2507070e+03    9,1358377e+05    7,8552280e+05    7,6330266e+05
0,0084375    2,8041268e+07    5,3086460e+07    5,3915173e+07    5,4018004e+07    8,1198899e+06    1,8640808e+07    1,8885428e+07    1,8877117e+07    4,4139320e+03    8,7405437e+05    8,2120265e+05    7,9266057e+05
0,0087500    2,9079827e+07    5,4888464e+07    5,5893062e+07    5,6018670e+07    8,4206162e+06    1,9252944e+07    1,9586421e+07    1,9576270e+07    4,5771926e+03    8,3452497e+05    8,5688250e+05    8,2201837e+05
0,0090625    3,0118387e+07    5,6659250e+07    5,7870952e+07    5,8019337e+07    8,7213427e+06    1,9864511e+07    2,0287414e+07    2,0275422e+07    4,7405242e+03    8,0601881e+05    8,9256236e+05    8,5137617e+05
0,0093750    3,1156945e+07    5,8394107e+07    5,9848842e+07    6,0020004e+07    9,0220689e+06    2,0475423e+07    2,0988408e+07    2,0974575e+07    4,9034293e+03    7,9019931e+05    9,2824221e+05    8,8073397e+05
0,0096875    3,2195505e+07    6,0128964e+07    6,1826732e+07    6,2020671e+07    9,3227953e+06    2,1086335e+07    2,1689401e+07    2,1673727e+07    5,0666188e+03    7,7437980e+05    9,6392206e+05    9,1009176e+05
0,0100000    3,3234064e+07    6,1863821e+07    6,3804622e+07    6,4021338e+07    9,6235217e+06    2,1697247e+07    2,2390394e+07    2,2372880e+07    5,2298082e+03    7,5856029e+05    9,9960192e+05    9,3944956e+05
0,0103125    3,4272623e+07    6,3598201e+07    6,5782512e+07    6,6022004e+07    9,9242481e+06    2,2308193e+07    2,3091388e+07    2,3072032e+07    5,3929977e+03    7,4238866e+05    1,0352818e+06    9,6880736e+05
0,0106250    3,5311183e+07    6,5320349e+07    6,7760401e+07    6,8022671e+07    1,0224974e+07    2,2916167e+07    2,3792381e+07    2,3771185e+07    5,5561872e+03    7,2222965e+05    1,0709616e+06    9,9816516e+05
0,0109375    3,6349742e+07    6,7021253e+07    6,9738291e+07    7,0023338e+07    1,0525701e+07    2,3514790e+07    2,4493374e+07    2,4470337e+07    5,7193766e+03    6,9561527e+05    1,1066415e+06    1,0275230e+06
0,0112500    3,7388302e+07    6,8722158e+07    7,1716181e+07    7,2024005e+07    1,0826427e+07    2,4113414e+07    2,5194367e+07    2,5169490e+07    5,8825661e+03    6,6900088e+05    1,1423213e+06    1,0568808e+06
0,0115625    3,8426861e+07    7,0423063e+07    7,3694071e+07    7,4024672e+07    1,1127154e+07    2,4712038e+07    2,5895361e+07    2,5868642e+07    6,0457556e+03    6,4238650e+05    1,1780012e+06    1,0862386e+06
0,0118750    3,9465420e+07    7,2123968e+07    7,5671961e+07    7,6025338e+07    1,1427880e+07    2,5310662e+07    2,6596354e+07    2,6567794e+07    6,2089450e+03    6,1577211e+05    1,2136810e+06    1,1155964e+06
0,0121875    4,0503980e+07    7,3824872e+07    7,7649850e+07    7,8026005e+07    1,1728606e+07    2,5909285e+07    2,7297347e+07    2,7266947e+07    6,3721345e+03    5,8915772e+05    1,2493609e+06    1,1449542e+06
0,0125000    4,1542539e+07    7,5525777e+07    7,9627740e+07    8,0026672e+07    1,2029333e+07    2,6507909e+07    2,7998341e+07    2,7966099e+07    6,5353239e+03    5,6254334e+05    1,2850407e+06    1,1743120e+06
0,0128125    4,2581098e+07    7,7226682e+07    8,1605630e+07    8,2027339e+07    1,2330059e+07    2,7106533e+07    2,8699334e+07    2,8665252e+07    6,6985134e+03    5,3592895e+05    1,3207206e+06    1,2036698e+06
0,0131250    4,3619658e+07    7,8888416e+07    8,3583520e+07    8,4028006e+07    1,2630785e+07    2,7686776e+07    2,9400327e+07    2,9364404e+07    6,8617029e+03    5,0009572e+05    1,3564005e+06    1,2330276e+06
0,0134375    4,4658217e+07    8,0511691e+07    8,5547708e+07    8,6028672e+07    1,2931512e+07    2,8248974e+07    3,0097510e+07    3,0063557e+07    7,0248924e+03    4,5521110e+05    1,4060724e+06    1,2623854e+06
0,0137500    4,5696776e+07    8,2134966e+07    8,7510443e+07    8,8029339e+07    1,3232238e+07    2,8811172e+07    3,0794289e+07    3,0762709e+07    7,1880819e+03    4,1032648e+05    1,4572282e+06    1,2917431e+06
0,0140625    4,6735336e+07    8,3755023e+07    8,9473178e+07    9,0030006e+07    1,3532964e+07    2,9371951e+07    3,1491067e+07    3,1461862e+07    7,3512714e+03    3,6662972e+05    1,5083839e+06    1,3211009e+06
0,0143750    4,7773895e+07    8,5372151e+07    9,1435913e+07    9,2030673e+07    1,3833691e+07    2,9931439e+07    3,2187846e+07    3,2161014e+07    7,5144609e+03    3,2401318e+05    1,5595397e+06    1,3504587e+06
0,0146875    4,8812454e+07    8,6987742e+07    9,3398648e+07    9,4031340e+07    1,4134417e+07    3,0490249e+07    3,2884624e+07    3,2860167e+07    7,6776506e+03    2,8237466e+05    1,6106954e+06    1,3798165e+06
0,0150000    4,9851014e+07    8,8546336e+07    9,5361383e+07    9,6032006e+07    1,4435144e+07    3,1023794e+07    3,3581403e+07    3,3559319e+07    7,8408405e+03    2,7628951e+05    1,6618512e+06    1,4091743e+06
0,0153125    5,0889573e+07    9,0104737e+07    9,7324118e+07    9,8032673e+07    1,4735870e+07    3,1557188e+07    3,4278181e+07    3,4258472e+07    8,0040307e+03    2,6994286e+05    1,7130069e+06    1,4385321e+06
0,0156250    5,1928132e+07    9,1663139e+07    9,9286853e+07    1,0003334e+08    1,5036596e+07    3,2090583e+07    3,4974960e+07    3,4957624e+07    8,1672218e+03    2,6359622e+05    1,7641627e+06    1,4678899e+06
0,0159375    5,2966692e+07    9,3218594e+07    1,0124959e+08    1,0203401e+08    1,5337323e+07    3,2620693e+07    3,5671739e+07    3,5656777e+07    8,3304145e+03    2,5325098e+05    1,8153184e+06    1,4972477e+06
0,0162500    5,4005251e+07    9,4773913e+07    1,0321232e+08    1,0403467e+08    1,5638049e+07    3,3150650e+07    3,6368517e+07    3,6355929e+07    8,4936104e+03    2,4271939e+05    1,8664742e+06    1,5266055e+06
0,0165625    5,5043811e+07    9,6329231e+07    1,0516590e+08    1,0603534e+08    1,5938775e+07    3,3680607e+07    3,7056774e+07    3,7055082e+07    8,6568128e+03    2,3218779e+05    1,9147204e+06    1,5559633e+06
0,0168750    5,6082370e+07    9,7883890e+07    1,0711145e+08    1,0803601e+08    1,6239502e+07    3,4209977e+07    3,7737554e+07    3,7754234e+07    8,8200280e+03    2,2148808e+05    1,9604145e+06    1,5853211e+06
0,0171875    5,7120930e+07    9,9366327e+07    1,0905699e+08    1,1003667e+08    1,6540228e+07    3,4732887e+07    3,8418335e+07    3,8453387e+07    8,9832690e+03    1,6969048e+05    2,0061086e+06    1,6146789e+06
0,0175000    5,8159490e+07    1,0083244e+08    1,1100254e+08    1,1203734e+08    1,6840954e+07    3,5261504e+07    3,9099116e+07    3,9152539e+07    9,1465616e+03    1,1793541e+05    2,0518027e+06    1,6440367e+06
0,0178125    5,9198048e+07    1,0227745e+08    1,1294808e+08    1,1403801e+08    1,7141681e+07    3,5796559e+07    3,9779897e+07    3,9851692e+07    9,3095448e+03    7,0482497e+04    2,0974967e+06    1,6733945e+06
0,0181250    6,0236607e+07    1,0372245e+08    1,1489363e+08    1,1603867e+08    1,7442407e+07    3,6331614e+07    4,0460677e+07    4,0550844e+07    9,4727343e+03    2,3029585e+04    2,1431908e+06    1,7027523e+06
0,0184375    6,1275166e+07    1,0515643e+08    1,1683917e+08    1,1803934e+08    1,7743134e+07    3,6864763e+07    4,1141458e+07    4,1249997e+07    9,6359238e+03   -1,9774447e+04    2,1888849e+06    1,7321101e+06
0,0187500    6,2313726e+07    1,0655474e+08    1,1878472e+08    1,2004001e+08    1,8043860e+07    3,7375815e+07    4,1822239e+07    4,1949149e+07    9,7991132e+03   -7,4230332e+04    2,2345790e+06    1,7614679e+06
0,0190625    6,3352285e+07    1,0795304e+08    1,2073026e+08    1,2204067e+08    1,8344586e+07    3,7886866e+07    4,2503020e+07    4,2648302e+07    9,9623027e+03   -1,2868622e+05    2,2802730e+06    1,7908257e+06
0,0193750    6,4390845e+07    1,0934336e+08    1,2267581e+08    1,2404134e+08    1,8645313e+07    3,8400564e+07    4,3183800e+07    4,3347454e+07    1,0125492e+04   -1,8440782e+05    2,3259671e+06    1,8201835e+06
0,0196875    6,5429404e+07    1,1073304e+08    1,2453985e+08    1,2604201e+08    1,8946039e+07    3,8914474e+07    4,3821182e+07    4,4046607e+07    1,0288682e+04   -2,4023104e+05    2,3231833e+06    1,8495413e+06
0,0200000    6,6467963e+07    1,1210518e+08    1,2639638e+08    1,2804268e+08    1,9246765e+07    3,9423460e+07    4,4454570e+07    4,4745759e+07    1,0451871e+04   -2,8084887e+05    2,3159374e+06    1,8788991e+06
0,0203125    6,7506523e+07    1,1346324e+08    1,2821114e+08    1,3004334e+08    1,9547492e+07    3,9928492e+07    4,5071677e+07    4,5444912e+07    1,0615061e+04   -3,0925135e+05    2,2839594e+06    1,9082569e+06
0,0206250    6,8545082e+07    1,1481964e+08    1,3001314e+08    1,3204401e+08    1,9848218e+07    4,0429761e+07    4,5683814e+07    4,6144064e+07    1,0778250e+04   -3,4070843e+05    2,2444300e+06    1,9376147e+06
0,0209375    6,9583641e+07    1,1617177e+08    1,3181515e+08    1,3404468e+08    2,0148945e+07    4,0921367e+07    4,6295950e+07    4,6843217e+07    1,0941439e+04   -3,8001075e+05    2,2049006e+06    1,9669725e+06
0,0212500    7,0622201e+07    1,1752389e+08    1,3361715e+08    1,3604534e+08    2,0449671e+07    4,1412973e+07    4,6908087e+07    4,7542369e+07    1,1104629e+04   -4,1931307e+05    2,1653712e+06    1,9963303e+06
0,0215625    7,1660760e+07    1,1887602e+08    1,3541916e+08    1,3804601e+08    2,0750397e+07    4,1904578e+07    4,7520224e+07    4,8241522e+07    1,1267818e+04   -4,5861539e+05    2,1258418e+06    2,0256881e+06
0,0218750    7,2699319e+07    1,2018881e+08    1,3722116e+08    1,4004668e+08    2,1051124e+07    4,2384045e+07    4,8132360e+07    4,8940674e+07    1,1431008e+04   -4,8113389e+05    2,0863124e+06    2,0550459e+06
0,0221875    7,3737879e+07    1,2150156e+08    1,3902316e+08    1,4204734e+08    2,1351850e+07    4,2863502e+07    4,8744497e+07    4,9639827e+07    1,1594197e+04   -5,0363809e+05    2,0467830e+06    2,0844037e+06
0,0225000    7,4776438e+07    1,2281431e+08    1,4078070e+08    1,4404801e+08    2,1652576e+07    4,3342959e+07    4,9355822e+07    5,0338979e+07    1,1757386e+04   -5,2614228e+05    2,0229568e+06    2,1137616e+06
0,0228125    7,5814997e+07    1,2412706e+08    1,4251555e+08    1,4604868e+08    2,1953303e+07    4,3822415e+07    4,9966734e+07    5,1038132e+07    1,1920575e+04   -5,4864647e+05    2,0071373e+06    2,1431194e+06
0,0231250    7,6853557e+07    1,2543982e+08    1,4425041e+08    1,4804934e+08    2,2254029e+07    4,4301872e+07    5,0577646e+07    5,1737284e+07    1,2083764e+04   -5,7115066e+05    1,9913178e+06    2,1724771e+06
0,0234375    7,7892116e+07    1,2675257e+08    1,4598527e+08    1,5005001e+08    2,2554756e+07    4,4781329e+07    5,1188558e+07    5,2436436e+07    1,2246952e+04   -5,9365486e+05    1,9754983e+06    2,2018349e+06
0,0237500    7,8930675e+07    1,2806532e+08    1,4772012e+08    1,5205068e+08    2,2855482e+07    4,5260785e+07    5,1799470e+07    5,3135589e+07    1,2410138e+04   -6,1615905e+05    1,9596788e+06    2,2311927e+06
0,0240625    7,9969235e+07    1,2937807e+08    1,4945498e+08    1,5405134e+08    2,3156208e+07    4,5740242e+07    5,2410382e+07    5,3834741e+07    1,2573321e+04   -6,3866324e+05    1,9438593e+06    2,2605505e+06
0,0243750    8,1007794e+07    1,3067821e+08    1,5118984e+08    1,5605201e+08    2,3456935e+07    4,6223183e+07    5,3021294e+07    5,4533894e+07    1,2736497e+04   -6,5940251e+05    1,9280397e+06    2,2899083e+06
0,0246875    8,2046353e+07    1,3196416e+08    1,5292469e+08    1,5805268e+08    2,3757661e+07    4,6710047e+07    5,3632205e+07    5,5233046e+07    1,2899660e+04   -6,7815549e+05    1,9122202e+06    2,3192661e+06
0,0250000    8,3084912e+07    1,3325010e+08    1,5465955e+08    1,6005334e+08    2,4058387e+07    4,7196911e+07    5,4243117e+07    5,5932199e+07    1,3062797e+04   -6,9690846e+05    1,8964007e+06    2,3486239e+06
0,0253125    8,4123471e+07    1,3453605e+08    1,5639441e+08    1,6205401e+08    2,4359114e+07    4,7683774e+07    5,4854029e+07    5,6631351e+07    1,3225882e+04   -7,1566144e+05    1,8805812e+06    2,3779817e+06
0,0256250    8,5162030e+07    1,3582199e+08    1,5812927e+08    1,6405468e+08    2,4659840e+07    4,8170638e+07    5,5464941e+07    5,7330504e+07    1,3388861e+04   -7,3441441e+05    1,8647617e+06    2,4073395e+06
0,0259375    8,6200591e+07    1,3710794e+08    1,5985948e+08    1,6605534e+08    2,4960566e+07    4,8657502e+07    5,6075748e+07    5,8029656e+07    1,3552471e+04   -7,5316739e+05    1,8466646e+06    2,4366973e+06
0,0262500    8,7239150e+07    1,3837104e+08    1,6158712e+08    1,6805601e+08    2,5261293e+07    4,9133966e+07    5,6686138e+07    5,8728809e+07    1,3715660e+04   -7,6999679e+05    1,8282484e+06    2,4660551e+06
0,0265625    8,8277709e+07    1,3962670e+08    1,6330087e+08    1,7005668e+08    2,5562019e+07    4,9607047e+07    5,7290417e+07    5,9427961e+07    1,3878850e+04   -7,8620032e+05    1,8055741e+06    2,4954129e+06
0,0268750    8,9316269e+07    1,4087889e+08    1,6500178e+08    1,7205734e+08    2,5862746e+07    5,0078365e+07    5,7889041e+07    6,0127114e+07    1,4042039e+04   -8,0055653e+05    1,7789597e+06    2,5247707e+06
0,0271875    9,0354828e+07    1,4212252e+08    1,6670268e+08    1,7405801e+08    2,6163472e+07    5,0545350e+07    5,8487664e+07    6,0826266e+07    1,4205229e+04   -8,1037361e+05    1,7523454e+06    2,5541285e+06
0,0275000    9,1393388e+07    1,4336333e+08    1,6840359e+08    1,7605868e+08    2,6464198e+07    5,1010813e+07    5,9086288e+07    6,1525419e+07    1,4368418e+04   -8,1785473e+05    1,7257310e+06    2,5834863e+06
0,0278125    9,2431947e+07    1,4460266e+08    1,7010449e+08    1,7805935e+08    2,6764925e+07    5,1475480e+07    5,9684912e+07    6,2224571e+07    1,4531608e+04   -8,2411356e+05    1,6991166e+06    2,6128441e+06
0,0281250    9,3470506e+07    1,4584199e+08    1,7180540e+08    1,8006001e+08    2,7065651e+07    5,1940146e+07    6,0283535e+07    6,2923724e+07    1,4694797e+04   -8,3037238e+05    1,6725022e+06    2,6422019e+06
0,0284375    9,4509066e+07    1,4708131e+08    1,7350630e+08    1,8206068e+08    2,7366377e+07    5,2404813e+07    6,0882159e+07    6,3622876e+07    1,4857987e+04   -8,3663120e+05    1,6458878e+06    2,6715597e+06
0,0287500    9,5547625e+07    1,4832064e+08    1,7520720e+08    1,8406135e+08    2,7667104e+07    5,2869480e+07    6,1480783e+07    6,4322029e+07    1,5021176e+04   -8,4289002e+05    1,6192734e+06    2,7009175e+06
0,0290625    9,6586184e+07    1,4955997e+08    1,7690811e+08    1,8606201e+08    2,7967830e+07    5,3334146e+07    6,2079406e+07    6,5021181e+07    1,5184366e+04   -8,4914884e+05    1,5926590e+06    2,7302753e+06
0,0293750    9,7624744e+07    1,5079930e+08    1,7860901e+08    1,8806268e+08    2,8268557e+07    5,3798813e+07    6,2678030e+07    6,5720334e+07    1,5347555e+04   -8,5540766e+05    1,5660447e+06    2,7596331e+06
0,0296875    9,8663303e+07    1,5203862e+08    1,8030992e+08    1,9006335e+08    2,8569283e+07    5,4263480e+07    6,3276654e+07    6,6419486e+07    1,5510744e+04   -8,6166648e+05    1,5394303e+06    2,7889909e+06
0,0300000    9,9701862e+07    1,5327795e+08    1,8201082e+08    1,9206401e+08    2,8870009e+07    5,4728147e+07    6,3875277e+07    6,7118639e+07    1,5673934e+04   -8,6792530e+05    1,5128159e+06    2,8183487e+06
0,0303125    1,0074042e+08    1,5451728e+08    1,8371173e+08    1,9406468e+08    2,9170736e+07    5,5192813e+07    6,4473901e+07    6,7817791e+07    1,5837123e+04   -8,7418412e+05    1,4862015e+06    2,8477065e+06
0,0306250    1,0177898e+08    1,5575660e+08    1,8541263e+08    1,9606535e+08    2,9471462e+07    5,5657480e+07    6,5072525e+07    6,8516944e+07    1,6000313e+04   -8,8044295e+05    1,4595871e+06    2,8770643e+06
0,0309375    1,0281754e+08    1,5699593e+08    1,8711354e+08    1,9806601e+08    2,9772188e+07    5,6122147e+07    6,5671149e+07    6,9216096e+07    1,6163502e+04   -8,8670177e+05    1,4329727e+06    2,9064221e+06
0,0312500    1,0385610e+08    1,5823526e+08    1,8881444e+08    2,0006668e+08    3,0072915e+07    5,6586813e+07    6,6269772e+07    6,9915249e+07    1,6326691e+04   -8,9296059e+05    1,4063583e+06    2,9357799e+06
0,0315625    1,0489466e+08    1,5947459e+08    1,9051535e+08    2,0206735e+08    3,0373641e+07    5,7051480e+07    6,6868396e+07    7,0614401e+07    1,6489879e+04   -8,9921941e+05    1,3797440e+06    2,9651377e+06
0,0318750    1,0593322e+08    1,6061495e+08    1,9221625e+08    2,0406801e+08    3,0674367e+07    5,7632081e+07    6,7467020e+07    7,1313554e+07    1,6653066e+04   -1,0194584e+06    1,3531296e+06    2,9944955e+06
0,0321875    1,0697178e+08    1,6181967e+08    1,9391716e+08    2,0606868e+08    3,0975094e+07    5,8100148e+07    6,8065643e+07    7,2012706e+07    1,6816252e+04   -1,0389456e+06    1,3265152e+06    3,0238533e+06
0,0325000    1,0801034e+08    1,6302440e+08    1,9559777e+08    2,0806935e+08    3,1275820e+07    5,8568215e+07    6,8654743e+07    7,2711859e+07    1,6979432e+04   -1,0584328e+06    1,2951239e+06    3,0532111e+06
0,0328125    1,0904890e+08    1,6422808e+08    1,9722104e+08    2,1007001e+08    3,1576547e+07    5,9033109e+07    6,9216941e+07    7,3411011e+07    1,7142604e+04   -1,0784052e+06    1,2502393e+06    3,0825689e+06
0,0331250    1,1008746e+08    1,6542830e+08    1,9884432e+08    2,1207068e+08    3,1877273e+07    5,9487350e+07    6,9779139e+07    7,4110164e+07    1,7305759e+04   -1,1000062e+06    1,2053547e+06    3,1119267e+06
0,0334375    1,1112601e+08    1,6662852e+08    2,0046759e+08    2,1407135e+08    3,2177999e+07    5,9941591e+07    7,0341336e+07    7,4809316e+07    1,7468879e+04   -1,1216072e+06    1,1604701e+06    3,1412845e+06
0,0337500    1,1216457e+08    1,6782873e+08    2,0209087e+08    2,1607201e+08    3,2478726e+07    6,0395832e+07    7,0903534e+07    7,5508469e+07    1,7632208e+04   -1,1432082e+06    1,1155854e+06    3,1706423e+06
0,0340625    1,1320313e+08    1,6902895e+08    2,0371414e+08    2,1807268e+08    3,2779452e+07    6,0850073e+07    7,1465732e+07    7,6207621e+07    1,7795397e+04   -1,1648092e+06    1,0707008e+06    3,2000001e+06
0,0343750    1,1424169e+08    1,7022917e+08    2,0533742e+08    2,2007335e+08    3,3080178e+07    6,1304314e+07    7,2027929e+07    7,6906774e+07    1,7958586e+04   -1,1864102e+06    1,0258162e+06    3,2293579e+06
0,0346875    1,1528025e+08    1,7142939e+08    2,0696069e+08    2,2207401e+08    3,3380905e+07    6,1758555e+07    7,2590127e+07    7,7605926e+07    1,8121776e+04   -1,2080112e+06    9,8093160e+05    3,2587157e+06
0,0350000    1,1631881e+08    1,7262920e+08    2,0857899e+08    2,2407468e+08    3,3681631e+07    6,2211637e+07    7,3150132e+07    7,8305078e+07    1,8284965e+04   -1,2303308e+06    9,3788257e+05    3,2880735e+06
0,0353125    1,1735737e+08    1,7382787e+08    2,1019612e+08    2,2607535e+08    3,3982358e+07    6,2661436e+07    7,3709621e+07    7,9004231e+07    1,8448155e+04   -1,2546856e+06    8,9526603e+05    3,3174313e+06
0,0356250    1,1839593e+08    1,7502654e+08    2,1181325e+08    2,2807602e+08    3,4283084e+07    6,3111236e+07    7,4269109e+07    7,9703383e+07    1,8611344e+04   -1,2790404e+06    8,5264949e+05    3,3467891e+06
0,0359375    1,1943449e+08    1,7622520e+08    2,1343038e+08    2,3007668e+08    3,4583810e+07    6,3561036e+07    7,4828598e+07    8,0402536e+07    1,8774534e+04   -1,3033952e+06    8,1003294e+05    3,3761469e+06
0,0362500    1,2047305e+08    1,7740918e+08    2,1504751e+08    2,3207735e+08    3,4884537e+07    6,4012499e+07    7,5388086e+07    8,1101688e+07    1,8937723e+04   -1,3147858e+06    7,6741640e+05    3,4055047e+06
0,0365625    1,2151161e+08    1,7858990e+08    2,1666464e+08    2,3407802e+08    3,5185263e+07    6,4464975e+07    7,5947575e+07    8,1800841e+07    1,9100913e+04   -1,3206114e+06    7,2479986e+05    3,4348625e+06
0,0368750    1,2255017e+08    1,7976982e+08    2,1824883e+08    2,3607868e+08    3,5485989e+07    6,4914349e+07    7,6492533e+07    8,2499993e+07    1,9264102e+04   -1,3241520e+06    7,0313403e+05    3,4642203e+06
0,0371875    1,2358873e+08    1,8094654e+08    2,1980744e+08    2,3807935e+08    3,5786716e+07    6,5365923e+07    7,7026089e+07    8,3199146e+07    1,9427292e+04   -1,3270666e+06    6,9707042e+05    3,4935781e+06
0,0375000    1,2462729e+08    1,8211524e+08    2,2136584e+08    2,4008002e+08    3,6087442e+07    6,5822997e+07    7,7559484e+07    8,3898298e+07    1,9590481e+04   -1,3284164e+06    6,9072377e+05    3,5229359e+06
0,0378125    1,2566585e+08    1,8325692e+08    2,2292424e+08    2,4208068e+08    3,6388168e+07    6,6274432e+07    7,8092878e+07    8,4597451e+07    1,9753671e+04   -1,3047043e+06    6,8437713e+05    3,5522937e+06
0,0381250    1,2670441e+08    1,8439735e+08    2,2448264e+08    2,4408135e+08    3,6688895e+07    6,6725605e+07    7,8626273e+07    8,5296603e+07    1,9916860e+04   -1,2798339e+06    6,7803048e+05    3,5816515e+06
0,0384375    1,2774296e+08    1,8553777e+08    2,2604104e+08    2,4608202e+08    3,6989621e+07    6,7176779e+07    7,9159667e+07    8,5995756e+07    2,0080050e+04   -1,2549635e+06    6,7168384e+05    3,6110093e+06
0,0387500    1,2878152e+08    1,8666376e+08    2,2759945e+08    2,4808268e+08    3,7290348e+07    6,7624844e+07    7,9693062e+07    8,6694908e+07    2,0243239e+04   -1,2222881e+06    6,6533719e+05    3,6403671e+06
0,0390625    1,2982008e+08    1,8778871e+08    2,2915785e+08    2,5008335e+08    3,7591074e+07    6,8072687e+07    8,0226457e+07    8,7394061e+07    2,0406429e+04   -1,1890565e+06    6,5899055e+05    3,6697249e+06
0,0393750    1,3085864e+08    1,8891366e+08    2,3071351e+08    2,5208402e+08    3,7891800e+07    6,8520531e+07    8,0756796e+07    8,8093213e+07    2,0569620e+04   -1,1558248e+06    6,4892486e+05    3,6990827e+06
0,0396875    1,3189720e+08    1,9003861e+08    2,3226883e+08    2,5408468e+08    3,8192527e+07    6,8968374e+07    8,1286753e+07    8,8792366e+07    2,0732812e+04   -1,1225932e+06    6,3839326e+05    3,7284405e+06
0,0400000    1,3293576e+08    1,9116356e+08    2,3382415e+08    2,5608535e+08    3,8493253e+07    6,9416218e+07    8,1816711e+07    8,9491518e+07    2,0896005e+04   -1,0893616e+06    6,2786166e+05    3,7577983e+06
0,0403125    1,3397432e+08    1,9228851e+08    2,3537946e+08    2,5808602e+08    3,8793979e+07    6,9864061e+07    8,2346668e+07    9,0190671e+07    2,1059203e+04   -1,0561300e+06    6,1733006e+05    3,7871561e+06
0,0406250    1,3501288e+08    1,9341346e+08    2,3693478e+08    2,6008668e+08    3,9094706e+07    7,0311905e+07    8,2876625e+07    9,0889823e+07    2,1222409e+04   -1,0228983e+06    6,0679847e+05    3,8165139e+06
0,0409375    1,3605144e+08    1,9453841e+08    2,3849010e+08    2,6208735e+08    3,9395432e+07    7,0759748e+07    8,3406582e+07    9,1588976e+07    2,1385632e+04   -9,8966672e+05    5,9626687e+05    3,8458716e+06
0,0412500    1,3709000e+08    1,9566337e+08    2,4004542e+08    2,6408802e+08    3,9696159e+07    7,1207592e+07    8,3936539e+07    9,2288128e+07    2,1548755e+04   -9,5643510e+05    5,8573527e+05    3,8752294e+06
0,0415625    1,3812856e+08    1,9678461e+08    2,4160070e+08    2,6608868e+08    3,9996885e+07    7,1658083e+07    8,4466416e+07    9,2987281e+07    2,1711944e+04   -9,2583216e+05    5,7523859e+05    3,9045872e+06
0,0418750    1,3916712e+08    1,9789771e+08    2,4315581e+08    2,6808935e+08    4,0297611e+07    7,2109393e+07    8,4995865e+07    9,3686433e+07    2,1875134e+04   -8,8972055e+05    5,6492912e+05    3,9339450e+06
0,0421875    1,4020568e+08    1,9901079e+08    2,4470973e+08    2,7009002e+08    4,0598338e+07    7,2559908e+07    8,5524943e+07    9,4385586e+07    2,2038323e+04   -8,5330619e+05    5,5372019e+05    3,9633028e+06
0,0425000    1,4124424e+08    2,0012387e+08    2,4620406e+08    2,7209068e+08    4,0899064e+07    7,3010424e+07    8,6044200e+07    9,5084738e+07    2,2201513e+04   -8,1689182e+05    5,0480073e+05    3,9926606e+06
0,0428125    1,4228280e+08    2,0123695e+08    2,4767856e+08    2,7409135e+08    4,1199790e+07    7,3460939e+07    8,6569545e+07    9,5783891e+07    2,2364702e+04   -7,8047746e+05    4,5108437e+05    4,0220184e+06
0,0431250    1,4332135e+08    2,0234936e+08    2,4915307e+08    2,7609202e+08    4,1500517e+07    7,3910337e+07    8,7094889e+07    9,6483043e+07    2,2527891e+04   -7,4519212e+05    3,9736801e+05    4,0513762e+06
0,0434375    1,4435991e+08    2,0345991e+08    2,5062758e+08    2,7809269e+08    4,1801243e+07    7,4356688e+07    8,7620234e+07    9,7182196e+07    2,2691081e+04   -7,1298867e+05    3,4365165e+05    4,0807340e+06
0,0437500    1,4539847e+08    2,0457046e+08    2,5208110e+08    2,8009335e+08    4,2101969e+07    7,4803039e+07    8,8153760e+07    9,7881348e+07    2,2854270e+04   -6,8078522e+05    2,9483852e+05    4,1100918e+06
0,0440625    1,4643703e+08    2,0568101e+08    2,5352611e+08    2,8209402e+08    4,2402696e+07    7,5249389e+07    8,8688814e+07    9,8580501e+07    2,3017460e+04   -6,4858176e+05    2,4738561e+05    4,1394496e+06
0,0443750    1,4747559e+08    2,0679156e+08    2,5497111e+08    2,8409469e+08    4,2703422e+07    7,5695740e+07    8,9223869e+07    9,9279653e+07    2,3180649e+04   -6,1637831e+05    1,9993270e+05    4,1688074e+06
0,0446875    1,4851415e+08    2,0789747e+08    2,5641612e+08    2,8609535e+08    4,3004149e+07    7,6143374e+07    8,9758924e+07    9,9978806e+07    2,3343839e+04   -5,8582096e+05    1,5247979e+05    4,1981652e+06
0,0450000    1,4955271e+08    2,0899894e+08    2,5786112e+08    2,8809602e+08    4,3304875e+07    7,6592236e+07    9,0293979e+07    1,0067796e+08    2,3507028e+04   -5,5683896e+05    1,0502687e+05    4,2275230e+06
0,0453125    1,5059127e+08    2,1010040e+08    2,5930613e+08    2,9009669e+08    4,3605601e+07    7,7041097e+07    9,0829034e+07    1,0137711e+08    2,3670218e+04   -5,2785697e+05    5,7573962e+04    4,2568808e+06
0,0456250    1,5162983e+08    2,1120187e+08    2,6075101e+08    2,9209735e+08    4,3906328e+07    7,7489959e+07    9,1363947e+07    1,0207626e+08    2,3833407e+04   -4,9887497e+05    9,9711916e+03    4,2862386e+06
0,0459375    1,5266839e+08    2,1230334e+08    2,6218249e+08    2,9409802e+08    4,4207054e+07    7,7938821e+07    9,1897754e+07    1,0277542e+08    2,3996597e+04   -4,6989297e+05   -3,0132590e+04    4,3155964e+06
0,0462500    1,5370695e+08    2,1340481e+08    2,6359023e+08    2,9609869e+08    4,4507780e+07    7,8387683e+07    9,2417434e+07    1,0347457e+08    2,4159786e+04   -4,4091097e+05   -7,6664060e+04    4,3449542e+06
0,0465625    1,5474551e+08    2,1450628e+08    2,6498854e+08    2,9809935e+08    4,4808507e+07    7,8836545e+07    9,2928485e+07    1,0417372e+08    2,4322975e+04   -4,1192897e+05   -1,3111994e+05    4,3743120e+06
0,0468750    1,5578407e+08    2,1560772e+08    2,6638685e+08    3,0010002e+08    4,5109233e+07    7,9285287e+07    9,3439537e+07    1,0487287e+08    2,4486165e+04   -3,8308500e+05   -1,8557583e+05    4,4036698e+06
0,0471875    1,5682263e+08    2,1670906e+08    2,6778515e+08    3,0210069e+08    4,5409960e+07    7,9733484e+07    9,3950588e+07    1,0557203e+08    2,4649354e+04   -3,5487131e+05   -2,4003171e+05    4,4330276e+06
0,0475000    1,5786119e+08    2,1781039e+08    2,6918346e+08    3,0410135e+08    4,5710686e+07    8,0181680e+07    9,4461640e+07    1,0627118e+08    2,4812542e+04   -3,2665762e+05   -2,9448760e+05    4,4623854e+06
0,0478125    1,5889974e+08    2,1890870e+08    2,7057905e+08    3,0610202e+08    4,6011412e+07    8,0629580e+07    9,4973589e+07    1,0697033e+08    2,4975729e+04   -2,9658982e+05   -3,4937311e+05    4,4917432e+06
0,0481250    1,5993830e+08    2,1999225e+08    2,7196873e+08    3,0810269e+08    4,6312139e+07    8,1073641e+07    9,5487499e+07    1,0766948e+08    2,5138915e+04   -2,6858493e+05   -4,0519633e+05    4,5211010e+06
0,0484375    1,6097686e+08    2,2107580e+08    2,7335841e+08    3,1010335e+08    4,6612865e+07    8,1517701e+07    9,6001409e+07    1,0836864e+08    2,5302096e+04   -2,4058003e+05   -4,6101955e+05    4,5504588e+06
0,0487500    1,6201542e+08    2,2215935e+08    2,7474808e+08    3,1210402e+08    4,6913591e+07    8,1961762e+07    9,6515319e+07    1,0906779e+08    2,5465302e+04   -2,1257513e+05   -5,1684276e+05    4,5798166e+06
0,0490625    1,6305398e+08    2,2324290e+08    2,7613776e+08    3,1410469e+08    4,7214318e+07    8,2405822e+07    9,7029229e+07    1,0976694e+08    2,5628491e+04   -1,8457024e+05   -5,7266598e+05    4,6091745e+06
0,0493750    1,6409254e+08    2,2432645e+08    2,7752744e+08    3,1610535e+08    4,7515044e+07    8,2849883e+07    9,7543139e+07    1,1046609e+08    2,5791681e+04   -1,5656534e+05   -6,2848920e+05    4,6385323e+06
0,0496875    1,6513110e+08    2,2541000e+08    2,7890490e+08    3,1810602e+08    4,7815770e+07    8,3293943e+07    9,8053619e+07    1,1116525e+08    2,5954870e+04   -1,2856044e+05   -6,7371970e+05    4,6678900e+06
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Figure 6.20: Stress-strain curves (σyy− xx) and (τxy− xx) considering linear elastic polymer
Strains Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d)
!xx #xx #yy $xy C11
0,0000000    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0003125    1,0387244e+06    2,0006668e+06    2,0006668e+06    2,0006668e+06    3,0100427e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    1,7093482e+02    2,9357799e+04    2,9357799e+04    2,9357799e+04    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0006250    2,0772837e+06    4,0013336e+06    4,0013336e+06    4,0013336e+06    6,0173063e+05    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    3,3412429e+02    5,8715598e+04    5,8715598e+04    5,8715598e+04    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0009375    3,1158431e+06    6,0020004e+06    6,0020004e+06    6,0020004e+06    9,0245700e+05    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    4,9731375e+02    8,8073397e+04    8,8073397e+04    8,8073397e+04    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0012500    4,1544024e+06    8,0026672e+06    8,0026672e+06    8,0026672e+06    1,2031834e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    6,6050322e+02    1,1743120e+05    1,1743120e+05    1,1743120e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0015625    5,1929618e+06    1,0003334e+07    1,0003334e+07    1,0003334e+07    1,5039097e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    8,2369268e+02    1,4678899e+05    1,4678899e+05    1,4678899e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0018750    6,2315211e+06    1,2004001e+07    1,2004001e+07    1,2004001e+07    1,8046361e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    9,8688215e+02    1,7614679e+05    1,7614679e+05    1,7614679e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0021875    7,2700805e+06    1,4004668e+07    1,4004668e+07    1,4004668e+07    2,1053625e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    1,1500716e+03    2,0550459e+05    2,0550459e+05    2,0550459e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0025000    8,3086398e+06    1,6005334e+07    1,6005334e+07    1,6005334e+07    2,4060888e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    1,3132611e+03    2,3486239e+05    2,3486239e+05    2,3486239e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0028125    9,3471992e+06    1,8005867e+07    1,8006001e+07    1,8006001e+07    2,7068152e+06    6,2923832e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    1,4764505e+03    2,6425732e+05    2,6422019e+05    2,6422019e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0031250    1,0385759e+07    1,9983757e+07    2,0006668e+07    2,0006668e+07    3,0075416e+06    6,9933765e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    1,6396400e+03    2,9993718e+05    2,9357799e+05    2,9357799e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0034375    1,1424318e+07    2,1961647e+07    2,2007335e+07    2,2007335e+07    3,3082679e+06    7,6943698e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    1,8028295e+03    3,3561703e+05    3,2293579e+05    3,2293579e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0037500    1,2462877e+07    2,3939537e+07    2,4008002e+07    2,4008002e+07    3,6089943e+06    8,3953631e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    1,9660189e+03    3,7129688e+05    3,5229359e+05    3,5229359e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0040625    1,3501437e+07    2,5917427e+07    2,6008668e+07    2,6008668e+07    3,9097207e+06    9,0963564e+06    9,0889823e+06    9,0889823e+06    2,1292084e+03    4,0697674e+05    3,8165139e+05    3,8165139e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0043750    1,4539996e+07    2,7895316e+07    2,8009335e+07    2,8009335e+07    4,2104471e+06    9,7973497e+06    9,7881348e+06    9,7881348e+06    2,2923979e+03    4,4265659e+05    4,1100918e+05    4,1100918e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0046875    1,5578555e+07    2,9873206e+07    3,0010002e+07    3,0010002e+07    4,5111734e+06    1,0498343e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,0487287e+07    2,4555873e+03    4,7833644e+05    4,4036698e+05    4,4036698e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0050000    1,6617115e+07    3,1851096e+07    3,2010669e+07    3,2010669e+07    4,8118998e+06    1,1199336e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,1186440e+07    2,6187768e+03    5,1401630e+05    4,6972478e+05    4,6972478e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0053125    1,7655674e+07    3,3826536e+07    3,4011336e+07    3,4011336e+07    5,1126262e+06    1,1899648e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,1885592e+07    2,7819663e+03    5,5219781e+05    4,9908258e+05    4,9908258e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0056250    1,8694233e+07    3,5789271e+07    3,6012002e+07    3,6012002e+07    5,4133525e+06    1,2596427 07    1,2584745e+07    1,2584745e+07    2,9451559e+03    6, 335357e+05    5,2844038e+05    5,2844038e+05    3,32338 9e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0059375    1,9732793e+07    3,7752006e+07    3,8012669e+07    3,8012669e+07    5,7140789e+06    1,3293205e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,3283897e+07    3,1083455e+03    6,5450932e+05    5,5779818e+05    5,5779818e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0062500    2,0771352e+07    3,9714741e+07    4,0013336e+07    4,0013336e+07    6,0148053e+06    1,3989984e+07    1,3983050e+07    1,3983050e+07    3,2715352e+03    7,0566508e+05    5,8715598e+05    5,8715598e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0065625    2,1809911e+07    4,1677251e+07    4,2014003e+07    4,2014003e+07    6,3155316e+06    1,4686553 07    1,4682202e+07    1,4682202e+07   3,4347252e+03    7,5 74935e+05    6,1651377e+05    6,1651377e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0068750    2,2848471e+07    4,3622797e+07    4,4014670e+07    4,4014670e+07    6,6162580e+06    1,5367334e+07    1,5381355e+07    1,5381355e+07    3,5979158e+03    8,0244343e+05    6,4587157e+05    6,4587157e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0071875    2,3887030e+07    4,5568342e+07    4,6003613e+07    4,6015336e+07    6,9169844e+06    1,6048115e+07    1,6081455e+07    1,6080507e+07    3,7611075e+03    8,4813751e+05    6,7848324e+05    6,7522936e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0075000    2,4925589e+07    4,7513888e+07    4,7981503e+07    4,8016003e+07    7,2177107e+06    1,6728896 07    1,6782448e+07    1,6779660e+07   3,9243014e+03    8,9383159e+05    7,1416309e+05    7,045871 e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0078125    2,5964149e+07    4,9444632e+07    4,9959393e+07    5,0016670e+07    7,5184371e+06    1,7401796e+07    1,7483441e+07    1,7478812e+07    4,0874997e+03    9,3072251e+05    7,4984294e+05    7,3394491e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,9409100e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0081250    2,7002708e+07    5,1284456e+07    5,1937283e+07    5,2017337e+07    7,8191635e+06    1,8028671e+07    1,8184435e+07    1,8177965e+07    4,2507070e+03    9,1358377e+05    7,8552280e+05    7,6330266e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0084375    2,8041268e+07    5,3086460e+07    5,3915173e+07    5,4018004e+07    8,1198899e+06    1,8640808 07    1,8885428e+07    1,8877117e+07   4,4139320e+03    8,7405437e+05    8,2120265e+05    7,9266057e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0087500    2,9079827e+07    5,4888464e+07    5,5893062e+07    5,6018670e+07    8,4206162e+06    1,9252944e+07    1,9586421e+07    1,9576270e+07    4,5771926e+03    8,3452497e+05    8,5688250e+05    8,2201837e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0090625    3,0118387e+07    5,6659250e+07    5,7870952e+07    5,8019337e+07    8,7213427e+06    1,9864511e+07    2,0287414e+07    2,0275422e+07    4,7405242e+03    8,0601881e+05    8,9256236e+05    8,5137617e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0093750    3,1156945e+07    5,8394107e+07    5,9848842e+07    6,0020004e+07    9,0220689e+06    2,0475423 07    2,0988408e+07    2,0974575e+07    4, 034293e+03    7,901993 e+0    9,2824221e+05    8,8073397e+05    3,32338 e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0096875    3,2195505e+07    6,0128964e+07    6,1826732e+07    6,2020671e+07    9,3227953e+06    2,1086335e+07    2,1689401e+07    2,1673727e+07    5,0666188e+03    7,7437980e+05    9,6392206e+05    9,1009176e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0100000    3,3234064e+07    6,1863821e+07    6,3804622e+07    6,4021338e+07    9,6235217e+06    2,16 7247 07    2,2 90394e+07    2,2372880e+07    5,2298082e+03    7,5856029e+05    9,9960192e+05    9,3944956e+ 5    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0103125    3,4272623e+07    6,3598201e+07    6,5782512e+07    6,6022004e+07    9,9242481e+06    2,2308193e+07    2,3091388e+07    2,3072032e+07    5,3929977e+03    7,4238866e+05    1,0352818e+06    9,6880736e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5348309e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0106250    3,5311183e+07    6,5320349e+07    6,7760401e+07    6,8022671e+07    1,0224974e+07    2,2916167e+07    2,3792381e+07    2,3771185e+07    5,5561872e+03    7,2222965e+05    1,0709616e+06    9,9816516e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0109375    3,6349742e+07    6,7021253e+07    6,9738291e+07    7,0023338e+07    1,0525701e+07    2,3514790 07    2,4493374e+07    2,4470337e+07    5,71 3766e+03    6,9561527e+05    1,1066415e+06    1,0275230e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0112500    3,7388302e+07    6,8722158e+07    7,1716181e+07    7,2024005e+07    1,0826427e+07    2,4113414e+07    2,5194367e+07    2,5169490e+07    5,8825661e+03    6,6900088e+05    1,1423213e+06    1,0568808e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0115625    3,8426861e+07    7,0423063e+07    7,3694071e+07    7,4024672e+07    1,1127154e+07    2,4712038e+07    2,5895361e+07    2,5868642e+07    6,0457556e+03    6,4238650e+05    1,1780012e+06    1,0862386e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0118750    3,9465420e+07    7,2123968e+07    7,5671961e+07    7,6025338e+07    1,1427880e+07    2,5310662 07    2,6596354e+07    2,6567794e+07   6,2089450e+03    6,157721 e+05    1,2136810e+06    1,115596 e+06    3,3233 99e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0121875    4,0503980e+07    7,3824872e+07    7,7649850e+07    7,8026005e+07    1,1728606e+07    2,5909285e+07    2,7297347e+07    2,7266947e+07    6,3721345e+03    5,8915772e+05    1,2493609e+06    1,1449542e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0125000    4,1542539e+07    7,5525777e+07    7,9627740e+07    8,0026672e+07    1,2029333e+07    2,6507909e+07    2,7998341e+07    2,7966099e+07    6,5353239e+03    5,6254334e+05    1,2850407e+06    1,1743120e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0128125    4,2581098e+07    7,7226682e+07    8,1605630e+07    8,2027339e+07    1,2330059e+07    2,710 533 07    2,8699334e+07    2,8665252e+07   6,6985134e+03    5,3592895e+05    1,3207206e+06    1,203669 e+06    3,323389 e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0131250    4,3619658e+07    7,8888416e+07    8,3583520e+07    8,4028006e+07    1,2630785e+07    2,7686776e+07    2,9400327e+07    2,9364404e+07    6,8617029e+03    5,0009572e+05    1,3564005e+06    1,2330276e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0134375    4,4658217e+07    8,0511691e+07    8,5547708e+07    8,6028672e+07    1,2931512e+07    2,8248974e+07    3,0097510e+07    3,0063557e+07    7,0248924e+03    4,5521110e+05    1,4060724e+06    1,2623854e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0137500    4,5696776e+07    8,2134966e+07    8,7510443e+07    8,8029339e+07    1,3232238e+07    2,8811172 07    3,0794289e+07    3,0762709e+07    7, 880819e+03    4,1032648e+05    1,4572282e+06    1,2917431e+06    3,3233899e+ 9    5,1944804e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0140625    4,6735336e+07    8,3755023e+07    8,9473178e+07    9,0030006e+07    1,3532964e+07    2,9371951e+07    3,1491067e+07    3,1461862e+07    7,3512714e+03    3,6662972e+05    1,5083839e+06    1,3211009e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0143750    4,7773895e+07    8,5372151e+07    9,1435913e+07    9,2030673e+07    1,3833691e+07    2,9931439e+07    3,2187846e+07    3,2161014e+07    7,5144609e+03    3,2401318e+05    1,5595397e+06    1,3504587e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0146875    4,8812454e+07    8,6987742e+07    9,3398648e+07    9,4031340e+07    1,4134417e+07    3,0490249 07    3,2884624e+07    3,2860167e+07    7,67765 6e+03    2,8237466e+05    1,6106954e+06    1,37981 5e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9886305e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0150000    4,9851014e+07    8,8546336e+07    9,5361383e+07    9,6032006e+07    1,4435144e+07    3,1023794e+07    3,3581403e+07    3,3559319e+07    7,8408405e+03    2,7628951e+05    1,6618512e+06    1,4091743e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0153125    5,0889573e+07    9,0104737e+07    9,7324118e+07    9,8032673e+07    1,4735870e+07    3,1557 88 07    3,4278181e+07    3,4258472e+07    ,00403 e+03    2,6994286e+0    1,7130069e+06    1,4385321e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0156250    5,1928132e+07    9,1663139e+07    9,9286853e+07    1,0003334e+08    1,5036596e+07    3,2090583e+07    3,4974960e+07    3,4957624e+07    8,1672218e+03    2,6359622e+05    1,7641627e+06    1,4678899e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0159375    5,2966692e+07    9,3218594e+07    1,0124959e+08    1,0203401e+08    1,5337323e+07    3,2620693e+07    3,5671739e+07    3,5656777e+07    8,3304145e+03    2,5325098e+05    1,8153184e+06    1,4972477e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0162500    5,4005251e+07    9,4773913e+07    1,0321232e+08    1,0403467e+08    1,5638049e+07    3,3150650 07    3, 368517e+07    3,6355929e+07   8,49361 4e+03    2,4271939e+ 5    1,8664742e+06    1,5266055e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0165625    5,5043811e+07    9,6329231e+07    1,0516590e+08    1,0603534e+08    1,5938775e+07    3,3680607e+07    3,7056774e+07    3,7055082e+07    8,6568128e+03    2,3218779e+05    1,9147204e+06    1,5559633e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0168750    5,6082370e+07    9,7883890e+07    1,0711145e+08    1,0803601e+08    1,6239502e+07    3,4209977e+07    3,7737554e+07    3,7754234e+07    8,8200280e+03    2,2148808e+05    1,9604145e+06    1,5853211e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,8269166e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0171875    5,7120930e+07    9,9366327e+07    1,0905699e+08    1,1003667e+08    1,6540228e+07    3,47 2 87 07    3,8418335e+07    3, 453387e+07   8,9832690e+03    1,6969048e+05    2,0061086e+06    1,6146789e+06    3,323389 e+09    4,7184212e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0175000    5,8159490e+07    1,0083244e+08    1,1100254e+08    1,1203734e+08    1,6840954e+07    3,5261504e+07    3,9099116e+07    3,9152539e+07    9,1465616e+03    1,1793541e+05    2,0518027e+06    1,6440367e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,6240190e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0178125    5,9198048e+07    1,0227745e+08    1,1294808e+08    1,1403801e+08    1,7141681e+07    3,5796559e+07    3,9779897e+07    3,9851692e+07    9,3095448e+03    7,0482497e+04    2,0974967e+06    1,6733945e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,6240190e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0181250    6,0236607e+07    1,0372245e+08    1,1489363e+08    1,1603867e+08    1,7442407e+ 7    3,6331 14 07    4,0460677e+07    4,0550844e+07   9,472 343e+03    2,3029585e+04    2,1431908e+06    1,7027523e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,6240190e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0184375    6,1275166e+07    1,0515643e+08    1,1683917e+08    1,1803934e+08    1,7743134e+07    3,6864763e+07    4,1141458e+07    4,1249997e+07    9,6359238e+03   -1,9774447e+04    2,1888849e+06    1,7321101e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,4745803e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0187500    6,2313726e+07    1,0655474e+08    1,1878472e+08    1,2004001e+08    1,8043860e+07    3,7375815e+07    4,1822239e+07    4,1949149e+07    9,7991132e+03   -7,4230332e+04    2,2345790e+06    1,7614679e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,4745803e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0190625    6,3352285e+07    1,0795304e+08    1,2073026e+08    1,2204067e+08    1,8344586e+07    3,78868 6 07    4,2503 20e+07    4,2648302e+07    9,962 02 e+03   -1,2868622e+05    2,2802730e+06    1,790825 e+06    3,3233899e+ 9    4,4745803e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0193750    6,4390845e+07    1,0934336e+08    1,2267581e+08    1,2404134e+08    1,8645313e+07    3,8400564e+07    4,3183800e+07    4,3347454e+07    1,0125492e+04   -1,8440782e+05    2,3259671e+06    1,8201835e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,4469648e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0196875    6,5429404e+07    1,1073304e+08    1,2453985e+08    1,2604201e+08    1,8946039e+07    3,8914474e+07    4,3821182e+07    4,4046607e+07    1,0288682e+04   -2,4023104e+05    2,3231833e+06    1,8495413e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,4469648e+09    5,9409100e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0200000    6,6467963e+07    1,1210518e+08    1,2639638e+08    1,2804268e+08    1,9246765e+07    3,9423460 07    4,4454570e+07    4,4745759e+07    1,0 51871e+04   -2,8084887e+05    2,3159374e+06    1,8788991e+ 6    3,3233899e+09    4,3457896e+09    5,9409100e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0203125    6,7506523e+07    1,1346324e+08    1,2821114e+08    1,3004334e+08    1,9547492e+07    3,9928492e+07    4,5071677e+07    4,5444912e+07    1,0615061e+04   -3,0925135e+05    2,2839594e+06    1,9082569e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,3457896e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0206250    6,8545082e+07    1,1481964e+08    1,3001314e+08    1,3204401e+08    1,9848218e+07    4,0429761 07    4,5683814e+07    4,6144064e+07    1,0 78250e+04   -3,4070843e+05    2,2444300e+06    1,93761 7e+06    3,32338 9e+09    4,3268051e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0209375    6,9583641e+07    1,1617177e+08    1,3181515e+08    1,3404468e+08    2,0148945e+07    4,0921367e+07    4,6295950e+07    4,6843217e+07    1,0941439e+04   -3,8001075e+05    2,2049006e+06    1,9669725e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,3268051e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0212500    7,0622201e+07    1,1752389e+08    1,3361715e+08    1,3604534e+08    2,0449671e+07    4,1412973e+07    4,6908087e+07    4,7542369e+07    1,1104629e+04   -4,1931307e+05    2,1653712e+06    1,9963303e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,3268051e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0215625    7,1660760e+07    1,1887602e+08    1,3541916e+08    1,3804601e+08    2,0750397e+07    4,1904578 07    4,7520224e+07    4, 241522e+07   1,1267818e+04   -4,5861539e+ 5    2,1258418e+06    2,02568 e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,3268051e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0218750    7,2699319e+07    1,2018881e+08    1,3722116e+08    1,4004668e+08    2,1051124e+07    4,2384045e+07    4,8132360e+07    4,8940674e+07    1,1431008e+04   -4,8113389e+05    2,0863124e+06    2,0550459e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2008084e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0221875    7,3737879e+07    1,2150156e+08    1,3902316e+08    1,4204734e+08    2,1351850e+07    4,2863502e+07    4,8744497e+07    4,9639827e+07    1,1594197e+04   -5,0363809e+05    2,0467830e+06    2,0844037e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2008084e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0225000    7,4776438e+07    1,2281431e+08    1,4078070e+08    1,4404801e+08    2,1652576e+07    4,3342959 07    4,9355822e+07    5,0338979e+07   1,1757386e+04   -5,2614228e+05    2,0229568e+06    2,1137616e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2008084e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0228125    7,5814997e+07    1,2412706e+08    1,4251555e+08    1,4604868e+08    2,1953303e+07    4,3822415e+07    4,9966734e+07    5,1038132e+07    1,1920575e+04   -5,4864647e+05    2,0071373e+06    2,1431194e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2008084e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0231250    7,6853557e+07    1,2543982e+08    1,4425041e+08    1,4804934e+08    2,2254029e+07    4,4301872e+07    5,0577646e+07    5,1737284e+07    1,2083764e+04   -5,7115066e+05    1,9913178e+06    2,1724771e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2008084e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0234375    7,7892116e+07    1,2675257e+08    1,4598527e+08    1,5005001e+08    2,2554756e+07    4,4781329 07    5,1188558e+07    5,2436436e+07   1, 246952e+04   -5,9365486e+05    1,9754983e+06    2,201834 e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2008084e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0237500    7,8930675e+07    1,2806532e+08    1,4772012e+08    1,5205068e+08    2,2855482e+07    4,5260785e+07    5,1799470e+07    5,3135589e+07    1,2410138e+04   -6,1615905e+05    1,9596788e+06    2,2311927e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2008084e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0240625    7,9969235e+07    1,2937807e+08    1,4945498e+08    1,5405134e+08    2,3156208e+07    4,5740242e+07    5,2410382e+07    5,3834741e+07    1,2573321e+04   -6,3866324e+05    1,9438593e+06    2,2605505e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2008084e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0243750    8,1007794e+07    1,3067821e+08    1,5118984e+08    1,5605201e+08    2,3456935e+07    4,6223183 07    5,3021294e+07    5,4533894e+07    1,27 649 e+04   -6,5940251e+    1,9280397e+06    2,2899083e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,1150238e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0246875    8,2046353e+07    1,3196416e+08    1,5292469e+08    1,5805268e+08    2,3757661e+07    4,6710047e+07    5,3632205e+07    5,5233046e+07    1,2899660e+04   -6,7815549e+05    1,9122202e+06    2,3192661e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,1150238e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0250000    8,3084912e+07    1,3325010e+08    1,5465955e+08    1,6005334e+08    2,4058387e+07    4,7196911e 07    5,4243117e+07    5,5932199e+07    1,3062797e+04   -6,9690846e+05    1,8964007e+06    2,3486239e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,1150238e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0253125    8,4123471e+07    1,3453605e+08    1,5639441e+08    1,6205401e+08    2,4359114e+07    4,7683 74e 07    5,4854 29e+07    5,6631351e+07    1,322 882e+04   -7,1566144e+05    1,8805812e+06    2,3779 17e+06    3,3233899e+ 9    4,1150238e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0256250    8,5162030e+07    1,3582199e+08    1,5812927e+08    1,6405468e+08    2,4659840e+07    4,8170638e+07    5,5464941e+07    5,7330504e+07    1,3388861e+04   -7,3441441e+05    1,8647617e+06    2,4073395e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,1150238e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0259375    8,6200591e+07    1,3710794e+08    1,5985948e+08    1,6605534e+08    2,4960566e+07    4,8657502 07    5,6075748e+07    5, 029656e+07    ,3552471e+04   -7,5316739e+0    1,8466646e+06    2,4366973e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,1150238e+09    5,5284460e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0262500    8,7239150e+07    1,3837104e+08    1,6158712e+08    1,6805601e+08    2,5261293e+07    4,9133966e+07    5,6686138e+07    5,8728809e+07    1,3715660e+04   -7,6999679e+05    1,8282484e+06    2,4660551e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0181314e+09    5,5284460e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0265625    8,8277709e+07    1,3962670e+08    1,6330087e+08    1,7005668e+08    2,5562019e+07    4,9607047e+07    5,7290417e+07    5,9427961e+07    1,3878850e+04   -7,8620032e+05    1,8055741e+06    2,4954129e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0181314e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0268750    8,9316269e+07    1,4087889e+08    1,6500178e+08    1,7205734e+08    2,5862746e+07    5,0078365 07    5,7889 41e+07    6,0127114e+07   1,40 2039e+04   -8, 055653e+05    1,7789597e+06    2,5247707e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9796310e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0271875    9,0354828e+07    1,4212252e+08    1,6670268e+08    1,7405801e+08    2,6163472e+07    5,0545350e+07    5,8487664e+07    6,0826266e+07    1,4205229e+04   -8,1037361e+05    1,7523454e+06    2,5541285e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9796310e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0275000    9,1393388e+07    1,4336333e+08    1,6840359e+08    1,7605868e+08    2,6464198e+07    5,1010813e+07    5,9086288e+07    6,1525419e+07    1,4368418e+04   -8,1785473e+05    1,7257310e+06    2,5834863e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0278125    9,2431947e+07    1,4460266e+08    1,7010449e+08    1,7805935e+08    2,6764925e+07    5,147 480 07    5,9684912e+07    6,2224571e+07   1,45316 8e+04   -8,2411356e+05    1,6991166e+06    2,6128441e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0281250    9,3470506e+07    1,4584199e+08    1,7180540e+08    1,8006001e+08    2,7065651e+07    5,1940146e+07    6,0283535e+07    6,2923724e+07    1,4694797e+04   -8,3037238e+05    1,6725022e+06    2,6422019e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0284375    9,4509066e+07    1,4708131e+08    1,7350630e+08    1,8206068e+08    2,7366377e+07    5,2404813e+07    6,0882159e+07    6,3622876e+07    1,4857987e+04   -8,3663120e+05    1,6458878e+06    2,6715597e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0287500    9,5547625e+07    1,4832064e+08    1,7520720e+08    1,8406135e+08    2,7667104e+07    5,2869480 07    6,1480783e+07    6,4322029e+07   1, 021176e+04   -8,4289002e+05    1,6192734e+06    2,7009175e+06    3,32338 9e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0290625    9,6586184e+07    1,4955997e+08    1,7690811e+08    1,8606201e+08    2,7967830e+07    5,3334146e+07    6,2079406e+07    6,5021181e+07    1,5184366e+04   -8,4914884e+05    1,5926590e+06    2,7302753e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0293750    9,7624744e+07    1,5079930e+08    1,7860901e+08    1,8806268e+08    2,8268557e+07    5,3798813e+07    6,2678030e+07    6,5720334e+07    1,5347555e+04   -8,5540766e+05    1,5660447e+06    2,7596331e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0296875    9,8663303e+07    1,5203862e+08    1,8030992e+08    1,9006335e+08    2,8569283e+07    5,42 34 0 07    6,3276654e+07    6,6419486e+07    1,5510744e+04   -8,6166648e+05    1,5394303e+06    2,78899 9e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0300000    9,9701862e+07    1,5327795e+08    1,8201082e+08    1,9206401e+08    2,8870009e+07    5,4728147e+07    6,3875277e+07    6,7118639e+07    1,5673934e+04   -8,6792530e+05    1,5128159e+06    2,8183487e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0303125    1,0074042e+08    1,5451728e+08    1,8371173e+08    1,9406468e+08    2,9170736e+07    5,5 9281 e 07    6,4473901e+07    6,7817791e+07    1,5 7123e+04   -8,7418412e+05    1,4862015e+06    2,8477065e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0306250    1,0177898e+08    1,5575660e+08    1,8541263e+08    1,9606535e+08    2,9471462e+07    5,5657480e 07    6,5072525e+07    6,8516944e+07    1,6000313e+04   -8,8044295e+05    1,4595871e+06    2,8770643e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0309375    1,0281754e+08    1,5699593e+08    1,8711354e+08    1,9806601e+08    2,9772188e+07    5,6122147e+07    6,5671149e+07    6,9216096e+07    1,6163502e+04   -8,8670177e+05    1,4329727e+06    2,9064221e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0312500    1,0385610e+08    1,5823526e+08    1,8881444e+08    2,0006668e+08    3,0072915e+07    5,658 813 07    6,6269772e+07    6,9915249e+07    1,6326691e+04   -8,9296059e+05    1,4063583e+06    2,9357799e+ 6    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0315625    1,0489466e+08    1,5947459e+08    1,9051535e+08    2,0206735e+08    3,0373641e+07    5,7051480e+07    6,6868396e+07    7,0614401e+07    1,6489879e+04   -8,9921941e+05    1,3797440e+06    2,9651377e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0318750    1,0593322e+08    1,6061495e+08    1,9221625e+08    2,0406801e+08    3,0674367e+07    5,7632081e+07    6,7467020e+07    7,1313554e+07    1,6653066e+04   -1,0194584e+06    1,3531296e+06    2,9944955e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8551102e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0321875    1,0697178e+08    1,6181967e+08    1,9391716e+08    2,0606868e+08    3,0975094e+07    5,8 0014 07    6,8065643e+07    7,2012706e+07   1,6816252e+04   -1, 389456e+0    1,3265152e+06    3,02385 3e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8551102e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0325000    1,0801034e+08    1,6302440e+08    1,9559777e+08    2,0806935e+08    3,1275820e+07    5,8568215e+07    6,8654743e+07    7,2711859e+07    1,6979432e+04   -1,0584328e+06    1,2951239e+06    3,0532111e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8551102e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0328125    1,0904890e+08    1,6422808e+08    1,9722104e+08    2,1007001e+08    3,1576547e+07    5,9033109e+07    6,9216941e+07    7,3411011e+07    1,7142604e+04   -1,0784052e+06    1,2502393e+06    3,0825689e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8406948e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0331250    1,1008746e+08    1,6542830e+08    1,9884432e+08    2,1207068e+08    3,1877273e+07    5,94 73 0 07    6,9779139e+07    7,4110164e+07   1,7305759e+04   -1,1000062e+06    1,2053547e+06    3,1119267e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8406948e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0334375    1,1112601e+08    1,6662852e+08    2,0046759e+08    2,1407135e+08    3,2177999e+07    5,9941591e+07    7,0341336e+07    7,4809316e+07    1,7468879e+04   -1,1216072e+06    1,1604701e+06    3,1412845e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8406948e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0337500    1,1216457e+08    1,6782873e+08    2,0209087e+08    2,1607201e+08    3,2478726e+07    6,0395832e+07    7,0903534e+07    7,5508469e+07    1,7632208e+04   -1,1432082e+06    1,1155854e+06    3,1706423e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8406948e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0340625    1,1320313e+08    1,6902895e+08    2,0371414e+08    2,1807268e+08    3,2779452e+07    6,0850073 07    7,1 65732e+07    7,6207621e+07   1,779539 e+04   -1,1648092e+06    1,0707008e+06    3,2000001e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8406948e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0343750    1,1424169e+08    1,7022917e+08    2,0533742e+08    2,2007335e+08    3,3080178e+07    6,1304314e+07    7,2027929e+07    7,6906774e+07    1,7958586e+04   -1,1864102e+06    1,0258162e+06    3,2293579e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8406948e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0346875    1,1528025e+08    1,7142939e+08    2,0696069e+08    2,2207401e+08    3,3380905e+07    6,1758555e+07    7,2590127e+07    7,7605926e+07    1,8121776e+04   -1,2080112e+06    9,8093160e+05    3,2587157e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8406948e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0350000    1,1631881e+08    1,7262920e+08    2,0857899e+08    2,2407468e+08    3,3681631e+0    6,221 7 07    7,3 50132e+07    7, 305078e+07    1,8 84965e+04   -1,2303308e+06    9,3788257e+05    3,2880735e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8357386e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0353125    1,1735737e+08    1,7382787e+08    2,1019612e+08    2,2607535e+08    3,3982358e+07    6,2661436e+07    7,3709621e+07    7,9004231e+07    1,8448155e+04   -1,2546856e+06    8,9526603e+05    3,3174313e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8357386e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0356250    1,1839593e+08    1,7502654e+08    2,1181325e+08    2,2807602e+08    3,4283084e+07    6,3 11236 07    7,4269109e+07    7,9703383e+07    1,8611344e+04   -1,2 90404e+06    8,5264949e+05    3,3467891e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8357386e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0359375    1,1943449e+08    1,7622520e+08    2,1343038e+08    2,3007668e+08    3,4583810e+07    6,3561036e+07    7,4828598e+07    8,0402536e+07    1,8774534e+04   -1,3033952e+06    8,1003294e+05    3,3761469e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8357386e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0362500    1,2047305e+08    1,7740918e+08    2,1504751e+08    2,3207735e+08    3,4884537e+07    6,4012499e+07    7,5388086e+07    8,1101688e+07    1,8937723e+04   -1,3147858e+06    7,6741640e+05    3,4055047e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7784013e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0365625    1,2151161e+08    1,7858990e+08    2,1666464e+08    2,3407802e+08    3,5185263e+ 7    6,4464975 07    ,5947575e+07    8,1800841e+07    1,91 0913e+04   -1,3206114e+06    7,2479986e+05    3,4348625e+06    3,32338 9e+09    3,7757556e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0368750    1,2255017e+08    1,7976982e+08    2,1824883e+08    2,3607868e+08    3,5485989e+07    6,4914349e+07    7,6492533e+07    8,2499993e+07    1,9264102e+04   -1,3241520e+06    7,0313403e+05    3,4642203e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7757556e+09    4,9886305e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0371875    1,2358873e+08    1,8094654e+08    2,1980744e+08    2,3807935e+08    3,5786716e+07    6,5365923e+07    7,7026089e+07    8,3199146e+07    1,9427292e+04   -1,3270666e+06    6,9707042e+05    3,4935781e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7398529e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0375000    1,2462729e+08    1,8211524e+08    2,2136584e+08    2,4008002e+08    3,6087442e+07    6,58229 7 07    7, 59484e+07    8,3898298e+07   1,9590481e+04   -1,3284164e+06    6,9072377e+05    3,5229359e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7398529e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0378125    1,2566585e+08    1,8325692e+08    2,2292424e+08    2,4208068e+08    3,6388168e+07    6,6274432e+07    7,8092878e+07    8,4597451e+07    1,9753671e+04   -1,3047043e+06    6,8437713e+05    3,5522937e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,6493665e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0381250    1,2670441e+08    1,8439735e+08    2,2448264e+08    2,4408135e+08    3,6688895e+07    6,6725605e+07    7,8626273e+07    8,5296603e+07    1,9916860e+04   -1,2798339e+06    6,7803048e+05    3,5816515e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,6493665e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0384375    1,2774296e+08    1,8553777e+08    2,2604104e+08    2,4608202e+08    3,6989621e+07    6,71767 9 07    7,9 59667e+07    8,5995756e+07   2,0080050e+04   -1,2549635e+06    6,7168384e+05    3,6110093e+06    3,323389 e+09    3,6493665e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0387500    1,2878152e+08    1,8666376e+08    2,2759945e+08    2,4808268e+08    3,7290348e+07    6,7624844e+07    7,9693062e+07    8,6694908e+07    2,0243239e+04   -1,2222881e+06    6,6533719e+05    3,6403671e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5998440e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0390625    1,2982008e+08    1,8778871e+08    2,2915785e+08    2,5008335e+08    3,7591074e+07    6,8072687e+07    8,0226457e+07    8,7394061e+07    2,0406429e+04   -1,1890565e+06    6,5899055e+05    3,6697249e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5998440e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0393750    1,3085864e+08    1,8891366e+08    2,3071351e+08    2,5208402e+08    3,7891800e+07    6,85205 1 07    8,0756796e+07    8, 093213e+07   2,0569620e+04   -1,1558248e+06    6,4892486e+05    3,6990827e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5998440e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0396875    1,3189720e+08    1,9003861e+08    2,3226883e+08    2,5408468e+08    3,8192527e+07    6,8968374e+07    8,1286753e+07    8,8792366e+07    2,0732812e+04   -1,1225932e+06    6,3839326e+05    3,7284405e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5998440e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0400000    1,3293576e+08    1,9116356e+08    2,3382415e+08    2,5608535e+08    3,8493253e+07    6,9416218e+07    8,1816711e+07    8,9491518e+07    2,0896005e+04   -1,0893616e+06    6,2786166e+05    3,7577983e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5998440e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0403125    1,3397432e+08    1,9228851e+08    2,3537946e+08    2,5808602e+08    3,8793979e+07    6,9864 61 07    8,2346668e+07    9,0190671e+07    2,10592 3e+04   -1, 561300e+06    6,1733006e+05    3,7871561e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5998440e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0406250    1,3501288e+08    1,9341346e+08    2,3693478e+08    2,6008668e+08    3,9094706e+07    7,0311905e+07    8,2876625e+07    9,0889823e+07    2,1222409e+04   -1,0228983e+06    6,0679847e+05    3,8165139e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5998440e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0409375    1,3605144e+08    1,9453841e+08    2,3849010e+08    2,6208735e+08    3,9395432e+07    7,075 748 07    8,3406582e+07    9,1588976e+07    2,1385632e+04   -9,8966672e+05    5,9626687e+05    3,8458716e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5998440e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0412500    1,3709000e+08    1,9566337e+08    2,4004542e+08    2,6408802e+08    3,9696159e+07    7,1207592e+07    8,3936539e+07    9,2288128e+07    2,1548755e+04   -9,5643510e+05    5,8573527e+05    3,8752294e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5998440e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0415625    1,3812856e+08    1,9678461e+08    2,4160070e+08    2,6608868e+08    3,9996885e+07    7,1658083e+07    8,4466416e+07    9,2987281e+07    2,1711944e+04   -9,2583216e+05    5,7523859e+05    3,9045872e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5619328e+09    4,9763438e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0418750    1,3916712e+08    1,9789771e+08    2,4315581e+08    2,6808935e+08    4,0297611e+07    7,2109393 07    8,4995865e+07    9,3686433e+07    ,1 75134e+04   -8,8972055e+05    5,6492912e+05    3,93394 0e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5618632e+09    4,9763438e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0421875    1,4020568e+08    1,9901079e+08    2,4470973e+08    2,7009002e+08    4,0598338e+07    7,2559908e+07    8,5524943e+07    9,4385586e+07    2,2038323e+04   -8,5330619e+05    5,5372019e+05    3,9633028e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5618632e+09    4,8269166e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0425000    1,4124424e+08    2,0012387e+08    2,4620406e+08    2,7209068e+08    4,0899064e+07    7,3010424e+07    8,6044200e+07    9,5084738e+07    2,2201513e+04   -8,1689182e+05    5,0480073e+05    3,9926606e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5618632e+09    4,7184212e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0428125    1,4228280e+08    2,0123695e+08    2,4767856e+08    2,7409135e+08    4,1199790e+07    7,3460939e+07    8,6569545e+07    9,5783891e+07    2,2364702e+04   -7,8047746e+05    4,5108437e+05    4,0220184e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5618632e+09    4,7184212e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0431250    1,4332135e+08    2,0234936e+08    2,4915307e+08    2,7609202e+08    4,1500517e+07    7,3910337e+07    8,7094889e+07    9,6483043e+07    2,2527891e+04   -7,4519212e+05    3,9736801e+05    4,0513762e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5537601e+09    4,7184212e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0434375    1,4435991e+08    2,0345991e+08    2,5062758e+08    2,7809269e+08    4,1801243e+07    7,4356688e+07    8,7620234e+07    9,7182196e+07    2,2691081e+04   -7,1298867e+05    3,4365165e+05    4,0807340e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5537601e+09    4,7184212e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0437500    1,4539847e+08    2,0457046e+08    2,5208110e+08    2,8009335e+08    4,2101969e+07    7,4803039e+07    8,8153760e+07    9,7881348e+07    2,2854270e+04   -6,8078522e+05    2,9483852e+05    4,1100918e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5537601e+09    4,6240190e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0440625    1,4643703e+08    2,0568101e+08    2,5352611e+08    2,8209402e+08    4,2402696e+07    7,5249389e+07    8,8688814e+07    9,8580501e+07    2,3017460e+04   -6,4858176e+05    2,4738561e+05    4,1394496e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5537601e+09    4,6240190e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0443750    1,4747559e+08    2,0679156e+08    2,5497111e+08    2,8409469e+08    4,2703422e+07    7,5695740e+07    8,9223869e+07    9,9279653e+07    2,3180649e+04   -6,1637831e+05    1,9993270e+05    4,1688074e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5537601e+09    4,6240190e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0446875    1,4851415e+08    2,0789747e+08    2,5641612e+08    2,8609535e+08    4,3004149e+07    7,6143374e+07    8,9758924e+07    9,9978806e+07    2,3343839e+04   -5,8582096e+05    1,5247979e+05    4,1981652e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5246982e+09    4,6240190e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0450000    1,4955271e+08    2,0899894e+08    2,5786112e+08    2,8809602e+08    4,3304875e+07    7,6592236e+07    9,0293979e+07    1,0067796e+08    2,3507028e+04   -5,5683896e+05    1,0502687e+05    4,2275230e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5246982e+09    4,6240190e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0453125    1,5059127e+08    2,1010040e+08    2,5930613e+08    2,9009669e+08    4,3605601e+07    7,7041097e+07    9,0829034e+07    1,0137711e+08    2,3670218e+04   -5,2785697e+05    5,7573962e+04    4,2568808e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5246982e+09    4,6240190e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0456250    1,5162983e+08    2,1120187e+08    2,6075101e+08    2,9209735e+08    4,3906328e+07    7,7489959e+07    9,1363947e+07    1,0207626e+08    2,3833407e+04   -4,9887497e+05    9,9711916e+03    4,2862386e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5246982e+09    4,6235643e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0459375    1,5266839e+08    2,1230334e+08    2,6218249e+08    2,9409802e+08    4,4207054e+07    7,7938821e+07    9,1897754e+07    1,0277542e+08    2,3996597e+04   -4,6989297e+05   -3,0132590e+04    4,3155964e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5246982e+09    4,5465610e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0462500    1,5370695e+08    2,1340481e+08    2,6359023e+08    2,9609869e+08    4,4507780e+07    7,8387683e+07    9,2417434e+07    1,0347457e+08    2,4159786e+04   -4,4091097e+05   -7,6664060e+04    4,3449542e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5246982e+09    4,4745803e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0465625    1,5474551e+08    2,1450628e+08    2,6498854e+08    2,9809935e+08    4,4808507e+07    7,8836545e+07    9,2928485e+07    1,0417372e+08    2,4322975e+04   -4,1192897e+05   -1,3111994e+05    4,3743120e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5246982e+09    4,4745803e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0468750    1,5578407e+08    2,1560772e+08    2,6638685e+08    3,0010002e+08    4,5109233e+07    7,9285287e+07    9,3439537e+07    1,0487287e+08    2,4486165e+04   -3,8308500e+05   -1,8557583e+05    4,4036698e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5242782e+09    4,4745803e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0471875    1,5682263e+08    2,1670906e+08    2,6778515e+08    3,0210069e+08    4,5409960e+07    7,9733484e+07    9,3950588e+07    1,0557203e+08    2,4649354e+04   -3,5487131e+05   -2,4003171e+05    4,4330276e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5242782e+09    4,4745803e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0475000    1,5786119e+08    2,1781039e+08    2,6918346e+08    3,0410135e+08    4,5710686e+07    8,0181680e+07    9,4461640e+07    1,0627118e+08    2,4812542e+04   -3,2665762e+05   -2,9448760e+05    4,4623854e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5242782e+09    4,4745803e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0478125    1,5889974e+08    2,1890870e+08    2,7057905e+08    3,0610202e+08    4,6011412e+07    8,0629580e+07    9,4973589e+07    1,0697033e+08    2,4975729e+04   -2,9658982e+05   -3,4937311e+05    4,4917432e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4673607e+09    4,4469648e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0481250    1,5993830e+08    2,1999225e+08    2,7196873e+08    3,0810269e+08    4,6312139e+07    8,1073641e+07    9,5487499e+07    1,0766948e+08    2,5138915e+04   -2,6858493e+05   -4,0519633e+05    4,5211010e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4673607e+09    4,4469648e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0484375    1,6097686e+08    2,2107580e+08    2,7335841e+08    3,1010335e+08    4,6612865e+07    8,1517701e+07    9,6001409e+07    1,0836864e+08    2,5302096e+04   -2,4058003e+05   -4,6101955e+05    4,5504588e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4673607e+09    4,4469648e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0487500    1,6201542e+08    2,2215935e+08    2,7474808e+08    3,1210402e+08    4,6913591e+07    8,1961762e+07    9,6515319e+07    1,0906779e+08    2,5465302e+04   -2,1257513e+05   -5,1684276e+05    4,5798166e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4673607e+09    4,4469648e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0490625    1,6305398e+08    2,2324290e+08    2,7613776e+08    3,1410469e+08    4,7214318e+07    8,2405822e+07    9,7029229e+07    1,0976694e+08    2,5628491e+04   -1,8457024e+05   -5,7266598e+05    4,6091745e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4673607e+09    4,4469648e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0493750    1,6409254e+08    2,2432645e+08    2,7752744e+08    3,1610535e+08    4,7515044e+07    8,2849883e+07    9,7543139e+07    1,1046609e+08    2,5791681e+04   -1,5656534e+05   -6,2848920e+05    4,6385323e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4673607e+09    4,4469648e+09    6,4021338e+09
0,0496875    1,6513110e+08    2,2541000e+08    2,7890490e+08    3,1810602e+08    4,7815770e+07    8,3293943e+07    9,8053619e+07    1,1116525e+08    2,5954870e+04   -1,2856044e+05   -6,7371970e+05    4,6678900e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4673607e+09    4,3457896e+09    6,4021338e+09
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Figure 6.21: Variation of C11 component considering linear elastic polymer
80
As depicted in figures 6.19 - 6.21, the obtained strength of the RVE varies between the two
extreme values, namely those of the neat polymer (Shear Strength→ 0) and the fully bonded
fibers (Shear Strength → ∞). The bond slip effect offers thus a significant contribution to
the RVE’s overall strength. More specifically, a meagre interfacial shear strength leads to an
averaged normal stress σx of 166.2 MPa where the reinforcing fibers are unable to tranfer
axial forces and as a result only through the bending and shear rigidies are considered to
contribute to final strength. On the other hand, a fully bonded model gives almost the double
averaged stress σx, that is 320.1 MPa, and an also significant contribution to the other stress
components σy and τxy (figure 6.20).
Strains Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d)
!xx #xx #yy $xy C11 C22 C33
0,0000000    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0003125    1,0387244e+06    2,0006668e+06    2,0006668e+06    2,0006668e+06    3,0100427e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    1,7093482e+02    2,9357799e+04    2,9357799e+04    2,9357799e+04    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0006250    2,0772837e+06    4,0013336e+06    4,0013336e+06    4,0013336e+06    6,0173063e+05    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    3,3412429e+02    5,8715598e+04    5,8715598e+04    5,8715598e+04    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0009375    3,1158431e+06    6,0020004e+06    6,0020004e+06    6,0020004e+06    9,0245700e+05    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    4,9731375e+02    8,8073397e+04    8,8073397e+04    8,8073397e+04    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0012500    4,1544024e+06    8,0026672e+06    8,0026672e+06    8,0026672e+06    1,2031834e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    6,6050322e+02    1,1743120e+05    1,1743120e+05    1,1743120e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0015625    5,1929618e+06    1,0003334e+07    1,0003334e+07    1,0003334e+07    1,5039097e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    8,2369268e+02    1,4678899e+05    1,4678899e+05    1,4678899e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0018750    6,2315211e+06    1,2004001e+07    1,2004001e+07    1,2004001e+07    1,8046361e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    9,8688215e+02    1,7614679e+05    1,7614679e+05    1,7614679e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0021875    7,2700805e+06    1,4004668e+07    1,4004668e+07    1,4004668e+07    2,1053625e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    1,1500716e+03    2,0550459e+05    2,0550459e+05    2,0550459e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0025000    8,3086398e+06    1,6005334e+07    1,6005334e+07    1,6005334e+07    2,4060888e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    1,3132611e+03    2,3486239e+05    2,3486239e+05    2,3486239e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0028125    9,3471992e+06    1,8005867e+07    1,8006001e+07    1,8006001e+07    2,7068152e+06    6,2923832e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    1,4764505e+03    2,6425732e+05    2,6422019e+05    2,6422019e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0031250    1,0385759e+07    1,9983757e+07    2,0006668e+07    2,0006668e+07    3,0075416e+06    6,9933765e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    1,6396400e+03    2,9993718e+05    2,9357799e+05    2,9357799e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0034375    1,1424318e+07    2,1961647e+07    2,2007335e+07    2,2007335e+07    3,3082679e+06    7,6943698e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    1,8028295e+03    3,3561703e+05    3,2293579e+05    3,2293579e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0037500    1,2462877e+07    2,3939537e+07    2,4008002e+07    2,4008002e+07    3,6089943e+06    8,3953631e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    1,9660189e+03    3,7129688e+05    3,5229359e+05    3,5229359e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0040625    1,3501437e+07    2,5917427e+07    2,6008668e+07    2,6008668e+07    3,9097207e+06    9,0963564e+06    9,0889823e+06    9,0889823e+06    2,1292084e+03    4,0697674e+05    3,8165139e+05    3,8165139e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0043750    1,4539996e+07    2,7895316e+07    2,8009335e+07    2,8009335e+07    4,2104471e+06    9,7973497e+06    9,7881348e+06    9,7881348e+06    2,2923979e+03    4,4265659e+05    4,1100918e+05    4,1100918e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0046875    1,5578555e+07    2,9873206e+07    3,0010002e+07    3,0010002e+07    4,5111734e+06    1,0498343e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,0487287e+07    2,4555873e+03    4,7833644e+05    4,4036698e+05    4,4036698e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0050000    1,6617115e+07    3,1851096e+07    3,2010669e+07    3,2010669e+07    4,8118998e+06    1,1199336e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,1186440e+07    2,6187768e+03    5,1401630e+05    4,6972478e+05    4,6972478e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0053125    1,7655674e+07    3,3826536e+07    3,4011336e+07    3,4011336e+07    5,1126262e+06    1,1899648e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,1885592e+07    2,7819663e+03    5,5219781e+05    4,9908258e+05    4,9908258e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0056250    1,8694233e+07    3,5789271e+07    3,6012002e+07    3,6012002e+07    5,4133525e+06    1,2596427e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,2584745e+07    2,9451559e+03    6,0335357e+05    5,2844038e+05    5,2844038e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0059375    1,9732793e+07    3,7752006e+07    3,8012669e+07    3,8012669e+07    5,7140789e+06    1,3293205e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,3283897e+07    3,1083455e+03    6,5450932e+05    5,5779818e+05    5,5779818e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0062500    2,0771352e+07    3,9714741e+07    4,0013336e+07    4,0013336e+07    6,0148053e+06    1,3989984e+07    1,3983050e+07    1,3983050e+07    3,2715352e+03    7,0566508e+05    5,8715598e+05    5,8715598e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0065625    2,1809911e+07    4,1677251e+07    4,2014003e+07    4,2014003e+07    6,3155316e+06    1,4686553e+07    1,4682202e+07    1,4682202e+07    3,4347252e+03    7,5674935e+05    6,1651377e+05    6,1651377e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0068750    2,2848471e+07    4,3622797e+07    4,4014670e+07    4,4014670e+07    6,6162580e+06    1,5367334e+07    1,5381355e+07    1,5381355e+07    3,5979158e+03    8,0244343e+05    6,4587157e+05    6,4587157e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0071875    2,3887030e+07    4,5568342e+07    4,6003613e+07    4,6015336e+07    6,9169844e+06    1,6048115e+07    1,6081455e+07    1,6080507e+07    3,7611075e+03    8,4813751e+05    6,7848324e+05    6,7522936e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0075000    2,4925589e+07    4,7513888e+07    4,7981503e+07    4,8016003e+07    7,2177107e+06    1,6728896e+07    1,6782448e+07    1,6779660e+07    3,9243014e+03    8,9383159e+05    7,1416309e+05    7,0458714e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0078125    2,5964149e+07    4,9444632e+07    4,9959393e+07    5,0016670e+07    7,5184371e+06    1,7401796e+07    1,7483441e+07    1,7478812e+07    4,0874997e+03    9,3072251e+05    7,4984294e+05    7,3394491e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,9409100e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0526442e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6816175e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0081250    2,7002708e+07    5,1284456e+07    5,1937283e+07    5,2017337e+07    7,8191635e+06    1,8028671e+07    1,8184435e+07    1,8177965e+07    4,2507070e+03    9,1358377e+05    7,8552280e+05    7,6330266e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0084375    2,8041268e+07    5,3086460e+07    5,3915173e+07    5,4018004e+07    8,1198899e+06    1,8640808e+07    1,8885428e+07    1,8877117e+07    4,4139320e+03    8,7405437e+05    8,2120265e+05    7,9266057e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0087500    2,9079827e+07    5,4888464e+07    5,5893062e+07    5,6018670e+07    8,4206162e+06    1,9252944e+07    1,9586421e+07    1,9576270e+07    4,5771926e+03    8,3452497e+05    8,5688250e+05    8,2201837e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0090625    3,0118387e+07    5,6659250e+07    5,7870952e+07    5,8019337e+07    8,7213427e+06    1,9864511e+07    2,0287414e+07    2,0275422e+07    4,7405242e+03    8,0601881e+05    8,9256236e+05    8,5137617e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0093750    3,1156945e+07    5,8394107e+07    5,9848842e+07    6,0020004e+07    9,0220689e+06    2,0475423e+07    2,0988408e+07    2,0974575e+07    4,9034293e+03    7,9019931e+05    9,2824221e+05    8,8073397e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0096875    3,2195505e+07    6,0128964e+07    6,1826732e+07    6,2020671e+07    9,3227953e+06    2,1086335e+07    2,1689401e+07    2,1673727e+07    5,0666188e+03    7,7437980e+05    9,6392206e+05    9,1009176e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0100000    3,3234064e+07    6,1863821e+07    6,3804622e+07    6,4021338e+07    9,6235217e+06    2,1697247e+07    2,2390394e+07    2,2372880e+07    5,2298082e+03    7,5856029e+05    9,9960192e+05    9,3944956e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0103125    3,4272623e+07    6,3598201e+07    6,5782512e+07    6,6022004e+07    9,9242481e+06    2,2308193e+07    2,3091388e+07    2,3072032e+07    5,3929977e+03    7,4238866e+05    1,0352818e+06    9,6880736e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5348309e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499784e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5845651e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0106250    3,5311183e+07    6,5320349e+07    6,7760401e+07    6,8022671e+07    1,0224974e+07    2,2916167e+07    2,3792381e+07    2,3771185e+07    5,5561872e+03    7,2222965e+05    1,0709616e+06    9,9816516e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0109375    3,6349742e+07    6,7021253e+07    6,9738291e+07    7,0023338e+07    1,0525701e+07    2,3514790e+07    2,4493374e+07    2,4470337e+07    5,7193766e+03    6,9561527e+05    1,1066415e+06    1,0275230e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0112500    3,7388302e+07    6,8722158e+07    7,1716181e+07    7,2024005e+07    1,0826427e+07    2,4113414e+07    2,5194367e+07    2,5169490e+07    5,8825661e+03    6,6900088e+05    1,1423213e+06    1,0568808e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0115625    3,8426861e+07    7,0423063e+07    7,3694071e+07    7,4024672e+07    1,1127154e+07    2,4712038e+07    2,5895361e+07    2,5868642e+07    6,0457556e+03    6,4238650e+05    1,1780012e+06    1,0862386e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0118750    3,9465420e+07    7,2123968e+07    7,5671961e+07    7,6025338e+07    1,1427880e+07    2,5310662e+07    2,6596354e+07    2,6567794e+07    6,2089450e+03    6,1577211e+05    1,2136810e+06    1,1155964e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0121875    4,0503980e+07    7,3824872e+07    7,7649850e+07    7,8026005e+07    1,1728606e+07    2,5909285e+07    2,7297347e+07    2,7266947e+07    6,3721345e+03    5,8915772e+05    1,2493609e+06    1,1449542e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0125000    4,1542539e+07    7,5525777e+07    7,9627740e+07    8,0026672e+07    1,2029333e+07    2,6507909e+07    2,7998341e+07    2,7966099e+07    6,5353239e+03    5,6254334e+05    1,2850407e+06    1,1743120e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0128125    4,2581098e+07    7,7226682e+07    8,1605630e+07    8,2027339e+07    1,2330059e+07    2,7106533e+07    2,8699334e+07    2,8665252e+07    6,6985134e+03    5,3592895e+05    1,3207206e+06    1,2036698e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0131250    4,3619658e+07    7,8888416e+07    8,3583520e+07    8,4028006e+07    1,2630785e+07    2,7686776e+07    2,9400327e+07    2,9364404e+07    6,8617029e+03    5,0009572e+05    1,3564005e+06    1,2330276e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0134375    4,4658217e+07    8,0511691e+07    8,5547708e+07    8,6028672e+07    1,2931512e+07    2,8248974e+07    3,0097510e+07    3,0063557e+07    7,0248924e+03    4,5521110e+05    1,4060724e+06    1,2623854e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0137500    4,5696776e+07    8,2134966e+07    8,7510443e+07    8,8029339e+07    1,3232238e+07    2,8811172e+07    3,0794289e+07    3,0762709e+07    7,1880819e+03    4,1032648e+05    1,4572282e+06    1,2917431e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0140625    4,6735336e+07    8,3755023e+07    8,9473178e+07    9,0030006e+07    1,3532964e+07    2,9371951e+07    3,1491067e+07    3,1461862e+07    7,3512714e+03    3,6662972e+05    1,5083839e+06    1,3211009e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0143750    4,7773895e+07    8,5372151e+07    9,1435913e+07    9,2030673e+07    1,3833691e+07    2,9931439e+07    3,2187846e+07    3,2161014e+07    7,5144609e+03    3,2401318e+05    1,5595397e+06    1,3504587e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0146875    4,8812454e+07    8,6987742e+07    9,3398648e+07    9,4031340e+07    1,4134417e+07    3,0490249e+07    3,2884624e+07    3,2860167e+07    7,6776506e+03    2,8237466e+05    1,6106954e+06    1,3798165e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9886305e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0387170e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4822060e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0150000    4,9851014e+07    8,8546336e+07    9,5361383e+07    9,6032006e+07    1,4435144e+07    3,1023794e+07    3,3581403e+07    3,3559319e+07    7,8408405e+03    2,7628951e+05    1,6618512e+06    1,4091743e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0153125    5,0889573e+07    9,0104737e+07    9,7324118e+07    9,8032673e+07    1,4735870e+07    3,1557188e+07    3,4278181e+07    3,4258472e+07    8,0040307e+03    2,6994286e+05    1,7130069e+06    1,4385321e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0156250    5,1928132e+07    9,1663139e+07    9,9286853e+07    1,0003334e+08    1,5036596e+07    3,2090583e+07    3,4974960e+07    3,4957624e+07    8,1672218e+03    2,6359622e+05    1,7641627e+06    1,4678899e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0159375    5,2966692e+07    9,3218594e+07    1,0124959e+08    1,0203401e+08    1,5337323e+07    3,2620693e+07    3,5671739e+07    3,5656777e+07    8,3304145e+03    2,5325098e+05    1,8153184e+06    1,4972477e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0162500    5,4005251e+07    9,4773913e+07    1,0321232e+08    1,0403467e+08    1,5638049e+07    3,3150650e+07    3,6368517e+07    3,6355929e+07    8,4936104e+03    2,4271939e+05    1,8664742e+06    1,5266055e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0165625    5,5043811e+07    9,6329231e+07    1,0516590e+08    1,0603534e+08    1,5938775e+07    3,3680607e+07    3,7056774e+07    3,7055082e+07    8,6568128e+03    2,3218779e+05    1,9147204e+06    1,5559633e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0168750    5,6082370e+07    9,7883890e+07    1,0711145e+08    1,0803601e+08    1,6239502e+07    3,4209977e+07    3,7737554e+07    3,7754234e+07    8,8200280e+03    2,2148808e+05    1,9604145e+06    1,5853211e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,8269166e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0355491e+10    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3751296e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0171875    5,7120930e+07    9,9366327e+07    1,0905699e+08    1,1003667e+08    1,6540228e+07    3,4732887e+07    3,8418335e+07    3,8453387e+07    8,9832690e+03    1,6969048e+05    2,0061086e+06    1,6146789e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,7184212e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0345262e+10    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3687780e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0175000    5,8159490e+07    1,0083244e+08    1,1100254e+08    1,1203734e+08    1,6840954e+07    3,5261504e+07    3,9099116e+07    3,9152539e+07    9,1465616e+03    1,1793541e+05    2,0518027e+06    1,6440367e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,6240190e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0314314e+10    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3619604e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0178125    5,9198048e+07    1,0227745e+08    1,1294808e+08    1,1403801e+08    1,7141681e+07    3,5796559e+07    3,9779897e+07    3,9851692e+07    9,3095448e+03    7,0482497e+04    2,0974967e+06    1,6733945e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,6240190e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0314314e+10    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3619604e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0181250    6,0236607e+07    1,0372245e+08    1,1489363e+08    1,1603867e+08    1,7442407e+07    3,6331614e+07    4,0460677e+07    4,0550844e+07    9,4727343e+03    2,3029585e+04    2,1431908e+06    1,7027523e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,6240190e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0314314e+10    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3619604e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0184375    6,1275166e+07    1,0515643e+08    1,1683917e+08    1,1803934e+08    1,7743134e+07    3,6864763e+07    4,1141458e+07    4,1249997e+07    9,6359238e+03   -1,9774447e+04    2,1888849e+06    1,7321101e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,4745803e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0248127e+10    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2863280e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0187500    6,2313726e+07    1,0655474e+08    1,1878472e+08    1,2004001e+08    1,8043860e+07    3,7375815e+07    4,1822239e+07    4,1949149e+07    9,7991132e+03   -7,4230332e+04    2,2345790e+06    1,7614679e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,4745803e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0248127e+10    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2863280e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0190625    6,3352285e+07    1,0795304e+08    1,2073026e+08    1,2204067e+08    1,8344586e+07    3,7886866e+07    4,2503020e+07    4,2648302e+07    9,9623027e+03   -1,2868622e+05    2,2802730e+06    1,7908257e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,4745803e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0248127e+10    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2863280e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0193750    6,4390845e+07    1,0934336e+08    1,2267581e+08    1,2404134e+08    1,8645313e+07    3,8400564e+07    4,3183800e+07    4,3347454e+07    1,0125492e+04   -1,8440782e+05    2,3259671e+06    1,8201835e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,4469648e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0245097e+10    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2856348e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0196875    6,5429404e+07    1,1073304e+08    1,2453985e+08    1,2604201e+08    1,8946039e+07    3,8914474e+07    4,3821182e+07    4,4046607e+07    1,0288682e+04   -2,4023104e+05    2,3231833e+06    1,8495413e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,4469648e+09    5,9409100e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0245097e+10    1,0526442e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2856348e+09    2,6816175e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0200000    6,6467963e+07    1,1210518e+08    1,2639638e+08    1,2804268e+08    1,9246765e+07    3,9423460e+07    4,4454570e+07    4,4745759e+07    1,0451871e+04   -2,8084887e+05    2,3159374e+06    1,8788991e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,3457896e+09    5,9409100e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0237119e+10    1,0526442e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2095349e+09    2,6816175e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0203125    6,7506523e+07    1,1346324e+08    1,2821114e+08    1,3004334e+08    1,9547492e+07    3,9928492e+07    4,5071677e+07    4,5444912e+07    1,0615061e+04   -3,0925135e+05    2,2839594e+06    1,9082569e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,3457896e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0237119e+10    1,0499941e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2095349e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0206250    6,8545082e+07    1,1481964e+08    1,3001314e+08    1,3204401e+08    1,9848218e+07    4,0429761e+07    4,5683814e+07    4,6144064e+07    1,0778250e+04   -3,4070843e+05    2,2444300e+06    1,9376147e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,3268051e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0139896e+10    1,0499941e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1454522e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0209375    6,9583641e+07    1,1617177e+08    1,3181515e+08    1,3404468e+08    2,0148945e+07    4,0921367e+07    4,6295950e+07    4,6843217e+07    1,0941439e+04   -3,8001075e+05    2,2049006e+06    1,9669725e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,3268051e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0139896e+10    1,0499941e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1454522e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0212500    7,0622201e+07    1,1752389e+08    1,3361715e+08    1,3604534e+08    2,0449671e+07    4,1412973e+07    4,6908087e+07    4,7542369e+07    1,1104629e+04   -4,1931307e+05    2,1653712e+06    1,9963303e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,3268051e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0139896e+10    1,0499941e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1454522e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0215625    7,1660760e+07    1,1887602e+08    1,3541916e+08    1,3804601e+08    2,0750397e+07    4,1904578e+07    4,7520224e+07    4,8241522e+07    1,1267818e+04   -4,5861539e+05    2,1258418e+06    2,0256881e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,3268051e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0139896e+10    1,0499941e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1454522e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0218750    7,2699319e+07    1,2018881e+08    1,3722116e+08    1,4004668e+08    2,1051124e+07    4,2384045e+07    4,8132360e+07    4,8940674e+07    1,1431008e+04   -4,8113389e+05    2,0863124e+06    2,0550459e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2008084e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0127900e+10    1,0499941e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1225191e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0221875    7,3737879e+07    1,2150156e+08    1,3902316e+08    1,4204734e+08    2,1351850e+07    4,2863502e+07    4,8744497e+07    4,9639827e+07    1,1594197e+04   -5,0363809e+05    2,0467830e+06    2,0844037e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2008084e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0127900e+10    1,0499941e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1225191e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0225000    7,4776438e+07    1,2281431e+08    1,4078070e+08    1,4404801e+08    2,1652576e+07    4,3342959e+07    4,9355822e+07    5,0338979e+07    1,1757386e+04   -5,2614228e+05    2,0229568e+06    2,1137616e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2008084e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0127900e+10    1,0499870e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1225191e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0228125    7,5814997e+07    1,2412706e+08    1,4251555e+08    1,4604868e+08    2,1953303e+07    4,3822415e+07    4,9966734e+07    5,1038132e+07    1,1920575e+04   -5,4864647e+05    2,0071373e+06    2,1431194e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2008084e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0127900e+10    1,0499870e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1225191e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0231250    7,6853557e+07    1,2543982e+08    1,4425041e+08    1,4804934e+08    2,2254029e+07    4,4301872e+07    5,0577646e+07    5,1737284e+07    1,2083764e+04   -5,7115066e+05    1,9913178e+06    2,1724771e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2008084e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0127900e+10    1,0499870e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1225191e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0234375    7,7892116e+07    1,2675257e+08    1,4598527e+08    1,5005001e+08    2,2554756e+07    4,4781329e+07    5,1188558e+07    5,2436436e+07    1,2246952e+04   -5,9365486e+05    1,9754983e+06    2,2018349e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2008084e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0127900e+10    1,0499870e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1225191e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0237500    7,8930675e+07    1,2806532e+08    1,4772012e+08    1,5205068e+08    2,2855482e+07    4,5260785e+07    5,1799470e+07    5,3135589e+07    1,2410138e+04   -6,1615905e+05    1,9596788e+06    2,2311927e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2008084e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0127900e+10    1,0499870e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1225191e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0240625    7,9969235e+07    1,2937807e+08    1,4945498e+08    1,5405134e+08    2,3156208e+07    4,5740242e+07    5,2410382e+07    5,3834741e+07    1,2573321e+04   -6,3866324e+05    1,9438593e+06    2,2605505e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2008084e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0127900e+10    1,0499870e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1225191e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0243750    8,1007794e+07    1,3067821e+08    1,5118984e+08    1,5605201e+08    2,3456935e+07    4,6223183e+07    5,3021294e+07    5,4533894e+07    1,2736497e+04   -6,5940251e+05    1,9280397e+06    2,2899083e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,1150238e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0121351e+10    1,0499870e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1208394e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0246875    8,2046353e+07    1,3196416e+08    1,5292469e+08    1,5805268e+08    2,3757661e+07    4,6710047e+07    5,3632205e+07    5,5233046e+07    1,2899660e+04   -6,7815549e+05    1,9122202e+06    2,3192661e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,1150238e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0121351e+10    1,0499870e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1208394e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0250000    8,3084912e+07    1,3325010e+08    1,5465955e+08    1,6005334e+08    2,4058387e+07    4,7196911e+07    5,4243117e+07    5,5932199e+07    1,3062797e+04   -6,9690846e+05    1,8964007e+06    2,3486239e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,1150238e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0121351e+10    1,0499870e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1208394e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0253125    8,4123471e+07    1,3453605e+08    1,5639441e+08    1,6205401e+08    2,4359114e+07    4,7683774e+07    5,4854029e+07    5,6631351e+07    1,3225882e+04   -7,1566144e+05    1,8805812e+06    2,3779817e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,1150238e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0121351e+10    1,0499870e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1208394e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0256250    8,5162030e+07    1,3582199e+08    1,5812927e+08    1,6405468e+08    2,4659840e+07    4,8170638e+07    5,5464941e+07    5,7330504e+07    1,3388861e+04   -7,3441441e+05    1,8647617e+06    2,4073395e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,1150238e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0121351e+10    1,0499870e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1208394e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0259375    8,6200591e+07    1,3710794e+08    1,5985948e+08    1,6605534e+08    2,4960566e+07    4,8657502e+07    5,6075748e+07    5,8029656e+07    1,3552471e+04   -7,5316739e+05    1,8466646e+06    2,4366973e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,1150238e+09    5,5284460e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0121351e+10    1,0498499e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1208394e+09    2,5820298e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0262500    8,7239150e+07    1,3837104e+08    1,6158712e+08    1,6805601e+08    2,5261293e+07    4,9133966e+07    5,6686138e+07    5,8728809e+07    1,3715660e+04   -7,6999679e+05    1,8282484e+06    2,4660551e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0181314e+09    5,5284460e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0101275e+10    1,0498499e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1201524e+09    2,5820298e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0265625    8,8277709e+07    1,3962670e+08    1,6330087e+08    1,7005668e+08    2,5562019e+07    4,9607047e+07    5,7290417e+07    5,9427961e+07    1,3878850e+04   -7,8620032e+05    1,8055741e+06    2,4954129e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0181314e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0101275e+10    1,0481927e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1201524e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0268750    8,9316269e+07    1,4087889e+08    1,6500178e+08    1,7205734e+08    2,5862746e+07    5,0078365e+07    5,7889041e+07    6,0127114e+07    1,4042039e+04   -8,0055653e+05    1,7789597e+06    2,5247707e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9796310e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0091392e+10    1,0481927e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1093043e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0271875    9,0354828e+07    1,4212252e+08    1,6670268e+08    1,7405801e+08    2,6163472e+07    5,0545350e+07    5,8487664e+07    6,0826266e+07    1,4205229e+04   -8,1037361e+05    1,7523454e+06    2,5541285e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9796310e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0091392e+10    1,0481927e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1093043e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0275000    9,1393388e+07    1,4336333e+08    1,6840359e+08    1,7605868e+08    2,6464198e+07    5,1010813e+07    5,9086288e+07    6,1525419e+07    1,4368418e+04   -8,1785473e+05    1,7257310e+06    2,5834863e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0087399e+10    1,0481927e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0998980e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0278125    9,2431947e+07    1,4460266e+08    1,7010449e+08    1,7805935e+08    2,6764925e+07    5,1475480e+07    5,9684912e+07    6,2224571e+07    1,4531608e+04   -8,2411356e+05    1,6991166e+06    2,6128441e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0087399e+10    1,0481927e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0998980e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0281250    9,3470506e+07    1,4584199e+08    1,7180540e+08    1,8006001e+08    2,7065651e+07    5,1940146e+07    6,0283535e+07    6,2923724e+07    1,4694797e+04   -8,3037238e+05    1,6725022e+06    2,6422019e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0087399e+10    1,0481927e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0998980e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0284375    9,4509066e+07    1,4708131e+08    1,7350630e+08    1,8206068e+08    2,7366377e+07    5,2404813e+07    6,0882159e+07    6,3622876e+07    1,4857987e+04   -8,3663120e+05    1,6458878e+06    2,6715597e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0087399e+10    1,0481927e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0998980e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0287500    9,5547625e+07    1,4832064e+08    1,7520720e+08    1,8406135e+08    2,7667104e+07    5,2869480e+07    6,1480783e+07    6,4322029e+07    1,5021176e+04   -8,4289002e+05    1,6192734e+06    2,7009175e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0087399e+10    1,0481927e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0998980e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0290625    9,6586184e+07    1,4955997e+08    1,7690811e+08    1,8606201e+08    2,7967830e+07    5,3334146e+07    6,2079406e+07    6,5021181e+07    1,5184366e+04   -8,4914884e+05    1,5926590e+06    2,7302753e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0087399e+10    1,0481927e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0998980e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0293750    9,7624744e+07    1,5079930e+08    1,7860901e+08    1,8806268e+08    2,8268557e+07    5,3798813e+07    6,2678030e+07    6,5720334e+07    1,5347555e+04   -8,5540766e+05    1,5660447e+06    2,7596331e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0087399e+10    1,0481927e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0998980e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0296875    9,8663303e+07    1,5203862e+08    1,8030992e+08    1,9006335e+08    2,8569283e+07    5,4263480e+07    6,3276654e+07    6,6419486e+07    1,5510744e+04   -8,6166648e+05    1,5394303e+06    2,7889909e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0087399e+10    1,0481927e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0998980e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0300000    9,9701862e+07    1,5327795e+08    1,8201082e+08    1,9206401e+08    2,8870009e+07    5,4728147e+07    6,3875277e+07    6,7118639e+07    1,5673934e+04   -8,6792530e+05    1,5128159e+06    2,8183487e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0087399e+10    1,0481927e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0998980e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0303125    1,0074042e+08    1,5451728e+08    1,8371173e+08    1,9406468e+08    2,9170736e+07    5,5192813e+07    6,4473901e+07    6,7817791e+07    1,5837123e+04   -8,7418412e+05    1,4862015e+06    2,8477065e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0087399e+10    1,0481927e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0998980e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0306250    1,0177898e+08    1,5575660e+08    1,8541263e+08    1,9606535e+08    2,9471462e+07    5,5657480e+07    6,5072525e+07    6,8516944e+07    1,6000313e+04   -8,8044295e+05    1,4595871e+06    2,8770643e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0087399e+10    1,0481927e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0998980e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0309375    1,0281754e+08    1,5699593e+08    1,8711354e+08    1,9806601e+08    2,9772188e+07    5,6122147e+07    6,5671149e+07    6,9216096e+07    1,6163502e+04   -8,8670177e+05    1,4329727e+06    2,9064221e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0087399e+10    1,0481927e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0998980e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0312500    1,0385610e+08    1,5823526e+08    1,8881444e+08    2,0006668e+08    3,0072915e+07    5,6586813e+07    6,6269772e+07    6,9915249e+07    1,6326691e+04   -8,9296059e+05    1,4063583e+06    2,9357799e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0087399e+10    1,0481927e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0998980e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0315625    1,0489466e+08    1,5947459e+08    1,9051535e+08    2,0206735e+08    3,0373641e+07    5,7051480e+07    6,6868396e+07    7,0614401e+07    1,6489879e+04   -8,9921941e+05    1,3797440e+06    2,9651377e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9658476e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0087399e+10    1,0481927e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0998980e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0318750    1,0593322e+08    1,6061495e+08    1,9221625e+08    2,0406801e+08    3,0674367e+07    5,7632081e+07    6,7467020e+07    7,1313554e+07    1,6653066e+04   -1,0194584e+06    1,3531296e+06    2,9944955e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8551102e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0070318e+10    1,0481927e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0754724e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0321875    1,0697178e+08    1,6181967e+08    1,9391716e+08    2,0606868e+08    3,0975094e+07    5,8100148e+07    6,8065643e+07    7,2012706e+07    1,6816252e+04   -1,0389456e+06    1,3265152e+06    3,0238533e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8551102e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0070318e+10    1,0481927e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0754724e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0325000    1,0801034e+08    1,6302440e+08    1,9559777e+08    2,0806935e+08    3,1275820e+07    5,8568215e+07    6,8654743e+07    7,2711859e+07    1,6979432e+04   -1,0584328e+06    1,2951239e+06    3,0532111e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8551102e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0070318e+10    1,0427232e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0754724e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0328125    1,0904890e+08    1,6422808e+08    1,9722104e+08    2,1007001e+08    3,1576547e+07    5,9033109e+07    6,9216941e+07    7,3411011e+07    1,7142604e+04   -1,0784052e+06    1,2502393e+06    3,0825689e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8406948e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9345283e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0722984e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0331250    1,1008746e+08    1,6542830e+08    1,9884432e+08    2,1207068e+08    3,1877273e+07    5,9487350e+07    6,9779139e+07    7,4110164e+07    1,7305759e+04   -1,1000062e+06    1,2053547e+06    3,1119267e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8406948e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9345283e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0722984e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0334375    1,1112601e+08    1,6662852e+08    2,0046759e+08    2,1407135e+08    3,2177999e+07    5,9941591e+07    7,0341336e+07    7,4809316e+07    1,7468879e+04   -1,1216072e+06    1,1604701e+06    3,1412845e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8406948e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9345283e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0722984e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0337500    1,1216457e+08    1,6782873e+08    2,0209087e+08    2,1607201e+08    3,2478726e+07    6,0395832e+07    7,0903534e+07    7,5508469e+07    1,7632208e+04   -1,1432082e+06    1,1155854e+06    3,1706423e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8406948e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9345283e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0722984e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0340625    1,1320313e+08    1,6902895e+08    2,0371414e+08    2,1807268e+08    3,2779452e+07    6,0850073e+07    7,1465732e+07    7,6207621e+07    1,7795397e+04   -1,1648092e+06    1,0707008e+06    3,2000001e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8406948e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9345283e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0722984e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0343750    1,1424169e+08    1,7022917e+08    2,0533742e+08    2,2007335e+08    3,3080178e+07    6,1304314e+07    7,2027929e+07    7,6906774e+07    1,7958586e+04   -1,1864102e+06    1,0258162e+06    3,2293579e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8406948e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9345283e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0722984e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0346875    1,1528025e+08    1,7142939e+08    2,0696069e+08    2,2207401e+08    3,3380905e+07    6,1758555e+07    7,2590127e+07    7,7605926e+07    1,8121776e+04   -1,2080112e+06    9,8093160e+05    3,2587157e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8406948e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9345283e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0722984e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0350000    1,1631881e+08    1,7262920e+08    2,0857899e+08    2,2407468e+08    3,3681631e+07    6,2211637e+07    7,3150132e+07    7,8305078e+07    1,8284965e+04   -1,2303308e+06    9,3788257e+05    3,2880735e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8357386e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8937740e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0566304e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0353125    1,1735737e+08    1,7382787e+08    2,1019612e+08    2,2607535e+08    3,3982358e+07    6,2661436e+07    7,3709621e+07    7,9004231e+07    1,8448155e+04   -1,2546856e+06    8,9526603e+05    3,3174313e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8357386e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8937740e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0566304e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0356250    1,1839593e+08    1,7502654e+08    2,1181325e+08    2,2807602e+08    3,4283084e+07    6,3111236e+07    7,4269109e+07    7,9703383e+07    1,8611344e+04   -1,2790404e+06    8,5264949e+05    3,3467891e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8357386e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8937740e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0566304e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0359375    1,1943449e+08    1,7622520e+08    2,1343038e+08    2,3007668e+08    3,4583810e+07    6,3561036e+07    7,4828598e+07    8,0402536e+07    1,8774534e+04   -1,3033952e+06    8,1003294e+05    3,3761469e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8357386e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8937740e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0566304e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0362500    1,2047305e+08    1,7740918e+08    2,1504751e+08    2,3207735e+08    3,4884537e+07    6,4012499e+07    7,5388086e+07    8,1101688e+07    1,8937723e+04   -1,3147858e+06    7,6741640e+05    3,4055047e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7784013e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8884817e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9477754e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0365625    1,2151161e+08    1,7858990e+08    2,1666464e+08    2,3407802e+08    3,5185263e+07    6,4464975e+07    7,5947575e+07    8,1800841e+07    1,9100913e+04   -1,3206114e+06    7,2479986e+05    3,4348625e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7757556e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8486297e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9261651e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0368750    1,2255017e+08    1,7976982e+08    2,1824883e+08    2,3607868e+08    3,5485989e+07    6,4914349e+07    7,6492533e+07    8,2499993e+07    1,9264102e+04   -1,3241520e+06    7,0313403e+05    3,4642203e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7757556e+09    4,9886305e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8486297e+09    1,0387170e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9261651e+09    2,4822060e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0371875    1,2358873e+08    1,8094654e+08    2,1980744e+08    2,3807935e+08    3,5786716e+07    6,5365923e+07    7,7026089e+07    8,3199146e+07    1,9427292e+04   -1,3270666e+06    6,9707042e+05    3,4935781e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7398529e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8317136e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9247962e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0375000    1,2462729e+08    1,8211524e+08    2,2136584e+08    2,4008002e+08    3,6087442e+07    6,5822997e+07    7,7559484e+07    8,3898298e+07    1,9590481e+04   -1,3284164e+06    6,9072377e+05    3,5229359e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7398529e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8317136e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9247962e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0378125    1,2566585e+08    1,8325692e+08    2,2292424e+08    2,4208068e+08    3,6388168e+07    6,6274432e+07    7,8092878e+07    8,4597451e+07    1,9753671e+04   -1,3047043e+06    6,8437713e+05    3,5522937e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,6493665e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8277728e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8469947e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0381250    1,2670441e+08    1,8439735e+08    2,2448264e+08    2,4408135e+08    3,6688895e+07    6,6725605e+07    7,8626273e+07    8,5296603e+07    1,9916860e+04   -1,2798339e+06    6,7803048e+05    3,5816515e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,6493665e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8277728e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8469947e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0384375    1,2774296e+08    1,8553777e+08    2,2604104e+08    2,4608202e+08    3,6989621e+07    6,7176779e+07    7,9159667e+07    8,5995756e+07    2,0080050e+04   -1,2549635e+06    6,7168384e+05    3,6110093e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,6493665e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8277728e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8469947e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0387500    1,2878152e+08    1,8666376e+08    2,2759945e+08    2,4808268e+08    3,7290348e+07    6,7624844e+07    7,9693062e+07    8,6694908e+07    2,0243239e+04   -1,2222881e+06    6,6533719e+05    3,6403671e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5998440e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8254798e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8325391e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0390625    1,2982008e+08    1,8778871e+08    2,2915785e+08    2,5008335e+08    3,7591074e+07    6,8072687e+07    8,0226457e+07    8,7394061e+07    2,0406429e+04   -1,1890565e+06    6,5899055e+05    3,6697249e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5998440e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8254798e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8325391e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0393750    1,3085864e+08    1,8891366e+08    2,3071351e+08    2,5208402e+08    3,7891800e+07    6,8520531e+07    8,0756796e+07    8,8093213e+07    2,0569620e+04   -1,1558248e+06    6,4892486e+05    3,6990827e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5998440e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8254798e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8325391e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0396875    1,3189720e+08    1,9003861e+08    2,3226883e+08    2,5408468e+08    3,8192527e+07    6,8968374e+07    8,1286753e+07    8,8792366e+07    2,0732812e+04   -1,1225932e+06    6,3839326e+05    3,7284405e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5998440e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8254798e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8325391e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0400000    1,3293576e+08    1,9116356e+08    2,3382415e+08    2,5608535e+08    3,8493253e+07    6,9416218e+07    8,1816711e+07    8,9491518e+07    2,0896005e+04   -1,0893616e+06    6,2786166e+05    3,7577983e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5998440e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8254798e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8325391e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0403125    1,3397432e+08    1,9228851e+08    2,3537946e+08    2,5808602e+08    3,8793979e+07    6,9864061e+07    8,2346668e+07    9,0190671e+07    2,1059203e+04   -1,0561300e+06    6,1733006e+05    3,7871561e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5998440e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8254798e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8325391e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0406250    1,3501288e+08    1,9341346e+08    2,3693478e+08    2,6008668e+08    3,9094706e+07    7,0311905e+07    8,2876625e+07    9,0889823e+07    2,1222409e+04   -1,0228983e+06    6,0679847e+05    3,8165139e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5998440e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8254798e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8325391e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0409375    1,3605144e+08    1,9453841e+08    2,3849010e+08    2,6208735e+08    3,9395432e+07    7,0759748e+07    8,3406582e+07    9,1588976e+07    2,1385632e+04   -9,8966672e+05    5,9626687e+05    3,8458716e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5998440e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8254798e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8325391e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0412500    1,3709000e+08    1,9566337e+08    2,4004542e+08    2,6408802e+08    3,9696159e+07    7,1207592e+07    8,3936539e+07    9,2288128e+07    2,1548755e+04   -9,5643510e+05    5,8573527e+05    3,8752294e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5998440e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8254798e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8325391e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0415625    1,3812856e+08    1,9678461e+08    2,4160070e+08    2,6608868e+08    3,9996885e+07    7,1658083e+07    8,4466416e+07    9,2987281e+07    2,1711944e+04   -9,2583216e+05    5,7523859e+05    3,9045872e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5619328e+09    4,9763438e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8161558e+09    1,0369929e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7993487e+09    2,4600554e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0418750    1,3916712e+08    1,9789771e+08    2,4315581e+08    2,6808935e+08    4,0297611e+07    7,2109393e+07    8,4995865e+07    9,3686433e+07    2,1875134e+04   -8,8972055e+05    5,6492912e+05    3,9339450e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5618632e+09    4,9763438e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6549044e+09    1,0369929e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7759760e+09    2,4600554e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0421875    1,4020568e+08    1,9901079e+08    2,4470973e+08    2,7009002e+08    4,0598338e+07    7,2559908e+07    8,5524943e+07    9,4385586e+07    2,2038323e+04   -8,5330619e+05    5,5372019e+05    3,9633028e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5618632e+09    4,8269166e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6549044e+09    1,0355491e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7759760e+09    2,3751296e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0425000    1,4124424e+08    2,0012387e+08    2,4620406e+08    2,7209068e+08    4,0899064e+07    7,3010424e+07    8,6044200e+07    9,5084738e+07    2,2201513e+04   -8,1689182e+05    5,0480073e+05    3,9926606e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5618632e+09    4,7184212e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6549044e+09    1,0345262e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7759760e+09    2,3687780e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0428125    1,4228280e+08    2,0123695e+08    2,4767856e+08    2,7409135e+08    4,1199790e+07    7,3460939e+07    8,6569545e+07    9,5783891e+07    2,2364702e+04   -7,8047746e+05    4,5108437e+05    4,0220184e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5618632e+09    4,7184212e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6549044e+09    1,0345262e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7759760e+09    2,3687780e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0431250    1,4332135e+08    2,0234936e+08    2,4915307e+08    2,7609202e+08    4,1500517e+07    7,3910337e+07    8,7094889e+07    9,6483043e+07    2,2527891e+04   -7,4519212e+05    3,9736801e+05    4,0513762e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5537601e+09    4,7184212e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6329866e+09    1,0345262e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7535681e+09    2,3687780e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0434375    1,4435991e+08    2,0345991e+08    2,5062758e+08    2,7809269e+08    4,1801243e+07    7,4356688e+07    8,7620234e+07    9,7182196e+07    2,2691081e+04   -7,1298867e+05    3,4365165e+05    4,0807340e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5537601e+09    4,7184212e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6329866e+09    1,0345262e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7535681e+09    2,3687780e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0437500    1,4539847e+08    2,0457046e+08    2,5208110e+08    2,8009335e+08    4,2101969e+07    7,4803039e+07    8,8153760e+07    9,7881348e+07    2,2854270e+04   -6,8078522e+05    2,9483852e+05    4,1100918e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5537601e+09    4,6240190e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6329866e+09    1,0314314e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7535681e+09    2,3619604e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0440625    1,4643703e+08    2,0568101e+08    2,5352611e+08    2,8209402e+08    4,2402696e+07    7,5249389e+07    8,8688814e+07    9,8580501e+07    2,3017460e+04   -6,4858176e+05    2,4738561e+05    4,1394496e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5537601e+09    4,6240190e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6329866e+09    1,0314314e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7535681e+09    2,3619604e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0443750    1,4747559e+08    2,0679156e+08    2,5497111e+08    2,8409469e+08    4,2703422e+07    7,5695740e+07    8,9223869e+07    9,9279653e+07    2,3180649e+04   -6,1637831e+05    1,9993270e+05    4,1688074e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5537601e+09    4,6240190e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6329866e+09    1,0314314e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7535681e+09    2,3619604e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0446875    1,4851415e+08    2,0789747e+08    2,5641612e+08    2,8609535e+08    4,3004149e+07    7,6143374e+07    8,9758924e+07    9,9978806e+07    2,3343839e+04   -5,8582096e+05    1,5247979e+05    4,1981652e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5246982e+09    4,6240190e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6307646e+09    1,0314314e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7499115e+09    2,3619604e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0450000    1,4955271e+08    2,0899894e+08    2,5786112e+08    2,8809602e+08    4,3304875e+07    7,6592236e+07    9,0293979e+07    1,0067796e+08    2,3507028e+04   -5,5683896e+05    1,0502687e+05    4,2275230e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5246982e+09    4,6240190e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6307646e+09    1,0314314e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7499115e+09    2,3619604e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0453125    1,5059127e+08    2,1010040e+08    2,5930613e+08    2,9009669e+08    4,3605601e+07    7,7041097e+07    9,0829034e+07    1,0137711e+08    2,3670218e+04   -5,2785697e+05    5,7573962e+04    4,2568808e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5246982e+09    4,6240190e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6307646e+09    1,0314314e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7499115e+09    2,3619604e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0456250    1,5162983e+08    2,1120187e+08    2,6075101e+08    2,9209735e+08    4,3906328e+07    7,7489959e+07    9,1363947e+07    1,0207626e+08    2,3833407e+04   -4,9887497e+05    9,9711916e+03    4,2862386e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5246982e+09    4,6235643e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6307646e+09    1,0313775e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7499115e+09    2,3613607e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0459375    1,5266839e+08    2,1230334e+08    2,6218249e+08    2,9409802e+08    4,4207054e+07    7,7938821e+07    9,1897754e+07    1,0277542e+08    2,3996597e+04   -4,6989297e+05   -3,0132590e+04    4,3155964e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5246982e+09    4,5465610e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6307646e+09    1,0308286e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7499115e+09    2,3370713e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0462500    1,5370695e+08    2,1340481e+08    2,6359023e+08    2,9609869e+08    4,4507780e+07    7,8387683e+07    9,2417434e+07    1,0347457e+08    2,4159786e+04   -4,4091097e+05   -7,6664060e+04    4,3449542e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5246982e+09    4,4745803e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6307646e+09    1,0248127e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7499115e+09    2,2863280e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0465625    1,5474551e+08    2,1450628e+08    2,6498854e+08    2,9809935e+08    4,4808507e+07    7,8836545e+07    9,2928485e+07    1,0417372e+08    2,4322975e+04   -4,1192897e+05   -1,3111994e+05    4,3743120e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5246982e+09    4,4745803e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6307646e+09    1,0248127e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7499115e+09    2,2863280e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0468750    1,5578407e+08    2,1560772e+08    2,6638685e+08    3,0010002e+08    4,5109233e+07    7,9285287e+07    9,3439537e+07    1,0487287e+08    2,4486165e+04   -3,8308500e+05   -1,8557583e+05    4,4036698e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5242782e+09    4,4745803e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6199772e+09    1,0248127e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7355212e+09    2,2863280e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0471875    1,5682263e+08    2,1670906e+08    2,6778515e+08    3,0210069e+08    4,5409960e+07    7,9733484e+07    9,3950588e+07    1,0557203e+08    2,4649354e+04   -3,5487131e+05   -2,4003171e+05    4,4330276e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5242782e+09    4,4745803e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6199772e+09    1,0248127e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7355212e+09    2,2863280e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0475000    1,5786119e+08    2,1781039e+08    2,6918346e+08    3,0410135e+08    4,5710686e+07    8,0181680e+07    9,4461640e+07    1,0627118e+08    2,4812542e+04   -3,2665762e+05   -2,9448760e+05    4,4623854e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5242782e+09    4,4745803e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6199772e+09    1,0248127e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7355212e+09    2,2863280e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0478125    1,5889974e+08    2,1890870e+08    2,7057905e+08    3,0610202e+08    4,6011412e+07    8,0629580e+07    9,4973589e+07    1,0697033e+08    2,4975729e+04   -2,9658982e+05   -3,4937311e+05    4,4917432e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4673607e+09    4,4469648e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6157735e+09    1,0245097e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7113177e+09    2,2856348e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0481250    1,5993830e+08    2,1999225e+08    2,7196873e+08    3,0810269e+08    4,6312139e+07    8,1073641e+07    9,5487499e+07    1,0766948e+08    2,5138915e+04   -2,6858493e+05   -4,0519633e+05    4,5211010e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4673607e+09    4,4469648e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6157735e+09    1,0245097e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7113177e+09    2,2856348e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0484375    1,6097686e+08    2,2107580e+08    2,7335841e+08    3,1010335e+08    4,6612865e+07    8,1517701e+07    9,6001409e+07    1,0836864e+08    2,5302096e+04   -2,4058003e+05   -4,6101955e+05    4,5504588e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4673607e+09    4,4469648e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6157735e+09    1,0245097e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7113177e+09    2,2856348e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0487500    1,6201542e+08    2,2215935e+08    2,7474808e+08    3,1210402e+08    4,6913591e+07    8,1961762e+07    9,6515319e+07    1,0906779e+08    2,5465302e+04   -2,1257513e+05   -5,1684276e+05    4,5798166e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4673607e+09    4,4469648e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6157735e+09    1,0245097e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7113177e+09    2,2856348e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0490625    1,6305398e+08    2,2324290e+08    2,7613776e+08    3,1410469e+08    4,7214318e+07    8,2405822e+07    9,7029229e+07    1,0976694e+08    2,5628491e+04   -1,8457024e+05   -5,7266598e+05    4,6091745e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4673607e+09    4,4469648e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6157735e+09    1,0245097e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7113177e+09    2,2856348e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0493750    1,6409254e+08    2,2432645e+08    2,7752744e+08    3,1610535e+08    4,7515044e+07    8,2849883e+07    9,7543139e+07    1,1046609e+08    2,5791681e+04   -1,5656534e+05   -6,2848920e+05    4,6385323e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4673607e+09    4,4469648e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6157735e+09    1,0245097e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7113177e+09    2,2856348e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0496875    1,6513110e+08    2,2541000e+08    2,7890490e+08    3,1810602e+08    4,7815770e+07    8,3293943e+07    9,8053619e+07    1,1116525e+08    2,5954870e+04   -1,2856044e+05   -6,7371970e+05    4,6678900e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4673607e+09    4,3457896e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,6157735e+09    1,0237119e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7113177e+09    2,2095349e+09    2,8441147e+09
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Figure 6.22: Variation of C22 and C33 components considering linear elastic polymer
Figures 6.21 and 6.22 represent the variation of the constitutive components in relation
with the strain increment x. In combination with the corresponding stress-strain curves, it
becomes evident the both the neat polymer and the fully bonded model constitute the lower
and upper strength limits respectively, caracterized by linear elastic response of the entire
microstructure.
Furthermore, we observe that even a low value of shear strength, that is 20 MPa, does
not cause a failure to all the embedded fibers, but only to a part of them. Their random
geometry and direction contribute to the activation of the bending and shear strengths apart
from the axial, and hence a group of fibers, namely those having a vertical or better a
non-horizontal direction, remains fully bonded and provides the remaining strength to the
microstructural cell. However, the insignificant contribution of the bending and shear rigidies
is better illustrated in figure 6.22 where the constitutive component C11 for shear strength
of 20 MPa has almost reached its lower value of 3.32 GPa.
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Similarly, the following figures depict the stress-strain curves and the variation of the con-
stitutive components of the RVE only this time the behavior of the surrounding material is
described by an elasto-plastic model.
Strains Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d)
!xx #xx #yy $xy C11 C22 C33
0,0000000    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0003125    1,0387244e+06    2,0006668e+06    2,0006668e+06    2,0006668e+06    3,0100427e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    1,7093482e+02    2,9357799e+04    2,9357799e+04    2,9357799e+04    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0006250    2,0772837e+06    4,0013336e+06    4,0013336e+06    4,0013336e+06    6,0173063e+05    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    3,3412429e+02    5,8715598e+04    5,8715598e+04    5,8715598e+04    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0009375    3,1158431e+06    6,0020004e+06    6,0020004e+06    6,0020004e+06    9,0245700e+05    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    4,9731375e+02    8,8073397e+04    8,8073397e+04    8,8073397e+04    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0012500    4,1544024e+06    8,0026672e+06    8,0026672e+06    8,0026672e+06    1,2031834e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    6,6050322e+02    1,1743120e+05    1,1743120e+05    1,1743120e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0015625    5,1929618e+06    1,0003334e+07    1,0003334e+07    1,0003334e+07    1,5039097e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    8,2369268e+02    1,4678899e+05    1,4678899e+05    1,4678899e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0018750    6,2315211e+06    1,2004001e+07    1,2004001e+07    1,2004001e+07    1,8046361e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    9,8688215e+02    1,7614679e+05    1,7614679e+05    1,7614679e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0021875    7,2700805e+06    1,4004668e+07    1,4004668e+07    1,4004668e+07    2,1053625e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    1,1500716e+03    2,0550459e+05    2,0550459e+05    2,0550459e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0025000    8,3086398e+06    1,6005334e+07    1,6005334e+07    1,6005334e+07    2,4060888e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    1,3132611e+03    2,3486239e+05    2,3486239e+05    2,3486239e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0028125    9,3471992e+06    1,8005867e+07    1,8006001e+07    1,8006001e+07    2,7068152e+06    6,2923832e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    1,4764505e+03    2,6425732e+05    2,6422019e+05    2,6422019e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0031250    1,0385759e+07    1,9983757e+07    2,0006668e+07    2,0006668e+07    3,0075416e+06    6,9933765e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    1,6396400e+03    2,9993718e+05    2,9357799e+05    2,9357799e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0034375    1,1424318e+07    2,1961647e+07    2,2007335e+07    2,2007335e+07    3,3082679e+06    7,6943698e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    1,8028295e+03    3,3561703e+05    3,2293579e+05    3,2293579e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0037500    1,2462877e+07    2,3939537e+07    2,4008002e+07    2,4008002e+07    3,6089943e+06    8,3953631e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    1,9660189e+03    3,7129688e+05    3,5229359e+05    3,5229359e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0040625    1,3501437e+07    2,5917427e+07    2,6008668e+07    2,6008668e+07    3,9097207e+06    9,0963564e+06    9,0889823e+06    9,0889823e+06    2,1292084e+03    4,0697674e+05    3,8165139e+05    3,8165139e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0043750    1,4539996e+07    2,7895316e+07    2,8009335e+07    2,8009335e+07    4,2104471e+06    9,7973497e+06    9,7881348e+06    9,7881348e+06    2,2923979e+03    4,4265659e+05    4,1100918e+05    4,1100918e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0046875    1,5578555e+07    2,9873206e+07    3,0010002e+07    3,0010002e+07    4,5111734e+06    1,0498343e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,0487287e+07    2,4555873e+03    4,7833644e+05    4,4036698e+05    4,4036698e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0050000    1,6617115e+07    3,1851096e+07    3,2010669e+07    3,2010669e+07    4,8118998e+06    1,1199336e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,1186440e+07    2,6187768e+03    5,1401630e+05    4,6972478e+05    4,6972478e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0053125    1,7655674e+07    3,3826536e+07    3,4011336e+07    3,4011336e+07    5,1126262e+06    1,1899648e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,1885592e+07    2,7819663e+03    5,5219781e+05    4,9908258e+05    4,9908258e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0056250    1,8694233e+07    3,5789271e+07    3,6012002e+07    3,6012002e+07    5,4133525e+06    1,2596427e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,2584745e+07    2,9451559e+03    6,0335357e+05    5,2844038e+05    5,2844038e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0059375    1,9732793e+07    3,7752006e+07    3,8012669e+07    3,8012669e+07    5,7140789e+06    1,3293205e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,3283897e+07    3,1083455e+03    6,5450932e+05    5,5779818e+05    5,5779818e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0062500    2,0771352e+07    3,9714741e+07    4,0013336e+07    4,0013336e+07    6,0148053e+06    1,3989984e+07    1,3983050e+07    1,3983050e+07    3,2715352e+03    7,0566508e+05    5,8715598e+05    5,8715598e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0065625    2,1809911e+07    4,1677251e+07    4,2014003e+07    4,2014003e+07    6,3155316e+06    1,4686553e+07    1,4682202e+07    1,4682202e+07    3,4347252e+03    7,5674935e+05    6,1651377e+05    6,1651377e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0068750    2,2848471e+07    4,3622797e+07    4,4014670e+07    4,4014670e+07    6,6162580e+06    1,5367334e+07    1,5381355e+07    1,5381355e+07    3,5979158e+03    8,0244343e+05    6,4587157e+05    6,4587157e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0071875    2,3887030e+07    4,5568342e+07    4,6003613e+07    4,6015336e+07    6,9169844e+06    1,6048115e+07    1,6081455e+07    1,6080507e+07    3,7611075e+03    8,4813751e+05    6,7848324e+05    6,7522936e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0075000    2,4925589e+07    4,7513888e+07    4,7981503e+07    4,8016003e+07    7,2177107e+06    1,6728896e+07    1,6782448e+07    1,6779660e+07    3,9243014e+03    8,9383159e+05    7,1416309e+05    7,0458714e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0078125    2,5964149e+07    4,9444632e+07    4,9959393e+07    5,0016670e+07    7,5184371e+06    1,7401796e+07    1,7483441e+07    1,7478812e+07    4,0874997e+03    9,3072251e+05    7,4984294e+05    7,3394491e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,9409100e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0526442e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6816175e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0081250    2,7002708e+07    5,1284456e+07    5,1937283e+07    5,2017337e+07    7,8191635e+06    1,8028671e+07    1,8184435e+07    1,8177965e+07    4,2507070e+03    9,1358377e+05    7,8552280e+05    7,6330266e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0084375    2,8041268e+07    5,3086460e+07    5,3915173e+07    5,4018004e+07    8,1198899e+06    1,8640808e+07    1,8885428e+07    1,8877117e+07    4,4139320e+03    8,7405437e+05    8,2120265e+05    7,9266057e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0087500    2,9079827e+07    5,4888464e+07    5,5893062e+07    5,6018670e+07    8,4206162e+06    1,9252944e+07    1,9586421e+07    1,9576270e+07    4,5771926e+03    8,3452497e+05    8,5688250e+05    8,2201837e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0090625    3,0118387e+07    5,6659250e+07    5,7870952e+07    5,8019337e+07    8,7213427e+06    1,9864511e+07    2,0287414e+07    2,0275422e+07    4,7405242e+03    8,0601881e+05    8,9256236e+05    8,5137617e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0093750    3,1156945e+07    5,8394107e+07    5,9848842e+07    6,0020004e+07    9,0220689e+06    2,0475423e+07    2,0988408e+07    2,0974575e+07    4,9034293e+03    7,9019931e+05    9,2824221e+05    8,8073397e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0096875    3,2195505e+07    6,0128964e+07    6,1826732e+07    6,2020671e+07    9,3227953e+06    2,1086335e+07    2,1689401e+07    2,1673727e+07    5,0666188e+03    7,7437980e+05    9,6392206e+05    9,1009176e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0100000    3,3234064e+07    6,1863821e+07    6,3804622e+07    6,4021338e+07    9,6235217e+06    2,1697247e+07    2,2390394e+07    2,2372880e+07    5,2298082e+03    7,5856029e+05    9,9960192e+05    9,3944956e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0103125    3,4272623e+07    6,3598201e+07    6,5782512e+07    6,6022004e+07    9,9242481e+06    2,2308193e+07    2,3091388e+07    2,3072032e+07    5,3929977e+03    7,4238866e+05    1,0352818e+06    9,6880736e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5348309e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499784e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5845651e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0106250    3,5311183e+07    6,5320349e+07    6,7760401e+07    6,8022671e+07    1,0224974e+07    2,2916167e+07    2,3792381e+07    2,3771185e+07    5,5561872e+03    7,2222965e+05    1,0709616e+06    9,9816516e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0109375    3,6349742e+07    6,7021253e+07    6,9738291e+07    7,0023338e+07    1,0525701e+07    2,3514790e+07    2,4493374e+07    2,4470337e+07    5,7193766e+03    6,9561527e+05    1,1066415e+06    1,0275230e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0112500    3,7388302e+07    6,8722158e+07    7,1716181e+07    7,2024005e+07    1,0826427e+07    2,4113414e+07    2,5194367e+07    2,5169490e+07    5,8825661e+03    6,6900088e+05    1,1423213e+06    1,0568808e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0115625    3,8426861e+07    7,0423063e+07    7,3694071e+07    7,4024672e+07    1,1127154e+07    2,4712038e+07    2,5895361e+07    2,5868642e+07    6,0457556e+03    6,4238650e+05    1,1780012e+06    1,0862386e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0118750    3,9465420e+07    7,2123968e+07    7,5671961e+07    7,6025338e+07    1,1427880e+07    2,5310662e+07    2,6596354e+07    2,6567794e+07    6,2089450e+03    6,1577211e+05    1,2136810e+06    1,1155964e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0121875    4,0503980e+07    7,3824872e+07    7,7649850e+07    7,8026005e+07    1,1728606e+07    2,5909285e+07    2,7297347e+07    2,7266947e+07    6,3721345e+03    5,8915772e+05    1,2493609e+06    1,1449542e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0125000    4,1542539e+07    7,5525777e+07    7,9627740e+07    8,0026672e+07    1,2029333e+07    2,6507909e+07    2,7998341e+07    2,7966099e+07    6,5353239e+03    5,6254334e+05    1,2850407e+06    1,1743120e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0128125    4,2581098e+07    7,7226682e+07    8,1605630e+07    8,2027339e+07    1,2330059e+07    2,7106533e+07    2,8699334e+07    2,8665252e+07    6,6985134e+03    5,3592895e+05    1,3207206e+06    1,2036698e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0131250    4,3619658e+07    7,8888416e+07    8,3583520e+07    8,4028006e+07    1,2630785e+07    2,7686776e+07    2,9400327e+07    2,9364404e+07    6,8617029e+03    5,0009572e+05    1,3564005e+06    1,2330276e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0134375    4,4658217e+07    8,0511691e+07    8,5547708e+07    8,6028672e+07    1,2931512e+07    2,8248974e+07    3,0097510e+07    3,0063557e+07    7,0248924e+03    4,5521110e+05    1,4060724e+06    1,2623854e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0137500    4,5696776e+07    8,2134966e+07    8,7510443e+07    8,8029339e+07    1,3232238e+07    2,8811172e+07    3,0794289e+07    3,0762709e+07    7,1880819e+03    4,1032648e+05    1,4572282e+06    1,2917431e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0140625    4,6735336e+07    8,3755023e+07    8,9473178e+07    9,0030006e+07    1,3532964e+07    2,9371951e+07    3,1491067e+07    3,1461862e+07    7,3512714e+03    3,6662972e+05    1,5083839e+06    1,3211009e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0143750    4,7773895e+07    8,5372151e+07    9,1435913e+07    9,2030673e+07    1,3833691e+07    2,9931439e+07    3,2187846e+07    3,2161014e+07    7,5144609e+03    3,2401318e+05    1,5595397e+06    1,3504587e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0146875    4,8812454e+07    8,6987742e+07    9,3398648e+07    9,4031340e+07    1,4134417e+07    3,0490249e+07    3,2884624e+07    3,2860167e+07    7,6776506e+03    2,8237466e+05    1,6106954e+06    1,3798165e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9886305e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0387170e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4822060e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0150000    4,9851014e+07    8,8546336e+07    9,5361383e+07    9,6032006e+07    1,4435144e+07    3,1023794e+07    3,3581403e+07    3,3559319e+07    7,8408405e+03    2,7628951e+05    1,6618512e+06    1,4091743e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0153125    5,0889573e+07    9,0104737e+07    9,7324118e+07    9,8032673e+07    1,4735870e+07    3,1557188e+07    3,4278181e+07    3,4258472e+07    8,0040307e+03    2,6994286e+05    1,7130069e+06    1,4385321e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0156250    5,1928132e+07    9,1663139e+07    9,9286853e+07    1,0003334e+08    1,5036596e+07    3,2090583e+07    3,4974960e+07    3,4957624e+07    8,1672218e+03    2,6359622e+05    1,7641627e+06    1,4678899e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0159375    5,2966692e+07    9,3218594e+07    1,0124959e+08    1,0203401e+08    1,5337323e+07    3,2620693e+07    3,5671739e+07    3,5656777e+07    8,3304145e+03    2,5325098e+05    1,8153184e+06    1,4972477e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0162500    5,4005251e+07    9,4773913e+07    1,0320332e+08    1,0403467e+08    1,5638049e+07    3,3150650e+07    3,6363783e+07    3,6355929e+07    8,4936104e+03    2,4271939e+05    1,8643888e+06    1,5266055e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,0928244e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0615633e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7812349e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0165625    5,5043811e+07    9,6329231e+07    1,0509859e+08    1,0602954e+08    1,5938775e+07    3,3680607e+07    3,7026768e+07    3,7051555e+07    8,6568128e+03    2,3218779e+05    1,9033204e+06    1,5542104e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    5,9351739e+09    6,3260885e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0552477e+10    1,0630623e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7736576e+09    2,8371161e+09
0,0168750    5,6082370e+07    9,7883890e+07    1,0695314e+08    1,0798696e+08    1,6239502e+07    3,4209977e+07    3,7668955e+07    3,7729062e+07    8,8200280e+03    2,2148808e+05    1,9348868e+06    1,5741981e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,8269166e+09    5,9343525e+09    6,2316259e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0355491e+10    1,0552072e+10    1,0617707e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3751296e+09    2,7736731e+09    2,8357499e+09
0,0171875    5,7120930e+07    9,9366327e+07    1,0877601e+08    1,0991172e+08    1,6540228e+07    3,4732887e+07    3,8297257e+07    3,8392874e+07    8,9832690e+03    1,6969048e+05    1,9608174e+06    1,5889646e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,7184212e+09    5,8211317e+09    6,1337480e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0345262e+10    1,0529447e+10    1,0598345e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3687780e+09    2,7697898e+09    2,8325279e+09
0,0175000    5,8159490e+07    1,0082730e+08    1,1059486e+08    1,1182540e+08    1,6840954e+07    3,5259670e+07    3,8923685e+07    3,9051565e+07    9,1465616e+03    1,1793935e+05    1,9861003e+06    1,6016042e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,5787091e+09    5,8200228e+09    6,0347925e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0308457e+10    1,0529685e+10    1,0575148e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3618867e+09    2,7700785e+09    2,8276950e+09
0,0178125    5,9198048e+07    1,0225374e+08    1,1239807e+08    1,1369207e+08    1,7141681e+07    3,5786893e+07    3,9551486e+07    3,9698254e+07    9,3095448e+03    6,9437372e+04    2,0102449e+06    1,6068416e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,5333119e+09    5,7525602e+09    5,9026619e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0290273e+10    1,0527691e+10    1,0572933e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3592717e+09    2,7696988e+09    2,8265621e+09
0,0181250    6,0236607e+07    1,0366472e+08    1,1417025e+08    1,1549521e+08    1,7442407e+07    3,6305320e+07    4,0181229e+07    4,0348257e+07    9,4727343e+03    1,7960927e+04    2,0333901e+06    1,6135823e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,4778175e+09    5,5586093e+09    5,6880284e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0278162e+10    1,0526637e+10    1,0572159e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3580066e+09    2,7652884e+09    2,8222146e+09
0,0184375    6,1275166e+07    1,0505409e+08    1,1589240e+08    1,1727237e+08    1,7743134e+07    3,6816302e+07    4,0813463e+07    4,0998645e+07    9,6359238e+03   -3,1128250e+04    2,0569290e+06    1,6190464e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,3505966e+09    5,4872447e+09    5,6864988e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0257789e+10    1,0526286e+10    1,0571801e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3316410e+09    2,7653183e+09    2,8223468e+09
0,0187500    6,2313726e+07    1,0639372e+08    1,1760677e+08    1,1904791e+08    1,8043860e+07    3,7298792e+07    4,1445521e+07    4,1648672e+07    9,7991132e+03   -9,2704147e+04    2,0806739e+06    1,6243207e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2841678e+09    5,4855879e+09    5,6099387e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0200151e+10    1,0525861e+10    1,0570792e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2816868e+09    2,7653732e+09    2,8203286e+09
0,0190625    6,3352285e+07    1,0773243e+08    1,1929050e+08    1,2076700e+08    1,8344586e+07    3,7780411e+07    4,2080092e+07    4,2302715e+07    9,9623027e+03   -1,5496216e+05    2,0999087e+06    1,6252632e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2837812e+09    5,3275528e+09    5,3597004e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0199801e+10    1,0523185e+10    1,0568083e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2816909e+09    2,7620870e+09    2,8184237e+09
0,0193750    6,4390845e+07    1,0906618e+08    1,2092461e+08    1,2243440e+08    1,8645313e+07    3,8263794e+07    4,2718750e+07    4,2960144e+07    1,0125492e+04   -2,1799548e+05    2,1179058e+06    1,6266102e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2594211e+09    5,1713700e+09    5,2692239e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0195779e+10    1,0522271e+10    1,0567607e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2810728e+09    2,7617948e+09    2,8179207e+09
0,0196875    6,5429404e+07    1,1039272e+08    1,2252721e+08    1,2408036e+08    1,8946039e+07    3,8747046e+07    4,3358993e+07    4,3618060e+07    1,0288682e+04   -2,7840384e+05    2,1375323e+06    1,6295979e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,1156106e+09    5,0856919e+09    5,2663757e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0182263e+10    1,0521694e+10    1,0567206e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2068685e+09    2,7614859e+09    2,8178958e+09
0,0200000    6,6467963e+07    1,1167244e+08    1,2406934e+08    1,2572545e+08    1,9246765e+07    3,9223725e+07    4,3970274e+07    4,4275368e+07    1,0451871e+04   -3,1266746e+05    2,1265020e+06    1,6325906e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0909497e+09    4,8840511e+09    5,2636011e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0179277e+10    1,0442877e+10    1,0566775e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2068154e+09    2,6696294e+09    2,8178503e+09
0,0203125    6,7506523e+07    1,1294774e+08    1,2557467e+08    1,2736970e+08    1,9547492e+07    3,9701498e+07    4,4563793e+07    4,4932079e+07    1,0615061e+04   -3,4753518e+05    2,1025476e+06    1,6355891e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0635393e+09    4,8133028e+09    5,2609260e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176963e+10    1,0433438e+10    1,0566347e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2058622e+09    2,6685231e+09    2,8178063e+09
0,0206250    6,8545082e+07    1,1421749e+08    1,2705800e+08    1,2897824e+08    1,9848218e+07    4,0180596e+07    4,5147076e+07    4,5586405e+07    1,0778250e+04   -3,8339177e+05    2,0741028e+06    1,6392650e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0630894e+09    4,7385170e+09    5,0099880e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176671e+10    1,0417650e+10    1,0553513e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059024e+09    2,6651402e+09    2,8143036e+09
0,0209375    6,9583641e+07    1,1548710e+08    1,2847859e+08    1,3052762e+08    2,0148945e+07    4,0659561e+07    4,5716714e+07    4,6228015e+07    1,0941439e+04   -4,1923180e+05    2,0269149e+06    1,6381270e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0626246e+09    4,4462363e+09    4,9357204e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176351e+10    1,0389605e+10    1,0533541e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059108e+09    2,6070068e+09    2,8083272e+09
0,0212500    7,0622201e+07    1,1675656e+08    1,2985981e+08    1,3206927e+08    2,0449671e+07    4,1138397e+07    4,6278951e+07    4,6865409e+07    1,1104629e+04   -4,5505537e+05    1,9731106e+06    1,6350573e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0621723e+09    4,3899118e+09    4,9323921e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176036e+10    1,0372146e+10    1,0533189e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059192e+09    2,6019737e+09    2,8084491e+09
0,0215625    7,1660760e+07    1,1800965e+08    1,3123090e+08    1,3360985e+08    2,0750397e+07    4,1621474e+07    4,6835421e+07    4,7502061e+07    1,1267818e+04   -4,9050229e+05    1,9165293e+06    1,6319713e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9954768e+09    4,3866743e+09    4,9290387e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0170833e+10    1,0372419e+10    1,0532522e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2058450e+09    2,6021124e+09    2,8083955e+09
0,0218750    7,2699319e+07    1,1925203e+08    1,3260100e+08    1,3514942e+08    2,1051124e+07    4,2105962e+07    4,7391358e+07    4,8137985e+07    1,1431008e+04   -5,2513799e+05    1,8600478e+06    1,6288700e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8705410e+09    4,3835358e+09    4,9258139e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0152441e+10    1,0372321e+10    1,0531863e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1812764e+09    2,6022009e+09    2,8083441e+09
0,0221875    7,3737879e+07    1,2046143e+08    1,3397014e+08    1,3667667e+08    2,1351850e+07    4,2582455e+07    4,7946772e+07    4,8765728e+07    1,1594197e+04   -5,4746280e+05    1,8036644e+06    1,6210141e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8699362e+09    4,3805141e+09    4,8720636e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0152257e+10    1,0372224e+10    1,0508616e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1812991e+09    2,6022876e+09    2,7993591e+09
0,0225000    7,4776438e+07    1,2167042e+08    1,3533837e+08    1,3819849e+08    2,1652576e+07    4,3058013e+07    4,8501670e+07    4,9389774e+07    1,1757386e+04   -5,7049142e+05    1,7473772e+06    1,6112583e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8629480e+09    4,3776058e+09    4,8690743e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0072440e+10    1,0372126e+10    1,0508420e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1184679e+09    2,6023727e+09    2,7993594e+09
0,0228125    7,5814997e+07    1,2287214e+08    1,3670571e+08    1,3971940e+08    2,1953303e+07    4,3529386e+07    4,9056061e+07    5,0013097e+07    1,1920575e+04   -5,9783706e+05    1,6911847e+06    1,6014824e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7937422e+09    4,3748075e+09    4,8661834e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0064365e+10    1,0372029e+10    1,0507642e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167520e+09    2,6024561e+09    2,7992947e+09
0,0231250    7,6853557e+07    1,2405489e+08    1,3804938e+08    1,4121586e+08    2,2254029e+07    4,4000325e+07    4,9601431e+07    5,0625271e+07    1,2083764e+04   -6,2342592e+05    1,6299067e+06    1,5842441e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7619696e+09    4,2593202e+09    4,7349942e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0060940e+10    1,0356236e+10    1,0482228e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167239e+09    2,5967446e+09    2,7865770e+09
0,0234375    7,7892116e+07    1,2523034e+08    1,3936496e+08    1,4268475e+08    2,2554756e+07    4,4473524e+07    5,0135587e+07    5,1225378e+07    1,2246952e+04   -6,4871203e+05    1,5626196e+06    1,5583372e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7612887e+09    4,1987382e+09    4,6910631e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0061030e+10    1,0345767e+10    1,0473471e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167373e+09    2,5939213e+09    2,7816341e+09
0,0237500    7,8930675e+07    1,2638314e+08    1,4065429e+08    1,4414990e+08    2,2855482e+07    4,4949210e+07    5,0669774e+07    5,1823425e+07    1,2410138e+04   -6,7357836e+05    1,5065462e+06    1,5313890e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,6409445e+09    4,0860148e+09    4,6875884e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0050593e+10    1,0344321e+10    1,0472673e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1164127e+09    2,5621209e+09    2,7815504e+09
0,0240625    7,9969235e+07    1,2751374e+08    1,4193047e+08    1,4561397e+08    2,3156208e+07    4,5421077e+07    5,1204437e+07    5,2420545e+07    1,2573321e+04   -7,0003819e+05    1,4570924e+06    1,5043237e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,6031070e+09    4,0829346e+09    4,6842090e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0040625e+10    1,0343832e+10    1,0471295e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1147942e+09    2,5622379e+09    2,7814211e+09
0,0243750    8,1007794e+07    1,2862488e+08    1,4320570e+08    1,4703581e+08    2,3456935e+07    4,5896230e+07    5,1738472e+07    5,3013195e+07    1,2736497e+04   -7,2581062e+05    1,4076779e+06    1,4758135e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5261969e+09    4,0800126e+09    4,4397851e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0027387e+10    1,0343777e+10    1,0461823e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1136287e+09    2,5624629e+09    2,7730509e+09
0,0246875    8,2046353e+07    1,2972653e+08    1,4445691e+08    1,4841719e+08    2,3757661e+07    4,6375099e+07    5,2270760e+07    5,3599494e+07    1,2899660e+04   -7,5030356e+05    1,3582008e+06    1,4429308e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5249458e+09    3,9440216e+09    4,3930161e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0027700e+10    1,0342763e+10    1,0460118e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1136883e+09    2,5605982e+09    2,7698197e+09
0,0250000    8,3084912e+07    1,3081880e+08    1,4568272e+08    1,4976284e+08    2,4058387e+07    4,6855596e+07    5,2800619e+07    5,4179680e+07    1,3062797e+04   -7,7340109e+05    1,3086056e+06    1,4040286e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4901295e+09    3,9062036e+09    4,1202826e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0026278e+10    1,0341880e+10    1,0444101e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1129297e+09    2,5601445e+09    2,7542328e+09
0,0253125    8,4123471e+07    1,3190919e+08    1,4688814e+08    1,5103978e+08    2,4359114e+07    4,7336154e+07    5,3324874e+07    5,4746579e+07    1,3225882e+04   -7,9623868e+05    1,2574809e+06    1,3625154e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4889762e+09    3,7576641e+09    4,0035888e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0026338e+10    1,0333079e+10    1,0433561e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1129426e+09    2,5473601e+09    2,7412680e+09
0,0256250    8,5162030e+07    1,3299885e+08    1,4801613e+08    1,5227330e+08    2,4659840e+07    4,7816296e+07    5,3841765e+07    5,5303164e+07    1,3388861e+04   -8,1910418e+05    1,2141703e+06    1,3167885e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4484175e+09    3,5175058e+09    3,8967030e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019487e+10    1,0328990e+10    1,0422505e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1119937e+09    2,5338718e+09    2,7342386e+09
0,0259375    8,6200591e+07    1,3407619e+08    1,4908813e+08    1,5344114e+08    2,4960566e+07    4,8291161e+07    5,4354301e+07    5,5849715e+07    1,3552471e+04   -8,4378959e+05    1,1775795e+06    1,2683845e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4471663e+09    3,3258339e+09    3,5267004e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019504e+10    1,0323019e+10    1,0413215e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120185e+09    2,5213057e+09    2,7221823e+09
0,0262500    8,7239150e+07    1,3515314e+08    1,5011702e+08    1,5453203e+08    2,5261293e+07    4,8765740e+07    5,4864727e+07    5,6390024e+07    1,3715660e+04   -8,6843406e+05    1,1432364e+06    1,2130091e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4459450e+09    3,2344178e+09    3,4844826e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019511e+10    1,0320038e+10    1,0403706e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120408e+09    2,5204078e+09    2,7217173e+09
0,0265625    8,8277709e+07    1,3622972e+08    1,5109701e+08    1,5560419e+08    2,5562019e+07    4,9240038e+07    5,5373779e+07    5,6928047e+07    1,3878850e+04   -8,9303796e+05    1,1126736e+06    1,1594296e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4447542e+09    3,0834307e+09    3,3468855e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019518e+10    1,0318233e+10    1,0400490e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120629e+09    2,5177354e+09    2,7178856e+09
0,0268750    8,9316269e+07    1,3730475e+08    1,5202211e+08    1,5662784e+08    2,5862746e+07    4,9713390e+07    5,5876183e+07    5,7461049e+07    1,4042039e+04   -9,1695881e+05    1,0856767e+06    1,1088961e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4075490e+09    2,9543969e+09    3,2186087e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0008026e+10    1,0312450e+10    1,0396464e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1013464e+09    2,5056321e+09    2,7168957e+09
0,0271875    9,0354828e+07    1,3836935e+08    1,5294345e+08    1,5761872e+08    2,6163472e+07    5,0180769e+07    5,6376748e+07    5,7988359e+07    1,4205229e+04   -9,3533685e+05    1,0586592e+06    1,0598716e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4064310e+09    2,9462525e+09    3,1600711e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0008027e+10    1,0311273e+10    1,0391668e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1013667e+09    2,5056253e+09    2,7157879e+09
0,0275000    9,1393388e+07    1,3943157e+08    1,5386226e+08    1,5859557e+08    2,6464198e+07    5,0647612e+07    5,6875658e+07    5,8512812e+07    1,4368418e+04   -9,5380268e+05    1,0315887e+06    1,0136103e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,3716372e+09    2,9381704e+09    3,1190265e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0007467e+10    1,0309423e+10    1,0388169e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1012577e+09    2,5054610e+09    2,7115396e+09
0,0278125    9,2431947e+07    1,4047421e+08    1,5477065e+08    1,5956826e+08    2,6764925e+07    5,1111007e+07    5,7370180e+07    5,9035048e+07    1,4531608e+04   -9,7368515e+05    1,0015389e+06    9,6737416e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,3242891e+09    2,8605234e+09    3,1104819e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0005521e+10    1,0300695e+10    1,0384830e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1009085e+09    2,4965445e+09    2,7110569e+09
0,0281250    9,3470506e+07    1,4150653e+08    1,5564498e+08    1,6052768e+08    2,7065651e+07    5,1569837e+07    5,7862383e+07    5,9556308e+07    1,4694797e+04   -9,9149363e+05    9,7372426e+05    9,1930225e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,2675012e+09    2,7707392e+09    3,0336232e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9879408e+09    1,0288239e+10    1,0380633e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0904697e+09    2,4888447e+09    2,7092378e+09
0,0284375    9,4509066e+07    1,4251828e+08    1,5650357e+08    1,6147377e+08    2,7366377e+07    5,2023778e+07    5,8353120e+07    6,0076544e+07    1,4857987e+04   -1,0078345e+06    9,4544789e+05    8,7114285e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,2083754e+09    2,7267222e+09    3,0254874e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9862058e+09    1,0286468e+10    1,0377510e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0884701e+09    2,4885634e+09    2,7088279e+09
0,0287500    9,5547625e+07    1,4351720e+08    1,5734827e+08    1,6241737e+08    2,7667104e+07    5,2477065e+07    5,8840970e+07    6,0594732e+07    1,5021176e+04   -1,0240988e+06    9,1515007e+05    8,2259099e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,1914826e+09    2,6846230e+09    3,0175515e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9832190e+09    1,0281389e+10    1,0374304e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0858530e+09    2,4834999e+09    2,7083878e+09
0,0290625    9,6586184e+07    1,4451416e+08    1,5818377e+08    1,6335508e+08    2,7967830e+07    5,2929349e+07    5,9325178e+07    6,1110141e+07    1,5184366e+04   -1,0409729e+06    8,8276621e+05    7,7471294e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,1898681e+09    2,6497985e+09    2,9892319e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9832001e+09    1,0276546e+10    1,0370117e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0858875e+09    2,4824792e+09    2,7060113e+09
0,0293750    9,7624744e+07    1,4550316e+08    1,5901000e+08    1,6427979e+08    2,8268557e+07    5,3381753e+07    5,9805459e+07    6,1621075e+07    1,5347555e+04   -1,0568048e+06    8,4930009e+05    7,2921461e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,1519008e+09    2,6240146e+09    2,9204214e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9827389e+09    1,0273640e+10    1,0361199e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0851711e+09    2,4812400e+09    2,7033002e+09
0,0296875    9,8663303e+07    1,4648773e+08    1,5982715e+08    1,6518438e+08    2,8569283e+07    5,3834010e+07    6,0282391e+07    6,2125896e+07    1,5510744e+04   -1,0720924e+06    8,1745745e+05    6,8911879e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,1501944e+09    2,5902091e+09    2,8926252e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9825890e+09    1,0270169e+10    1,0357806e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0852217e+09    2,4800029e+09    2,6929997e+09
0,0300000    9,9701862e+07    1,4746772e+08    1,6063391e+08    1,6607021e+08    2,8870009e+07    5,4284662e+07    6,0756259e+07    6,2624832e+07    1,5673934e+04   -1,0883019e+06    7,8698847e+05    6,4731507e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,1133981e+09    2,5602997e+09    2,8053659e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9787824e+09    1,0266819e+10    1,0344680e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0800812e+09    2,4797898e+09    2,6624767e+09
0,0303125    1,0074042e+08    1,4843907e+08    1,6143016e+08    1,6693620e+08    2,9170736e+07    5,4733899e+07    6,1230041e+07    6,3120065e+07    1,5837123e+04   -1,1038885e+06    7,5715291e+05    6,0766972e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,0956352e+09    2,5063720e+09    2,7058040e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9786986e+09    1,0264700e+10    1,0332069e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0773137e+09    2,4727399e+09    2,6505992e+09
0,0306250    1,0177898e+08    1,4940469e+08    1,6220340e+08    1,6775583e+08    2,9471462e+07    5,5181987e+07    6,1698009e+07    6,3608407e+07    1,6000313e+04   -1,1181817e+06    7,2885338e+05    5,7604056e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,0694482e+09    2,4598486e+09    2,5634483e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9743104e+09    1,0257744e+10    1,0319679e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0761215e+09    2,4666584e+09    2,6101113e+09
0,0309375    1,0281754e+08    1,5035573e+08    1,6296192e+08    1,6854902e+08    2,9772188e+07    5,5626264e+07    6,2158666e+07    6,4089751e+07    1,6163502e+04   -1,1342299e+06    6,9534619e+05    5,4677787e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,0146148e+09    2,4016125e+09    2,5306935e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9694691e+09    1,0234396e+10    1,0287755e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0693877e+09    2,4475019e+09    2,5957458e+09
0,0312500    1,0385610e+08    1,5128432e+08    1,6371003e+08    1,6933390e+08    3,0072915e+07    5,6068808e+07    6,2613974e+07    6,4563277e+07    1,6326691e+04   -1,1521557e+06    6,6066809e+05    5,1660772e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,9523110e+09    2,3873850e+09    2,5063231e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9633936e+09    1,0232256e+10    1,0271183e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0685281e+09    2,4398461e+09    2,5946810e+09
0,0315625    1,0489466e+08    1,5219381e+08    1,6445055e+08    1,7010065e+08    3,0373641e+07    5,6510255e+07    6,3067969e+07    6,5032469e+07    1,6489879e+04   -1,1723161e+06    6,2794652e+05    4,8330108e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,8900691e+09    2,3528789e+09    2,4320874e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9603236e+09    1,0226733e+10    1,0254811e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0614454e+09    2,4318160e+09    2,5868256e+09
0,0318750    1,0593322e+08    1,5309529e+08    1,6515485e+08    1,7084425e+08    3,0674367e+07    5,6951453e+07    6,3514967e+07    6,5495369e+07    1,6653066e+04   -1,1919495e+06    5,9781288e+05    4,5687133e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,8553744e+09    2,2273605e+09    2,3748005e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9588698e+09    1,0219650e+10    1,0242950e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0602462e+09    2,4127826e+09    2,5656095e+09
0,0321875    1,0697178e+08    1,5397194e+08    1,6583865e+08    1,7158471e+08    3,0975094e+07    5,7394133e+07    6,3957995e+07    6,5955652e+07    1,6816252e+04   -1,2070204e+06    5,7592903e+05    4,3053523e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,7794006e+09    2,1540540e+09    2,3676782e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9580182e+09    1,0206149e+10    1,0239496e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0549642e+09    2,3826832e+09    2,5650580e+09
0,0325000    1,0801034e+08    1,5483537e+08    1,6650880e+08    1,7231935e+08    3,1275820e+07    5,7837669e+07    6,4397615e+07    6,6411222e+07    1,6979432e+04   -1,2221132e+06    5,5832007e+05    4,0507977e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,7351222e+09    2,1383295e+09    2,3408250e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9548633e+09    1,0197663e+10    1,0225712e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0549397e+09    2,3800113e+09    2,5622301e+09
0,0328125    1,0904890e+08    1,5568511e+08    1,6716923e+08    1,7304175e+08    3,1576547e+07    5,8283256e+07    6,4837525e+07    6,6861360e+07    1,7142604e+04   -1,2375222e+06    5,4121029e+05    3,8189785e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,7176760e+09    2,0712689e+09    2,2953060e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9541085e+09    1,0175162e+10    1,0220522e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0546714e+09    2,3771232e+09    2,5596167e+09
0,0331250    1,1008746e+08    1,5651376e+08    1,6780637e+08    1,7374116e+08    3,1877273e+07    5,8730355e+07    6,5270862e+07    6,7305682e+07    1,7305759e+04   -1,2519669e+06    5,2583870e+05    3,6059397e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,5563125e+09    2,0085652e+09    2,2270216e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9459084e+09    1,0163485e+10    1,0214576e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0514662e+09    2,3632255e+09    2,5582846e+09
0,0334375    1,1112601e+08    1,5731129e+08    1,6843119e+08    1,7442253e+08    3,2177999e+07    5,9180325e+07    6,5697544e+07    6,7741880e+07    1,7468879e+04   -1,2637463e+06    5,0599051e+05    3,3692305e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,5481233e+09    1,9836346e+09    2,1427155e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9456040e+09    1,0155282e+10    1,0191704e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0505549e+09    2,3558777e+09    2,5411043e+09
0,0337500    1,1216457e+08    1,5810187e+08    1,6904985e+08    1,7508803e+08    3,2478726e+07    5,9630852e+07    6,6119999e+07    6,8174409e+07    1,7632208e+04   -1,2755097e+06    4,8340830e+05    3,1275524e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,4796018e+09    1,9784237e+09    2,1274913e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9414001e+09    1,0153385e+10    1,0180588e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0504028e+09    2,3556486e+09    2,5405258e+09
0,0340625    1,1320313e+08    1,5885165e+08    1,6966213e+08    1,7574944e+08    3,2779452e+07    6,0087877e+07    6,6541406e+07    6,8601902e+07    1,7795397e+04   -1,2877726e+06    4,6420835e+05    2,8932106e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,3962727e+09    1,9504933e+09    2,0996685e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9385414e+09    1,0150901e+10    1,0121999e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0503105e+09    2,3440198e+09    2,5334280e+09
0,0343750    1,1424169e+08    1,5959924e+08    1,7025114e+08    1,7639987e+08    3,3080178e+07    6,0543889e+07    6,6953674e+07    6,9019244e+07    1,7958586e+04   -1,3002011e+06    4,4803875e+05    2,6969525e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,3909073e+09    1,8484464e+09    2,0641636e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9382970e+09    1,0088742e+10    1,0117338e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0503285e+09    2,3255279e+09    2,5187403e+09
0,0346875    1,1528025e+08    1,6034458e+08    1,7082093e+08    1,7703664e+08    3,3380905e+07    6,0998828e+07    6,7350698e+07    6,9428815e+07    1,8121776e+04   -1,3125148e+06    4,3319319e+05    2,4707072e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,3768840e+09    1,8061297e+09    2,0259630e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8992305e+09    1,0076242e+10    1,0094222e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0422890e+09    2,3230361e+09    2,5007734e+09
0,0350000    1,1631881e+08    1,6107859e+08    1,7135762e+08    1,7765996e+08    3,3681631e+07    6,1447924e+07    6,7738128e+07    6,9824161e+07    1,8284965e+04   -1,3257476e+06    4,1677299e+05    2,1582360e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,3234786e+09    1,6709900e+09    1,9908115e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8908556e+09    1,0027915e+10    1,0050476e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0366420e+09    2,2964753e+09    2,4849195e+09
0,0353125    1,1735737e+08    1,6179738e+08    1,7187844e+08    1,7827932e+08    3,3982358e+07    6,1893890e+07    6,8116077e+07    7,0215696e+07    1,8448155e+04   -1,3400674e+06    3,9482362e+05    1,8315365e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,2807859e+09    1,6651639e+09    1,9512083e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8768731e+09    1,0025313e+10    1,0035390e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0339131e+09    2,2960724e+09    2,4759024e+09
0,0356250    1,1839593e+08    1,6250475e+08    1,7239746e+08    1,7888761e+08    3,4283084e+07    6,2336529e+07    6,8492086e+07    7,0599743e+07    1,8611344e+04   -1,3538151e+06    3,7285096e+05    1,4560164e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,2424444e+09    1,6594202e+09    1,9450241e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8718255e+09    1,0021880e+10    1,0030283e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0321346e+09    2,2955607e+09    2,4753387e+09
0,0359375    1,1943449e+08    1,6319533e+08    1,7291060e+08    1,7948607e+08    3,4583810e+07    6,2771349e+07    6,8862904e+07    7,0980449e+07    1,8774534e+04   -1,3682099e+06    3,4728760e+05    1,0810693e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,1994854e+09    1,6401462e+09    1,8421534e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8626377e+09    1,0009376e+10    9,9756787e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0246528e+09    2,2847412e+09    2,4609625e+09
0,0362500    1,2047305e+08    1,6387508e+08    1,7341931e+08    1,8005328e+08    3,4884537e+07    6,3199637e+07    6,9230104e+07    7,1345117e+07    1,8937723e+04   -1,3878885e+06    3,2208727e+05    6,7037330e+04    3,3233899e+09    2,1543326e+09    1,5803802e+09    1,7776828e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8161608e+09    9,9649342e+09    9,9693099e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0022618e+09    2,2806854e+09    2,4589285e+09
0,0365625    1,2151161e+08    1,6454503e+08    1,7391196e+08    1,8059928e+08    3,5185263e+07    6,3625778e+07    6,9587386e+07    7,1708755e+07    1,9100913e+04   -1,4087431e+06    2,9916923e+05    2,8904204e+04    3,3233899e+09    2,1393584e+09    1,5751567e+09    1,7365278e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8156331e+09    9,9613363e+09    9,9638284e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0011247e+09    2,2802569e+09    2,4564531e+09
0,0368750    1,2255017e+08    1,6519527e+08    1,7439867e+08    1,8113877e+08    3,5485989e+07    6,4047179e+07    6,9943444e+07    7,2070148e+07    1,9264102e+04   -1,4270589e+06    2,7651627e+05   -8,9332357e+03    3,3233899e+09    2,0566517e+09    1,5389153e+09    1,7011773e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7767597e+09    9,9570063e+09    9,9583280e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9951447e+09    2,2797045e+09    2,4553305e+09
0,0371875    1,2358873e+08    1,6582792e+08    1,7487479e+08    1,8166810e+08    3,5786716e+07    6,4464079e+07    7,0297971e+07    7,2430438e+07    1,9427292e+04   -1,4407181e+06    2,5682774e+05   -4,7982121e+04    3,3233899e+09    1,9894060e+09    1,5190689e+09    1,6898841e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7618840e+09    9,9529831e+09    9,9517639e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9896409e+09    2,2713181e+09    2,4548127e+09
0,0375000    1,2462729e+08    1,6644849e+08    1,7534780e+08    1,8219450e+08    3,6087442e+07    6,4882310e+07    7,0650263e+07    7,2789395e+07    1,9590481e+04   -1,4534872e+06    2,3761148e+05   -8,6947443e+04    3,3233899e+09    1,9846177e+09    1,4906919e+09    1,6821059e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7611887e+09    9,9391669e+09    9,9436853e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9895602e+09    2,2615304e+09    2,4530701e+09
0,0378125    1,2566585e+08    1,6706198e+08    1,7581248e+08    1,8271522e+08    3,6388168e+07    6,5299822e+07    7,0996263e+07    7,3146461e+07    1,9753671e+04   -1,4663166e+06    2,1413048e+05   -1,2444508e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,9403442e+09    1,4857324e+09    1,6281839e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7594813e+09    9,9354641e+09    9,9382319e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9883781e+09    2,2610748e+09    2,4382769e+09
0,0381250    1,2670441e+08    1,6766724e+08    1,7626687e+08    1,8321773e+08    3,6688895e+07    6,5716752e+07    7,1340639e+07    7,3496379e+07    1,9916860e+04   -1,4792030e+06    1,9352771e+05   -1,6058910e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,9356570e+09    1,4446974e+09    1,5999072e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7584363e+09    9,9304211e+09    9,9147426e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9882043e+09    2,2566058e+09    2,4273552e+09
0,0384375    1,2774296e+08    1,6826129e+08    1,7671664e+08    1,8371576e+08    3,6989621e+07    6,6123196e+07    7,1684174e+07    7,3842547e+07    2,0080050e+04   -1,4896450e+06    1,7365177e+05   -1,9846217e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,8994774e+09    1,4294948e+09    1,5909998e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7288806e+09    9,9225866e+09    9,9096596e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9858519e+09    2,2556815e+09    2,4266140e+09
0,0387500    1,2878152e+08    1,6884015e+08    1,7716141e+08    1,8421081e+08    3,7290348e+07    6,6524359e+07    7,2024456e+07    7,4186309e+07    2,0243239e+04   -1,4969884e+06    1,5328486e+05   -2,3623642e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,8002441e+09    1,3986049e+09    1,5599410e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5407107e+09    9,9119544e+09    9,8946834e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9468154e+09    2,2491183e+09    2,4199485e+09
0,0390625    1,2982008e+08    1,6939960e+08    1,7759179e+08    1,8468765e+08    3,7591074e+07    6,6920751e+07    7,2360019e+07    7,4524529e+07    2,0406429e+04   -1,5014523e+06    1,2905548e+05   -2,6853180e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,7680396e+09    1,3740106e+09    1,5073721e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5324955e+09    9,9077860e+09    9,8742605e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9408097e+09    2,2485200e+09    2,4132390e+09
0,0393750    1,3085864e+08    1,6995095e+08    1,7801429e+08    1,8515712e+08    3,7891800e+07    6,7312382e+07    7,2693951e+07    7,4856668e+07    2,0569620e+04   -1,5090152e+06    1,0632426e+05   -2,9989099e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,7631017e+09    1,3195686e+09    1,5010095e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5310690e+09    9,8975547e+09    9,8679537e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9407001e+09    2,2403360e+09    2,4125582e+09
0,0396875    1,3189720e+08    1,7048596e+08    1,7841678e+08    1,8562155e+08    3,8192527e+07    6,7697117e+07    7,3026832e+07    7,5186984e+07    2,0732812e+04   -1,5193876e+06    8,5244882e+04   -3,3111605e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,7023377e+09    1,2683285e+09    1,4424218e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5024596e+09    9,8931308e+09    9,8513305e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8492471e+09    2,2398653e+09    2,4053780e+09
0,0400000    1,3293576e+08    1,7101421e+08    1,7880901e+08    1,8606810e+08    3,8493253e+07    6,8080382e+07    7,3357016e+07    7,5505816e+07    2,0896005e+04   -1,5262933e+06    6,3571555e+04   -3,6894832e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,6876308e+09    1,2216002e+09    1,4034856e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4986309e+09    9,8418904e+09    9,7579508e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8491408e+09    2,2225914e+09    2,3713318e+09
0,0403125    1,3397432e+08    1,7153818e+08    1,7918966e+08    1,8650220e+08    3,8793979e+07    6,8461944e+07    7,3676568e+07    7,5810875e+07    2,1059203e+04   -1,5322678e+06    3,7138361e+04   -4,1433675e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,6650014e+09    1,2169487e+09    1,3785202e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4966373e+09    9,8383743e+09    9,7526519e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8449752e+09    2,2222012e+09    2,3703128e+09
0,0406250    1,3501288e+08    1,7205365e+08    1,7956374e+08    1,8692517e+08    3,9094706e+07    6,8841876e+07    7,3994632e+07    7,6117087e+07    2,1222409e+04   -1,5374091e+06    1,0746400e+04   -4,6059495e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,6294273e+09    1,1877420e+09    1,3149667e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4933784e+09    9,8345713e+09    9,7366776e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8416297e+09    2,2217583e+09    2,3696079e+09
0,0409375    1,3605144e+08    1,7256157e+08    1,7993111e+08    1,8733472e+08    3,9395432e+07    6,9220157e+07    7,4311110e+07    7,6425248e+07    2,1385632e+04   -1,5433950e+06   -1,4097183e+04   -5,0734040e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,6145293e+09    1,1656322e+09    1,3077238e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4725976e+09    9,8304969e+09    9,7280270e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8373514e+09    2,2133065e+09    2,3679791e+09
0,0412500    1,3709000e+08    1,7306020e+08    1,8028863e+08    1,8771996e+08    3,9696159e+07    6,9597437e+07    7,4623518e+07    7,6729156e+07    2,1548755e+04   -1,5500153e+06   -3,7108286e+04   -5,5192157e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,5864899e+09    1,1327450e+09    1,1804482e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4703569e+09    9,8213866e+09    9,6810232e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8351353e+09    2,2017918e+09    2,3625569e+09
0,0415625    1,3812856e+08    1,7354583e+08    1,8063396e+08    1,8808470e+08    3,9996885e+07    6,9972464e+07    7,4924585e+07    7,7030512e+07    2,1711944e+04   -1,5566087e+06   -5,7310829e+04   -5,9242361e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,5433408e+09    1,1014583e+09    1,1648938e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4638203e+09    9,7782734e+09    9,6759685e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8317046e+09    2,1974530e+09    2,3511823e+09
0,0418750    1,3916712e+08    1,7402289e+08    1,8097719e+08    1,8844482e+08    4,0297611e+07    7,0343185e+07    7,5223646e+07    7,7328697e+07    2,1875134e+04   -1,5653471e+06   -7,7436811e+04   -6,3341452e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,5203161e+09    1,0972874e+09    1,1417321e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4576351e+09    9,7751177e+09    9,6640323e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8217172e+09    2,1971105e+09    2,3488683e+09
0,0421875    1,4020568e+08    1,7449333e+08    1,8131024e+08    1,8879674e+08    4,0598338e+07    7,0710586e+07    7,5524206e+07    7,7623495e+07    2,2038323e+04   -1,5718763e+06   -9,7862833e+04   -6,7492817e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,4734199e+09    1,0433003e+09    1,1034908e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4523477e+09    9,7643893e+09    9,6572632e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8111345e+09    2,1965565e+09    2,3460515e+09
0,0425000    1,4124424e+08    1,7494920e+08    1,8161143e+08    1,8913962e+08    4,0899064e+07    7,1074795e+07    7,5828667e+07    7,7916454e+07    2,2201513e+04   -1,5736287e+06   -1,1866812e+05   -7,1541879e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,4406824e+09    9,4399019e+08    1,0593258e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4503932e+09    9,7587569e+09    9,6514452e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8084844e+09    2,1960909e+09    2,3444111e+09
0,0428125    1,4228280e+08    1,7538835e+08    1,8190297e+08    1,8946832e+08    4,1199790e+07    7,1432560e+07    7,6130553e+07    7,8206856e+07    2,2364702e+04   -1,5724544e+06   -1,4196607e+05   -7,5394250e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,3729182e+09    9,3090457e+08    1,0341081e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4101417e+09    9,7492005e+09    9,6456157e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8026673e+09    2,1846457e+09    2,3434008e+09
0,0431250    1,4332135e+08    1,7581058e+08    1,8219241e+08    1,8979002e+08    4,1500517e+07    7,1781855e+07    7,6430877e+07    7,8495176e+07    2,2527891e+04   -1,5728817e+06   -1,6531901e+05   -7,9322577e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,3414461e+09    9,1234881e+08    1,0278658e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4077919e+09    9,7453344e+09    9,6400636e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8021906e+09    2,1839269e+09    2,3429576e+09
0,0434375    1,4435991e+08    1,7622782e+08    1,8247220e+08    1,9010979e+08    4,1801243e+07    7,2129562e+07    7,6729166e+07    7,8781905e+07    2,2691081e+04   -1,5730184e+06   -1,8736343e+05   -8,3240610e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,3011247e+09    8,7773935e+08    1,0217588e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4040930e+09    9,7413043e+09    9,6345663e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7976182e+09    2,1778363e+09    2,3425199e+09
0,0437500    1,4539847e+08    1,7662501e+08    1,8274133e+08    1,9042260e+08    4,2101969e+07    7,2474237e+07    7,7025665e+07    7,9065977e+07    2,2854270e+04   -1,5721886e+06   -2,0730369e+05   -8,6885147e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,2507903e+09    8,3629728e+08    9,9346183e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3804500e+09    9,7373594e+09    9,6233405e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7907052e+09    2,1748805e+09    2,3080602e+09
0,0440625    1,4643703e+08    1,7701057e+08    1,8299948e+08    1,9073169e+08    4,2402696e+07    7,2810932e+07    7,7320183e+07    7,9347372e+07    2,3017460e+04   -1,5749799e+06   -2,2496772e+05   -9,0538896e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,2188868e+09    8,1815807e+08    9,8765830e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3391830e+09    9,7332582e+09    9,6181214e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7757770e+09    2,1744233e+09    2,3076188e+09
0,0443750    1,4747559e+08    1,7737937e+08    1,8325384e+08    1,9103396e+08    4,2703422e+07    7,3135351e+07    7,7613038e+07    7,9622555e+07    2,3180649e+04   -1,5839767e+06   -2,4232880e+05   -9,3999754e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,1454977e+09    8,1255551e+08    9,4468637e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3185929e+09    9,7294406e+09    9,5886616e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7646432e+09    2,1741091e+09    2,3022815e+09
0,0446875    1,4851415e+08    1,7771589e+08    1,8349994e+08    1,9132657e+08    4,3004149e+07    7,3460585e+07    7,7899139e+07    7,9892664e+07    2,3343839e+04   -1,5922790e+06   -2,5685713e+05   -9,7298539e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,0499471e+09    7,7201323e+08    9,1262440e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3092792e+09    9,6989047e+09    9,5826108e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7639613e+09    2,1591387e+09    2,3014180e+09
0,0450000    1,4955271e+08    1,7802983e+08    1,8373356e+08    1,9160977e+08    4,3304875e+07    7,3787412e+07    7,8179790e+07    8,0160758e+07    2,3507028e+04   -1,5978085e+06   -2,6891314e+05   -1,0063227e+06    3,3233899e+09    9,5911856e+08    7,4017221e+08    8,9426691e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2946284e+09    9,6933829e+09    9,5755692e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7590855e+09    2,1586443e+09    2,2980170e+09
0,0453125    1,5059127e+08    1,7832563e+08    1,8396172e+08    1,9188785e+08    4,3605601e+07    7,4112757e+07    7,8458108e+07    8,0426407e+07    2,3670218e+04   -1,6010618e+06   -2,8087169e+05   -1,0402770e+06    3,3233899e+09    9,2992991e+08    7,2743034e+08    8,8665931e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2852728e+09    9,6797484e+09    9,5633590e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7578816e+09    2,1560196e+09    2,2883465e+09
0,0456250    1,5162983e+08    1,7861283e+08    1,8418653e+08    1,9216147e+08    4,3906328e+07    7,4432987e+07    7,8733492e+07    8,0688479e+07    2,3833407e+04   -1,6034351e+06   -2,9168545e+05   -1,0715418e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,9387389e+08    7,1092131e+08    8,6922292e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2693869e+09    9,6677478e+09    9,5543404e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7567197e+09    2,1451285e+09    2,2823136e+09
0,0459375    1,5266839e+08    1,7888862e+08    1,8440754e+08    1,9242930e+08    4,4207054e+07    7,4747646e+07    7,9006218e+07    8,0948519e+07    2,3996597e+04   -1,6055916e+06   -3,0192710e+05   -1,1019480e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,8005673e+08    7,0601801e+08    8,4733882e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2650561e+09    9,6635781e+09    9,5486331e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7547653e+09    2,1447777e+09    2,2815431e+09
0,0462500    1,5370695e+08    1,7916087e+08    1,8462300e+08    1,9269297e+08    4,4507780e+07    7,5060049e+07    7,9277585e+07    8,1206928e+07    2,4159786e+04   -1,6074345e+06   -3,1183448e+05   -1,1319251e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,5478529e+08    6,8075461e+08    8,4255470e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2573866e+09    9,6580703e+09    9,5430800e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7510452e+09    2,1407072e+09    2,2810646e+09
0,0465625    1,5474551e+08    1,7942651e+08    1,8483237e+08    1,9295488e+08    4,4808507e+07    7,5368844e+07    7,9547205e+07    8,1464014e+07    2,4322975e+04   -1,6081266e+06   -3,2056945e+05   -1,1618534e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,4863294e+08    6,5900148e+08    8,2940771e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2532046e+09    9,6536913e+09    9,5362090e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7505407e+09    2,1392172e+09    2,2797267e+09
0,0468750    1,5578407e+08    1,7968425e+08    1,8503380e+08    1,9320926e+08    4,5109233e+07    7,5675116e+07    7,9808447e+07    8,1721290e+07    2,4486165e+04   -1,6086011e+06   -3,3000334e+05   -1,1927083e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,8826695e+08    6,3635989e+08    7,8392253e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2378649e+09    9,5734451e+09    9,5281644e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7403776e+09    2,1187700e+09    2,2777831e+09
0,0471875    1,5682263e+08    1,7992915e+08    1,8522878e+08    1,9345060e+08    4,5409960e+07    7,5978686e+07    8,0063602e+07    8,1970231e+07    2,4649354e+04   -1,6083089e+06   -3,3990640e+05   -1,2250474e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,8230382e+08    6,2265276e+08    7,6672547e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2338706e+09    9,5690423e+09    9,4153972e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7399644e+09    2,1180361e+09    2,2661745e+09
0,0475000    1,5786119e+08    1,8017063e+08    1,8541235e+08    1,9368914e+08    4,5710686e+07    7,6280202e+07    8,0314866e+07    8,2213752e+07    2,4812542e+04   -1,6078168e+06   -3,4905889e+05   -1,2585378e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,6202886e+08    5,7322238e+08    7,6221226e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2287799e+09    9,5588373e+09    9,4105270e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7393328e+09    2,1175785e+09    2,2657865e+09
0,0478125    1,5889974e+08    1,8039943e+08    1,8558843e+08    1,9392565e+08    4,6011412e+07    7,6577997e+07    8,0563484e+07    8,2455558e+07    2,4975729e+04   -1,6064051e+06   -3,5754005e+05   -1,2918162e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,1859756e+08    5,6230377e+08    7,4760557e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2230799e+09    9,5543742e+09    9,4023943e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7382591e+09    2,1171027e+09    2,2646963e+09
0,0481250    1,5993650e+08    1,8062118e+08    1,8576318e+08    1,9415322e+08    4,6312159e+07    7,6872833e+07    8,0810808e+07    8,2693667e+07    2,4999126e+04   -1,6051768e+06   -3,6592661e+05   -1,3255867e+06    3,2992108e+09    6,8249461e+08    5,5816447e+08    7,1773885e+08    3,3233515e+09    9,1896243e+09    9,5504796e+09    9,3897202e+09    1,1797917e+09    1,7325757e+09    2,1167565e+09    2,2627135e+09
0,0484375    1,6096286e+08    1,8083110e+08    1,8593488e+08    1,9437561e+08    4,6612988e+07    7,7160069e+07    8,1053259e+07    8,2929799e+07    2,4380761e+04   -1,6066049e+06   -3,7470902e+05   -1,3593356e+06    3,2477832e+09    6,6639080e+08    5,3620436e+08    7,0501275e+08    3,3233146e+09    9,1841101e+09    9,4251197e+09    9,3836870e+09    1,1796730e+09    1,7255439e+09    2,0842931e+09    2,2619050e+09
0,0487500    1,6197343e+08    1,8103369e+08    1,8610054e+08    1,9459283e+08    4,6913635e+07    7,7444491e+07    8,1284987e+07    8,3164701e+07    2,3455684e+04   -1,6084317e+06   -3,8810329e+05   -1,3919207e+06    3,2067672e+09    6,2415931e+08    5,2451924e+08    6,8813197e+08    3,3232476e+09    9,1743984e+09    9,4194698e+09    9,3768140e+09    1,1795829e+09    1,7219430e+09    2,0832878e+09    2,2600055e+09
0,0490625    1,6295679e+08    1,8122684e+08    1,8626108e+08    1,9480091e+08    4,7214068e+07    7,7725864e+07    8,1516475e+07    8,3399397e+07    2,2848217e+04   -1,6085620e+06   -4,0072537e+05   -1,4237108e+06    3,0610687e+09    6,0180305e+08    5,0639885e+08    6,4508080e+08    3,3229485e+09    9,1695479e+09    9,4142950e+09    9,3609244e+09    1,1794034e+09    1,7196163e+09    2,0652194e+09    2,2574950e+09
0,0493750    1,6389552e+08    1,8141362e+08    1,8641655e+08    1,9500167e+08    4,7513909e+07    7,8005076e+07    8,1747850e+07    8,3635455e+07    2,2431758e+04   -1,6077308e+06   -4,1135998e+05   -1,4549192e+06    2,9247338e+09    5,9645163e+08    4,8517388e+08    6,4154430e+08    3,3228417e+09    9,1645355e+09    9,4085905e+09    9,3553015e+09    1,1792617e+09    1,7189816e+09    2,0636265e+09    2,2570474e+09
0,0496875    1,6477758e+08    1,8159664e+08    1,8656347e+08    1,9519962e+08    4,7812171e+07    7,8282213e+07    8,1978450e+07    8,3866949e+07    2,1120725e+04   -1,6067204e+06   -4,2028262e+05   -1,4887798e+06    2,6629327e+09    5,7962916e+08    4,5546364e+08    6,3064619e+08    3,3221736e+09    9,1597412e+09    9,4032455e+09    9,3237028e+09    1,1785703e+09    1,7183196e+09    2,0614977e+09    2,2368018e+09
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Figure 6.23: Stress-strain curve (σxx − xx) considering elasto-plastic polymer
In the case of the neat polymer, an almost linear behavior is obtained and the (σxx −
xx) curve seems to be identical with the corresponding curve of the linear elastic polymer.
However, a plastic region is developed in the front end of the cell, causing thus a reduction
of the overall strength which is better illustrated from the variation of the C11 component in
figure 6.25. Combining now the curves of shear strength of 20 MPa, we notice that in both
cases, a part of fibers enters the slip state at a strain value of 0.75 %. Moreover, a further
loss of strength occurs for the elasto-plastic model which becomes noticeable at strain values
above 1.5 %. A similar behavior is obtained for shear strength of 50 MPa where the influence
of the slip coincides with the plastification of the boundary regions of the RVE. Nonetheless,
the influence of the plastic regions is the determinant factor for the overall strength and
consequently, the slip effect is not fully performed. This can be better demonstrated through
the comparison of yellow and red curves which represent the shear strength of 50 MPa and
the fully bonded model. It is thus illustrated that the polymer non-linearity constitutes a
significant factor even in a fully bonded reinforced material.
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Strains Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d)
!xx "xx "yy #xy C11 C22 C33
0,0000000    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0003125    1,0387244e+06    2,0006668e+06    2,0006668e+06    2,0006668e+06    3,0100427e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    1,7093482e+02    2,9357799e+04    2,9357799e+04    2,9357799e+04    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0006250    2,0772837e+06    4,0013336e+06    4,0013336e+06    4,0013336e+06    6,0173063e+05    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    3,3412429e+02    5,8715598e+04    5,8715598e+04    5,8715598e+04    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0009375    3,1158431e+06    6,0020004e+06    6,0020004e+06    6,0020004e+06    9,0245700e+05    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    4,9731375e+02    8,8073397e+04    8,8073397e+04    8,8073397e+04    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0012500    4,1544024e+06    8,0026672e+06    8,0026672e+06    8,0026672e+06    1,2031834e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    6,6050322e+02    1,1743120e+05    1,1743120e+05    1,1743120e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0015625    5,1929618e+06    1,0003334e+07    1,0003334e+07    1,0003334e+07    1,5039097e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    8,2369268e+02    1,4678899e+05    1,4678899e+05    1,4678899e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0018750    6,2315211e+06    1,2004001e+07    1,2004001e+07    1,2004001e+07    1,8046361e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    9,8688215e+02    1,7614679e+05    1,7614679e+05    1,7614679e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0021875    7,2700805e+06    1,4004668e+07    1,4004668e+07    1,4004668e+07    2,1053625e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    1,1500716e+03    2,0550459e+05    2,0550459e+05    2,0550459e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0025000    8,3086398e+06    1,6005334e+07    1,6005334e+07    1,6005334e+07    2,4060888e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    1,3132611e+03    2,3486239e+05    2,3486239e+05    2,3486239e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0028125    9,3471992e+06    1,8005867e+07    1,8006001e+07    1,8006001e+07    2,7068152e+06    6,2923832e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    1,4764505e+03    2,6425732e+05    2,6422019e+05    2,6422019e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0031250    1,0385759e+07    1,9983757e+07    2,0006668e+07    2,0006668e+07    3,0075416e+06    6,9933765e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    1,6396400e+03    2,9993718e+05    2,9357799e+05    2,9357799e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0034375    1,1424318e+07    2,1961647e+07    2,2007335e+07    2,2007335e+07    3,3082679e+06    7,6943698e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    1,8028295e+03    3,3561703e+05    3,2293579e+05    3,2293579e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0037500    1,2462877e+07    2,3939537e+07    2,4008002e+07    2,4008002e+07    3,6089943e+06    8,3953631e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    1,9660189e+03    3,7129688e+05    3,5229359e+05    3,5229359e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0040625    1,3501437e+07    2,5917427e+07    2,6008668e+07    2,6008668e+07    3,9097207e+06    9,0963564e+06    9,0889823e+06    9,0889823e+06    2,1292084e+03    4,0697674e+05    3,8165139e+05    3,8165139e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0043750    1,4539996e+07    2,7895316e+07    2,8009335e+07    2,8009335e+07    4,2104471e+06    9,7973497e+06    9,7881348e+06    9,7881348e+06    2,2923979e+03    4,4265659e+05    4,1100918e+05    4,1100918e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0046875    1,5578555e+07    2,9873206e+07    3,0010002e+07    3,0010002e+07    4,5111734e+06    1,0498343e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,0487287e+07    2,4555873e+03    4,7833644e+05    4,4036698e+05    4,4036698e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0050000    1,6617115e+07    3,1851096e+07    3,2010669e+07    3,2010669e+07    4,8118998e+06    1,1199336e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,1186440e+07    2,6187768e+03    5,1401630e+05    4,6972478e+05    4,6972478e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0053125    1,7655674e+07    3,3826536e+07    3,4011336e+07    3,4011336e+07    5,1126262e+06    1,1899648e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,1885592e+07    2,7819663e+03    5,5219781e+05    4,9908258e+05    4,9908258e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0056250    1,8694233e+07    3,5789271e+07    3,6012002e+07    3,6012002e+07    5,4133525e+06    1,2596427e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,2584745e+07    2,9451559e+03    6,0335357e+05    5,2844038e+05    5,2844038e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0059375    1,9732793e+07    3,7752006e+07    3,8012669e+07    3,8012669e+07    5,7140789e+06    1,3293205e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,3283897e+07    3,1083455e+03    6,5450932e+05    5,5779818e+05    5,5779818e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0062500    2,0771352e+07    3,9714741e+07    4,0013336e+07    4,0013336e+07    6,0148053e+06    1,3989984e+07    1,3983050e+07    1,3983050e+07    3,2715352e+03    7,0566508e+05    5,8715598e+05    5,8715598e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0065625    2,1809911e+07    4,1677251e+07    4,2014003e+07    4,2014003e+07    6,3155316e+06    1,4686553e+07    1,4682202e+07    1,4682202e+07    3,4347252e+03    7,5674935e+05    6,1651377e+05    6,1651377e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0068750    2,2848471e+07    4,3622797e+07    4,4014670e+07    4,4014670e+07    6,6162580e+06    1,5367334e+07    1,5381355e+07    1,5381355e+07    3,5979158e+03    8,0244343e+05    6,4587157e+05    6,4587157e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0071875    2,3887030e+07    4,5568342e+07    4,6003613e+07    4,6015336e+07    6,9169844e+06    1,6048115e+07    1,6081455e+07    1,6080507e+07    3,7611075e+03    8,4813751e+05    6,7848324e+05    6,7522936e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0075000    2,4925589e+07    4,7513888e+07    4,7981503e+07    4,8016003e+07    7,2177107e+06    1,6728896e+07    1,6782448e+07    1,6779660e+07    3,9243014e+03    8,9383159e+05    7,1416309e+05    7,0458714e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0078125    2,5964149e+07    4,9444632e+07    4,9959393e+07    5,0016670e+07    7,5184371e+06    1,7401796e+07    1,7483441e+07    1,7478812e+07    4,0874997e+03    9,3072251e+05    7,4984294e+05    7,3394491e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,9409100e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0526442e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6816175e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0081250    2,7002708e+07    5,1284456e+07    5,1937283e+07    5,2017337e+07    7,8191635e+06    1,8028671e+07    1,8184435e+07    1,8177965e+07    4,2507070e+03    9,1358377e+05    7,8552280e+05    7,6330266e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0084375    2,8041268e+07    5,3086460e+07    5,3915173e+07    5,4018004e+07    8,1198899e+06    1,8640808e+07    1,8885428e+07    1,8877117e+07    4,4139320e+03    8,7405437e+05    8,2120265e+05    7,9266057e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0087500    2,9079827e+07    5,4888464e+07    5,5893062e+07    5,6018670e+07    8,4206162e+06    1,9252944e+07    1,9586421e+07    1,9576270e+07    4,5771926e+03    8,3452497e+05    8,5688250e+05    8,2201837e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0090625    3,0118387e+07    5,6659250e+07    5,7870952e+07    5,8019337e+07    8,7213427e+06    1,9864511e+07    2,0287414e+07    2,0275422e+07    4,7405242e+03    8,0601881e+05    8,9256236e+05    8,5137617e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0093750    3,1156945e+07    5,8394107e+07    5,9848842e+07    6,0020004e+07    9,0220689e+06    2,0475423e+07    2,0988408e+07    2,0974575e+07    4,9034293e+03    7,9019931e+05    9,2824221e+05    8,8073397e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0096875    3,2195505e+07    6,0128964e+07    6,1826732e+07    6,2020671e+07    9,3227953e+06    2,1086335e+07    2,1689401e+07    2,1673727e+07    5,0666188e+03    7,7437980e+05    9,6392206e+05    9,1009176e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0100000    3,3234064e+07    6,1863821e+07    6,3804622e+07    6,4021338e+07    9,6235217e+06    2,1697247e+07    2,2390394e+07    2,2372880e+07    5,2298082e+03    7,5856029e+05    9,9960192e+05    9,3944956e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0103125    3,4272623e+07    6,3598201e+07    6,5782512e+07    6,6022004e+07    9,9242481e+06    2,2308193e+07    2,3091388e+07    2,3072032e+07    5,3929977e+03    7,4238866e+05    1,0352818e+06    9,6880736e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5348309e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499784e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5845651e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0106250    3,5311183e+07    6,5320349e+07    6,7760401e+07    6,8022671e+07    1,0224974e+07    2,2916167e+07    2,3792381e+07    2,3771185e+07    5,5561872e+03    7,2222965e+05    1,0709616e+06    9,9816516e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0109375    3,6349742e+07    6,7021253e+07    6,9738291e+07    7,0023338e+07    1,0525701e+07    2,3514790e+07    2,4493374e+07    2,4470337e+07    5,7193766e+03    6,9561527e+05    1,1066415e+06    1,0275230e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0112500    3,7388302e+07    6,8722158e+07    7,1716181e+07    7,2024005e+07    1,0826427e+07    2,4113414e+07    2,5194367e+07    2,5169490e+07    5,8825661e+03    6,6900088e+05    1,1423213e+06    1,0568808e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0115625    3,8426861e+07    7,0423063e+07    7,3694071e+07    7,4024672e+07    1,1127154e+07    2,4712038e+07    2,5895361e+07    2,5868642e+07    6,0457556e+03    6,4238650e+05    1,1780012e+06    1,0862386e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0118750    3,9465420e+07    7,2123968e+07    7,5671961e+07    7,6025338e+07    1,1427880e+07    2,5310662e+07    2,6596354e+07    2,6567794e+07    6,2089450e+03    6,1577211e+05    1,2136810e+06    1,1155964e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0121875    4,0503980e+07    7,3824872e+07    7,7649850e+07    7,8026005e+07    1,1728606e+07    2,5909285e+07    2,7297347e+07    2,7266947e+07    6,3721345e+03    5,8915772e+05    1,2493609e+06    1,1449542e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0125000    4,1542539e+07    7,5525777e+07    7,9627740e+07    8,0026672e+07    1,2029333e+07    2,6507909e+07    2,7998341e+07    2,7966099e+07    6,5353239e+03    5,6254334e+05    1,2850407e+06    1,1743120e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0128125    4,2581098e+07    7,7226682e+07    8,1605630e+07    8,2027339e+07    1,2330059e+07    2,7106533e+07    2,8699334e+07    2,8665252e+07    6,6985134e+03    5,3592895e+05    1,3207206e+06    1,2036698e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0131250    4,3619658e+07    7,8888416e+07    8,3583520e+07    8,4028006e+07    1,2630785e+07    2,7686776e+07    2,9400327e+07    2,9364404e+07    6,8617029e+03    5,0009572e+05    1,3564005e+06    1,2330276e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0134375    4,4658217e+07    8,0511691e+07    8,5547708e+07    8,6028672e+07    1,2931512e+07    2,8248974e+07    3,0097510e+07    3,0063557e+07    7,0248924e+03    4,5521110e+05    1,4060724e+06    1,2623854e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0137500    4,5696776e+07    8,2134966e+07    8,7510443e+07    8,8029339e+07    1,3232238e+07    2,8811172e+07    3,0794289e+07    3,0762709e+07    7,1880819e+03    4,1032648e+05    1,4572282e+06    1,2917431e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0140625    4,6735336e+07    8,3755023e+07    8,9473178e+07    9,0030006e+07    1,3532964e+07    2,9371951e+07    3,1491067e+07    3,1461862e+07    7,3512714e+03    3,6662972e+05    1,5083839e+06    1,3211009e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0143750    4,7773895e+07    8,5372151e+07    9,1435913e+07    9,2030673e+07    1,3833691e+07    2,9931439e+07    3,2187846e+07    3,2161014e+07    7,5144609e+03    3,2401318e+05    1,5595397e+06    1,3504587e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0146875    4,8812454e+07    8,6987742e+07    9,3398648e+07    9,4031340e+07    1,4134417e+07    3,0490249e+07    3,2884624e+07    3,2860167e+07    7,6776506e+03    2,8237466e+05    1,6106954e+06    1,3798165e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9886305e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0387170e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4822060e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0150000    4,9851014e+07    8,8546336e+07    9,5361383e+07    9,6032006e+07    1,4435144e+07    3,1023794e+07    3,3581403e+07    3,3559319e+07    7,8408405e+03    2,7628951e+05    1,6618512e+06    1,4091743e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0153125    5,0889573e+07    9,0104737e+07    9,7324118e+07    9,8032673e+07    1,4735870e+07    3,1557188e+07    3,4278181e+07    3,4258472e+07    8,0040307e+03    2,6994286e+05    1,7130069e+06    1,4385321e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0156250    5,1928132e+07    9,1663139e+07    9,9286853e+07    1,0003334e+08    1,5036596e+07    3,2090583e+07    3,4974960e+07    3,4957624e+07    8,1672218e+03    2,6359622e+05    1,7641627e+06    1,4678899e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0159375    5,2966692e+07    9,3218594e+07    1,0124959e+08    1,0203401e+08    1,5337323e+07    3,2620693e+07    3,5671739e+07    3,5656777e+07    8,3304145e+03    2,5325098e+05    1,8153184e+06    1,4972477e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0162500    5,4005251e+07    9,4773913e+07    1,0320332e+08    1,0403467e+08    1,5638049e+07    3,3150650e+07    3,6363783e+07    3,6355929e+07    8,4936104e+03    2,4271939e+05    1,8643888e+06    1,5266055e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,0928244e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0615633e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7812349e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0165625    5,5043811e+07    9,6329231e+07    1,0509859e+08    1,0602954e+08    1,5938775e+07    3,3680607e+07    3,7026768e+07    3,7051555e+07    8,6568128e+03    2,3218779e+05    1,9033204e+06    1,5542104e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    5,9351739e+09    6,3260885e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0552477e+10    1,0630623e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7736576e+09    2,8371161e+09
0,0168750    5,6082370e+07    9,7883890e+07    1,0695314e+08    1,0798696e+08    1,6239502e+07    3,4209977e+07    3,7668955e+07    3,7729062e+07    8,8200280e+03    2,2148808e+05    1,9348868e+06    1,5741981e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,8269166e+09    5,9343525e+09    6,2316259e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0355491e+10    1,0552072e+10    1,0617707e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3751296e+09    2,7736731e+09    2,8357499e+09
0,0171875    5,7120930e+07    9,9366327e+07    1,0877601e+08    1,0991172e+08    1,6540228e+07    3,4732887e+07    3,8297257e+07    3,8392874e+07    8,9832690e+03    1,6969048e+05    1,9608174e+06    1,5889646e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,7184212e+09    5,8211317e+09    6,1337480e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0345262e+10    1,0529447e+10    1,0598345e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3687780e+09    2,7697898e+09    2,8325279e+09
0,0175000    5,8159490e+07    1,0082730e+08    1,1059486e+08    1,1182540e+08    1,6840954e+07    3,5259670e+07    3,8923685e+07    3,9051565e+07    9,1465616e+03    1,1793935e+05    1,9861003e+06    1,6016042e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,5787091e+09    5,8200228e+09    6,0347925e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0308457e+10    1,0529685e+10    1,0575148e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3618867e+09    2,7700785e+09    2,8276950e+09
0,0178125    5,9198048e+07    1,0225374e+08    1,1239807e+08    1,1369207e+08    1,7141681e+07    3,5786893e+07    3,9551486e+07    3,9698254e+07    9,3095448e+03    6,9437372e+04    2,0102449e+06    1,6068416e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,5333119e+09    5,7525602e+09    5,9026619e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0290273e+10    1,0527691e+10    1,0572933e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3592717e+09    2,7696988e+09    2,8265621e+09
0,0181250    6,0236607e+07    1,0366472e+08    1,1417025e+08    1,1549521e+08    1,7442407e+07    3,6305320e+07    4,0181229e+07    4,0348257e+07    9,4727343e+03    1,7960927e+04    2,0333901e+06    1,6135823e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,4778175e+09    5,5586093e+09    5,6880284e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0278162e+10    1,0526637e+10    1,0572159e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3580066e+09    2,7652884e+09    2,8222146e+09
0,0184375    6,1275166e+07    1,0505409e+08    1,1589240e+08    1,1727237e+08    1,7743134e+07    3,6816302e+07    4,0813463e+07    4,0998645e+07    9,6359238e+03   -3,1128250e+04    2,0569290e+06    1,6190464e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,3505966e+09    5,4872447e+09    5,6864988e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0257789e+10    1,0526286e+10    1,0571801e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3316410e+09    2,7653183e+09    2,8223468e+09
0,0187500    6,2313726e+07    1,0639372e+08    1,1760677e+08    1,1904791e+08    1,8043860e+07    3,7298792e+07    4,1445521e+07    4,1648672e+07    9,7991132e+03   -9,2704147e+04    2,0806739e+06    1,6243207e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2841678e+09    5,4855879e+09    5,6099387e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0200151e+10    1,0525861e+10    1,0570792e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2816868e+09    2,7653732e+09    2,8203286e+09
0,0190625    6,3352285e+07    1,0773243e+08    1,1929050e+08    1,2076700e+08    1,8344586e+07    3,7780411e+07    4,2080092e+07    4,2302715e+07    9,9623027e+03   -1,5496216e+05    2,0999087e+06    1,6252632e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2837812e+09    5,3275528e+09    5,3597004e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0199801e+10    1,0523185e+10    1,0568083e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2816909e+09    2,7620870e+09    2,8184237e+09
0,0193750    6,4390845e+07    1,0906618e+08    1,2092461e+08    1,2243440e+08    1,8645313e+07    3,8263794e+07    4,2718750e+07    4,2960144e+07    1,0125492e+04   -2,1799548e+05    2,1179058e+06    1,6266102e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2594211e+09    5,1713700e+09    5,2692239e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0195779e+10    1,0522271e+10    1,0567607e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2810728e+09    2,7617948e+09    2,8179207e+09
0,0196875    6,5429404e+07    1,1039272e+08    1,2252721e+08    1,2408036e+08    1,8946039e+07    3,8747046e+07    4,3358993e+07    4,3618060e+07    1,0288682e+04   -2,7840384e+05    2,1375323e+06    1,6295979e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,1156106e+09    5,0856919e+09    5,2663757e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0182263e+10    1,0521694e+10    1,0567206e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2068685e+09    2,7614859e+09    2,8178958e+09
0,0200000    6,6467963e+07    1,1167244e+08    1,2406934e+08    1,2572545e+08    1,9246765e+07    3,9223725e+07    4,3970274e+07    4,4275368e+07    1,0451871e+04   -3,1266746e+05    2,1265020e+06    1,6325906e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0909497e+09    4,8840511e+09    5,2636011e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0179277e+10    1,0442877e+10    1,0566775e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2068154e+09    2,6696294e+09    2,8178503e+09
0,0203125    6,7506523e+07    1,1294774e+08    1,2557467e+08    1,2736970e+08    1,9547492e+07    3,9701498e+07    4,4563793e+07    4,4932079e+07    1,0615061e+04   -3,4753518e+05    2,1025476e+06    1,6355891e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0635393e+09    4,8133028e+09    5,2609260e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176963e+10    1,0433438e+10    1,0566347e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2058622e+09    2,6685231e+09    2,8178063e+09
0,0206250    6,8545082e+07    1,1421749e+08    1,2705800e+08    1,2897824e+08    1,9848218e+07    4,0180596e+07    4,5147076e+07    4,5586405e+07    1,0778250e+04   -3,8339177e+05    2,0741028e+06    1,6392650e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0630894e+09    4,7385170e+09    5,0099880e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176671e+10    1,0417650e+10    1,0553513e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059024e+09    2,6651402e+09    2,8143036e+09
0,0209375    6,9583641e+07    1,1548710e+08    1,2847859e+08    1,3052762e+08    2,0148945e+07    4,0659561e+07    4,5716714e+07    4,6228015e+07    1,0941439e+04   -4,1923180e+05    2,0269149e+06    1,6381270e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0626246e+09    4,4462363e+09    4,9357204e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176351e+10    1,0389605e+10    1,0533541e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059108e+09    2,6070068e+09    2,8083272e+09
0,0212500    7,0622201e+07    1,1675656e+08    1,2985981e+08    1,3206927e+08    2,0449671e+07    4,1138397e+07    4,6278951e+07    4,6865409e+07    1,1104629e+04   -4,5505537e+05    1,9731106e+06    1,6350573e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0621723e+09    4,3899118e+09    4,9323921e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176036e+10    1,0372146e+10    1,0533189e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059192e+09    2,6019737e+09    2,8084491e+09
0,0215625    7,1660760e+07    1,1800965e+08    1,3123090e+08    1,3360985e+08    2,0750397e+07    4,1621474e+07    4,6835421e+07    4,7502061e+07    1,1267818e+04   -4,9050229e+05    1,9165293e+06    1,6319713e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9954768e+09    4,3866743e+09    4,9290387e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0170833e+10    1,0372419e+10    1,0532522e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2058450e+09    2,6021124e+09    2,8083955e+09
0,0218750    7,2699319e+07    1,1925203e+08    1,3260100e+08    1,3514942e+08    2,1051124e+07    4,2105962e+07    4,7391358e+07    4,8137985e+07    1,1431008e+04   -5,2513799e+05    1,8600478e+06    1,6288700e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8705410e+09    4,3835358e+09    4,9258139e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0152441e+10    1,0372321e+10    1,0531863e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1812764e+09    2,6022009e+09    2,8083441e+09
0,0221875    7,3737879e+07    1,2046143e+08    1,3397014e+08    1,3667667e+08    2,1351850e+07    4,2582455e+07    4,7946772e+07    4,8765728e+07    1,1594197e+04   -5,4746280e+05    1,8036644e+06    1,6210141e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8699362e+09    4,3805141e+09    4,8720636e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0152257e+10    1,0372224e+10    1,0508616e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1812991e+09    2,6022876e+09    2,7993591e+09
0,0225000    7,4776438e+07    1,2167042e+08    1,3533837e+08    1,3819849e+08    2,1652576e+07    4,3058013e+07    4,8501670e+07    4,9389774e+07    1,1757386e+04   -5,7049142e+05    1,7473772e+06    1,6112583e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8629480e+09    4,3776058e+09    4,8690743e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0072440e+10    1,0372126e+10    1,0508420e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1184679e+09    2,6023727e+09    2,7993594e+09
0,0228125    7,5814997e+07    1,2287214e+08    1,3670571e+08    1,3971940e+08    2,1953303e+07    4,3529386e+07    4,9056061e+07    5,0013097e+07    1,1920575e+04   -5,9783706e+05    1,6911847e+06    1,6014824e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7937422e+09    4,3748075e+09    4,8661834e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0064365e+10    1,0372029e+10    1,0507642e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167520e+09    2,6024561e+09    2,7992947e+09
0,0231250    7,6853557e+07    1,2405489e+08    1,3804938e+08    1,4121586e+08    2,2254029e+07    4,4000325e+07    4,9601431e+07    5,0625271e+07    1,2083764e+04   -6,2342592e+05    1,6299067e+06    1,5842441e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7619696e+09    4,2593202e+09    4,7349942e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0060940e+10    1,0356236e+10    1,0482228e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167239e+09    2,5967446e+09    2,7865770e+09
0,0234375    7,7892116e+07    1,2523034e+08    1,3936496e+08    1,4268475e+08    2,2554756e+07    4,4473524e+07    5,0135587e+07    5,1225378e+07    1,2246952e+04   -6,4871203e+05    1,5626196e+06    1,5583372e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7612887e+09    4,1987382e+09    4,6910631e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0061030e+10    1,0345767e+10    1,0473471e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167373e+09    2,5939213e+09    2,7816341e+09
0,0237500    7,8930675e+07    1,2638314e+08    1,4065429e+08    1,4414990e+08    2,2855482e+07    4,4949210e+07    5,0669774e+07    5,1823425e+07    1,2410138e+04   -6,7357836e+05    1,5065462e+06    1,5313890e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,6409445e+09    4,0860148e+09    4,6875884e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0050593e+10    1,0344321e+10    1,0472673e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1164127e+09    2,5621209e+09    2,7815504e+09
0,0240625    7,9969235e+07    1,2751374e+08    1,4193047e+08    1,4561397e+08    2,3156208e+07    4,5421077e+07    5,1204437e+07    5,2420545e+07    1,2573321e+04   -7,0003819e+05    1,4570924e+06    1,5043237e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,6031070e+09    4,0829346e+09    4,6842090e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0040625e+10    1,0343832e+10    1,0471295e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1147942e+09    2,5622379e+09    2,7814211e+09
0,0243750    8,1007794e+07    1,2862488e+08    1,4320570e+08    1,4703581e+08    2,3456935e+07    4,5896230e+07    5,1738472e+07    5,3013195e+07    1,2736497e+04   -7,2581062e+05    1,4076779e+06    1,4758135e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5261969e+09    4,0800126e+09    4,4397851e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0027387e+10    1,0343777e+10    1,0461823e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1136287e+09    2,5624629e+09    2,7730509e+09
0,0246875    8,2046353e+07    1,2972653e+08    1,4445691e+08    1,4841719e+08    2,3757661e+07    4,6375099e+07    5,2270760e+07    5,3599494e+07    1,2899660e+04   -7,5030356e+05    1,3582008e+06    1,4429308e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5249458e+09    3,9440216e+09    4,3930161e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0027700e+10    1,0342763e+10    1,0460118e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1136883e+09    2,5605982e+09    2,7698197e+09
0,0250000    8,3084912e+07    1,3081880e+08    1,4568272e+08    1,4976284e+08    2,4058387e+07    4,6855596e+07    5,2800619e+07    5,4179680e+07    1,3062797e+04   -7,7340109e+05    1,3086056e+06    1,4040286e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4901295e+09    3,9062036e+09    4,1202826e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0026278e+10    1,0341880e+10    1,0444101e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1129297e+09    2,5601445e+09    2,7542328e+09
0,0253125    8,4123471e+07    1,3190919e+08    1,4688814e+08    1,5103978e+08    2,4359114e+07    4,7336154e+07    5,3324874e+07    5,4746579e+07    1,3225882e+04   -7,9623868e+05    1,2574809e+06    1,3625154e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4889762e+09    3,7576641e+09    4,0035888e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0026338e+10    1,0333079e+10    1,0433561e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1129426e+09    2,5473601e+09    2,7412680e+09
0,0256250    8,5162030e+07    1,3299885e+08    1,4801613e+08    1,5227330e+08    2,4659840e+07    4,7816296e+07    5,3841765e+07    5,5303164e+07    1,3388861e+04   -8,1910418e+05    1,2141703e+06    1,3167885e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4484175e+09    3,5175058e+09    3,8967030e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019487e+10    1,0328990e+10    1,0422505e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1119937e+09    2,5338718e+09    2,7342386e+09
0,0259375    8,6200591e+07    1,3407619e+08    1,4908813e+08    1,5344114e+08    2,4960566e+07    4,8291161e+07    5,4354301e+07    5,5849715e+07    1,3552471e+04   -8,4378959e+05    1,1775795e+06    1,2683845e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4471663e+09    3,3258339e+09    3,5267004e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019504e+10    1,0323019e+10    1,0413215e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120185e+09    2,5213057e+09    2,7221823e+09
0,0262500    8,7239150e+07    1,3515314e+08    1,5011702e+08    1,5453203e+08    2,5261293e+07    4,8765740e+07    5,4864727e+07    5,6390024e+07    1,3715660e+04   -8,6843406e+05    1,1432364e+06    1,2130091e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4459450e+09    3,2344178e+09    3,4844826e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019511e+10    1,0320038e+10    1,0403706e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120408e+09    2,5204078e+09    2,7217173e+09
0,0265625    8,8277709e+07    1,3622972e+08    1,5109701e+08    1,5560419e+08    2,5562019e+07    4,9240038e+07    5,5373779e+07    5,6928047e+07    1,3878850e+04   -8,9303796e+05    1,1126736e+06    1,1594296e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4447542e+09    3,0834307e+09    3,3468855e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019518e+10    1,0318233e+10    1,0400490e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120629e+09    2,5177354e+09    2,7178856e+09
0,0268750    8,9316269e+07    1,3730475e+08    1,5202211e+08    1,5662784e+08    2,5862746e+07    4,9713390e+07    5,5876183e+07    5,7461049e+07    1,4042039e+04   -9,1695881e+05    1,0856767e+06    1,1088961e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4075490e+09    2,9543969e+09    3,2186087e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0008026e+10    1,0312450e+10    1,0396464e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1013464e+09    2,5056321e+09    2,7168957e+09
0,0271875    9,0354828e+07    1,3836935e+08    1,5294345e+08    1,5761872e+08    2,6163472e+07    5,0180769e+07    5,6376748e+07    5,7988359e+07    1,4205229e+04   -9,3533685e+05    1,0586592e+06    1,0598716e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4064310e+09    2,9462525e+09    3,1600711e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0008027e+10    1,0311273e+10    1,0391668e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1013667e+09    2,5056253e+09    2,7157879e+09
0,0275000    9,1393388e+07    1,3943157e+08    1,5386226e+08    1,5859557e+08    2,6464198e+07    5,0647612e+07    5,6875658e+07    5,8512812e+07    1,4368418e+04   -9,5380268e+05    1,0315887e+06    1,0136103e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,3716372e+09    2,9381704e+09    3,1190265e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0007467e+10    1,0309423e+10    1,0388169e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1012577e+09    2,5054610e+09    2,7115396e+09
0,0278125    9,2431947e+07    1,4047421e+08    1,5477065e+08    1,5956826e+08    2,6764925e+07    5,1111007e+07    5,7370180e+07    5,9035048e+07    1,4531608e+04   -9,7368515e+05    1,0015389e+06    9,6737416e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,3242891e+09    2,8605234e+09    3,1104819e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0005521e+10    1,0300695e+10    1,0384830e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1009085e+09    2,4965445e+09    2,7110569e+09
0,0281250    9,3470506e+07    1,4150653e+08    1,5564498e+08    1,6052768e+08    2,7065651e+07    5,1569837e+07    5,7862383e+07    5,9556308e+07    1,4694797e+04   -9,9149363e+05    9,7372426e+05    9,1930225e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,2675012e+09    2,7707392e+09    3,0336232e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9879408e+09    1,0288239e+10    1,0380633e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0904697e+09    2,4888447e+09    2,7092378e+09
0,0284375    9,4509066e+07    1,4251828e+08    1,5650357e+08    1,6147377e+08    2,7366377e+07    5,2023778e+07    5,8353120e+07    6,0076544e+07    1,4857987e+04   -1,0078345e+06    9,4544789e+05    8,7114285e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,2083754e+09    2,7267222e+09    3,0254874e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9862058e+09    1,0286468e+10    1,0377510e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0884701e+09    2,4885634e+09    2,7088279e+09
0,0287500    9,5547625e+07    1,4351720e+08    1,5734827e+08    1,6241737e+08    2,7667104e+07    5,2477065e+07    5,8840970e+07    6,0594732e+07    1,5021176e+04   -1,0240988e+06    9,1515007e+05    8,2259099e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,1914826e+09    2,6846230e+09    3,0175515e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9832190e+09    1,0281389e+10    1,0374304e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0858530e+09    2,4834999e+09    2,7083878e+09
0,0290625    9,6586184e+07    1,4451416e+08    1,5818377e+08    1,6335508e+08    2,7967830e+07    5,2929349e+07    5,9325178e+07    6,1110141e+07    1,5184366e+04   -1,0409729e+06    8,8276621e+05    7,7471294e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,1898681e+09    2,6497985e+09    2,9892319e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9832001e+09    1,0276546e+10    1,0370117e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0858875e+09    2,4824792e+09    2,7060113e+09
0,0293750    9,7624744e+07    1,4550316e+08    1,5901000e+08    1,6427979e+08    2,8268557e+07    5,3381753e+07    5,9805459e+07    6,1621075e+07    1,5347555e+04   -1,0568048e+06    8,4930009e+05    7,2921461e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,1519008e+09    2,6240146e+09    2,9204214e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9827389e+09    1,0273640e+10    1,0361199e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0851711e+09    2,4812400e+09    2,7033002e+09
0,0296875    9,8663303e+07    1,4648773e+08    1,5982715e+08    1,6518438e+08    2,8569283e+07    5,3834010e+07    6,0282391e+07    6,2125896e+07    1,5510744e+04   -1,0720924e+06    8,1745745e+05    6,8911879e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,1501944e+09    2,5902091e+09    2,8926252e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9825890e+09    1,0270169e+10    1,0357806e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0852217e+09    2,4800029e+09    2,6929997e+09
0,0300000    9,9701862e+07    1,4746772e+08    1,6063391e+08    1,6607021e+08    2,8870009e+07    5,4284662e+07    6,0756259e+07    6,2624832e+07    1,5673934e+04   -1,0883019e+06    7,8698847e+05    6,4731507e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,1133981e+09    2,5602997e+09    2,8053659e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9787824e+09    1,0266819e+10    1,0344680e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0800812e+09    2,4797898e+09    2,6624767e+09
0,0303125    1,0074042e+08    1,4843907e+08    1,6143016e+08    1,6693620e+08    2,9170736e+07    5,4733899e+07    6,1230041e+07    6,3120065e+07    1,5837123e+04   -1,1038885e+06    7,5715291e+05    6,0766972e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,0956352e+09    2,5063720e+09    2,7058040e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9786986e+09    1,0264700e+10    1,0332069e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0773137e+09    2,4727399e+09    2,6505992e+09
0,0306250    1,0177898e+08    1,4940469e+08    1,6220340e+08    1,6775583e+08    2,9471462e+07    5,5181987e+07    6,1698009e+07    6,3608407e+07    1,6000313e+04   -1,1181817e+06    7,2885338e+05    5,7604056e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,0694482e+09    2,4598486e+09    2,5634483e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9743104e+09    1,0257744e+10    1,0319679e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0761215e+09    2,4666584e+09    2,6101113e+09
0,0309375    1,0281754e+08    1,5035573e+08    1,6296192e+08    1,6854902e+08    2,9772188e+07    5,5626264e+07    6,2158666e+07    6,4089751e+07    1,6163502e+04   -1,1342299e+06    6,9534619e+05    5,4677787e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,0146148e+09    2,4016125e+09    2,5306935e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9694691e+09    1,0234396e+10    1,0287755e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0693877e+09    2,4475019e+09    2,5957458e+09
0,0312500    1,0385610e+08    1,5128432e+08    1,6371003e+08    1,6933390e+08    3,0072915e+07    5,6068808e+07    6,2613974e+07    6,4563277e+07    1,6326691e+04   -1,1521557e+06    6,6066809e+05    5,1660772e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,9523110e+09    2,3873850e+09    2,5063231e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9633936e+09    1,0232256e+10    1,0271183e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0685281e+09    2,4398461e+09    2,5946810e+09
0,0315625    1,0489466e+08    1,5219381e+08    1,6445055e+08    1,7010065e+08    3,0373641e+07    5,6510255e+07    6,3067969e+07    6,5032469e+07    1,6489879e+04   -1,1723161e+06    6,2794652e+05    4,8330108e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,8900691e+09    2,3528789e+09    2,4320874e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9603236e+09    1,0226733e+10    1,0254811e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0614454e+09    2,4318160e+09    2,5868256e+09
0,0318750    1,0593322e+08    1,5309529e+08    1,6515485e+08    1,7084425e+08    3,0674367e+07    5,6951453e+07    6,3514967e+07    6,5495369e+07    1,6653066e+04   -1,1919495e+06    5,9781288e+05    4,5687133e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,8553744e+09    2,2273605e+09    2,3748005e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9588698e+09    1,0219650e+10    1,0242950e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0602462e+09    2,4127826e+09    2,5656095e+09
0,0321875    1,0697178e+08    1,5397194e+08    1,6583865e+08    1,7158471e+08    3,0975094e+07    5,7394133e+07    6,3957995e+07    6,5955652e+07    1,6816252e+04   -1,2070204e+06    5,7592903e+05    4,3053523e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,7794006e+09    2,1540540e+09    2,3676782e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9580182e+09    1,0206149e+10    1,0239496e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0549642e+09    2,3826832e+09    2,5650580e+09
0,0325000    1,0801034e+08    1,5483537e+08    1,6650880e+08    1,7231935e+08    3,1275820e+07    5,7837669e+07    6,4397615e+07    6,6411222e+07    1,6979432e+04   -1,2221132e+06    5,5832007e+05    4,0507977e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,7351222e+09    2,1383295e+09    2,3408250e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9548633e+09    1,0197663e+10    1,0225712e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0549397e+09    2,3800113e+09    2,5622301e+09
0,0328125    1,0904890e+08    1,5568511e+08    1,6716923e+08    1,7304175e+08    3,1576547e+07    5,8283256e+07    6,4837525e+07    6,6861360e+07    1,7142604e+04   -1,2375222e+06    5,4121029e+05    3,8189785e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,7176760e+09    2,0712689e+09    2,2953060e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9541085e+09    1,0175162e+10    1,0220522e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0546714e+09    2,3771232e+09    2,5596167e+09
0,0331250    1,1008746e+08    1,5651376e+08    1,6780637e+08    1,7374116e+08    3,1877273e+07    5,8730355e+07    6,5270862e+07    6,7305682e+07    1,7305759e+04   -1,2519669e+06    5,2583870e+05    3,6059397e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,5563125e+09    2,0085652e+09    2,2270216e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9459084e+09    1,0163485e+10    1,0214576e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0514662e+09    2,3632255e+09    2,5582846e+09
0,0334375    1,1112601e+08    1,5731129e+08    1,6843119e+08    1,7442253e+08    3,2177999e+07    5,9180325e+07    6,5697544e+07    6,7741880e+07    1,7468879e+04   -1,2637463e+06    5,0599051e+05    3,3692305e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,5481233e+09    1,9836346e+09    2,1427155e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9456040e+09    1,0155282e+10    1,0191704e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0505549e+09    2,3558777e+09    2,5411043e+09
0,0337500    1,1216457e+08    1,5810187e+08    1,6904985e+08    1,7508803e+08    3,2478726e+07    5,9630852e+07    6,6119999e+07    6,8174409e+07    1,7632208e+04   -1,2755097e+06    4,8340830e+05    3,1275524e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,4796018e+09    1,9784237e+09    2,1274913e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9414001e+09    1,0153385e+10    1,0180588e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0504028e+09    2,3556486e+09    2,5405258e+09
0,0340625    1,1320313e+08    1,5885165e+08    1,6966213e+08    1,7574944e+08    3,2779452e+07    6,0087877e+07    6,6541406e+07    6,8601902e+07    1,7795397e+04   -1,2877726e+06    4,6420835e+05    2,8932106e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,3962727e+09    1,9504933e+09    2,0996685e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9385414e+09    1,0150901e+10    1,0121999e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0503105e+09    2,3440198e+09    2,5334280e+09
0,0343750    1,1424169e+08    1,5959924e+08    1,7025114e+08    1,7639987e+08    3,3080178e+07    6,0543889e+07    6,6953674e+07    6,9019244e+07    1,7958586e+04   -1,3002011e+06    4,4803875e+05    2,6969525e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,3909073e+09    1,8484464e+09    2,0641636e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9382970e+09    1,0088742e+10    1,0117338e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0503285e+09    2,3255279e+09    2,5187403e+09
0,0346875    1,1528025e+08    1,6034458e+08    1,7082093e+08    1,7703664e+08    3,3380905e+07    6,0998828e+07    6,7350698e+07    6,9428815e+07    1,8121776e+04   -1,3125148e+06    4,3319319e+05    2,4707072e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,3768840e+09    1,8061297e+09    2,0259630e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8992305e+09    1,0076242e+10    1,0094222e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0422890e+09    2,3230361e+09    2,5007734e+09
0,0350000    1,1631881e+08    1,6107859e+08    1,7135762e+08    1,7765996e+08    3,3681631e+07    6,1447924e+07    6,7738128e+07    6,9824161e+07    1,8284965e+04   -1,3257476e+06    4,1677299e+05    2,1582360e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,3234786e+09    1,6709900e+09    1,9908115e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8908556e+09    1,0027915e+10    1,0050476e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0366420e+09    2,2964753e+09    2,4849195e+09
0,0353125    1,1735737e+08    1,6179738e+08    1,7187844e+08    1,7827932e+08    3,3982358e+07    6,1893890e+07    6,8116077e+07    7,0215696e+07    1,8448155e+04   -1,3400674e+06    3,9482362e+05    1,8315365e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,2807859e+09    1,6651639e+09    1,9512083e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8768731e+09    1,0025313e+10    1,0035390e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0339131e+09    2,2960724e+09    2,4759024e+09
0,0356250    1,1839593e+08    1,6250475e+08    1,7239746e+08    1,7888761e+08    3,4283084e+07    6,2336529e+07    6,8492086e+07    7,0599743e+07    1,8611344e+04   -1,3538151e+06    3,7285096e+05    1,4560164e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,2424444e+09    1,6594202e+09    1,9450241e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8718255e+09    1,0021880e+10    1,0030283e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0321346e+09    2,2955607e+09    2,4753387e+09
0,0359375    1,1943449e+08    1,6319533e+08    1,7291060e+08    1,7948607e+08    3,4583810e+07    6,2771349e+07    6,8862904e+07    7,0980449e+07    1,8774534e+04   -1,3682099e+06    3,4728760e+05    1,0810693e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,1994854e+09    1,6401462e+09    1,8421534e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8626377e+09    1,0009376e+10    9,9756787e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0246528e+09    2,2847412e+09    2,4609625e+09
0,0362500    1,2047305e+08    1,6387508e+08    1,7341931e+08    1,8005328e+08    3,4884537e+07    6,3199637e+07    6,9230104e+07    7,1345117e+07    1,8937723e+04   -1,3878885e+06    3,2208727e+05    6,7037330e+04    3,3233899e+09    2,1543326e+09    1,5803802e+09    1,7776828e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8161608e+09    9,9649342e+09    9,9693099e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0022618e+09    2,2806854e+09    2,4589285e+09
0,0365625    1,2151161e+08    1,6454503e+08    1,7391196e+08    1,8059928e+08    3,5185263e+07    6,3625778e+07    6,9587386e+07    7,1708755e+07    1,9100913e+04   -1,4087431e+06    2,9916923e+05    2,8904204e+04    3,3233899e+09    2,1393584e+09    1,5751567e+09    1,7365278e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8156331e+09    9,9613363e+09    9,9638284e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0011247e+09    2,2802569e+09    2,4564531e+09
0,0368750    1,2255017e+08    1,6519527e+08    1,7439867e+08    1,8113877e+08    3,5485989e+07    6,4047179e+07    6,9943444e+07    7,2070148e+07    1,9264102e+04   -1,4270589e+06    2,7651627e+05   -8,9332357e+03    3,3233899e+09    2,0566517e+09    1,5389153e+09    1,7011773e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7767597e+09    9,9570063e+09    9,9583280e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9951447e+09    2,2797045e+09    2,4553305e+09
0,0371875    1,2358873e+08    1,6582792e+08    1,7487479e+08    1,8166810e+08    3,5786716e+07    6,4464079e+07    7,0297971e+07    7,2430438e+07    1,9427292e+04   -1,4407181e+06    2,5682774e+05   -4,7982121e+04    3,3233899e+09    1,9894060e+09    1,5190689e+09    1,6898841e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7618840e+09    9,9529831e+09    9,9517639e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9896409e+09    2,2713181e+09    2,4548127e+09
0,0375000    1,2462729e+08    1,6644849e+08    1,7534780e+08    1,8219450e+08    3,6087442e+07    6,4882310e+07    7,0650263e+07    7,2789395e+07    1,9590481e+04   -1,4534872e+06    2,3761148e+05   -8,6947443e+04    3,3233899e+09    1,9846177e+09    1,4906919e+09    1,6821059e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7611887e+09    9,9391669e+09    9,9436853e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9895602e+09    2,2615304e+09    2,4530701e+09
0,0378125    1,2566585e+08    1,6706198e+08    1,7581248e+08    1,8271522e+08    3,6388168e+07    6,5299822e+07    7,0996263e+07    7,3146461e+07    1,9753671e+04   -1,4663166e+06    2,1413048e+05   -1,2444508e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,9403442e+09    1,4857324e+09    1,6281839e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7594813e+09    9,9354641e+09    9,9382319e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9883781e+09    2,2610748e+09    2,4382769e+09
0,0381250    1,2670441e+08    1,6766724e+08    1,7626687e+08    1,8321773e+08    3,6688895e+07    6,5716752e+07    7,1340639e+07    7,3496379e+07    1,9916860e+04   -1,4792030e+06    1,9352771e+05   -1,6058910e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,9356570e+09    1,4446974e+09    1,5999072e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7584363e+09    9,9304211e+09    9,9147426e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9882043e+09    2,2566058e+09    2,4273552e+09
0,0384375    1,2774296e+08    1,6826129e+08    1,7671664e+08    1,8371576e+08    3,6989621e+07    6,6123196e+07    7,1684174e+07    7,3842547e+07    2,0080050e+04   -1,4896450e+06    1,7365177e+05   -1,9846217e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,8994774e+09    1,4294948e+09    1,5909998e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7288806e+09    9,9225866e+09    9,9096596e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9858519e+09    2,2556815e+09    2,4266140e+09
0,0387500    1,2878152e+08    1,6884015e+08    1,7716141e+08    1,8421081e+08    3,7290348e+07    6,6524359e+07    7,2024456e+07    7,4186309e+07    2,0243239e+04   -1,4969884e+06    1,5328486e+05   -2,3623642e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,8002441e+09    1,3986049e+09    1,5599410e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5407107e+09    9,9119544e+09    9,8946834e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9468154e+09    2,2491183e+09    2,4199485e+09
0,0390625    1,2982008e+08    1,6939960e+08    1,7759179e+08    1,8468765e+08    3,7591074e+07    6,6920751e+07    7,2360019e+07    7,4524529e+07    2,0406429e+04   -1,5014523e+06    1,2905548e+05   -2,6853180e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,7680396e+09    1,3740106e+09    1,5073721e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5324955e+09    9,9077860e+09    9,8742605e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9408097e+09    2,2485200e+09    2,4132390e+09
0,0393750    1,3085864e+08    1,6995095e+08    1,7801429e+08    1,8515712e+08    3,7891800e+07    6,7312382e+07    7,2693951e+07    7,4856668e+07    2,0569620e+04   -1,5090152e+06    1,0632426e+05   -2,9989099e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,7631017e+09    1,3195686e+09    1,5010095e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5310690e+09    9,8975547e+09    9,8679537e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9407001e+09    2,2403360e+09    2,4125582e+09
0,0396875    1,3189720e+08    1,7048596e+08    1,7841678e+08    1,8562155e+08    3,8192527e+07    6,7697117e+07    7,3026832e+07    7,5186984e+07    2,0732812e+04   -1,5193876e+06    8,5244882e+04   -3,3111605e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,7023377e+09    1,2683285e+09    1,4424218e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5024596e+09    9,8931308e+09    9,8513305e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8492471e+09    2,2398653e+09    2,4053780e+09
0,0400000    1,3293576e+08    1,7101421e+08    1,7880901e+08    1,8606810e+08    3,8493253e+07    6,8080382e+07    7,3357016e+07    7,5505816e+07    2,0896005e+04   -1,5262933e+06    6,3571555e+04   -3,6894832e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,6876308e+09    1,2216002e+09    1,4034856e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4986309e+09    9,8418904e+09    9,7579508e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8491408e+09    2,2225914e+09    2,3713318e+09
0,0403125    1,3397432e+08    1,7153818e+08    1,7918966e+08    1,8650220e+08    3,8793979e+07    6,8461944e+07    7,3676568e+07    7,5810875e+07    2,1059203e+04   -1,5322678e+06    3,7138361e+04   -4,1433675e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,6650014e+09    1,2169487e+09    1,3785202e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4966373e+09    9,8383743e+09    9,7526519e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8449752e+09    2,2222012e+09    2,3703128e+09
0,0406250    1,3501288e+08    1,7205365e+08    1,7956374e+08    1,8692517e+08    3,9094706e+07    6,8841876e+07    7,3994632e+07    7,6117087e+07    2,1222409e+04   -1,5374091e+06    1,0746400e+04   -4,6059495e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,6294273e+09    1,1877420e+09    1,3149667e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4933784e+09    9,8345713e+09    9,7366776e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8416297e+09    2,2217583e+09    2,3696079e+09
0,0409375    1,3605144e+08    1,7256157e+08    1,7993111e+08    1,8733472e+08    3,9395432e+07    6,9220157e+07    7,4311110e+07    7,6425248e+07    2,1385632e+04   -1,5433950e+06   -1,4097183e+04   -5,0734040e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,6145293e+09    1,1656322e+09    1,3077238e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4725976e+09    9,8304969e+09    9,7280270e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8373514e+09    2,2133065e+09    2,3679791e+09
0,0412500    1,3709000e+08    1,7306020e+08    1,8028863e+08    1,8771996e+08    3,9696159e+07    6,9597437e+07    7,4623518e+07    7,6729156e+07    2,1548755e+04   -1,5500153e+06   -3,7108286e+04   -5,5192157e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,5864899e+09    1,1327450e+09    1,1804482e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4703569e+09    9,8213866e+09    9,6810232e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8351353e+09    2,2017918e+09    2,3625569e+09
0,0415625    1,3812856e+08    1,7354583e+08    1,8063396e+08    1,8808470e+08    3,9996885e+07    6,9972464e+07    7,4924585e+07    7,7030512e+07    2,1711944e+04   -1,5566087e+06   -5,7310829e+04   -5,9242361e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,5433408e+09    1,1014583e+09    1,1648938e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4638203e+09    9,7782734e+09    9,6759685e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8317046e+09    2,1974530e+09    2,3511823e+09
0,0418750    1,3916712e+08    1,7402289e+08    1,8097719e+08    1,8844482e+08    4,0297611e+07    7,0343185e+07    7,5223646e+07    7,7328697e+07    2,1875134e+04   -1,5653471e+06   -7,7436811e+04   -6,3341452e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,5203161e+09    1,0972874e+09    1,1417321e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4576351e+09    9,7751177e+09    9,6640323e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8217172e+09    2,1971105e+09    2,3488683e+09
0,0421875    1,4020568e+08    1,7449333e+08    1,8131024e+08    1,8879674e+08    4,0598338e+07    7,0710586e+07    7,5524206e+07    7,7623495e+07    2,2038323e+04   -1,5718763e+06   -9,7862833e+04   -6,7492817e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,4734199e+09    1,0433003e+09    1,1034908e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4523477e+09    9,7643893e+09    9,6572632e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8111345e+09    2,1965565e+09    2,3460515e+09
0,0425000    1,4124424e+08    1,7494920e+08    1,8161143e+08    1,8913962e+08    4,0899064e+07    7,1074795e+07    7,5828667e+07    7,7916454e+07    2,2201513e+04   -1,5736287e+06   -1,1866812e+05   -7,1541879e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,4406824e+09    9,4399019e+08    1,0593258e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4503932e+09    9,7587569e+09    9,6514452e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8084844e+09    2,1960909e+09    2,3444111e+09
0,0428125    1,4228280e+08    1,7538835e+08    1,8190297e+08    1,8946832e+08    4,1199790e+07    7,1432560e+07    7,6130553e+07    7,8206856e+07    2,2364702e+04   -1,5724544e+06   -1,4196607e+05   -7,5394250e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,3729182e+09    9,3090457e+08    1,0341081e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4101417e+09    9,7492005e+09    9,6456157e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8026673e+09    2,1846457e+09    2,3434008e+09
0,0431250    1,4332135e+08    1,7581058e+08    1,8219241e+08    1,8979002e+08    4,1500517e+07    7,1781855e+07    7,6430877e+07    7,8495176e+07    2,2527891e+04   -1,5728817e+06   -1,6531901e+05   -7,9322577e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,3414461e+09    9,1234881e+08    1,0278658e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4077919e+09    9,7453344e+09    9,6400636e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8021906e+09    2,1839269e+09    2,3429576e+09
0,0434375    1,4435991e+08    1,7622782e+08    1,8247220e+08    1,9010979e+08    4,1801243e+07    7,2129562e+07    7,6729166e+07    7,8781905e+07    2,2691081e+04   -1,5730184e+06   -1,8736343e+05   -8,3240610e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,3011247e+09    8,7773935e+08    1,0217588e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4040930e+09    9,7413043e+09    9,6345663e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7976182e+09    2,1778363e+09    2,3425199e+09
0,0437500    1,4539847e+08    1,7662501e+08    1,8274133e+08    1,9042260e+08    4,2101969e+07    7,2474237e+07    7,7025665e+07    7,9065977e+07    2,2854270e+04   -1,5721886e+06   -2,0730369e+05   -8,6885147e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,2507903e+09    8,3629728e+08    9,9346183e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3804500e+09    9,7373594e+09    9,6233405e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7907052e+09    2,1748805e+09    2,3080602e+09
0,0440625    1,4643703e+08    1,7701057e+08    1,8299948e+08    1,9073169e+08    4,2402696e+07    7,2810932e+07    7,7320183e+07    7,9347372e+07    2,3017460e+04   -1,5749799e+06   -2,2496772e+05   -9,0538896e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,2188868e+09    8,1815807e+08    9,8765830e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3391830e+09    9,7332582e+09    9,6181214e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7757770e+09    2,1744233e+09    2,3076188e+09
0,0443750    1,4747559e+08    1,7737937e+08    1,8325384e+08    1,9103396e+08    4,2703422e+07    7,3135351e+07    7,7613038e+07    7,9622555e+07    2,3180649e+04   -1,5839767e+06   -2,4232880e+05   -9,3999754e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,1454977e+09    8,1255551e+08    9,4468637e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3185929e+09    9,7294406e+09    9,5886616e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7646432e+09    2,1741091e+09    2,3022815e+09
0,0446875    1,4851415e+08    1,7771589e+08    1,8349994e+08    1,9132657e+08    4,3004149e+07    7,3460585e+07    7,7899139e+07    7,9892664e+07    2,3343839e+04   -1,5922790e+06   -2,5685713e+05   -9,7298539e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,0499471e+09    7,7201323e+08    9,1262440e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3092792e+09    9,6989047e+09    9,5826108e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7639613e+09    2,1591387e+09    2,3014180e+09
0,0450000    1,4955271e+08    1,7802983e+08    1,8373356e+08    1,9160977e+08    4,3304875e+07    7,3787412e+07    7,8179790e+07    8,0160758e+07    2,3507028e+04   -1,5978085e+06   -2,6891314e+05   -1,0063227e+06    3,3233899e+09    9,5911856e+08    7,4017221e+08    8,9426691e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2946284e+09    9,6933829e+09    9,5755692e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7590855e+09    2,1586443e+09    2,2980170e+09
0,0453125    1,5059127e+08    1,7832563e+08    1,8396172e+08    1,9188785e+08    4,3605601e+07    7,4112757e+07    7,8458108e+07    8,0426407e+07    2,3670218e+04   -1,6010618e+06   -2,8087169e+05   -1,0402770e+06    3,3233899e+09    9,2992991e+08    7,2743034e+08    8,8665931e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2852728e+09    9,6797484e+09    9,5633590e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7578816e+09    2,1560196e+09    2,2883465e+09
0,0456250    1,5162983e+08    1,7861283e+08    1,8418653e+08    1,9216147e+08    4,3906328e+07    7,4432987e+07    7,8733492e+07    8,0688479e+07    2,3833407e+04   -1,6034351e+06   -2,9168545e+05   -1,0715418e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,9387389e+08    7,1092131e+08    8,6922292e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2693869e+09    9,6677478e+09    9,5543404e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7567197e+09    2,1451285e+09    2,2823136e+09
0,0459375    1,5266839e+08    1,7888862e+08    1,8440754e+08    1,9242930e+08    4,4207054e+07    7,4747646e+07    7,9006218e+07    8,0948519e+07    2,3996597e+04   -1,6055916e+06   -3,0192710e+05   -1,1019480e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,8005673e+08    7,0601801e+08    8,4733882e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2650561e+09    9,6635781e+09    9,5486331e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7547653e+09    2,1447777e+09    2,2815431e+09
0,0462500    1,5370695e+08    1,7916087e+08    1,8462300e+08    1,9269297e+08    4,4507780e+07    7,5060049e+07    7,9277585e+07    8,1206928e+07    2,4159786e+04   -1,6074345e+06   -3,1183448e+05   -1,1319251e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,5478529e+08    6,8075461e+08    8,4255470e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2573866e+09    9,6580703e+09    9,5430800e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7510452e+09    2,1407072e+09    2,2810646e+09
0,0465625    1,5474551e+08    1,7942651e+08    1,8483237e+08    1,9295488e+08    4,4808507e+07    7,5368844e+07    7,9547205e+07    8,1464014e+07    2,4322975e+04   -1,6081266e+06   -3,2056945e+05   -1,1618534e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,4863294e+08    6,5900148e+08    8,2940771e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2532046e+09    9,6536913e+09    9,5362090e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7505407e+09    2,1392172e+09    2,2797267e+09
0,0468750    1,5578407e+08    1,7968425e+08    1,8503380e+08    1,9320926e+08    4,5109233e+07    7,5675116e+07    7,9808447e+07    8,1721290e+07    2,4486165e+04   -1,6086011e+06   -3,3000334e+05   -1,1927083e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,8826695e+08    6,3635989e+08    7,8392253e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2378649e+09    9,5734451e+09    9,5281644e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7403776e+09    2,1187700e+09    2,2777831e+09
0,0471875    1,5682263e+08    1,7992915e+08    1,8522878e+08    1,9345060e+08    4,5409960e+07    7,5978686e+07    8,0063602e+07    8,1970231e+07    2,4649354e+04   -1,6083089e+06   -3,3990640e+05   -1,2250474e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,8230382e+08    6,2265276e+08    7,6672547e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2338706e+09    9,5690423e+09    9,4153972e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7399644e+09    2,1180361e+09    2,2661745e+09
0,0475000    1,5786119e+08    1,8017063e+08    1,8541235e+08    1,9368914e+08    4,5710686e+07    7,6280202e+07    8,0314866e+07    8,2213752e+07    2,4812542e+04   -1,6078168e+06   -3,4905889e+05   -1,2585378e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,6202886e+08    5,7322238e+08    7,6221226e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2287799e+09    9,5588373e+09    9,4105270e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7393328e+09    2,1175785e+09    2,2657865e+09
0,0478125    1,5889974e+08    1,8039943e+08    1,8558843e+08    1,9392565e+08    4,6011412e+07    7,6577997e+07    8,0563484e+07    8,2455558e+07    2,4975729e+04   -1,6064051e+06   -3,5754005e+05   -1,2918162e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,1859756e+08    5,6230377e+08    7,4760557e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2230799e+09    9,5543742e+09    9,4023943e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7382591e+09    2,1171027e+09    2,2646963e+09
0,0481250    1,5993650e+08    1,8062118e+08    1,8576318e+08    1,9415322e+08    4,6312159e+07    7,6872833e+07    8,0810808e+07    8,2693667e+07    2,4999126e+04   -1,6051768e+06   -3,6592661e+05   -1,3255867e+06    3,2992108e+09    6,8249461e+08    5,5816447e+08    7,1773885e+08    3,3233515e+09    9,1896243e+09    9,5504796e+09    9,3897202e+09    1,1797917e+09    1,7325757e+09    2,1167565e+09    2,2627135e+09
0,0484375    1,6096286e+08    1,8083110e+08    1,8593488e+08    1,9437561e+08    4,6612988e+07    7,7160069e+07    8,1053259e+07    8,2929799e+07    2,4380761e+04   -1,6066049e+06   -3,7470902e+05   -1,3593356e+06    3,2477832e+09    6,6639080e+08    5,3620436e+08    7,0501275e+08    3,3233146e+09    9,1841101e+09    9,4251197e+09    9,3836870e+09    1,1796730e+09    1,7255439e+09    2,0842931e+09    2,2619050e+09
0,0487500    1,6197343e+08    1,8103369e+08    1,8610054e+08    1,9459283e+08    4,6913635e+07    7,7444491e+07    8,1284987e+07    8,3164701e+07    2,3455684e+04   -1,6084317e+06   -3,8810329e+05   -1,3919207e+06    3,2067672e+09    6,2415931e+08    5,2451924e+08    6,8813197e+08    3,3232476e+09    9,1743984e+09    9,4194698e+09    9,3768140e+09    1,1795829e+09    1,7219430e+09    2,0832878e+09    2,2600055e+09
0,0490625    1,6295679e+08    1,8122684e+08    1,8626108e+08    1,9480091e+08    4,7214068e+07    7,7725864e+07    8,1516475e+07    8,3399397e+07    2,2848217e+04   -1,6085620e+06   -4,0072537e+05   -1,4237108e+06    3,0610687e+09    6,0180305e+08    5,0639885e+08    6,4508080e+08    3,3229485e+09    9,1695479e+09    9,4142950e+09    9,3609244e+09    1,1794034e+09    1,7196163e+09    2,0652194e+09    2,2574950e+09
0,0493750    1,6389552e+08    1,8141362e+08    1,8641655e+08    1,9500167e+08    4,7513909e+07    7,8005076e+07    8,1747850e+07    8,3635455e+07    2,2431758e+04   -1,6077308e+06   -4,1135998e+05   -1,4549192e+06    2,9247338e+09    5,9645163e+08    4,8517388e+08    6,4154430e+08    3,3228417e+09    9,1645355e+09    9,4085905e+09    9,3553015e+09    1,1792617e+09    1,7189816e+09    2,0636265e+09    2,2570474e+09
0,0496875    1,6477758e+08    1,8159664e+08    1,8656347e+08    1,9519962e+08    4,7812171e+07    7,8282213e+07    8,1978450e+07    8,3866949e+07    2,1120725e+04   -1,6067204e+06   -4,2028262e+05   -1,4887798e+06    2,6629327e+09    5,7962916e+08    4,5546364e+08    6,3064619e+08    3,3221736e+09    9,1597412e+09    9,4032455e+09    9,3237028e+09    1,1785703e+09    1,7183196e+09    2,0614977e+09    2,2368018e+09
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Figure 6.24: Stress-strain curves (σyy−xx) and (τxy−xx) considering elasto-plastic polymer
Strains Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d)
!xx "xx "yy #xy C11 C22 C33
0,0000000    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0003125    1,0387244e+06    2,0006668e+06    2,0006668e+06    2,0006668e+06    3,0100427e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    1,7093482e+02    2,9357799e+04    2,9357799e+04    2,9357799e+04    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0006250    2,0772837e+06    4,0013336e+06    4,0013336e+06    4,0013336e+06    6,0173063e+05    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    3,3412429e+02    5,8715598e+04    5,8715598e+04    5,8715598e+04    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0009375    3,1158431e+06    6,0020004e+06    6,0020004e+06    6,0020004e+06    9,0245700e+05    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    4,9731375e+02    8,8073397e+04    8,8073397e+04    8,8073397e+04    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0012500    4,1544024e+06    8,0026672e+06    8,0026672e+06    8,0026672e+06    1,2031834e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    6,6050322e+02    1,1743120e+05    1,1743120e+05    1,1743120e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0015625    5,1929618e+06    1,0003334e+07    1,0003334e+07    1,0003334e+07    1,5039097e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    8,2369268e+02    1,4678899e+05    1,4678899e+05    1,4678899e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0018750    6,2315211e+06    1,2004001e+07    1,2004001e+07    1,2004001e+07    1,8046361e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    9,8688215e+02    1,7614679e+05    1,7614679e+05    1,7614679e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0021875    7,2700805e+06    1,4004668e+07    1,4004668e+07    1,4004668e+07    2,1053625e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    1,1500716e+03    2,0550459e+05    2,0550459e+05    2,0550459e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0025000    8,3086398e+06    1,6005334e+07    1,6005334e+07    1,6005334e+07    2,4060888e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    1,3132611e+03    2,3486239e+05    2,3486239e+05    2,3486239e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0028125    9,3471992e+06    1,8005867e+07    1,8006001e+07    1,8006001e+07    2,7068152e+06    6,2923832e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    1,4764505e+03    2,6425732e+05    2,6422019e+05    2,6422019e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0031250    1,0385759e+07    1,9983757e+07    2,0006668e+07    2,0006668e+07    3,0075416e+06    6,9933765e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    1,6396400e+03    2,9993718e+05    2,9357799e+05    2,9357799e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0034375    1,1424318e+07    2,1961647e+07    2,2007335e+07    2,2007335e+07    3,3082679e+06    7,6943698e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    1,8028295e+03    3,3561703e+05    3,2293579e+05    3,2293579e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0037500    1,2462877e+07    2,3939537e+07    2,4008002e+07    2,4008002e+07    3,6089943e+06    8,3953631e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    1,9660189e+03    3,7129688e+05    3,5229359e+05    3,5229359e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0040625    1,3501437e+07    2,5917427e+07    2,6008668e+07    2,6008668e+07    3,9097207e+06    9,0963564e+06    9,0889823e+06    9,0889823e+06    2,1292084e+03    4,0697674e+05    3,8165139e+05    3,8165139e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0043750    1,4539996e+07    2,7895316e+07    2,8009335e+07    2,8009335e+07    4,2104471e+06    9,7973497e+06    9,7881348e+06    9,7881348e+06    2,2923979e+03    4,4265659e+05    4,1100918e+05    4,1100918e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0046875    1,5578555e+07    2,9873206e+07    3,0010002e+07    3,0010002e+07    4,5111734e+06    1,0498343e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,0487287e+07    2,4555873e+03    4,7833644e+05    4,4036698e+05    4,4036698e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0050000    1,6617115e+07    3,1851096e+07    3,2010669e+07    3,2010669e+07    4,8118998e+06    1,1199336e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,1186440e+07    2,6187768e+03    5,1401630e+05    4,6972478e+05    4,6972478e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0053125    1,7655674e+07    3,3826536e+07    3,4011336e+07    3,4011336e+07    5,1126262e+06    1,1899648e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,1885592e+07    2,7819663e+03    5,5219781e+05    4,9908258e+05    4,9908258e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0056250    1,8694233e+07    3,5789271e+07    3,6012002e+07    3,6012002e+07    5,4133525e+06    1,2596427e+ 7    1,2584745e+ 7    1,2584745e+07    2,9451559e+03    6,0335357e+05    5,2844038e+05    ,2844038e+05    3,32338 9e+09  6,2807520e+09    6,4 21338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,065 836e+10    1,065906 e+10    1,065 3e+10  1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e    2,8 41147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0059375    1,9732793e+07    3,7752006e+07    3,8012669e+07    3,8012669e+07    5,7140789e+06    1,3293205e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,3283897e+07    3,1083455e+03    6,5450932e+05    5,5779818e+05    5,5779818e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0062500    2,0771352e+07    3,9714741e+07    4,0013336e+07    4,0013336e+07    6,0148053e+06    1,3989984e+07    1,3983050e+07    1,3983050e+07    3,2715352e+03    7,0566508e+05    5,8715598e+05    5,8715598e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0065625    2,1809911e+07    4,1677251e+07    4,2014003e+07    4,2014003e+07    6,3155316e+06    1,4686553e+ 7    1,4682202e+07    1,46822 2e+07    3,4347252e+03    7,5674935e+05    6,16 1377e+05    6,1651377e+05    3,323389 e+09  6,225745 e+09    6,4 21338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,065906 e+10    1,065 3e+10  1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e    2,8 41147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0068750    2,2848471e+07    4,3622797e+07    4,4014670e+07    4,4014670e+07    6,6162580e+06    1,5367334e+07    1,5381355e+07    1,5381355e+07    3,5979158e+03    8,0244343e+05    6,4587157e+05    6,4587157e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0071875    2,3887030e+07    4,5568342e+07    4,6003613e+07    4,6015336e+07    6,9169844e+06    1,6048115e+07    1,6081455e+07    1,6080507e+07    3,7611075e+03    8,4813751e+05    6,7848324e+05    6,7522936e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0075000    2,4925589e+07    4,7513888e+07    4,7981503e+07    4,8016003e+07    7,2177107e+06    1,6728896e+ 7    1,6782448e+07    1,677966 e+07    3,9243 14e+03    8,9383159e+05    7,1416309e+05    7,0458714e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,225745 e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e    2,83849 5e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0078125    2,5964149e+07    4,9444632e+07    4,9959393e+07    5,0016670e+07    7,5184371e+06    1,7401796e+07    1,7483441e+07    1,7478812e+07    4,0874997e+03    9,3072251e+05    7,4984294e+05    7,3394491e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,9409100e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0526442e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6816175e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0081250    2,7002708e+07    5,1284456e+07    5,1937283e+07    5,2017337e+07    7,8191635e+06    1,8028671e+ 7    1,8184435e+07    1,8177965e+07    4,2507 7 e+03    9,1358377e+05    7,85 2280e+05    7,633 266e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,76 4126e+09    6,3292474e+0    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e    2,83849 5e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0084375    2,8041268e+07    5,3086460e+07    5,3915173e+07    5,4018004e+07    8,1198899e+06    1,8640808e+07    1,8885428e+07    1,8877117e+07    4,4139320e+03    8,7405437e+05    8,2120265e+05    7,9266057e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0087500    2,9079827e+07    5,4888464e+07    5,5893062e+07    5,6018670e+07    8,4206162e+06    1,9252944e+07    1,9586421e+07    1,9576270e+07    4,5771926e+03    8,3452497e+05    8,5688250e+05    8,2201837e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0090625    3,0118387e+07    5,6659250e+07    5,7870952e+07    5,8019337e+07    8,7213427e+06    1,9864511e+ 7    2,0287414e+07    2,0275422e+07    4,7405242e+03    8,060188 e+05    8,9256236e+05    8,5137617e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e    2,83849 5e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0093750    3,1156945e+07    5,8394107e+07    5,9848842e+07    6,0020004e+07    9,0220689e+06    2,0475423e+07    2,0988408e+07    2,0974575e+07    4,9034293e+03    7,9019931e+05    9,2824221e+05    8,8073397e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0096875    3,2195505e+07    6,0128964e+07    6,1826732e+07    6,2020671e+07    9,3227953e+06    2,1086335e+07    2,1689401e+07    2,1673727e+07    5,0666188e+03    7,7437980e+05    9,6392206e+05    9,1009176e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0100000    3,3234064e+07    6,1863821e+07    6,3804622e+07    6,4021338e+07    9,6235217e+06    2,1697247e+ 7    2,2390394e+    2,2372880e+07    5,2298082e+03    7,5856029e+05    9,9960192e+05    9,3944956e+05    3,3233899e+09  5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10  1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e    2,83849 5e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0103125    3,4272623e+07    6,3598201e+07    6,5782512e+07    6,6022004e+07    9,9242481e+06    2,2308193e+07    2,3091388e+07    2,3072032e+07    5,3929977e+03    7,4238866e+05    1,0352818e+06    9,6880736e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5348309e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499784e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5845651e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0106250    3,5311183e+07    6,5320349e+07    6,7760401e+07    6,8022671e+07    1,0224974e+07    2,2916167e+07    2,3792381e+07    2,3771185e+07    5,5561872e+03    7,2222965e+05    1,0709616e+06    9,9816516e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0109375    3,6349742e+07    6,7021253e+07    6,9738291e+07    7,0023338e+07    1,0525701e+07    2,3514790e+ 7    2,4493374e+07    2,4470337e+07    5,71937 6e+03    6,9561527e+ 5    1,1066415e+06    1,0275230e+06    3,3233899e+09  5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10  1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e    2,83849 5e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0112500    3,7388302e+07    6,8722158e+07    7,1716181e+07    7,2024005e+07    1,0826427e+07    2,4113414e+07    2,5194367e+07    2,5169490e+07    5,8825661e+03    6,6900088e+05    1,1423213e+06    1,0568808e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0115625    3,8426861e+07    7,0423063e+07    7,3694071e+07    7,4024672e+07    1,1127154e+07    2,4712038e+07    2,5895361e+07    2,5868642e+07    6,0457556e+03    6,4238650e+05    1,1780012e+06    1,0862386e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0118750    3,9465420e+07    7,2123968e+07    7,5671961e+07    7,6025338e+07    1,1427880e+07    2,5310662e+ 7    2,6596354e+07    2,6567794e+07    6,2089450e+03    6,1577211e+05    1,2136810e+06    1,1155964e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+ 9    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,065 063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e    ,83849 5e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0121875    4,0503980e+07    7,3824872e+07    7,7649850e+07    7,8026005e+07    1,1728606e+07    2,5909285e+07    2,7297347e+07    2,7266947e+07    6,3721345e+03    5,8915772e+05    1,2493609e+06    1,1449542e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0125000    4,1542539e+07    7,5525777e+07    7,9627740e+07    8,0026672e+07    1,2029333e+07    2,6507909e+07    2,7998341e+07    2,7966099e+07    6,5353239e+03    5,6254334e+05    1,2850407e+06    1,1743120e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0128125    4,2581098e+07    7,7226682e+07    8,1605630e+07    8,2027339e+07    1,2330059e+07    2,7106533e+ 7    2,8699334e+07    2,8665252e+07    6,6985134e+03    5,3592895e+05    1,320 06e+06    1,2036698e+06    3,32338 9e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,065 063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e    2,83849 5e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0131250    4,3619658e+07    7,8888416e+07    8,3583520e+07    8,4028006e+07    1,2630785e+07    2,7686776e+07    2,9400327e+07    2,9364404e+07    6,8617029e+03    5,0009572e+05    1,3564005e+06    1,2330276e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0134375    4,4658217e+07    8,0511691e+07    8,5547708e+07    8,6028672e+07    1,2931512e+07    2,8248974e+ 7    3,0097510e+07    3,0063557e+07    7,0248924e+03    4,5521110e+ 5    1,4060 24e+06    1,2623854e+06    3,32338 9e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    ,3233899e+09    1,0427 32e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0137500    4,5696776e+07    8,2134966e+07    8,7510443e+07    8,8029339e+07    1,3232238e+07    2,8811172e+07    3,0794289e+07    3,0762709e+07    7,1880819e+03    4,1032648e+05    1,4572282e+06    1,2917431e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0140625    4,6735336e+07    8,3755023e+07    8,9473178e+07    9,0030006e+07    1,3532964e+07    2,9371951e+07    3,1491067e+07    3,1461862e+07    7,3512714e+03    3,6662972e+05    1,5083839e+06    1,3211009e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0143750    4,7773895e+07    8,5372151e+07    9,1435913e+07    9,2030673e+07    1,3833691e+07    2,9931439e+ 7    3,2187846e+ 7    3,2161014e+07    7,5144609e+03    3,2401318e+ 5    1,5 95397e+06    1,3504587e+06    3,3233899e+09  5,1748116e+09    6,2807520e+0    6,4021338e+09    ,3233899e+09    1,04234 1e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10  1,1799410e+09    2,557547 e    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0146875    4,8812454e+07    8,6987742e+07    9,3398648e+07    9,4031340e+07    1,4134417e+07    3,0490249e+07    3,2884624e+07    3,2860167e+07    7,6776506e+03    2,8237466e+05    1,6106954e+06    1,3798165e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9886305e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0387170e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4822060e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0150000    4,9851014e+07    8,8546336e+07    9,5361383e+07    9,6032006e+07    1,4435144e+07    3,1023794e+07    3,3581403e+07    3,3559319e+07    7,8408405e+03    2,7628951e+05    1,6618512e+06    1,4091743e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0153125    5,0889573e+07    9,0104737e+07    9,7324118e+07    9,8032673e+07    1,4735870e+07    3,1557188e+ 7    3,4278181e+07    3,425 472e+07    8,0040307e+03    2,6994286e+05    1,7130069e+06    1,4385321e+ 6    3,3233899e+09  4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+ 9    1,03861 4e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10  1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0156250    5,1928132e+07    9,1663139e+07    9,9286853e+07    1,0003334e+08    1,5036596e+07    3,2090583e+07    3,4974960e+07    3,4957624e+07    8,1672218e+03    2,6359622e+05    1,7641627e+06    1,4678899e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0159375    5,2966692e+07    9,3218594e+07    1,0124959e+08    1,0203401e+08    1,5337323e+07    3,2620693e+07    3,5671739e+07    3,5656777e+07    8,3304145e+03    2,5325098e+05    1,8153184e+06    1,4972477e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0162500    5,4005251e+07    9,4773913e+07    1,0320332e+08    1,0403467e+08    1,5638049e+07    3,3150650e+ 7    3,6363783e+07    3,6355929e+07    8,4936104e+03    2,4271939e+05    1,8643888e+06    1,5266055e+06    3,3233899e+09  4,9 70190e+09    6,0928244e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+ 9    1,0373848e+10    1,061563 e+10    1,0659063e+10  1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e    2,7812349e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0165625    5,5043811e+07    9,6329231e+07    1,0509859e+08    1,0602954e+08    1,5938775e+07    3,3680607e+07    3,7026768e+07    3,7051555e+07    8,6568128e+03    2,3218779e+05    1,9033204e+06    1,5542104e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    5,9351739e+09    6,3260885e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0552477e+10    1,0630623e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7736576e+09    2,8371161e+09
0,0168750    5,6082370e+07    9,7883890e+07    1,0695314e+08    1,0798696e+08    1,6239502e+07    3,4209977e+07    3,7668955e+07    3,7729062e+07    8,8200280e+03    2,2148808e+05    1,9348868e+06    1,5741981e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,8269166e+09    5,9343525e+09    6,2316259e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0355491e+10    1,0552072e+10    1,0617707e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3751296e+09    2,7736731e+09    2,8357499e+09
0,0171875    5,7120930e+07    9,9366327e+07    1,0877601e+08    1,0991172e+08    1,6540228e+07    3,4732887e+ 7    3,8297257e+07    3,8392874e+07    8,9832690e+03    1,6969048e+05    1,9608174e+06    ,5889646e+0    3,3233899e+09    4,7184212e+09    5,8211317e+09    6,1337480e+09    3,3233899e+ 9    1,0345 62e+10    1,0529447e+10    1,05983 5e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,368 780e    2,76978 8e+09    2,8325279e+09
0,0175000    5,8159490e+07    1,0082730e+08    1,1059486e+08    1,1182540e+08    1,6840954e+07    3,5259670e+07    3,8923685e+07    3,9051565e+07    9,1465616e+03    1,1793935e+05    1,9861003e+06    1,6016042e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,5787091e+09    5,8200228e+09    6,0347925e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0308457e+10    1,0529685e+10    1,0575148e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3618867e+09    2,7700785e+09    2,8276950e+09
0,0178125    5,9198048e+07    1,0225374e+08    1,1239807e+08    1,1369207e+08    1,7141681e+07    3,5786893e+07    3,9551486e+07    3,9698254e+07    9,3095448e+03    6,9437372e+04    2,0102449e+06    1,6068416e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,5333119e+09    5,7525602e+09    5,9026619e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0290273e+10    1,0527691e+10    1,0572933e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3592717e+09    2,7696988e+09    2,8265621e+09
0,0181250    6,0236607e+07    1,0366472e+08    1,1417025e+08    1,1549521e+08    1,7442407e+07    3,6305320e+ 7    4,0181229e+07    4,0348257e+07    9,4727343e+03    1,7960927e+04    2,03 3901e+06    1,6135823e+06    3,3233 99e+09    4,477 17 e+09    5,5586093e+0    5,6880284e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0278162e+10    1,0526637e+10    1,0572159e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3580066e    2, 652884e+09    2,8222146e+09
0,0184375    6,1275166e+07    1,0505409e+08    1,1589240e+08    1,1727237e+08    1,7743134e+07    3,6816302e+07    4,0813463e+07    4,0998645e+07    9,6359238e+03   -3,1128250e+04    2,0569290e+06    1,6190464e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,3505966e+09    5,4872447e+09    5,6864988e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0257789e+10    1,0526286e+10    1,0571801e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3316410e+09    2,7653183e+09    2,8223468e+09
0,0187500    6,2313726e+07    1,0639372e+08    1,1760677e+08    1,1904791e+08    1,8043860e+07    3,7298792e+ 7    4,1445521e+ 7    4,1648672e+07    9,799 132e+03   -9,2704 47e+ 4    2,08 6739e+06    ,6243207e+ 6    3,3233899e+09    4,2841678e+09    5,4855879e+09    5,6099387e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0200151e+10    1,0525861e+10    1,0570792e+10    1,1 99410e+09    2,2816868e    2,7 53732e+09    2,8203286e+09
0,0190625    6,3352285e+07    1,0773243e+08    1,1929050e+08    1,2076700e+08    1,8344586e+07    3,7780411e+07    4,2080092e+07    4,2302715e+07    9,9623027e+03   -1,5496216e+05    2,0999087e+06    1,6252632e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2837812e+09    5,3275528e+09    5,3597004e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0199801e+10    1,0523185e+10    1,0568083e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2816909e+09    2,7620870e+09    2,8184237e+09
0,0193750    6,4390845e+07    1,0906618e+08    1,2092461e+08    1,2243440e+08    1,8645313e+07    3,8263794e+07    4,2718750e+07    4,2960144e+07    1,0125492e+04   -2,1799548e+05    2,1179058e+06    1,6266102e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2594211e+09    5,1713700e+09    5,2692239e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0195779e+10    1,0522271e+10    1,0567607e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2810728e+09    2,7617948e+09    2,8179207e+09
0,0196875    6,5429404e+07    1,1039272e+08    1,2252721e+08    1,2408036e+08    1,8946039e+07    3,8747046e+ 7    4,3358993e+07    4,361806 e+07    1,0288682e+04   -2,7840384e+05    2,1375323e+06    1,6295979e+06    3,3233899e+09   4,11 6106e+09    5,0856919e+09    5,2663757e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,018 263e+10    1,0521694e+10    1,0567206e+10  1,1799410e+09    2,2068685e    2,7614859e+09    2,817895 e+09
0,0200000    6,6467963e+07    1,1167244e+08    1,2406934e+08    1,2572545e+08    1,9246765e+07    3,9223725e+07    4,3970274e+07    4,4275368e+07    1,0451871e+04   -3,1266746e+05    2,1265020e+06    1,6325906e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0909497e+09    4,8840511e+09    5,2636011e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0179277e+10    1,0442877e+10    1,0566775e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2068154e+09    2,6696294e+09    2,8178503e+09
0,0203125    6,7506523e+07    1,1294774e+08    1,2557467e+08    1,2736970e+08    1,9547492e+07    3,9701498e+07    4,4563793e+07    4,4932079e+07    1,0615061e+04   -3,4753518e+05    2,1025476e+06    1,6355891e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0635393e+09    4,8133028e+09    5,2609260e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176963e+10    1,0433438e+10    1,0566347e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2058622e+09    2,6685231e+09    2,8178063e+09
0,0206250    6,8545082e+07    1,1421749e+08    1,2705800e+08    1,2897824e+08    1,9848218e+07    4,0180596e+ 7    4,5147076e+07    4,5586405e+07    1,0778250e+04   -3,8339 77e+05    2,0741028e+06    1,6392650e+06    3,3233899e+09   4,0630894e+09    4,7385170e+09    5,0099880e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176671e+10    1,0417650e+10    1,0553513e+10  1,1799410e+09    2,2059024e    2,6651402e+09    2,8143036e+ 9
0,0209375    6,9583641e+07    1,1548710e+08    1,2847859e+08    1,3052762e+08    2,0148945e+07    4,0659561e+07    4,5716714e+07    4,6228015e+07    1,0941439e+04   -4,1923180e+05    2,0269149e+06    1,6381270e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0626246e+09    4,4462363e+09    4,9357204e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176351e+10    1,0389605e+10    1,0533541e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059108e+09    2,6070068e+09    2,8083272e+09
0,0212500    7,0622201e+07    1,1675656e+08    1,2985981e+08    1,3206927e+08    2,0449671e+07    4,1138397e+07    4,6278951e+07    4,6865409e+07    1,1104629e+04   -4,5505537e+05    1,9731106e+06    1,6350573e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0621723e+09    4,3899118e+09    4,9323921e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176036e+10    1,0372146e+10    1,0533189e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059192e+09    2,6019737e+09    2,8084491e+09
0,0215625    7,1660760e+07    1,1800965e+08    1,3123090e+08    1,3360985e+08    2,0750397e+07    4,1621474e+ 7    4,6835421e+07    4,7502061e+07    1,1267818e+04   -4,9050 29e+05    1,916 293e+06    ,6319713e+06    3,3233899e+09   3,9954768e+09    4,38 6743e+09    4,9290387e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0170833e+10    1,0372419e+10    1,053 522e+10  1,1799410e+09    2,2058450e    2,6021124e+09    2,8083955e+09
0,0218750    7,2699319e+07    1,1925203e+08    1,3260100e+08    1,3514942e+08    2,1051124e+07    4,2105962e+07    4,7391358e+07    4,8137985e+07    1,1431008e+04   -5,2513799e+05    1,8600478e+06    1,6288700e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8705410e+09    4,3835358e+09    4,9258139e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0152441e+10    1,0372321e+10    1,0531863e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1812764e+09    2,6022009e+09    2,8083441e+09
0,0221875    7,3737879e+07    1,2046143e+08    1,3397014e+08    1,3667667e+08    2,1351850e+07    4,2582455e+07    4,7946772e+07    4,8765728e+07    1,1594197e+04   -5,4746280e+05    1,8036644e+06    1,6210141e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8699362e+09    4,3805141e+09    4,8720636e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0152257e+10    1,0372224e+10    1,0508616e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1812991e+09    2,6022876e+09    2,7993591e+09
0,0225000    7,4776438e+07    1,2167042e+08    1,3533837e+08    1,3819849e+08    2,1652576e+07    4,3058013e+ 7    4,8501670e+07    4,9389774e+07    1,1757386e+04   -5,704914 e+05    1,7 73772e+06    ,6112583e+    3,3233899e+09    3,8629480e+09    4,3776058e+09    4,8690743e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0072 40e+10    1,0372126e+10    1,05 8420e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1 84679e    2,6023727e+09    2,7993594e+09
0,0228125    7,5814997e+07    1,2287214e+08    1,3670571e+08    1,3971940e+08    2,1953303e+07    4,3529386e+07    4,9056061e+07    5,0013097e+07    1,1920575e+04   -5,9783706e+05    1,6911847e+06    1,6014824e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7937422e+09    4,3748075e+09    4,8661834e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0064365e+10    1,0372029e+10    1,0507642e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167520e+09    2,6024561e+09    2,7992947e+09
0,0231250    7,6853557e+07    1,2405489e+08    1,3804938e+08    1,4121586e+08    2,2254029e+07    4,4000325e+07    4,9601431e+07    5,0625271e+07    1,2083764e+04   -6,2342592e+05    1,6299067e+06    1,5842441e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7619696e+09    4,2593202e+09    4,7349942e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0060940e+10    1,0356236e+10    1,0482228e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167239e 09    2,5967446e+09    2,7865770e+09
0,0234375    7,7892116e+07    1,2523034e+08    1,3936496e+08    1,4268475e+08    2,2554756e+07    4,4473524e+ 7    5,0135587e+07    5,1225378e+07    1,2246952e+04   -6,4871 03e+0    1,562 196e+06    1,5583372e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7612887e+09    4,1987382e+09    4,6910631e+09    3,3233899e+ 9    1,0061030e+10    1,0345767e+10    1,0473471e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1 6 373e    2,5939213e+09    2,7816341e+09
0,0237500    7,8930675e+07    1,2638314e+08    1,4065429e+08    1,4414990e+08    2,2855482e+07    4,4949210e+07    5,0669774e+07    5,1823425e+07    1,2410138e+04   -6,7357836e+05    1,5065462e+06    1,5313890e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,6409445e+09    4,0860148e+09    4,6875884e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0050593e+10    1,0344321e+10    1,0472673e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1164127e+09    2,5621209e+09    2,7815504e+09
0,0240625    7,9969235e+07    1,2751374e+08    1,4193047e+08    1,4561397e+08    2,3156208e+07    4,5421077e+ 7    5,1204437e+07    5,2420545e+07    1,2573321e+04   -7,0003819e+05    1,4570924e+06    1,5043237e+06    3,3233899e+09    3, 031070e+09    4,0829346e+09    4,6842090e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,004 625e+10    1,0343832e+10    1,0471295e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1 4 42e    2,5622379e+09    2,7814211e+09
0,0243750    8,1007794e+07    1,2862488e+08    1,4320570e+08    1,4703581e+08    2,3456935e+07    4,5896230e+07    5,1738472e+07    5,3013195e+07    1,2736497e+04   -7,2581062e+05    1,4076779e+06    1,4758135e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5261969e+09    4,0800126e+09    4,4397851e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0027387e+10    1,0343777e+10    1,0461823e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1136287e+09    2,5624629e+09    2,7730509e+09
0,0246875    8,2046353e+07    1,2972653e+08    1,4445691e+08    1,4841719e+08    2,3757661e+07    4,6375099e+07    5,2270760e+07    5,3599494e+07    1,2899660e+04   -7,5030356e+05    1,3582008e+06    1,4429308e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5249458e+09    3,9440216e+09    4,3930161e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0027700e+10    1,0342763e+10    1,0460118e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1136883e+09    2,5605982e+09    2,7698197e+09
0,0250000    8,3084912e+07    1,3081880e+08    1,4568272e+08    1,4976284e+08    2,4058387e+07    4,6855596e+ 7    5,2800619e+07    5,4179680e+07    1,3062797e+04   -7,7340109e+05    1,3086 56e+06    1,404 286e+06    3,3233 99e+09   3,4901295e+09    3,9 2036e+09    4,1202826e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,002627 e+10    1,0341880e+10    1,0444101e+10  1,179 410e+09    2,1 29297e    2,5601445e+09    2,75423 8e+09
0,0253125    8,4123471e+07    1,3190919e+08    1,4688814e+08    1,5103978e+08    2,4359114e+07    4,7336154e+07    5,3324874e+07    5,4746579e+07    1,3225882e+04   -7,9623868e+05    1,2574809e+06    1,3625154e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4889762e+09    3,7576641e+09    4,0035888e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0026338e+10    1,0333079e+10    1,0433561e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1129426e+09    2,5473601e+09    2,7412680e+09
0,0256250    8,5162030e+07    1,3299885e+08    1,4801613e+08    1,5227330e+08    2,4659840e+07    4,7816296e+07    5,3841765e+07    5,5303164e+07    1,3388861e+04   -8,1910418e+05    1,2141703e+06    1,3167885e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4484175e+09    3,5175058e+09    3,8967030e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019487e+10    1,0328990e+10    1,0422505e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1119937e+09    2,5338718e+09    2,7342386e+09
0,0259375    8,6200591e+07    1,3407619e+08    1,4908813e+08    1,5344114e+08    2,4960566e+07    4,8291161e+ 7    5,4354301e+07    5,5849715e+07    1,3552471e+04   -8,4378959e+0    1,1775795e+06    1,2683845e+06    3,3233899e+09   3,4471663e+09    3,3258339e+09    3,5267004e+09    3,3233899e+ 9    1,0019504e+10    1,0323019e+10    1,0413215e+10  1,1799410e+09    2,1 20185e    2,5213 57e+09    2,72218 3e+09
0,0262500    8,7239150e+07    1,3515314e+08    1,5011702e+08    1,5453203e+08    2,5261293e+07    4,8765740e+07    5,4864727e+07    5,6390024e+07    1,3715660e+04   -8,6843406e+05    1,1432364e+06    1,2130091e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4459450e+09    3,2344178e+09    3,4844826e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019511e+10    1,0320038e+10    1,0403706e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120408e+09    2,5204078e+09    2,7217173e+09
0,0265625    8,8277709e+07    1,3622972e+08    1,5109701e+08    1,5560419e+08    2,5562019e+07    4,9240038e+07    5,5373779e+07    5,6928047e+07    1,3878850e+04   -8,9303796e+05    1,1126736e+06    1,1594296e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4447542e+09    3,0834307e+09    3,3468855e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019518e+10    1,0318233e+10    1,0400490e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120629e+09    2,5177354e+09    2,7178856e+09
0,0268750    8,9316269e+07    1,3730475e+08    1,5202211e+08    1,5662784e+08    2,5862746e+07    4,9713390e+ 7    5,5876183e+07    5,746 0 9e+07    1,4042039e+04   -9,1695881e+05    1,0856767e+06    1,1088961e+06    3,3233899e+09   3, 0 5490e+09    2,9543969e+09    3,2186087e+09    3,3233899e+0    1,00080 6e+10    1,0312450e+10    1,0396464e+10  1,1 99410e+09    2,1013464e    2,50 6321e+09    2,716895 e+09
0,0271875    9,0354828e+07    1,3836935e+08    1,5294345e+08    1,5761872e+08    2,6163472e+07    5,0180769e+07    5,6376748e+07    5,7988359e+07    1,4205229e+04   -9,3533685e+05    1,0586592e+06    1,0598716e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4064310e+09    2,9462525e+09    3,1600711e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0008027e+10    1,0311273e+10    1,0391668e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1013667e+09    2,5056253e+09    2,7157879e+09
0,0275000    9,1393388e+07    1,3943157e+08    1,5386226e+08    1,5859557e+08    2,6464198e+07    5,0647612e+07    5,6875658e+07    5,8512812e+07    1,4368418e+04   -9,5380268e+05    1,0315887e+06    1,0136103e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,3716372e+09    2,9381704e+09    3,1190265e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0007467e+10    1,0309423e+10    1,0388169e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1012577e+09    2,5054610e+09    2,7115396e+09
0,0278125    9,2431947e+07    1,4047421e+08    1,5477065e+08    1,5956826e+08    2,6764925e+07    5,1111007e+ 7    5,7370180e+ 7    5,9035048e+07    1,4531608e+04   -9,7368515e+05    1,0015389e+06    9,6737416e+05    3,3233 99e+09    3,3242891e+09    2,8605234e+09    3,1104819e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0005 21e+10    1,0300695e+10    1,0384830e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1009085e    2,4965445e+09    2,7110569e+0
0,0281250    9,3470506e+07    1,4150653e+08    1,5564498e+08    1,6052768e+08    2,7065651e+07    5,1569837e+07    5,7862383e+07    5,9556308e+07    1,4694797e+04   -9,9149363e+05    9,7372426e+05    9,1930225e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,2675012e+09    2,7707392e+09    3,0336232e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9879408e+09    1,0288239e+10    1,0380633e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0904697e+09    2,4888447e+09    2,7092378e+09
0,0284375    9,4509066e+07    1,4251828e+08    1,5650357e+08    1,6147377e+08    2,7366377e+07    5,2023778e+ 7    5,8353120e+ 7    6,0076544e+07    1,4857987e+04   -1,0078 45e+06    9,45447 9e+05    8, 114285e+0    3,3233899e+09    3,2083754e+09    2,7267222e+09    3,0254874e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9862058e+0    1,0286468e+10    1,0377510e+10    1,1 99410e+09    2,088470 e    2,4 85634e+09    2,7088279e+09
0,0287500    9,5547625e+07    1,4351720e+08    1,5734827e+08    1,6241737e+08    2,7667104e+07    5,2477065e+07    5,8840970e+07    6,0594732e+07    1,5021176e+04   -1,0240988e+06    9,1515007e+05    8,2259099e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,1914826e+09    2,6846230e+09    3,0175515e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9832190e+09    1,0281389e+10    1,0374304e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0858530e 09    2,4834999e+09    2,7083878e+09
0,0290625    9,6586184e+07    1,4451416e+08    1,5818377e+08    1,6335508e+08    2,7967830e+07    5,2929349e+07    5,9325178e+07    6,1110141e+07    1,5184366e+04   -1,0409729e+06    8,8276621e+05    7,7471294e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,1898681e+09    2,6497985e+09    2,9892319e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9832001e+09    1,0276546e+10    1,0370117e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0858875e+09    2,4824792e+09    2,7060113e+09
0,0293750    9,7624744e+07    1,4550316e+08    1,5901000e+08    1,6427979e+08    2,8268557e+07    5,3381753e+ 7    5,9805459e+ 7    6,162 075e+07    1,534 555e+04   -1,0568048e+06    8,49 0009e+05    ,2921461e+05    3,323389 e+09    3,15 9008e+09    2,6240146e+ 9    2,9204214e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,98273 9e+0    1,0273640e+10    1,0361199e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,085171 e    2,4812400e+09    2,7033002e+09
0,0296875    9,8663303e+07    1,4648773e+08    1,5982715e+08    1,6518438e+08    2,8569283e+07    5,3834010e+07    6,0282391e+07    6,2125896e+07    1,5510744e+04   -1,0720924e+06    8,1745745e+05    6,8911879e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,1501944e+09    2,5902091e+09    2,8926252e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9825890e+09    1,0270169e+10    1,0357806e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0852217e+09    2,4800029e+09    2,6929997e+09
0,0300000    9,9701862e+07    1,4746772e+08    1,6063391e+08    1,6607021e+08    2,8870009e+07    5,4284662e+07    6,0756259e+07    6,2624832e+07    1,5673934e+04   -1,0883019e+06    7,8698847e+05    6,4731507e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,1133981e+09    2,5602997e+09    2,8053659e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9787824e+09    1,0266819e+10    1,0344680e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0800812e+09    2,4797898e+09    2,6624767e+09
0,0303125    1,0074042e+08    1,4843907e+08    1,6143016e+08    1,6693620e+08    2,9170736e+07    5,4733899e+ 7    6,1230041e+07    6,3120065e+07    1,583 123e+04   -1,1038885e+0    7,5715291e+05    6,0766972e+05    3,3233899e+09   3,0956352e+09    2,5 63720e+09    2,7058040e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9786986e+0    1,0264700e+10    1,0332 69e+10  1, 799410e+09    2,0773137e    2, 7273 9e+09    2,6505992e+09
0,0306250    1,0177898e+08    1,4940469e+08    1,6220340e+08    1,6775583e+08    2,9471462e+07    5,5181987e+07    6,1698009e+07    6,3608407e+07    1,6000313e+04   -1,1181817e+06    7,2885338e+05    5,7604056e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,0694482e+09    2,4598486e+09    2,5634483e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9743104e+09    1,0257744e+10    1,0319679e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0761215e+09    2,4666584e+09    2,6101113e+09
0,0309375    1,0281754e+08    1,5035573e+08    1,6296192e+08    1,6854902e+08    2,9772188e+07    5,5626264e+07    6,2158666e+07    6,4089751e+07    1,6163502e+04   -1,1342299e+06    6,9534619e+05    5,4677787e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,0146148e+09    2,4016125e+09    2,5306935e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9694691e+09    1,0234396e+10    1,0287755e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0693877e+09    2,4475019e+09    2,5957458e+09
0,0312500    1,0385610e+08    1,5128432e+08    1,6371003e+08    1,6933390e+08    3,0072915e+07    5,6068808e+ 7    6,2613974e+07    6,4563277e+07    1,6326 91e+04   -1,1521557e+06    6,6066809e+05    5,166 772e+05    3,3233899e+09   2,9523110e+09    2,3873850e+09    2,5063231e+09    3,3233899e+    9,9633936e+0    1,0232256e+10    1,0271183e+10  1,1799410e+09    2,068528 e    2,4398461e+09    2,5946810e+0
0,0315625    1,0489466e+08    1,5219381e+08    1,6445055e+08    1,7010065e+08    3,0373641e+07    5,6510255e+07    6,3067969e+07    6,5032469e+07    1,6489879e+04   -1,1723161e+06    6,2794652e+05    4,8330108e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,8900691e+09    2,3528789e+09    2,4320874e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9603236e+09    1,0226733e+10    1,0254811e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0614454e+09    2,4318160e+09    2,5868256e+09
0,0318750    1,0593322e+08    1,5309529e+08    1,6515485e+08    1,7084425e+08    3,0674367e+07    5,6951453e+07    6,3514967e+07    6,5495369e+07    1,6653066e+04   -1,1919495e+06    5,9781288e+05    4,5687133e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,8553744e+09    2,2273605e+09    2,3748005e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9588698e+09    1,0219650e+10    1,0242950e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0602462e+09    2,4127826e+09    2,5656095e+09
0,0321875    1,0697178e+08    1,5397194e+08    1,6583865e+08    1,7158471e+08    3,0975094e+07    5,7394133e+ 7    6,3957995e+07    6,5955652e+07    1,68162 2e+04   -1,2070204e+06    5,75 2903e+05    4,3053523e+05    3,3233899e+09   2,7794006e+09    2,1540540e+09    2,3676782e+09    3,3233899e+ 9    9,9580182e+0    1,0206149e+10    1,0239496e+10  1,179 41 e+09    2,0549642e    2,3826832e+09    2,5650580e+09
0,0325000    1,0801034e+08    1,5483537e+08    1,6650880e+08    1,7231935e+08    3,1275820e+07    5,7837669e+07    6,4397615e+07    6,6411222e+07    1,6979432e+04   -1,2221132e+06    5,5832007e+05    4,0507977e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,7351222e+09    2,1383295e+09    2,3408250e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9548633e+09    1,0197663e+10    1,0225712e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0549397e+09    2,3800113e+09    2,5622301e+09
0,0328125    1,0904890e+08    1,5568511e+08    1,6716923e+08    1,7304175e+08    3,1576547e+07    5,8283256e+07    6,4837525e+07    6,6861360e+07    1,7142604e+04   -1,2375222e+06    5,4121029e+05    3,8189785e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,7176760e+09    2,0712689e+09    2,2953060e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9541085e+09    1,0175162e+10    1,0220522e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0546714e+09    2,3771232e+09    2,5596167e+09
0,0331250    1,1008746e+08    1,5651376e+08    1,6780637e+08    1,7374116e+08    3,1877273e+07    5,8730355e+ 7    6,5270862e+07    6,7305682e+07    1,7305759e+04   -1,2519669e+06    5,25 3870e+05    3, 059397e+05    3,32338 9e+09    2, 563125e+09    2,0 85652e+09    2,2270216e+09    3,3233899e+    9,9459084e+0    1,0163485e+10    1,0214576e+10    1,179941 e+09    2,0514662e    2,3632255e+09    2,5582846e+09
0,0334375    1,1112601e+08    1,5731129e+08    1,6843119e+08    1,7442253e+08    3,2177999e+07    5,9180325e+07    6,5697544e+07    6,7741880e+07    1,7468879e+04   -1,2637463e+06    5,0599051e+05    3,3692305e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,5481233e+09    1,9836346e+09    2,1427155e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9456040e+09    1,0155282e+10    1,0191704e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0505549e+09    2,3558777e+09    2,5411043e+09
0,0337500    1,1216457e+08    1,5810187e+08    1,6904985e+08    1,7508803e+08    3,2478726e+07    5,9630852e+ 7    6,6119999e+0    6,8174409e+07    1,7632208e+04   -1,2755097e+06    4,8340830e+05    3,1275524e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,4796018e+09    1,9784237e+09    2,1274913e+09    3,3233899e+0    9,9414 01e+0    1,0153385e+10    1,0180588e+10    1,179 41 e+09    2,0504028e    2,3556486e+09    2,5405258e+09
0,0340625    1,1320313e+08    1,5885165e+08    1,6966213e+08    1,7574944e+08    3,2779452e+07    6,0087877e+07    6,6541406e+07    6,8601902e+07    1,7795397e+04   -1,2877726e+06    4,6420835e+05    2,8932106e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,3962727e+09    1,9504933e+09    2,0996685e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9385414e+09    1,0150901e+10    1,0121999e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0503105e 09    2,3440198e+09    2,5334280e+09
0,0343750    1,1424169e+08    1,5959924e+08    1,7025114e+08    1,7639987e+08    3,3080178e+07    6,0543889e+07    6,6953674e+07    6,9019244e+07    1,7958586e+04   -1,3002011e+06    4,4803875e+05    2,6969525e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,3909073e+09    1,8484464e+09    2,0641636e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9382970e+09    1,0088742e+10    1,0117338e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0503285e+09    2,3255279e+09    2,5187403e+09
0,0346875    1,1528025e+08    1,6034458e+08    1,7082093e+08    1,7703664e+08    3,3380905e+07    6,0998828e+ 7    6,7350698e+07    6,9428815e+07    1,8121776e+04   -1,3125148e+06    4,3319319e+05    2,4707072e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,3768840e+09    1,8 61297e+09    2,0259630e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8992305e+0    1,0076242e+10    1,009 222e+10    1,179941 e+09    2,0422890e    2,3230361e+09    2,500773 e+09
0,0350000    1,1631881e+08    1,6107859e+08    1,7135762e+08    1,7765996e+08    3,3681631e+07    6,1447924e+07    6,7738128e+07    6,9824161e+07    1,8284965e+04   -1,3257476e+06    4,1677299e+05    2,1582360e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,3234786e+09    1,6709900e+09    1,9908115e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8908556e+09    1,0027915e+10    1,0050476e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0366420e+09    2,2964753e+09    2,4849195e+09
0,0353125    1,1735737e+08    1,6179738e+08    1,7187844e+08    1,7827932e+08    3,3982358e+07    6,1893890e+07    6,8116077e+07    7,0215696e+07    1,8448155e+04   -1,3400674e+06    3,9482362e+05    1,8315365e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,2807859e+09    1,6651639e+09    1,9512083e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8768731e+09    1,0025313e+10    1,0035390e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0339131e+09    2,2960724e+09    2,4759024e+09
0,0356250    1,1839593e+08    1,6250475e+08    1,7239746e+08    1,7888761e+08    3,4283084e+07    6,2336529e+ 7    6,8492086e+07    7,0599743e+07    1,8611 4 e+04   -1,3538151e+06    3,7285096e+05    ,456 164e+05    3,3233899e+09   2,2424444e+09    1,6594202e+09    1,9450241e+09    ,3233899e+09    9,8718255e+0    1,0021880e+10    1,0030283e+10  1,179941 e+09    2,0321346e    2,2955607e+09    2,4753387e+0
0,0359375    1,1943449e+08    1,6319533e+08    1,7291060e+08    1,7948607e+08    3,4583810e+07    6,2771349e+07    6,8862904e+07    7,0980449e+07    1,8774534e+04   -1,3682099e+06    3,4728760e+05    1,0810693e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,1994854e+09    1,6401462e+09    1,8421534e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8626377e+09    1,0009376e+10    9,9756787e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0246528e+09    2,2847412e+09    2,4609625e+09
0,0362500    1,2047305e+08    1,6387508e+08    1,7341931e+08    1,8005328e+08    3,4884537e+07    6,3199637e+07    6,9230104e+07    7,1345117e+07    1,8937723e+04   -1,3878885e+06    3,2208727e+05    6,7037330e+04    3,3233899e+09    2,1543326e+09    1,5803802e+09    1,7776828e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8161608e+09    9,9649342e+09    9,9693099e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0022618e+09    2,2806854e+09    2,4589285e+09
0,0365625    1,2151161e+08    1,6454503e+08    1,7391196e+08    1,8059928e+08    3,5185263e+07    6,3625778e+ 7    6,9587386e+07    7,1708755e+07    1,9100913e+04   -1,4087 31e+06    2,99 6923e+05    2,8904204e+04    3,3233899e+09   2,1393584e+09    1,5751567e+09    1,7365278e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8156 31e+0    9,961336 e+0    9, 638284e+09  1,1 9941 e+09    2,0011247e    2,2802569e+09    2,4564531e+09
0,0368750    1,2255017e+08    1,6519527e+08    1,7439867e+08    1,8113877e+08    3,5485989e+07    6,4047179e+07    6,9943444e+07    7,2070148e+07    1,9264102e+04   -1,4270589e+06    2,7651627e+05   -8,9332357e+03    3,3233899e+09    2,0566517e+09    1,5389153e+09    1,7011773e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7767597e+09    9,9570063e+09    9,9583280e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9951447e+09    2,2797045e+09    2,4553305e+09
0,0371875    1,2358873e+08    1,6582792e+08    1,7487479e+08    1,8166810e+08    3,5786716e+07    6,4464079e+07    7,0297971e+07    7,2430438e+07    1,9427292e+04   -1,4407181e+06    2,5682774e+05   -4,7982121e+04    3,3233899e+09    1,9894060e+09    1,5190689e+09    1,6898841e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7618840e+09    9,9529831e+09    9,9517639e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9896409e+09    2,2713181e+09    2,4548127e+09
0,0375000    1,2462729e+08    1,6644849e+08    1,7534780e+08    1,8219450e+08    3,6087442e+07    6,4882310e+ 7    7,0650263e+07    7,2789395e+07    1,9590481e+04   -1,4534872e+06    2,3761148e+05   -8,6947443e+04    3,32338 9e+09   1,9846177e+09    1,4906919e+09    1,6821059e+09    3,3233899e+0    9,7611887e+0    9,9391669e+0    9, 36853e+09  1,179941 e+09    1,9895602e    2,2615304e+09    2,4530701e+0
0,0378125    1,2566585e+08    1,6706198e+08    1,7581248e+08    1,8271522e+08    3,6388168e+07    6,5299822e+07    7,0996263e+07    7,3146461e+07    1,9753671e+04   -1,4663166e+06    2,1413048e+05   -1,2444508e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,9403442e+09    1,4857324e+09    1,6281839e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7594813e+09    9,9354641e+09    9,9382319e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9883781e+09    2,2610748e+09    2,4382769e+09
0,0381250    1,2670441e+08    1,6766724e+08    1,7626687e+08    1,8321773e+08    3,6688895e+07    6,5716752e+07    7,1340639e+07    7,3496379e+07    1,9916860e+04   -1,4792030e+06    1,9352771e+05   -1,6058910e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,9356570e+09    1,4446974e+09    1,5999072e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7584363e+09    9,9304211e+09    9,9147426e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9882043e+09    2,2566058e+09    2,4273552e+09
0,0384375    1,2774296e+08    1,6826129e+08    1,7671664e+08    1,8371576e+08    3,6989621e+07    6,6123196e+ 7    7,1684174e+07    7,384254 e+07    2,0080050e+04   -1,4896 5 e+06    1,7 5177e+05   -1,9846217e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,8994774e+09    1,4294948e+09    1,5909998e+09    3,3233899e+ 9    9,7288806e+09    9,9225866e+0    9, 0965 6e+09    1,179941 e+09    1,9858519e    2,2556815e+09    2,4266140e+09
0,0387500    1,2878152e+08    1,6884015e+08    1,7716141e+08    1,8421081e+08    3,7290348e+07    6,6524359e+07    7,2024456e+07    7,4186309e+07    2,0243239e+04   -1,4969884e+06    1,5328486e+05   -2,3623642e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,8002441e+09    1,3986049e+09    1,5599410e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5407107e+09    9,9119544e+09    9,8946834e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9468154e+09    2,2491183e+09    2,4199485e+09
0,0390625    1,2982008e+08    1,6939960e+08    1,7759179e+08    1,8468765e+08    3,7591074e+07    6,6920751e+ 7    7,2360019e+07    7,4524529e+07    2,0406429e+04   -1,5014523e+06    1,2905548e+05   -2,6853180e+ 5    3,3233 99e+09    1,7680396e+09    1,3740106e+09    1,5073721e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5324955e+09    9,9077860e+0    9,8742605e+09    1,179941 e+09    1,9408097e    2,2485200e+09    2,4132390e+09
0,0393750    1,3085864e+08    1,6995095e+08    1,7801429e+08    1,8515712e+08    3,7891800e+07    6,7312382e+07    7,2693951e+07    7,4856668e+07    2,0569620e+04   -1,5090152e+06    1,0632426e+05   -2,9989099e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,7631017e+09    1,3195686e+09    1,5010095e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5310690e+09    9,8975547e+09    9,8679537e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9407001e+09    2,2403360e+09    2,4125582e+09
0,0396875    1,3189720e+08    1,7048596e+08    1,7841678e+08    1,8562155e+08    3,8192527e+07    6,7697117e+07    7,3026832e+07    7,5186984e+07    2,0732812e+04   -1,5193876e+06    8,5244882e+04   -3,3111605e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,7023377e+09    1,2683285e+09    1,4424218e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5024596e+09    9,8931308e+09    9,8513305e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8492471e+09    2,2398653e+09    2,4053780e+09
0,0400000    1,3293576e+08    1,7101421e+08    1,7880901e+08    1,8606810e+08    3,8493253e+07    6,8080382e+ 7    7,3357016e+07    7,550581 e+07    2,08960 5e+04   -1,5262933e+06    6,3 1555e+04   -3,6894832e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,6876308e+09    1,2216002e+09    1,4034856e+09    3,3233899e+0    9,4986309e+09    9,8418904e+0    9,7579508e+09    1,179941 e+09    1,8491408e    2,2225914e+09    2,3713318e+09
0,0403125    1,3397432e+08    1,7153818e+08    1,7918966e+08    1,8650220e+08    3,8793979e+07    6,8461944e+07    7,3676568e+07    7,5810875e+07    2,1059203e+04   -1,5322678e+06    3,7138361e+04   -4,1433675e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,6650014e+09    1,2169487e+09    1,3785202e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4966373e+09    9,8383743e+09    9,7526519e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8449752e+09    2,2222012e+09    2,3703128e+09
0,0406250    1,3501288e+08    1,7205365e+08    1,7956374e+08    1,8692517e+08    3,9094706e+07    6,8841876e+07    7,3994632e+07    7,6117087e+07    2,1222409e+04   -1,5374091e+06    1,0746400e+04   -4,6059495e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,6294273e+09    1,1877420e+09    1,3149667e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4933784e+09    9,8345713e+09    9,7366776e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8416297e+09    2,2217583e+09    2,3696079e+09
0,0409375    1,3605144e+08    1,7256157e+08    1,7993111e+08    1,8733472e+08    3,9395432e+07    6,9220157e+ 7    7,4311110e+07    7,6425248e+07    2,1385632e+04   -1,5433950e+06   -1,4097183e+04   -5,0734040e+05    3,32338 e+09   1,6 45293e+09    ,16 6322e+09    1,3077238e+0    3,3233899e+09    9,4725976e+09    9,8304969e+09    9,72 0 70e+09  1,179941 e+09    1,8373514e    2,2133 65e+09    2,3679791e+09
0,0412500    1,3709000e+08    1,7306020e+08    1,8028863e+08    1,8771996e+08    3,9696159e+07    6,9597437e+07    7,4623518e+07    7,6729156e+07    2,1548755e+04   -1,5500153e+06   -3,7108286e+04   -5,5192157e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,5864899e+09    1,1327450e+09    1,1804482e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4703569e+09    9,8213866e+09    9,6810232e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8351353e+09    2,2017918e+09    2,3625569e+09
0,0415625    1,3812856e+08    1,7354583e+08    1,8063396e+08    1,8808470e+08    3,9996885e+07    6,9972464e+07    7,4924585e+07    7,7030512e+07    2,1711944e+04   -1,5566087e+06   -5,7310829e+04   -5,9242361e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,5433408e+09    1,1014583e+09    1,1648938e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4638203e+09    9,7782734e+09    9,6759685e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8317046e+09    2,1974530e+09    2,3511823e+09
0,0418750    1,3916712e+08    1,7402289e+08    1,8097719e+08    1,8844482e+08    4,0297611e+07    7,0343185e+ 7    7,5223646e+07    7,7328697e+07    2,1875134e+04   -1,5653 71e+ 6   -7,7436811e+04   -6,3341452e+05    3,3233899e+09   1,5203161e+09    1,0972874e+0    1,1417321e+09    ,3233899e+09    9,4576351e+09    9,7751177e+09    9,6640 23e+09  1,179941 e+09    1,821 172e    2,1971105e+09    2,3488683e+09
0,0421875    1,4020568e+08    1,7449333e+08    1,8131024e+08    1,8879674e+08    4,0598338e+07    7,0710586e+07    7,5524206e+07    7,7623495e+07    2,2038323e+04   -1,5718763e+06   -9,7862833e+04   -6,7492817e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,4734199e+09    1,0433003e+09    1,1034908e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4523477e+09    9,7643893e+09    9,6572632e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8111345e+09    2,1965565e+09    2,3460515e+09
0,0425000    1,4124424e+08    1,7494920e+08    1,8161143e+08    1,8913962e+08    4,0899064e+07    7,1074795e+07    7,5828667e+07    7,7916454e+07    2,2201513e+04   -1,5736287e+06   -1,1866812e+05   -7,1541879e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,4406824e+09    9,4399019e+08    1,0593258e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4503932e+09    9,7587569e+09    9,6514452e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8084844e+09    2,1960909e+09    2,3444111e+09
0,0428125    1,4228280e+08    1,7538835e+08    1,8190297e+08    1,8946832e+08    4,1199790e+07    7,1432560e+07    7,6130553e+07    7,8206856e+07    2,2364702e+04   -1,5724544e+06   -1,4196607e+05   -7,5394250e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,3729182e+09    9,3090457e+08    1,0341081e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4101417e+09    9,7492005e+09    9,6456157e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8026673e+09    2,1846457e+09    2,3434008e+09
0,0431250    1,4332135e+08    1,7581058e+08    1,8219241e+08    1,8979002e+08    4,1500517e+07    7,1781855e+07    7,6430877e+07    7,8495176e+07    2,2527891e+04   -1,5728817e+06   -1,6531901e+05   -7,9322577e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,3414461e+09    9,1234881e+08    1,0278658e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4077919e+09    9,7453344e+09    9,6400636e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8021906e+09    2,1839269e+09    2,3429576e+09
0,0434375    1,4435991e+08    1,7622782e+08    1,8247220e+08    1,9010979e+08    4,1801243e+07    7,2129562e+07    7,6729166e+07    7,8781905e+07    2,2691081e+04   -1,5730184e+06   -1,8736343e+05   -8,3240610e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,3011247e+09    8,7773935e+08    1,0217588e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4040930e+09    9,7413043e+09    9,6345663e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7976182e+09    2,1778363e+09    2,3425199e+09
0,0437500    1,4539847e+08    1,7662501e+08    1,8274133e+08    1,9042260e+08    4,2101969e+07    7,2474237e+07    7,7025665e+07    7,9065977e+07    2,2854270e+04   -1,5721886e+06   -2,0730369e+05   -8,6885147e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,2507903e+09    8,3629728e+08    9,9346183e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3804500e+09    9,7373594e+09    9,6233405e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7907052e+09    2,1748805e+09    2,3080602e+09
0,0440625    1,4643703e+08    1,7701057e+08    1,8299948e+08    1,9073169e+08    4,2402696e+07    7,2810932e+07    7,7320183e+07    7,9347372e+07    2,3017460e+04   -1,5749799e+06   -2,2496772e+05   -9,0538896e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,2188868e+09    8,1815807e+08    9,8765830e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3391830e+09    9,7332582e+09    9,6181214e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7757770e+09    2,1744233e+09    2,3076188e+09
0,0443750    1,4747559e+08    1,7737937e+08    1,8325384e+08    1,9103396e+08    4,2703422e+07    7,3135351e+07    7,7613038e+07    7,9622555e+07    2,3180649e+04   -1,5839767e+06   -2,4232880e+05   -9,3999754e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,1454977e+09    8,1255551e+08    9,4468637e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3185929e+09    9,7294406e+09    9,5886616e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7646432e+09    2,1741091e+09    2,3022815e+09
0,0446875    1,4851415e+08    1,7771589e+08    1,8349994e+08    1,9132657e+08    4,3004149e+07    7,3460585e+07    7,7899139e+07    7,9892664e+07    2,3343839e+04   -1,5922790e+06   -2,5685713e+05   -9,7298539e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,0499471e+09    7,7201323e+08    9,1262440e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3092792e+09    9,6989047e+09    9,5826108e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7639613e+09    2,1591387e+09    2,3014180e+09
0,0450000    1,4955271e+08    1,7802983e+08    1,8373356e+08    1,9160977e+08    4,3304875e+07    7,3787412e+07    7,8179790e+07    8,0160758e+07    2,3507028e+04   -1,5978085e+06   -2,6891314e+05   -1,0063227e+06    3,3233899e+09    9,5911856e+08    7,4017221e+08    8,9426691e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2946284e+09    9,6933829e+09    9,5755692e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7590855e+09    2,1586443e+09    2,2980170e+09
0,0453125    1,5059127e+08    1,7832563e+08    1,8396172e+08    1,9188785e+08    4,3605601e+07    7,4112757e+07    7,8458108e+07    8,0426407e+07    2,3670218e+04   -1,6010618e+06   -2,8087169e+05   -1,0402770e+06    3,3233899e+09    9,2992991e+08    7,2743034e+08    8,8665931e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2852728e+09    9,6797484e+09    9,5633590e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7578816e+09    2,1560196e+09    2,2883465e+09
0,0456250    1,5162983e+08    1,7861283e+08    1,8418653e+08    1,9216147e+08    4,3906328e+07    7,4432987e+07    7,8733492e+07    8,0688479e+07    2,3833407e+04   -1,6034351e+06   -2,9168545e+05   -1,0715418e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,9387389e+08    7,1092131e+08    8,6922292e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2693869e+09    9,6677478e+09    9,5543404e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7567197e+09    2,1451285e+09    2,2823136e+09
0,0459375    1,5266839e+08    1,7888862e+08    1,8440754e+08    1,9242930e+08    4,4207054e+07    7,4747646e+07    7,9006218e+07    8,0948519e+07    2,3996597e+04   -1,6055916e+06   -3,0192710e+05   -1,1019480e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,8005673e+08    7,0601801e+08    8,4733882e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2650561e+09    9,6635781e+09    9,5486331e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7547653e+09    2,1447777e+09    2,2815431e+09
0,0462500    1,5370695e+08    1,7916087e+08    1,8462300e+08    1,9269297e+08    4,4507780e+07    7,5060049e+07    7,9277585e+07    8,1206928e+07    2,4159786e+04   -1,6074345e+06   -3,1183448e+05   -1,1319251e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,5478529e+08    6,8075461e+08    8,4255470e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2573866e+09    9,6580703e+09    9,5430800e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7510452e+09    2,1407072e+09    2,2810646e+09
0,0465625    1,5474551e+08    1,7942651e+08    1,8483237e+08    1,9295488e+08    4,4808507e+07    7,5368844e+07    7,9547205e+07    8,1464014e+07    2,4322975e+04   -1,6081266e+06   -3,2056945e+05   -1,1618534e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,4863294e+08    6,5900148e+08    8,2940771e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2532046e+09    9,6536913e+09    9,5362090e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7505407e+09    2,1392172e+09    2,2797267e+09
0,0468750    1,5578407e+08    1,7968425e+08    1,8503380e+08    1,9320926e+08    4,5109233e+07    7,5675116e+07    7,9808447e+07    8,1721290e+07    2,4486165e+04   -1,6086011e+06   -3,3000334e+05   -1,1927083e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,8826695e+08    6,3635989e+08    7,8392253e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2378649e+09    9,5734451e+09    9,5281644e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7403776e+09    2,1187700e+09    2,2777831e+09
0,0471875    1,5682263e+08    1,7992915e+08    1,8522878e+08    1,9345060e+08    4,5409960e+07    7,5978686e+07    8,0063602e+07    8,1970231e+07    2,4649354e+04   -1,6083089e+06   -3,3990640e+05   -1,2250474e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,8230382e+08    6,2265276e+08    7,6672547e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2338706e+09    9,5690423e+09    9,4153972e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7399644e+09    2,1180361e+09    2,2661745e+09
0,0475000    1,5786119e+08    1,8017063e+08    1,8541235e+08    1,9368914e+08    4,5710686e+07    7,6280202e+07    8,0314866e+07    8,2213752e+07    2,4812542e+04   -1,6078168e+06   -3,4905889e+05   -1,2585378e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,6202886e+08    5,7322238e+08    7,6221226e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2287799e+09    9,5588373e+09    9,4105270e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7393328e+09    2,1175785e+09    2,2657865e+09
0,0478125    1,5889974e+08    1,8039943e+08    1,8558843e+08    1,9392565e+08    4,6011412e+07    7,6577997e+07    8,0563484e+07    8,2455558e+07    2,4975729e+04   -1,6064051e+06   -3,5754005e+05   -1,2918162e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,1859756e+08    5,6230377e+08    7,4760557e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2230799e+09    9,5543742e+09    9,4023943e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7382591e+09    2,1171027e+09    2,2646963e+09
0,0481250    1,5993650e+08    1,8062118e+08    1,8576318e+08    1,9415322e+08    4,6312159e+07    7,6872833e+07    8,0810808e+07    8,2693667e+07    2,4999126e+04   -1,6051768e+06   -3,6592661e+05   -1,3255867e+06    3,2992108e+09    6,8249461e+08    5,5816447e+08    7,1773885e+08    3,3233515e+09    9,1896243e+09    9,5504796e+09    9,3897202e+09    1,1797917e+09    1,7325757e+09    2,1167565e+09    2,2627135e+09
0,0484375    1,6096286e+08    1,8083110e+08    1,8593488e+08    1,9437561e+08    4,6612988e+07    7,7160069e+07    8,1053259e+07    8,2929799e+07    2,4380761e+04   -1,6066049e+06   -3,7470902e+05   -1,3593356e+06    3,2477832e+09    6,6639080e+08    5,3620436e+08    7,0501275e+08    3,3233146e+09    9,1841101e+09    9,4251197e+09    9,3836870e+09    1,1796730e+09    1,7255439e+09    2,0842931e+09    2,2619050e+09
0,0487500    1,6197343e+08    1,8103369e+08    1,8610054e+08    1,9459283e+08    4,6913635e+07    7,7444491e+07    8,1284987e+07    8,3164701e+07    2,3455684e+04   -1,6084317e+06   -3,8810329e+05   -1,3919207e+06    3,2067672e+09    6,2415931e+08    5,2451924e+08    6,8813197e+08    3,3232476e+09    9,1743984e+09    9,4194698e+09    9,3768140e+09    1,1795829e+09    1,7219430e+09    2,0832878e+09    2,2600055e+09
0,0490625    1,6295679e+08    1,8122684e+08    1,8626108e+08    1,9480091e+08    4,7214068e+07    7,7725864e+07    8,1516475e+07    8,3399397e+07    2,2848217e+04   -1,6085620e+06   -4,0072537e+05   -1,4237108e+06    3,0610687e+09    6,0180305e+08    5,0639885e+08    6,4508080e+08    3,3229485e+09    9,1695479e+09    9,4142950e+09    9,3609244e+09    1,1794034e+09    1,7196163e+09    2,0652194e+09    2,2574950e+09
0,0493750    1,6389552e+08    1,8141362e+08    1,8641655e+08    1,9500167e+08    4,7513909e+07    7,8005076e+07    8,1747850e+07    8,3635455e+07    2,2431758e+04   -1,6077308e+06   -4,1135998e+05   -1,4549192e+06    2,9247338e+09    5,9645163e+08    4,8517388e+08    6,4154430e+08    3,3228417e+09    9,1645355e+09    9,4085905e+09    9,3553015e+09    1,1792617e+09    1,7189816e+09    2,0636265e+09    2,2570474e+09
0,0496875    1,6477758e+08    1,8159664e+08    1,8656347e+08    1,9519962e+08    4,7812171e+07    7,8282213e+07    8,1978450e+07    8,3866949e+07    2,1120725e+04   -1,6067204e+06   -4,2028262e+05   -1,4887798e+06    2,6629327e+09    5,7962916e+08    4,5546364e+08    6,3064619e+08    3,3221736e+09    9,1597412e+09    9,4032455e+09    9,3237028e+09    1,1785703e+09    1,7183196e+09    2,0614977e+09    2,2368018e+09
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Shear Strength ! 0
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Shear Strength !!
Strain "xx Strain "xx
C22  ( N/m2 ) C33  ( N/m2 )Figure 6.25: Variation of C11 component considering elasto-plastic polymer
83
This can be batter demonstrated through figure 6.25, in terms of variation of the C11 compo-
nent. More specifically, the constitutive element C11 appears to be mainly influenced by the
non-linear behavior of the polymer leading thus to widely lower values in comparison with
the neat polume response.
Strains Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d)
!xx "xx "yy #xy C11 C22 C33
0,0000000    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0003125    1,0387244e+06    2,0006668e+06    2,0006668e+06    2,0006668e+06    3,0100427e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    1,7093482e+02    2,9357799e+04    2,9357799e+04    2,9357799e+04    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0006250    2,0772837e+06    4,0013336e+06    4,0013336e+06    4,0013336e+06    6,0173063e+05    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    3,3412429e+02    5,8715598e+04    5,8715598e+04    5,8715598e+04    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0009375    3,1158431e+06    6,0020004e+06    6,0020004e+06    6,0020004e+06    9,0245700e+05    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    4,9731375e+02    8,8073397e+04    8,8073397e+04    8,8073397e+04    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0012500    4,1544024e+06    8,0026672e+06    8,0026672e+06    8,0026672e+06    1,2031834e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    6,6050322e+02    1,1743120e+05    1,1743120e+05    1,1743120e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0015625    5,1929618e+06    1,0003334e+07    1,0003334e+07    1,0003334e+07    1,5039097e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    8,2369268e+02    1,4678899e+05    1,4678899e+05    1,4678899e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0018750    6,2315211e+06    1,2004001e+07    1,2004001e+07    1,2004001e+07    1,8046361e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    9,8688215e+02    1,7614679e+05    1,7614679e+05    1,7614679e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0021875    7,2700805e+06    1,4004668e+07    1,4004668e+07    1,4004668e+07    2,1053625e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    1,1500716e+03    2,0550459e+05    2,0550459e+05    2,0550459e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0025000    8,3086398e+06    1,6005334e+07    1,6005334e+07    1,6005334e+07    2,4060888e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    1,3132611e+03    2,3486239e+05    2,3486239e+05    2,3486239e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0028125    9,3471992e+06    1,8005867e+07    1,8006001e+07    1,8006001e+07    2,7068152e+06    6,2923832e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    1,4764505e+03    2,6425732e+05    2,6422019e+05    2,6422019e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0031250    1,0385759e+07    1,9983757e+07    2,0006668e+07    2,0006668e+07    3,0075416e+06    6,9933765e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    1,6396400e+03    2,9993718e+05    2,9357799e+05    2,9357799e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0034375    1,1424318e+07    2,1961647e+07    2,2007335e+07    2,2007335e+07    3,3082679e+06    7,6943698e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    1,8028295e+03    3,3561703e+05    3,2293579e+05    3,2293579e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0037500    1,2462877e+07    2,3939537e+07    2,4008002e+07    2,4008002e+07    3,6089943e+06    8,3953631e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    1,9660189e+03    3,7129688e+05    3,5229359e+05    3,5229359e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0040625    1,3501437e+07    2,5917427e+07    2,6008668e+07    2,6008668e+07    3,9097207e+06    9,0963564e+06    9,0889823e+06    9,0889823e+06    2,1292084e+03    4,0697674e+05    3,8165139e+05    3,8165139e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0043750    1,4539996e+07    2,7895316e+07    2,8009335e+07    2,8009335e+07    4,2104471e+06    9,7973497e+06    9,7881348e+06    9,7881348e+06    2,2923979e+03    4,4265659e+05    4,1100918e+05    4,1100918e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0046875    1,5578555e+07    2,9873206e+07    3,0010002e+07    3,0010002e+07    4,5111734e+06    1,0498343e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,0487287e+07    2,4555873e+03    4,7833644e+05    4,4036698e+05    4,4036698e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0050000    1,6617115e+07    3,1851096e+07    3,2010669e+07    3,2010669e+07    4,8118998e+06    1,1199336e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,1186440e+07    2,6187768e+03    5,1401630e+05    4,6972478e+05    4,6972478e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0053125    1,7655674e+07    3,3826536e+07    3,4011336e+07    3,4011336e+07    5,1126262e+06    1,1899648e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,1885592e+07    2,7819663e+03    5,5219781e+05    4,9908258e+05    4,9908258e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0056250    1,8694233e+07    3,5789271e+07    3,6012002e+07    3,6012002e+07    5,4133525e+06    1,2596427e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,2584745e+07    2,9451559e+03    6,0335357e+05    5,2844038e+05    5,2844038e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0059375    1,9732793e+07    3,7752006e+07    3,8012669e+07    3,8012669e+07    5,7140789e+06    1,3293205e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,3283897e+07    3,1083455e+03    6,5450932e+05    5,5779818e+05    5,5779818e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0062500    2,0771352e+07    3,9714741e+07    4,0013336e+07    4,0013336e+07    6,0148053e+06    1,3989984e+07    1,3983050e+07    1,3983050e+07    3,2715352e+03    7,0566508e+05    5,8715598e+05    5,8715598e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0065625    2,1809911e+07    4,1677251e+07    4,2014003e+07    4,2014003e+07    6,3155316e+06    1,4686553e+07    1,4682202e+07    1,4682202e+07    3,4347252e+03    7,5674935e+05    6,1651377e+05    6,1651377e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0068750    2,2848471e+07    4,3622797e+07    4,4014670e+07    4,4014670e+07    6,6162580e+06    1,5367334e+07    1,5381355e+07    1,5381355e+07    3,5979158e+03    8,0244343e+05    6,4587157e+05    6,4587157e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0071875    2,3887030e+07    4,5568342e+07    4,6003613e+07    4,6015336e+07    6,9169844e+06    1,6048115e+07    1,6081455e+07    1,6080507e+07    3,7611075e+03    8,4813751e+05    6,7848324e+05    6,7522936e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0075000    2,4925589e+07    4,7513888e+07    4,7981503e+07    4,8016003e+07    7,2177107e+06    1,6728896e+07    1,6782448e+07    1,6779660e+07    3,9243014e+03    8,9383159e+05    7,1416309e+05    7,0458714e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0078125    2,5964149e+07    4,9444632e+07    4,9959393e+07    5,0016670e+07    7,5184371e+06    1,7401796e+07    1,7483441e+07    1,7478812e+07    4,0874997e+03    9,3072251e+05    7,4984294e+05    7,3394491e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,9409100e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0526442e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6816175e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0081250    2,7002708e+07    5,1284456e+07    5,1937283e+07    5,2017337e+07    7,8191635e+06    1,8028671e+07    1,8184435e+07    1,8177965e+07    4,2507070e+03    9,1358377e+05    7,8552280e+05    7,6330266e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0084375    2,8041268e+07    5,3086460e+07    5,3915173e+07    5,4018004e+07    8,1198899e+06    1,8640808e+07    1,8885428e+07    1,8877117e+07    4,4139320e+03    8,7405437e+05    8,2120265e+05    7,9266057e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0087500    2,9079827e+07    5,4888464e+07    5,5893062e+07    5,6018670e+07    8,4206162e+06    1,9252944e+07    1,9586421e+07    1,9576270e+07    4,5771926e+03    8,3452497e+05    8,5688250e+05    8,2201837e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0090625    3,0118387e+07    5,6659250e+07    5,7870952e+07    5,8019337e+07    8,7213427e+06    1,9864511e+07    2,0287414e+07    2,0275422e+07    4,7405242e+03    8,0601881e+05    8,9256236e+05    8,5137617e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0093750    3,1156945e+07    5,8394107e+07    5,9848842e+07    6,0020004e+07    9,0220689e+06    2,0475423e+07    2,0988408e+07    2,0974575e+07    4,9034293e+03    7,9019931e+05    9,2824221e+05    8,8073397e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0096875    3,2195505e+07    6,0128964e+07    6,1826732e+07    6,2020671e+07    9,3227953e+06    2,1086335e+07    2,1689401e+07    2,1673727e+07    5,0666188e+03    7,7437980e+05    9,6392206e+05    9,1009176e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0100000    3,3234064e+07    6,1863821e+07    6,3804622e+07    6,4021338e+07    9,6235217e+06    2,1697247e+07    2,2390394e+07    2,2372880e+07    5,2298082e+03    7,5856029e+05    9,9960192e+05    9,3944956e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0103125    3,4272623e+07    6,3598201e+07    6,5782512e+07    6,6022004e+07    9,9242481e+06    2,2308193e+07    2,3091388e+07    2,3072032e+07    5,3929977e+03    7,4238866e+05    1,0352818e+06    9,6880736e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,5348309e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499784e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5845651e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0106250    3,5311183e+07    6,5320349e+07    6,7760401e+07    6,8022671e+07    1,0224974e+07    2,2916167e+07    2,3792381e+07    2,3771185e+07    5,5561872e+03    7,2222965e+05    1,0709616e+06    9,9816516e+05    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0109375    3,6349742e+07    6,7021253e+07    6,9738291e+07    7,0023338e+07    1,0525701e+07    2,3514790e+07    2,4493374e+07    2,4470337e+07    5,7193766e+03    6,9561527e+05    1,1066415e+06    1,0275230e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0112500    3,7388302e+07    6,8722158e+07    7,1716181e+07    7,2024005e+07    1,0826427e+07    2,4113414e+07    2,5194367e+07    2,5169490e+07    5,8825661e+03    6,6900088e+05    1,1423213e+06    1,0568808e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0115625    3,8426861e+07    7,0423063e+07    7,3694071e+07    7,4024672e+07    1,1127154e+07    2,4712038e+07    2,5895361e+07    2,5868642e+07    6,0457556e+03    6,4238650e+05    1,1780012e+06    1,0862386e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0118750    3,9465420e+07    7,2123968e+07    7,5671961e+07    7,6025338e+07    1,1427880e+07    2,5310662e+07    2,6596354e+07    2,6567794e+07    6,2089450e+03    6,1577211e+05    1,2136810e+06    1,1155964e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0121875    4,0503980e+07    7,3824872e+07    7,7649850e+07    7,8026005e+07    1,1728606e+07    2,5909285e+07    2,7297347e+07    2,7266947e+07    6,3721345e+03    5,8915772e+05    1,2493609e+06    1,1449542e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0125000    4,1542539e+07    7,5525777e+07    7,9627740e+07    8,0026672e+07    1,2029333e+07    2,6507909e+07    2,7998341e+07    2,7966099e+07    6,5353239e+03    5,6254334e+05    1,2850407e+06    1,1743120e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0128125    4,2581098e+07    7,7226682e+07    8,1605630e+07    8,2027339e+07    1,2330059e+07    2,7106533e+07    2,8699334e+07    2,8665252e+07    6,6985134e+03    5,3592895e+05    1,3207206e+06    1,2036698e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0131250    4,3619658e+07    7,8888416e+07    8,3583520e+07    8,4028006e+07    1,2630785e+07    2,7686776e+07    2,9400327e+07    2,9364404e+07    6,8617029e+03    5,0009572e+05    1,3564005e+06    1,2330276e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0134375    4,4658217e+07    8,0511691e+07    8,5547708e+07    8,6028672e+07    1,2931512e+07    2,8248974e+07    3,0097510e+07    3,0063557e+07    7,0248924e+03    4,5521110e+05    1,4060724e+06    1,2623854e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0137500    4,5696776e+07    8,2134966e+07    8,7510443e+07    8,8029339e+07    1,3232238e+07    2,8811172e+07    3,0794289e+07    3,0762709e+07    7,1880819e+03    4,1032648e+05    1,4572282e+06    1,2917431e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0140625    4,6735336e+07    8,3755023e+07    8,9473178e+07    9,0030006e+07    1,3532964e+07    2,9371951e+07    3,1491067e+07    3,1461862e+07    7,3512714e+03    3,6662972e+05    1,5083839e+06    1,3211009e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0143750    4,7773895e+07    8,5372151e+07    9,1435913e+07    9,2030673e+07    1,3833691e+07    2,9931439e+07    3,2187846e+07    3,2161014e+07    7,5144609e+03    3,2401318e+05    1,5595397e+06    1,3504587e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0146875    4,8812454e+07    8,6987742e+07    9,3398648e+07    9,4031340e+07    1,4134417e+07    3,0490249e+07    3,2884624e+07    3,2860167e+07    7,6776506e+03    2,8237466e+05    1,6106954e+06    1,3798165e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9886305e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0387170e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4822060e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0150000    4,9851014e+07    8,8546336e+07    9,5361383e+07    9,6032006e+07    1,4435144e+07    3,1023794e+07    3,3581403e+07    3,3559319e+07    7,8408405e+03    2,7628951e+05    1,6618512e+06    1,4091743e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0153125    5,0889573e+07    9,0104737e+07    9,7324118e+07    9,8032673e+07    1,4735870e+07    3,1557188e+07    3,4278181e+07    3,4258472e+07    8,0040307e+03    2,6994286e+05    1,7130069e+06    1,4385321e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0156250    5,1928132e+07    9,1663139e+07    9,9286853e+07    1,0003334e+08    1,5036596e+07    3,2090583e+07    3,4974960e+07    3,4957624e+07    8,1672218e+03    2,6359622e+05    1,7641627e+06    1,4678899e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0159375    5,2966692e+07    9,3218594e+07    1,0124959e+08    1,0203401e+08    1,5337323e+07    3,2620693e+07    3,5671739e+07    3,5656777e+07    8,3304145e+03    2,5325098e+05    1,8153184e+06    1,4972477e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0162500    5,4005251e+07    9,4773913e+07    1,0320332e+08    1,0403467e+08    1,5638049e+07    3,3150650e+07    3,6363783e+07    3,6355929e+07    8,4936104e+03    2,4271939e+05    1,8643888e+06    1,5266055e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,0928244e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0615633e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7812349e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0165625    5,5043811e+07    9,6329231e+07    1,0509859e+08    1,0602954e+08    1,5938775e+07    3,3680607e+07    3,7026768e+07    3,7051555e+07    8,6568128e+03    2,3218779e+05    1,9033204e+06    1,5542104e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    5,9351739e+09    6,3260885e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0552477e+10    1,0630623e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7736576e+09    2,8371161e+09
0,0168750    5,6082370e+07    9,7883890e+07    1,0695314e+08    1,0798696e+08    1,6239502e+07    3,4209977e+07    3,7668955e+07    3,7729062e+07    8,8200280e+03    2,2148808e+05    1,9348868e+06    1,5741981e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,8269166e+09    5,9343525e+09    6,2316259e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0355491e+10    1,0552072e+10    1,0617707e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3751296e+09    2,7736731e+09    2,8357499e+09
0,0171875    5,7120930e+07    9,9366327e+07    1,0877601e+08    1,0991172e+08    1,6540228e+07    3,4732887e+07    3,8297257e+07    3,8392874e+07    8,9832690e+03    1,6969048e+05    1,9608174e+06    1,5889646e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,7184212e+09    5,8211317e+09    6,1337480e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0345262e+10    1,0529447e+10    1,0598345e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3687780e+09    2,7697898e+09    2,8325279e+09
0,0175000    5,8159490e+07    1,0082730e+08    1,1059486e+08    1,1182540e+08    1,6840954e+07    3,5259670e+07    3,8923685e+07    3,9051565e+07    9,1465616e+03    1,1793935e+05    1,9861003e+06    1,6016042e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,5787091e+09    5,8200228e+09    6,0347925e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0308457e+10    1,0529685e+10    1,0575148e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3618867e+09    2,7700785e+09    2,8276950e+09
0,0178125    5,9198048e+07    1,0225374e+08    1,1239807e+08    1,1369207e+08    1,7141681e+07    3,5786893e+07    3,9551486e+07    3,9698254e+07    9,3095448e+03    6,9437372e+04    2,0102449e+06    1,6068416e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,5333119e+09    5,7525602e+09    5,9026619e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0290273e+10    1,0527691e+10    1,0572933e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3592717e+09    2,7696988e+09    2,8265621e+09
0,0181250    6,0236607e+07    1,0366472e+08    1,1417025e+08    1,1549521e+08    1,7442407e+07    3,6305320e+07    4,0181229e+07    4,0348257e+07    9,4727343e+03    1,7960927e+04    2,0333901e+06    1,6135823e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,4778175e+09    5,5586093e+09    5,6880284e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0278162e+10    1,0526637e+10    1,0572159e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3580066e+09    2,7652884e+09    2,8222146e+09
0,0184375    6,1275166e+07    1,0505409e+08    1,1589240e+08    1,1727237e+08    1,7743134e+07    3,6816302e+07    4,0813463e+07    4,0998645e+07    9,6359238e+03   -3,1128250e+04    2,0569290e+06    1,6190464e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,3505966e+09    5,4872447e+09    5,6864988e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0257789e+10    1,0526286e+10    1,0571801e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3316410e+09    2,7653183e+09    2,8223468e+09
0,0187500    6,2313726e+07    1,0639372e+08    1,1760677e+08    1,1904791e+08    1,8043860e+07    3,7298792e+07    4,1445521e+07    4,1648672e+07    9,7991132e+03   -9,2704147e+04    2,0806739e+06    1,6243207e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2841678e+09    5,4855879e+09    5,6099387e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0200151e+10    1,0525861e+10    1,0570792e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2816868e+09    2,7653732e+09    2,8203286e+09
0,0190625    6,3352285e+07    1,0773243e+08    1,1929050e+08    1,2076700e+08    1,8344586e+07    3,7780411e+07    4,2080092e+07    4,2302715e+07    9,9623027e+03   -1,5496216e+05    2,0999087e+06    1,6252632e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2837812e+09    5,3275528e+09    5,3597004e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0199801e+10    1,0523185e+10    1,0568083e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2816909e+09    2,7620870e+09    2,8184237e+09
0,0193750    6,4390845e+07    1,0906618e+08    1,2092461e+08    1,2243440e+08    1,8645313e+07    3,8263794e+07    4,2718750e+07    4,2960144e+07    1,0125492e+04   -2,1799548e+05    2,1179058e+06    1,6266102e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2594211e+09    5,1713700e+09    5,2692239e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0195779e+10    1,0522271e+10    1,0567607e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2810728e+09    2,7617948e+09    2,8179207e+09
0,0196875    6,5429404e+07    1,1039272e+08    1,2252721e+08    1,2408036e+08    1,8946039e+07    3,8747046e+07    4,3358993e+07    4,3618060e+07    1,0288682e+04   -2,7840384e+05    2,1375323e+06    1,6295979e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,1156106e+09    5,0856919e+09    5,2663757e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0182263e+10    1,0521694e+10    1,0567206e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2068685e+09    2,7614859e+09    2,8178958e+09
0,0200000    6,6467963e+07    1,1167244e+08    1,2406934e+08    1,2572545e+08    1,9246765e+07    3,9223725e+07    4,3970274e+07    4,4275368e+07    1,0451871e+04   -3,1266746e+05    2,1265020e+06    1,6325906e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0909497e+09    4,8840511e+09    5,2636011e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0179277e+10    1,0442877e+10    1,0566775e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2068154e+09    2,6696294e+09    2,8178503e+09
0,0203125    6,7506523e+07    1,1294774e+08    1,2557467e+08    1,2736970e+08    1,9547492e+07    3,9701498e+07    4,4563793e+07    4,4932079e+07    1,0615061e+04   -3,4753518e+05    2,1025476e+06    1,6355891e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0635393e+09    4,8133028e+09    5,2609260e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176963e+10    1,0433438e+10    1,0566347e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2058622e+09    2,6685231e+09    2,8178063e+09
0,0206250    6,8545082e+07    1,1421749e+08    1,2705800e+08    1,2897824e+08    1,9848218e+07    4,0180596e+07    4,5147076e+07    4,5586405e+07    1,0778250e+04   -3,8339177e+05    2,0741028e+06    1,6392650e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0630894e+09    4,7385170e+09    5,0099880e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176671e+10    1,0417650e+10    1,0553513e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059024e+09    2,6651402e+09    2,8143036e+09
0,0209375    6,9583641e+07    1,1548710e+08    1,2847859e+08    1,3052762e+08    2,0148945e+07    4,0659561e+07    4,5716714e+07    4,6228015e+07    1,0941439e+04   -4,1923180e+05    2,0269149e+06    1,6381270e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0626246e+09    4,4462363e+09    4,9357204e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176351e+10    1,0389605e+10    1,0533541e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059108e+09    2,6070068e+09    2,8083272e+09
0,0212500    7,0622201e+07    1,1675656e+08    1,2985981e+08    1,3206927e+08    2,0449671e+07    4,1138397e+07    4,6278951e+07    4,6865409e+07    1,1104629e+04   -4,5505537e+05    1,9731106e+06    1,6350573e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0621723e+09    4,3899118e+09    4,9323921e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176036e+10    1,0372146e+10    1,0533189e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059192e+09    2,6019737e+09    2,8084491e+09
0,0215625    7,1660760e+07    1,1800965e+08    1,3123090e+08    1,3360985e+08    2,0750397e+07    4,1621474e+07    4,6835421e+07    4,7502061e+07    1,1267818e+04   -4,9050229e+05    1,9165293e+06    1,6319713e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9954768e+09    4,3866743e+09    4,9290387e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0170833e+10    1,0372419e+10    1,0532522e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2058450e+09    2,6021124e+09    2,8083955e+09
0,0218750    7,2699319e+07    1,1925203e+08    1,3260100e+08    1,3514942e+08    2,1051124e+07    4,2105962e+07    4,7391358e+07    4,8137985e+07    1,1431008e+04   -5,2513799e+05    1,8600478e+06    1,6288700e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8705410e+09    4,3835358e+09    4,9258139e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0152441e+10    1,0372321e+10    1,0531863e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1812764e+09    2,6022009e+09    2,8083441e+09
0,0221875    7,3737879e+07    1,2046143e+08    1,3397014e+08    1,3667667e+08    2,1351850e+07    4,2582455e+07    4,7946772e+07    4,8765728e+07    1,1594197e+04   -5,4746280e+05    1,8036644e+06    1,6210141e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8699362e+09    4,3805141e+09    4,8720636e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0152257e+10    1,0372224e+10    1,0508616e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1812991e+09    2,6022876e+09    2,7993591e+09
0,0225000    7,4776438e+07    1,2167042e+08    1,3533837e+08    1,3819849e+08    2,1652576e+07    4,3058013e+07    4,8501670e+07    4,9389774e+07    1,1757386e+04   -5,7049142e+05    1,7473772e+06    1,6112583e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8629480e+09    4,3776058e+09    4,8690743e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0072440e+10    1,0372126e+10    1,0508420e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1184679e+09    2,6023727e+09    2,7993594e+09
0,0228125    7,5814997e+07    1,2287214e+08    1,3670571e+08    1,3971940e+08    2,1953303e+07    4,3529386e+07    4,9056061e+07    5,0013097e+07    1,1920575e+04   -5,9783706e+05    1,6911847e+06    1,6014824e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7937422e+09    4,3748075e+09    4,8661834e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0064365e+10    1,0372029e+10    1,0507642e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167520e+09    2,6024561e+09    2,7992947e+09
0,0231250    7,6853557e+07    1,2405489e+08    1,3804938e+08    1,4121586e+08    2,2254029e+07    4,4000325e+07    4,9601431e+07    5,0625271e+07    1,2083764e+04   -6,2342592e+05    1,6299067e+06    1,5842441e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7619696e+09    4,2593202e+09    4,7349942e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0060940e+10    1,0356236e+10    1,0482228e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167239e+09    2,5967446e+09    2,7865770e+09
0,0234375    7,7892116e+07    1,2523034e+08    1,3936496e+08    1,4268475e+08    2,2554756e+07    4,4473524e+07    5,0135587e+07    5,1225378e+07    1,2246952e+04   -6,4871203e+05    1,5626196e+06    1,5583372e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7612887e+09    4,1987382e+09    4,6910631e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0061030e+10    1,0345767e+10    1,0473471e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167373e+09    2,5939213e+09    2,7816341e+09
0,0237500    7,8930675e+07    1,2638314e+08    1,4065429e+08    1,4414990e+08    2,2855482e+07    4,4949210e+07    5,0669774e+07    5,1823425e+07    1,2410138e+04   -6,7357836e+05    1,5065462e+06    1,5313890e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,6409445e+09    4,0860148e+09    4,6875884e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0050593e+10    1,0344321e+10    1,0472673e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1164127e+09    2,5621209e+09    2,7815504e+09
0,0240625    7,9969235e+07    1,2751374e+08    1,4193047e+08    1,4561397e+08    2,3156208e+07    4,5421077e+07    5,1204437e+07    5,2420545e+07    1,2573321e+04   -7,0003819e+05    1,4570924e+06    1,5043237e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,6031070e+09    4,0829346e+09    4,6842090e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0040625e+10    1,0343832e+10    1,0471295e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1147942e+09    2,5622379e+09    2,7814211e+09
0,0243750    8,1007794e+07    1,2862488e+08    1,4320570e+08    1,4703581e+08    2,3456935e+07    4,5896230e+07    5,1738472e+07    5,3013195e+07    1,2736497e+04   -7,2581062e+05    1,4076779e+06    1,4758135e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5261969e+09    4,0800126e+09    4,4397851e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0027387e+10    1,0343777e+10    1,0461823e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1136287e+09    2,5624629e+09    2,7730509e+09
0,0246875    8,2046353e+07    1,2972653e+08    1,4445691e+08    1,4841719e+08    2,3757661e+07    4,6375099e+07    5,2270760e+07    5,3599494e+07    1,2899660e+04   -7,5030356e+05    1,3582008e+06    1,4429308e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5249458e+09    3,9440216e+09    4,3930161e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0027700e+10    1,0342763e+10    1,0460118e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1136883e+09    2,5605982e+09    2,7698197e+09
0,0250000    8,3084912e+07    1,3081880e+08    1,4568272e+08    1,4976284e+08    2,4058387e+07    4,6855596e+07    5,2800619e+07    5,4179680e+07    1,3062797e+04   -7,7340109e+05    1,3086056e+06    1,4040286e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4901295e+09    3,9062036e+09    4,1202826e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0026278e+10    1,0341880e+10    1,0444101e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1129297e+09    2,5601445e+09    2,7542328e+09
0,0253125    8,4123471e+07    1,3190919e+08    1,4688814e+08    1,5103978e+08    2,4359114e+07    4,7336154e+07    5,3324874e+07    5,4746579e+07    1,3225882e+04   -7,9623868e+05    1,2574809e+06    1,3625154e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4889762e+09    3,7576641e+09    4,0035888e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0026338e+10    1,0333079e+10    1,0433561e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1129426e+09    2,5473601e+09    2,7412680e+09
0,0256250    8,5162030e+07    1,3299885e+08    1,4801613e+08    1,5227330e+08    2,4659840e+07    4,7816296e+07    5,3841765e+07    5,5303164e+07    1,3388861e+04   -8,1910418e+05    1,2141703e+06    1,3167885e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4484175e+09    3,5175058e+09    3,8967030e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019487e+10    1,0328990e+10    1,0422505e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1119937e+09    2,5338718e+09    2,7342386e+09
0,0259375    8,6200591e+07    1,3407619e+08    1,4908813e+08    1,5344114e+08    2,4960566e+07    4,8291161e+07    5,4354301e+07    5,5849715e+07    1,3552471e+04   -8,4378959e+05    1,1775795e+06    1,2683845e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4471663e+09    3,3258339e+09    3,5267004e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019504e+10    1,0323019e+10    1,0413215e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120185e+09    2,5213057e+09    2,7221823e+09
0,0262500    8,7239150e+07    1,3515314e+08    1,5011702e+08    1,5453203e+08    2,5261293e+07    4,8765740e+07    5,4864727e+07    5,6390024e+07    1,3715660e+04   -8,6843406e+05    1,1432364e+06    1,2130091e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4459450e+09    3,2344178e+09    3,4844826e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019511e+10    1,0320038e+10    1,0403706e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120408e+09    2,5204078e+09    2,7217173e+09
0,0265625    8,8277709e+07    1,3622972e+08    1,5109701e+08    1,5560419e+08    2,5562019e+07    4,9240038e+07    5,5373779e+07    5,6928047e+07    1,3878850e+04   -8,9303796e+05    1,1126736e+06    1,1594296e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4447542e+09    3,0834307e+09    3,3468855e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019518e+10    1,0318233e+10    1,0400490e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120629e+09    2,5177354e+09    2,7178856e+09
0,0268750    8,9316269e+07    1,3730475e+08    1,5202211e+08    1,5662784e+08    2,5862746e+07    4,9713390e+07    5,5876183e+07    5,7461049e+07    1,4042039e+04   -9,1695881e+05    1,0856767e+06    1,1088961e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4075490e+09    2,9543969e+09    3,2186087e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0008026e+10    1,0312450e+10    1,0396464e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1013464e+09    2,5056321e+09    2,7168957e+09
0,0271875    9,0354828e+07    1,3836935e+08    1,5294345e+08    1,5761872e+08    2,6163472e+07    5,0180769e+07    5,6376748e+07    5,7988359e+07    1,4205229e+04   -9,3533685e+05    1,0586592e+06    1,0598716e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4064310e+09    2,9462525e+09    3,1600711e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0008027e+10    1,0311273e+10    1,0391668e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1013667e+09    2,5056253e+09    2,7157879e+09
0,0275000    9,1393388e+07    1,3943157e+08    1,5386226e+08    1,5859557e+08    2,6464198e+07    5,0647612e+07    5,6875658e+07    5,8512812e+07    1,4368418e+04   -9,5380268e+05    1,0315887e+06    1,0136103e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,3716372e+09    2,9381704e+09    3,1190265e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0007467e+10    1,0309423e+10    1,0388169e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1012577e+09    2,5054610e+09    2,7115396e+09
0,0278125    9,2431947e+07    1,4047421e+08    1,5477065e+08    1,5956826e+08    2,6764925e+07    5,1111007e+07    5,7370180e+07    5,9035048e+07    1,4531608e+04   -9,7368515e+05    1,0015389e+06    9,6737416e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,3242891e+09    2,8605234e+09    3,1104819e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0005521e+10    1,0300695e+10    1,0384830e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1009085e+09    2,4965445e+09    2,7110569e+09
0,0281250    9,3470506e+07    1,4150653e+08    1,5564498e+08    1,6052768e+08    2,7065651e+07    5,1569837e+07    5,7862383e+07    5,9556308e+07    1,4694797e+04   -9,9149363e+05    9,7372426e+05    9,1930225e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,2675012e+09    2,7707392e+09    3,0336232e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9879408e+09    1,0288239e+10    1,0380633e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0904697e+09    2,4888447e+09    2,7092378e+09
0,0284375    9,4509066e+07    1,4251828e+08    1,5650357e+08    1,6147377e+08    2,7366377e+07    5,2023778e+07    5,8353120e+07    6,0076544e+07    1,4857987e+04   -1,0078345e+06    9,4544789e+05    8,7114285e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,2083754e+09    2,7267222e+09    3,0254874e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9862058e+09    1,0286468e+10    1,0377510e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0884701e+09    2,4885634e+09    2,7088279e+09
0,0287500    9,5547625e+07    1,4351720e+08    1,5734827e+08    1,6241737e+08    2,7667104e+07    5,2477065e+07    5,8840970e+07    6,0594732e+07    1,5021176e+04   -1,0240988e+06    9,1515007e+05    8,2259099e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,1914826e+09    2,6846230e+09    3,0175515e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9832190e+09    1,0281389e+10    1,0374304e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0858530e+09    2,4834999e+09    2,7083878e+09
0,0290625    9,6586184e+07    1,4451416e+08    1,5818377e+08    1,6335508e+08    2,7967830e+07    5,2929349e+07    5,9325178e+07    6,1110141e+07    1,5184366e+04   -1,0409729e+06    8,8276621e+05    7,7471294e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,1898681e+09    2,6497985e+09    2,9892319e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9832001e+09    1,0276546e+10    1,0370117e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0858875e+09    2,4824792e+09    2,7060113e+09
0,0293750    9,7624744e+07    1,4550316e+08    1,5901000e+08    1,6427979e+08    2,8268557e+07    5,3381753e+07    5,9805459e+07    6,1621075e+07    1,5347555e+04   -1,0568048e+06    8,4930009e+05    7,2921461e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,1519008e+09    2,6240146e+09    2,9204214e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9827389e+09    1,0273640e+10    1,0361199e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0851711e+09    2,4812400e+09    2,7033002e+09
0,0296875    9,8663303e+07    1,4648773e+08    1,5982715e+08    1,6518438e+08    2,8569283e+07    5,3834010e+07    6,0282391e+07    6,2125896e+07    1,5510744e+04   -1,0720924e+06    8,1745745e+05    6,8911879e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,1501944e+09    2,5902091e+09    2,8926252e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9825890e+09    1,0270169e+10    1,0357806e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0852217e+09    2,4800029e+09    2,6929997e+09
0,0300000    9,9701862e+07    1,4746772e+08    1,6063391e+08    1,6607021e+08    2,8870009e+07    5,4284662e+07    6,0756259e+07    6,2624832e+07    1,5673934e+04   -1,0883019e+06    7,8698847e+05    6,4731507e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,1133981e+09    2,5602997e+09    2,8053659e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9787824e+09    1,0266819e+10    1,0344680e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0800812e+09    2,4797898e+09    2,6624767e+09
0,0303125    1,0074042e+08    1,4843907e+08    1,6143016e+08    1,6693620e+08    2,9170736e+07    5,4733899e+07    6,1230041e+07    6,3120065e+07    1,5837123e+04   -1,1038885e+06    7,5715291e+05    6,0766972e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,0956352e+09    2,5063720e+09    2,7058040e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9786986e+09    1,0264700e+10    1,0332069e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0773137e+09    2,4727399e+09    2,6505992e+09
0,0306250    1,0177898e+08    1,4940469e+08    1,6220340e+08    1,6775583e+08    2,9471462e+07    5,5181987e+07    6,1698009e+07    6,3608407e+07    1,6000313e+04   -1,1181817e+06    7,2885338e+05    5,7604056e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,0694482e+09    2,4598486e+09    2,5634483e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9743104e+09    1,0257744e+10    1,0319679e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0761215e+09    2,4666584e+09    2,6101113e+09
0,0309375    1,0281754e+08    1,5035573e+08    1,6296192e+08    1,6854902e+08    2,9772188e+07    5,5626264e+07    6,2158666e+07    6,4089751e+07    1,6163502e+04   -1,1342299e+06    6,9534619e+05    5,4677787e+05    3,3233899e+09    3,0146148e+09    2,4016125e+09    2,5306935e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9694691e+09    1,0234396e+10    1,0287755e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0693877e+09    2,4475019e+09    2,5957458e+09
0,0312500    1,0385610e+08    1,5128432e+08    1,6371003e+08    1,6933390e+08    3,0072915e+07    5,6068808e+07    6,2613974e+07    6,4563277e+07    1,6326691e+04   -1,1521557e+06    6,6066809e+05    5,1660772e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,9523110e+09    2,3873850e+09    2,5063231e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9633936e+09    1,0232256e+10    1,0271183e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0685281e+09    2,4398461e+09    2,5946810e+09
0,0315625    1,0489466e+08    1,5219381e+08    1,6445055e+08    1,7010065e+08    3,0373641e+07    5,6510255e+07    6,3067969e+07    6,5032469e+07    1,6489879e+04   -1,1723161e+06    6,2794652e+05    4,8330108e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,8900691e+09    2,3528789e+09    2,4320874e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9603236e+09    1,0226733e+10    1,0254811e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0614454e+09    2,4318160e+09    2,5868256e+09
0,0318750    1,0593322e+08    1,5309529e+08    1,6515485e+08    1,7084425e+08    3,0674367e+07    5,6951453e+07    6,3514967e+07    6,5495369e+07    1,6653066e+04   -1,1919495e+06    5,9781288e+05    4,5687133e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,8553744e+09    2,2273605e+09    2,3748005e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9588698e+09    1,0219650e+10    1,0242950e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0602462e+09    2,4127826e+09    2,5656095e+09
0,0321875    1,0697178e+08    1,5397194e+08    1,6583865e+08    1,7158471e+08    3,0975094e+07    5,7394133e+07    6,3957995e+07    6,5955652e+07    1,6816252e+04   -1,2070204e+06    5,7592903e+05    4,3053523e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,7794006e+09    2,1540540e+09    2,3676782e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9580182e+09    1,0206149e+10    1,0239496e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0549642e+09    2,3826832e+09    2,5650580e+09
0,0325000    1,0801034e+08    1,5483537e+08    1,6650880e+08    1,7231935e+08    3,1275820e+07    5,7837669e+07    6,4397615e+07    6,6411222e+07    1,6979432e+04   -1,2221132e+06    5,5832007e+05    4,0507977e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,7351222e+09    2,1383295e+09    2,3408250e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9548633e+09    1,0197663e+10    1,0225712e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0549397e+09    2,3800113e+09    2,5622301e+09
0,0328125    1,0904890e+08    1,5568511e+08    1,6716923e+08    1,7304175e+08    3,1576547e+07    5,8283256e+07    6,4837525e+07    6,6861360e+07    1,7142604e+04   -1,2375222e+06    5,4121029e+05    3,8189785e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,7176760e+09    2,0712689e+09    2,2953060e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9541085e+09    1,0175162e+10    1,0220522e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0546714e+09    2,3771232e+09    2,5596167e+09
0,0331250    1,1008746e+08    1,5651376e+08    1,6780637e+08    1,7374116e+08    3,1877273e+07    5,8730355e+07    6,5270862e+07    6,7305682e+07    1,7305759e+04   -1,2519669e+06    5,2583870e+05    3,6059397e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,5563125e+09    2,0085652e+09    2,2270216e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9459084e+09    1,0163485e+10    1,0214576e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0514662e+09    2,3632255e+09    2,5582846e+09
0,0334375    1,1112601e+08    1,5731129e+08    1,6843119e+08    1,7442253e+08    3,2177999e+07    5,9180325e+07    6,5697544e+07    6,7741880e+07    1,7468879e+04   -1,2637463e+06    5,0599051e+05    3,3692305e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,5481233e+09    1,9836346e+09    2,1427155e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9456040e+09    1,0155282e+10    1,0191704e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0505549e+09    2,3558777e+09    2,5411043e+09
0,0337500    1,1216457e+08    1,5810187e+08    1,6904985e+08    1,7508803e+08    3,2478726e+07    5,9630852e+07    6,6119999e+07    6,8174409e+07    1,7632208e+04   -1,2755097e+06    4,8340830e+05    3,1275524e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,4796018e+09    1,9784237e+09    2,1274913e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9414001e+09    1,0153385e+10    1,0180588e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0504028e+09    2,3556486e+09    2,5405258e+09
0,0340625    1,1320313e+08    1,5885165e+08    1,6966213e+08    1,7574944e+08    3,2779452e+07    6,0087877e+07    6,6541406e+07    6,8601902e+07    1,7795397e+04   -1,2877726e+06    4,6420835e+05    2,8932106e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,3962727e+09    1,9504933e+09    2,0996685e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9385414e+09    1,0150901e+10    1,0121999e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0503105e+09    2,3440198e+09    2,5334280e+09
0,0343750    1,1424169e+08    1,5959924e+08    1,7025114e+08    1,7639987e+08    3,3080178e+07    6,0543889e+07    6,6953674e+07    6,9019244e+07    1,7958586e+04   -1,3002011e+06    4,4803875e+05    2,6969525e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,3909073e+09    1,8484464e+09    2,0641636e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9382970e+09    1,0088742e+10    1,0117338e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0503285e+09    2,3255279e+09    2,5187403e+09
0,0346875    1,1528025e+08    1,6034458e+08    1,7082093e+08    1,7703664e+08    3,3380905e+07    6,0998828e+07    6,7350698e+07    6,9428815e+07    1,8121776e+04   -1,3125148e+06    4,3319319e+05    2,4707072e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,3768840e+09    1,8061297e+09    2,0259630e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8992305e+09    1,0076242e+10    1,0094222e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0422890e+09    2,3230361e+09    2,5007734e+09
0,0350000    1,1631881e+08    1,6107859e+08    1,7135762e+08    1,7765996e+08    3,3681631e+07    6,1447924e+07    6,7738128e+07    6,9824161e+07    1,8284965e+04   -1,3257476e+06    4,1677299e+05    2,1582360e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,3234786e+09    1,6709900e+09    1,9908115e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8908556e+09    1,0027915e+10    1,0050476e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0366420e+09    2,2964753e+09    2,4849195e+09
0,0353125    1,1735737e+08    1,6179738e+08    1,7187844e+08    1,7827932e+08    3,3982358e+07    6,1893890e+07    6,8116077e+07    7,0215696e+07    1,8448155e+04   -1,3400674e+06    3,9482362e+05    1,8315365e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,2807859e+09    1,6651639e+09    1,9512083e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8768731e+09    1,0025313e+10    1,0035390e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0339131e+09    2,2960724e+09    2,4759024e+09
0,0356250    1,1839593e+08    1,6250475e+08    1,7239746e+08    1,7888761e+08    3,4283084e+07    6,2336529e+07    6,8492086e+07    7,0599743e+07    1,8611344e+04   -1,3538151e+06    3,7285096e+05    1,4560164e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,2424444e+09    1,6594202e+09    1,9450241e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8718255e+09    1,0021880e+10    1,0030283e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0321346e+09    2,2955607e+09    2,4753387e+09
0,0359375    1,1943449e+08    1,6319533e+08    1,7291060e+08    1,7948607e+08    3,4583810e+07    6,2771349e+07    6,8862904e+07    7,0980449e+07    1,8774534e+04   -1,3682099e+06    3,4728760e+05    1,0810693e+05    3,3233899e+09    2,1994854e+09    1,6401462e+09    1,8421534e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8626377e+09    1,0009376e+10    9,9756787e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0246528e+09    2,2847412e+09    2,4609625e+09
0,0362500    1,2047305e+08    1,6387508e+08    1,7341931e+08    1,8005328e+08    3,4884537e+07    6,3199637e+07    6,9230104e+07    7,1345117e+07    1,8937723e+04   -1,3878885e+06    3,2208727e+05    6,7037330e+04    3,3233899e+09    2,1543326e+09    1,5803802e+09    1,7776828e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8161608e+09    9,9649342e+09    9,9693099e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0022618e+09    2,2806854e+09    2,4589285e+09
0,0365625    1,2151161e+08    1,6454503e+08    1,7391196e+08    1,8059928e+08    3,5185263e+07    6,3625778e+07    6,9587386e+07    7,1708755e+07    1,9100913e+04   -1,4087431e+06    2,9916923e+05    2,8904204e+04    3,3233899e+09    2,1393584e+09    1,5751567e+09    1,7365278e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8156331e+09    9,9613363e+09    9,9638284e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0011247e+09    2,2802569e+09    2,4564531e+09
0,0368750    1,2255017e+08    1,6519527e+08    1,7439867e+08    1,8113877e+08    3,5485989e+07    6,4047179e+07    6,9943444e+07    7,2070148e+07    1,9264102e+04   -1,4270589e+06    2,7651627e+05   -8,9332357e+03    3,3233899e+09    2,0566517e+09    1,5389153e+09    1,7011773e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7767597e+09    9,9570063e+09    9,9583280e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9951447e+09    2,2797045e+09    2,4553305e+09
0,0371875    1,2358873e+08    1,6582792e+08    1,7487479e+08    1,8166810e+08    3,5786716e+07    6,4464079e+07    7,0297971e+07    7,2430438e+07    1,9427292e+04   -1,4407181e+06    2,5682774e+05   -4,7982121e+04    3,3233899e+09    1,9894060e+09    1,5190689e+09    1,6898841e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7618840e+09    9,9529831e+09    9,9517639e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9896409e+09    2,2713181e+09    2,4548127e+09
0,0375000    1,2462729e+08    1,6644849e+08    1,7534780e+08    1,8219450e+08    3,6087442e+07    6,4882310e+07    7,0650263e+07    7,2789395e+07    1,9590481e+04   -1,4534872e+06    2,3761148e+05   -8,6947443e+04    3,3233899e+09    1,9846177e+09    1,4906919e+09    1,6821059e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7611887e+09    9,9391669e+09    9,9436853e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9895602e+09    2,2615304e+09    2,4530701e+09
0,0378125    1,2566585e+08    1,6706198e+08    1,7581248e+08    1,8271522e+08    3,6388168e+07    6,5299822e+07    7,0996263e+07    7,3146461e+07    1,9753671e+04   -1,4663166e+06    2,1413048e+05   -1,2444508e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,9403442e+09    1,4857324e+09    1,6281839e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7594813e+09    9,9354641e+09    9,9382319e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9883781e+09    2,2610748e+09    2,4382769e+09
0,0381250    1,2670441e+08    1,6766724e+08    1,7626687e+08    1,8321773e+08    3,6688895e+07    6,5716752e+07    7,1340639e+07    7,3496379e+07    1,9916860e+04   -1,4792030e+06    1,9352771e+05   -1,6058910e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,9356570e+09    1,4446974e+09    1,5999072e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7584363e+09    9,9304211e+09    9,9147426e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9882043e+09    2,2566058e+09    2,4273552e+09
0,0384375    1,2774296e+08    1,6826129e+08    1,7671664e+08    1,8371576e+08    3,6989621e+07    6,6123196e+07    7,1684174e+07    7,3842547e+07    2,0080050e+04   -1,4896450e+06    1,7365177e+05   -1,9846217e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,8994774e+09    1,4294948e+09    1,5909998e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7288806e+09    9,9225866e+09    9,9096596e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9858519e+09    2,2556815e+09    2,4266140e+09
0,0387500    1,2878152e+08    1,6884015e+08    1,7716141e+08    1,8421081e+08    3,7290348e+07    6,6524359e+07    7,2024456e+07    7,4186309e+07    2,0243239e+04   -1,4969884e+06    1,5328486e+05   -2,3623642e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,8002441e+09    1,3986049e+09    1,5599410e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5407107e+09    9,9119544e+09    9,8946834e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9468154e+09    2,2491183e+09    2,4199485e+09
0,0390625    1,2982008e+08    1,6939960e+08    1,7759179e+08    1,8468765e+08    3,7591074e+07    6,6920751e+07    7,2360019e+07    7,4524529e+07    2,0406429e+04   -1,5014523e+06    1,2905548e+05   -2,6853180e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,7680396e+09    1,3740106e+09    1,5073721e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5324955e+09    9,9077860e+09    9,8742605e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9408097e+09    2,2485200e+09    2,4132390e+09
0,0393750    1,3085864e+08    1,6995095e+08    1,7801429e+08    1,8515712e+08    3,7891800e+07    6,7312382e+07    7,2693951e+07    7,4856668e+07    2,0569620e+04   -1,5090152e+06    1,0632426e+05   -2,9989099e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,7631017e+09    1,3195686e+09    1,5010095e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5310690e+09    9,8975547e+09    9,8679537e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9407001e+09    2,2403360e+09    2,4125582e+09
0,0396875    1,3189720e+08    1,7048596e+08    1,7841678e+08    1,8562155e+08    3,8192527e+07    6,7697117e+07    7,3026832e+07    7,5186984e+07    2,0732812e+04   -1,5193876e+06    8,5244882e+04   -3,3111605e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,7023377e+09    1,2683285e+09    1,4424218e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5024596e+09    9,8931308e+09    9,8513305e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8492471e+09    2,2398653e+09    2,4053780e+09
0,0400000    1,3293576e+08    1,7101421e+08    1,7880901e+08    1,8606810e+08    3,8493253e+07    6,8080382e+07    7,3357016e+07    7,5505816e+07    2,0896005e+04   -1,5262933e+06    6,3571555e+04   -3,6894832e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,6876308e+09    1,2216002e+09    1,4034856e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4986309e+09    9,8418904e+09    9,7579508e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8491408e+09    2,2225914e+09    2,3713318e+09
0,0403125    1,3397432e+08    1,7153818e+08    1,7918966e+08    1,8650220e+08    3,8793979e+07    6,8461944e+07    7,3676568e+07    7,5810875e+07    2,1059203e+04   -1,5322678e+06    3,7138361e+04   -4,1433675e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,6650014e+09    1,2169487e+09    1,3785202e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4966373e+09    9,8383743e+09    9,7526519e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8449752e+09    2,2222012e+09    2,3703128e+09
0,0406250    1,3501288e+08    1,7205365e+08    1,7956374e+08    1,8692517e+08    3,9094706e+07    6,8841876e+07    7,3994632e+07    7,6117087e+07    2,1222409e+04   -1,5374091e+06    1,0746400e+04   -4,6059495e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,6294273e+09    1,1877420e+09    1,3149667e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4933784e+09    9,8345713e+09    9,7366776e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8416297e+09    2,2217583e+09    2,3696079e+09
0,0409375    1,3605144e+08    1,7256157e+08    1,7993111e+08    1,8733472e+08    3,9395432e+07    6,9220157e+07    7,4311110e+07    7,6425248e+07    2,1385632e+04   -1,5433950e+06   -1,4097183e+04   -5,0734040e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,6145293e+09    1,1656322e+09    1,3077238e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4725976e+09    9,8304969e+09    9,7280270e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8373514e+09    2,2133065e+09    2,3679791e+09
0,0412500    1,3709000e+08    1,7306020e+08    1,8028863e+08    1,8771996e+08    3,9696159e+07    6,9597437e+07    7,4623518e+07    7,6729156e+07    2,1548755e+04   -1,5500153e+06   -3,7108286e+04   -5,5192157e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,5864899e+09    1,1327450e+09    1,1804482e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4703569e+09    9,8213866e+09    9,6810232e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8351353e+09    2,2017918e+09    2,3625569e+09
0,0415625    1,3812856e+08    1,7354583e+08    1,8063396e+08    1,8808470e+08    3,9996885e+07    6,9972464e+07    7,4924585e+07    7,7030512e+07    2,1711944e+04   -1,5566087e+06   -5,7310829e+04   -5,9242361e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,5433408e+09    1,1014583e+09    1,1648938e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4638203e+09    9,7782734e+09    9,6759685e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8317046e+09    2,1974530e+09    2,3511823e+09
0,0418750    1,3916712e+08    1,7402289e+08    1,8097719e+08    1,8844482e+08    4,0297611e+07    7,0343185e+07    7,5223646e+07    7,7328697e+07    2,1875134e+04   -1,5653471e+06   -7,7436811e+04   -6,3341452e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,5203161e+09    1,0972874e+09    1,1417321e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4576351e+09    9,7751177e+09    9,6640323e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8217172e+09    2,1971105e+09    2,3488683e+09
0,0421875    1,4020568e+08    1,7449333e+08    1,8131024e+08    1,8879674e+08    4,0598338e+07    7,0710586e+07    7,5524206e+07    7,7623495e+07    2,2038323e+04   -1,5718763e+06   -9,7862833e+04   -6,7492817e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,4734199e+09    1,0433003e+09    1,1034908e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4523477e+09    9,7643893e+09    9,6572632e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8111345e+09    2,1965565e+09    2,3460515e+09
0,0425000    1,4124424e+08    1,7494920e+08    1,8161143e+08    1,8913962e+08    4,0899064e+07    7,1074795e+07    7,5828667e+07    7,7916454e+07    2,2201513e+04   -1,5736287e+06   -1,1866812e+05   -7,1541879e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,4406824e+09    9,4399019e+08    1,0593258e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4503932e+09    9,7587569e+09    9,6514452e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8084844e+09    2,1960909e+09    2,3444111e+09
0,0428125    1,4228280e+08    1,7538835e+08    1,8190297e+08    1,8946832e+08    4,1199790e+07    7,1432560e+07    7,6130553e+07    7,8206856e+07    2,2364702e+04   -1,5724544e+06   -1,4196607e+05   -7,5394250e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,3729182e+09    9,3090457e+08    1,0341081e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4101417e+09    9,7492005e+09    9,6456157e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8026673e+09    2,1846457e+09    2,3434008e+09
0,0431250    1,4332135e+08    1,7581058e+08    1,8219241e+08    1,8979002e+08    4,1500517e+07    7,1781855e+07    7,6430877e+07    7,8495176e+07    2,2527891e+04   -1,5728817e+06   -1,6531901e+05   -7,9322577e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,3414461e+09    9,1234881e+08    1,0278658e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4077919e+09    9,7453344e+09    9,6400636e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8021906e+09    2,1839269e+09    2,3429576e+09
0,0434375    1,4435991e+08    1,7622782e+08    1,8247220e+08    1,9010979e+08    4,1801243e+07    7,2129562e+07    7,6729166e+07    7,8781905e+07    2,2691081e+04   -1,5730184e+06   -1,8736343e+05   -8,3240610e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,3011247e+09    8,7773935e+08    1,0217588e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4040930e+09    9,7413043e+09    9,6345663e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7976182e+09    2,1778363e+09    2,3425199e+09
0,0437500    1,4539847e+08    1,7662501e+08    1,8274133e+08    1,9042260e+08    4,2101969e+07    7,2474237e+07    7,7025665e+07    7,9065977e+07    2,2854270e+04   -1,5721886e+06   -2,0730369e+05   -8,6885147e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,2507903e+09    8,3629728e+08    9,9346183e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3804500e+09    9,7373594e+09    9,6233405e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7907052e+09    2,1748805e+09    2,3080602e+09
0,0440625    1,4643703e+08    1,7701057e+08    1,8299948e+08    1,9073169e+08    4,2402696e+07    7,2810932e+07    7,7320183e+07    7,9347372e+07    2,3017460e+04   -1,5749799e+06   -2,2496772e+05   -9,0538896e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,2188868e+09    8,1815807e+08    9,8765830e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3391830e+09    9,7332582e+09    9,6181214e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7757770e+09    2,1744233e+09    2,3076188e+09
0,0443750    1,4747559e+08    1,7737937e+08    1,8325384e+08    1,9103396e+08    4,2703422e+07    7,3135351e+07    7,7613038e+07    7,9622555e+07    2,3180649e+04   -1,5839767e+06   -2,4232880e+05   -9,3999754e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,1454977e+09    8,1255551e+08    9,4468637e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3185929e+09    9,7294406e+09    9,5886616e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7646432e+09    2,1741091e+09    2,3022815e+09
0,0446875    1,4851415e+08    1,7771589e+08    1,8349994e+08    1,9132657e+08    4,3004149e+07    7,3460585e+07    7,7899139e+07    7,9892664e+07    2,3343839e+04   -1,5922790e+06   -2,5685713e+05   -9,7298539e+05    3,3233899e+09    1,0499471e+09    7,7201323e+08    9,1262440e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3092792e+09    9,6989047e+09    9,5826108e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7639613e+09    2,1591387e+09    2,3014180e+09
0,0450000    1,4955271e+08    1,7802983e+08    1,8373356e+08    1,9160977e+08    4,3304875e+07    7,3787412e+07    7,8179790e+07    8,0160758e+07    2,3507028e+04   -1,5978085e+06   -2,6891314e+05   -1,0063227e+06    3,3233899e+09    9,5911856e+08    7,4017221e+08    8,9426691e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2946284e+09    9,6933829e+09    9,5755692e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7590855e+09    2,1586443e+09    2,2980170e+09
0,0453125    1,5059127e+08    1,7832563e+08    1,8396172e+08    1,9188785e+08    4,3605601e+07    7,4112757e+07    7,8458108e+07    8,0426407e+07    2,3670218e+04   -1,6010618e+06   -2,8087169e+05   -1,0402770e+06    3,3233899e+09    9,2992991e+08    7,2743034e+08    8,8665931e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2852728e+09    9,6797484e+09    9,5633590e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7578816e+09    2,1560196e+09    2,2883465e+09
0,0456250    1,5162983e+08    1,7861283e+08    1,8418653e+08    1,9216147e+08    4,3906328e+07    7,4432987e+07    7,8733492e+07    8,0688479e+07    2,3833407e+04   -1,6034351e+06   -2,9168545e+05   -1,0715418e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,9387389e+08    7,1092131e+08    8,6922292e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2693869e+09    9,6677478e+09    9,5543404e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7567197e+09    2,1451285e+09    2,2823136e+09
0,0459375    1,5266839e+08    1,7888862e+08    1,8440754e+08    1,9242930e+08    4,4207054e+07    7,4747646e+07    7,9006218e+07    8,0948519e+07    2,3996597e+04   -1,6055916e+06   -3,0192710e+05   -1,1019480e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,8005673e+08    7,0601801e+08    8,4733882e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2650561e+09    9,6635781e+09    9,5486331e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7547653e+09    2,1447777e+09    2,2815431e+09
0,0462500    1,5370695e+08    1,7916087e+08    1,8462300e+08    1,9269297e+08    4,4507780e+07    7,5060049e+07    7,9277585e+07    8,1206928e+07    2,4159786e+04   -1,6074345e+06   -3,1183448e+05   -1,1319251e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,5478529e+08    6,8075461e+08    8,4255470e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2573866e+09    9,6580703e+09    9,5430800e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7510452e+09    2,1407072e+09    2,2810646e+09
0,0465625    1,5474551e+08    1,7942651e+08    1,8483237e+08    1,9295488e+08    4,4808507e+07    7,5368844e+07    7,9547205e+07    8,1464014e+07    2,4322975e+04   -1,6081266e+06   -3,2056945e+05   -1,1618534e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,4863294e+08    6,5900148e+08    8,2940771e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2532046e+09    9,6536913e+09    9,5362090e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7505407e+09    2,1392172e+09    2,2797267e+09
0,0468750    1,5578407e+08    1,7968425e+08    1,8503380e+08    1,9320926e+08    4,5109233e+07    7,5675116e+07    7,9808447e+07    8,1721290e+07    2,4486165e+04   -1,6086011e+06   -3,3000334e+05   -1,1927083e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,8826695e+08    6,3635989e+08    7,8392253e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2378649e+09    9,5734451e+09    9,5281644e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7403776e+09    2,1187700e+09    2,2777831e+09
0,0471875    1,5682263e+08    1,7992915e+08    1,8522878e+08    1,9345060e+08    4,5409960e+07    7,5978686e+07    8,0063602e+07    8,1970231e+07    2,4649354e+04   -1,6083089e+06   -3,3990640e+05   -1,2250474e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,8230382e+08    6,2265276e+08    7,6672547e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2338706e+09    9,5690423e+09    9,4153972e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7399644e+09    2,1180361e+09    2,2661745e+09
0,0475000    1,5786119e+08    1,8017063e+08    1,8541235e+08    1,9368914e+08    4,5710686e+07    7,6280202e+07    8,0314866e+07    8,2213752e+07    2,4812542e+04   -1,6078168e+06   -3,4905889e+05   -1,2585378e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,6202886e+08    5,7322238e+08    7,6221226e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2287799e+09    9,5588373e+09    9,4105270e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7393328e+09    2,1175785e+09    2,2657865e+09
0,0478125    1,5889974e+08    1,8039943e+08    1,8558843e+08    1,9392565e+08    4,6011412e+07    7,6577997e+07    8,0563484e+07    8,2455558e+07    2,4975729e+04   -1,6064051e+06   -3,5754005e+05   -1,2918162e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,1859756e+08    5,6230377e+08    7,4760557e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2230799e+09    9,5543742e+09    9,4023943e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7382591e+09    2,1171027e+09    2,2646963e+09
0,0481250    1,5993650e+08    1,8062118e+08    1,8576318e+08    1,9415322e+08    4,6312159e+07    7,6872833e+07    8,0810808e+07    8,2693667e+07    2,4999126e+04   -1,6051768e+06   -3,6592661e+05   -1,3255867e+06    3,2992108e+09    6,8249461e+08    5,5816447e+08    7,1773885e+08    3,3233515e+09    9,1896243e+09    9,5504796e+09    9,3897202e+09    1,1797917e+09    1,7325757e+09    2,1167565e+09    2,2627135e+09
0,0484375    1,6096286e+08    1,8083110e+08    1,8593488e+08    1,9437561e+08    4,6612988e+07    7,7160069e+07    8,1053259e+07    8,2929799e+07    2,4380761e+04   -1,6066049e+06   -3,7470902e+05   -1,3593356e+06    3,2477832e+09    6,6639080e+08    5,3620436e+08    7,0501275e+08    3,3233146e+09    9,1841101e+09    9,4251197e+09    9,3836870e+09    1,1796730e+09    1,7255439e+09    2,0842931e+09    2,2619050e+09
0,0487500    1,6197343e+08    1,8103369e+08    1,8610054e+08    1,9459283e+08    4,6913635e+07    7,7444491e+07    8,1284987e+07    8,3164701e+07    2,3455684e+04   -1,6084317e+06   -3,8810329e+05   -1,3919207e+06    3,2067672e+09    6,2415931e+08    5,2451924e+08    6,8813197e+08    3,3232476e+09    9,1743984e+09    9,4194698e+09    9,3768140e+09    1,1795829e+09    1,7219430e+09    2,0832878e+09    2,2600055e+09
0,0490625    1,6295679e+08    1,8122684e+08    1,8626108e+08    1,9480091e+08    4,7214068e+07    7,7725864e+07    8,1516475e+07    8,3399397e+07    2,2848217e+04   -1,6085620e+06   -4,0072537e+05   -1,4237108e+06    3,0610687e+09    6,0180305e+08    5,0639885e+08    6,4508080e+08    3,3229485e+09    9,1695479e+09    9,4142950e+09    9,3609244e+09    1,1794034e+09    1,7196163e+09    2,0652194e+09    2,2574950e+09
0,0493750    1,6389552e+08    1,8141362e+08    1,8641655e+08    1,9500167e+08    4,7513909e+07    7,8005076e+07    8,1747850e+07    8,3635455e+07    2,2431758e+04   -1,6077308e+06   -4,1135998e+05   -1,4549192e+06    2,9247338e+09    5,9645163e+08    4,8517388e+08    6,4154430e+08    3,3228417e+09    9,1645355e+09    9,4085905e+09    9,3553015e+09    1,1792617e+09    1,7189816e+09    2,0636265e+09    2,2570474e+09
0,0496875    1,6477758e+08    1,8159664e+08    1,8656347e+08    1,9519962e+08    4,7812171e+07    7,8282213e+07    8,1978450e+07    8,3866949e+07    2,1120725e+04   -1,6067204e+06   -4,2028262e+05   -1,4887798e+06    2,6629327e+09    5,7962916e+08    4,5546364e+08    6,3064619e+08    3,3221736e+09    9,1597412e+09    9,4032455e+09    9,3237028e+09    1,1785703e+09    1,7183196e+09    2,0614977e+09    2,2368018e+09
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Figure 6.26: Variation of C22 and C33 components considering elasto-plastic polymer




















Figure 6.27: Normal nodal forces - Fully bonded model for linear elastic and elasto-plastic
polymer behavior respectively.
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Figure 6.28: Shear nodal forces - Full bond model for linear elastic and elasto-plastic polymer
behavior respectively.
Figures 6.27 and 6.28 depict the stiffness distribution over the boundary of the RVE, in
terms of normal and shear nodal forces. The developed plastic region in the case of elasto-
plastic polymer behavior becomes noticeable through the normal forces distribution. The
reinforcing fibers generate a nonuniform displacement field leading thus to the plastification
of non-reinforced regions and consequenlty to the limitation of the boundary stiffness and
the overall strength.
6.2.2 Normal Strain in Y-direction
Figure 6.29: Deformed configuration of the RVE for yy
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Linear Elastic Polymer
As depicted in the following stress-strain curve, an identical behavior with the strain mode
in x-direction is obtained for the neat polymer, leading to a final strength of 166 MPa while
for the other cases a significant difference is noticed in the overall response. More specif-
ically, a full bond model of the reinforcing fibers leads to a strength of 532 MPa for normal
strain in y-direction versus 320 MPa for normal strain in x-direction. It becomes now evident
that the fiber distribution and especially the direction of their axes is a determinant factor
for the distribution of the overall stiffness and consequently for the strength of the RVE.
Furthermore, the fact that the major part of the fibers is placed along the y axis, means a
more noticeable influence of the slip effect over the RVE’s response.
Strains Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d)
!xx #xx #yy $xy C11 C22 C33
0,0000000    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0003125    3,0089142e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    1,0388372e+06    3,3309571e+06    3,3309571e+06    3,3309571e+06   -1,5544411e+02    1,4381743e+05    1,4381743e+05    1,4381743e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0006250    6,0161779e+05    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    2,0773966e+06    6,6619143e+06    6,6619143e+06    6,6619143e+06   -3,1863357e+02    2,8763486e+05    2,8763486e+05    2,8763486e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0009375    9,0234416e+05    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    3,1159559e+06    9,9928714e+06    9,9928714e+06    9,9928714e+06   -4,8182303e+02    4,3145230e+05    4,3145230e+05    4,3145230e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0012500    1,2030705e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    4,1545153e+06    1,3323829e+07    1,3323829e+07    1,3323829e+07   -6,4501250e+02    5,7526973e+05    5,7526973e+05    5,7526973e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0015625    1,5037969e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    5,1930746e+06    1,6654786e+07    1,6654786e+07    1,6654786e+07   -8,0820196e+02    7,1908716e+05    7,1908716e+05    7,1908716e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0018750    1,8045233e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    6,2316340e+06    1,9985743e+07    1,9985743e+07    1,9985743e+07   -9,7139143e+02    8,6290459e+05    8,6290459e+05    8,6290459e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0021875    2,1052496e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    7,2701933e+06    2,3316700e+07    2,3316700e+07    2,3316700e+07   -1,1345809e+03    1,0067220e+06    1,0067220e+06    1,0067220e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0025000    2,4059760e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    8,3087527e+06    2,6647657e+07    2,6647657e+07    2,6647657e+07   -1,2977704e+03    1,1505395e+06    1,1505395e+06    1,1505395e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0028125    2,7067024e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    9,3473120e+06    2,9978614e+07    2,9978614e+07    2,9978614e+07   -1,4609598e+03    1,2943569e+06    1,2943569e+06    1,2943569e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0031250    3,0074287e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    1,0385871e+07    3,3309571e+07    3,3309571e+07    3,3309571e+07   -1,6241493e+03    1,4381743e+06    1,4381743e+06    1,4381743e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0034375    3,3081551e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    1,1424431e+07    3,6640528e+07    3,6640528e+07    3,6640528e+07   -1,7873388e+03    1,5819918e+06    1,5819918e+06    1,5819918e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0037500    3,6088815e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    1,2462990e+07    3,9971486e+07    3,9971486e+07    3,9971486e+07   -1,9505282e+03    1,7258092e+06    1,7258092e+06    1,7258092e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0040625    3,9096078e+06    9,0691237e+06    9,0889823e+06    9,0889823e+06    1,3501549e+07    4,3136753e+07    4,3302443e+07    4,3302443e+07   -2,1137177e+03    1,9295260e+06    1,8696266e+06    1,8696266e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0043750    4,2103342e+06    9,7378915e+06    9,7881348e+06    9,7881348e+06    1,4540109e+07    4,6205737e+07    4,6633400e+07    4,6633400e+07   -2,2769071e+03    2,1658010e+06    2,0134440e+06    2,0134440e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0046875    4,5110606e+06    1,0405370e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,5578668e+07    4,9270586e+07    4,9964357e+07    4,9964357e+07   -2,4400966e+03    2,4004865e+06    2,1572615e+06    2,1572615e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0050000    4,8117869e+06    1,1072849e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,6617227e+07    5,2335435e+07    5,3295314e+07    5,3295314e+07   -2,6032861e+03    2,6351720e+06    2,3010789e+06    2,3010789e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0053125    5,1125133e+06    1,1740328e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,7655787e+07    5,5400285e+07    5,6626271e+07    5,6626271e+07   -2,7664755e+03    2,8698575e+06    2,4448963e+06    2,4448963e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0056250    5,4132397e+06    1,2395400e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,8694346e+07    5,8393843e+07    5,9957228e+07    5,9957228e+07   -2,9296649e+03    3,0688654e+06    2,5887138e+06    2,5887138e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0059375    5,7139660e+06    1,3004590e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,9732905e+07    6,1138386e+07    6,3288185e+07    6,3288185e+07   -3,0928543e+03    3,1447503e+06    2,7325312e+06    2,7325312e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0062500    6,0146924e+06    1,3564668e+07    1,3983050e+07    1,3983050e+07    2,0771465e+07    6,3581711e+07    6,6619143e+07    6,6619143e+07   -3,2560437e+03    3,1850099e+06    2,8763486e+06    2,8763486e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0065625    6,3154188e+06    1,4120053e+07    1,4682202e+07    1,4682202e+07    2,1810024e+07    6,5964624e+07    6,9950100e+07    6,9950100e+07   -3,4192329e+03    3,2419607e+06    3,0201661e+06    3,0201661e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0068750    6,6161452e+06    1,4675438e+07    1,5381355e+07    1,5381355e+07    2,2848584e+07    6,8347537e+07    7,3281057e+07    7,3281057e+07   -3,5824219e+03    3,2989115e+06    3,1639835e+06    3,1639835e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0071875    6,9168715e+06    1,5230823e+07    1,6080507e+07    1,6080507e+07    2,3887143e+07    7,0730450e+07    7,6612014e+07    7,6612014e+07   -3,7456103e+03    3,3558623e+06    3,3078010e+06    3,3078010e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0075000    7,2175979e+06    1,5785124e+07    1,6779660e+07    1,6779660e+07    2,4925702e+07    7,3102314e+07    7,9942971e+07    7,9942971e+07   -3,9087978e+03    3,4167275e+06    3,4516185e+06    3,4516185e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0078125    7,5183243e+06    1,6338892e+07    1,7478812e+07    1,7478812e+07    2,5964262e+07    7,5468759e+07    8,3273928e+07    8,3273928e+07   -4,0719833e+03    3,4795128e+06    3,5954361e+06    3,5954361e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9409100e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0526442e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6816175e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0081250    7,8190507e+06    1,6892661e+07    1,8177965e+07    1,8177965e+07    2,7002821e+07    7,7835203e+07    8,6604885e+07    8,6604885e+07   -4,2351648e+03    3,5422981e+06    3,7392532e+06    3,7392532e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0084375    8,1197771e+06    1,7445605e+07    1,8877117e+07    1,8877117e+07    2,8041380e+07    8,0199371e+07    8,9935842e+07    8,9935842e+07   -4,3983383e+03    3,6038501e+06    3,8830707e+06    3,8830707e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0087500    8,4205035e+06    1,8000240e+07    1,9576270e+07    1,9576270e+07    2,9079940e+07    8,2524696e+07    9,3266800e+07    9,3266800e+07   -4,5614960e+03    3,6662576e+06    4,0268881e+06    4,0268881e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0090625    8,7212300e+06    1,8562872e+07    2,0275422e+07    2,0275422e+07    3,0118499e+07    8,4723712e+07    9,6597757e+07    9,6597757e+07   -4,7246218e+03    3,7339842e+06    4,1707055e+06    4,1707055e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0093750    9,0219567e+06    1,9125587e+07    2,0974575e+07    2,0974575e+07    3,1157058e+07    8,6921816e+07    9,9928714e+07    9,9928714e+07   -4,8876839e+03    3,8019981e+06    4,3145230e+06    4,3145230e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0096875    9,3226825e+06    1,9688301e+07    2,1666276e+07    2,1673727e+07    3,2195618e+07    8,9119921e+07    1,0320761e+08    1,0325967e+08   -5,0511280e+03    3,8700120e+06    4,4795315e+06    4,4583404e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0100000    9,6234088e+06    2,0243479e+07    2,2338388e+07    2,2372880e+07    3,3234177e+07    9,1313927e+07    1,0630727e+08    1,0659063e+08   -5,2143175e+03    3,9390586e+06    4,7056319e+06    4,6021578e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0103125    9,9241352e+06    2,0789512e+07    2,3007230e+07    2,3072032e+07    3,4272736e+07    9,3503006e+07    1,0937649e+08    1,0992159e+08   -5,3775070e+03    4,0133621e+06    4,9419978e+06    4,7459753e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5348309e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499784e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5845651e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0106250    1,0224862e+07    2,1335799e+07    2,3676072e+07    2,3771185e+07    3,5311296e+07    9,5683544e+07    1,1244571e+08    1,1325254e+08   -5,5406964e+03    4,0912004e+06    5,1783638e+06    4,8897927e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0109375    1,0525588e+07    2,1885997e+07    2,4344729e+07    2,4470337e+07    3,6349855e+07    9,7755396e+07    1,1551434e+08    1,1658350e+08   -5,7038859e+03    4,1918499e+06    5,4145024e+06    5,0336101e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0112500    1,0826314e+07    2,2437496e+07    2,5012208e+07    2,5169490e+07    3,7388414e+07    9,9797354e+07    1,1857919e+08    1,1991446e+08   -5,8670754e+03    4,2915286e+06    5,6491879e+06    5,1774275e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0115625    1,1127041e+07    2,2988878e+07    2,5679687e+07    2,5868642e+07    3,8426974e+07    1,0183849e+08    1,2164404e+08    1,2324541e+08   -6,0302648e+03    4,3909015e+06    5,8838734e+06    5,3212450e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0118750    1,1427767e+07    2,3539877e+07    2,6347166e+07    2,6567794e+07    3,9465533e+07    1,0387695e+08    1,2470889e+08    1,2657637e+08   -6,1934543e+03    4,4892822e+06    6,1185589e+06    5,4650624e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0121875    1,1728493e+07    2,4090877e+07    2,7014645e+07    2,7266947e+07    4,0504092e+07    1,0591541e+08    1,2777374e+08    1,2990733e+08   -6,3566438e+03    4,5876630e+06    6,3532445e+06    5,6088798e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0125000    1,2029220e+07    2,4641876e+07    2,7682124e+07    2,7966099e+07    4,1542652e+07    1,0795387e+08    1,3083859e+08    1,3323829e+08   -6,5198332e+03    4,6860437e+06    6,5879300e+06    5,7526973e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0128125    1,2329946e+07    2,5190225e+07    2,8349603e+07    2,8665252e+07    4,2581211e+07    1,0996831e+08    1,3390344e+08    1,3656924e+08   -6,6830227e+03    4,7915775e+06    6,8226155e+06    5,8965147e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0131250    1,2630673e+07    2,5734311e+07    2,9017082e+07    2,9364404e+07    4,3619770e+07    1,1194416e+08    1,3696829e+08    1,3990020e+08   -6,8462121e+03    4,9086086e+06    7,0573010e+06    6,0403321e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0134375    1,2931399e+07    2,6278398e+07    2,9684560e+07    3,0063557e+07    4,4658330e+07    1,1392000e+08    1,4003314e+08    1,4323116e+08   -7,0094016e+03    5,0256398e+06    7,2919866e+06    6,1841496e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0137500    1,3232125e+07    2,6817583e+07    3,0352039e+07    3,0762709e+07    4,5696889e+07    1,1588933e+08    1,4309799e+08    1,4656211e+08   -7,1725911e+03    5,1385089e+06    7,5266721e+06    6,3279670e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0140625    1,3532852e+07    2,7331683e+07    3,0988500e+07    3,1461862e+07    4,6735448e+07    1,1781594e+08    1,4598461e+08    1,4989307e+08   -7,3357805e+03    5,2344568e+06    7,6721635e+06    6,4717845e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0143750    1,3833578e+07    2,7846834e+07    3,1607733e+07    3,2161014e+07    4,7774008e+07    1,1972228e+08    1,4877224e+08    1,5322403e+08   -7,4989700e+03    5,3269364e+06    7,7681165e+06    6,6156019e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0146875    1,4134304e+07    2,8355656e+07    3,2225740e+07    3,2860167e+07    4,8812567e+07    1,2156808e+08    1,5155461e+08    1,5655499e+08   -7,6621594e+03    5,3998947e+06    7,8616199e+06    6,7594194e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9886305e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0387170e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4822060e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0150000    1,4435031e+07    2,8858544e+07    3,2797114e+07    3,3559319e+07    4,9851127e+07    1,2336875e+08    1,5413694e+08    1,5988594e+08   -7,8253487e+03    5,4574316e+06    7,8623811e+06    6,9032369e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0153125    1,4735757e+07    2,9361432e+07    3,3356284e+07    3,4258472e+07    5,0889686e+07    1,2516942e+08    1,5657137e+08    1,6321690e+08   -7,9885380e+03    5,5149685e+06    7,9055741e+06    7,0470542e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0156250    1,5036483e+07    2,9862272e+07    3,3911670e+07    3,4957624e+07    5,1928245e+07    1,2695635e+08    1,5895428e+08    1,6654786e+08   -8,1517270e+03    5,5683851e+06    7,9625249e+06    7,1908716e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0159375    1,5337210e+07    3,0358619e+07    3,4467055e+07    3,5656777e+07    5,2966805e+07    1,2869610e+08    1,6133719e+08    1,6987881e+08   -8,3149157e+03    5,6151107e+06    8,0194757e+06    7,3346890e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0162500    1,5637936e+07    3,0856976e+07    3,5022440e+07    3,6355929e+07    5,4005364e+07    1,3043082e+08    1,6372010e+08    1,7320977e+08   -8,4781035e+03    5,6652981e+06    8,0764264e+06    7,4785065e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,0928244e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0615633e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7812349e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0165625    1,5938663e+07    3,1364697e+07    3,5577825e+07    3,7055082e+07    5,5043923e+07    1,3214688e+08    1,6610302e+08    1,7654073e+08   -8,6412897e+03    5,7116458e+06    8,1333772e+06    7,6223239e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    5,9351739e+09    6,3260885e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0552477e+10    1,0630623e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7736576e+09    2,8371161e+09
0,0168750    1,6239389e+07    3,1872418e+07    3,6133210e+07    3,7754234e+07    5,6082483e+07    1,3386294e+08    1,6848593e+08    1,7987168e+08   -8,8044725e+03    5,7579935e+06    8,1903280e+06    7,7661413e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,8269166e+09    5,9343525e+09    6,2316259e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0355491e+10    1,0552072e+10    1,0617707e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3751296e+09    2,7736731e+09    2,8357499e+09
0,0171875    1,6540115e+07    3,2380139e+07    3,6688596e+07    3,8453387e+07    5,7121042e+07    1,3557899e+08    1,7086884e+08    1,8320264e+08   -8,9676488e+03    5,8043412e+06    8,2472788e+06    7,9099588e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,7184212e+09    5,8211317e+09    6,1337480e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0345262e+10    1,0529447e+10    1,0598345e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3687780e+09    2,7697898e+09    2,8325279e+09
0,0175000    1,6840842e+07    3,2893000e+07    3,7243981e+07    3,9152539e+07    5,8159601e+07    1,3727419e+08    1,7325176e+08    1,8653360e+08   -9,1308119e+03    5,8514395e+06    8,3042296e+06    8,0537762e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,5787091e+09    5,8200228e+09    6,0347925e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0308457e+10    1,0529685e+10    1,0575148e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3618867e+09    2,7700785e+09    2,8276950e+09
0,0178125    1,7141568e+07    3,3407736e+07    3,7799366e+07    3,9851692e+07    5,9198160e+07    1,3896054e+08    1,7563467e+08    1,8986456e+08   -9,2939487e+03    5,8991113e+06    8,3611804e+06    8,1975936e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,5333119e+09    5,7525602e+09    5,9026619e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0290273e+10    1,0527691e+10    1,0572933e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3592717e+09    2,7696988e+09    2,8265621e+09
0,0181250    1,7442294e+07    3,3921467e+07    3,8354751e+07    4,0550844e+07    6,0236720e+07    1,4062470e+08    1,7801758e+08    1,9319551e+08   -9,4572436e+03    5,9558556e+06    8,4181312e+06    8,3414110e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,4778175e+09    5,5586093e+09    5,6880284e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0278162e+10    1,0526637e+10    1,0572159e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3580066e+09    2,7652884e+09    2,8222146e+09
0,0184375    1,7743021e+07    3,4439530e+07    3,8909041e+07    4,1249997e+07    6,1275279e+07    1,4224344e+08    1,8038934e+08    1,9652647e+08   -9,6204330e+03    6,0102301e+06    8,4790334e+06    8,4852285e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,3505966e+09    5,4872447e+09    5,6864988e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0257789e+10    1,0526286e+10    1,0571801e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3316410e+09    2,7653183e+09    2,8223468e+09
0,0187500    1,8043747e+07    3,4948761e+07    3,9462810e+07    4,1949149e+07    6,2313839e+07    1,4385211e+08    1,8275579e+08    1,9985743e+08   -9,7836225e+03    6,0569467e+06    8,5418187e+06    8,6290459e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2841678e+09    5,4855879e+09    5,6099387e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0200151e+10    1,0525861e+10    1,0570792e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2816868e+09    2,7653732e+09    2,8203286e+09
0,0190625    1,8344474e+07    3,5457991e+07    4,0016578e+07    4,2648302e+07    6,3352398e+07    1,4546078e+08    1,8512223e+08    2,0318838e+08   -9,9468120e+03    6,1036634e+06    8,6046040e+06    8,7728633e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2837812e+09    5,3275528e+09    5,3597004e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0199801e+10    1,0523185e+10    1,0568083e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2816909e+09    2,7620870e+09    2,8184237e+09
0,0193750    1,8645200e+07    3,5967221e+07    4,0570347e+07    4,3347454e+07    6,4390957e+07    1,4706945e+08    1,8748867e+08    2,0651934e+08   -1,0110001e+04    6,1503800e+06    8,6673893e+06    8,9166808e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2594211e+09    5,1713700e+09    5,2692239e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0195779e+10    1,0522271e+10    1,0567607e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2810728e+09    2,7617948e+09    2,8179207e+09
0,0196875    1,8945926e+07    3,6476388e+07    4,1124115e+07    4,4046607e+07    6,5429517e+07    1,4867109e+08    1,8985512e+08    2,0985030e+08   -1,0273191e+04    6,1945560e+06    8,7301746e+06    9,0604982e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,1156106e+09    5,0856919e+09    5,2663757e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0182263e+10    1,0521694e+10    1,0567206e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2068685e+09    2,7614859e+09    2,8178958e+09
0,0200000    1,9246653e+07    3,6983427e+07    4,1677884e+07    4,4745759e+07    6,6468076e+07    1,5018467e+08    1,9222156e+08    2,1318126e+08   -1,0436380e+04    6,2116102e+06    8,7929598e+06    9,2043156e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0909497e+09    4,8840511e+09    5,2636011e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0179277e+10    1,0442877e+10    1,0566775e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2068154e+09    2,6696294e+09    2,8178503e+09
0,0203125    1,9547379e+07    3,7489017e+07    4,2231652e+07    4,5444912e+07    6,7506635e+07    1,5169725e+08    1,9458801e+08    2,1651221e+08   -1,0599570e+04    6,2274009e+06    8,8557451e+06    9,3481331e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0635393e+09    4,8133028e+09    5,2609260e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176963e+10    1,0433438e+10    1,0566347e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2058622e+09    2,6685231e+09    2,8178063e+09
0,0206250    1,9848105e+07    3,7994607e+07    4,2785050e+07    4,6144064e+07    6,8545195e+07    1,5320983e+08    1,9695316e+08    2,1984317e+08   -1,0762759e+04    6,2431916e+06    8,9175614e+06    9,4919505e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0630894e+09    4,7385170e+09    5,0099880e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176671e+10    1,0417650e+10    1,0553513e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059024e+09    2,6651402e+09    2,8143036e+09
0,0209375    2,0148832e+07    3,8500198e+07    4,3337854e+07    4,6843217e+07    6,9583754e+07    1,5472241e+08    1,9931689e+08    2,2317413e+08   -1,0925949e+04    6,2589824e+06    8,9788333e+06    9,6357679e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0626246e+09    4,4462363e+09    4,9357204e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176351e+10    1,0389605e+10    1,0533541e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059108e+09    2,6070068e+09    2,8083272e+09
0,0212500    2,0449558e+07    3,9005788e+07    4,3890173e+07    4,7542369e+07    7,0622313e+07    1,5623500e+08    2,0167996e+08    2,2650508e+08   -1,1089138e+04    6,2747731e+06    9,0404170e+06    9,7795854e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0621723e+09    4,3899118e+09    4,9323921e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176036e+10    1,0372146e+10    1,0533189e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059192e+09    2,6019737e+09    2,8084491e+09
0,0215625    2,0750284e+07    3,9511378e+07    4,4442491e+07    4,8241522e+07    7,1660873e+07    1,5774758e+08    2,0404303e+08    2,2983604e+08   -1,1252328e+04    6,2905638e+06    9,1020006e+06    9,9234028e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9954768e+09    4,3866743e+09    4,9290387e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0170833e+10    1,0372419e+10    1,0532522e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2058450e+09    2,6021124e+09    2,8083955e+09
0,0218750    2,1051011e+07    4,0016969e+07    4,5000600e+07    4,8940674e+07    7,2699432e+07    1,5926016e+08    2,0631174e+08    2,3316700e+08   -1,1415517e+04    6,3063546e+06    9,1656441e+06    1,0067220e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,8705410e+09    4,3835358e+09    4,9258139e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0152441e+10    1,0372321e+10    1,0531863e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1812764e+09    2,6022009e+09    2,8083441e+09
0,0221875    2,1351737e+07    4,0522559e+07    4,5563110e+07    4,9639827e+07    7,3737991e+07    1,6077274e+08    2,0851212e+08    2,3649796e+08   -1,1578707e+04    6,3221453e+06    9,2329396e+06    1,0211038e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,8699362e+09    4,3805141e+09    4,8720636e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0152257e+10    1,0372224e+10    1,0508616e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1812991e+09    2,6022876e+09    2,7993591e+09
0,0225000    2,1652464e+07    4,1039473e+07    4,6125824e+07    5,0338979e+07    7,4776551e+07    1,6225025e+08    2,1071023e+08    2,3982891e+08   -1,1741896e+04    6,3203304e+06    9,3009535e+06    1,0354855e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,8629480e+09    4,3776058e+09    4,8690743e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0072440e+10    1,0372126e+10    1,0508420e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1184679e+09    2,6023727e+09    2,7993594e+09
0,0228125    2,1953190e+07    4,1560924e+07    4,6688538e+07    5,1038132e+07    7,5815110e+07    1,6371404e+08    2,1290833e+08    2,4315987e+08   -1,1905086e+04    6,3116803e+06    9,3689674e+06    1,0498673e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,7937422e+09    4,3748075e+09    4,8661834e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0064365e+10    1,0372029e+10    1,0507642e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167520e+09    2,6024561e+09    2,7992947e+09
0,0231250    2,2253916e+07    4,2081043e+07    4,7251252e+07    5,1737284e+07    7,6853670e+07    1,6517717e+08    2,1510644e+08    2,4649083e+08   -1,2068275e+04    6,3018664e+06    9,4369813e+06    1,0642490e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,7619696e+09    4,2593202e+09    4,7349942e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0060940e+10    1,0356236e+10    1,0482228e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167239e+09    2,5967446e+09    2,7865770e+09
0,0234375    2,2554643e+07    4,2599531e+07    4,7813966e+07    5,2436436e+07    7,7892229e+07    1,6663949e+08    2,1730454e+08    2,4982178e+08   -1,2231465e+04    6,2906277e+06    9,5049952e+06    1,0786307e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,7612887e+09    4,1987382e+09    4,6910631e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0061030e+10    1,0345767e+10    1,0473471e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167373e+09    2,5939213e+09    2,7816341e+09
0,0237500    2,2855369e+07    4,3118018e+07    4,8376681e+07    5,3135589e+07    7,8930788e+07    1,6810182e+08    2,1950265e+08    2,5315274e+08   -1,2394656e+04    6,2793890e+06    9,5730091e+06    1,0930125e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,6409445e+09    4,0860148e+09    4,6875884e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0050593e+10    1,0344321e+10    1,0472673e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1164127e+09    2,5621209e+09    2,7815504e+09
0,0240625    2,3156095e+07    4,3636505e+07    4,8939395e+07    5,3834741e+07    7,9969348e+07    1,6956414e+08    2,2170075e+08    2,5648370e+08   -1,2557847e+04    6,2681503e+06    9,6410231e+06    1,1073942e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,6031070e+09    4,0829346e+09    4,6842090e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0040625e+10    1,0343832e+10    1,0471295e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1147942e+09    2,5622379e+09    2,7814211e+09
0,0243750    2,3456822e+07    4,4154531e+07    4,9502109e+07    5,4533894e+07    8,1007907e+07    1,7102630e+08    2,2389886e+08    2,5981466e+08   -1,2721040e+04    6,2571241e+06    9,7090370e+06    1,1217760e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,5261969e+09    4,0800126e+09    4,4397851e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0027387e+10    1,0343777e+10    1,0461823e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1136287e+09    2,5624629e+09    2,7730509e+09
0,0246875    2,3757548e+07    4,4672907e+07    5,0060778e+07    5,5233046e+07    8,2046466e+07    1,7248750e+08    2,2609473e+08    2,6314561e+08   -1,2884237e+04    6,2456891e+06    9,7751220e+06    1,1361577e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,5249458e+09    3,9440216e+09    4,3930161e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0027700e+10    1,0342763e+10    1,0460118e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1136883e+09    2,5605982e+09    2,7698197e+09
0,0250000    2,4058275e+07    4,5201093e+07    5,0608696e+07    5,5932199e+07    8,3085025e+07    1,7392992e+08    2,2828482e+08    2,6647657e+08   -1,3047442e+04    6,2243163e+06    9,8476464e+06    1,1505395e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,4901295e+09    3,9062036e+09    4,1202826e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0026278e+10    1,0341880e+10    1,0444101e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1129297e+09    2,5601445e+09    2,7542328e+09
0,0253125    2,4359001e+07    4,5728071e+07    5,1154730e+07    5,6631351e+07    8,4123585e+07    1,7536423e+08    2,3047390e+08    2,6980753e+08   -1,3210662e+04    6,2025164e+06    9,9219499e+06    1,1649212e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,4889762e+09    3,7576641e+09    4,0035888e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0026338e+10    1,0333079e+10    1,0433561e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1129426e+09    2,5473601e+09    2,7412680e+09
0,0256250    2,4659727e+07    4,6253818e+07    5,1700763e+07    5,7330504e+07    8,5162144e+07    1,7679099e+08    2,3266297e+08    2,7313848e+08   -1,3373912e+04    6,1809821e+06    9,9962535e+06    1,1793029e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,4484175e+09    3,5175058e+09    3,8967030e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019487e+10    1,0328990e+10    1,0422505e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1119937e+09    2,5338718e+09    2,7342386e+09
0,0259375    2,4960454e+07    4,6775116e+07    5,2246797e+07    5,8029656e+07    8,6200702e+07    1,7821679e+08    2,3485205e+08    2,7646944e+08   -1,3537222e+04    6,1609616e+06    1,0070557e+07    1,1936847e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,4471663e+09    3,3258339e+09    3,5267004e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019504e+10    1,0323019e+10    1,0413215e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120185e+09    2,5213057e+09    2,7221823e+09
0,0262500    2,5261180e+07    4,7298550e+07    5,2792830e+07    5,8728809e+07    8,7239263e+07    1,7963834e+08    2,3704113e+08    2,7980040e+08   -1,3700170e+04    6,1430274e+06    1,0144861e+07    1,2080664e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,4459450e+09    3,2344178e+09    3,4844826e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019511e+10    1,0320038e+10    1,0403706e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120408e+09    2,5204078e+09    2,7217173e+09
0,0265625    2,5561906e+07    4,7822723e+07    5,3339497e+07    5,9427961e+07    8,8277822e+07    1,8105887e+08    2,3920886e+08    2,8313136e+08   -1,3863359e+04    6,1255478e+06    1,0228001e+07    1,2224482e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,4447542e+09    3,0834307e+09    3,3468855e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019518e+10    1,0318233e+10    1,0400490e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120629e+09    2,5177354e+09    2,7178856e+09
0,0268750    2,5862633e+07    4,8346897e+07    5,3887745e+07    6,0127114e+07    8,9316382e+07    1,8247940e+08    2,4132555e+08    2,8646231e+08   -1,4026549e+04    6,1080682e+06    1,0330107e+07    1,2368299e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,4075490e+09    2,9543969e+09    3,2186087e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0008026e+10    1,0312450e+10    1,0396464e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1013464e+09    2,5056321e+09    2,7168957e+09
0,0271875    2,6163359e+07    4,8870928e+07    5,4439244e+07    6,0826266e+07    9,0354941e+07    1,8386570e+08    2,4336751e+08    2,8979327e+08   -1,4189738e+04    6,0993525e+06    1,0429785e+07    1,2512117e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,4064310e+09    2,9462525e+09    3,1600711e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0008027e+10    1,0311273e+10    1,0391668e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1013667e+09    2,5056253e+09    2,7157879e+09
0,0275000    2,6464085e+07    4,9395581e+07    5,4990743e+07    6,1525419e+07    9,1393500e+07    1,8524667e+08    2,4540947e+08    2,9312423e+08   -1,4352928e+04    6,0910383e+06    1,0529464e+07    1,2655934e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,3716372e+09    2,9381704e+09    3,1190265e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0007467e+10    1,0309423e+10    1,0388169e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1012577e+09    2,5054610e+09    2,7115396e+09
0,0278125    2,6764812e+07    4,9920012e+07    5,5542242e+07    6,2224571e+07    9,2432060e+07    1,8662740e+08    2,4745143e+08    2,9645518e+08   -1,4516117e+04    6,0824668e+06    1,0629143e+07    1,2799751e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,3242891e+09    2,8605234e+09    3,1104819e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0005521e+10    1,0300695e+10    1,0384830e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1009085e+09    2,4965445e+09    2,7110569e+09
0,0281250    2,7065538e+07    5,0431201e+07    5,6093741e+07    6,2923724e+07    9,3470619e+07    1,8799100e+08    2,4949338e+08    2,9978614e+08   -1,4679306e+04    6,0644790e+06    1,0728822e+07    1,2943569e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,2675012e+09    2,7707392e+09    3,0336232e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9879408e+09    1,0288239e+10    1,0380633e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0904697e+09    2,4888447e+09    2,7092378e+09
0,0284375    2,7366265e+07    5,0936780e+07    5,6645240e+07    6,3622876e+07    9,4509178e+07    1,8934681e+08    2,5153534e+08    3,0311710e+08   -1,4842496e+04    6,0439646e+06    1,0828500e+07    1,3087386e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,2083754e+09    2,7267222e+09    3,0254874e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9862058e+09    1,0286468e+10    1,0377510e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0884701e+09    2,4885634e+09    2,7088279e+09
0,0287500    2,7666991e+07    5,1443664e+07    5,7196694e+07    6,4322029e+07    9,5547738e+07    1,9069814e+08    2,5357699e+08    3,0644806e+08   -1,5005685e+04    6,0224576e+06    1,0928063e+07    1,3231204e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,1914826e+09    2,6846230e+09    3,0175515e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9832190e+09    1,0281389e+10    1,0374304e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0858530e+09    2,4834999e+09    2,7083878e+09
0,0290625    2,7967717e+07    5,1953811e+07    5,7747694e+07    6,5021181e+07    9,6586297e+07    1,9203796e+08    2,5561545e+08    3,0977901e+08   -1,5168875e+04    5,9984103e+06    1,1026444e+07    1,3375021e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,1898681e+09    2,6497985e+09    2,9892319e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9832001e+09    1,0276546e+10    1,0370117e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0858875e+09    2,4824792e+09    2,7060113e+09
0,0293750    2,8268444e+07    5,2464190e+07    5,8298693e+07    6,5720334e+07    9,7624856e+07    1,9335131e+08    2,5765391e+08    3,1310997e+08   -1,5332064e+04    5,9699397e+06    1,1124825e+07    1,3518839e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,1519008e+09    2,6240146e+09    2,9204214e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9827389e+09    1,0273640e+10    1,0361199e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0851711e+09    2,4812400e+09    2,7033002e+09
0,0296875    2,8569170e+07    5,2974569e+07    5,8849693e+07    6,6419486e+07    9,8663416e+07    1,9466466e+08    2,5969237e+08    3,1644093e+08   -1,5495254e+04    5,9414690e+06    1,1223206e+07    1,3662656e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,1501944e+09    2,5902091e+09    2,8926252e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9825890e+09    1,0270169e+10    1,0357806e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0852217e+09    2,4800029e+09    2,6929997e+09
0,0300000    2,8869896e+07    5,3484947e+07    5,9400693e+07    6,7118639e+07    9,9701975e+07    1,9597802e+08    2,6173083e+08    3,1977188e+08   -1,5658443e+04    5,9129984e+06    1,1321586e+07    1,3806473e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,1133981e+09    2,5602997e+09    2,8053659e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9787824e+09    1,0266819e+10    1,0344680e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0800812e+09    2,4797898e+09    2,6624767e+09
0,0303125    2,9170623e+07    5,3995326e+07    5,9951692e+07    6,7817791e+07    1,0074053e+08    1,9729137e+08    2,6376929e+08    3,2310284e+08   -1,5821633e+04    5,8845277e+06    1,1419967e+07    1,3950291e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,0956352e+09    2,5063720e+09    2,7058040e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9786986e+09    1,0264700e+10    1,0332069e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0773137e+09    2,4727399e+09    2,6505992e+09
0,0306250    2,9471349e+07    5,4505705e+07    6,0502692e+07    6,8516944e+07    1,0177909e+08    1,9860472e+08    2,6580775e+08    3,2643380e+08   -1,5984822e+04    5,8560571e+06    1,1518348e+07    1,4094108e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,0694482e+09    2,4598486e+09    2,5634483e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9743104e+09    1,0257744e+10    1,0319679e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0761215e+09    2,4666584e+09    2,6101113e+09
0,0309375    2,9772076e+07    5,5016007e+07    6,1053691e+07    6,9216096e+07    1,0281765e+08    1,9991769e+08    2,6784621e+08    3,2976476e+08   -1,6148012e+04    5,8278327e+06    1,1616728e+07    1,4237926e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,0146148e+09    2,4016125e+09    2,5306935e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9694691e+09    1,0234396e+10    1,0287755e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0693877e+09    2,4475019e+09    2,5957458e+09
0,0312500    3,0072802e+07    5,5525731e+07    6,1604691e+07    6,9915249e+07    1,0385621e+08    2,0122775e+08    2,6988467e+08    3,3309571e+08   -1,6311202e+04    5,8014889e+06    1,1715109e+07    1,4381743e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,9523110e+09    2,3873850e+09    2,5063231e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9633936e+09    1,0232256e+10    1,0271183e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0685281e+09    2,4398461e+09    2,5946810e+09
0,0315625    3,0373528e+07    5,6036819e+07    6,2155690e+07    7,0614401e+07    1,0489477e+08    2,0253055e+08    2,7192313e+08    3,3642667e+08   -1,6474392e+04    5,7755661e+06    1,1813490e+07    1,4525561e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,8900691e+09    2,3528789e+09    2,4320874e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9603236e+09    1,0226733e+10    1,0254811e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0614454e+09    2,4318160e+09    2,5868256e+09
0,0318750    3,0674255e+07    5,6548717e+07    6,2703518e+07    7,1313554e+07    1,0593333e+08    2,0382902e+08    2,7393286e+08    3,3975763e+08   -1,6637582e+04    5,7498932e+06    1,1920428e+07    1,4669378e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,8553744e+09    2,2273605e+09    2,3748005e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9588698e+09    1,0219650e+10    1,0242950e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0602462e+09    2,4127826e+09    2,5656095e+09
0,0321875    3,0974981e+07    5,7060615e+07    6,3247605e+07    7,2012706e+07    1,0697189e+08    2,0512750e+08    2,7590870e+08    3,4308858e+08   -1,6800774e+04    5,7242203e+06    1,2037459e+07    1,4813195e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,7794006e+09    2,1540540e+09    2,3676782e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9580182e+09    1,0206149e+10    1,0239496e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0549642e+09    2,3826832e+09    2,5650580e+09
0,0325000    3,1275707e+07    5,7572512e+07    6,3791692e+07    7,2711859e+07    1,0801045e+08    2,0642598e+08    2,7788455e+08    3,4641954e+08   -1,6963968e+04    5,6985475e+06    1,2154490e+07    1,4957013e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,7351222e+09    2,1383295e+09    2,3408250e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9548633e+09    1,0197663e+10    1,0225712e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0549397e+09    2,3800113e+09    2,5622301e+09
0,0328125    3,1576434e+07    5,8084410e+07    6,4335779e+07    7,3411011e+07    1,0904901e+08    2,0772445e+08    2,7986040e+08    3,4975050e+08   -1,7127167e+04    5,6728746e+06    1,2271522e+07    1,5100830e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,7176760e+09    2,0712689e+09    2,2953060e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9541085e+09    1,0175162e+10    1,0220522e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0546714e+09    2,3771232e+09    2,5596167e+09
0,0331250    3,1877160e+07    5,8596308e+07    6,4879865e+07    7,4110164e+07    1,1008757e+08    2,0902293e+08    2,8183624e+08    3,5308146e+08   -1,7290376e+04    5,6472017e+06    1,2388553e+07    1,5244648e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,5563125e+09    2,0085652e+09    2,2270216e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9459084e+09    1,0163485e+10    1,0214576e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0514662e+09    2,3632255e+09    2,5582846e+09
0,0334375    3,2177886e+07    5,9107948e+07    6,5423952e+07    7,4809316e+07    1,1112613e+08    2,1032116e+08    2,8381209e+08    3,5641241e+08   -1,7453603e+04    5,6217888e+06    1,2505584e+07    1,5388465e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,5481233e+09    1,9836346e+09    2,1427155e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9456040e+09    1,0155282e+10    1,0191704e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0505549e+09    2,3558777e+09    2,5411043e+09
0,0337500    3,2478613e+07    5,9610990e+07    6,5966371e+07    7,5508469e+07    1,1216469e+08    2,1161066e+08    2,8578586e+08    3,5974337e+08   -1,7616868e+04    5,6060654e+06    1,2621128e+07    1,5532283e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,4796018e+09    1,9784237e+09    2,1274913e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9414001e+09    1,0153385e+10    1,0180588e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0504028e+09    2,3556486e+09    2,5405258e+09
0,0340625    3,2779339e+07    6,0099436e+07    6,6506452e+07    7,6207621e+07    1,1320325e+08    2,1288255e+08    2,8775673e+08    3,6307433e+08   -1,7779906e+04    5,5972817e+06    1,2734587e+07    1,5676100e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,3962727e+09    1,9504933e+09    2,0996685e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9385414e+09    1,0150901e+10    1,0121999e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0503105e+09    2,3440198e+09    2,5334280e+09
0,0343750    3,3080066e+07    6,0585794e+07    6,7043958e+07    7,6906774e+07    1,1424181e+08    2,1415102e+08    2,8972332e+08    3,6640528e+08   -1,7943096e+04    5,5853569e+06    1,2846272e+07    1,5819918e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,3909073e+09    1,8484464e+09    2,0641636e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9382970e+09    1,0088742e+10    1,0117338e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0503285e+09    2,3255279e+09    2,5187403e+09
0,0346875    3,3380792e+07    6,1072683e+07    6,7558001e+07    7,7605926e+07    1,1528037e+08    2,1541523e+08    2,9165042e+08    3,6973624e+08   -1,8106285e+04    5,5725336e+06    1,2941972e+07    1,5963735e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,3768840e+09    1,8061297e+09    2,0259630e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8992305e+09    1,0076242e+10    1,0094222e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0422890e+09    2,3230361e+09    2,5007734e+09
0,0350000    3,3681518e+07    6,1549261e+07    6,8072139e+07    7,8305079e+07    1,1631892e+08    2,1665981e+08    2,9357670e+08    3,7306720e+08   -1,8269475e+04    5,5537762e+06    1,3038085e+07    1,6107552e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,3234786e+09    1,6709900e+09    1,9908115e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8908556e+09    1,0027915e+10    1,0050476e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0366420e+09    2,2964753e+09    2,4849195e+09
0,0353125    3,3982245e+07    6,2025839e+07    6,8586277e+07    7,9004231e+07    1,1735748e+08    2,1790438e+08    2,9550299e+08    3,7639816e+08   -1,8432664e+04    5,5350187e+06    1,3134198e+07    1,6251370e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,2807859e+09    1,6651639e+09    1,9512083e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8768731e+09    1,0025313e+10    1,0035390e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0339131e+09    2,2960724e+09    2,4759024e+09
0,0356250    3,4282971e+07    6,2502601e+07    6,9101227e+07    7,9703383e+07    1,1839604e+08    2,1914709e+08    2,9740679e+08    3,7972911e+08   -1,8595854e+04    5,5171947e+06    1,3226100e+07    1,6395187e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,2424444e+09    1,6594202e+09    1,9450241e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8718255e+09    1,0021880e+10    1,0030283e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0321346e+09    2,2955607e+09    2,4753387e+09
0,0359375    3,4583697e+07    6,2979615e+07    6,9617086e+07    8,0402536e+07    1,1943460e+08    2,2038724e+08    2,9930571e+08    3,8306007e+08   -1,8759043e+04    5,5006506e+06    1,3317341e+07    1,6539005e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,1994854e+09    1,6401462e+09    1,8421534e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8626377e+09    1,0009376e+10    9,9756787e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0246528e+09    2,2847412e+09    2,4609625e+09
0,0362500    3,4884424e+07    6,3456628e+07    7,0132901e+07    8,1101688e+07    1,2047316e+08    2,2162739e+08    3,0120456e+08    3,8639103e+08   -1,8922233e+04    5,4841066e+06    1,3408477e+07    1,6682822e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,1543326e+09    1,5803802e+09    1,7776828e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8161608e+09    9,9649342e+09    9,9693099e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0022618e+09    2,2806854e+09    2,4589285e+09
0,0365625    3,5185150e+07    6,3933642e+07    7,0637695e+07    8,1800841e+07    1,2151172e+08    2,2286754e+08    3,0301986e+08    3,8972198e+08   -1,9085422e+04    5,4675625e+06    1,3470968e+07    1,6826640e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,1393584e+09    1,5751567e+09    1,7365278e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8156331e+09    9,9613363e+09    9,9638284e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0011247e+09    2,2802569e+09    2,4564531e+09
0,0368750    3,5485877e+07    6,4410656e+07    7,1140583e+07    8,2499993e+07    1,2255028e+08    2,2410769e+08    3,0482053e+08    3,9305294e+08   -1,9248611e+04    5,4510184e+06    1,3528505e+07    1,6970457e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,0566517e+09    1,5389153e+09    1,7011773e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7767597e+09    9,9570063e+09    9,9583280e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9951447e+09    2,2797045e+09    2,4553305e+09
0,0371875    3,5786603e+07    6,4887670e+07    7,1643471e+07    8,3199146e+07    1,2358884e+08    2,2534784e+08    3,0662120e+08    3,9638390e+08   -1,9411801e+04    5,4344744e+06    1,3586042e+07    1,7114274e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,9894060e+09    1,5190689e+09    1,6898841e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7618840e+09    9,9529831e+09    9,9517639e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9896409e+09    2,2713181e+09    2,4548127e+09
0,0375000    3,6087329e+07    6,5364683e+07    7,2146360e+07    8,3898298e+07    1,2462740e+08    2,2658799e+08    3,0842187e+08    3,9971486e+08   -1,9574990e+04    5,4179303e+06    1,3643579e+07    1,7258092e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,9846177e+09    1,4906919e+09    1,6821059e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7611887e+09    9,9391669e+09    9,9436853e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9895602e+09    2,2615304e+09    2,4530701e+09
0,0378125    3,6388056e+07    6,5835305e+07    7,2649248e+07    8,4597451e+07    1,2566596e+08    2,2782684e+08    3,1022254e+08    4,0304581e+08   -1,9738180e+04    5,3993389e+06    1,3701116e+07    1,7401909e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,9403442e+09    1,4857324e+09    1,6281839e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7594813e+09    9,9354641e+09    9,9382319e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9883781e+09    2,2610748e+09    2,4382769e+09
0,0381250    3,6688782e+07    6,6300704e+07    7,3152136e+07    8,5296603e+07    1,2670452e+08    2,2906464e+08    3,1202321e+08    4,0637677e+08   -1,9901369e+04    5,3790744e+06    1,3758653e+07    1,7545727e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,9356570e+09    1,4446974e+09    1,5999072e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7584363e+09    9,9304211e+09    9,9147426e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9882043e+09    2,2566058e+09    2,4273552e+09
0,0384375    3,6989508e+07    6,6766102e+07    7,3655025e+07    8,5995756e+07    1,2774308e+08    2,3030243e+08    3,1382388e+08    4,0970773e+08   -2,0064559e+04    5,3588099e+06    1,3816190e+07    1,7689544e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,8994774e+09    1,4294948e+09    1,5909998e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7288806e+09    9,9225866e+09    9,9096596e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9858519e+09    2,2556815e+09    2,4266140e+09
0,0387500    3,7290235e+07    6,7231501e+07    7,4157913e+07    8,6694908e+07    1,2878164e+08    2,3154023e+08    3,1562455e+08    4,1303868e+08   -2,0227748e+04    5,3385454e+06    1,3873727e+07    1,7833362e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,8002441e+09    1,3986049e+09    1,5599410e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5407107e+09    9,9119544e+09    9,8946834e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9468154e+09    2,2491183e+09    2,4199485e+09
0,0390625    3,7590961e+07    6,7696900e+07    7,4655679e+07    8,7394061e+07    1,2982020e+08    2,3277802e+08    3,1739087e+08    4,1636964e+08   -2,0390938e+04    5,3182809e+06    1,3920963e+07    1,7977179e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,7680396e+09    1,3740106e+09    1,5073721e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5324955e+09    9,9077860e+09    9,8742605e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9408097e+09    2,2485200e+09    2,4132390e+09
0,0393750    3,7891687e+07    6,8162298e+07    7,5149879e+07    8,8093213e+07    1,3085876e+08    2,3401582e+08    3,1913643e+08    4,1970060e+08   -2,0554127e+04    5,2980164e+06    1,3962140e+07    1,8120996e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,7631017e+09    1,3195686e+09    1,5010095e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5310690e+09    9,8975547e+09    9,8679537e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9407001e+09    2,2403360e+09    2,4125582e+09
0,0396875    3,8192414e+07    6,8627493e+07    7,5647658e+07    8,8792366e+07    1,3189731e+08    2,3525189e+08    3,2087231e+08    4,2303155e+08   -2,0717317e+04    5,2772811e+06    1,4012564e+07    1,8264814e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,7023377e+09    1,2683285e+09    1,4424218e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5024596e+09    9,8931308e+09    9,8513305e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8492471e+09    2,2398653e+09    2,4053780e+09
0,0400000    3,8493140e+07    6,9078617e+07    7,6145436e+07    8,9491518e+07    1,3293587e+08    2,3644156e+08    3,2260819e+08    4,2636251e+08   -2,0880506e+04    5,2506800e+06    1,4062989e+07    1,8408631e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,6876308e+09    1,2216002e+09    1,4034856e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4986309e+09    9,8418904e+09    9,7579508e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8491408e+09    2,2225914e+09    2,3713318e+09
0,0403125    3,8793867e+07    6,9497191e+07    7,6643215e+07    9,0190671e+07    1,3397443e+08    2,3759424e+08    3,2434406e+08    4,2969347e+08   -2,1043696e+04    5,2246439e+06    1,4113414e+07    1,8552449e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,6650014e+09    1,2169487e+09    1,3785202e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4966373e+09    9,8383743e+09    9,7526519e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8449752e+09    2,2222012e+09    2,3703128e+09
0,0406250    3,9094593e+07    6,9915765e+07    7,7142440e+07    9,0889823e+07    1,3501299e+08    2,3874692e+08    3,2607705e+08    4,3302443e+08   -2,1206886e+04    5,1986078e+06    1,4163245e+07    1,8696266e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,6294273e+09    1,1877420e+09    1,3149667e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4933784e+09    9,8345713e+09    9,7366776e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8416297e+09    2,2217583e+09    2,3696079e+09
0,0409375    3,9395319e+07    7,0334339e+07    7,7650161e+07    9,1588976e+07    1,3605155e+08    2,3989960e+08    3,2779311e+08    4,3635538e+08   -2,1370076e+04    5,1725718e+06    1,4209593e+07    1,8840084e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,6145293e+09    1,1656322e+09    1,3077238e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4725976e+09    9,8304969e+09    9,7280270e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8373514e+09    2,2133065e+09    2,3679791e+09
0,0412500    3,9696046e+07    7,0752913e+07    7,8157882e+07    9,2288128e+07    1,3709011e+08    2,4105229e+08    3,2950917e+08    4,3968634e+08   -2,1533266e+04    5,1465357e+06    1,4255941e+07    1,8983901e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,5864899e+09    1,1327450e+09    1,1804482e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4703569e+09    9,8213866e+09    9,6810232e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8351353e+09    2,2017918e+09    2,3625569e+09
0,0415625    3,9996772e+07    7,1171487e+07    7,8665603e+07    9,2987281e+07    1,3812867e+08    2,4220497e+08    3,3122522e+08    4,4301730e+08   -2,1696458e+04    5,1204996e+06    1,4302288e+07    1,9127718e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,5433408e+09    1,1014583e+09    1,1648938e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4638203e+09    9,7782734e+09    9,6759685e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8317046e+09    2,1974530e+09    2,3511823e+09
0,0418750    4,0297498e+07    7,1586967e+07    7,9173324e+07    9,3686433e+07    1,3916723e+08    2,4335240e+08    3,3294128e+08    4,4634825e+08   -2,1859643e+04    5,0993320e+06    1,4348636e+07    1,9271536e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,5203161e+09    1,0972874e+09    1,1417321e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4576351e+09    9,7751177e+09    9,6640323e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8217172e+09    2,1971105e+09    2,3488683e+09
0,0421875    4,0598225e+07    7,2000155e+07    7,9681045e+07    9,4385586e+07    1,4020579e+08    2,4449596e+08    3,3465734e+08    4,4967921e+08   -2,2022832e+04    5,0817684e+06    1,4394984e+07    1,9415353e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,4734199e+09    1,0433003e+09    1,1034908e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4523477e+09    9,7643893e+09    9,6572632e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8111345e+09    2,1965565e+09    2,3460515e+09
0,0425000    4,0898951e+07    7,2413344e+07    8,0188766e+07    9,5084738e+07    1,4124435e+08    2,4563951e+08    3,3637339e+08    4,5301017e+08   -2,2186022e+04    5,0642049e+06    1,4441331e+07    1,9559171e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,4406824e+09    9,4399019e+08    1,0593258e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4503932e+09    9,7587569e+09    9,6514452e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8084844e+09    2,1960909e+09    2,3444111e+09
0,0428125    4,1199678e+07    7,2826533e+07    8,0696487e+07    9,5783891e+07    1,4228291e+08    2,4678307e+08    3,3808945e+08    4,5634113e+08   -2,2349211e+04    5,0466414e+06    1,4487679e+07    1,9702988e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,3729182e+09    9,3090457e+08    1,0341081e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4101417e+09    9,7492005e+09    9,6456157e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8026673e+09    2,1846457e+09    2,3434008e+09
0,0431250    4,1500404e+07    7,3239721e+07    8,1204208e+07    9,6483043e+07    1,4332147e+08    2,4792662e+08    3,3980551e+08    4,5967208e+08   -2,2512401e+04    5,0290779e+06    1,4534027e+07    1,9846806e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,3414461e+09    9,1234881e+08    1,0278658e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4077919e+09    9,7453344e+09    9,6400636e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8021906e+09    2,1839269e+09    2,3429576e+09
0,0434375    4,1801130e+07    7,3652910e+07    8,1717632e+07    9,7182196e+07    1,4436003e+08    2,4907018e+08    3,4149842e+08    4,6300304e+08   -2,2675590e+04    5,0115144e+06    1,4581207e+07    1,9990623e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,3011247e+09    8,7773935e+08    1,0217588e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4040930e+09    9,7413043e+09    9,6345663e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7976182e+09    2,1778363e+09    2,3425199e+09
0,0437500    4,2101857e+07    7,4066099e+07    8,2232500e+07    9,7881348e+07    1,4539859e+08    2,5021373e+08    3,4318547e+08    4,6633400e+08   -2,2838780e+04    4,9939508e+06    1,4628599e+07    2,0134440e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,2507903e+09    8,3629728e+08    9,9346183e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3804500e+09    9,7373594e+09    9,6233405e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7907052e+09    2,1748805e+09    2,3080602e+09
0,0440625    4,2402583e+07    7,4479287e+07    8,2747368e+07    9,8580501e+07    1,4643715e+08    2,5135729e+08    3,4487252e+08    4,6966495e+08   -2,3001969e+04    4,9763873e+06    1,4675990e+07    2,0278258e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,2188868e+09    8,1815807e+08    9,8765830e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3391830e+09    9,7332582e+09    9,6181214e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7757770e+09    2,1744233e+09    2,3076188e+09
0,0443750    4,2703309e+07    7,4892476e+07    8,3262236e+07    9,9279653e+07    1,4747571e+08    2,5250084e+08    3,4655957e+08    4,7299591e+08   -2,3165159e+04    4,9588238e+06    1,4723381e+07    2,0422075e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,1454977e+09    8,1255551e+08    9,4468637e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3185929e+09    9,7294406e+09    9,5886616e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7646432e+09    2,1741091e+09    2,3022815e+09
0,0446875    4,3004036e+07    7,5298502e+07    8,3774881e+07    9,9978806e+07    1,4851426e+08    2,5363681e+08    3,4823496e+08    4,7632687e+08   -2,3328348e+04    4,9491691e+06    1,4775477e+07    2,0565893e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,0499471e+09    7,7201323e+08    9,1262440e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3092792e+09    9,6989047e+09    9,5826108e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7639613e+09    2,1591387e+09    2,3014180e+09
0,0450000    4,3304762e+07    7,5702836e+07    8,4285964e+07    1,0067796e+08    1,4955282e+08    2,5477100e+08    3,4990218e+08    4,7965783e+08   -2,3491538e+04    4,9413827e+06    1,4830875e+07    2,0709710e+07    3,3233899e+09    9,5911856e+08    7,4017221e+08    8,9426691e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2946284e+09    9,6933829e+09    9,5755692e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7590855e+09    2,1586443e+09    2,2980170e+09
0,0453125    4,3605488e+07    7,6105476e+07    8,4803668e+07    1,0137711e+08    1,5059138e+08    2,5590445e+08    3,5156176e+08    4,8298878e+08   -2,3654727e+04    4,9328449e+06    1,4889639e+07    2,0853528e+07    3,3233899e+09    9,2992991e+08    7,2743034e+08    8,8665931e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2852728e+09    9,6797484e+09    9,5633590e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7578816e+09    2,1560196e+09    2,2883465e+09
0,0456250    4,3906215e+07    7,6501703e+07    8,5327041e+07    1,0207626e+08    1,5162994e+08    2,5703518e+08    3,5318658e+08    4,8631974e+08   -2,3817916e+04    4,9214648e+06    1,4948626e+07    2,0997345e+07    3,3233899e+09    8,9387389e+08    7,1092131e+08    8,6922292e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2693869e+09    9,6677478e+09    9,5543404e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7567197e+09    2,1451285e+09    2,2823136e+09
0,0459375    4,4206941e+07    7,6898414e+07    8,5844211e+07    1,0277542e+08    1,5266850e+08    2,5815781e+08    3,5480426e+08    4,8965070e+08   -2,3981106e+04    4,9012183e+06    1,5002217e+07    2,1141162e+07    3,3233899e+09    8,8005673e+08    7,0601801e+08    8,4733882e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2650561e+09    9,6635781e+09    9,5486331e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7547653e+09    2,1447777e+09    2,2815431e+09
0,0462500    4,4507668e+07    7,7295215e+07    8,6353441e+07    1,0347457e+08    1,5370706e+08    2,5927894e+08    3,5641293e+08    4,9298165e+08   -2,4144295e+04    4,8793106e+06    1,5048934e+07    2,1284980e+07    3,3233899e+09    8,5478529e+08    6,8075461e+08    8,4255470e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2573866e+09    9,6580703e+09    9,5430800e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7510452e+09    2,1407072e+09    2,2810646e+09
0,0465625    4,4808394e+07    7,7692016e+07    8,6862671e+07    1,0417372e+08    1,5474562e+08    2,6040006e+08    3,5802160e+08    4,9631261e+08   -2,4307485e+04    4,8574029e+06    1,5095650e+07    2,1428797e+07    3,3233899e+09    8,4863294e+08    6,5900148e+08    8,2940771e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2532046e+09    9,6536913e+09    9,5362090e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7505407e+09    2,1392172e+09    2,2797267e+09
0,0468750    4,5109120e+07    7,8088817e+07    8,7371901e+07    1,0487287e+08    1,5578418e+08    2,6152118e+08    3,5963027e+08    4,9964357e+08   -2,4470674e+04    4,8354951e+06    1,5142367e+07    2,1572615e+07    3,3233899e+09    7,8826695e+08    6,3635989e+08    7,8392253e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2378649e+09    9,5734451e+09    9,5281644e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7403776e+09    2,1187700e+09    2,2777831e+09
0,0471875    4,5409847e+07    7,8485618e+07    8,7881131e+07    1,0557203e+08    1,5682274e+08    2,6264230e+08    3,6123894e+08    5,0297453e+08   -2,4633863e+04    4,8135874e+06    1,5189083e+07    2,1716432e+07    3,3233899e+09    7,8230382e+08    6,2265276e+08    7,6672547e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2338706e+09    9,5690423e+09    9,4153972e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7399644e+09    2,1180361e+09    2,2661745e+09
0,0475000    4,5710573e+07    7,8882419e+07    8,8390361e+07    1,0627118e+08    1,5786130e+08    2,6376342e+08    3,6284762e+08    5,0630548e+08   -2,4797052e+04    4,7916796e+06    1,5235800e+07    2,1860250e+07    3,3233899e+09    7,6202886e+08    5,7322238e+08    7,6221226e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2287799e+09    9,5588373e+09    9,4105270e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7393328e+09    2,1175785e+09    2,2657865e+09
0,0478125    4,6011299e+07    7,9277239e+07    8,8899591e+07    1,0697033e+08    1,5889986e+08    2,6487949e+08    3,6445629e+08    5,0963644e+08   -2,4960241e+04    4,7720218e+06    1,5282517e+07    2,2004067e+07    3,3233899e+09    7,1859756e+08    5,6230377e+08    7,4760557e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2230799e+09    9,5543742e+09    9,4023943e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7382591e+09    2,1171027e+09    2,2646963e+09
0,0481250    4,6312026e+07    7,9668881e+07    8,9408821e+07    1,0766948e+08    1,5993842e+08    2,6598746e+08    3,6606496e+08    5,1296740e+08   -2,5123429e+04    4,7559728e+06    1,5329233e+07    2,2147885e+07    3,2992108e+09    6,8249461e+08    5,5816447e+08    7,1773885e+08    3,3233515e+09    9,1896243e+09    9,5504796e+09    9,3897202e+09    1,1797917e+09    1,7325757e+09    2,1167565e+09    2,2627135e+09
0,0484375    4,6612752e+07    8,0060522e+07    8,9918052e+07    1,0836864e+08    1,6097698e+08    2,6709543e+08    3,6767363e+08    5,1629835e+08   -2,5286616e+04    4,7399237e+06    1,5375950e+07    2,2291702e+07    3,2477832e+09    6,6639080e+08    5,3620436e+08    7,0501275e+08    3,3233146e+09    9,1841101e+09    9,4251197e+09    9,3836870e+09    1,1796730e+09    1,7255439e+09    2,0842931e+09    2,2619050e+09
0,0487500    4,6913479e+07    8,0452164e+07    9,0427282e+07    1,0906779e+08    1,6201554e+08    2,6820340e+08    3,6928230e+08    5,1962931e+08   -2,5449799e+04    4,7238746e+06    1,5422667e+07    2,2435519e+07    3,2067672e+09    6,2415931e+08    5,2451924e+08    6,8813197e+08    3,3232476e+09    9,1743984e+09    9,4194698e+09    9,3768140e+09    1,1795829e+09    1,7219430e+09    2,0832878e+09    2,2600055e+09
0,0490625    4,7214205e+07    8,0843805e+07    9,0936512e+07    1,0976694e+08    1,6305409e+08    2,6931137e+08    3,7089097e+08    5,2296027e+08   -2,5612977e+04    4,7078255e+06    1,5469383e+07    2,2579337e+07    3,0610687e+09    6,0180305e+08    5,0639885e+08    6,4508080e+08    3,3229485e+09    9,1695479e+09    9,4142950e+09    9,3609244e+09    1,1794034e+09    1,7196163e+09    2,0652194e+09    2,2574950e+09
0,0493750    4,7514931e+07    8,1235447e+07    9,1447387e+07    1,1046609e+08    1,6409265e+08    2,7041934e+08    3,7243651e+08    5,2629123e+08   -2,5776143e+04    4,6917764e+06    1,5497444e+07    2,2723154e+07    2,9247338e+09    5,9645163e+08    4,8517388e+08    6,4154430e+08    3,3228417e+09    9,1645355e+09    9,4085905e+09    9,3553015e+09    1,1792617e+09    1,7189816e+09    2,0636265e+09    2,2570474e+09
0,0496875    4,7815658e+07    8,1627088e+07    9,1952977e+07    1,1116525e+08    1,6513121e+08    2,7152731e+08    3,7394909e+08    5,2962218e+08   -2,5939379e+04    4,6757274e+06    1,5513235e+07    2,2866972e+07    2,6629327e+09    5,7962916e+08    4,5546364e+08    6,3064619e+08    3,3221736e+09    9,1597412e+09    9,4032455e+09    9,3237028e+09    1,1785703e+09    1,7183196e+09    2,0614977e+09    2,2368018e+09
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Figure 6.30: Stress-strain curve (σyy − yy) considering linear elastic polymer
Concretely, the model of 20 MPa shear strength reaches a normal stress of 272 MPa while
for the first mode, the corresponding stress is 226 MPa. Thus, we observe a loss factor of
0.48 for the mode of y-direction and 0.29 for the mode of x-direction. Almost half of the
full bond model strength is lost due to the slip effect making thus clear the contribution of
random geometry and direction of the reinforcing fibers to the overall response. Figure 6.30
illustrates clearly this loss of strength in terms of stress-strain curves, namely between red
and green curve.
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Strains Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d)
!xx #xx #yy $xy C11 C22 C33
0,0000000    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0003125    3,0089142e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    1,0388372e+06    3,3309571e+06    3,3309571e+06    3,3309571e+06   -1,5544411e+02    1,4381743e+05    1,4381743e+05    1,4381743e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0006250    6,0161779e+05    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    2,0773966e+06    6,6619143e+06    6,6619143e+06    6,6619143e+06   -3,1863357e+02    2,8763486e+05    2,8763486e+05    2,8763486e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0009375    9,0234416e+05    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    3,1159559e+06    9,9928714e+06    9,9928714e+06    9,9928714e+06   -4,8182303e+02    4,3145230e+05    4,3145230e+05    4,3145230e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0012500    1,2030705e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    4,1545153e+06    1,3323829e+07    1,3323829e+07    1,3323829e+07   -6,4501250e+02    5,7526973e+05    5,7526973e+05    5,7526973e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0015625    1,5037969e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    5,1930746e+06    1,6654786e+07    1,6654786e+07    1,6654786e+07   -8,0820196e+02    7,1908716e+05    7,1908716e+05    7,1908716e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0018750    1,8045233e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    6,2316340e+06    1,9985743e+07    1,9985743e+07    1,9985743e+07   -9,7139143e+02    8,6290459e+05    8,6290459e+05    8,6290459e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0021875    2,1052496e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    7,2701933e+06    2,3316700e+07    2,3316700e+07    2,3316700e+07   -1,1345809e+03    1,0067220e+06    1,0067220e+06    1,0067220e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0025000    2,4059760e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    8,3087527e+06    2,6647657e+07    2,6647657e+07    2,6647657e+07   -1,2977704e+03    1,1505395e+06    1,1505395e+06    1,1505395e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0028125    2,7067024e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    9,3473120e+06    2,9978614e+07    2,9978614e+07    2,9978614e+07   -1,4609598e+03    1,2943569e+06    1,2943569e+06    1,2943569e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0031250    3,0074287e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    1,0385871e+07    3,3309571e+07    3,3309571e+07    3,3309571e+07   -1,6241493e+03    1,4381743e+06    1,4381743e+06    1,4381743e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0034375    3,3081551e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    1,1424431e+07    3,6640528e+07    3,6640528e+07    3,6640528e+07   -1,7873388e+03    1,5819918e+06    1,5819918e+06    1,5819918e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0037500    3,6088815e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    1,2462990e+07    3,9971486e+07    3,9971486e+07    3,9971486e+07   -1,9505282e+03    1,7258092e+06    1,7258092e+06    1,7258092e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0040625    3,9096078e+06    9,0691237e+06    9,0889823e+06    9,0889823e+06    1,3501549e+07    4,3136753e+07    4,3302443e+07    4,3302443e+07   -2,1137177e+03    1,9295260e+06    1,8696266e+06    1,8696266e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0043750    4,2103342e+06    9,7378915e+06    9,7881348e+06    9,7881348e+06    1,4540109e+07    4,6205737e+07    4,6633400e+07    4,6633400e+07   -2,2769071e+03    2,1658010e+06    2,0134440e+06    2,0134440e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0046875    4,5110606e+06    1,0405370e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,5578668e+07    4,9270586e+07    4,9964357e+07    4,9964357e+07   -2,4400966e+03    2,4004865e+06    2,1572615e+06    2,1572615e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0050000    4,8117869e+06    1,1072849e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,6617227e+07    5,2335435e+07    5,3295314e+07    5,3295314e+07   -2,6032861e+03    2,6351720e+06    2,3010789e+06    2,3010789e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0053125    5,1125133e+06    1,1740328e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,7655787e+07    5,5400285e+07    5,6626271e+07    5,6626271e+07   -2,7664755e+03    2,8698575e+06    2,4448963e+06    2,4448963e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0056250    5,4132397e+06    1,2395400e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,8694346e+07    5,8393843e+07    5,9957228e+07    5,9957228e+07   -2,9296649e+03    3,0688654e+06    2,5887138e+06    2,5887138e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0059375    5,7139660e+06    1,3004590e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,9732905e+07    6,1138386e+07    6,3288185e+07    6,3288185e+07   -3,0928543e+03    3,1447503e+06    2,7325312e+06    2,7325312e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0062500    6,0146924e+06    1,3564668e+07    1,3983050e+07    1,3983050e+07    2,0771465e+07    6,3581711e+07    6,6619143e+07    6,6619143e+07   -3,2560437e+03    3,1850099e+06    2,8763486e+06    2,8763486e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0065625    6,3154188e+06    1,4120053e+07    1,4682202e+07    1,4682202e+07    2,1810024e+07    6,5964624e+07    6,9950100e+07    6,9950100e+07   -3,4192329e+03    3,2419607e+06    3,0201661e+06    3,0201661e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0068750    6,6161452e+06    1,4675438e+07    1,5381355e+07    1,5381355e+07    2,2848584e+07    6,8347537e+07    7,3281057e+07    7,3281057e+07   -3,5824219e+03    3,2989115e+06    3,1639835e+06    3,1639835e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0071875    6,9168715e+06    1,5230823e+07    1,6080507e+07    1,6080507e+07    2,3887143e+07    7,0730450e+07    7,6612014e+07    7,6612014e+07   -3,7456103e+03    3,3558623e+06    3,3078010e+06    3,3078010e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0075000    7,2175979e+06    1,5785124e+07    1,6779660e+07    1,6779660e+07    2,4925702e+07    7,3102314e+07    7,9942971e+07    7,9942971e+07   -3,9087978e+03    3,4167275e+06    3,4516185e+06    3,4516185e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0078125    7,5183243e+06    1,6338892e+07    1,7478812e+07    1,7478812e+07    2,5964262e+07    7,5468759e+07    8,3273928e+07    8,3273928e+07   -4,0719833e+03    3,4795128e+06    3,5954361e+06    3,5954361e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9409100e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0526442e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6816175e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0081250    7,8190507e+06    1,6892661e+07    1,8177965e+07    1,8177965e+07    2,7002821e+07    7,7835203e+07    8,6604885e+07    8,6604885e+07   -4,2351648e+03    3,5422981e+06    3,7392532e+06    3,7392532e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0084375    8,1197771e+06    1,7445605e+07    1,8877117e+07    1,8877117e+07    2,8041380e+07    8,0199371e+07    8,9935842e+07    8,9935842e+07   -4,3983383e+03    3,6038501e+06    3,8830707e+06    3,8830707e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0087500    8,4205035e+06    1,8000240e+07    1,9576270e+07    1,9576270e+07    2,9079940e+07    8,2524696e+07    9,3266800e+07    9,3266800e+07   -4,5614960e+03    3,6662576e+06    4,0268881e+06    4,0268881e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0090625    8,7212300e+06    1,8562872e+07    2,0275422e+07    2,0275422e+07    3,0118499e+07    8,4723712e+07    9,6597757e+07    9,6597757e+07   -4,7246218e+03    3,7339842e+06    4,1707055e+06    4,1707055e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0093750    9,0219567e+06    1,9125587e+07    2,0974575e+07    2,0974575e+07    3,1157058e+07    8,6921816e+07    9,9928714e+07    9,9928714e+07   -4,8876839e+03    3,8019981e+06    4,3145230e+06    4,3145230e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0096875    9,3226825e+06    1,9688301e+07    2,1666276e+07    2,1673727e+07    3,2195618e+07    8,9119921e+07    1,0320761e+08    1,0325967e+08   -5,0511280e+03    3,8700120e+06    4,4795315e+06    4,4583404e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0100000    9,6234088e+06    2,0243479e+07    2,2338388e+07    2,2372880e+07    3,3234177e+07    9,1313927e+07    1,0630727e+08    1,0659063e+08   -5,2143175e+03    3,9390586e+06    4,7056319e+06    4,6021578e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0103125    9,9241352e+06    2,0789512e+07    2,3007230e+07    2,3072032e+07    3,4272736e+07    9,3503006e+07    1,0937649e+08    1,0992159e+08   -5,3775070e+03    4,0133621e+06    4,9419978e+06    4,7459753e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5348309e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499784e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5845651e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0106250    1,0224862e+07    2,1335799e+07    2,3676072e+07    2,3771185e+07    3,5311296e+07    9,5683544e+07    1,1244571e+08    1,1325254e+08   -5,5406964e+03    4,0912004e+06    5,1783638e+06    4,8897927e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0109375    1,0525588e+07    2,1885997e+07    2,4344729e+07    2,4470337e+07    3,6349855e+07    9,7755396e+07    1,1551434e+08    1,1658350e+08   -5,7038859e+03    4,1918499e+06    5,4145024e+06    5,0336101e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0112500    1,0826314e+07    2,2437496e+07    2,5012208e+07    2,5169490e+07    3,7388414e+07    9,9797354e+07    1,1857919e+08    1,1991446e+08   -5,8670754e+03    4,2915286e+06    5,6491879e+06    5,1774275e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0115625    1,1127041e+07    2,2988878e+07    2,5679687e+07    2,5868642e+07    3,8426974e+07    1,0183849e+08    1,2164404e+08    1,2324541e+08   -6,0302648e+03    4,3909015e+06    5,8838734e+06    5,3212450e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0118750    1,1427767e+07    2,3539877e+07    2,6347166e+07    2,6567794e+07    3,9465533e+07    1,0387695e+08    1,2470889e+08    1,2657637e+08   -6,1934543e+03    4,4892822e+06    6,1185589e+06    5,4650624e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0121875    1,1728493e+07    2,4090877e+07    2,7014645e+07    2,7266947e+07    4,0504092e+07    1,0591541e+08    1,2777374e+08    1,2990733e+08   -6,3566438e+03    4,5876630e+06    6,3532445e+06    5,6088798e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0125000    1,2029220e+07    2,4641876e+07    2,7682124e+07    2,7966099e+07    4,1542652e+07    1,0795387e+08    1,3083859e+08    1,3323829e+08   -6,5198332e+03    4,6860437e+06    6,5879300e+06    5,7526973e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0128125    1,2329946e+07    2,5190225e+07    2,8349603e+07    2,8665252e+07    4,2581211e+07    1,0996831e+08    1,3390344e+08    1,3656924e+08   -6,6830227e+03    4,7915775e+06    6,8226155e+06    5,8965147e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0131250    1,2630673e+07    2,5734311e+07    2,9017082e+07    2,9364404e+07    4,3619770e+07    1,1194416e+08    1,3696829e+08    1,3990020e+08   -6,8462121e+03    4,9086086e+06    7,0573010e+06    6,0403321e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0134375    1,2931399e+07    2,6278398e+07    2,9684560e+07    3,0063557e+07    4,4658330e+07    1,1392000e+08    1,4003314e+08    1,4323116e+08   -7,0094016e+03    5,0256398e+06    7,2919866e+06    6,1841496e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0137500    1,3232125e+07    2,6817583e+07    3,0352039e+07    3,0762709e+07    4,5696889e+07    1,1588933e+08    1,4309799e+08    1,4656211e+08   -7,1725911e+03    5,1385089e+06    7,5266721e+06    6,3279670e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0140625    1,3532852e+07    2,7331683e+07    3,0988500e+07    3,1461862e+07    4,6735448e+07    1,1781594e+08    1,4598461e+08    1,4989307e+08   -7,3357805e+03    5,2344568e+06    7,6721635e+06    6,4717845e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0143750    1,3833578e+07    2,7846834e+07    3,1607733e+07    3,2161014e+07    4,7774008e+07    1,1972228e+08    1,4877224e+08    1,5322403e+08   -7,4989700e+03    5,3269364e+06    7,7681165e+06    6,6156019e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0146875    1,4134304e+07    2,8355656e+07    3,2225740e+07    3,2860167e+07    4,8812567e+07    1,2156808e+08    1,5155461e+08    1,5655499e+08   -7,6621594e+03    5,3998947e+06    7,8616199e+06    6,7594194e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9886305e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0387170e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4822060e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0150000    1,4435031e+07    2,8858544e+07    3,2797114e+07    3,3559319e+07    4,9851127e+07    1,2336875e+08    1,5413694e+08    1,5988594e+08   -7,8253487e+03    5,4574316e+06    7,8623811e+06    6,9032369e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0153125    1,4735757e+07    2,9361432e+07    3,3356284e+07    3,4258472e+07    5,0889686e+07    1,2516942e+08    1,5657137e+08    1,6321690e+08   -7,9885380e+03    5,5149685e+06    7,9055741e+06    7,0470542e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0156250    1,5036483e+07    2,9862272e+07    3,3911670e+07    3,4957624e+07    5,1928245e+07    1,2695635e+08    1,5895428e+08    1,6654786e+08   -8,1517270e+03    5,5683851e+06    7,9625249e+06    7,1908716e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0159375    1,5337210e+07    3,0358619e+07    3,4467055e+07    3,5656777e+07    5,2966805e+07    1,2869610e+08    1,6133719e+08    1,6987881e+08   -8,3149157e+03    5,6151107e+06    8,0194757e+06    7,3346890e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0162500    1,5637936e+07    3,0856976e+07    3,5022440e+07    3,6355929e+07    5,4005364e+07    1,3043082e+08    1,6372010e+08    1,7320977e+08   -8,4781035e+03    5,6652981e+06    8,0764264e+06    7,4785065e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,0928244e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0615633e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7812349e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0165625    1,5938663e+07    3,1364697e+07    3,5577825e+07    3,7055082e+07    5,5043923e+07    1,3214688e+08    1,6610302e+08    1,7654073e+08   -8,6412897e+03    5,7116458e+06    8,1333772e+06    7,6223239e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    5,9351739e+09    6,3260885e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0552477e+10    1,0630623e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7736576e+09    2,8371161e+09
0,0168750    1,6239389e+07    3,1872418e+07    3,6133210e+07    3,7754234e+07    5,6082483e+07    1,3386294e+08    1,6848593e+08    1,7987168e+08   -8,8044725e+03    5,7579935e+06    8,1903280e+06    7,7661413e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,8269166e+09    5,9343525e+09    6,2316259e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0355491e+10    1,0552072e+10    1,0617707e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3751296e+09    2,7736731e+09    2,8357499e+09
0,0171875    1,6540115e+07    3,2380139e+07    3,6688596e+07    3,8453387e+07    5,7121042e+07    1,3557899e+08    1,7086884e+08    1,8320264e+08   -8,9676488e+03    5,8043412e+06    8,2472788e+06    7,9099588e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,7184212e+09    5,8211317e+09    6,1337480e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0345262e+10    1,0529447e+10    1,0598345e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3687780e+09    2,7697898e+09    2,8325279e+09
0,0175000    1,6840842e+07    3,2893000e+07    3,7243981e+07    3,9152539e+07    5,8159601e+07    1,3727419e+08    1,7325176e+08    1,8653360e+08   -9,1308119e+03    5,8514395e+06    8,3042296e+06    8,0537762e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,5787091e+09    5,8200228e+09    6,0347925e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0308457e+10    1,0529685e+10    1,0575148e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3618867e+09    2,7700785e+09    2,8276950e+09
0,0178125    1,7141568e+07    3,3407736e+07    3,7799366e+07    3,9851692e+07    5,9198160e+07    1,3896054e+08    1,7563467e+08    1,8986456e+08   -9,2939487e+03    5,8991113e+06    8,3611804e+06    8,1975936e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,5333119e+09    5,7525602e+09    5,9026619e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0290273e+10    1,0527691e+10    1,0572933e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3592717e+09    2,7696988e+09    2,8265621e+09
0,0181250    1,7442294e+07    3,3921467e+07    3,8354751e+07    4,0550844e+07    6,0236720e+07    1,4062470e+08    1,7801758e+08    1,9319551e+08   -9,4572436e+03    5,9558556e+06    8,4181312e+06    8,3414110e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,4778175e+09    5,5586093e+09    5,6880284e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0278162e+10    1,0526637e+10    1,0572159e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3580066e+09    2,7652884e+09    2,8222146e+09
0,0184375    1,7743021e+07    3,4439530e+07    3,8909041e+07    4,1249997e+07    6,1275279e+07    1,4224344e+08    1,8038934e+08    1,9652647e+08   -9,6204330e+03    6,0102301e+06    8,4790334e+06    8,4852285e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,3505966e+09    5,4872447e+09    5,6864988e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0257789e+10    1,0526286e+10    1,0571801e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3316410e+09    2,7653183e+09    2,8223468e+09
0,0187500    1,8043747e+07    3,4948761e+07    3,9462810e+07    4,1949149e+07    6,2313839e+07    1,4385211e+08    1,8275579e+08    1,9985743e+08   -9,7836225e+03    6,0569467e+06    8,5418187e+06    8,6290459e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2841678e+09    5,4855879e+09    5,6099387e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0200151e+10    1,0525861e+10    1,0570792e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2816868e+09    2,7653732e+09    2,8203286e+09
0,0190625    1,8344474e+07    3,5457991e+07    4,0016578e+07    4,2648302e+07    6,3352398e+07    1,4546078e+08    1,8512223e+08    2,0318838e+08   -9,9468120e+03    6,1036634e+06    8,6046040e+06    8,7728633e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2837812e+09    5,3275528e+09    5,3597004e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0199801e+10    1,0523185e+10    1,0568083e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2816909e+09    2,7620870e+09    2,8184237e+09
0,0193750    1,8645200e+07    3,5967221e+07    4,0570347e+07    4,3347454e+07    6,4390957e+07    1,4706945e+08    1,8748867e+08    2,0651934e+08   -1,0110001e+04    6,1503800e+06    8,6673893e+06    8,9166808e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2594211e+09    5,1713700e+09    5,2692239e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0195779e+10    1,0522271e+10    1,0567607e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2810728e+09    2,7617948e+09    2,8179207e+09
0,0196875    1,8945926e+07    3,6476388e+07    4,1124115e+07    4,4046607e+07    6,5429517e+07    1,4867109e+08    1,8985512e+08    2,0985030e+08   -1,0273191e+04    6,1945560e+06    8,7301746e+06    9,0604982e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,1156106e+09    5,0856919e+09    5,2663757e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0182263e+10    1,0521694e+10    1,0567206e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2068685e+09    2,7614859e+09    2,8178958e+09
0,0200000    1,9246653e+07    3,6983427e+07    4,1677884e+07    4,4745759e+07    6,6468076e+07    1,5018467e+08    1,9222156e+08    2,1318126e+08   -1,0436380e+04    6,2116102e+06    8,7929598e+06    9,2043156e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0909497e+09    4,8840511e+09    5,2636011e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0179277e+10    1,0442877e+10    1,0566775e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2068154e+09    2,6696294e+09    2,8178503e+09
0,0203125    1,9547379e+07    3,7489017e+07    4,2231652e+07    4,5444912e+07    6,7506635e+07    1,5169725e+08    1,9458801e+08    2,1651221e+08   -1,0599570e+04    6,2274009e+06    8,8557451e+06    9,3481331e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0635393e+09    4,8133028e+09    5,2609260e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176963e+10    1,0433438e+10    1,0566347e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2058622e+09    2,6685231e+09    2,8178063e+09
0,0206250    1,9848105e+07    3,7994607e+07    4,2785050e+07    4,6144064e+07    6,8545195e+07    1,5320983e+08    1,9695316e+08    2,1984317e+08   -1,0762759e+04    6,2431916e+06    8,9175614e+06    9,4919505e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0630894e+09    4,7385170e+09    5,0099880e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176671e+10    1,0417650e+10    1,0553513e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059024e+09    2,6651402e+09    2,8143036e+09
0,0209375    2,0148832e+07    3,8500198e+07    4,3337854e+07    4,6843217e+07    6,9583754e+07    1,5472241e+08    1,9931689e+08    2,2317413e+08   -1,0925949e+04    6,2589824e+06    8,9788333e+06    9,6357679e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0626246e+09    4,4462363e+09    4,9357204e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176351e+10    1,0389605e+10    1,0533541e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059108e+09    2,6070068e+09    2,8083272e+09
0,0212500    2,0449558e+07    3,9005788e+07    4,3890173e+07    4,7542369e+07    7,0622313e+07    1,5623500e+08    2,0167996e+08    2,2650508e+08   -1,1089138e+04    6,2747731e+06    9,0404170e+06    9,7795854e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0621723e+09    4,3899118e+09    4,9323921e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176036e+10    1,0372146e+10    1,0533189e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059192e+09    2,6019737e+09    2,8084491e+09
0,0215625    2,0750284e+07    3,9511378e+07    4,4442491e+07    4,8241522e+07    7,1660873e+07    1,5774758e+08    2,0404303e+08    2,2983604e+08   -1,1252328e+04    6,2905638e+06    9,1020006e+06    9,9234028e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9954768e+09    4,3866743e+09    4,9290387e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0170833e+10    1,0372419e+10    1,0532522e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2058450e+09    2,6021124e+09    2,8083955e+09
0,0218750    2,1051011e+07    4,0016969e+07    4,5000600e+07    4,8940674e+07    7,2699432e+07    1,5926016e+08    2,0631174e+08    2,3316700e+08   -1,1415517e+04    6,3063546e+06    9,1656441e+06    1,0067220e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,8705410e+09    4,3835358e+09    4,9258139e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0152441e+10    1,0372321e+10    1,0531863e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1812764e+09    2,6022009e+09    2,8083441e+09
0,0221875    2,1351737e+07    4,0522559e+07    4,5563110e+07    4,9639827e+07    7,3737991e+07    1,6077274e+08    2,0851212e+08    2,3649796e+08   -1,1578707e+04    6,3221453e+06    9,2329396e+06    1,0211038e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,8699362e+09    4,3805141e+09    4,8720636e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0152257e+10    1,0372224e+10    1,0508616e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1812991e+09    2,6022876e+09    2,7993591e+09
0,0225000    2,1652464e+07    4,1039473e+07    4,6125824e+07    5,0338979e+07    7,4776551e+07    1,6225025e+08    2,1071023e+08    2,3982891e+08   -1,1741896e+04    6,3203304e+06    9,3009535e+06    1,0354855e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,8629480e+09    4,3776058e+09    4,8690743e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0072440e+10    1,0372126e+10    1,0508420e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1184679e+09    2,6023727e+09    2,7993594e+09
0,0228125    2,1953190e+07    4,1560924e+07    4,6688538e+07    5,1038132e+07    7,5815110e+07    1,6371404e+08    2,1290833e+08    2,4315987e+08   -1,1905086e+04    6,3116803e+06    9,3689674e+06    1,0498673e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,7937422e+09    4,3748075e+09    4,8661834e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0064365e+10    1,0372029e+10    1,0507642e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167520e+09    2,6024561e+09    2,7992947e+09
0,0231250    2,2253916e+07    4,2081043e+07    4,7251252e+07    5,1737284e+07    7,6853670e+07    1,6517717e+08    2,1510644e+08    2,4649083e+08   -1,2068275e+04    6,3018664e+06    9,4369813e+06    1,0642490e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,7619696e+09    4,2593202e+09    4,7349942e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0060940e+10    1,0356236e+10    1,0482228e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167239e+09    2,5967446e+09    2,7865770e+09
0,0234375    2,2554643e+07    4,2599531e+07    4,7813966e+07    5,2436436e+07    7,7892229e+07    1,6663949e+08    2,1730454e+08    2,4982178e+08   -1,2231465e+04    6,2906277e+06    9,5049952e+06    1,0786307e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,7612887e+09    4,1987382e+09    4,6910631e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0061030e+10    1,0345767e+10    1,0473471e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167373e+09    2,5939213e+09    2,7816341e+09
0,0237500    2,2855369e+07    4,3118018e+07    4,8376681e+07    5,3135589e+07    7,8930788e+07    1,6810182e+08    2,1950265e+08    2,5315274e+08   -1,2394656e+04    6,2793890e+06    9,5730091e+06    1,0930125e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,6409445e+09    4,0860148e+09    4,6875884e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0050593e+10    1,0344321e+10    1,0472673e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1164127e+09    2,5621209e+09    2,7815504e+09
0,0240625    2,3156095e+07    4,3636505e+07    4,8939395e+07    5,3834741e+07    7,9969348e+07    1,6956414e+08    2,2170075e+08    2,5648370e+08   -1,2557847e+04    6,2681503e+06    9,6410231e+06    1,1073942e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,6031070e+09    4,0829346e+09    4,6842090e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0040625e+10    1,0343832e+10    1,0471295e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1147942e+09    2,5622379e+09    2,7814211e+09
0,0243750    2,3456822e+07    4,4154531e+07    4,9502109e+07    5,4533894e+07    8,1007907e+07    1,7102630e+08    2,2389886e+08    2,5981466e+08   -1,2721040e+04    6,2571241e+06    9,7090370e+06    1,1217760e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,5261969e+09    4,0800126e+09    4,4397851e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0027387e+10    1,0343777e+10    1,0461823e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1136287e+09    2,5624629e+09    2,7730509e+09
0,0246875    2,3757548e+07    4,4672907e+07    5,0060778e+07    5,5233046e+07    8,2046466e+07    1,7248750e+08    2,2609473e+08    2,6314561e+08   -1,2884237e+04    6,2456891e+06    9,7751220e+06    1,1361577e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,5249458e+09    3,9440216e+09    4,3930161e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0027700e+10    1,0342763e+10    1,0460118e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1136883e+09    2,5605982e+09    2,7698197e+09
0,0250000    2,4058275e+07    4,5201093e+07    5,0608696e+07    5,5932199e+07    8,3085025e+07    1,7392992e+08    2,2828482e+08    2,6647657e+08   -1,3047442e+04    6,2243163e+06    9,8476464e+06    1,1505395e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,4901295e+09    3,9062036e+09    4,1202826e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0026278e+10    1,0341880e+10    1,0444101e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1129297e+09    2,5601445e+09    2,7542328e+09
0,0253125    2,4359001e+07    4,5728071e+07    5,1154730e+07    5,6631351e+07    8,4123585e+07    1,7536423e+08    2,3047390e+08    2,6980753e+08   -1,3210662e+04    6,2025164e+06    9,9219499e+06    1,1649212e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,4889762e+09    3,7576641e+09    4,0035888e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0026338e+10    1,0333079e+10    1,0433561e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1129426e+09    2,5473601e+09    2,7412680e+09
0,0256250    2,4659727e+07    4,6253818e+07    5,1700763e+07    5,7330504e+07    8,5162144e+07    1,7679099e+08    2,3266297e+08    2,7313848e+08   -1,3373912e+04    6,1809821e+06    9,9962535e+06    1,1793029e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,4484175e+09    3,5175058e+09    3,8967030e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019487e+10    1,0328990e+10    1,0422505e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1119937e+09    2,5338718e+09    2,7342386e+09
0,0259375    2,4960454e+07    4,6775116e+07    5,2246797e+07    5,8029656e+07    8,6200702e+07    1,7821679e+08    2,3485205e+08    2,7646944e+08   -1,3537222e+04    6,1609616e+06    1,0070557e+07    1,1936847e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,4471663e+09    3,3258339e+09    3,5267004e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019504e+10    1,0323019e+10    1,0413215e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120185e+09    2,5213057e+09    2,7221823e+09
0,0262500    2,5261180e+07    4,7298550e+07    5,2792830e+07    5,8728809e+07    8,7239263e+07    1,7963834e+08    2,3704113e+08    2,7980040e+08   -1,3700170e+04    6,1430274e+06    1,0144861e+07    1,2080664e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,4459450e+09    3,2344178e+09    3,4844826e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019511e+10    1,0320038e+10    1,0403706e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120408e+09    2,5204078e+09    2,7217173e+09
0,0265625    2,5561906e+07    4,7822723e+07    5,3339497e+07    5,9427961e+07    8,8277822e+07    1,8105887e+08    2,3920886e+08    2,8313136e+08   -1,3863359e+04    6,1255478e+06    1,0228001e+07    1,2224482e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,4447542e+09    3,0834307e+09    3,3468855e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019518e+10    1,0318233e+10    1,0400490e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120629e+09    2,5177354e+09    2,7178856e+09
0,0268750    2,5862633e+07    4,8346897e+07    5,3887745e+07    6,0127114e+07    8,9316382e+07    1,8247940e+08    2,4132555e+08    2,8646231e+08   -1,4026549e+04    6,1080682e+06    1,0330107e+07    1,2368299e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,4075490e+09    2,9543969e+09    3,2186087e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0008026e+10    1,0312450e+10    1,0396464e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1013464e+09    2,5056321e+09    2,7168957e+09
0,0271875    2,6163359e+07    4,8870928e+07    5,4439244e+07    6,0826266e+07    9,0354941e+07    1,8386570e+08    2,4336751e+08    2,8979327e+08   -1,4189738e+04    6,0993525e+06    1,0429785e+07    1,2512117e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,4064310e+09    2,9462525e+09    3,1600711e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0008027e+10    1,0311273e+10    1,0391668e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1013667e+09    2,5056253e+09    2,7157879e+09
0,0275000    2,6464085e+07    4,9395581e+07    5,4990743e+07    6,1525419e+07    9,1393500e+07    1,8524667e+08    2,4540947e+08    2,9312423e+08   -1,4352928e+04    6,0910383e+06    1,0529464e+07    1,2655934e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,3716372e+09    2,9381704e+09    3,1190265e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0007467e+10    1,0309423e+10    1,0388169e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1012577e+09    2,5054610e+09    2,7115396e+09
0,0278125    2,6764812e+07    4,9920012e+07    5,5542242e+07    6,2224571e+07    9,2432060e+07    1,8662740e+08    2,4745143e+08    2,9645518e+08   -1,4516117e+04    6,0824668e+06    1,0629143e+07    1,2799751e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,3242891e+09    2,8605234e+09    3,1104819e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0005521e+10    1,0300695e+10    1,0384830e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1009085e+09    2,4965445e+09    2,7110569e+09
0,0281250    2,7065538e+07    5,0431201e+07    5,6093741e+07    6,2923724e+07    9,3470619e+07    1,8799100e+08    2,4949338e+08    2,9978614e+08   -1,4679306e+04    6,0644790e+06    1,0728822e+07    1,2943569e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,2675012e+09    2,7707392e+09    3,0336232e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9879408e+09    1,0288239e+10    1,0380633e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0904697e+09    2,4888447e+09    2,7092378e+09
0,0284375    2,7366265e+07    5,0936780e+07    5,6645240e+07    6,3622876e+07    9,4509178e+07    1,8934681e+08    2,5153534e+08    3,0311710e+08   -1,4842496e+04    6,0439646e+06    1,0828500e+07    1,3087386e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,2083754e+09    2,7267222e+09    3,0254874e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9862058e+09    1,0286468e+10    1,0377510e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0884701e+09    2,4885634e+09    2,7088279e+09
0,0287500    2,7666991e+07    5,1443664e+07    5,7196694e+07    6,4322029e+07    9,5547738e+07    1,9069814e+08    2,5357699e+08    3,0644806e+08   -1,5005685e+04    6,0224576e+06    1,0928063e+07    1,3231204e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,1914826e+09    2,6846230e+09    3,0175515e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9832190e+09    1,0281389e+10    1,0374304e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0858530e+09    2,4834999e+09    2,7083878e+09
0,0290625    2,7967717e+07    5,1953811e+07    5,7747694e+07    6,5021181e+07    9,6586297e+07    1,9203796e+08    2,5561545e+08    3,0977901e+08   -1,5168875e+04    5,9984103e+06    1,1026444e+07    1,3375021e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,1898681e+09    2,6497985e+09    2,9892319e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9832001e+09    1,0276546e+10    1,0370117e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0858875e+09    2,4824792e+09    2,7060113e+09
0,0293750    2,8268444e+07    5,2464190e+07    5,8298693e+07    6,5720334e+07    9,7624856e+07    1,9335131e+08    2,5765391e+08    3,1310997e+08   -1,5332064e+04    5,9699397e+06    1,1124825e+07    1,3518839e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,1519008e+09    2,6240146e+09    2,9204214e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9827389e+09    1,0273640e+10    1,0361199e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0851711e+09    2,4812400e+09    2,7033002e+09
0,0296875    2,8569170e+07    5,2974569e+07    5,8849693e+07    6,6419486e+07    9,8663416e+07    1,9466466e+08    2,5969237e+08    3,1644093e+08   -1,5495254e+04    5,9414690e+06    1,1223206e+07    1,3662656e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,1501944e+09    2,5902091e+09    2,8926252e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9825890e+09    1,0270169e+10    1,0357806e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0852217e+09    2,4800029e+09    2,6929997e+09
0,0300000    2,8869896e+07    5,3484947e+07    5,9400693e+07    6,7118639e+07    9,9701975e+07    1,9597802e+08    2,6173083e+08    3,1977188e+08   -1,5658443e+04    5,9129984e+06    1,1321586e+07    1,3806473e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,1133981e+09    2,5602997e+09    2,8053659e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9787824e+09    1,0266819e+10    1,0344680e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0800812e+09    2,4797898e+09    2,6624767e+09
0,0303125    2,9170623e+07    5,3995326e+07    5,9951692e+07    6,7817791e+07    1,0074053e+08    1,9729137e+08    2,6376929e+08    3,2310284e+08   -1,5821633e+04    5,8845277e+06    1,1419967e+07    1,3950291e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,0956352e+09    2,5063720e+09    2,7058040e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9786986e+09    1,0264700e+10    1,0332069e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0773137e+09    2,4727399e+09    2,6505992e+09
0,0306250    2,9471349e+07    5,4505705e+07    6,0502692e+07    6,8516944e+07    1,0177909e+08    1,9860472e+08    2,6580775e+08    3,2643380e+08   -1,5984822e+04    5,8560571e+06    1,1518348e+07    1,4094108e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,0694482e+09    2,4598486e+09    2,5634483e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9743104e+09    1,0257744e+10    1,0319679e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0761215e+09    2,4666584e+09    2,6101113e+09
0,0309375    2,9772076e+07    5,5016007e+07    6,1053691e+07    6,9216096e+07    1,0281765e+08    1,9991769e+08    2,6784621e+08    3,2976476e+08   -1,6148012e+04    5,8278327e+06    1,1616728e+07    1,4237926e+07    3,3233899e+09    3,0146148e+09    2,4016125e+09    2,5306935e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9694691e+09    1,0234396e+10    1,0287755e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0693877e+09    2,4475019e+09    2,5957458e+09
0,0312500    3,0072802e+07    5,5525731e+07    6,1604691e+07    6,9915249e+07    1,0385621e+08    2,0122775e+08    2,6988467e+08    3,3309571e+08   -1,6311202e+04    5,8014889e+06    1,1715109e+07    1,4381743e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,9523110e+09    2,3873850e+09    2,5063231e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9633936e+09    1,0232256e+10    1,0271183e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0685281e+09    2,4398461e+09    2,5946810e+09
0,0315625    3,0373528e+07    5,6036819e+07    6,2155690e+07    7,0614401e+07    1,0489477e+08    2,0253055e+08    2,7192313e+08    3,3642667e+08   -1,6474392e+04    5,7755661e+06    1,1813490e+07    1,4525561e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,8900691e+09    2,3528789e+09    2,4320874e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9603236e+09    1,0226733e+10    1,0254811e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0614454e+09    2,4318160e+09    2,5868256e+09
0,0318750    3,0674255e+07    5,6548717e+07    6,2703518e+07    7,1313554e+07    1,0593333e+08    2,0382902e+08    2,7393286e+08    3,3975763e+08   -1,6637582e+04    5,7498932e+06    1,1920428e+07    1,4669378e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,8553744e+09    2,2273605e+09    2,3748005e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9588698e+09    1,0219650e+10    1,0242950e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0602462e+09    2,4127826e+09    2,5656095e+09
0,0321875    3,0974981e+07    5,7060615e+07    6,3247605e+07    7,2012706e+07    1,0697189e+08    2,0512750e+08    2,7590870e+08    3,4308858e+08   -1,6800774e+04    5,7242203e+06    1,2037459e+07    1,4813195e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,7794006e+09    2,1540540e+09    2,3676782e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9580182e+09    1,0206149e+10    1,0239496e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0549642e+09    2,3826832e+09    2,5650580e+09
0,0325000    3,1275707e+07    5,7572512e+07    6,3791692e+07    7,2711859e+07    1,0801045e+08    2,0642598e+08    2,7788455e+08    3,4641954e+08   -1,6963968e+04    5,6985475e+06    1,2154490e+07    1,4957013e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,7351222e+09    2,1383295e+09    2,3408250e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9548633e+09    1,0197663e+10    1,0225712e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0549397e+09    2,3800113e+09    2,5622301e+09
0,0328125    3,1576434e+07    5,8084410e+07    6,4335779e+07    7,3411011e+07    1,0904901e+08    2,0772445e+08    2,7986040e+08    3,4975050e+08   -1,7127167e+04    5,6728746e+06    1,2271522e+07    1,5100830e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,7176760e+09    2,0712689e+09    2,2953060e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9541085e+09    1,0175162e+10    1,0220522e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0546714e+09    2,3771232e+09    2,5596167e+09
0,0331250    3,1877160e+07    5,8596308e+07    6,4879865e+07    7,4110164e+07    1,1008757e+08    2,0902293e+08    2,8183624e+08    3,5308146e+08   -1,7290376e+04    5,6472017e+06    1,2388553e+07    1,5244648e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,5563125e+09    2,0085652e+09    2,2270216e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9459084e+09    1,0163485e+10    1,0214576e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0514662e+09    2,3632255e+09    2,5582846e+09
0,0334375    3,2177886e+07    5,9107948e+07    6,5423952e+07    7,4809316e+07    1,1112613e+08    2,1032116e+08    2,8381209e+08    3,5641241e+08   -1,7453603e+04    5,6217888e+06    1,2505584e+07    1,5388465e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,5481233e+09    1,9836346e+09    2,1427155e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9456040e+09    1,0155282e+10    1,0191704e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0505549e+09    2,3558777e+09    2,5411043e+09
0,0337500    3,2478613e+07    5,9610990e+07    6,5966371e+07    7,5508469e+07    1,1216469e+08    2,1161066e+08    2,8578586e+08    3,5974337e+08   -1,7616868e+04    5,6060654e+06    1,2621128e+07    1,5532283e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,4796018e+09    1,9784237e+09    2,1274913e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9414001e+09    1,0153385e+10    1,0180588e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0504028e+09    2,3556486e+09    2,5405258e+09
0,0340625    3,2779339e+07    6,0099436e+07    6,6506452e+07    7,6207621e+07    1,1320325e+08    2,1288255e+08    2,8775673e+08    3,6307433e+08   -1,7779906e+04    5,5972817e+06    1,2734587e+07    1,5676100e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,3962727e+09    1,9504933e+09    2,0996685e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9385414e+09    1,0150901e+10    1,0121999e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0503105e+09    2,3440198e+09    2,5334280e+09
0,0343750    3,3080066e+07    6,0585794e+07    6,7043958e+07    7,6906774e+07    1,1424181e+08    2,1415102e+08    2,8972332e+08    3,6640528e+08   -1,7943096e+04    5,5853569e+06    1,2846272e+07    1,5819918e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,3909073e+09    1,8484464e+09    2,0641636e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9382970e+09    1,0088742e+10    1,0117338e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0503285e+09    2,3255279e+09    2,5187403e+09
0,0346875    3,3380792e+07    6,1072683e+07    6,7558001e+07    7,7605926e+07    1,1528037e+08    2,1541523e+08    2,9165042e+08    3,6973624e+08   -1,8106285e+04    5,5725336e+06    1,2941972e+07    1,5963735e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,3768840e+09    1,8061297e+09    2,0259630e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8992305e+09    1,0076242e+10    1,0094222e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0422890e+09    2,3230361e+09    2,5007734e+09
0,0350000    3,3681518e+07    6,1549261e+07    6,8072139e+07    7,8305079e+07    1,1631892e+08    2,1665981e+08    2,9357670e+08    3,7306720e+08   -1,8269475e+04    5,5537762e+06    1,3038085e+07    1,6107552e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,3234786e+09    1,6709900e+09    1,9908115e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8908556e+09    1,0027915e+10    1,0050476e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0366420e+09    2,2964753e+09    2,4849195e+09
0,0353125    3,3982245e+07    6,2025839e+07    6,8586277e+07    7,9004231e+07    1,1735748e+08    2,1790438e+08    2,9550299e+08    3,7639816e+08   -1,8432664e+04    5,5350187e+06    1,3134198e+07    1,6251370e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,2807859e+09    1,6651639e+09    1,9512083e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8768731e+09    1,0025313e+10    1,0035390e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0339131e+09    2,2960724e+09    2,4759024e+09
0,0356250    3,4282971e+07    6,2502601e+07    6,9101227e+07    7,9703383e+07    1,1839604e+08    2,1914709e+08    2,9740679e+08    3,7972911e+08   -1,8595854e+04    5,5171947e+06    1,3226100e+07    1,6395187e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,2424444e+09    1,6594202e+09    1,9450241e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8718255e+09    1,0021880e+10    1,0030283e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0321346e+09    2,2955607e+09    2,4753387e+09
0,0359375    3,4583697e+07    6,2979615e+07    6,9617086e+07    8,0402536e+07    1,1943460e+08    2,2038724e+08    2,9930571e+08    3,8306007e+08   -1,8759043e+04    5,5006506e+06    1,3317341e+07    1,6539005e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,1994854e+09    1,6401462e+09    1,8421534e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8626377e+09    1,0009376e+10    9,9756787e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0246528e+09    2,2847412e+09    2,4609625e+09
0,0362500    3,4884424e+07    6,3456628e+07    7,0132901e+07    8,1101688e+07    1,2047316e+08    2,2162739e+08    3,0120456e+08    3,8639103e+08   -1,8922233e+04    5,4841066e+06    1,3408477e+07    1,6682822e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,1543326e+09    1,5803802e+09    1,7776828e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8161608e+09    9,9649342e+09    9,9693099e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0022618e+09    2,2806854e+09    2,4589285e+09
0,0365625    3,5185150e+07    6,3933642e+07    7,0637695e+07    8,1800841e+07    1,2151172e+08    2,2286754e+08    3,0301986e+08    3,8972198e+08   -1,9085422e+04    5,4675625e+06    1,3470968e+07    1,6826640e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,1393584e+09    1,5751567e+09    1,7365278e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8156331e+09    9,9613363e+09    9,9638284e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0011247e+09    2,2802569e+09    2,4564531e+09
0,0368750    3,5485877e+07    6,4410656e+07    7,1140583e+07    8,2499993e+07    1,2255028e+08    2,2410769e+08    3,0482053e+08    3,9305294e+08   -1,9248611e+04    5,4510184e+06    1,3528505e+07    1,6970457e+07    3,3233899e+09    2,0566517e+09    1,5389153e+09    1,7011773e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7767597e+09    9,9570063e+09    9,9583280e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9951447e+09    2,2797045e+09    2,4553305e+09
0,0371875    3,5786603e+07    6,4887670e+07    7,1643471e+07    8,3199146e+07    1,2358884e+08    2,2534784e+08    3,0662120e+08    3,9638390e+08   -1,9411801e+04    5,4344744e+06    1,3586042e+07    1,7114274e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,9894060e+09    1,5190689e+09    1,6898841e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7618840e+09    9,9529831e+09    9,9517639e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9896409e+09    2,2713181e+09    2,4548127e+09
0,0375000    3,6087329e+07    6,5364683e+07    7,2146360e+07    8,3898298e+07    1,2462740e+08    2,2658799e+08    3,0842187e+08    3,9971486e+08   -1,9574990e+04    5,4179303e+06    1,3643579e+07    1,7258092e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,9846177e+09    1,4906919e+09    1,6821059e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7611887e+09    9,9391669e+09    9,9436853e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9895602e+09    2,2615304e+09    2,4530701e+09
0,0378125    3,6388056e+07    6,5835305e+07    7,2649248e+07    8,4597451e+07    1,2566596e+08    2,2782684e+08    3,1022254e+08    4,0304581e+08   -1,9738180e+04    5,3993389e+06    1,3701116e+07    1,7401909e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,9403442e+09    1,4857324e+09    1,6281839e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7594813e+09    9,9354641e+09    9,9382319e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9883781e+09    2,2610748e+09    2,4382769e+09
0,0381250    3,6688782e+07    6,6300704e+07    7,3152136e+07    8,5296603e+07    1,2670452e+08    2,2906464e+08    3,1202321e+08    4,0637677e+08   -1,9901369e+04    5,3790744e+06    1,3758653e+07    1,7545727e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,9356570e+09    1,4446974e+09    1,5999072e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7584363e+09    9,9304211e+09    9,9147426e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9882043e+09    2,2566058e+09    2,4273552e+09
0,0384375    3,6989508e+07    6,6766102e+07    7,3655025e+07    8,5995756e+07    1,2774308e+08    2,3030243e+08    3,1382388e+08    4,0970773e+08   -2,0064559e+04    5,3588099e+06    1,3816190e+07    1,7689544e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,8994774e+09    1,4294948e+09    1,5909998e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7288806e+09    9,9225866e+09    9,9096596e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9858519e+09    2,2556815e+09    2,4266140e+09
0,0387500    3,7290235e+07    6,7231501e+07    7,4157913e+07    8,6694908e+07    1,2878164e+08    2,3154023e+08    3,1562455e+08    4,1303868e+08   -2,0227748e+04    5,3385454e+06    1,3873727e+07    1,7833362e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,8002441e+09    1,3986049e+09    1,5599410e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5407107e+09    9,9119544e+09    9,8946834e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9468154e+09    2,2491183e+09    2,4199485e+09
0,0390625    3,7590961e+07    6,7696900e+07    7,4655679e+07    8,7394061e+07    1,2982020e+08    2,3277802e+08    3,1739087e+08    4,1636964e+08   -2,0390938e+04    5,3182809e+06    1,3920963e+07    1,7977179e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,7680396e+09    1,3740106e+09    1,5073721e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5324955e+09    9,9077860e+09    9,8742605e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9408097e+09    2,2485200e+09    2,4132390e+09
0,0393750    3,7891687e+07    6,8162298e+07    7,5149879e+07    8,8093213e+07    1,3085876e+08    2,3401582e+08    3,1913643e+08    4,1970060e+08   -2,0554127e+04    5,2980164e+06    1,3962140e+07    1,8120996e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,7631017e+09    1,3195686e+09    1,5010095e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5310690e+09    9,8975547e+09    9,8679537e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9407001e+09    2,2403360e+09    2,4125582e+09
0,0396875    3,8192414e+07    6,8627493e+07    7,5647658e+07    8,8792366e+07    1,3189731e+08    2,3525189e+08    3,2087231e+08    4,2303155e+08   -2,0717317e+04    5,2772811e+06    1,4012564e+07    1,8264814e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,7023377e+09    1,2683285e+09    1,4424218e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5024596e+09    9,8931308e+09    9,8513305e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8492471e+09    2,2398653e+09    2,4053780e+09
0,0400000    3,8493140e+07    6,9078617e+07    7,6145436e+07    8,9491518e+07    1,3293587e+08    2,3644156e+08    3,2260819e+08    4,2636251e+08   -2,0880506e+04    5,2506800e+06    1,4062989e+07    1,8408631e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,6876308e+09    1,2216002e+09    1,4034856e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4986309e+09    9,8418904e+09    9,7579508e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8491408e+09    2,2225914e+09    2,3713318e+09
0,0403125    3,8793867e+07    6,9497191e+07    7,6643215e+07    9,0190671e+07    1,3397443e+08    2,3759424e+08    3,2434406e+08    4,2969347e+08   -2,1043696e+04    5,2246439e+06    1,4113414e+07    1,8552449e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,6650014e+09    1,2169487e+09    1,3785202e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4966373e+09    9,8383743e+09    9,7526519e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8449752e+09    2,2222012e+09    2,3703128e+09
0,0406250    3,9094593e+07    6,9915765e+07    7,7142440e+07    9,0889823e+07    1,3501299e+08    2,3874692e+08    3,2607705e+08    4,3302443e+08   -2,1206886e+04    5,1986078e+06    1,4163245e+07    1,8696266e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,6294273e+09    1,1877420e+09    1,3149667e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4933784e+09    9,8345713e+09    9,7366776e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8416297e+09    2,2217583e+09    2,3696079e+09
0,0409375    3,9395319e+07    7,0334339e+07    7,7650161e+07    9,1588976e+07    1,3605155e+08    2,3989960e+08    3,2779311e+08    4,3635538e+08   -2,1370076e+04    5,1725718e+06    1,4209593e+07    1,8840084e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,6145293e+09    1,1656322e+09    1,3077238e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4725976e+09    9,8304969e+09    9,7280270e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8373514e+09    2,2133065e+09    2,3679791e+09
0,0412500    3,9696046e+07    7,0752913e+07    7,8157882e+07    9,2288128e+07    1,3709011e+08    2,4105229e+08    3,2950917e+08    4,3968634e+08   -2,1533266e+04    5,1465357e+06    1,4255941e+07    1,8983901e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,5864899e+09    1,1327450e+09    1,1804482e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4703569e+09    9,8213866e+09    9,6810232e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8351353e+09    2,2017918e+09    2,3625569e+09
0,0415625    3,9996772e+07    7,1171487e+07    7,8665603e+07    9,2987281e+07    1,3812867e+08    2,4220497e+08    3,3122522e+08    4,4301730e+08   -2,1696458e+04    5,1204996e+06    1,4302288e+07    1,9127718e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,5433408e+09    1,1014583e+09    1,1648938e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4638203e+09    9,7782734e+09    9,6759685e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8317046e+09    2,1974530e+09    2,3511823e+09
0,0418750    4,0297498e+07    7,1586967e+07    7,9173324e+07    9,3686433e+07    1,3916723e+08    2,4335240e+08    3,3294128e+08    4,4634825e+08   -2,1859643e+04    5,0993320e+06    1,4348636e+07    1,9271536e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,5203161e+09    1,0972874e+09    1,1417321e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4576351e+09    9,7751177e+09    9,6640323e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8217172e+09    2,1971105e+09    2,3488683e+09
0,0421875    4,0598225e+07    7,2000155e+07    7,9681045e+07    9,4385586e+07    1,4020579e+08    2,4449596e+08    3,3465734e+08    4,4967921e+08   -2,2022832e+04    5,0817684e+06    1,4394984e+07    1,9415353e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,4734199e+09    1,0433003e+09    1,1034908e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4523477e+09    9,7643893e+09    9,6572632e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8111345e+09    2,1965565e+09    2,3460515e+09
0,0425000    4,0898951e+07    7,2413344e+07    8,0188766e+07    9,5084738e+07    1,4124435e+08    2,4563951e+08    3,3637339e+08    4,5301017e+08   -2,2186022e+04    5,0642049e+06    1,4441331e+07    1,9559171e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,4406824e+09    9,4399019e+08    1,0593258e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4503932e+09    9,7587569e+09    9,6514452e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8084844e+09    2,1960909e+09    2,3444111e+09
0,0428125    4,1199678e+07    7,2826533e+07    8,0696487e+07    9,5783891e+07    1,4228291e+08    2,4678307e+08    3,3808945e+08    4,5634113e+08   -2,2349211e+04    5,0466414e+06    1,4487679e+07    1,9702988e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,3729182e+09    9,3090457e+08    1,0341081e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4101417e+09    9,7492005e+09    9,6456157e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8026673e+09    2,1846457e+09    2,3434008e+09
0,0431250    4,1500404e+07    7,3239721e+07    8,1204208e+07    9,6483043e+07    1,4332147e+08    2,4792662e+08    3,3980551e+08    4,5967208e+08   -2,2512401e+04    5,0290779e+06    1,4534027e+07    1,9846806e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,3414461e+09    9,1234881e+08    1,0278658e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4077919e+09    9,7453344e+09    9,6400636e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8021906e+09    2,1839269e+09    2,3429576e+09
0,0434375    4,1801130e+07    7,3652910e+07    8,1717632e+07    9,7182196e+07    1,4436003e+08    2,4907018e+08    3,4149842e+08    4,6300304e+08   -2,2675590e+04    5,0115144e+06    1,4581207e+07    1,9990623e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,3011247e+09    8,7773935e+08    1,0217588e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4040930e+09    9,7413043e+09    9,6345663e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7976182e+09    2,1778363e+09    2,3425199e+09
0,0437500    4,2101857e+07    7,4066099e+07    8,2232500e+07    9,7881348e+07    1,4539859e+08    2,5021373e+08    3,4318547e+08    4,6633400e+08   -2,2838780e+04    4,9939508e+06    1,4628599e+07    2,0134440e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,2507903e+09    8,3629728e+08    9,9346183e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3804500e+09    9,7373594e+09    9,6233405e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7907052e+09    2,1748805e+09    2,3080602e+09
0,0440625    4,2402583e+07    7,4479287e+07    8,2747368e+07    9,8580501e+07    1,4643715e+08    2,5135729e+08    3,4487252e+08    4,6966495e+08   -2,3001969e+04    4,9763873e+06    1,4675990e+07    2,0278258e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,2188868e+09    8,1815807e+08    9,8765830e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3391830e+09    9,7332582e+09    9,6181214e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7757770e+09    2,1744233e+09    2,3076188e+09
0,0443750    4,2703309e+07    7,4892476e+07    8,3262236e+07    9,9279653e+07    1,4747571e+08    2,5250084e+08    3,4655957e+08    4,7299591e+08   -2,3165159e+04    4,9588238e+06    1,4723381e+07    2,0422075e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,1454977e+09    8,1255551e+08    9,4468637e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3185929e+09    9,7294406e+09    9,5886616e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7646432e+09    2,1741091e+09    2,3022815e+09
0,0446875    4,3004036e+07    7,5298502e+07    8,3774881e+07    9,9978806e+07    1,4851426e+08    2,5363681e+08    3,4823496e+08    4,7632687e+08   -2,3328348e+04    4,9491691e+06    1,4775477e+07    2,0565893e+07    3,3233899e+09    1,0499471e+09    7,7201323e+08    9,1262440e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3092792e+09    9,6989047e+09    9,5826108e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7639613e+09    2,1591387e+09    2,3014180e+09
0,0450000    4,3304762e+07    7,5702836e+07    8,4285964e+07    1,0067796e+08    1,4955282e+08    2,5477100e+08    3,4990218e+08    4,7965783e+08   -2,3491538e+04    4,9413827e+06    1,4830875e+07    2,0709710e+07    3,3233899e+09    9,5911856e+08    7,4017221e+08    8,9426691e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2946284e+09    9,6933829e+09    9,5755692e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7590855e+09    2,1586443e+09    2,2980170e+09
0,0453125    4,3605488e+07    7,6105476e+07    8,4803668e+07    1,0137711e+08    1,5059138e+08    2,5590445e+08    3,5156176e+08    4,8298878e+08   -2,3654727e+04    4,9328449e+06    1,4889639e+07    2,0853528e+07    3,3233899e+09    9,2992991e+08    7,2743034e+08    8,8665931e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2852728e+09    9,6797484e+09    9,5633590e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7578816e+09    2,1560196e+09    2,2883465e+09
0,0456250    4,3906215e+07    7,6501703e+07    8,5327041e+07    1,0207626e+08    1,5162994e+08    2,5703518e+08    3,5318658e+08    4,8631974e+08   -2,3817916e+04    4,9214648e+06    1,4948626e+07    2,0997345e+07    3,3233899e+09    8,9387389e+08    7,1092131e+08    8,6922292e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2693869e+09    9,6677478e+09    9,5543404e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7567197e+09    2,1451285e+09    2,2823136e+09
0,0459375    4,4206941e+07    7,6898414e+07    8,5844211e+07    1,0277542e+08    1,5266850e+08    2,5815781e+08    3,5480426e+08    4,8965070e+08   -2,3981106e+04    4,9012183e+06    1,5002217e+07    2,1141162e+07    3,3233899e+09    8,8005673e+08    7,0601801e+08    8,4733882e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2650561e+09    9,6635781e+09    9,5486331e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7547653e+09    2,1447777e+09    2,2815431e+09
0,0462500    4,4507668e+07    7,7295215e+07    8,6353441e+07    1,0347457e+08    1,5370706e+08    2,5927894e+08    3,5641293e+08    4,9298165e+08   -2,4144295e+04    4,8793106e+06    1,5048934e+07    2,1284980e+07    3,3233899e+09    8,5478529e+08    6,8075461e+08    8,4255470e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2573866e+09    9,6580703e+09    9,5430800e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7510452e+09    2,1407072e+09    2,2810646e+09
0,0465625    4,4808394e+07    7,7692016e+07    8,6862671e+07    1,0417372e+08    1,5474562e+08    2,6040006e+08    3,5802160e+08    4,9631261e+08   -2,4307485e+04    4,8574029e+06    1,5095650e+07    2,1428797e+07    3,3233899e+09    8,4863294e+08    6,5900148e+08    8,2940771e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2532046e+09    9,6536913e+09    9,5362090e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7505407e+09    2,1392172e+09    2,2797267e+09
0,0468750    4,5109120e+07    7,8088817e+07    8,7371901e+07    1,0487287e+08    1,5578418e+08    2,6152118e+08    3,5963027e+08    4,9964357e+08   -2,4470674e+04    4,8354951e+06    1,5142367e+07    2,1572615e+07    3,3233899e+09    7,8826695e+08    6,3635989e+08    7,8392253e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2378649e+09    9,5734451e+09    9,5281644e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7403776e+09    2,1187700e+09    2,2777831e+09
0,0471875    4,5409847e+07    7,8485618e+07    8,7881131e+07    1,0557203e+08    1,5682274e+08    2,6264230e+08    3,6123894e+08    5,0297453e+08   -2,4633863e+04    4,8135874e+06    1,5189083e+07    2,1716432e+07    3,3233899e+09    7,8230382e+08    6,2265276e+08    7,6672547e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2338706e+09    9,5690423e+09    9,4153972e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7399644e+09    2,1180361e+09    2,2661745e+09
0,0475000    4,5710573e+07    7,8882419e+07    8,8390361e+07    1,0627118e+08    1,5786130e+08    2,6376342e+08    3,6284762e+08    5,0630548e+08   -2,4797052e+04    4,7916796e+06    1,5235800e+07    2,1860250e+07    3,3233899e+09    7,6202886e+08    5,7322238e+08    7,6221226e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2287799e+09    9,5588373e+09    9,4105270e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7393328e+09    2,1175785e+09    2,2657865e+09
0,0478125    4,6011299e+07    7,9277239e+07    8,8899591e+07    1,0697033e+08    1,5889986e+08    2,6487949e+08    3,6445629e+08    5,0963644e+08   -2,4960241e+04    4,7720218e+06    1,5282517e+07    2,2004067e+07    3,3233899e+09    7,1859756e+08    5,6230377e+08    7,4760557e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2230799e+09    9,5543742e+09    9,4023943e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7382591e+09    2,1171027e+09    2,2646963e+09
0,0481250    4,6312026e+07    7,9668881e+07    8,9408821e+07    1,0766948e+08    1,5993842e+08    2,6598746e+08    3,6606496e+08    5,1296740e+08   -2,5123429e+04    4,7559728e+06    1,5329233e+07    2,2147885e+07    3,2992108e+09    6,8249461e+08    5,5816447e+08    7,1773885e+08    3,3233515e+09    9,1896243e+09    9,5504796e+09    9,3897202e+09    1,1797917e+09    1,7325757e+09    2,1167565e+09    2,2627135e+09
0,0484375    4,6612752e+07    8,0060522e+07    8,9918052e+07    1,0836864e+08    1,6097698e+08    2,6709543e+08    3,6767363e+08    5,1629835e+08   -2,5286616e+04    4,7399237e+06    1,5375950e+07    2,2291702e+07    3,2477832e+09    6,6639080e+08    5,3620436e+08    7,0501275e+08    3,3233146e+09    9,1841101e+09    9,4251197e+09    9,3836870e+09    1,1796730e+09    1,7255439e+09    2,0842931e+09    2,2619050e+09
0,0487500    4,6913479e+07    8,0452164e+07    9,0427282e+07    1,0906779e+08    1,6201554e+08    2,6820340e+08    3,6928230e+08    5,1962931e+08   -2,5449799e+04    4,7238746e+06    1,5422667e+07    2,2435519e+07    3,2067672e+09    6,2415931e+08    5,2451924e+08    6,8813197e+08    3,3232476e+09    9,1743984e+09    9,4194698e+09    9,3768140e+09    1,1795829e+09    1,7219430e+09    2,0832878e+09    2,2600055e+09
0,0490625    4,7214205e+07    8,0843805e+07    9,0936512e+07    1,0976694e+08    1,6305409e+08    2,6931137e+08    3,7089097e+08    5,2296027e+08   -2,5612977e+04    4,7078255e+06    1,5469383e+07    2,2579337e+07    3,0610687e+09    6,0180305e+08    5,0639885e+08    6,4508080e+08    3,3229485e+09    9,1695479e+09    9,4142950e+09    9,3609244e+09    1,1794034e+09    1,7196163e+09    2,0652194e+09    2,2574950e+09
0,0493750    4,7514931e+07    8,1235447e+07    9,1447387e+07    1,1046609e+08    1,6409265e+08    2,7041934e+08    3,7243651e+08    5,2629123e+08   -2,5776143e+04    4,6917764e+06    1,5497444e+07    2,2723154e+07    2,9247338e+09    5,9645163e+08    4,8517388e+08    6,4154430e+08    3,3228417e+09    9,1645355e+09    9,4085905e+09    9,3553015e+09    1,1792617e+09    1,7189816e+09    2,0636265e+09    2,2570474e+09
0,0496875    4,7815658e+07    8,1627088e+07    9,1952977e+07    1,1116525e+08    1,6513121e+08    2,7152731e+08    3,7394909e+08    5,2962218e+08   -2,5939379e+04    4,6757274e+06    1,5513235e+07    2,2866972e+07    2,6629327e+09    5,7962916e+08    4,5546364e+08    6,3064619e+08    3,3221736e+09    9,1597412e+09    9,4032455e+09    9,3237028e+09    1,1785703e+09    1,7183196e+09    2,0614977e+09    2,2368018e+09
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Figure 6.31: Stress-strain curves (σxx−yy) and (τxy−yy) considering linear elastic polymer.
Strains Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d)
!xx #xx #yy $xy C11 C22 C33
0,0000000    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0003125    3,0089142e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    1,0388372e+06    3,3309571e+06    3,3309571e+06    3,3309571e+06   -1,5544411e+02    1,4381743e+05    1,4381743e+05    1,4381743e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0006250    6,0161779e+05    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    2,0773966e+06    6,6619143e+06    6,6619143e+06    6,6619143e+06   -3,1863357e+02    2,8763486e+05    2,8763486e+05    2,8763486e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0009375    9,0234416e+05    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    3,1159559e+06    9,9928714e+06    9,9928714e+06    9,9928714e+06   -4,8182303e+02    4,3145230e+05    4,3145230e+05    4,3145230e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0012500    1,2030705e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    4,1545153e+06    1,3323829e+07    1,3323829e+07    1,3323829e+07   -6,4501250e+02    5,7526973e+05    5,7526973e+05    5,7526973e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0015625    1,5037969e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    5,1930746e+06    1,6654786e+07    1,6654786e+07    1,6654786e+07   -8,0820196e+02    7,1908716e+05    7,1908716e+05    7,1908716e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0018750    1,8045233e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    6,2316340e+06    1,9985743e+07    1,9985743e+07    1,9985743e+07   -9,7139143e+02    8,6290459e+05    8,6290459e+05    8,6290459e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0021875    2,1052496e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    7,2701933e+06    2,3316700e+07    2,3316700e+07    2,3316700e+07   -1,1345809e+03    1,0067220e+06    1,0067220e+06    1,0067220e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0025000    2,4059760e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    8,3087527e+06    2,6647657e+07    2,6647657e+07    2,6647657e+07   -1,2977704e+03    1,1505395e+06    1,1505395e+06    1,1505395e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0028125    2,7067024e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    9,3473120e+06    2,9978614e+07    2,9978614e+07    2,9978614e+07   -1,4609598e+03    1,2943569e+06    1,2943569e+06    1,2943569e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0031250    3,0074287e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    1,0385871e+07    3,3309571e+07    3,3309571e+07    3,3309571e+07   -1,6241493e+03    1,4381743e+06    1,4381743e+06    1,4381743e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0034375    3,3081551e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    1,1424431e+07    3,6640528e+07    3,6640528e+07    3,6640528e+07   -1,7873388e+03    1,5819918e+06    1,5819918e+06    1,5819918e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0037500    3,6088815e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    1,2462990e+07    3,9971486e+07    3,9971486e+07    3,9971486e+07   -1,9505282e+03    1,7258092e+06    1,7258092e+06    1,7258092e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0040625    3,9096078e+06    9,0691237e+06    9,0889823e+06    9,0889823e+06    1,3501549e+07    4,3136753e+07    4,3302443e+07    4,3302443e+07   -2,1137177e+03    1,9295260e+06    1,8696266e+06    1,8696266e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3907095e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8215054e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7386625e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0043750    4,2103342e+06    9,7378915e+06    9,7881348e+06    9,7881348e+06    1,4540109e+07    4,6205737e+07    4,6633400e+07    4,6633400e+07   -2,2769071e+03    2,1658010e+06    2,0134440e+06    2,0134440e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0046875    4,5110606e+06    1,0405370e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,5578668e+07    4,9270586e+07    4,9964357e+07    4,9964357e+07   -2,4400966e+03    2,4004865e+06    2,1572615e+06    2,1572615e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0050000    4,8117869e+06    1,1072849e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,6617227e+07    5,2335435e+07    5,3295314e+07    5,3295314e+07   -2,6032861e+03    2,6351720e+06    2,3010789e+06    2,3010789e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0053125    5,1125133e+06    1,1740328e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,7655787e+07    5,5400285e+07    5,6626271e+07    5,6626271e+07   -2,7664755e+03    2,8698575e+06    2,4448963e+06    2,4448963e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0056250    5,4132397e+06    1,2395400e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,8694346e+07    5,8393843e+ 7    5,9957228e+ 7    ,9957228e+07   -2,9296649e+ 3    3,0688654e+06    2,5887138e+06    2,5887138e+06    3,3233899e+09   6,3624812e+09    6,4 21338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,9204 67e+    1,0659063e+10    1,065 63e+10   1,1799410e+09    2,5 44238e 9    2,8 41147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0059375    5,7139660e+06    1,3004590e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,9732905e+07    6,1138386e+07    6,3288185e+07    6,3288185e+07   -3,0928543e+03    3,1447503e+06    2,7325312e+06    2,7325312e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3268577e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,2646419e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3721871e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0062500    6,0146924e+06    1,3564668e+07    1,3983050e+07    1,3983050e+07    2,0771465e+07    6,3581711e+07    6,6619143e+07    6,6619143e+07   -3,2560437e+03    3,1850099e+06    2,8763486e+06    2,8763486e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0065625    6,3154188e+06    1,4120053e+07    1,4682202e+07    1,4682202e+07    2,1810024e+07    6,5964624e+ 7    6,9950100e+07    ,9950100e+07   -3,4192329e+ 3    3,2419607e+0    3,02016 1e+06    3,0201661e+0    3,3233 99e+09   6,3219300e+09    ,4 21338e+ 9    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,6253 4e+    1,0659063e+10    1,065 63e+10   1,1799410e+09    2,3 73 16e 9    2,8 41147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0068750    6,6161452e+06    1,4675438e+07    1,5381355e+07    1,5381355e+07    2,2848584e+07    6,8347537e+07    7,3281057e+07    7,3281057e+07   -3,5824219e+03    3,2989115e+06    3,1639835e+06    3,1639835e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0071875    6,9168715e+06    1,5230823e+07    1,6080507e+07    1,6080507e+07    2,3887143e+07    7,0730450e+07    7,6612014e+07    7,6612014e+07   -3,7456103e+03    3,3558623e+06    3,3078010e+06    3,3078010e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0075000    7,2175979e+06    1,5785124e+07    1,6779660e+07    1,6779660e+07    2,4925702e+07    7,3102314e+ 7    7,9942971e+07    7,9942971e+07   -3,9087978e+ 3    3,4167275e+06    3,4516 85e+06    3, 516185e+06    3,323389 e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4 21338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,5726 9e+    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3 0 77 e 9    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0078125    7,5183243e+06    1,6338892e+07    1,7478812e+07    1,7478812e+07    2,5964262e+07    7,5468759e+07    8,3273928e+07    8,3273928e+07   -4,0719833e+03    3,4795128e+06    3,5954361e+06    3,5954361e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0081250    7,8190507e+06    1,6892661e+07    1,8177965e+07    1,8177965e+07    2,7002821e+07    7,7835203e+ 7    8,6604885e+07    8,66048 5e+07   -4,2351648e+ 3    3,5422981e+06    3,7392532e+06    3,7392532e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4 21338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,5726 9e+    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3 0 77 e 9    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0084375    8,1197771e+06    1,7445605e+07    1,8877117e+07    1,8877117e+07    2,8041380e+07    8,0199371e+07    8,9935842e+07    8,9935842e+07   -4,3983383e+03    3,6038501e+06    3,8830707e+06    3,8830707e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3189531e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,5618311e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3059087e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0087500    8,4205035e+06    1,8000240e+07    1,9576270e+07    1,9576270e+07    2,9079940e+07    8,2524696e+07    9,3266800e+07    9,3266800e+07   -4,5614960e+03    3,6662576e+06    4,0268881e+06    4,0268881e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3170811e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0647710e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3056718e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0090625    8,7212300e+06    1,8562872e+07    2,0275422e+07    2,0275422e+07    3,0118499e+07    8,4723712e+ 7    9,6597757e+07    9,659775 e+07   -4,7246218e+ 3    3,7339842e+06    4,17070 5e+06    4,170 055e+06    3,3233899e+09    ,3 68335e+09    6,4 21338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0339352e+    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3026035e 9    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0093750    9,0219567e+06    1,9125587e+07    2,0974575e+07    2,0974575e+07    3,1157058e+07    8,6921816e+07    9,9928714e+07    9,9928714e+07   -4,8876839e+03    3,8019981e+06    4,3145230e+06    4,3145230e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0096875    9,3226825e+06    1,9688301e+07    2,1666276e+07    2,1673727e+07    3,2195618e+07    8,9119921e+07    1,0320761e+08    1,0325967e+08   -5,0511280e+03    3,8700120e+06    4,4795315e+06    4,4583404e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,3981067e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0462438e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8115397e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0100000    9,6234088e+06    2,0243479e+07    2,2338388e+07    2,2372880e+07    3,3234177e+07    9,1313927e+ 7    1,0630727e+ 8    1,0659063e+08   -5,214317 e+ 3    3,9390586e+06    4,70563 9e+06    4,6021578e+0    3,3233899e+09   6,2181614e+09    ,3907095e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,005 528e+    9,8215054e+0    1,06590 3e+10   1,1799410e+09    2,240317 e 9    2,7386625e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0103125    9,9241352e+06    2,0789512e+07    2,3007230e+07    2,3072032e+07    3,4272736e+07    9,3503006e+07    1,0937649e+08    1,0992159e+08   -5,3775070e+03    4,0133621e+06    4,9419978e+06    4,7459753e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2181614e+09    6,3907095e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0050528e+09    9,8215054e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2403171e+09    2,7386625e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0106250    1,0224862e+07    2,1335799e+07    2,3676072e+07    2,3771185e+07    3,5311296e+07    9,5683544e+07    1,1244571e+08    1,1325254e+08   -5,5406964e+03    4,0912004e+06    5,1783638e+06    4,8897927e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2179711e+09    6,3907095e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,7888777e+09    9,8215054e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2032886e+09    2,7386625e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0109375    1,0525588e+07    2,1885997e+07    2,4344729e+07    2,4470337e+07    3,6349855e+07    9,7755396e+    1,1551434e+08    1,1658350e+08   -5,7038859e+ 3    4,191849 e+ 6    5,4 45024e+06    5,0336101e+06    3,3233899e+09   6,2174893e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,5342645e+    9,807518 e+0    1,0659063e+10   1,1799410e+09    2,2030202e 9    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0112500    1,0826314e+07    2,2437496e+07    2,5012208e+07    2,5169490e+07    3,7388414e+07    9,9797354e+07    1,1857919e+08    1,1991446e+08   -5,8670754e+03    4,2915286e+06    5,6491879e+06    5,1774275e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2174893e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,5342645e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2030202e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0115625    1,1127041e+07    2,2988878e+07    2,5679687e+07    2,5868642e+07    3,8426974e+07    1,0183849e+08    1,2164404e+08    1,2324541e+08   -6,0302648e+03    4,3909015e+06    5,8838734e+06    5,3212450e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,5230715e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0118750    1,1427767e+07    2,3539877e+07    2,6347166e+07    2,6567794e+07    3,9465533e+07    1,0387695e+    1,2470889e+08    1,2657637e+08   -6,1934543e+ 3    4,4892822e+06    6,1185589e+06    5,4650624e+06    3,3233899e+09    ,2172612e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,523 7 5e+    9,807518 e+0    1,065 063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,20 4787e 9    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0121875    1,1728493e+07    2,4090877e+07    2,7014645e+07    2,7266947e+07    4,0504092e+07    1,0591541e+08    1,2777374e+08    1,2990733e+08   -6,3566438e+03    4,5876630e+06    6,3532445e+06    5,6088798e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,5230715e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0125000    1,2029220e+07    2,4641876e+07    2,7682124e+07    2,7966099e+07    4,1542652e+07    1,0795387e+08    1,3083859e+08    1,3323829e+08   -6,5198332e+03    4,6860437e+06    6,5879300e+06    5,7526973e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,5230715e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0128125    1,2329946e+07    2,5190225e+07    2,8349603e+07    2,8665252e+07    4,2581211e+07    1,0996831e+ 8    1,3390344e+08    1,36569 e+08   -6,68302 7e+ 3    4,7915775e+06    6,8226155e+06    5,8965147e+    3,3233899e+09    6,2148189e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,3227076e+    9,807518 e+0    1,065 063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,183 017e 9    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0131250    1,2630673e+07    2,5734311e+07    2,9017082e+07    2,9364404e+07    4,3619770e+07    1,1194416e+08    1,3696829e+08    1,3990020e+08   -6,8462121e+03    4,9086086e+06    7,0573010e+06    6,0403321e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2148189e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,3227076e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1837017e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0134375    1,2931399e+07    2,6278398e+07    2,9684560e+07    3,0063557e+07    4,4658330e+07    1,1392000e+ 8    1,4003314e+ 8    1,4323 16e+08   -7,009 016e+ 3    5,0256 98e+06    7,29198 6e+06    6,1841496e+0    3,3233899e+09    6,21 8189e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    ,3233899e+09    6,3227076e+    9,807518 e+0    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,183 017e 9    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0137500    1,3232125e+07    2,6817583e+07    3,0352039e+07    3,0762709e+07    4,5696889e+07    1,1588933e+08    1,4309799e+08    1,4656211e+08   -7,1725911e+03    5,1385089e+06    7,5266721e+06    6,3279670e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1542524e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,1680866e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1516252e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0140625    1,3532852e+07    2,7331683e+07    3,0988500e+07    3,1461862e+07    4,6735448e+07    1,1781594e+08    1,4598461e+08    1,4989307e+08   -7,3357805e+03    5,2344568e+06    7,6721635e+06    6,4717845e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1541979e+09    6,3624812e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,1641212e+09    8,9204267e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1505804e+09    2,5144238e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0143750    1,3833578e+07    2,7846834e+07    3,1607733e+07    3,2161014e+07    4,7774008e+07    1,1972228e+ 8    1,4877224e+08    1,532 3e+08   -7,4989700e+ 3    5,3269364e+06    7,768 165e+06    6,6156019e+06    3,3233899e+09   6,1229249e+09    6,3624812e+09    6,4021338e+09    ,3233899e+09    6,07655 2e+    8,9204267e+0    1,0659063e+10   1,1799410e+09    2,1441150e 9    2,5144238e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0146875    1,4134304e+07    2,8355656e+07    3,2225740e+07    3,2860167e+07    4,8812567e+07    1,2156808e+08    1,5155461e+08    1,5655499e+08   -7,6621594e+03    5,3998947e+06    7,8616199e+06    6,7594194e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,3268577e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,7621451e+09    8,2646419e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1056622e+09    2,3721871e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0150000    1,4435031e+07    2,8858544e+07    3,2797114e+07    3,3559319e+07    4,9851127e+07    1,2336875e+08    1,5413694e+08    1,5988594e+08   -7,8253487e+03    5,4574316e+06    7,8623811e+06    6,9032369e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,3252483e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,7621451e+09    8,2399075e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1056622e+09    2,3612309e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0153125    1,4735757e+07    2,9361432e+07    3,3356284e+07    3,4258472e+07    5,0889686e+07    1,2516942e+ 8    1,5657137e+08    1,6321 90e+08   -7,9885380e+ 3    5,5149685e+06    7,9055741e+06    7,0470542e+06    3,32338 9e+09   6,1172018e+09    ,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+ 9    5,7621451e+    7,6253214e+0    1,0659063e+10   1,1799410e+09    2,1056622e 9    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0156250    1,5036483e+07    2,9862272e+07    3,3911670e+07    3,4957624e+07    5,1928245e+07    1,2695635e+08    1,5895428e+08    1,6654786e+08   -8,1517270e+03    5,5683851e+06    7,9625249e+06    7,1908716e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1133799e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,5903346e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0902094e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0159375    1,5337210e+07    3,0358619e+07    3,4467055e+07    3,5656777e+07    5,2966805e+07    1,2869610e+08    1,6133719e+08    1,6987881e+08   -8,3149157e+03    5,6151107e+06    8,0194757e+06    7,3346890e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1063188e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,5548007e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0586198e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0162500    1,5637936e+07    3,0856976e+07    3,5022440e+07    3,6355929e+07    5,4005364e+07    1,3043082e+ 8    1,6372010e+08    1,7320977e+08   -8,4781035e+ 3    5,6652981e+06    8,0764264e+06    7,4785065e+0    3,3233899e+09   6,0903579e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+ 9    5,4913824e+    7,6253214e+0    1,0659063e+10   1,1799410e+09    2,0559360e 9    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0165625    1,5938663e+07    3,1364697e+07    3,5577825e+07    3,7055082e+07    5,5043923e+07    1,3214688e+08    1,6610302e+08    1,7654073e+08   -8,6412897e+03    5,7116458e+06    8,1333772e+06    7,6223239e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,4913824e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0168750    1,6239389e+07    3,1872418e+07    3,6133210e+07    3,7754234e+07    5,6082483e+07    1,3386294e+08    1,6848593e+08    1,7987168e+08   -8,8044725e+03    5,7579935e+06    8,1903280e+06    7,7661413e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,4913824e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0171875    1,6540115e+07    3,2380139e+07    3,6688596e+07    3,8453387e+07    5,7121042e+07    1,3557899e+ 8    1,7086884e+08    1,8320264e+08   -8,967 488e+ 3    5,8043412e+ 6    8,2472788e+06    7, 099588e+06    3,323389 e+09    ,0903579e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+ 9    5,4913824e+    7,6253214e+0    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0559360e 9    2,31 3916e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0175000    1,6840842e+07    3,2893000e+07    3,7243981e+07    3,9152539e+07    5,8159601e+07    1,3727419e+08    1,7325176e+08    1,8653360e+08   -9,1308119e+03    5,8514395e+06    8,3042296e+06    8,0537762e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0847225e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,3985587e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0558159e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0178125    1,7141568e+07    3,3407736e+07    3,7799366e+07    3,9851692e+07    5,9198160e+07    1,3896054e+08    1,7563467e+08    1,8986456e+08   -9,2939487e+03    5,8991113e+06    8,3611804e+06    8,1975936e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0824113e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,3350773e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0454747e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0181250    1,7442294e+07    3,3921467e+07    3,8354751e+07    4,0550844e+07    6,0236720e+07    1,4062470e+ 8    1,7801758e+08    1,9319551e+08   -9,45724 6e+ 3    5,9558 56e+06    8,4181312e+06    8,3414110e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0178080e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,2267940e+    7,6253214e+0    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0265513e 9    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0184375    1,7743021e+07    3,4439530e+07    3,8909041e+07    4,1249997e+07    6,1275279e+07    1,4224344e+08    1,8038934e+08    1,9652647e+08   -9,6204330e+03    6,0102301e+06    8,4790334e+06    8,4852285e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,1477475e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0187500    1,8043747e+07    3,4948761e+07    3,9462810e+07    4,1949149e+07    6,2313839e+07    1,4385211e+    1,8275579e+08    1,9985743e+08   -9,7836225e+ 3    6,0569467e+06    8,5418187e+06    8,6290459e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,1477475e+    7,5726219e+0    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9965630e 9    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0190625    1,8344474e+07    3,5457991e+07    4,0016578e+07    4,2648302e+07    6,3352398e+07    1,4546078e+08    1,8512223e+08    2,0318838e+08   -9,9468120e+03    6,1036634e+06    8,6046040e+06    8,7728633e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,1477475e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0193750    1,8645200e+07    3,5967221e+07    4,0570347e+07    4,3347454e+07    6,4390957e+07    1,4706945e+08    1,8748867e+08    2,0651934e+08   -1,0110001e+04    6,1503800e+06    8,6673893e+06    8,9166808e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,1477475e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0196875    1,8945926e+07    3,6476388e+07    4,1124115e+07    4,4046607e+07    6,5429517e+07    1,4867109e+ 8    1,8985512e+08    2,0985030e+08   -1,027 191e+ 4    6,1945560e+06    8,73 1746e+06    9,0604982e+    3,3233899e+09   5,96 889e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,85950 9e+    7,5726219e+0    1,0659063e+10   1,1 99410e+09    1,9679409e 9    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0200000    1,9246653e+07    3,6983427e+07    4,1677884e+07    4,4745759e+07    6,6468076e+07    1,5018467e+08    1,9222156e+08    2,1318126e+08   -1,0436380e+04    6,2116102e+06    8,7929598e+06    9,2043156e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9273038e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,8402603e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9369250e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0203125    1,9547379e+07    3,7489017e+07    4,2231652e+07    4,5444912e+07    6,7506635e+07    1,5169725e+08    1,9458801e+08    2,1651221e+08   -1,0599570e+04    6,2274009e+06    8,8557451e+06    9,3481331e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9273038e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,8402603e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9369250e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0206250    1,9848105e+07    3,7994607e+07    4,2785050e+07    4,6144064e+07    6,8545195e+07    1,5320983e+ 8    1,9695316e+08    2,1984317e+08   -1,0762759e+ 4    6,2431916e+06    8,9175614e+06    9,4919505e+06    3,3233899e+09   5,9273038e+09    6,3208232e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,8402603e+    7,5652991e+0    1,0659063e+10   1,1799410e+09    1,9369250e 9    2,3066780e+09    2,8441147e+ 9
0,0209375    2,0148832e+07    3,8500198e+07    4,3337854e+07    4,6843217e+07    6,9583754e+07    1,5472241e+08    1,9931689e+08    2,2317413e+08   -1,0925949e+04    6,2589824e+06    8,9788333e+06    9,6357679e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9273038e+09    6,3189531e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,8402603e+09    7,5618311e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9369250e+09    2,3059087e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0212500    2,0449558e+07    3,9005788e+07    4,3890173e+07    4,7542369e+07    7,0622313e+07    1,5623500e+08    2,0167996e+08    2,2650508e+08   -1,1089138e+04    6,2747731e+06    9,0404170e+06    9,7795854e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9273038e+09    6,3189531e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,8402603e+09    7,5618311e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9369250e+09    2,3059087e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0215625    2,0750284e+07    3,9511378e+07    4,4442491e+07    4,8241522e+07    7,1660873e+07    1,5774758e+ 8    2,0404303e+08    2,29836 4e+08   -1,1252328e+ 4    6,2905638e+06    9,10 0006e+06    9,9234028e+06    3,3233899e+09   5,9273038e+09    6,318953 e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,840 60 e+    7,5618311e+0    1,0659063e+10   1,1799410e+09    1,9369250e 9    2,3059 87e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0218750    2,1051011e+07    4,0016969e+07    4,5000600e+07    4,8940674e+07    7,2699432e+07    1,5926016e+08    2,0631174e+08    2,3316700e+08   -1,1415517e+04    6,3063546e+06    9,1656441e+06    1,0067220e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,9273038e+09    6,3170811e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,8402603e+09    7,0647710e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9369250e+09    2,3056718e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0221875    2,1351737e+07    4,0522559e+07    4,5563110e+07    4,9639827e+07    7,3737991e+07    1,6077274e+08    2,0851212e+08    2,3649796e+08   -1,1578707e+04    6,3221453e+06    9,2329396e+06    1,0211038e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,9273038e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,8402603e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9369250e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0225000    2,1652464e+07    4,1039473e+07    4,6125824e+07    5,0338979e+07    7,4776551e+07    1,6225025e+ 8    2,1071023e+08    2,3982891e+08   -1,1741896e+ 4    6,3203304e+06    9,3009535e+06    1,0354855e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,9090528e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,6841267e+    7,033935 e+0    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8973314e 9    2,3026 35e+09    2,844114 e+09
0,0228125    2,1953190e+07    4,1560924e+07    4,6688538e+07    5,1038132e+07    7,5815110e+07    1,6371404e+08    2,1290833e+08    2,4315987e+08   -1,1905086e+04    6,3116803e+06    9,3689674e+06    1,0498673e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,9090528e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,6841267e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8973314e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0231250    2,2253916e+07    4,2081043e+07    4,7251252e+07    5,1737284e+07    7,6853670e+07    1,6517717e+08    2,1510644e+08    2,4649083e+08   -1,2068275e+04    6,3018664e+06    9,4369813e+06    1,0642490e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,8898721e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,6794361e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8827024e 09    2,3026035e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0234375    2,2554643e+07    4,2599531e+07    4,7813966e+07    5,2436436e+07    7,7892229e+07    1,6663949e+ 8    2,1730454e+08    2,4982178e+08   -1,2231465e+ 4    6,2906277e+ 6    9,5049952e+06    1,0786307e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,8898721e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+ 9    4,6794361e+    7,033935 e+0    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,882 024e 9    2,3026 35e+09    2,844114 e+09
0,0237500    2,2855369e+07    4,3118018e+07    4,8376681e+07    5,3135589e+07    7,8930788e+07    1,6810182e+08    2,1950265e+08    2,5315274e+08   -1,2394656e+04    6,2793890e+06    9,5730091e+06    1,0930125e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,8898721e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,6794361e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8827024e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0240625    2,3156095e+07    4,3636505e+07    4,8939395e+07    5,3834741e+07    7,9969348e+07    1,6956414e+ 8    2,2170075e+08    2,56483 0e+08   -1,2557847e+ 4    6,2681503e+06    9,6410 1e+06    1,1073942e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,8898721e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,6794 61e+    7,033935 e+0    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,882 024e 9    2,3026 35e+09    2,844114 e+09
0,0243750    2,3456822e+07    4,4154531e+07    4,9502109e+07    5,4533894e+07    8,1007907e+07    1,7102630e+08    2,2389886e+08    2,5981466e+08   -1,2721040e+04    6,2571241e+06    9,7090370e+06    1,1217760e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,8842239e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,6787015e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8815073e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0246875    2,3757548e+07    4,4672907e+07    5,0060778e+07    5,5233046e+07    8,2046466e+07    1,7248750e+08    2,2609473e+08    2,6314561e+08   -1,2884237e+04    6,2456891e+06    9,7751220e+06    1,1361577e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,8643541e+09    6,2781878e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,6216021e+09    7,0221965e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8642492e+09    2,2938142e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0250000    2,4058275e+07    4,5201093e+07    5,0608696e+07    5,5932199e+07    8,3085025e+07    1,7392992e+ 8    2,2828482e+08    2,6647657e+08   -1,3047442e+ 4    6,2243163e+06    9,8476464e+06    1,1505395e+07    3,3233 99e+09   5,86 2247e+09    6,2181614e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,6096119e+    7,0050528e+0    1,065 063e+10   1,179 410e+09    1,8628886e 9    2,2403171e+09    2,844114 e+09
0,0253125    2,4359001e+07    4,5728071e+07    5,1154730e+07    5,6631351e+07    8,4123585e+07    1,7536423e+08    2,3047390e+08    2,6980753e+08   -1,3210662e+04    6,2025164e+06    9,9219499e+06    1,1649212e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,8630565e+09    6,2181614e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,5656326e+09    7,0050528e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8628342e+09    2,2403171e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0256250    2,4659727e+07    4,6253818e+07    5,1700763e+07    5,7330504e+07    8,5162144e+07    1,7679099e+08    2,3266297e+08    2,7313848e+08   -1,3373912e+04    6,1809821e+06    9,9962535e+06    1,1793029e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,8630565e+09    6,2181614e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,5656326e+09    7,0050528e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8628342e+09    2,2403171e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0259375    2,4960454e+07    4,6775116e+07    5,2246797e+07    5,8029656e+07    8,6200702e+07    1,7821679e+ 8    2,3485205e+08    2,7646 44e+08   -1,3537 22e+ 4    6,1609616e+06    1,0070557e+07    1,1936847e+07    3,3233899e+09   5,7847713e+09    6,2181614e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+ 9    4,5620167e+    7,0050528e+0    1,0659063e+10   1,1799410e+09    1,853 755e 9    2,2403171e+09    2,844114 e+09
0,0262500    2,5261180e+07    4,7298550e+07    5,2792830e+07    5,8728809e+07    8,7239263e+07    1,7963834e+08    2,3704113e+08    2,7980040e+08   -1,3700170e+04    6,1430274e+06    1,0144861e+07    1,2080664e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7762631e+09    6,2181614e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,5456892e+09    7,0050528e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8505545e+09    2,2403171e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0265625    2,5561906e+07    4,7822723e+07    5,3339497e+07    5,9427961e+07    8,8277822e+07    1,8105887e+08    2,3920886e+08    2,8313136e+08   -1,3863359e+04    6,1255478e+06    1,0228001e+07    1,2224482e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7762631e+09    6,2179711e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,5456892e+09    6,7888777e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8505545e+09    2,2032886e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0268750    2,5862633e+07    4,8346897e+07    5,3887745e+07    6,0127114e+07    8,9316382e+07    1,8247940e+ 8    2,4132555e+08    2,8646231e+08   -1,4026549e+ 4    6,1080682e+06    1,0330107e+07    1,236 299e+ 7    3,3233899e+09   5,7762631e+09    6,2174893e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+0    4,5456892e+    6,5342645e+0    1,0659 63e+10   1,1799410e+09    1,85055 5e 9    2,2030202e+09    2,844114 e+09
0,0271875    2,6163359e+07    4,8870928e+07    5,4439244e+07    6,0826266e+07    9,0354941e+07    1,8386570e+08    2,4336751e+08    2,8979327e+08   -1,4189738e+04    6,0993525e+06    1,0429785e+07    1,2512117e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7738048e+09    6,2174893e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,4191117e+09    6,5342645e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8382967e+09    2,2030202e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0275000    2,6464085e+07    4,9395581e+07    5,4990743e+07    6,1525419e+07    9,1393500e+07    1,8524667e+08    2,4540947e+08    2,9312423e+08   -1,4352928e+04    6,0910383e+06    1,0529464e+07    1,2655934e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7738048e+09    6,2174893e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,4191117e+09    6,5342645e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8382967e+09    2,2030202e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0278125    2,6764812e+07    4,9920012e+07    5,5542242e+07    6,2224571e+07    9,2432060e+07    1,8662740e+ 8    2,4745143e+08    2,964 518e+08   -1,4516 17e+ 4    6,0824668e+06    1,06 143e+07    1,2799751e+07    3,3233 99e+09    5,7 93445e+09    6,2174893e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,4008731e+    6,5342645e+0    1,06590 3e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8 8 813e 9    2,2030202e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0281250    2,7065538e+07    5,0431201e+07    5,6093741e+07    6,2923724e+07    9,3470619e+07    1,8799100e+08    2,4949338e+08    2,9978614e+08   -1,4679306e+04    6,0644790e+06    1,0728822e+07    1,2943569e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7271342e+09    6,2174893e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,3385710e+09    6,5342645e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8122483e+09    2,2030202e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0284375    2,7366265e+07    5,0936780e+07    5,6645240e+07    6,3622876e+07    9,4509178e+07    1,8934681e+ 8    2,5153534e+ 8    3,0311710e+08   -1,4842496e+ 4    6,0439646e+06    1,08 8500e+07    1,3087386e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7271342e+09    6,2174893e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,3385710e+    6,5342645e+0    1,06590 3e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8 22483e 9    2,2030202e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0287500    2,7666991e+07    5,1443664e+07    5,7196694e+07    6,4322029e+07    9,5547738e+07    1,9069814e+08    2,5357699e+08    3,0644806e+08   -1,5005685e+04    6,0224576e+06    1,0928063e+07    1,3231204e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7228665e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,2885539e+09    6,5230715e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8097778e 09    2,2014787e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0290625    2,7967717e+07    5,1953811e+07    5,7747694e+07    6,5021181e+07    9,6586297e+07    1,9203796e+08    2,5561545e+08    3,0977901e+08   -1,5168875e+04    5,9984103e+06    1,1026444e+07    1,3375021e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7228600e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,2027231e+09    6,5230715e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8073808e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0293750    2,8268444e+07    5,2464190e+07    5,8298693e+07    6,5720334e+07    9,7624856e+07    1,9335131e+ 8    2,5765391e+08    3,131099 e+08   -1,5332064e+ 4    5,9699397e+06    1,1124825e+07    1,351 839e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7228600e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,2027231e+    6,5230715e+0    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8073808e 9    2,2014787e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0296875    2,8569170e+07    5,2974569e+07    5,8849693e+07    6,6419486e+07    9,8663416e+07    1,9466466e+08    2,5969237e+08    3,1644093e+08   -1,5495254e+04    5,9414690e+06    1,1223206e+07    1,3662656e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7228600e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,2027231e+09    6,5230715e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8073808e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0300000    2,8869896e+07    5,3484947e+07    5,9400693e+07    6,7118639e+07    9,9701975e+07    1,9597802e+08    2,6173083e+08    3,1977188e+08   -1,5658443e+04    5,9129984e+06    1,1321586e+07    1,3806473e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7228600e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,2027231e+09    6,5230715e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8073808e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0303125    2,9170623e+07    5,3995326e+07    5,9951692e+07    6,7817791e+07    1,0074053e+08    1,9729137e+ 8    2,6376929e+08    3,2310284e+08   -1,5821633e+ 4    5,8845277e+06    1,14199 7e+07    1,3950291e+07    3,3233899e+09   5,7228600e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,202723 e+    6,5230715e+0    1,0659 63e+10   1, 799410e+09    1,8073808e 9    2,2014787e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0306250    2,9471349e+07    5,4505705e+07    6,0502692e+07    6,8516944e+07    1,0177909e+08    1,9860472e+08    2,6580775e+08    3,2643380e+08   -1,5984822e+04    5,8560571e+06    1,1518348e+07    1,4094108e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7228600e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,2027231e+09    6,5230715e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8073808e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0309375    2,9772076e+07    5,5016007e+07    6,1053691e+07    6,9216096e+07    1,0281765e+08    1,9991769e+08    2,6784621e+08    3,2976476e+08   -1,6148012e+04    5,8278327e+06    1,1616728e+07    1,4237926e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7224422e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,1922084e+09    6,5230715e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8029756e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0312500    3,0072802e+07    5,5525731e+07    6,1604691e+07    6,9915249e+07    1,0385621e+08    2,0122775e+ 8    2,6988467e+08    3,3309571e+08   -1,6311202e+ 4    5,8014889e+06    1,171 109e+07    1,4381743e+07    3,323389 e+09   ,7224422e+09    6,2172612e+ 9    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+    4,1922 4e+    6,5230715e+0    1,06590 3e+10   1,1799410e+09    1,8029756e 9    2,2014787e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0315625    3,0373528e+07    5,6036819e+07    6,2155690e+07    7,0614401e+07    1,0489477e+08    2,0253055e+08    2,7192313e+08    3,3642667e+08   -1,6474392e+04    5,7755661e+06    1,1813490e+07    1,4525561e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7211370e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,1551252e+09    6,5230715e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8028513e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0318750    3,0674255e+07    5,6548717e+07    6,2703518e+07    7,1313554e+07    1,0593333e+08    2,0382902e+08    2,7393286e+08    3,3975763e+08   -1,6637582e+04    5,7498932e+06    1,1920428e+07    1,4669378e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7211370e+09    6,2148189e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,1551252e+09    6,3227076e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8028513e+09    2,1837017e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0321875    3,0974981e+07    5,7060615e+07    6,3247605e+07    7,2012706e+07    1,0697189e+08    2,0512750e+ 8    2,7590870e+08    3,4308858e+08   -1,6800774e+ 4    5,7242203e+0    1,2037459e+07    1,4813195e+07    3,3233899e+09   5,7211370e+09    6,2148189e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+ 9    4,155125 e+    6,3227076e+0    1,0659063e+10   1,179 41 e+09    1,8028513e 9    2,1837 17e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0325000    3,1275707e+07    5,7572512e+07    6,3791692e+07    7,2711859e+07    1,0801045e+08    2,0642598e+08    2,7788455e+08    3,4641954e+08   -1,6963968e+04    5,6985475e+06    1,2154490e+07    1,4957013e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7211370e+09    6,2148189e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,1551252e+09    6,3227076e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8028513e+09    2,1837017e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0328125    3,1576434e+07    5,8084410e+07    6,4335779e+07    7,3411011e+07    1,0904901e+08    2,0772445e+08    2,7986040e+08    3,4975050e+08   -1,7127167e+04    5,6728746e+06    1,2271522e+07    1,5100830e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7211370e+09    6,2148189e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,1551252e+09    6,3227076e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8028513e+09    2,1837017e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0331250    3,1877160e+07    5,8596308e+07    6,4879865e+07    7,4110164e+07    1,1008757e+08    2,0902293e+ 8    2,8183624e+08    3,530814 e+08   -1,7290376e+ 4    5,6472017e+06    1,238 553e+07    1,5244648e+07    3,3233899e+09    5, 211370e+09    6,2148189e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+    4,1551 52e+    6,3227076e+0    1,0659063e+10    1,179941 e+09    1,8028513e 9    2,1837 17e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0334375    3,2177886e+07    5,9107948e+07    6,5423952e+07    7,4809316e+07    1,1112613e+08    2,1032116e+08    2,8381209e+08    3,5641241e+08   -1,7453603e+04    5,6217888e+06    1,2505584e+07    1,5388465e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7104660e+09    6,2148189e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,1455196e+09    6,3227076e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7919984e+09    2,1837017e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0337500    3,2478613e+07    5,9610990e+07    6,5966371e+07    7,5508469e+07    1,1216469e+08    2,1161066e+    2,8578586e+08    3,5974337e+08   -1,7616868e+ 4    5,6060654e+ 6    1,2621128e+07    1,5532283e+ 7    3,3233899e+09    5,66 4303e+09    6,2 45013e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+0    4,0902916e+    6,3067824e+0    1,06590 3e+10    1,179 41 e+09    1,72 4457e 9    2,1755 02e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0340625    3,2779339e+07    6,0099436e+07    6,6506452e+07    7,6207621e+07    1,1320325e+08    2,1288255e+08    2,8775673e+08    3,6307433e+08   -1,7779906e+04    5,5972817e+06    1,2734587e+07    1,5676100e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6488108e+09    6,2045013e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,0591113e+09    6,3067824e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6951420e 09    2,1755002e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0343750    3,3080066e+07    6,0585794e+07    6,7043958e+07    7,6906774e+07    1,1424181e+08    2,1415102e+08    2,8972332e+08    3,6640528e+08   -1,7943096e+04    5,5853569e+06    1,2846272e+07    1,5819918e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6488108e+09    6,1542524e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,0591113e+09    6,1680866e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6951420e+09    2,1516252e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0346875    3,3380792e+07    6,1072683e+07    6,7558001e+07    7,7605926e+07    1,1528037e+08    2,1541523e+ 8    2,9165042e+08    3,6973624e+08   -1,8106285e+ 4    5,5725336e+06    1,2941972e+07    1,5963735e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,604 901e+09    6,1541979e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9826364e+    6,164121 e+0    1,06590 3e+10    1,179941 e+09    1,6882626e 9    2,1505804e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0350000    3,3681518e+07    6,1549261e+07    6,8072139e+07    7,8305079e+07    1,1631892e+08    2,1665981e+08    2,9357670e+08    3,7306720e+08   -1,8269475e+04    5,5537762e+06    1,3038085e+07    1,6107552e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6041901e+09    6,1541979e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9826364e+09    6,1641212e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6882626e+09    2,1505804e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0353125    3,3982245e+07    6,2025839e+07    6,8586277e+07    7,9004231e+07    1,1735748e+08    2,1790438e+08    2,9550299e+08    3,7639816e+08   -1,8432664e+04    5,5350187e+06    1,3134198e+07    1,6251370e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6041901e+09    6,1541979e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9826364e+09    6,1641212e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6882626e+09    2,1505804e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0356250    3,4282971e+07    6,2502601e+07    6,9101227e+07    7,9703383e+07    1,1839604e+08    2,1914709e+ 8    2,9740679e+08    3,7972911e+08   -1,859 54e+ 4    5,5171947e+06    1,32261 0e+07    1,6395187e+07    3,3233899e+09   5,6040527e+09    6,1229249e+09    6,4021338e+09    ,3233899e+09    3,9684 86e+    6,076551 e+0    1,06590 3e+10   1,179941 e+09    1,684 193e 9    2,14 1150e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0359375    3,4583697e+07    6,2979615e+07    6,9617086e+07    8,0402536e+07    1,1943460e+08    2,2038724e+08    2,9930571e+08    3,8306007e+08   -1,8759043e+04    5,5006506e+06    1,3317341e+07    1,6539005e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6040527e+09    6,1229249e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9684786e+09    6,0765512e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6847193e+09    2,1441150e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0362500    3,4884424e+07    6,3456628e+07    7,0132901e+07    8,1101688e+07    1,2047316e+08    2,2162739e+08    3,0120456e+08    3,8639103e+08   -1,8922233e+04    5,4841066e+06    1,3408477e+07    1,6682822e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6040527e+09    6,1225098e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9684786e+09    6,0752425e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6847193e+09    2,1415684e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0365625    3,5185150e+07    6,3933642e+07    7,0637695e+07    8,1800841e+07    1,2151172e+08    2,2286754e+ 8    3,0301986e+ 8    3,8972198e+08   -1,9085422e+ 4    5,4675625e+06    1,3 70 8e+07    1,6826640e+07    3,3233899e+09   5,6040527e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9684786e+    5,7621451e+0    1,0659063e+10   1,179941 e+09    1,684 193e 9    2,10 6622e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0368750    3,5485877e+07    6,4410656e+07    7,1140583e+07    8,2499993e+07    1,2255028e+08    2,2410769e+08    3,0482053e+08    3,9305294e+08   -1,9248611e+04    5,4510184e+06    1,3528505e+07    1,6970457e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6040527e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9684786e+09    5,7621451e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6847193e+09    2,1056622e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0371875    3,5786603e+07    6,4887670e+07    7,1643471e+07    8,3199146e+07    1,2358884e+08    2,2534784e+08    3,0662120e+08    3,9638390e+08   -1,9411801e+04    5,4344744e+06    1,3586042e+07    1,7114274e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6040527e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9684786e+09    5,7621451e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6847193e+09    2,1056622e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0375000    3,6087329e+07    6,5364683e+07    7,2146360e+07    8,3898298e+07    1,2462740e+08    2,2658799e+ 8    3,0842187e+08    3,9971486e+08   -1,9574990e+ 4    5,4179303e+ 6    1,3643579e+07    1,725 092e+07    3,3233899e+09   5,6040527e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+0    3,9684786e+    5,7621451e+0    1,0659063e+10   1,179941 e+09    1,684 193e 9    2,1056622e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0378125    3,6388056e+07    6,5835305e+07    7,2649248e+07    8,4597451e+07    1,2566596e+08    2,2782684e+08    3,1022254e+08    4,0304581e+08   -1,9738180e+04    5,3993389e+06    1,3701116e+07    1,7401909e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,4206333e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9609467e+09    5,7621451e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6659012e+09    2,1056622e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0381250    3,6688782e+07    6,6300704e+07    7,3152136e+07    8,5296603e+07    1,2670452e+08    2,2906464e+08    3,1202321e+08    4,0637677e+08   -1,9901369e+04    5,3790744e+06    1,3758653e+07    1,7545727e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,4206333e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9609467e+09    5,7621451e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6659012e+09    2,1056622e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0384375    3,6989508e+07    6,6766102e+07    7,3655025e+07    8,5995756e+07    1,2774308e+08    2,3030243e+ 8    3,1382388e+08    4,0970773e+08   -2,0064559e+ 4    5,3588099e+0    1,3816190e+07    1,7689544e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,4206333e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+ 9    3,9609467e+ 9    5,7621451e+0    1,0659063e+10    1,179941 e+09    1,6659012e 9    2,1056622e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0387500    3,7290235e+07    6,7231501e+07    7,4157913e+07    8,6694908e+07    1,2878164e+08    2,3154023e+08    3,1562455e+08    4,1303868e+08   -2,0227748e+04    5,3385454e+06    1,3873727e+07    1,7833362e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,4206333e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9609467e+09    5,7621451e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6659012e+09    2,1056622e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0390625    3,7590961e+07    6,7696900e+07    7,4655679e+07    8,7394061e+07    1,2982020e+08    2,3277802e+ 8    3,1739087e+08    4,1636964e+08   -2,0390938e+ 4    5,3182809e+06    1,3920963e+07    1,7977179e+07    3,3233 99e+09    5,4206333e+09    ,1133799e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,960 467e+ 9    5,5903346e+0    1,0659063e+10    1,179941 e+09    1,6659012e 9    2,0 02 4e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0393750    3,7891687e+07    6,8162298e+07    7,5149879e+07    8,8093213e+07    1,3085876e+08    2,3401582e+08    3,1913643e+08    4,1970060e+08   -2,0554127e+04    5,2980164e+06    1,3962140e+07    1,8120996e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,4206333e+09    6,1063188e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9609467e+09    5,5548007e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6659012e+09    2,0586198e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0396875    3,8192414e+07    6,8627493e+07    7,5647658e+07    8,8792366e+07    1,3189731e+08    2,3525189e+08    3,2087231e+08    4,2303155e+08   -2,0717317e+04    5,2772811e+06    1,4012564e+07    1,8264814e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,4190814e+09    6,1063188e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,8498179e+09    5,5548007e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6576250e+09    2,0586198e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0400000    3,8493140e+07    6,9078617e+07    7,6145436e+07    8,9491518e+07    1,3293587e+08    2,3644156e+ 8    3,2260819e+08    4,2636251e+08   -2,0880506e+ 4    5,2506800e+06    1,406 9 9e+07    1,840 631e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2787883e+09    6,1 63188e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+0    3,6885802e+ 9    5,5548007e+0    1,0659063e+10    1,179941 e+09    1,5766714e 9    2,05861 8e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0403125    3,8793867e+07    6,9497191e+07    7,6643215e+07    9,0190671e+07    1,3397443e+08    2,3759424e+08    3,2434406e+08    4,2969347e+08   -2,1043696e+04    5,2246439e+06    1,4113414e+07    1,8552449e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2787883e+09    6,1063188e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6885802e+09    5,5548007e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5766714e+09    2,0586198e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0406250    3,9094593e+07    6,9915765e+07    7,7142440e+07    9,0889823e+07    1,3501299e+08    2,3874692e+08    3,2607705e+08    4,3302443e+08   -2,1206886e+04    5,1986078e+06    1,4163245e+07    1,8696266e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2787883e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6885802e+09    5,4913824e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5766714e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0409375    3,9395319e+07    7,0334339e+07    7,7650161e+07    9,1588976e+07    1,3605155e+08    2,3989960e+    3,2779311e+08    4,3635538e+08   -2,1370076e+ 4    5,1725718e+06    1,4209593e+07    1,8840084e+07    3,3233899e+09   5,2787883e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,4021338e+0    3,3233899e+09    3,6885802e+ 9    5,4913824e+09    1,0659063e+10   1,1 9941 e+09    1,5766714e 9    2,0 59360e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0412500    3,9696046e+07    7,0752913e+07    7,8157882e+07    9,2288128e+07    1,3709011e+08    2,4105229e+08    3,2950917e+08    4,3968634e+08   -2,1533266e+04    5,1465357e+06    1,4255941e+07    1,8983901e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2787883e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6885802e+09    5,4913824e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5766714e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0415625    3,9996772e+07    7,1171487e+07    7,8665603e+07    9,2987281e+07    1,3812867e+08    2,4220497e+08    3,3122522e+08    4,4301730e+08   -2,1696458e+04    5,1204996e+06    1,4302288e+07    1,9127718e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2787883e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6885802e+09    5,4913824e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5766714e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0418750    4,0297498e+07    7,1586967e+07    7,9173324e+07    9,3686433e+07    1,3916723e+08    2,4335240e+ 8    3,3294128e+08    4,46348 5e+08   -2,1859643e+ 4    5,0993320e+06    1,43 8636e+07    1,9271536e+07    3,3233899e+09   5,2686195e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,4021338e+09    ,3233899e+09    3,6593755e+ 9    5,4913824e+09    1,0659063e+10   1,179941 e+09    1,55 5018e 9    2,0559360e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0421875    4,0598225e+07    7,2000155e+07    7,9681045e+07    9,4385586e+07    1,4020579e+08    2,4449596e+08    3,3465734e+08    4,4967921e+08   -2,2022832e+04    5,0817684e+06    1,4394984e+07    1,9415353e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2686195e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6593755e+09    5,4913824e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5515018e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0425000    4,0898951e+07    7,2413344e+07    8,0188766e+07    9,5084738e+07    1,4124435e+08    2,4563951e+08    3,3637339e+08    4,5301017e+08   -2,2186022e+04    5,0642049e+06    1,4441331e+07    1,9559171e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2686195e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6593755e+09    5,4913824e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5515018e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0428125    4,1199678e+07    7,2826533e+07    8,0696487e+07    9,5783891e+07    1,4228291e+08    2,4678307e+08    3,3808945e+08    4,5634113e+08   -2,2349211e+04    5,0466414e+06    1,4487679e+07    1,9702988e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2686195e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6593755e+09    5,4913824e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5515018e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0431250    4,1500404e+07    7,3239721e+07    8,1204208e+07    9,6483043e+07    1,4332147e+08    2,4792662e+08    3,3980551e+08    4,5967208e+08   -2,2512401e+04    5,0290779e+06    1,4534027e+07    1,9846806e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2686195e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6593755e+09    5,4913824e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5515018e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0434375    4,1801130e+07    7,3652910e+07    8,1717632e+07    9,7182196e+07    1,4436003e+08    2,4907018e+08    3,4149842e+08    4,6300304e+08   -2,2675590e+04    5,0115144e+06    1,4581207e+07    1,9990623e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2686195e+09    6,0847225e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6593755e+09    5,3985587e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5515018e+09    2,0558159e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0437500    4,2101857e+07    7,4066099e+07    8,2232500e+07    9,7881348e+07    1,4539859e+08    2,5021373e+08    3,4318547e+08    4,6633400e+08   -2,2838780e+04    4,9939508e+06    1,4628599e+07    2,0134440e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2686195e+09    6,0847225e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6593755e+09    5,3985587e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5515018e+09    2,0558159e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0440625    4,2402583e+07    7,4479287e+07    8,2747368e+07    9,8580501e+07    1,4643715e+08    2,5135729e+08    3,4487252e+08    4,6966495e+08   -2,3001969e+04    4,9763873e+06    1,4675990e+07    2,0278258e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2686195e+09    6,0847225e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6593755e+09    5,3985587e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5515018e+09    2,0558159e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0443750    4,2703309e+07    7,4892476e+07    8,3262236e+07    9,9279653e+07    1,4747571e+08    2,5250084e+08    3,4655957e+08    4,7299591e+08   -2,3165159e+04    4,9588238e+06    1,4723381e+07    2,0422075e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2686195e+09    6,0847225e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6593755e+09    5,3985587e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5515018e+09    2,0558159e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0446875    4,3004036e+07    7,5298502e+07    8,3774881e+07    9,9978806e+07    1,4851426e+08    2,5363681e+08    3,4823496e+08    4,7632687e+08   -2,3328348e+04    4,9491691e+06    1,4775477e+07    2,0565893e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2418542e+09    6,0824113e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6293801e+09    5,3350773e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5188686e+09    2,0454747e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0450000    4,3304762e+07    7,5702836e+07    8,4285964e+07    1,0067796e+08    1,4955282e+08    2,5477100e+08    3,4990218e+08    4,7965783e+08   -2,3491538e+04    4,9413827e+06    1,4830875e+07    2,0709710e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2418542e+09    6,0824113e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6293801e+09    5,3350773e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5188686e+09    2,0454747e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0453125    4,3605488e+07    7,6105476e+07    8,4803668e+07    1,0137711e+08    1,5059138e+08    2,5590445e+08    3,5156176e+08    4,8298878e+08   -2,3654727e+04    4,9328449e+06    1,4889639e+07    2,0853528e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1810575e+09    6,0178080e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6183120e+09    5,2267940e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5069213e+09    2,0265513e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0456250    4,3906215e+07    7,6501703e+07    8,5327041e+07    1,0207626e+08    1,5162994e+08    2,5703518e+08    3,5318658e+08    4,8631974e+08   -2,3817916e+04    4,9214648e+06    1,4948626e+07    2,0997345e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1810575e+09    6,0128198e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6183120e+09    5,1991986e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5069213e+09    2,0265367e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0459375    4,4206941e+07    7,6898414e+07    8,5844211e+07    1,0277542e+08    1,5266850e+08    2,5815781e+08    3,5480426e+08    4,8965070e+08   -2,3981106e+04    4,9012183e+06    1,5002217e+07    2,1141162e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1809479e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5875893e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4699802e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0462500    4,4507668e+07    7,7295215e+07    8,6353441e+07    1,0347457e+08    1,5370706e+08    2,5927894e+08    3,5641293e+08    4,9298165e+08   -2,4144295e+04    4,8793106e+06    1,5048934e+07    2,1284980e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1809479e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5875893e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4699802e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0465625    4,4808394e+07    7,7692016e+07    8,6862671e+07    1,0417372e+08    1,5474562e+08    2,6040006e+08    3,5802160e+08    4,9631261e+08   -2,4307485e+04    4,8574029e+06    1,5095650e+07    2,1428797e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1809479e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5875893e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4699802e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0468750    4,5109120e+07    7,8088817e+07    8,7371901e+07    1,0487287e+08    1,5578418e+08    2,6152118e+08    3,5963027e+08    4,9964357e+08   -2,4470674e+04    4,8354951e+06    1,5142367e+07    2,1572615e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1809479e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5875893e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4699802e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0471875    4,5409847e+07    7,8485618e+07    8,7881131e+07    1,0557203e+08    1,5682274e+08    2,6264230e+08    3,6123894e+08    5,0297453e+08   -2,4633863e+04    4,8135874e+06    1,5189083e+07    2,1716432e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1809479e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5875893e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4699802e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0475000    4,5710573e+07    7,8882419e+07    8,8390361e+07    1,0627118e+08    1,5786130e+08    2,6376342e+08    3,6284762e+08    5,0630548e+08   -2,4797052e+04    4,7916796e+06    1,5235800e+07    2,1860250e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1809479e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5875893e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4699802e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0478125    4,6011299e+07    7,9277239e+07    8,8899591e+07    1,0697033e+08    1,5889986e+08    2,6487949e+08    3,6445629e+08    5,0963644e+08   -2,4960241e+04    4,7720218e+06    1,5282517e+07    2,2004067e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1744711e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5455024e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4616290e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0481250    4,6312026e+07    7,9668881e+07    8,9408821e+07    1,0766948e+08    1,5993842e+08    2,6598746e+08    3,6606496e+08    5,1296740e+08   -2,5123429e+04    4,7559728e+06    1,5329233e+07    2,2147885e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1744711e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5455024e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4616290e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0484375    4,6612752e+07    8,0060522e+07    8,9918052e+07    1,0836864e+08    1,6097698e+08    2,6709543e+08    3,6767363e+08    5,1629835e+08   -2,5286616e+04    4,7399237e+06    1,5375950e+07    2,2291702e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1744711e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5455024e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4616290e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0487500    4,6913479e+07    8,0452164e+07    9,0427282e+07    1,0906779e+08    1,6201554e+08    2,6820340e+08    3,6928230e+08    5,1962931e+08   -2,5449799e+04    4,7238746e+06    1,5422667e+07    2,2435519e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1744711e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5455024e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4616290e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0490625    4,7214205e+07    8,0843805e+07    9,0936512e+07    1,0976694e+08    1,6305409e+08    2,6931137e+08    3,7089097e+08    5,2296027e+08   -2,5612977e+04    4,7078255e+06    1,5469383e+07    2,2579337e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1744711e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5455024e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4616290e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0493750    4,7514931e+07    8,1235447e+07    9,1447387e+07    1,1046609e+08    1,6409265e+08    2,7041934e+08    3,7243651e+08    5,2629123e+08   -2,5776143e+04    4,6917764e+06    1,5497444e+07    2,2723154e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1744711e+09    5,9273038e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5455024e+09    4,8402603e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4616290e+09    1,9369250e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0496875    4,7815658e+07    8,1627088e+07    9,1952977e+07    1,1116525e+08    1,6513121e+08    2,7152731e+08    3,7394909e+08    5,2962218e+08   -2,5939379e+04    4,6757274e+06    1,5513235e+07    2,2866972e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1744711e+09    5,9273038e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5455024e+09    4,8402603e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4616290e+09    1,9369250e+09    2,8441147e+09
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C11  ( N/m2 ) C33  ( N/m2 )
Figure 6.32: Variation of C22 component considering linear elastic polymer
87
Strains Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d)
!xx "xx "yy #xy C11 C22 C33
0,0000000    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0003125    3,0089142e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    1,0388372e+06    3,3309571e+06    3,3309571e+06    3,3309571e+06   -1,5544411e+02    1,4381743e+05    1,4381743e+05    1,4381743e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0006250    6,0161779e+05    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    2,0773966e+06    6,6619143e+06    6,6619143e+06    6,6619143e+06   -3,1863357e+02    2,8763486e+05    2,8763486e+05    2,8763486e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0009375    9,0234416e+05    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    3,1159559e+06    9,9928714e+06    9,9928714e+06    9,9928714e+06   -4,8182303e+02    4,3145230e+05    4,3145230e+05    4,3145230e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0012500    1,2030705e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    4,1545153e+06    1,3323829e+07    1,3323829e+07    1,3323829e+07   -6,4501250e+02    5,7526973e+05    5,7526973e+05    5,7526973e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0015625    1,5037969e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    5,1930746e+06    1,6654786e+07    1,6654786e+07    1,6654786e+07   -8,0820196e+02    7,1908716e+05    7,1908716e+05    7,1908716e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0018750    1,8045233e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    6,2316340e+06    1,9985743e+07    1,9985743e+07    1,9985743e+07   -9,7139143e+02    8,6290459e+05    8,6290459e+05    8,6290459e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0021875    2,1052496e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    7,2701933e+06    2,3316700e+07    2,3316700e+07    2,3316700e+07   -1,1345809e+03    1,0067220e+06    1,0067220e+06    1,0067220e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0025000    2,4059760e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    8,3087527e+06    2,6647657e+07    2,6647657e+07    2,6647657e+07   -1,2977704e+03    1,1505395e+06    1,1505395e+06    1,1505395e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0028125    2,7067024e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    9,3473120e+06    2,9978614e+07    2,9978614e+07    2,9978614e+07   -1,4609598e+03    1,2943569e+06    1,2943569e+06    1,2943569e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0031250    3,0074287e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    1,0385871e+07    3,3309571e+07    3,3309571e+07    3,3309571e+07   -1,6241493e+03    1,4381743e+06    1,4381743e+06    1,4381743e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0034375    3,3081551e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    1,1424431e+07    3,6640528e+07    3,6640528e+07    3,6640528e+07   -1,7873388e+03    1,5819918e+06    1,5819918e+06    1,5819918e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0037500    3,6088815e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    1,2462990e+07    3,9971486e+07    3,9971486e+07    3,9971486e+07   -1,9505282e+03    1,7258092e+06    1,7258092e+06    1,7258092e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0040625    3,9096078e+06    9,0691237e+06    9,0889823e+06    9,0889823e+06    1,3501549e+07    4,3136753e+07    4,3302443e+07    4,3302443e+07   -2,1137177e+03    1,9295260e+06    1,8696266e+06    1,8696266e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3907095e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8215054e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7386625e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0043750    4,2103342e+06    9,7378915e+06    9,7881348e+06    9,7881348e+06    1,4540109e+07    4,6205737e+07    4,6633400e+07    4,6633400e+07   -2,2769071e+03    2,1658010e+06    2,0134440e+06    2,0134440e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0046875    4,5110606e+06    1,0405370e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,5578668e+07    4,9270586e+07    4,9964357e+07    4,9964357e+07   -2,4400966e+03    2,4004865e+06    2,1572615e+06    2,1572615e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0050000    4,8117869e+06    1,1072849e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,6617227e+07    5,2335435e+07    5,3295314e+07    5,3295314e+07   -2,6032861e+03    2,6351720e+06    2,3010789e+06    2,3010789e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0053125    5,1125133e+06    1,1740328e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,7655787e+07    5,5400285e+07    5,6626271e+07    5,6626271e+07   -2,7664755e+03    2,8698575e+06    2,4448963e+06    2,4448963e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0056250    5,4132397e+06    1,2395400e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,8694346e+07    5,8393843e+07    5,9957228e+07    5,9957228e+07   -2,9296649e+03    3,0688654e+06    2,5887138e+06    2,5887138e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3624812e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,9204267e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5144238e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0059375    5,7139660e+06    1,3004590e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,9732905e+07    6,1138386e+07    6,3288185e+07    6,3288185e+07   -3,0928543e+03    3,1447503e+06    2,7325312e+06    2,7325312e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3268577e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,2646419e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3721871e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0062500    6,0146924e+06    1,3564668e+07    1,3983050e+07    1,3983050e+07    2,0771465e+07    6,3581711e+07    6,6619143e+07    6,6619143e+07   -3,2560437e+03    3,1850099e+06    2,8763486e+06    2,8763486e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0065625    6,3154188e+06    1,4120053e+07    1,4682202e+07    1,4682202e+07    2,1810024e+07    6,5964624e+07    6,9950100e+07    6,9950100e+07   -3,4192329e+03    3,2419607e+06    3,0201661e+06    3,0201661e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0068750    6,6161452e+06    1,4675438e+07    1,5381355e+07    1,5381355e+07    2,2848584e+07    6,8347537e+07    7,3281057e+07    7,3281057e+07   -3,5824219e+03    3,2989115e+06    3,1639835e+06    3,1639835e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0071875    6,9168715e+06    1,5230823e+07    1,6080507e+07    1,6080507e+07    2,3887143e+07    7,0730450e+07    7,6612014e+07    7,6612014e+07   -3,7456103e+03    3,3558623e+06    3,3078010e+06    3,3078010e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0075000    7,2175979e+06    1,5785124e+07    1,6779660e+07    1,6779660e+07    2,4925702e+07    7,3102314e+07    7,9942971e+07    7,9942971e+07   -3,9087978e+03    3,4167275e+06    3,4516185e+06    3,4516185e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0078125    7,5183243e+06    1,6338892e+07    1,7478812e+07    1,7478812e+07    2,5964262e+07    7,5468759e+07    8,3273928e+07    8,3273928e+07   -4,0719833e+03    3,4795128e+06    3,5954361e+06    3,5954361e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0081250    7,8190507e+06    1,6892661e+07    1,8177965e+07    1,8177965e+07    2,7002821e+07    7,7835203e+07    8,6604885e+07    8,6604885e+07   -4,2351648e+03    3,5422981e+06    3,7392532e+06    3,7392532e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0084375    8,1197771e+06    1,7445605e+07    1,8877117e+07    1,8877117e+07    2,8041380e+07    8,0199371e+07    8,9935842e+07    8,9935842e+07   -4,3983383e+03    3,6038501e+06    3,8830707e+06    3,8830707e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3189531e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,5618311e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3059087e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0087500    8,4205035e+06    1,8000240e+07    1,9576270e+07    1,9576270e+07    2,9079940e+07    8,2524696e+07    9,3266800e+07    9,3266800e+07   -4,5614960e+03    3,6662576e+06    4,0268881e+06    4,0268881e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3170811e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0647710e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3056718e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0090625    8,7212300e+06    1,8562872e+07    2,0275422e+07    2,0275422e+07    3,0118499e+07    8,4723712e+07    9,6597757e+07    9,6597757e+07   -4,7246218e+03    3,7339842e+06    4,1707055e+06    4,1707055e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0093750    9,0219567e+06    1,9125587e+07    2,0974575e+07    2,0974575e+07    3,1157058e+07    8,6921816e+07    9,9928714e+07    9,9928714e+07   -4,8876839e+03    3,8019981e+06    4,3145230e+06    4,3145230e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0096875    9,3226825e+06    1,9688301e+07    2,1666276e+07    2,1673727e+07    3,2195618e+07    8,9119921e+07    1,0320761e+08    1,0325967e+08   -5,0511280e+03    3,8700120e+06    4,4795315e+06    4,4583404e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,3981067e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0462438e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8115397e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0100000    9,6234088e+06    2,0243479e+07    2,2338388e+07    2,2372880e+07    3,3234177e+07    9,1313927e+07    1,0630727e+08    1,0659063e+08   -5,2143175e+03    3,9390586e+06    4,7056319e+06    4,6021578e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2181614e+09    6,3907095e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0050528e+09    9,8215054e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2403171e+09    2,7386625e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0103125    9,9241352e+06    2,0789512e+07    2,3007230e+07    2,3072032e+07    3,4272736e+07    9,3503006e+07    1,0937649e+08    1,0992159e+08   -5,3775070e+03    4,0133621e+06    4,9419978e+06    4,7459753e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2181614e+09    6,3907095e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0050528e+09    9,8215054e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2403171e+09    2,7386625e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0106250    1,0224862e+07    2,1335799e+07    2,3676072e+07    2,3771185e+07    3,5311296e+07    9,5683544e+07    1,1244571e+08    1,1325254e+08   -5,5406964e+03    4,0912004e+06    5,1783638e+06    4,8897927e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2179711e+09    6,3907095e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,7888777e+09    9,8215054e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2032886e+09    2,7386625e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0109375    1,0525588e+07    2,1885997e+07    2,4344729e+07    2,4470337e+07    3,6349855e+07    9,7755396e+07    1,1551434e+08    1,1658350e+08   -5,7038859e+03    4,1918499e+06    5,4145024e+06    5,0336101e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2174893e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,5342645e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2030202e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0112500    1,0826314e+07    2,2437496e+07    2,5012208e+07    2,5169490e+07    3,7388414e+07    9,9797354e+07    1,1857919e+08    1,1991446e+08   -5,8670754e+03    4,2915286e+06    5,6491879e+06    5,1774275e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2174893e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,5342645e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2030202e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0115625    1,1127041e+07    2,2988878e+07    2,5679687e+07    2,5868642e+07    3,8426974e+07    1,0183849e+08    1,2164404e+08    1,2324541e+08   -6,0302648e+03    4,3909015e+06    5,8838734e+06    5,3212450e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,5230715e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0118750    1,1427767e+07    2,3539877e+07    2,6347166e+07    2,6567794e+07    3,9465533e+07    1,0387695e+08    1,2470889e+08    1,2657637e+08   -6,1934543e+03    4,4892822e+06    6,1185589e+06    5,4650624e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,5230715e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0121875    1,1728493e+07    2,4090877e+07    2,7014645e+07    2,7266947e+07    4,0504092e+07    1,0591541e+08    1,2777374e+08    1,2990733e+08   -6,3566438e+03    4,5876630e+06    6,3532445e+06    5,6088798e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,5230715e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0125000    1,2029220e+07    2,4641876e+07    2,7682124e+07    2,7966099e+07    4,1542652e+07    1,0795387e+08    1,3083859e+08    1,3323829e+08   -6,5198332e+03    4,6860437e+06    6,5879300e+06    5,7526973e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,5230715e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0128125    1,2329946e+07    2,5190225e+07    2,8349603e+07    2,8665252e+07    4,2581211e+07    1,0996831e+08    1,3390344e+08    1,3656924e+08   -6,6830227e+03    4,7915775e+06    6,8226155e+06    5,8965147e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2148189e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,3227076e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1837017e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0131250    1,2630673e+07    2,5734311e+07    2,9017082e+07    2,9364404e+07    4,3619770e+07    1,1194416e+08    1,3696829e+08    1,3990020e+08   -6,8462121e+03    4,9086086e+06    7,0573010e+06    6,0403321e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2148189e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,3227076e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1837017e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0134375    1,2931399e+07    2,6278398e+07    2,9684560e+07    3,0063557e+07    4,4658330e+07    1,1392000e+08    1,4003314e+08    1,4323116e+08   -7,0094016e+03    5,0256398e+06    7,2919866e+06    6,1841496e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2148189e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,3227076e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1837017e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0137500    1,3232125e+07    2,6817583e+07    3,0352039e+07    3,0762709e+07    4,5696889e+07    1,1588933e+08    1,4309799e+08    1,4656211e+08   -7,1725911e+03    5,1385089e+06    7,5266721e+06    6,3279670e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1542524e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,1680866e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1516252e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0140625    1,3532852e+07    2,7331683e+07    3,0988500e+07    3,1461862e+07    4,6735448e+07    1,1781594e+08    1,4598461e+08    1,4989307e+08   -7,3357805e+03    5,2344568e+06    7,6721635e+06    6,4717845e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1541979e+09    6,3624812e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,1641212e+09    8,9204267e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1505804e+09    2,5144238e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0143750    1,3833578e+07    2,7846834e+07    3,1607733e+07    3,2161014e+07    4,7774008e+07    1,1972228e+08    1,4877224e+08    1,5322403e+08   -7,4989700e+03    5,3269364e+06    7,7681165e+06    6,6156019e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1229249e+09    6,3624812e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,0765512e+09    8,9204267e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1441150e+09    2,5144238e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0146875    1,4134304e+07    2,8355656e+07    3,2225740e+07    3,2860167e+07    4,8812567e+07    1,2156808e+08    1,5155461e+08    1,5655499e+08   -7,6621594e+03    5,3998947e+06    7,8616199e+06    6,7594194e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,3268577e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,7621451e+09    8,2646419e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1056622e+09    2,3721871e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0150000    1,4435031e+07    2,8858544e+07    3,2797114e+07    3,3559319e+07    4,9851127e+07    1,2336875e+08    1,5413694e+08    1,5988594e+08   -7,8253487e+03    5,4574316e+06    7,8623811e+06    6,9032369e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,3252483e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,7621451e+09    8,2399075e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1056622e+09    2,3612309e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0153125    1,4735757e+07    2,9361432e+07    3,3356284e+07    3,4258472e+07    5,0889686e+07    1,2516942e+08    1,5657137e+08    1,6321690e+08   -7,9885380e+03    5,5149685e+06    7,9055741e+06    7,0470542e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,7621451e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1056622e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0156250    1,5036483e+07    2,9862272e+07    3,3911670e+07    3,4957624e+07    5,1928245e+07    1,2695635e+08    1,5895428e+08    1,6654786e+08   -8,1517270e+03    5,5683851e+06    7,9625249e+06    7,1908716e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1133799e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,5903346e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0902094e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0159375    1,5337210e+07    3,0358619e+07    3,4467055e+07    3,5656777e+07    5,2966805e+07    1,2869610e+08    1,6133719e+08    1,6987881e+08   -8,3149157e+03    5,6151107e+06    8,0194757e+06    7,3346890e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1063188e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,5548007e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0586198e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0162500    1,5637936e+07    3,0856976e+07    3,5022440e+07    3,6355929e+07    5,4005364e+07    1,3043082e+08    1,6372010e+08    1,7320977e+08   -8,4781035e+03    5,6652981e+06    8,0764264e+06    7,4785065e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,4913824e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0165625    1,5938663e+07    3,1364697e+07    3,5577825e+07    3,7055082e+07    5,5043923e+07    1,3214688e+08    1,6610302e+08    1,7654073e+08   -8,6412897e+03    5,7116458e+06    8,1333772e+06    7,6223239e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,4913824e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0168750    1,6239389e+07    3,1872418e+07    3,6133210e+07    3,7754234e+07    5,6082483e+07    1,3386294e+08    1,6848593e+08    1,7987168e+08   -8,8044725e+03    5,7579935e+06    8,1903280e+06    7,7661413e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,4913824e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0171875    1,6540115e+07    3,2380139e+07    3,6688596e+07    3,8453387e+07    5,7121042e+07    1,3557899e+08    1,7086884e+08    1,8320264e+08   -8,9676488e+03    5,8043412e+06    8,2472788e+06    7,9099588e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,4913824e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0175000    1,6840842e+07    3,2893000e+07    3,7243981e+07    3,9152539e+07    5,8159601e+07    1,3727419e+08    1,7325176e+08    1,8653360e+08   -9,1308119e+03    5,8514395e+06    8,3042296e+06    8,0537762e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0847225e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,3985587e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0558159e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0178125    1,7141568e+07    3,3407736e+07    3,7799366e+07    3,9851692e+07    5,9198160e+07    1,3896054e+08    1,7563467e+08    1,8986456e+08   -9,2939487e+03    5,8991113e+06    8,3611804e+06    8,1975936e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0824113e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,3350773e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0454747e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0181250    1,7442294e+07    3,3921467e+07    3,8354751e+07    4,0550844e+07    6,0236720e+07    1,4062470e+08    1,7801758e+08    1,9319551e+08   -9,4572436e+03    5,9558556e+06    8,4181312e+06    8,3414110e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0178080e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,2267940e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0265513e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0184375    1,7743021e+07    3,4439530e+07    3,8909041e+07    4,1249997e+07    6,1275279e+07    1,4224344e+08    1,8038934e+08    1,9652647e+08   -9,6204330e+03    6,0102301e+06    8,4790334e+06    8,4852285e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,1477475e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0187500    1,8043747e+07    3,4948761e+07    3,9462810e+07    4,1949149e+07    6,2313839e+07    1,4385211e+08    1,8275579e+08    1,9985743e+08   -9,7836225e+03    6,0569467e+06    8,5418187e+06    8,6290459e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,1477475e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0190625    1,8344474e+07    3,5457991e+07    4,0016578e+07    4,2648302e+07    6,3352398e+07    1,4546078e+08    1,8512223e+08    2,0318838e+08   -9,9468120e+03    6,1036634e+06    8,6046040e+06    8,7728633e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,1477475e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0193750    1,8645200e+07    3,5967221e+07    4,0570347e+07    4,3347454e+07    6,4390957e+07    1,4706945e+08    1,8748867e+08    2,0651934e+08   -1,0110001e+04    6,1503800e+06    8,6673893e+06    8,9166808e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,1477475e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0196875    1,8945926e+07    3,6476388e+07    4,1124115e+07    4,4046607e+07    6,5429517e+07    1,4867109e+08    1,8985512e+08    2,0985030e+08   -1,0273191e+04    6,1945560e+06    8,7301746e+06    9,0604982e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9680889e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,8595029e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9679409e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0200000    1,9246653e+07    3,6983427e+07    4,1677884e+07    4,4745759e+07    6,6468076e+07    1,5018467e+08    1,9222156e+08    2,1318126e+08   -1,0436380e+04    6,2116102e+06    8,7929598e+06    9,2043156e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9273038e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,8402603e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9369250e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0203125    1,9547379e+07    3,7489017e+07    4,2231652e+07    4,5444912e+07    6,7506635e+07    1,5169725e+08    1,9458801e+08    2,1651221e+08   -1,0599570e+04    6,2274009e+06    8,8557451e+06    9,3481331e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9273038e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,8402603e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9369250e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0206250    1,9848105e+07    3,7994607e+07    4,2785050e+07    4,6144064e+07    6,8545195e+07    1,5320983e+08    1,9695316e+08    2,1984317e+08   -1,0762759e+04    6,2431916e+06    8,9175614e+06    9,4919505e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9273038e+09    6,3208232e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,8402603e+09    7,5652991e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9369250e+09    2,3066780e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0209375    2,0148832e+07    3,8500198e+07    4,3337854e+07    4,6843217e+07    6,9583754e+07    1,5472241e+08    1,9931689e+08    2,2317413e+08   -1,0925949e+04    6,2589824e+06    8,9788333e+06    9,6357679e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9273038e+09    6,3189531e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,8402603e+09    7,5618311e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9369250e+09    2,3059087e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0212500    2,0449558e+07    3,9005788e+07    4,3890173e+07    4,7542369e+07    7,0622313e+07    1,5623500e+08    2,0167996e+08    2,2650508e+08   -1,1089138e+04    6,2747731e+06    9,0404170e+06    9,7795854e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9273038e+09    6,3189531e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,8402603e+09    7,5618311e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9369250e+09    2,3059087e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0215625    2,0750284e+07    3,9511378e+07    4,4442491e+07    4,8241522e+07    7,1660873e+07    1,5774758e+08    2,0404303e+08    2,2983604e+08   -1,1252328e+04    6,2905638e+06    9,1020006e+06    9,9234028e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9273038e+09    6,3189531e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,8402603e+09    7,5618311e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9369250e+09    2,3059087e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0218750    2,1051011e+07    4,0016969e+07    4,5000600e+07    4,8940674e+07    7,2699432e+07    1,5926016e+08    2,0631174e+08    2,3316700e+08   -1,1415517e+04    6,3063546e+06    9,1656441e+06    1,0067220e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,9273038e+09    6,3170811e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,8402603e+09    7,0647710e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9369250e+09    2,3056718e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0221875    2,1351737e+07    4,0522559e+07    4,5563110e+07    4,9639827e+07    7,3737991e+07    1,6077274e+08    2,0851212e+08    2,3649796e+08   -1,1578707e+04    6,3221453e+06    9,2329396e+06    1,0211038e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,9273038e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,8402603e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,9369250e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0225000    2,1652464e+07    4,1039473e+07    4,6125824e+07    5,0338979e+07    7,4776551e+07    1,6225025e+08    2,1071023e+08    2,3982891e+08   -1,1741896e+04    6,3203304e+06    9,3009535e+06    1,0354855e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,9090528e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,6841267e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8973314e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0228125    2,1953190e+07    4,1560924e+07    4,6688538e+07    5,1038132e+07    7,5815110e+07    1,6371404e+08    2,1290833e+08    2,4315987e+08   -1,1905086e+04    6,3116803e+06    9,3689674e+06    1,0498673e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,9090528e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,6841267e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8973314e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0231250    2,2253916e+07    4,2081043e+07    4,7251252e+07    5,1737284e+07    7,6853670e+07    1,6517717e+08    2,1510644e+08    2,4649083e+08   -1,2068275e+04    6,3018664e+06    9,4369813e+06    1,0642490e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,8898721e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,6794361e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8827024e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0234375    2,2554643e+07    4,2599531e+07    4,7813966e+07    5,2436436e+07    7,7892229e+07    1,6663949e+08    2,1730454e+08    2,4982178e+08   -1,2231465e+04    6,2906277e+06    9,5049952e+06    1,0786307e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,8898721e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,6794361e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8827024e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0237500    2,2855369e+07    4,3118018e+07    4,8376681e+07    5,3135589e+07    7,8930788e+07    1,6810182e+08    2,1950265e+08    2,5315274e+08   -1,2394656e+04    6,2793890e+06    9,5730091e+06    1,0930125e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,8898721e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,6794361e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8827024e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0240625    2,3156095e+07    4,3636505e+07    4,8939395e+07    5,3834741e+07    7,9969348e+07    1,6956414e+08    2,2170075e+08    2,5648370e+08   -1,2557847e+04    6,2681503e+06    9,6410231e+06    1,1073942e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,8898721e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,6794361e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8827024e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0243750    2,3456822e+07    4,4154531e+07    4,9502109e+07    5,4533894e+07    8,1007907e+07    1,7102630e+08    2,2389886e+08    2,5981466e+08   -1,2721040e+04    6,2571241e+06    9,7090370e+06    1,1217760e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,8842239e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,6787015e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8815073e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0246875    2,3757548e+07    4,4672907e+07    5,0060778e+07    5,5233046e+07    8,2046466e+07    1,7248750e+08    2,2609473e+08    2,6314561e+08   -1,2884237e+04    6,2456891e+06    9,7751220e+06    1,1361577e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,8643541e+09    6,2781878e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,6216021e+09    7,0221965e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8642492e+09    2,2938142e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0250000    2,4058275e+07    4,5201093e+07    5,0608696e+07    5,5932199e+07    8,3085025e+07    1,7392992e+08    2,2828482e+08    2,6647657e+08   -1,3047442e+04    6,2243163e+06    9,8476464e+06    1,1505395e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,8642247e+09    6,2181614e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,6096119e+09    7,0050528e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8628886e+09    2,2403171e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0253125    2,4359001e+07    4,5728071e+07    5,1154730e+07    5,6631351e+07    8,4123585e+07    1,7536423e+08    2,3047390e+08    2,6980753e+08   -1,3210662e+04    6,2025164e+06    9,9219499e+06    1,1649212e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,8630565e+09    6,2181614e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,5656326e+09    7,0050528e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8628342e+09    2,2403171e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0256250    2,4659727e+07    4,6253818e+07    5,1700763e+07    5,7330504e+07    8,5162144e+07    1,7679099e+08    2,3266297e+08    2,7313848e+08   -1,3373912e+04    6,1809821e+06    9,9962535e+06    1,1793029e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,8630565e+09    6,2181614e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,5656326e+09    7,0050528e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8628342e+09    2,2403171e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0259375    2,4960454e+07    4,6775116e+07    5,2246797e+07    5,8029656e+07    8,6200702e+07    1,7821679e+08    2,3485205e+08    2,7646944e+08   -1,3537222e+04    6,1609616e+06    1,0070557e+07    1,1936847e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7847713e+09    6,2181614e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,5620167e+09    7,0050528e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8537755e+09    2,2403171e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0262500    2,5261180e+07    4,7298550e+07    5,2792830e+07    5,8728809e+07    8,7239263e+07    1,7963834e+08    2,3704113e+08    2,7980040e+08   -1,3700170e+04    6,1430274e+06    1,0144861e+07    1,2080664e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7762631e+09    6,2181614e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,5456892e+09    7,0050528e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8505545e+09    2,2403171e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0265625    2,5561906e+07    4,7822723e+07    5,3339497e+07    5,9427961e+07    8,8277822e+07    1,8105887e+08    2,3920886e+08    2,8313136e+08   -1,3863359e+04    6,1255478e+06    1,0228001e+07    1,2224482e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7762631e+09    6,2179711e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,5456892e+09    6,7888777e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8505545e+09    2,2032886e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0268750    2,5862633e+07    4,8346897e+07    5,3887745e+07    6,0127114e+07    8,9316382e+07    1,8247940e+08    2,4132555e+08    2,8646231e+08   -1,4026549e+04    6,1080682e+06    1,0330107e+07    1,2368299e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7762631e+09    6,2174893e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,5456892e+09    6,5342645e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8505545e+09    2,2030202e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0271875    2,6163359e+07    4,8870928e+07    5,4439244e+07    6,0826266e+07    9,0354941e+07    1,8386570e+08    2,4336751e+08    2,8979327e+08   -1,4189738e+04    6,0993525e+06    1,0429785e+07    1,2512117e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7738048e+09    6,2174893e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,4191117e+09    6,5342645e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8382967e+09    2,2030202e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0275000    2,6464085e+07    4,9395581e+07    5,4990743e+07    6,1525419e+07    9,1393500e+07    1,8524667e+08    2,4540947e+08    2,9312423e+08   -1,4352928e+04    6,0910383e+06    1,0529464e+07    1,2655934e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7738048e+09    6,2174893e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,4191117e+09    6,5342645e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8382967e+09    2,2030202e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0278125    2,6764812e+07    4,9920012e+07    5,5542242e+07    6,2224571e+07    9,2432060e+07    1,8662740e+08    2,4745143e+08    2,9645518e+08   -1,4516117e+04    6,0824668e+06    1,0629143e+07    1,2799751e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7593445e+09    6,2174893e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,4008731e+09    6,5342645e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8187813e+09    2,2030202e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0281250    2,7065538e+07    5,0431201e+07    5,6093741e+07    6,2923724e+07    9,3470619e+07    1,8799100e+08    2,4949338e+08    2,9978614e+08   -1,4679306e+04    6,0644790e+06    1,0728822e+07    1,2943569e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7271342e+09    6,2174893e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,3385710e+09    6,5342645e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8122483e+09    2,2030202e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0284375    2,7366265e+07    5,0936780e+07    5,6645240e+07    6,3622876e+07    9,4509178e+07    1,8934681e+08    2,5153534e+08    3,0311710e+08   -1,4842496e+04    6,0439646e+06    1,0828500e+07    1,3087386e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7271342e+09    6,2174893e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,3385710e+09    6,5342645e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8122483e+09    2,2030202e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0287500    2,7666991e+07    5,1443664e+07    5,7196694e+07    6,4322029e+07    9,5547738e+07    1,9069814e+08    2,5357699e+08    3,0644806e+08   -1,5005685e+04    6,0224576e+06    1,0928063e+07    1,3231204e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7228665e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,2885539e+09    6,5230715e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8097778e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0290625    2,7967717e+07    5,1953811e+07    5,7747694e+07    6,5021181e+07    9,6586297e+07    1,9203796e+08    2,5561545e+08    3,0977901e+08   -1,5168875e+04    5,9984103e+06    1,1026444e+07    1,3375021e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7228600e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,2027231e+09    6,5230715e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8073808e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0293750    2,8268444e+07    5,2464190e+07    5,8298693e+07    6,5720334e+07    9,7624856e+07    1,9335131e+08    2,5765391e+08    3,1310997e+08   -1,5332064e+04    5,9699397e+06    1,1124825e+07    1,3518839e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7228600e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,2027231e+09    6,5230715e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8073808e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0296875    2,8569170e+07    5,2974569e+07    5,8849693e+07    6,6419486e+07    9,8663416e+07    1,9466466e+08    2,5969237e+08    3,1644093e+08   -1,5495254e+04    5,9414690e+06    1,1223206e+07    1,3662656e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7228600e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,2027231e+09    6,5230715e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8073808e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0300000    2,8869896e+07    5,3484947e+07    5,9400693e+07    6,7118639e+07    9,9701975e+07    1,9597802e+08    2,6173083e+08    3,1977188e+08   -1,5658443e+04    5,9129984e+06    1,1321586e+07    1,3806473e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7228600e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,2027231e+09    6,5230715e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8073808e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0303125    2,9170623e+07    5,3995326e+07    5,9951692e+07    6,7817791e+07    1,0074053e+08    1,9729137e+08    2,6376929e+08    3,2310284e+08   -1,5821633e+04    5,8845277e+06    1,1419967e+07    1,3950291e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7228600e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,2027231e+09    6,5230715e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8073808e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0306250    2,9471349e+07    5,4505705e+07    6,0502692e+07    6,8516944e+07    1,0177909e+08    1,9860472e+08    2,6580775e+08    3,2643380e+08   -1,5984822e+04    5,8560571e+06    1,1518348e+07    1,4094108e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7228600e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,2027231e+09    6,5230715e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8073808e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0309375    2,9772076e+07    5,5016007e+07    6,1053691e+07    6,9216096e+07    1,0281765e+08    1,9991769e+08    2,6784621e+08    3,2976476e+08   -1,6148012e+04    5,8278327e+06    1,1616728e+07    1,4237926e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7224422e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,1922084e+09    6,5230715e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8029756e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0312500    3,0072802e+07    5,5525731e+07    6,1604691e+07    6,9915249e+07    1,0385621e+08    2,0122775e+08    2,6988467e+08    3,3309571e+08   -1,6311202e+04    5,8014889e+06    1,1715109e+07    1,4381743e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7224422e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,1922084e+09    6,5230715e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8029756e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0315625    3,0373528e+07    5,6036819e+07    6,2155690e+07    7,0614401e+07    1,0489477e+08    2,0253055e+08    2,7192313e+08    3,3642667e+08   -1,6474392e+04    5,7755661e+06    1,1813490e+07    1,4525561e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7211370e+09    6,2172612e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,1551252e+09    6,5230715e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8028513e+09    2,2014787e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0318750    3,0674255e+07    5,6548717e+07    6,2703518e+07    7,1313554e+07    1,0593333e+08    2,0382902e+08    2,7393286e+08    3,3975763e+08   -1,6637582e+04    5,7498932e+06    1,1920428e+07    1,4669378e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7211370e+09    6,2148189e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,1551252e+09    6,3227076e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8028513e+09    2,1837017e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0321875    3,0974981e+07    5,7060615e+07    6,3247605e+07    7,2012706e+07    1,0697189e+08    2,0512750e+08    2,7590870e+08    3,4308858e+08   -1,6800774e+04    5,7242203e+06    1,2037459e+07    1,4813195e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7211370e+09    6,2148189e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,1551252e+09    6,3227076e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8028513e+09    2,1837017e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0325000    3,1275707e+07    5,7572512e+07    6,3791692e+07    7,2711859e+07    1,0801045e+08    2,0642598e+08    2,7788455e+08    3,4641954e+08   -1,6963968e+04    5,6985475e+06    1,2154490e+07    1,4957013e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7211370e+09    6,2148189e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,1551252e+09    6,3227076e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8028513e+09    2,1837017e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0328125    3,1576434e+07    5,8084410e+07    6,4335779e+07    7,3411011e+07    1,0904901e+08    2,0772445e+08    2,7986040e+08    3,4975050e+08   -1,7127167e+04    5,6728746e+06    1,2271522e+07    1,5100830e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7211370e+09    6,2148189e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,1551252e+09    6,3227076e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8028513e+09    2,1837017e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0331250    3,1877160e+07    5,8596308e+07    6,4879865e+07    7,4110164e+07    1,1008757e+08    2,0902293e+08    2,8183624e+08    3,5308146e+08   -1,7290376e+04    5,6472017e+06    1,2388553e+07    1,5244648e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7211370e+09    6,2148189e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,1551252e+09    6,3227076e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,8028513e+09    2,1837017e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0334375    3,2177886e+07    5,9107948e+07    6,5423952e+07    7,4809316e+07    1,1112613e+08    2,1032116e+08    2,8381209e+08    3,5641241e+08   -1,7453603e+04    5,6217888e+06    1,2505584e+07    1,5388465e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,7104660e+09    6,2148189e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,1455196e+09    6,3227076e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7919984e+09    2,1837017e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0337500    3,2478613e+07    5,9610990e+07    6,5966371e+07    7,5508469e+07    1,1216469e+08    2,1161066e+08    2,8578586e+08    3,5974337e+08   -1,7616868e+04    5,6060654e+06    1,2621128e+07    1,5532283e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6604303e+09    6,2045013e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,0902916e+09    6,3067824e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,7214457e+09    2,1755002e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0340625    3,2779339e+07    6,0099436e+07    6,6506452e+07    7,6207621e+07    1,1320325e+08    2,1288255e+08    2,8775673e+08    3,6307433e+08   -1,7779906e+04    5,5972817e+06    1,2734587e+07    1,5676100e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6488108e+09    6,2045013e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,0591113e+09    6,3067824e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6951420e+09    2,1755002e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0343750    3,3080066e+07    6,0585794e+07    6,7043958e+07    7,6906774e+07    1,1424181e+08    2,1415102e+08    2,8972332e+08    3,6640528e+08   -1,7943096e+04    5,5853569e+06    1,2846272e+07    1,5819918e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6488108e+09    6,1542524e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,0591113e+09    6,1680866e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6951420e+09    2,1516252e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0346875    3,3380792e+07    6,1072683e+07    6,7558001e+07    7,7605926e+07    1,1528037e+08    2,1541523e+08    2,9165042e+08    3,6973624e+08   -1,8106285e+04    5,5725336e+06    1,2941972e+07    1,5963735e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6041901e+09    6,1541979e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9826364e+09    6,1641212e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6882626e+09    2,1505804e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0350000    3,3681518e+07    6,1549261e+07    6,8072139e+07    7,8305079e+07    1,1631892e+08    2,1665981e+08    2,9357670e+08    3,7306720e+08   -1,8269475e+04    5,5537762e+06    1,3038085e+07    1,6107552e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6041901e+09    6,1541979e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9826364e+09    6,1641212e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6882626e+09    2,1505804e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0353125    3,3982245e+07    6,2025839e+07    6,8586277e+07    7,9004231e+07    1,1735748e+08    2,1790438e+08    2,9550299e+08    3,7639816e+08   -1,8432664e+04    5,5350187e+06    1,3134198e+07    1,6251370e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6041901e+09    6,1541979e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9826364e+09    6,1641212e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6882626e+09    2,1505804e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0356250    3,4282971e+07    6,2502601e+07    6,9101227e+07    7,9703383e+07    1,1839604e+08    2,1914709e+08    2,9740679e+08    3,7972911e+08   -1,8595854e+04    5,5171947e+06    1,3226100e+07    1,6395187e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6040527e+09    6,1229249e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9684786e+09    6,0765512e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6847193e+09    2,1441150e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0359375    3,4583697e+07    6,2979615e+07    6,9617086e+07    8,0402536e+07    1,1943460e+08    2,2038724e+08    2,9930571e+08    3,8306007e+08   -1,8759043e+04    5,5006506e+06    1,3317341e+07    1,6539005e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6040527e+09    6,1229249e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9684786e+09    6,0765512e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6847193e+09    2,1441150e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0362500    3,4884424e+07    6,3456628e+07    7,0132901e+07    8,1101688e+07    1,2047316e+08    2,2162739e+08    3,0120456e+08    3,8639103e+08   -1,8922233e+04    5,4841066e+06    1,3408477e+07    1,6682822e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6040527e+09    6,1225098e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9684786e+09    6,0752425e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6847193e+09    2,1415684e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0365625    3,5185150e+07    6,3933642e+07    7,0637695e+07    8,1800841e+07    1,2151172e+08    2,2286754e+08    3,0301986e+08    3,8972198e+08   -1,9085422e+04    5,4675625e+06    1,3470968e+07    1,6826640e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6040527e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9684786e+09    5,7621451e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6847193e+09    2,1056622e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0368750    3,5485877e+07    6,4410656e+07    7,1140583e+07    8,2499993e+07    1,2255028e+08    2,2410769e+08    3,0482053e+08    3,9305294e+08   -1,9248611e+04    5,4510184e+06    1,3528505e+07    1,6970457e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6040527e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9684786e+09    5,7621451e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6847193e+09    2,1056622e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0371875    3,5786603e+07    6,4887670e+07    7,1643471e+07    8,3199146e+07    1,2358884e+08    2,2534784e+08    3,0662120e+08    3,9638390e+08   -1,9411801e+04    5,4344744e+06    1,3586042e+07    1,7114274e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6040527e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9684786e+09    5,7621451e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6847193e+09    2,1056622e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0375000    3,6087329e+07    6,5364683e+07    7,2146360e+07    8,3898298e+07    1,2462740e+08    2,2658799e+08    3,0842187e+08    3,9971486e+08   -1,9574990e+04    5,4179303e+06    1,3643579e+07    1,7258092e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,6040527e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9684786e+09    5,7621451e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6847193e+09    2,1056622e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0378125    3,6388056e+07    6,5835305e+07    7,2649248e+07    8,4597451e+07    1,2566596e+08    2,2782684e+08    3,1022254e+08    4,0304581e+08   -1,9738180e+04    5,3993389e+06    1,3701116e+07    1,7401909e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,4206333e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9609467e+09    5,7621451e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6659012e+09    2,1056622e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0381250    3,6688782e+07    6,6300704e+07    7,3152136e+07    8,5296603e+07    1,2670452e+08    2,2906464e+08    3,1202321e+08    4,0637677e+08   -1,9901369e+04    5,3790744e+06    1,3758653e+07    1,7545727e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,4206333e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9609467e+09    5,7621451e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6659012e+09    2,1056622e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0384375    3,6989508e+07    6,6766102e+07    7,3655025e+07    8,5995756e+07    1,2774308e+08    2,3030243e+08    3,1382388e+08    4,0970773e+08   -2,0064559e+04    5,3588099e+06    1,3816190e+07    1,7689544e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,4206333e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9609467e+09    5,7621451e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6659012e+09    2,1056622e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0387500    3,7290235e+07    6,7231501e+07    7,4157913e+07    8,6694908e+07    1,2878164e+08    2,3154023e+08    3,1562455e+08    4,1303868e+08   -2,0227748e+04    5,3385454e+06    1,3873727e+07    1,7833362e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,4206333e+09    6,1172018e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9609467e+09    5,7621451e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6659012e+09    2,1056622e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0390625    3,7590961e+07    6,7696900e+07    7,4655679e+07    8,7394061e+07    1,2982020e+08    2,3277802e+08    3,1739087e+08    4,1636964e+08   -2,0390938e+04    5,3182809e+06    1,3920963e+07    1,7977179e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,4206333e+09    6,1133799e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9609467e+09    5,5903346e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6659012e+09    2,0902094e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0393750    3,7891687e+07    6,8162298e+07    7,5149879e+07    8,8093213e+07    1,3085876e+08    2,3401582e+08    3,1913643e+08    4,1970060e+08   -2,0554127e+04    5,2980164e+06    1,3962140e+07    1,8120996e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,4206333e+09    6,1063188e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9609467e+09    5,5548007e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6659012e+09    2,0586198e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0396875    3,8192414e+07    6,8627493e+07    7,5647658e+07    8,8792366e+07    1,3189731e+08    2,3525189e+08    3,2087231e+08    4,2303155e+08   -2,0717317e+04    5,2772811e+06    1,4012564e+07    1,8264814e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,4190814e+09    6,1063188e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,8498179e+09    5,5548007e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,6576250e+09    2,0586198e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0400000    3,8493140e+07    6,9078617e+07    7,6145436e+07    8,9491518e+07    1,3293587e+08    2,3644156e+08    3,2260819e+08    4,2636251e+08   -2,0880506e+04    5,2506800e+06    1,4062989e+07    1,8408631e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2787883e+09    6,1063188e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6885802e+09    5,5548007e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5766714e+09    2,0586198e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0403125    3,8793867e+07    6,9497191e+07    7,6643215e+07    9,0190671e+07    1,3397443e+08    2,3759424e+08    3,2434406e+08    4,2969347e+08   -2,1043696e+04    5,2246439e+06    1,4113414e+07    1,8552449e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2787883e+09    6,1063188e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6885802e+09    5,5548007e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5766714e+09    2,0586198e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0406250    3,9094593e+07    6,9915765e+07    7,7142440e+07    9,0889823e+07    1,3501299e+08    2,3874692e+08    3,2607705e+08    4,3302443e+08   -2,1206886e+04    5,1986078e+06    1,4163245e+07    1,8696266e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2787883e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6885802e+09    5,4913824e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5766714e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0409375    3,9395319e+07    7,0334339e+07    7,7650161e+07    9,1588976e+07    1,3605155e+08    2,3989960e+08    3,2779311e+08    4,3635538e+08   -2,1370076e+04    5,1725718e+06    1,4209593e+07    1,8840084e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2787883e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6885802e+09    5,4913824e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5766714e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0412500    3,9696046e+07    7,0752913e+07    7,8157882e+07    9,2288128e+07    1,3709011e+08    2,4105229e+08    3,2950917e+08    4,3968634e+08   -2,1533266e+04    5,1465357e+06    1,4255941e+07    1,8983901e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2787883e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6885802e+09    5,4913824e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5766714e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0415625    3,9996772e+07    7,1171487e+07    7,8665603e+07    9,2987281e+07    1,3812867e+08    2,4220497e+08    3,3122522e+08    4,4301730e+08   -2,1696458e+04    5,1204996e+06    1,4302288e+07    1,9127718e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2787883e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6885802e+09    5,4913824e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5766714e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0418750    4,0297498e+07    7,1586967e+07    7,9173324e+07    9,3686433e+07    1,3916723e+08    2,4335240e+08    3,3294128e+08    4,4634825e+08   -2,1859643e+04    5,0993320e+06    1,4348636e+07    1,9271536e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2686195e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6593755e+09    5,4913824e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5515018e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0421875    4,0598225e+07    7,2000155e+07    7,9681045e+07    9,4385586e+07    1,4020579e+08    2,4449596e+08    3,3465734e+08    4,4967921e+08   -2,2022832e+04    5,0817684e+06    1,4394984e+07    1,9415353e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2686195e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6593755e+09    5,4913824e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5515018e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0425000    4,0898951e+07    7,2413344e+07    8,0188766e+07    9,5084738e+07    1,4124435e+08    2,4563951e+08    3,3637339e+08    4,5301017e+08   -2,2186022e+04    5,0642049e+06    1,4441331e+07    1,9559171e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2686195e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6593755e+09    5,4913824e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5515018e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0428125    4,1199678e+07    7,2826533e+07    8,0696487e+07    9,5783891e+07    1,4228291e+08    2,4678307e+08    3,3808945e+08    4,5634113e+08   -2,2349211e+04    5,0466414e+06    1,4487679e+07    1,9702988e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2686195e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6593755e+09    5,4913824e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5515018e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0431250    4,1500404e+07    7,3239721e+07    8,1204208e+07    9,6483043e+07    1,4332147e+08    2,4792662e+08    3,3980551e+08    4,5967208e+08   -2,2512401e+04    5,0290779e+06    1,4534027e+07    1,9846806e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2686195e+09    6,0903579e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6593755e+09    5,4913824e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5515018e+09    2,0559360e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0434375    4,1801130e+07    7,3652910e+07    8,1717632e+07    9,7182196e+07    1,4436003e+08    2,4907018e+08    3,4149842e+08    4,6300304e+08   -2,2675590e+04    5,0115144e+06    1,4581207e+07    1,9990623e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2686195e+09    6,0847225e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6593755e+09    5,3985587e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5515018e+09    2,0558159e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0437500    4,2101857e+07    7,4066099e+07    8,2232500e+07    9,7881348e+07    1,4539859e+08    2,5021373e+08    3,4318547e+08    4,6633400e+08   -2,2838780e+04    4,9939508e+06    1,4628599e+07    2,0134440e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2686195e+09    6,0847225e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6593755e+09    5,3985587e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5515018e+09    2,0558159e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0440625    4,2402583e+07    7,4479287e+07    8,2747368e+07    9,8580501e+07    1,4643715e+08    2,5135729e+08    3,4487252e+08    4,6966495e+08   -2,3001969e+04    4,9763873e+06    1,4675990e+07    2,0278258e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2686195e+09    6,0847225e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6593755e+09    5,3985587e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5515018e+09    2,0558159e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0443750    4,2703309e+07    7,4892476e+07    8,3262236e+07    9,9279653e+07    1,4747571e+08    2,5250084e+08    3,4655957e+08    4,7299591e+08   -2,3165159e+04    4,9588238e+06    1,4723381e+07    2,0422075e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2686195e+09    6,0847225e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6593755e+09    5,3985587e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5515018e+09    2,0558159e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0446875    4,3004036e+07    7,5298502e+07    8,3774881e+07    9,9978806e+07    1,4851426e+08    2,5363681e+08    3,4823496e+08    4,7632687e+08   -2,3328348e+04    4,9491691e+06    1,4775477e+07    2,0565893e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2418542e+09    6,0824113e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6293801e+09    5,3350773e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5188686e+09    2,0454747e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0450000    4,3304762e+07    7,5702836e+07    8,4285964e+07    1,0067796e+08    1,4955282e+08    2,5477100e+08    3,4990218e+08    4,7965783e+08   -2,3491538e+04    4,9413827e+06    1,4830875e+07    2,0709710e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,2418542e+09    6,0824113e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6293801e+09    5,3350773e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5188686e+09    2,0454747e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0453125    4,3605488e+07    7,6105476e+07    8,4803668e+07    1,0137711e+08    1,5059138e+08    2,5590445e+08    3,5156176e+08    4,8298878e+08   -2,3654727e+04    4,9328449e+06    1,4889639e+07    2,0853528e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1810575e+09    6,0178080e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6183120e+09    5,2267940e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5069213e+09    2,0265513e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0456250    4,3906215e+07    7,6501703e+07    8,5327041e+07    1,0207626e+08    1,5162994e+08    2,5703518e+08    3,5318658e+08    4,8631974e+08   -2,3817916e+04    4,9214648e+06    1,4948626e+07    2,0997345e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1810575e+09    6,0128198e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6183120e+09    5,1991986e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,5069213e+09    2,0265367e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0459375    4,4206941e+07    7,6898414e+07    8,5844211e+07    1,0277542e+08    1,5266850e+08    2,5815781e+08    3,5480426e+08    4,8965070e+08   -2,3981106e+04    4,9012183e+06    1,5002217e+07    2,1141162e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1809479e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5875893e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4699802e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0462500    4,4507668e+07    7,7295215e+07    8,6353441e+07    1,0347457e+08    1,5370706e+08    2,5927894e+08    3,5641293e+08    4,9298165e+08   -2,4144295e+04    4,8793106e+06    1,5048934e+07    2,1284980e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1809479e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5875893e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4699802e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0465625    4,4808394e+07    7,7692016e+07    8,6862671e+07    1,0417372e+08    1,5474562e+08    2,6040006e+08    3,5802160e+08    4,9631261e+08   -2,4307485e+04    4,8574029e+06    1,5095650e+07    2,1428797e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1809479e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5875893e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4699802e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0468750    4,5109120e+07    7,8088817e+07    8,7371901e+07    1,0487287e+08    1,5578418e+08    2,6152118e+08    3,5963027e+08    4,9964357e+08   -2,4470674e+04    4,8354951e+06    1,5142367e+07    2,1572615e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1809479e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5875893e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4699802e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0471875    4,5409847e+07    7,8485618e+07    8,7881131e+07    1,0557203e+08    1,5682274e+08    2,6264230e+08    3,6123894e+08    5,0297453e+08   -2,4633863e+04    4,8135874e+06    1,5189083e+07    2,1716432e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1809479e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5875893e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4699802e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0475000    4,5710573e+07    7,8882419e+07    8,8390361e+07    1,0627118e+08    1,5786130e+08    2,6376342e+08    3,6284762e+08    5,0630548e+08   -2,4797052e+04    4,7916796e+06    1,5235800e+07    2,1860250e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1809479e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5875893e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4699802e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0478125    4,6011299e+07    7,9277239e+07    8,8899591e+07    1,0697033e+08    1,5889986e+08    2,6487949e+08    3,6445629e+08    5,0963644e+08   -2,4960241e+04    4,7720218e+06    1,5282517e+07    2,2004067e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1744711e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5455024e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4616290e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0481250    4,6312026e+07    7,9668881e+07    8,9408821e+07    1,0766948e+08    1,5993842e+08    2,6598746e+08    3,6606496e+08    5,1296740e+08   -2,5123429e+04    4,7559728e+06    1,5329233e+07    2,2147885e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1744711e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5455024e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4616290e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0484375    4,6612752e+07    8,0060522e+07    8,9918052e+07    1,0836864e+08    1,6097698e+08    2,6709543e+08    3,6767363e+08    5,1629835e+08   -2,5286616e+04    4,7399237e+06    1,5375950e+07    2,2291702e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1744711e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5455024e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4616290e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0487500    4,6913479e+07    8,0452164e+07    9,0427282e+07    1,0906779e+08    1,6201554e+08    2,6820340e+08    3,6928230e+08    5,1962931e+08   -2,5449799e+04    4,7238746e+06    1,5422667e+07    2,2435519e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1744711e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5455024e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4616290e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0490625    4,7214205e+07    8,0843805e+07    9,0936512e+07    1,0976694e+08    1,6305409e+08    2,6931137e+08    3,7089097e+08    5,2296027e+08   -2,5612977e+04    4,7078255e+06    1,5469383e+07    2,2579337e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1744711e+09    5,9728359e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5455024e+09    5,1477475e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4616290e+09    1,9965630e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0493750    4,7514931e+07    8,1235447e+07    9,1447387e+07    1,1046609e+08    1,6409265e+08    2,7041934e+08    3,7243651e+08    5,2629123e+08   -2,5776143e+04    4,6917764e+06    1,5497444e+07    2,2723154e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1744711e+09    5,9273038e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5455024e+09    4,8402603e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4616290e+09    1,9369250e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0496875    4,7815658e+07    8,1627088e+07    9,1952977e+07    1,1116525e+08    1,6513121e+08    2,7152731e+08    3,7394909e+08    5,2962218e+08   -2,5939379e+04    4,6757274e+06    1,5513235e+07    2,2866972e+07    3,3233899e+09    5,1744711e+09    5,9273038e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,5455024e+09    4,8402603e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    1,4616290e+09    1,9369250e+09    2,8441147e+09
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Figure 6.33: Variation of C11 and C33 components considering linear elastic polymer
Elasto-plastic Polymer
As demonstrated through the previous modal analysis, a plastic region is expected to be
generated along the direction of the imposed strain, namely at the bottom and the top of
the RVE for the case of normal strain in y-direction. The following stress-strain curve, in
terms of σyy and yy respectively, depicts this behavior and hence the contribution of the
fibers. A full bond model and even those of shear strength of 20 and 50 MPa lead to a
reduction of the strength due to the fact that the reinforcement is concentrated in the center
of the RVE generating thus a nonuniform distribution of the stiffness. As a result, the
imposed displacement field has a greater effect on non-reinforced regions and specifically on
the displaced boundaries. In terms of loss of strength, for the full bond model the strength
is reduced from 532 MPa to 262.8 MPa or 50.6 % while for a slight bond model, that is shear
strength of 20 MPa, the correspoding loss percentage is 25.1 %, namely from 272 MPa to
203.7 MPa.
Consequently, not only the random shape but mainly the spatial distribution of the
reinforcing fibers is the determinant factor of the RVE’s strength and overall response. In
addition, a more uniform distribution of the reinforcing components and hence of the total
stiffness, leads to a more effective performance of the representative volume. Now, a similar
conclusion can be drawn for the other stress components whose variation is illustrated in the
following figures (6.34 and 6.35).
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Strains Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d)
!xx #xx #yy $xy C11 C22 C33
0,0000000    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0003125    3,0089142e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    1,0388372e+06    3,3309571e+06    3,3309571e+06    3,3309571e+06   -1,5544411e+02    1,4381743e+05    1,4381743e+05    1,4381743e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0006250    6,0161779e+05    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    2,0773966e+06    6,6619143e+06    6,6619143e+06    6,6619143e+06   -3,1863357e+02    2,8763486e+05    2,8763486e+05    2,8763486e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0009375    9,0234416e+05    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    3,1159559e+06    9,9928714e+06    9,9928714e+06    9,9928714e+06   -4,8182303e+02    4,3145230e+05    4,3145230e+05    4,3145230e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0012500    1,2030705e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    4,1545153e+06    1,3323829e+07    1,3323829e+07    1,3323829e+07   -6,4501250e+02    5,7526973e+05    5,7526973e+05    5,7526973e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0015625    1,5037969e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    5,1930746e+06    1,6654786e+07    1,6654786e+07    1,6654786e+07   -8,0820196e+02    7,1908716e+05    7,1908716e+05    7,1908716e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0018750    1,8045233e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    6,2316340e+06    1,9985743e+07    1,9985743e+07    1,9985743e+07   -9,7139143e+02    8,6290459e+05    8,6290459e+05    8,6290459e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0021875    2,1052496e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    7,2701933e+06    2,3316700e+07    2,3316700e+07    2,3316700e+07   -1,1345809e+03    1,0067220e+06    1,0067220e+06    1,0067220e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0025000    2,4059760e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    8,3087527e+06    2,6647657e+07    2,6647657e+07    2,6647657e+07   -1,2977704e+03    1,1505395e+06    1,1505395e+06    1,1505395e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0028125    2,7067024e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    9,3473120e+06    2,9978614e+07    2,9978614e+07    2,9978614e+07   -1,4609598e+03    1,2943569e+06    1,2943569e+06    1,2943569e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0031250    3,0074287e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    1,0385871e+07    3,3309571e+07    3,3309571e+07    3,3309571e+07   -1,6241493e+03    1,4381743e+06    1,4381743e+06    1,4381743e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0034375    3,3081551e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    1,1424431e+07    3,6640528e+07    3,6640528e+07    3,6640528e+07   -1,7873388e+03    1,5819918e+06    1,5819918e+06    1,5819918e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0037500    3,6088815e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    1,2462990e+07    3,9971486e+07    3,9971486e+07    3,9971486e+07   -1,9505282e+03    1,7258092e+06    1,7258092e+06    1,7258092e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0040625    3,9096078e+06    9,0691237e+06    9,0889823e+06    9,0889823e+06    1,3501549e+07    4,3136753e+07    4,3302443e+07    4,3302443e+07   -2,1137177e+03    1,9295260e+06    1,8696266e+06    1,8696266e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0043750    4,2103342e+06    9,7378915e+06    9,7881348e+06    9,7881348e+06    1,4540109e+07    4,6205737e+07    4,6633400e+07    4,6633400e+07   -2,2769071e+03    2,1658010e+06    2,0134440e+06    2,0134440e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0046875    4,5110606e+06    1,0405370e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,5578668e+07    4,9270586e+07    4,9964357e+07    4,9964357e+07   -2,4400966e+03    2,4004865e+06    2,1572615e+06    2,1572615e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0050000    4,8117869e+06    1,1072849e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,6617227e+07    5,2335435e+07    5,3295314e+07    5,3295314e+07   -2,6032861e+03    2,6351720e+06    2,3010789e+06    2,3010789e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0053125    5,1125133e+06    1,1740328e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,7655787e+07    5,5400285e+07    5,6626271e+07    5,6626271e+07   -2,7664755e+03    2,8698575e+06    2,4448963e+06    2,4448963e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0056250    5,4132397e+06    1,2395400e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,8694346e+07    5,8393843e+07    5,9957228e+07    5,9957228e+07   -2,9296649e+03    3,0688654e+06    2,5887138e+06    2,5887138e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0059375    5,7139660e+06    1,3004590e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,9732905e+07    6,1138386e+07    6,3288185e+07    6,3288185e+07   -3,0928543e+03    3,1447503e+06    2,7325312e+06    2,7325312e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0062500    6,0146924e+06    1,3564668e+07    1,3983050e+07    1,3983050e+07    2,0771465e+07    6,3581711e+07    6,6619143e+07    6,6619143e+07   -3,2560437e+03    3,1850099e+06    2,8763486e+06    2,8763486e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0065625    6,3154188e+06    1,4120053e+07    1,4682202e+07    1,4682202e+07    2,1810024e+07    6,5964624e+07    6,9950100e+07    6,9950100e+07   -3,4192329e+03    3,2419607e+06    3,0201661e+06    3,0201661e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0068750    6,6161452e+06    1,4675438e+07    1,5381355e+07    1,5381355e+07    2,2848584e+07    6,8347537e+07    7,3281057e+07    7,3281057e+07   -3,5824219e+03    3,2989115e+06    3,1639835e+06    3,1639835e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0071875    6,9168715e+06    1,5230823e+07    1,6080507e+07    1,6080507e+07    2,3887143e+07    7,0730450e+07    7,6612014e+07    7,6612014e+07   -3,7456103e+03    3,3558623e+06    3,3078010e+06    3,3078010e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0075000    7,2175979e+06    1,5785124e+07    1,6779660e+07    1,6779660e+07    2,4925702e+07    7,3102314e+07    7,9942971e+07    7,9942971e+07   -3,9087978e+03    3,4167275e+06    3,4516185e+06    3,4516185e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0078125    7,5183243e+06    1,6338892e+07    1,7478812e+07    1,7478812e+07    2,5964262e+07    7,5468759e+07    8,3273928e+07    8,3273928e+07   -4,0719833e+03    3,4795128e+06    3,5954361e+06    3,5954361e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9409100e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0526442e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6816175e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0081250    7,8190507e+06    1,6892661e+07    1,8177965e+07    1,8177965e+07    2,7002821e+07    7,7835203e+07    8,6604885e+07    8,6604885e+07   -4,2351648e+03    3,5422981e+06    3,7392532e+06    3,7392532e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0084375    8,1197771e+06    1,7445605e+07    1,8877117e+07    1,8877117e+07    2,8041380e+07    8,0199371e+07    8,9935842e+07    8,9935842e+07   -4,3983383e+03    3,6038501e+06    3,8830707e+06    3,8830707e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0087500    8,4205035e+06    1,8000240e+07    1,9576270e+07    1,9576270e+07    2,9079940e+07    8,2524696e+07    9,3266800e+07    9,3266800e+07   -4,5614960e+03    3,6662576e+06    4,0268881e+06    4,0268881e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0090625    8,7212300e+06    1,8562872e+07    2,0275422e+07    2,0275422e+07    3,0118499e+07    8,4723712e+07    9,6597757e+07    9,6597757e+07   -4,7246218e+03    3,7339842e+06    4,1707055e+06    4,1707055e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0093750    9,0219567e+06    1,9125587e+07    2,0974575e+07    2,0974575e+07    3,1157058e+07    8,6921816e+07    9,9928714e+07    9,9928714e+07   -4,8876839e+03    3,8019981e+06    4,3145230e+06    4,3145230e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0096875    9,3226825e+06    1,9688301e+07    2,1649634e+07    2,1656226e+07    3,2195618e+07    8,9119921e+07    1,0305133e+08    1,0309647e+08   -5,0511280e+03    3,8700120e+06    4,4703809e+06    4,4502832e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0100000    9,6234088e+06    2,0243479e+07    2,2299592e+07    2,2328172e+07    3,3234177e+07    9,1313927e+07    1,0594790e+08    1,0617922e+08   -5,2143175e+03    3,9390586e+06    4,6752383e+06    4,5823708e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0103125    9,9241352e+06    2,0789512e+07    2,2939639e+07    2,2992319e+07    3,4272736e+07    9,3503006e+07    1,0873640e+08    1,0917136e+08   -5,3775070e+03    4,0133621e+06    4,8891851e+06    4,7115097e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5348309e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499784e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5845651e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0106250    1,0224862e+07    2,1335799e+07    2,3578517e+07    2,3655740e+07    3,5311296e+07    9,5683544e+07    1,1151444e+08    1,1215932e+08   -5,5406964e+03    4,0912004e+06    5,1022689e+06    4,8403724e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0109375    1,0525588e+07    2,1885997e+07    2,4216083e+07    2,4318671e+07    3,6349855e+07    9,7755396e+07    1,1428816e+08    1,1514581e+08   -5,7038859e+03    4,1918499e+06    5,3140209e+06    4,9690484e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0112500    1,0826314e+07    2,2437496e+07    2,4852557e+07    2,4981132e+07    3,7388414e+07    9,9797354e+07    1,1705833e+08    1,1813093e+08   -5,8670754e+03    4,2915286e+06    5,5247028e+06    5,0975448e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0115625    1,1127041e+07    2,2987947e+07    2,5488640e+07    2,5643141e+07    3,8426974e+07    1,0183469e+08    1,1982741e+08    1,2111476e+08   -6,0302648e+03    4,3902576e+06    5,7351591e+06    5,2258690e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0118750    1,1427767e+07    2,3533166e+07    2,6123244e+07    2,6298403e+07    3,9465533e+07    1,0384962e+08    1,2259005e+08    1,2406546e+08   -6,1934543e+03    4,4863729e+06    5,9444973e+06    5,3499586e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0121875    1,1728493e+07    2,4072833e+07    2,6748491e+07    2,6942821e+07    4,0504092e+07    1,0584173e+08    1,2530765e+08    1,2696366e+08   -6,3566438e+03    4,5827188e+06    6,1462733e+06    5,4690041e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0125000    1,2029220e+07    2,4612414e+07    2,7363433e+07    2,7580044e+07    4,1542652e+07    1,0783367e+08    1,2797805e+08    1,2982841e+08   -6,5198332e+03    4,6790443e+06    6,3430995e+06    5,5857952e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0128125    1,2329946e+07    2,5149266e+07    2,7976739e+07    2,8216691e+07    4,2581211e+07    1,0980319e+08    1,3064199e+08    1,3269177e+08   -6,6830227e+03    4,7810711e+06    6,5391681e+06    5,7024340e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0131250    1,2630673e+07    2,5677877e+07    2,8589551e+07    2,8852784e+07    4,3619770e+07    1,1171156e+08    1,3330478e+08    1,3555383e+08   -6,8462121e+03    4,8951095e+06    6,7350291e+06    5,8189285e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0134375    1,2931399e+07    2,6206335e+07    2,9201889e+07    2,9488346e+07    4,4658330e+07    1,1361965e+08    1,3596651e+08    1,3841467e+08   -7,0094016e+03    5,0090929e+06    6,9306922e+06    5,9352858e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0137500    1,3232125e+07    2,6731203e+07    2,9813771e+07    3,0120576e+07    4,5696889e+07    1,1552327e+08    1,3862723e+08    1,4123775e+08   -7,1725911e+03    5,1199409e+06    7,1261667e+06    6,0557791e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0140625    1,3532852e+07    2,7230721e+07    3,0423081e+07    3,0751259e+07    4,6735448e+07    1,1738418e+08    1,4125776e+08    1,4404625e+08   -7,3357805e+03    5,2135736e+06    7,3239601e+06    6,1776335e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0143750    1,3833578e+07    2,7730946e+07    3,1027847e+07    3,1367262e+07    4,7774008e+07    1,1922946e+08    1,4385637e+08    1,4679516e+08   -7,4989700e+03    5,3044861e+06    7,5129882e+06    6,2932983e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0146875    1,4134304e+07    2,8227973e+07    3,1585892e+07    3,1968181e+07    4,8812567e+07    1,2103697e+08    1,4621575e+08    1,4947902e+08   -7,6621594e+03    5,3836680e+06    7,5885774e+06    6,4120680e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9886305e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0387170e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4822060e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0150000    1,4435031e+07    2,8713035e+07    3,2124768e+07    3,2565110e+07    4,9851127e+07    1,2276701e+08    1,4847315e+08    1,5214582e+08   -7,8253487e+03    5,4384519e+06    7,6809911e+06    6,5353253e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0153125    1,4735757e+07    2,9191247e+07    3,2647658e+07    3,3155739e+07    5,0889686e+07    1,2447564e+08    1,5054510e+08    1,5478478e+08   -7,9885380e+03    5,4918602e+06    7,8136405e+06    6,6543580e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0156250    1,5036483e+07    2,9665297e+07    3,3140640e+07    3,3733951e+07    5,1928245e+07    1,2616679e+08    1,5250331e+08    1,5736694e+08   -8,1517270e+03    5,5436035e+06    7,8782145e+06    6,7644581e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0159375    1,5337210e+07    3,0135824e+07    3,3629696e+07    3,4311144e+07    5,2966805e+07    1,2780133e+08    1,5441971e+08    1,5994692e+08   -8,3149157e+03    5,5907782e+06    7,9350267e+06    6,8742345e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0162500    1,5637936e+07    3,0605583e+07    3,4114591e+07    3,4886206e+07    5,4005364e+07    1,2943471e+08    1,5632085e+08    1,6250715e+08   -8,4781035e+03    5,6375806e+06    7,9891853e+06    6,9863800e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,0928244e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0615633e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7812349e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0165625    1,5938663e+07    3,1078160e+07    3,4590911e+07    3,5450173e+07    5,5043923e+07    1,3106238e+08    1,5820756e+08    1,6497409e+08   -8,6412897e+03    5,6831897e+06    8,0368838e+06    7,1165073e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    5,9351739e+09    6,3260885e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0552477e+10    1,0630623e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7736576e+09    2,8371161e+09
0,0168750    1,6239389e+07    3,1557132e+07    3,5066588e+07    3,6006209e+07    5,6082483e+07    1,3267796e+08    1,6009304e+08    1,6740154e+08   -8,8044725e+03    5,7262163e+06    8,0844583e+06    7,2462511e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,8269166e+09    5,9343525e+09    6,2316259e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0355491e+10    1,0552072e+10    1,0617707e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3751296e+09    2,7736731e+09    2,8357499e+09
0,0171875    1,6540115e+07    3,2035913e+07    3,5541082e+07    3,6557504e+07    5,7121042e+07    1,3429328e+08    1,6196581e+08    1,6981080e+08   -8,9676488e+03    5,7692355e+06    8,1341165e+06    7,3728642e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,7184212e+09    5,8211317e+09    6,1337480e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0345262e+10    1,0529447e+10    1,0598345e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3687780e+09    2,7697898e+09    2,8325279e+09
0,0175000    1,6840842e+07    3,2513951e+07    3,6010188e+07    3,7103051e+07    5,8159601e+07    1,3590656e+08    1,6380050e+08    1,7219547e+08   -9,1308119e+03    5,8121088e+06    8,1915492e+06    7,4959027e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,5787091e+09    5,8200228e+09    6,0347925e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0308457e+10    1,0529685e+10    1,0575148e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3618867e+09    2,7700785e+09    2,8276950e+09
0,0178125    1,7141568e+07    3,2986193e+07    3,6471955e+07    3,7639328e+07    5,9198160e+07    1,3749266e+08    1,6560108e+08    1,7454765e+08   -9,2939487e+03    5,8535257e+06    8,2484296e+06    7,6117934e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,5333119e+09    5,7525602e+09    5,9026619e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0290273e+10    1,0527691e+10    1,0572933e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3592717e+09    2,7696988e+09    2,8265621e+09
0,0181250    1,7442294e+07    3,3455466e+07    3,6932382e+07    3,8168468e+07    6,0236720e+07    1,3903256e+08    1,6739534e+08    1,7688192e+08   -9,4572436e+03    5,8974187e+06    8,3068568e+06    7,7217484e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,4778175e+09    5,5586093e+09    5,6880284e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0278162e+10    1,0526637e+10    1,0572159e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3580066e+09    2,7652884e+09    2,8222146e+09
0,0184375    1,7743021e+07    3,3919883e+07    3,7387195e+07    3,8696462e+07    6,1275279e+07    1,4052420e+08    1,6915948e+08    1,7921216e+08   -9,6204330e+03    5,9394353e+06    8,3661988e+06    7,8312807e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,3505966e+09    5,4872447e+09    5,6864988e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0257789e+10    1,0526286e+10    1,0571801e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3316410e+09    2,7653183e+09    2,8223468e+09
0,0187500    1,8043747e+07    3,4386160e+07    3,7838905e+07    3,9225643e+07    6,2313839e+07    1,4196162e+08    1,7091145e+08    1,8152674e+08   -9,7836225e+03    5,9709694e+06    8,4240720e+06    7,9391188e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2841678e+09    5,4855879e+09    5,6099387e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0200151e+10    1,0525861e+10    1,0570792e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2816868e+09    2,7653732e+09    2,8203286e+09
0,0190625    1,8344474e+07    3,4851489e+07    3,8289691e+07    3,9751399e+07    6,3352398e+07    1,4337674e+08    1,7266191e+08    1,8378335e+08   -9,9468120e+03    6,0042916e+06    8,4818431e+06    8,0420226e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2837812e+09    5,3275528e+09    5,3597004e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0199801e+10    1,0523185e+10    1,0568083e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2816909e+09    2,7620870e+09    2,8184237e+09
0,0193750    1,8645200e+07    3,5315901e+07    3,8735578e+07    4,0260354e+07    6,4390957e+07    1,4478866e+08    1,7440151e+08    1,8594890e+08   -1,0110001e+04    6,0380229e+06    8,5353133e+06    8,1308168e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2594211e+09    5,1713700e+09    5,2692239e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0195779e+10    1,0522271e+10    1,0567607e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2810728e+09    2,7617948e+09    2,8179207e+09
0,0196875    1,8945926e+07    3,5784795e+07    3,9178710e+07    4,0753351e+07    6,5429517e+07    1,4615701e+08    1,7612779e+08    1,8806497e+08   -1,0273191e+04    6,0660229e+06    8,5844252e+06    8,2050692e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,1156106e+09    5,0856919e+09    5,2663757e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0182263e+10    1,0521694e+10    1,0567206e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2068685e+09    2,7614859e+09    2,8178958e+09
0,0200000    1,9246653e+07    3,6251586e+07    3,9622021e+07    4,1233598e+07    6,6468076e+07    1,4751237e+08    1,7783232e+08    1,9011935e+08   -1,0436380e+04    6,0900381e+06    8,6321456e+06    8,2647865e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0909497e+09    4,8840511e+09    5,2636011e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0179277e+10    1,0442877e+10    1,0566775e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2068154e+09    2,6696294e+09    2,8178503e+09
0,0203125    1,9547379e+07    3,6712284e+07    4,0064526e+07    4,1705689e+07    6,7506635e+07    1,4886331e+08    1,7948435e+08    1,9212896e+08   -1,0599570e+04    6,1090708e+06    8,6778769e+06    8,3151002e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0635393e+09    4,8133028e+09    5,2609260e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176963e+10    1,0433438e+10    1,0566347e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2058622e+09    2,6685231e+09    2,8178063e+09
0,0206250    1,9848105e+07    3,7173183e+07    4,0503260e+07    4,2167788e+07    6,8545195e+07    1,5019960e+08    1,8112464e+08    1,9407858e+08   -1,0762759e+04    6,1245898e+06    8,7234390e+06    8,3669518e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0630894e+09    4,7385170e+09    5,0099880e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176671e+10    1,0417650e+10    1,0553513e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059024e+09    2,6651402e+09    2,8143036e+09
0,0209375    2,0148832e+07    3,7632675e+07    4,0935903e+07    4,2601177e+07    6,9583754e+07    1,5151287e+08    1,8274117e+08    1,9589798e+08   -1,0925949e+04    6,1386892e+06    8,7630400e+06    8,3987806e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0626246e+09    4,4462363e+09    4,9357204e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176351e+10    1,0389605e+10    1,0533541e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059108e+09    2,6070068e+09    2,8083272e+09
0,0212500    2,0449558e+07    3,8089895e+07    4,1357207e+07    4,3019568e+07    7,0622313e+07    1,5280433e+08    1,8432504e+08    1,9765621e+08   -1,1089138e+04    6,1475665e+06    8,7926154e+06    8,4189861e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0621723e+09    4,3899118e+09    4,9323921e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176036e+10    1,0372146e+10    1,0533189e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059192e+09    2,6019737e+09    2,8084491e+09
0,0215625    2,0750284e+07    3,8542891e+07    4,1753790e+07    4,3428589e+07    7,1660873e+07    1,5408199e+08    1,8582746e+08    1,9937726e+08   -1,1252328e+04    6,1511587e+06    8,8002433e+06    8,4328494e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9954768e+09    4,3866743e+09    4,9290387e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0170833e+10    1,0372419e+10    1,0532522e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2058450e+09    2,6021124e+09    2,8083955e+09
0,0218750    2,1051011e+07    3,8995326e+07    4,2137348e+07    4,3831301e+07    7,2699432e+07    1,5535886e+08    1,8726984e+08    2,0107846e+08   -1,1415517e+04    6,1546656e+06    8,7978453e+06    8,4422235e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8705410e+09    4,3835358e+09    4,9258139e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0152441e+10    1,0372321e+10    1,0531863e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1812764e+09    2,6022009e+09    2,8083441e+09
0,0221875    2,1351737e+07    3,9446507e+07    4,2519288e+07    4,4216428e+07    7,3737991e+07    1,5663241e+08    1,8869838e+08    2,0268259e+08   -1,1578707e+04    6,1577665e+06    8,7941189e+06    8,4353167e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8699362e+09    4,3805141e+09    4,8720636e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0152257e+10    1,0372224e+10    1,0508616e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1812991e+09    2,6022876e+09    2,7993591e+09
0,0225000    2,1652464e+07    3,9895169e+07    4,2900318e+07    4,4595953e+07    7,4776551e+07    1,5788655e+08    1,9011714e+08    2,0422591e+08   -1,1741896e+04    6,1578270e+06    8,7892379e+06    8,4334325e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8629480e+09    4,3776058e+09    4,8690743e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0072440e+10    1,0372126e+10    1,0508420e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1184679e+09    2,6023727e+09    2,7993594e+09
0,0228125    2,1953190e+07    4,0343623e+07    4,3275510e+07    4,4966952e+07    7,5815110e+07    1,5912928e+08    1,9150864e+08    2,0572787e+08   -1,1905086e+04    6,1549854e+06    8,7822325e+06    8,4322194e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7937422e+09    4,3748075e+09    4,8661834e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0064365e+10    1,0372029e+10    1,0507642e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167520e+09    2,6024561e+09    2,7992947e+09
0,0231250    2,2253916e+07    4,0790964e+07    4,3629777e+07    4,5321292e+07    7,6853670e+07    1,6035504e+08    1,9278543e+08    2,0718207e+08   -1,2068275e+04    6,1478410e+06    8,7616316e+06    8,4190682e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7619696e+09    4,2593202e+09    4,7349942e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0060940e+10    1,0356236e+10    1,0482228e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167239e+09    2,5967446e+09    2,7865770e+09
0,0234375    2,2554643e+07    4,1237448e+07    4,3980544e+07    4,5658819e+07    7,7892229e+07    1,6157332e+08    1,9399780e+08    2,0856689e+08   -1,2231465e+04    6,1389356e+06    8,7448164e+06    8,3955171e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7612887e+09    4,1987382e+09    4,6910631e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0061030e+10    1,0345767e+10    1,0473471e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167373e+09    2,5939213e+09    2,7816341e+09
0,0237500    2,2855369e+07    4,1683773e+07    4,4313648e+07    4,5983863e+07    7,8930788e+07    1,6279015e+08    1,9514526e+08    2,0989900e+08   -1,2394656e+04    6,1296226e+06    8,7202589e+06    8,3671475e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,6409445e+09    4,0860148e+09    4,6875884e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0050593e+10    1,0344321e+10    1,0472673e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1164127e+09    2,5621209e+09    2,7815504e+09
0,0240625    2,3156095e+07    4,2132433e+07    4,4643606e+07    4,6289021e+07    7,9969348e+07    1,6398987e+08    1,9625541e+08    2,1113641e+08   -1,2557847e+04    6,1164594e+06    8,6884719e+06    8,3499325e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,6031070e+09    4,0829346e+09    4,6842090e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0040625e+10    1,0343832e+10    1,0471295e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1147942e+09    2,5622379e+09    2,7814211e+09
0,0243750    2,3456822e+07    4,2580901e+07    4,4971638e+07    4,6580610e+07    8,1007907e+07    1,6518432e+08    1,9732598e+08    2,1230148e+08   -1,2721040e+04    6,1033707e+06    8,6553029e+06    8,3297143e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5261969e+09    4,0800126e+09    4,4397851e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0027387e+10    1,0343777e+10    1,0461823e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1136287e+09    2,5624629e+09    2,7730509e+09
0,0246875    2,3757548e+07    4,3029237e+07    4,5284915e+07    4,6867394e+07    8,2046466e+07    1,6637072e+08    1,9834554e+08    2,1345246e+08   -1,2884237e+04    6,0901133e+06    8,6156630e+06    8,3077168e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5249458e+09    3,9440216e+09    4,3930161e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0027700e+10    1,0342763e+10    1,0460118e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1136883e+09    2,5605982e+09    2,7698197e+09
0,0250000    2,4058275e+07    4,3474757e+07    4,5593830e+07    4,7138931e+07    8,3085025e+07    1,6752159e+08    1,9933817e+08    2,1455052e+08   -1,3047442e+04    6,0751780e+06    8,5697470e+06    8,2805502e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4901295e+09    3,9062036e+09    4,1202826e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0026278e+10    1,0341880e+10    1,0444101e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1129297e+09    2,5601445e+09    2,7542328e+09
0,0253125    2,4359001e+07    4,3913841e+07    4,5906748e+07    4,7392272e+07    8,4123585e+07    1,6861428e+08    2,0030077e+08    2,1559467e+08   -1,3210662e+04    6,0438661e+06    8,5251908e+06    8,2558020e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4889762e+09    3,7576641e+09    4,0035888e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0026338e+10    1,0333079e+10    1,0433561e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1129426e+09    2,5473601e+09    2,7412680e+09
0,0256250    2,4659727e+07    4,4343059e+07    4,6221675e+07    4,7634341e+07    8,5162144e+07    1,6965576e+08    2,0122705e+08    2,1659432e+08   -1,3373912e+04    6,0012187e+06    8,4769256e+06    8,2391503e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4484175e+09    3,5175058e+09    3,8967030e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019487e+10    1,0328990e+10    1,0422505e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1119937e+09    2,5338718e+09    2,7342386e+09
0,0259375    2,4960454e+07    4,4765218e+07    4,6527963e+07    4,7866171e+07    8,6200702e+07    1,7066847e+08    2,0212697e+08    2,1756610e+08   -1,3537222e+04    5,9540485e+06    8,4238883e+06    8,2125414e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4471663e+09    3,3258339e+09    3,5267004e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019504e+10    1,0323019e+10    1,0413215e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120185e+09    2,5213057e+09    2,7221823e+09
0,0262500    2,5261180e+07    4,5175090e+07    4,6819852e+07    4,8093795e+07    8,7239263e+07    1,7163584e+08    2,0299499e+08    2,1852062e+08   -1,3700170e+04    5,9052843e+06    8,3659893e+06    8,1854376e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4459450e+09    3,2344178e+09    3,4844826e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019511e+10    1,0320038e+10    1,0403706e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120408e+09    2,5204078e+09    2,7217173e+09
0,0265625    2,5561906e+07    4,5583450e+07    4,7109284e+07    4,8317219e+07    8,8277822e+07    1,7259696e+08    2,0385182e+08    2,1943884e+08   -1,3863359e+04    5,8578501e+06    8,3095375e+06    8,1556503e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4447542e+09    3,0834307e+09    3,3468855e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019518e+10    1,0318233e+10    1,0400490e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120629e+09    2,5177354e+09    2,7178856e+09
0,0268750    2,5862633e+07    4,5990370e+07    4,7388505e+07    4,8529766e+07    8,9316382e+07    1,7354606e+08    2,0466797e+08    2,2032048e+08   -1,4026549e+04    5,8142639e+06    8,2498164e+06    8,1242919e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4075490e+09    2,9543969e+09    3,2186087e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0008026e+10    1,0312450e+10    1,0396464e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1013464e+09    2,5056321e+09    2,7168957e+09
0,0271875    2,6163359e+07    4,6397676e+07    4,7663335e+07    4,8738393e+07    9,0354941e+07    1,7447676e+08    2,0547394e+08    2,2119672e+08   -1,4189738e+04    5,7773521e+06    8,1902625e+06    8,0930663e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4064310e+09    2,9462525e+09    3,1600711e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0008027e+10    1,0311273e+10    1,0391668e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1013667e+09    2,5056253e+09    2,7157879e+09
0,0275000    2,6464085e+07    4,6793467e+07    4,7924141e+07    4,8942631e+07    9,1393500e+07    1,7537776e+08    2,0624392e+08    2,2206565e+08   -1,4352928e+04    5,7373591e+06    8,1231856e+06    8,0625475e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,3716372e+09    2,9381704e+09    3,1190265e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0007467e+10    1,0309423e+10    1,0388169e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1012577e+09    2,5054610e+09    2,7115396e+09
0,0278125    2,6764812e+07    4,7184842e+07    4,8167007e+07    4,9142294e+07    9,2432060e+07    1,7627001e+08    2,0696676e+08    2,2292338e+08   -1,4516117e+04    5,6964165e+06    8,0503920e+06    8,0318093e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,3242891e+09    2,8605234e+09    3,1104819e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0005521e+10    1,0300695e+10    1,0384830e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1009085e+09    2,4965445e+09    2,7110569e+09
0,0281250    2,7065538e+07    4,7570278e+07    4,8406142e+07    4,9341580e+07    9,3470619e+07    1,7713203e+08    2,0768377e+08    2,2376910e+08   -1,4679306e+04    5,6614428e+06    7,9771684e+06    7,9950422e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,2675012e+09    2,7707392e+09    3,0336232e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9879408e+09    1,0288239e+10    1,0380633e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0904697e+09    2,4888447e+09    2,7092378e+09
0,0284375    2,7366265e+07    4,7949905e+07    4,8642523e+07    4,9539418e+07    9,4509178e+07    1,7796191e+08    2,0839734e+08    2,2460521e+08   -1,4842496e+04    5,6289685e+06    7,9037283e+06    7,9552450e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,2083754e+09    2,7267222e+09    3,0254874e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9862058e+09    1,0286468e+10    1,0377510e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0884701e+09    2,4885634e+09    2,7088279e+09
0,0287500    2,7666991e+07    4,8324906e+07    4,8876191e+07    4,9736468e+07    9,5547738e+07    1,7876467e+08    2,0910758e+08    2,2541313e+08   -1,5005685e+04    5,5931613e+06    7,8300783e+06    7,9176651e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,1914826e+09    2,6846230e+09    3,0175515e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9832190e+09    1,0281389e+10    1,0374304e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0858530e+09    2,4834999e+09    2,7083878e+09
0,0290625    2,7967717e+07    4,8685493e+07    4,9100229e+07    4,9931365e+07    9,6586297e+07    1,7951583e+08    2,0979787e+08    2,2621712e+08   -1,5168875e+04    5,5551926e+06    7,7648076e+06    7,8798459e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,1898681e+09    2,6497985e+09    2,9892319e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9832001e+09    1,0276546e+10    1,0370117e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0858875e+09    2,4824792e+09    2,7060113e+09
0,0293750    2,8268444e+07    4,9042448e+07    4,9321545e+07    5,0127615e+07    9,7624856e+07    1,8025409e+08    2,1047529e+08    2,2701224e+08   -1,5332064e+04    5,5161934e+06    7,7049396e+06    7,8409258e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,1519008e+09    2,6240146e+09    2,9204214e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9827389e+09    1,0273640e+10    1,0361199e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0851711e+09    2,4812400e+09    2,7033002e+09
0,0296875    2,8569170e+07    4,9396722e+07    4,9540256e+07    5,0322636e+07    9,8663416e+07    1,8098296e+08    2,1114384e+08    2,2779439e+08   -1,5495254e+04    5,4746763e+06    7,6475612e+06    7,7968102e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,1501944e+09    2,5902091e+09    2,8926252e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9825890e+09    1,0270169e+10    1,0357806e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0852217e+09    2,4800029e+09    2,6929997e+09
0,0300000    2,8869896e+07    4,9743127e+07    4,9754878e+07    5,0513970e+07    9,9701975e+07    1,8169734e+08    2,1179336e+08    2,2857042e+08   -1,5658443e+04    5,4295846e+06    7,5919745e+06    7,7528187e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,1133981e+09    2,5602997e+09    2,8053659e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9787824e+09    1,0266819e+10    1,0344680e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0800812e+09    2,4797898e+09    2,6624767e+09
0,0303125    2,9170623e+07    5,0080121e+07    4,9965894e+07    5,0701659e+07    1,0074053e+08    1,8239386e+08    2,1243210e+08    2,2934066e+08   -1,5821633e+04    5,3845153e+06    7,5355131e+06    7,7099227e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,0956352e+09    2,5063720e+09    2,7058040e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9786986e+09    1,0264700e+10    1,0332069e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0773137e+09    2,4727399e+09    2,6505992e+09
0,0306250    2,9471349e+07    5,0413236e+07    5,0176897e+07    5,0879620e+07    1,0177909e+08    1,8308250e+08    2,1303553e+08    2,3008942e+08   -1,5984822e+04    5,3387635e+06    7,4892998e+06    7,6751882e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,0694482e+09    2,4598486e+09    2,5634483e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9743104e+09    1,0257744e+10    1,0319679e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0761215e+09    2,4666584e+09    2,6101113e+09
0,0309375    2,9772076e+07    5,0743685e+07    5,0386881e+07    5,1047725e+07    1,0281765e+08    1,8376643e+08    2,1362745e+08    2,3082465e+08   -1,6148012e+04    5,2937355e+06    7,4420412e+06    7,6336815e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,0146148e+09    2,4016125e+09    2,5306935e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9694691e+09    1,0234396e+10    1,0287755e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0693877e+09    2,4475019e+09    2,5957458e+09
0,0312500    3,0072802e+07    5,1068565e+07    5,0592663e+07    5,1211803e+07    1,0385621e+08    1,8443670e+08    2,1420559e+08    2,3155490e+08   -1,6311202e+04    5,2486125e+06    7,3915218e+06    7,5904531e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,9523110e+09    2,3873850e+09    2,5063231e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9633936e+09    1,0232256e+10    1,0271183e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0685281e+09    2,4398461e+09    2,5946810e+09
0,0315625    3,0373528e+07    5,1386555e+07    5,0791187e+07    5,1365330e+07    1,0489477e+08    1,8508804e+08    2,1475115e+08    2,3226283e+08   -1,6474392e+04    5,2024864e+06    7,3439141e+06    7,5564814e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,8900691e+09    2,3528789e+09    2,4320874e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9603236e+09    1,0226733e+10    1,0254811e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0614454e+09    2,4318160e+09    2,5868256e+09
0,0318750    3,0674255e+07    5,1695202e+07    5,0987881e+07    5,1509848e+07    1,0593333e+08    1,8571077e+08    2,1529119e+08    2,3294951e+08   -1,6637582e+04    5,1590119e+06    7,2973629e+06    7,5245613e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,8553744e+09    2,2273605e+09    2,3748005e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9588698e+09    1,0219650e+10    1,0242950e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0602462e+09    2,4127826e+09    2,5656095e+09
0,0321875    3,0974981e+07    5,1990786e+07    5,1176226e+07    5,1645105e+07    1,0697189e+08    1,8629127e+08    2,1581707e+08    2,3361695e+08   -1,6800774e+04    5,1207970e+06    7,2543644e+06    7,4842912e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,7794006e+09    2,1540540e+09    2,3676782e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9580182e+09    1,0206149e+10    1,0239496e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0549642e+09    2,3826832e+09    2,5650580e+09
0,0325000    3,1275707e+07    5,2278421e+07    5,1356794e+07    5,1777898e+07    1,0801045e+08    1,8685000e+08    2,1632471e+08    2,3428083e+08   -1,6963968e+04    5,0783448e+06    7,2059655e+06    7,4438132e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,7351222e+09    2,1383295e+09    2,3408250e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9548633e+09    1,0197663e+10    1,0225712e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0549397e+09    2,3800113e+09    2,5622301e+09
0,0328125    3,1576434e+07    5,2561641e+07    5,1534772e+07    5,1907249e+07    1,0904901e+08    1,8739280e+08    2,1682954e+08    2,3493637e+08   -1,7127167e+04    5,0368758e+06    7,1577301e+06    7,4029268e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,7176760e+09    2,0712689e+09    2,2953060e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9541085e+09    1,0175162e+10    1,0220522e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0546714e+09    2,3771232e+09    2,5596167e+09
0,0331250    3,1877160e+07    5,2842105e+07    5,1711592e+07    5,2035451e+07    1,1008757e+08    1,8791486e+08    2,1733008e+08    2,3558200e+08   -1,7290376e+04    4,9943173e+06    7,1074400e+06    7,3616008e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,5563125e+09    2,0085652e+09    2,2270216e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9459084e+09    1,0163485e+10    1,0214576e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0514662e+09    2,3632255e+09    2,5582846e+09
0,0334375    3,2177886e+07    5,3120333e+07    5,1886023e+07    5,2161096e+07    1,1112613e+08    1,8843250e+08    2,1782630e+08    2,3622365e+08   -1,7453603e+04    4,9520869e+06    7,0567982e+06    7,3204317e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,5481233e+09    1,9836346e+09    2,1427155e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9456040e+09    1,0155282e+10    1,0191704e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0505549e+09    2,3558777e+09    2,5411043e+09
0,0337500    3,2478613e+07    5,3395813e+07    5,2059105e+07    5,2284971e+07    1,1216469e+08    1,8893588e+08    2,1831004e+08    2,3686356e+08   -1,7616868e+04    4,9077983e+06    7,0051108e+06    7,2792298e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,4796018e+09    1,9784237e+09    2,1274913e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9414001e+09    1,0153385e+10    1,0180588e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0504028e+09    2,3556486e+09    2,5405258e+09
0,0340625    3,2779339e+07    5,3669770e+07    5,2230233e+07    5,2406393e+07    1,1320325e+08    1,8942800e+08    2,1879132e+08    2,3749959e+08   -1,7779906e+04    4,8648889e+06    6,9537673e+06    7,2368671e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,3962727e+09    1,9504933e+09    2,0996685e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9385414e+09    1,0150901e+10    1,0121999e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0503105e+09    2,3440198e+09    2,5334280e+09
0,0343750    3,3080066e+07    5,3941321e+07    5,3228183e+07    5,2522884e+07    1,1424181e+08    1,8991067e+08    2,1873084e+08    2,3812096e+08   -1,7943096e+04    4,8233110e+06    6,5147337e+06    7,1912362e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,3909073e+09    1,8484464e+09    2,0641636e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9382970e+09    1,0088742e+10    1,0117338e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0503285e+09    2,3255279e+09    2,5187403e+09
0,0346875    3,3380792e+07    5,4210524e+07    5,3418263e+07    5,2637605e+07    1,1528037e+08    1,9039091e+08    2,1924571e+08    2,3872746e+08   -1,8106285e+04    4,7820371e+06    6,4811604e+06    7,1474023e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,3768840e+09    1,8061297e+09    2,0259630e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8992305e+09    1,0076242e+10    1,0094222e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0422890e+09    2,3230361e+09    2,5007734e+09
0,0350000    3,3681518e+07    5,4476900e+07    5,3592829e+07    5,2746529e+07    1,1631892e+08    1,9086793e+08    2,1971153e+08    2,3932254e+08   -1,8269475e+04    4,7400374e+06    6,4379667e+06    7,1080987e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,3234786e+09    1,6709900e+09    1,9908115e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8908556e+09    1,0027915e+10    1,0050476e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0366420e+09    2,2964753e+09    2,4849195e+09
0,0353125    3,3982245e+07    5,4738329e+07    5,3764928e+07    5,2854050e+07    1,1735748e+08    1,9133746e+08    2,2016586e+08    2,3991393e+08   -1,8432664e+04    4,6971190e+06    6,3963203e+06    7,0700377e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,2807859e+09    1,6651639e+09    1,9512083e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8768731e+09    1,0025313e+10    1,0035390e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0339131e+09    2,2960724e+09    2,4759024e+09
0,0356250    3,4282971e+07    5,4996700e+07    5,3937921e+07    5,2960205e+07    1,1839604e+08    1,9178810e+08    2,2060808e+08    2,4050170e+08   -1,8595854e+04    4,6571093e+06    6,3555911e+06    7,0332053e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,2424444e+09    1,6594202e+09    1,9450241e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8718255e+09    1,0021880e+10    1,0030283e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0321346e+09    2,2955607e+09    2,4753387e+09
0,0359375    3,4583697e+07    5,5253125e+07    5,4110060e+07    5,3064824e+07    1,1943460e+08    1,9222326e+08    2,2104651e+08    2,4108798e+08   -1,8759043e+04    4,6189482e+06    6,3142965e+06    6,9963699e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,1994854e+09    1,6401462e+09    1,8421534e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8626377e+09    1,0009376e+10    9,9756787e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0246528e+09    2,2847412e+09    2,4609625e+09
0,0362500    3,4884424e+07    5,5505482e+07    5,4283792e+07    5,3167493e+07    1,2047316e+08    1,9265274e+08    2,2146698e+08    2,4166759e+08   -1,8922233e+04    4,5803222e+06    6,2693051e+06    6,9622516e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,1543326e+09    1,5803802e+09    1,7776828e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8161608e+09    9,9649342e+09    9,9693099e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0022618e+09    2,2806854e+09    2,4589285e+09
0,0365625    3,5185150e+07    5,5754788e+07    5,4456638e+07    5,3268558e+07    1,2151172e+08    1,9307817e+08    2,2187849e+08    2,4224397e+08   -1,9085422e+04    4,5423580e+06    6,2196553e+06    6,9291386e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,1393584e+09    1,5751567e+09    1,7365278e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8156331e+09    9,9613363e+09    9,9638284e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0011247e+09    2,2802569e+09    2,4564531e+09
0,0368750    3,5485877e+07    5,5998694e+07    5,4627884e+07    5,3368214e+07    1,2255028e+08    1,9348519e+08    2,2228885e+08    2,4281906e+08   -1,9248611e+04    4,5032195e+06    6,1699142e+06    6,8960210e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,0566517e+09    1,5389153e+09    1,7011773e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7767597e+09    9,9570063e+09    9,9583280e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9951447e+09    2,2797045e+09    2,4553305e+09
0,0371875    3,5786603e+07    5,6236404e+07    5,4796822e+07    5,3466498e+07    1,2358884e+08    1,9386859e+08    2,2269696e+08    2,4339289e+08   -1,9411801e+04    4,4564510e+06    6,1194548e+06    6,8629004e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,9894060e+09    1,5190689e+09    1,6898841e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7618840e+09    9,9529831e+09    9,9517639e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9896409e+09    2,2713181e+09    2,4548127e+09
0,0375000    3,6087329e+07    5,6473433e+07    5,4962736e+07    5,3563371e+07    1,2462740e+08    1,9424637e+08    2,2309940e+08    2,4396516e+08   -1,9574990e+04    4,4115078e+06    6,0682740e+06    6,8294698e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,9846177e+09    1,4906919e+09    1,6821059e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7611887e+09    9,9391669e+09    9,9436853e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9895602e+09    2,2615304e+09    2,4530701e+09
0,0378125    3,6388056e+07    5,6706973e+07    5,5128124e+07    5,3658535e+07    1,2566596e+08    1,9461497e+08    2,2349277e+08    2,4453431e+08   -1,9738180e+04    4,3682637e+06    6,0190251e+06    6,7942972e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,9403442e+09    1,4857324e+09    1,6281839e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7594813e+09    9,9354641e+09    9,9382319e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9883781e+09    2,2610748e+09    2,4382769e+09
0,0381250    3,6688782e+07    5,6936234e+07    5,5292540e+07    5,3749499e+07    1,2670452e+08    1,9497671e+08    2,2388390e+08    2,4509759e+08   -1,9901369e+04    4,3230235e+06    5,9686227e+06    6,7561403e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,9356570e+09    1,4446974e+09    1,5999072e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7584363e+09    9,9304211e+09    9,9147426e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9882043e+09    2,2566058e+09    2,4273552e+09
0,0384375    3,6989508e+07    5,7162026e+07    5,5454119e+07    5,3834545e+07    1,2774308e+08    1,9532898e+08    2,2426730e+08    2,4565223e+08   -2,0064559e+04    4,2769924e+06    5,9181505e+06    6,7132432e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,8994774e+09    1,4294948e+09    1,5909998e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7288806e+09    9,9225866e+09    9,9096596e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9858519e+09    2,2556815e+09    2,4266140e+09
0,0387500    3,7290235e+07    5,7383976e+07    5,5614593e+07    5,3918373e+07    1,2878164e+08    1,9567055e+08    2,2464952e+08    2,4620580e+08   -2,0227748e+04    4,2329665e+06    5,8678217e+06    6,6703736e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,8002441e+09    1,3986049e+09    1,5599410e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5407107e+09    9,9119544e+09    9,8946834e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9468154e+09    2,2491183e+09    2,4199485e+09
0,0390625    3,7590961e+07    5,7604023e+07    5,5774742e+07    5,4000216e+07    1,2982020e+08    1,9601055e+08    2,2502826e+08    2,4675245e+08   -2,0390938e+04    4,1889522e+06    5,8192083e+06    6,6251144e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,7680396e+09    1,3740106e+09    1,5073721e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5324955e+09    9,9077860e+09    9,8742605e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9408097e+09    2,2485200e+09    2,4132390e+09
0,0393750    3,7891687e+07    5,7821727e+07    5,5933607e+07    5,4080120e+07    1,3085876e+08    1,9634745e+08    2,2539545e+08    2,4729401e+08   -2,0554127e+04    4,1449959e+06    5,7755752e+06    6,5780823e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,7631017e+09    1,3195686e+09    1,5010095e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5310690e+09    9,8975547e+09    9,8679537e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9407001e+09    2,2403360e+09    2,4125582e+09
0,0396875    3,8192414e+07    5,8035849e+07    5,6091268e+07    5,4156302e+07    1,3189731e+08    1,9667970e+08    2,2573832e+08    2,4782774e+08   -2,0717317e+04    4,0992772e+06    5,7392028e+06    6,5271177e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,7023377e+09    1,2683285e+09    1,4424218e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5024596e+09    9,8931308e+09    9,8513305e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8492471e+09    2,2398653e+09    2,4053780e+09
0,0400000    3,8493140e+07    5,8247372e+07    5,6246481e+07    5,4231387e+07    1,3293587e+08    1,9700830e+08    2,2607188e+08    2,4835831e+08   -2,0880506e+04    4,0550518e+06    5,7061319e+06    6,4768303e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,6876308e+09    1,2216002e+09    1,4034856e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4986309e+09    9,8418904e+09    9,7579508e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8491408e+09    2,2225914e+09    2,3713318e+09
0,0403125    3,8793867e+07    5,8454125e+07    5,6401261e+07    5,4305356e+07    1,3397443e+08    1,9732326e+08    2,2639875e+08    2,4888794e+08   -2,1043696e+04    4,0127839e+06    5,6747307e+06    6,4265905e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,6650014e+09    1,2169487e+09    1,3785202e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4966373e+09    9,8383743e+09    9,7526519e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8449752e+09    2,2222012e+09    2,3703128e+09
0,0406250    3,9094593e+07    5,8656735e+07    5,6554692e+07    5,4378237e+07    1,3501299e+08    1,9762653e+08    2,2672470e+08    2,4941667e+08   -2,1206886e+04    3,9719893e+06    5,6432720e+06    6,3763978e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,6294273e+09    1,1877420e+09    1,3149667e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4933784e+09    9,8345713e+09    9,7366776e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8416297e+09    2,2217583e+09    2,3696079e+09
0,0409375    3,9395319e+07    5,8855329e+07    5,6703354e+07    5,4449925e+07    1,3605155e+08    1,9791547e+08    2,2704609e+08    2,4994032e+08   -2,1370076e+04    3,9309565e+06    5,6083279e+06    6,3242667e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,6145293e+09    1,1656322e+09    1,3077238e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4725976e+09    9,8304969e+09    9,7280270e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8373514e+09    2,2133065e+09    2,3679791e+09
0,0412500    3,9696046e+07    5,9051816e+07    5,6847326e+07    5,4521004e+07    1,3709011e+08    1,9820150e+08    2,2735980e+08    2,5045947e+08   -2,1533266e+04    3,8909102e+06    5,5694151e+06    6,2710259e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,5864899e+09    1,1327450e+09    1,1804482e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4703569e+09    9,8213866e+09    9,6810232e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8351353e+09    2,2017918e+09    2,3625569e+09
0,0415625    3,9996772e+07    5,9245246e+07    5,6988596e+07    5,4591252e+07    1,3812867e+08    1,9848129e+08    2,2766588e+08    2,5097734e+08   -2,1696458e+04    3,8538306e+06    5,5300305e+06    6,2174449e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,5433408e+09    1,1014583e+09    1,1648938e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4638203e+09    9,7782734e+09    9,6759685e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8317046e+09    2,1974530e+09    2,3511823e+09
0,0418750    4,0297498e+07    5,9436521e+07    5,7129545e+07    5,4659529e+07    1,3916723e+08    1,9875853e+08    2,2796414e+08    2,5149076e+08   -2,1859643e+04    3,8174025e+06    5,4930830e+06    6,1641500e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,5203161e+09    1,0972874e+09    1,1417321e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4576351e+09    9,7751177e+09    9,6640323e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8217172e+09    2,1971105e+09    2,3488683e+09
0,0421875    4,0598225e+07    5,9625978e+07    5,7271876e+07    5,4727709e+07    1,4020579e+08    1,9903209e+08    2,2825112e+08    2,5199389e+08   -2,2022832e+04    3,7805558e+06    5,4587271e+06    6,1144348e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,4734199e+09    1,0433003e+09    1,1034908e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4523477e+09    9,7643893e+09    9,6572632e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8111345e+09    2,1965565e+09    2,3460515e+09
0,0425000    4,0898951e+07    5,9813677e+07    5,7416043e+07    5,4795582e+07    1,4124435e+08    1,9930278e+08    2,2852814e+08    2,5249357e+08   -2,2186022e+04    3,7436212e+06    5,4265551e+06    6,0660339e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,4406824e+09    9,4399019e+08    1,0593258e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4503932e+09    9,7587569e+09    9,6514452e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8084844e+09    2,1960909e+09    2,3444111e+09
0,0428125    4,1199678e+07    5,9999707e+07    5,7558865e+07    5,4862788e+07    1,4228291e+08    1,9957224e+08    2,2880096e+08    2,5298929e+08   -2,2349211e+04    3,7066726e+06    5,3929865e+06    6,0194980e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,3729182e+09    9,3090457e+08    1,0341081e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4101417e+09    9,7492005e+09    9,6456157e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8026673e+09    2,1846457e+09    2,3434008e+09
0,0431250    4,1500404e+07    6,0182043e+07    5,7701236e+07    5,4920686e+07    1,4332147e+08    1,9983618e+08    2,2906778e+08    2,5346757e+08   -2,2512401e+04    3,6701441e+06    5,3612426e+06    5,9827550e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,3414461e+09    9,1234881e+08    1,0278658e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4077919e+09    9,7453344e+09    9,6400636e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8021906e+09    2,1839269e+09    2,3429576e+09
0,0434375    4,1801130e+07    6,0359794e+07    5,7842790e+07    5,4976844e+07    1,4436003e+08    2,0009295e+08    2,2932739e+08    2,5394335e+08   -2,2675590e+04    3,6352166e+06    5,3321263e+06    5,9469818e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,3011247e+09    8,7773935e+08    1,0217588e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4040930e+09    9,7413043e+09    9,6345663e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7976182e+09    2,1778363e+09    2,3425199e+09
0,0437500    4,2101857e+07    6,0535340e+07    5,7984194e+07    5,5029524e+07    1,4539859e+08    2,0034348e+08    2,2958099e+08    2,5440954e+08   -2,2838780e+04    3,5995114e+06    5,3001449e+06    5,9143809e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,2507903e+09    8,3629728e+08    9,9346183e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3804500e+09    9,7373594e+09    9,6233405e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7907052e+09    2,1748805e+09    2,3080602e+09
0,0440625    4,2402583e+07    6,0708242e+07    5,8125629e+07    5,5079230e+07    1,4643715e+08    2,0058722e+08    2,2982480e+08    2,5486262e+08   -2,3001969e+04    3,5633117e+06    5,2663382e+06    5,8861092e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,2188868e+09    8,1815807e+08    9,8765830e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3391830e+09    9,7332582e+09    9,6181214e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7757770e+09    2,1744233e+09    2,3076188e+09
0,0443750    4,2703309e+07    6,1214152e+07    5,8266534e+07    5,5128154e+07    1,4747571e+08    2,0071388e+08    2,3006258e+08    2,5531189e+08   -2,3165159e+04    3,3437834e+06    5,2340580e+06    5,8581008e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,1454977e+09    8,1255551e+08    9,4468637e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3185929e+09    9,7294406e+09    9,5886616e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7646432e+09    2,1741091e+09    2,3022815e+09
0,0446875    4,3004036e+07    6,1380826e+07    5,8406293e+07    5,5177508e+07    1,4851426e+08    2,0094102e+08    2,3029940e+08    2,5575875e+08   -2,3328348e+04    3,3160522e+06    5,2017902e+06    5,8310931e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,0499471e+09    7,7201323e+08    9,1262440e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3092792e+09    9,6989047e+09    9,5826108e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7639613e+09    2,1591387e+09    2,3014180e+09
0,0450000    4,3304762e+07    6,1544703e+07    5,8544922e+07    5,5226618e+07    1,4955282e+08    2,0116273e+08    2,3053528e+08    2,5620121e+08   -2,3491538e+04    3,2856226e+06    5,1695356e+06    5,8021974e+06    3,3233899e+09    9,5911856e+08    7,4017221e+08    8,9426691e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2946284e+09    9,6933829e+09    9,5755692e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7590855e+09    2,1586443e+09    2,2980170e+09
0,0453125    4,3605488e+07    6,1705991e+07    5,8682437e+07    5,5275024e+07    1,5059138e+08    2,0138133e+08    2,3077025e+08    2,5664135e+08   -2,3654727e+04    3,2555057e+06    5,1372946e+06    5,7727776e+06    3,3233899e+09    9,2992991e+08    7,2743034e+08    8,8665931e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2852728e+09    9,6797484e+09    9,5633590e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7578816e+09    2,1560196e+09    2,2883465e+09
0,0456250    4,3906215e+07    6,1865220e+07    5,8818853e+07    5,5322618e+07    1,5162994e+08    2,0158514e+08    2,3100432e+08    2,5707564e+08   -2,3817916e+04    3,2303143e+06    5,1050677e+06    5,7418919e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,9387389e+08    7,1092131e+08    8,6922292e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2693869e+09    9,6677478e+09    9,5543404e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7567197e+09    2,1451285e+09    2,2823136e+09
0,0459375    4,4206941e+07    6,2020532e+07    5,8954186e+07    5,5369474e+07    1,5266850e+08    2,0177754e+08    2,3123750e+08    2,5750872e+08   -2,3981106e+04    3,2060463e+06    5,0728555e+06    5,7108559e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,8005673e+08    7,0601801e+08    8,4733882e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2650561e+09    9,6635781e+09    9,5486331e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7547653e+09    2,1447777e+09    2,2815431e+09
0,0462500    4,4507668e+07    6,2169050e+07    5,9088909e+07    5,5415544e+07    1,5370706e+08    2,0195875e+08    2,3146883e+08    2,5794108e+08   -2,4144295e+04    3,1843176e+06    5,0403048e+06    5,6798907e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,5478529e+08    6,8075461e+08    8,4255470e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2573866e+09    9,6580703e+09    9,5430800e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7510452e+09    2,1407072e+09    2,2810646e+09
0,0465625    4,4808394e+07    6,2315118e+07    5,9222611e+07    5,5461680e+07    1,5474562e+08    2,0213517e+08    2,3169652e+08    2,5837042e+08   -2,4307485e+04    3,1637202e+06    5,0075735e+06    5,6497035e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,4863294e+08    6,5900148e+08    8,2940771e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2532046e+09    9,6536913e+09    9,5362090e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7505407e+09    2,1392172e+09    2,2797267e+09
0,0468750    4,5109508e+07    6,2459983e+07    5,9355239e+07    5,5507641e+07    1,5577670e+08    2,0230846e+08    2,3192287e+08    2,5879662e+08   -2,4395496e+04    3,1420468e+06    4,9748594e+06    5,6208294e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,8826695e+08    6,3635989e+08    7,8392253e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2378649e+09    9,5734451e+09    9,5281644e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7403776e+09    2,1187700e+09    2,2777831e+09
0,0471875    4,5411056e+07    6,2602962e+07    5,9486864e+07    5,5553211e+07    1,5679367e+08    2,0247809e+08    2,3214842e+08    2,5921632e+08   -2,4444086e+04    3,1203261e+06    4,9421610e+06    5,5898849e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,8230382e+08    6,2265276e+08    7,6672547e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2338706e+09    9,5690423e+09    9,4153972e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7399644e+09    2,1180361e+09    2,2661745e+09
0,0475000    4,5712575e+07    6,2744130e+07    5,9616337e+07    5,5597850e+07    1,5780973e+08    2,0264229e+08    2,3237232e+08    2,5963331e+08   -2,4504755e+04    3,0994415e+06    4,9103961e+06    5,5590854e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,6202886e+08    5,7322238e+08    7,6221226e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2287799e+09    9,5588373e+09    9,4105270e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7393328e+09    2,1175785e+09    2,2657865e+09
0,0478125    4,6014037e+07    6,2882986e+07    5,9740251e+07    5,5642476e+07    1,5882573e+08    2,0279938e+08    2,3259200e+08    2,6004670e+08   -2,4570789e+04    3,0786341e+06    4,8822646e+06    5,5273341e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,1859756e+08    5,6230377e+08    7,4760557e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2230799e+09    9,5543742e+09    9,4023943e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7382591e+09    2,1171027e+09    2,2646963e+09
0,0481250    4,6315446e+07    6,3020324e+07    5,9865335e+07    5,5685788e+07    1,5984152e+08    2,0295433e+08    2,3280421e+08    2,6045487e+08   -2,4637481e+04    3,0580049e+06    4,8510726e+06    5,4924788e+06    3,2992108e+09    6,8249461e+08    5,5816447e+08    7,1773885e+08    3,3233515e+09    9,1896243e+09    9,5504796e+09    9,3897202e+09    1,1797917e+09    1,7325757e+09    2,1167565e+09    2,2627135e+09
0,0484375    4,6616857e+07    6,3154463e+07    5,9988193e+07    5,5728804e+07    1,6084813e+08    2,0310015e+08    2,3300419e+08    2,6086058e+08   -2,4341629e+04    3,0383679e+06    4,8180195e+06    5,4580364e+06    3,2477832e+09    6,6639080e+08    5,3620436e+08    7,0501275e+08    3,3233146e+09    9,1841101e+09    9,4251197e+09    9,3836870e+09    1,1796730e+09    1,7255439e+09    2,0842931e+09    2,2619050e+09
0,0487500    4,6918048e+07    6,3286383e+07    6,0110146e+07    5,5772084e+07    1,6184599e+08    2,0324119e+08    2,3320326e+08    2,6126367e+08   -2,3967969e+04    3,0203714e+06    4,7849169e+06    5,4251457e+06    3,2067672e+09    6,2415931e+08    5,2451924e+08    6,8813197e+08    3,3232476e+09    9,1743984e+09    9,4194698e+09    9,3768140e+09    1,1795829e+09    1,7219430e+09    2,0832878e+09    2,2600055e+09
0,0490625    4,7218673e+07    6,3417326e+07    6,0231206e+07    5,5814686e+07    1,6279800e+08    2,0337806e+08    2,3340156e+08    2,6166586e+08   -2,3544538e+04    3,0035772e+06    4,7518383e+06    5,3923863e+06    3,0610687e+09    6,0180305e+08    5,0639885e+08    6,4508080e+08    3,3229485e+09    9,1695479e+09    9,4142950e+09    9,3609244e+09    1,1794034e+09    1,7196163e+09    2,0652194e+09    2,2574950e+09
0,0493750    4,7518922e+07    6,3545548e+07    6,0351238e+07    5,5857111e+07    1,6373592e+08    2,0351005e+08    2,3359874e+08    2,6206364e+08   -2,3303357e+04    2,9879516e+06    4,7184163e+06    5,3609746e+06    2,9247338e+09    5,9645163e+08    4,8517388e+08    6,4154430e+08    3,3228417e+09    9,1645355e+09    9,4085905e+09    9,3553015e+09    1,1792617e+09    1,7189816e+09    2,0636265e+09    2,2570474e+09
0,0496875    4,7818378e+07    6,3672143e+07    6,0470721e+07    5,5899134e+07    1,6464606e+08    2,0363923e+08    2,3379131e+08    2,6246066e+08   -2,4114542e+04    2,9737247e+06    4,6865249e+06    5,3295546e+06    2,6629327e+09    5,7962916e+08    4,5546364e+08    6,3064619e+08    3,3221736e+09    9,1597412e+09    9,4032455e+09    9,3237028e+09    1,1785703e+09    1,7183196e+09    2,0614977e+09    2,2368018e+09
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C22  ( N/m2 ) C33  ( N/m2 )
Figure 6.34: Stress-strain curve (σyy − yy) considering elasto-plastic polymer
Strains Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d)
!xx "xx "yy #xy C11 C22 C33
0,0000000    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0, 003125    3, 089142e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,99 5249e+05    1,0388372e+06    3,3309571e+06    3,3309571e+06    3,3309571e+06   -1,5544411e+02  1,4381743e+05    1,4381743e+ 5    1,4381743e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3, 233899e+09    1,0659 3e+10    1,0659063e+10  1,0659063e+10    1,17 9410e+    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0006250    6,0161779e+05    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    2,0773966e+06    6,6619143e+06    6,6619143e+06    6,6619143e+06   -3,1863357e+02    2,8763486e+05    2,8763486e+05    2,8763486e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0009375    9,0234416e+05    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    3,1159559e+06    9,9928714e+06    9,9928714e+06    9,9928714e+06   -4,8182303e+02    4,3145230e+05    4,3145230e+05    4,3145230e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0012500    1,2030705e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    4,1545153e+06    1,3323829e+07    1,3323829e+07    1,3323829e+07   -6,4501250e+02    5,7526973e+05    5,7526973e+05    5,7526973e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0, 015625    1,5037969e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    5,193074 e+06    1,6654786e+07    1,6654786e+07    1,6 54786e+07   -8,0820196e+02    7,1908716e+05    7,190871 e+ 5    7,19 8716e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3, 233899e+09    1,0659 3e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,17 9410e+    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0018750    1,8045233e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    6,2316340e+06    1,9985743e+07    1,9985743e+07    1,9985743e+07   -9,7139143e+02    8,6290459e+05    8,6290459e+05    8,6290459e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0021875    2,1052496e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    7,2701933e+06    2,3316700e+07    2,3316700e+07    2,3316700e+07   -1,1345809e+03    1,0067220e+06    1,0067220e+06    1,0067220e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0025000    2,4059760e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    8,3087527e+06    2,6647657e+07    2,6647657e+07    2,6647657e+07   -1,2977704e+03    1,1505395e+06    1,1505395e+06    1,1505395e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0, 028125    2,7067024e+0    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    9,3473120e+06    2,9978614e+07    2,9978614e+07    2,9978614e+07   -1,460 598e+03    1,2943569e+06    1,2943569e+ 6    1,2943569e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3, 233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0031250    3,0074287e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    1,0385871e+07    3,3309571e+07    3,3309571e+07    3,3309571e+07   -1,6241493e+03    1,4381743e+06    1,4381743e+06    1,4381743e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0034375    3,3081551e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    1,1424431e+07    3,6640528e+07    3,6640528e+07    3,6640528e+07   -1,7873388e+03    1,5819918e+06    1,5819918e+06    1,5819918e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0037500    3,6088815e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    1,2462990e+07    3,9971486e+07    3,9971486e+07    3,9971486e+07   -1,9505282e+03    1,7258092e+06    1,7258092e+06    1,7258092e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0040625    3,9096078e+06    9,0691237e+06    9,0889823e+06    9,0889823e+06    1,3501549e+07    4,3136753e+07    4,3302443e+07    4,3302443e+07   -2,1137177e+03    1,9295260e+06    1,8696266e+06    1,8696266e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0043750    4,2103342e+06    9,7378915e+06    9,7881348e+06    9,7881348e+06    1,4540109e+07    4,6205737e+07    4,6633400e+07    4,6633400e+07   -2,2769071e+03    2,1658010e+06    2,0134440e+06    2,0134440e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0046875    4,5110606e+06    1,0405370e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,5578668e+07    4,9270586e+07    4,9964357e+07    4,9964357e+07   -2,4400966e+03    2,4004865e+06    2,1572615e+06    2,1572615e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0, 050000    4,8117869e+06    1,1072849e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,6617227e+07    5,2335435e+07    5,3295314e+07    5,3295314e+07   -2,6032861e+03    2,6351720e+06    2,3010789e+06    2,3010789e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+    2,8384995e+0    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0053125    5,1125133e+06    1,1740328e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,7655787e+07    5,5400285e+07    5,6626271e+07    5,6626271e+07   -2,7664755e+03    2,8698575e+06    2,4448963e+06    2,4448963e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0056250    5,4132397e+06    1,2395400e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,8694346e+07    5,8393843e+07    5,9957228e+07    5,9957228e+07   -2,9296649e+03    3,0688654e+06    2,5887138e+06    2,5887138e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0059375    5,7139660e+06    1,3004590e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,9732905e+07    6,1138386e+07    6,3288185e+07    6,3288185e+07   -3,0928543e+03    3,1447503e+06    2,7325312e+06    2,7325312e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0, 062500    6, 146924e+06    1,3564668e+07    1,3983050e+07    1,3983050e+07    2,0771465e+07    6,3581711e+07    6,6619143e+07    6,6 19143e+07   -3,2560437e+03  3,1850099e+06    2,876348 e+06    2,8763486e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10  1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+    2,7879274e+0    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0065625    6,3154188e+06    1,4120053e+07    1,4682202e+07    1,4682202e+07    2,1810024e+07    6,5964624e+07    6,9950100e+07    6,9950100e+07   -3,4192329e+03    3,2419607e+06    3,0201661e+06    3,0201661e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0068750    6,6161452e+06    1,4675438e+07    1,5381355e+07    1,5381355e+07    2,2848584e+07    6,8347537e+07    7,3281057e+07    7,3281057e+07   -3,5824219e+03    3,2989115e+06    3,1639835e+06    3,1639835e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0071875    6,9168715e+06    1,5230823e+07    1,6080507e+07    1,6080507e+07    2,3887143e+07    7,0730450e+07    7,6612014e+07    7,6612014e+07   -3,7456103e+03    3,3558623e+06    3,3078010e+06    3,3078010e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7823742e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0, 075000    7,2175979e+06    1,5785124e+07    1,6779660e+07    1,6779660e+07    2,49257 2e+07    7,3102314e+07    7,9942971e+07    7,9942971e+07   -3,9087978e+03  3,4167275e+06    3,4516185e+06    3,4516185e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2257455e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0607192e+10    1,0658587e+10  1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+    2,7823742e+0    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0078125    7,5183243e+06    1,6338892e+07    1,7478812e+07    1,7478812e+07    2,5964262e+07    7,5468759e+07    8,3273928e+07    8,3273928e+07   -4,0719833e+03    3,4795128e+06    3,5954361e+06    3,5954361e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9409100e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0526442e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6816175e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0081250    7,8190507e+06    1,6892661e+07    1,8177965e+07    1,8177965e+07    2,7002821e+07    7,7835203e+07    8,6604885e+07    8,6604885e+07   -4,2351648e+03    3,5422981e+06    3,7392532e+06    3,7392532e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0084375    8,1197771e+06    1,7445605e+07    1,8877117e+07    1,8877117e+07    2,8041380e+07    8,0199371e+07    8,9935842e+07    8,9935842e+07   -4,3983383e+03    3,6038501e+06    3,8830707e+06    3,8830707e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,6204570e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0, 087500    8,4205035e+06    1,800024 e+07    1,9576270e+07    1,9576270e+07    2,9079940e+07    8,2524696e+07    9,3266800e+07    9,3266800e+07   -4,5614960e+03    3,6662576e+06    4,0268881e+06    4,0268881e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7664126e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499941e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,17994 0e+    2,6 04570e+0    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0090625    8,7212300e+06    1,8562872e+07    2,0275422e+07    2,0275422e+07    3,0118499e+07    8,4723712e+07    9,6597757e+07    9,6597757e+07   -4,7246218e+03    3,7339842e+06    4,1707055e+06    4,1707055e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0093750    9,0219567e+06    1,9125587e+07    2,0974575e+07    2,0974575e+07    3,1157058e+07    8,6921816e+07    9,9928714e+07    9,9928714e+07   -4,8876839e+03    3,8019981e+06    4,3145230e+06    4,3145230e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0096875    9,3226825e+06    1,9688301e+07    2,1649634e+07    2,1656226e+07    3,2195618e+07    8,9119921e+07    1,0305133e+08    1,0309647e+08   -5,0511280e+03    3,8700120e+06    4,4703809e+06    4,4502832e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0100000    9,6234088e+06    2,0243479e+07    2,2299592e+07    2,2328172e+07    3,3234177e+07    9,1313927e+07    1,0594790e+08    1,0617922e+08   -5,2143175e+03    3,9390586e+06    4,6752383e+06    4,5823708e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5515424e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499870e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5936664e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0103125    9,9241352e+06    2,0789512e+07    2,2939639e+07    2,2992319e+07    3,4272736e+07    9,3503006e+07    1,0873640e+08    1,0917136e+08   -5,3775070e+03    4,0133621e+06    4,8891851e+06    4,7115097e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5348309e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0499784e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5845651e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0106250    1,0224862e+07    2,1335799e+07    2,3578517e+07    2,3655740e+07    3,5311296e+07    9,5683544e+07    1,1151444e+08    1,1215932e+08   -5,5406964e+03    4,0912004e+06    5,1022689e+06    4,8403724e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0109375    1,0525588e+07    2,1885997e+07    2,4216083e+07    2,4318671e+07    3,6349855e+07    9,7755396e+07    1,1428816e+08    1,1514581e+08   -5,7038859e+03    4,1918499e+06    5,3140209e+06    4,9690484e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0112500    1,0826314e+07    2,2437496e+07    2,4852557e+07    2,4981132e+07    3,7388414e+07    9,9797354e+07    1,1705833e+08    1,1813093e+08   -5,8670754e+03    4,2915286e+06    5,5247028e+06    5,0975448e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0115625    1,1127041e+07    2,2987947e+07    2,5488640e+07    2,5643141e+07    3,8426974e+07    1,0183469e+08    1,1982741e+08    1,2111476e+08   -6,0302648e+03    4,3902576e+06    5,7351591e+06    5,2258690e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0118750    1,1427767e+07    2,3533166e+07    2,6123244e+07    2,6298403e+07    3,9465533e+07    1,0384962e+08    1,2259005e+08    1,2406546e+08   -6,1934543e+03    4,4863729e+06    5,9444973e+06    5,3499586e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0, 121875    1,1728493e+07    2,40 2833e+07    2,6748491e+07    2,694 821e+07    4,0504092e+07    1,0584173e+08    1,2530765e+08    1,2 96366e+08   -6,3566438e+03    4,5827188e+06    6,1462733e+06    5,4690041e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,442895 e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+    2,5739850e+0    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0125000    1,2029220e+07    2,4612414e+07    2,7363433e+07    2,7580044e+07    4,1542652e+07    1,0783367e+08    1,2797805e+08    1,2982841e+08   -6,5198332e+03    4,6790443e+06    6,3430995e+06    5,5857952e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0128125    1,2329946e+07    2,5149266e+07    2,7976739e+07    2,8216691e+07    4,2581211e+07    1,0980319e+08    1,3064199e+08    1,3269177e+08   -6,6830227e+03    4,7810711e+06    6,5391681e+06    5,7024340e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4428953e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0481927e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5739850e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0131250    1,2630673e+07    2,5677877e+07    2,8589551e+07    2,8852784e+07    4,3619770e+07    1,1171156e+08    1,3330478e+08    1,3555383e+08   -6,8462121e+03    4,8951095e+06    6,7350291e+06    5,8189285e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,3292474e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0658587e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,8384995e+09    2,8441147e+09
0, 134375    1,2931399e+07    2,6206335e+07    2,9201889e+07    2,9488346e+07    4,4658330e+07    1,13 965e+08    1,359 651e+08    1,3841467e+08   -7,00 4016e+03  5,0090929e+06    6,9306922e+06    5,9352858e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,28 7520e+09    6,40 1338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0654836e+10  1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+    2,5602253e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0137500    1,3232125e+07    2,6731203e+07    2,9813771e+07    3,0120576e+07    4,5696889e+07    1,1552327e+08    1,3862723e+08    1,4123775e+08   -7,1725911e+03    5,1199409e+06    7,1261667e+06    6,0557791e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1944804e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0427232e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5602253e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0140625    1,3532852e+07    2,7230721e+07    3,0423081e+07    3,0751259e+07    4,6735448e+07    1,1738418e+08    1,4125776e+08    1,4404625e+08   -7,3357805e+03    5,2135736e+06    7,3239601e+06    6,1776335e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0143750    1,3833578e+07    2,7730946e+07    3,1027847e+07    3,1367262e+07    4,7774008e+07    1,1922946e+08    1,4385637e+08    1,4679516e+08   -7,4989700e+03    5,3044861e+06    7,5129882e+06    6,2932983e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,1748116e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0423411e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5575471e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0, 146875    1,4134304e+07    2,82 7973e+07    3,1585892e+07    3,1968181e+07    4,8812567e+07    1,210369 e+08    1,4621575e+08    1,4947902e+08   -7,6621594e+03  5,3836680e+06    7,5885774e+06    6,4120680e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9886305e+09    6,28 7520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0387170e+10    1,0654836e+10  1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+    2,4822060e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0150000    1,4435031e+07    2,8713035e+07    3,2124768e+07    3,2565110e+07    4,9851127e+07    1,2276701e+08    1,4847315e+08    1,5214582e+08   -7,8253487e+03    5,4384519e+06    7,6809911e+06    6,5353253e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0153125    1,4735757e+07    2,9191247e+07    3,2647658e+07    3,3155739e+07    5,0889686e+07    1,2447564e+08    1,5054510e+08    1,5478478e+08   -7,9885380e+03    5,4918602e+06    7,8136405e+06    6,6543580e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0156250    1,5036483e+07    2,9665297e+07    3,3140640e+07    3,3733951e+07    5,1928245e+07    1,2616679e+08    1,5250331e+08    1,5736694e+08   -8,1517270e+03    5,5436035e+06    7,8782145e+06    6,7644581e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9868841e+09    6,2807520e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386114e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4789832e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0, 159375    1,5337210e+07    3,0135824e+07    3,3629696e+07    3,4311144e+07    5,29668 5e+07    1,27 0133e+08    1,5441971e+08    1,5994692e+08   -8,314 157e+03    5,5907782e+06    7,9350267e+06    6,8742345e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,28 7520e+09    6,402 338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0654836e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+    2,460803 e+09    2,7879274e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0162500    1,5637936e+07    3,0605583e+07    3,4114591e+07    3,4886206e+07    5,4005364e+07    1,2943471e+08    1,5632085e+08    1,6250715e+08   -8,4781035e+03    5,6375806e+06    7,9891853e+06    6,9863800e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    6,0928244e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0615633e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7812349e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0165625    1,5938663e+07    3,1078160e+07    3,4590911e+07    3,5450173e+07    5,5043923e+07    1,3106238e+08    1,5820756e+08    1,6497409e+08   -8,6412897e+03    5,6831897e+06    8,0368838e+06    7,1165073e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,9770190e+09    5,9351739e+09    6,3260885e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0373848e+10    1,0552477e+10    1,0630623e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,4608037e+09    2,7736576e+09    2,8371161e+09
0,0168750    1,6239389e+07    3,1557132e+07    3,5066588e+07    3,6006209e+07    5,6082483e+07    1,3267796e+08    1,6009304e+08    1,6740154e+08   -8,8044725e+03    5,7262163e+06    8,0844583e+06    7,2462511e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,8269166e+09    5,9343525e+09    6,2316259e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0355491e+10    1,0552072e+10    1,0617707e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3751296e+09    2,7736731e+09    2,8357499e+09
0,0171875    1,6540115e+07    3,2035913e+07    3,5541082e+07    3,6557504e+07    5,7121042e+07    1,3429328e+08    1,6196581e+08    1,6981080e+08   -8,9676488e+03    5,7692355e+06    8,1341165e+06    7,3728642e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,7184212e+09    5,8211317e+09    6,1337480e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0345262e+10    1,0529447e+10    1,0598345e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3687780e+09    2,7697898e+09    2,8325279e+09
0,0175000    1,6840842e+07    3,2513951e+07    3,6010188e+07    3,7103051e+07    5,8159601e+07    1,3590656e+08    1,6380050e+08    1,7219547e+08   -9,1308119e+03    5,8121088e+06    8,1915492e+06    7,4959027e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,5787091e+09    5,8200228e+09    6,0347925e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0308457e+10    1,0529685e+10    1,0575148e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3618867e+09    2,7700785e+09    2,8276950e+09
0,0178125    1,7141568e+07    3,2986193e+07    3,6471955e+07    3,7639328e+07    5,9198160e+07    1,3749266e+08    1,6560108e+08    1,7454765e+08   -9,2939487e+03    5,8535257e+06    8,2484296e+06    7,6117934e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,5333119e+09    5,7525602e+09    5,9026619e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0290273e+10    1,0527691e+10    1,0572933e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3592717e+09    2,7696988e+09    2,8265621e+09
0,0181250    1,7442294e+07    3,3455466e+07    3,6932382e+07    3,8168468e+07    6,0236720e+07    1,3903256e+08    1,6739534e+08    1,7688192e+08   -9,4572436e+03    5,8974187e+06    8,3068568e+06    7,7217484e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,4778175e+09    5,5586093e+09    5,6880284e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0278162e+10    1,0526637e+10    1,0572159e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3580066e+09    2,7652884e+09    2,8222146e+09
0,0184375    1,7743021e+07    3,3919883e+07    3,7387195e+07    3,8696462e+07    6,1275279e+07    1,4052420e+08    1,6915948e+08    1,7921216e+08   -9,6204330e+03    5,9394353e+06    8,3661988e+06    7,8312807e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,3505966e+09    5,4872447e+09    5,6864988e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0257789e+10    1,0526286e+10    1,0571801e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3316410e+09    2,7653183e+09    2,8223468e+09
0,0187500    1,8043747e+07    3,4386160e+07    3,7838905e+07    3,9225643e+07    6,2313839e+07    1,4196162e+08    1,7091145e+08    1,8152674e+08   -9,7836225e+03    5,9709694e+06    8,4240720e+06    7,9391188e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2841678e+09    5,4855879e+09    5,6099387e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0200151e+10    1,0525861e+10    1,0570792e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2816868e+09    2,7653732e+09    2,8203286e+09
0,0190625    1,8344474e+07    3,4851489e+07    3,8289691e+07    3,9751399e+07    6,3352398e+07    1,4337674e+08    1,7266191e+08    1,8378335e+08   -9,9468120e+03    6,0042916e+06    8,4818431e+06    8,0420226e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2837812e+09    5,3275528e+09    5,3597004e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0199801e+10    1,0523185e+10    1,0568083e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2816909e+09    2,7620870e+09    2,8184237e+09
0, 193750    1,8645200e+07    3,5315901e+07    3,8735578e+07    4,0260354e+07    6,4390957e+07    1,447 86 e+08    1,7440151e+08    1,8594890e+08   -1,0110001e+04    6,0380229e+06    8,5353133e+06    8,13 8168e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,2594211e+09    5,1713700e+09    5,2692239e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0195779e+10    1,0522271e+10    1,0567607e+10    1,1799410e+    2,2810728e+09    2,7617948e+09    2,8179207e+09
0,0196875    1,8945926e+07    3,5784795e+07    3,9178710e+07    4,0753351e+07    6,5429517e+07    1,4615701e+08    1,7612779e+08    1,8806497e+08   -1,0273191e+04    6,0660229e+06    8,5844252e+06    8,2050692e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,1156106e+09    5,0856919e+09    5,2663757e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0182263e+10    1,0521694e+10    1,0567206e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2068685e+09    2,7614859e+09    2,8178958e+09
0,0200000    1,9246653e+07    3,6251586e+07    3,9622021e+07    4,1233598e+07    6,6468076e+07    1,4751237e+08    1,7783232e+08    1,9011935e+08   -1,0436380e+04    6,0900381e+06    8,6321456e+06    8,2647865e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0909497e+09    4,8840511e+09    5,2636011e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0179277e+10    1,0442877e+10    1,0566775e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2068154e+09    2,6696294e+09    2,8178503e+09
0,0203125    1,9547379e+07    3,6712284e+07    4,0064526e+07    4,1705689e+07    6,7506635e+07    1,4886331e+08    1,7948435e+08    1,9212896e+08   -1,0599570e+04    6,1090708e+06    8,6778769e+06    8,3151002e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0635393e+09    4,8133028e+09    5,2609260e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176963e+10    1,0433438e+10    1,0566347e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2058622e+09    2,6685231e+09    2,8178063e+09
0, 206250    1,9 48105e+07    3,7173183e+07    4,0503260e+07    4,2167788e+07    6,8545195e+07    1,50 9960e+08    1,8112464e+08    1,9407858e+08   -1,0762759e+04  6,1245898e+06    8,7234390e+06    8,366 518e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0630894e+09    4,7385170e+09    5,0099880e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176671e+10    1,0417650e+10  1,0553513e+10    1,17 9410e+    2,2059024e+09    2,6651402e+09    2,8143 36e+09
0,0209375    2,0148832e+07    3,7632675e+07    4,0935903e+07    4,2601177e+07    6,9583754e+07    1,5151287e+08    1,8274117e+08    1,9589798e+08   -1,0925949e+04    6,1386892e+06    8,7630400e+06    8,3987806e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0626246e+09    4,4462363e+09    4,9357204e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176351e+10    1,0389605e+10    1,0533541e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059108e+09    2,6070068e+09    2,8083272e+09
0,0212500    2,0449558e+07    3,8089895e+07    4,1357207e+07    4,3019568e+07    7,0622313e+07    1,5280433e+08    1,8432504e+08    1,9765621e+08   -1,1089138e+04    6,1475665e+06    8,7926154e+06    8,4189861e+06    3,3233899e+09    4,0621723e+09    4,3899118e+09    4,9323921e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0176036e+10    1,0372146e+10    1,0533189e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2059192e+09    2,6019737e+09    2,8084491e+09
0,0215625    2,0750284e+07    3,8542891e+07    4,1753790e+07    4,3428589e+07    7,1660873e+07    1,5408199e+08    1,8582746e+08    1,9937726e+08   -1,1252328e+04    6,1511587e+06    8,8002433e+06    8,4328494e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,9954768e+09    4,3866743e+09    4,9290387e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0170833e+10    1,0372419e+10    1,0532522e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,2058450e+09    2,6021124e+09    2,8083955e+09
0, 218750    2,1051011e+07    3,8995326e+07    4,2137348e+07    4,38 1301e+07    7,2699432e+07    1,5535886e+08    1,8726984e+08    2,0107846e+08   -1,1415517e+04  6,1546656e+06    8,7978453e+06    8,4422235e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8705410e+09    4,3835358e+09    4,9258139e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0152441e+10    1,0372321e+10  1,0531863e+10    1,1799410e+    2,1812764e+0    2,6022009e+09    2,8083441e+09
0,0221875    2,1351737e+07    3,9446507e+07    4,2519288e+07    4,4216428e+07    7,3737991e+07    1,5663241e+08    1,8869838e+08    2,0268259e+08   -1,1578707e+04    6,1577665e+06    8,7941189e+06    8,4353167e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8699362e+09    4,3805141e+09    4,8720636e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0152257e+10    1,0372224e+10    1,0508616e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1812991e+09    2,6022876e+09    2,7993591e+09
0,0225000    2,1652464e+07    3,9895169e+07    4,2900318e+07    4,4595953e+07    7,4776551e+07    1,5788655e+08    1,9011714e+08    2,0422591e+08   -1,1741896e+04    6,1578270e+06    8,7892379e+06    8,4334325e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,8629480e+09    4,3776058e+09    4,8690743e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0072440e+10    1,0372126e+10    1,0508420e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1184679e+09    2,6023727e+09    2,7993594e+09
0,0228125    2,1953190e+07    4,0343623e+07    4,3275510e+07    4,4966952e+07    7,5815110e+07    1,5912928e+08    1,9150864e+08    2,0572787e+08   -1,1905086e+04    6,1549854e+06    8,7822325e+06    8,4322194e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7937422e+09    4,3748075e+09    4,8661834e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0064365e+10    1,0372029e+10    1,0507642e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167520e+09    2,6024561e+09    2,7992947e+09
0, 231250    2,2253916e+07    4,0790964e+07    4,3629777e+07    4,5321292e+07    7,6853670e+07    1, 0 5504e+08    1,927 543e+08    2,0718207e+08   -1,2068275e+04    6,1478410e+06    8,7616316e+06    8,4190682e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7619696e+09    4,2593202e+09    4,7349942e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,00609 0e+10    1,0356236e+10    1,0482228e+10    1,1799410e+    2,1167239e+09    2,5967446e+09    2,7865770e+09
0,0234375    2,2554643e+07    4,1237448e+07    4,3980544e+07    4,5658819e+07    7,7892229e+07    1,6157332e+08    1,9399780e+08    2,0856689e+08   -1,2231465e+04    6,1389356e+06    8,7448164e+06    8,3955171e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,7612887e+09    4,1987382e+09    4,6910631e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0061030e+10    1,0345767e+10    1,0473471e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1167373e+09    2,5939213e+09    2,7816341e+09
0,0237500    2,2855369e+07    4,1683773e+07    4,4313648e+07    4,5983863e+07    7,8930788e+07    1,6279015e+08    1,9514526e+08    2,0989900e+08   -1,2394656e+04    6,1296226e+06    8,7202589e+06    8,3671475e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,6409445e+09    4,0860148e+09    4,6875884e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0050593e+10    1,0344321e+10    1,0472673e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1164127e+09    2,5621209e+09    2,7815504e+09
0,0240625    2,3156095e+07    4,2132433e+07    4,4643606e+07    4,6289021e+07    7,9969348e+07    1,6398987e+08    1,9625541e+08    2,1113641e+08   -1,2557847e+04    6,1164594e+06    8,6884719e+06    8,3499325e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,6031070e+09    4,0829346e+09    4,6842090e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0040625e+10    1,0343832e+10    1,0471295e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1147942e+09    2,5622379e+09    2,7814211e+09
0,0243750    2,3456822e+07    4,2580901e+07    4,4971638e+07    4,6580610e+07    8,1007907e+07    1,6518432e+08    1,9732598e+08    2,1230148e+08   -1,2721040e+04    6,1033707e+06    8,6553029e+06    8,3297143e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5261969e+09    4,0800126e+09    4,4397851e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0027387e+10    1,0343777e+10    1,0461823e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1136287e+09    2,5624629e+09    2,7730509e+09
0,0246875    2,3757548e+07    4,3029237e+07    4,5284915e+07    4,6867394e+07    8,2046466e+07    1,6637072e+08    1,9834554e+08    2,1345246e+08   -1,2884237e+04    6,0901133e+06    8,6156630e+06    8,3077168e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,5249458e+09    3,9440216e+09    4,3930161e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0027700e+10    1,0342763e+10    1,0460118e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1136883e+09    2,5605982e+09    2,7698197e+09
0,0250000    2,4058275e+07    4,3474757e+07    4,5593830e+07    4,7138931e+07    8,3085025e+07    1,6752159e+08    1,9933817e+08    2,1455052e+08   -1,3047442e+04    6,0751780e+06    8,5697470e+06    8,2805502e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4901295e+09    3,9062036e+09    4,1202826e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0026278e+10    1,0341880e+10    1,0444101e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1129297e+09    2,5601445e+09    2,7542328e+09
0,0253125    2,4359001e+07    4,3913841e+07    4,5906748e+07    4,7392272e+07    8,4123585e+07    1,6861428e+08    2,0030077e+08    2,1559467e+08   -1,3210662e+04    6,0438661e+06    8,5251908e+06    8,2558020e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4889762e+09    3,7576641e+09    4,0035888e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0026338e+10    1,0333079e+10    1,0433561e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1129426e+09    2,5473601e+09    2,7412680e+09
0,0256250    2,4659727e+07    4,4343059e+07    4,6221675e+07    4,7634341e+07    8,5162144e+07    1,6965576e+08    2,0122705e+08    2,1659432e+08   -1,3373912e+04    6,0012187e+06    8,4769256e+06    8,2391503e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4484175e+09    3,5175058e+09    3,8967030e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019487e+10    1,0328990e+10    1,0422505e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1119937e+09    2,5338718e+09    2,7342386e+09
0,0259375    2,4960454e+07    4,4765218e+07    4,6527963e+07    4,7866171e+07    8,6200702e+07    1,7066847e+08    2,0212697e+08    2,1756610e+08   -1,3537222e+04    5,9540485e+06    8,4238883e+06    8,2125414e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4471663e+09    3,3258339e+09    3,5267004e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019504e+10    1,0323019e+10    1,0413215e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120185e+09    2,5213057e+09    2,7221823e+09
0,0262500    2,5261180e+07    4,5175090e+07    4,6819852e+07    4,8093795e+07    8,7239263e+07    1,7163584e+08    2,0299499e+08    2,1852062e+08   -1,3700170e+04    5,9052843e+06    8,3659893e+06    8,1854376e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4459450e+09    3,2344178e+09    3,4844826e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019511e+10    1,0320038e+10    1,0403706e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1120408e+09    2,5204078e+09    2,7217173e+09
0, 265625    2,5561906e+07    4,558345 e+07    4,7109284e+07    4,8317219e+07    8,8277822e+07    1,725969 e+08    2,0385182e+08    2,1943884e+08   -1,3863359e+04    5,8578501e+06    8,3095375e+06    8,1556503e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4447542e+09    3,0834307e+09    3,3468855e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0019518e+10    1,0318233e+10    1,04004 0e+10    1,1 99410e+    2,1120629e+09    2,5177354e+09    2,7178856e+09
0,0268750    2,5862633e+07    4,5990370e+07    4,7388505e+07    4,8529766e+07    8,9316382e+07    1,7354606e+08    2,0466797e+08    2,2032048e+08   -1,4026549e+04    5,8142639e+06    8,2498164e+06    8,1242919e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4075490e+09    2,9543969e+09    3,2186087e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0008026e+10    1,0312450e+10    1,0396464e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1013464e+09    2,5056321e+09    2,7168957e+09
0,0271875    2,6163359e+07    4,6397676e+07    4,7663335e+07    4,8738393e+07    9,0354941e+07    1,7447676e+08    2,0547394e+08    2,2119672e+08   -1,4189738e+04    5,7773521e+06    8,1902625e+06    8,0930663e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,4064310e+09    2,9462525e+09    3,1600711e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0008027e+10    1,0311273e+10    1,0391668e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1013667e+09    2,5056253e+09    2,7157879e+09
0,0275000    2,6464085e+07    4,6793467e+07    4,7924141e+07    4,8942631e+07    9,1393500e+07    1,7537776e+08    2,0624392e+08    2,2206565e+08   -1,4352928e+04    5,7373591e+06    8,1231856e+06    8,0625475e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,3716372e+09    2,9381704e+09    3,1190265e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0007467e+10    1,0309423e+10    1,0388169e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,1012577e+09    2,5054610e+09    2,7115396e+09
0, 278125    2,6764812e+07    4,71 4842e+07    4,8167007e+07    4,9142294e+07    9,2432060e+07    1,7627001e+08    2,0696676e+08    2,2292338e+08   -1,4516117e+04  5,6964165e+06    8,0503920e+06    8,0318093e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,3242891e+09    2,86 5234e+09    3,1104819e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,00055 1e+10    1,0300695e+10  1,0384830e+10    1,1799410e+    2,1009085e+09    2,4965445e+09    2,7110569e+09
0,0281250    2,7065538e+07    4,7570278e+07    4,8406142e+07    4,9341580e+07    9,3470619e+07    1,7713203e+08    2,0768377e+08    2,2376910e+08   -1,4679306e+04    5,6614428e+06    7,9771684e+06    7,9950422e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,2675012e+09    2,7707392e+09    3,0336232e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9879408e+09    1,0288239e+10    1,0380633e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0904697e+09    2,4888447e+09    2,7092378e+09
0,0284375    2,7366265e+07    4,7949905e+07    4,8642523e+07    4,9539418e+07    9,4509178e+07    1,7796191e+08    2,0839734e+08    2,2460521e+08   -1,4842496e+04    5,6289685e+06    7,9037283e+06    7,9552450e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,2083754e+09    2,7267222e+09    3,0254874e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9862058e+09    1,0286468e+10    1,0377510e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0884701e+09    2,4885634e+09    2,7088279e+09
0,0287500    2,7666991e+07    4,8324906e+07    4,8876191e+07    4,9736468e+07    9,5547738e+07    1,7876467e+08    2,0910758e+08    2,2541313e+08   -1,5005685e+04    5,5931613e+06    7,8300783e+06    7,9176651e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,1914826e+09    2,6846230e+09    3,0175515e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9832190e+09    1,0281389e+10    1,0374304e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0858530e+09    2,4834999e+09    2,7083878e+09
0, 290625    2,7967717e+07    4,8 85493e+07    4,9100229e+07    4,9931365e+07    9,6586297e+07    1,79 583e+08    2,0979787e+08    2,2 21712e+08   -1,5168875e+04  5,5551926e+06    7,7648076e+06    7,8798459e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,1898681e+09    2,6497985e+09    2,9892319e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9832001e+09    1,0276546e+10  1,0370117e+10    1,1799410e+    2,0858875e+09    2,4824792e+09    2,7060113e+09
0,0293750    2,8268444e+07    4,9042448e+07    4,9321545e+07    5,0127615e+07    9,7624856e+07    1,8025409e+08    2,1047529e+08    2,2701224e+08   -1,5332064e+04    5,5161934e+06    7,7049396e+06    7,8409258e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,1519008e+09    2,6240146e+09    2,9204214e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9827389e+09    1,0273640e+10    1,0361199e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0851711e+09    2,4812400e+09    2,7033002e+09
0,0296875    2,8569170e+07    4,9396722e+07    4,9540256e+07    5,0322636e+07    9,8663416e+07    1,8098296e+08    2,1114384e+08    2,2779439e+08   -1,5495254e+04    5,4746763e+06    7,6475612e+06    7,7968102e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,1501944e+09    2,5902091e+09    2,8926252e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9825890e+09    1,0270169e+10    1,0357806e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0852217e+09    2,4800029e+09    2,6929997e+09
0,0300000    2,8869896e+07    4,9743127e+07    4,9754878e+07    5,0513970e+07    9,9701975e+07    1,8169734e+08    2,1179336e+08    2,2857042e+08   -1,5658443e+04    5,4295846e+06    7,5919745e+06    7,7528187e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,1133981e+09    2,5602997e+09    2,8053659e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9787824e+09    1,0266819e+10    1,0344680e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0800812e+09    2,4797898e+09    2,6624767e+09
0, 303125    2,9170623e+07    5,0080121e+07    4,9965894e+07    5,0701659e+07    1,0074053e+08    1,823 386e+08    2,1243210e+08    2,2934066e+08   -1,5821633e+04    5,3845153e+06    7,5355131e+06    7,709 227e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,0956352e+09    2,5063720e+09    2,70 8040e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9786986e+09    1,0264700e+10    1,0332069e+10    1,1799410e+    2,0773137e+09    2,4727399e+09    2,65059 2e+09
0,0306250    2,9471349e+07    5,0413236e+07    5,0176897e+07    5,0879620e+07    1,0177909e+08    1,8308250e+08    2,1303553e+08    2,3008942e+08   -1,5984822e+04    5,3387635e+06    7,4892998e+06    7,6751882e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,0694482e+09    2,4598486e+09    2,5634483e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9743104e+09    1,0257744e+10    1,0319679e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0761215e+09    2,4666584e+09    2,6101113e+09
0,0309375    2,9772076e+07    5,0743685e+07    5,0386881e+07    5,1047725e+07    1,0281765e+08    1,8376643e+08    2,1362745e+08    2,3082465e+08   -1,6148012e+04    5,2937355e+06    7,4420412e+06    7,6336815e+06    3,3233899e+09    3,0146148e+09    2,4016125e+09    2,5306935e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9694691e+09    1,0234396e+10    1,0287755e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0693877e+09    2,4475019e+09    2,5957458e+09
0,0312500    3,0072802e+07    5,1068565e+07    5,0592663e+07    5,1211803e+07    1,0385621e+08    1,8443670e+08    2,1420559e+08    2,3155490e+08   -1,6311202e+04    5,2486125e+06    7,3915218e+06    7,5904531e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,9523110e+09    2,3873850e+09    2,5063231e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9633936e+09    1,0232256e+10    1,0271183e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0685281e+09    2,4398461e+09    2,5946810e+09
0,0315625    3,0373528e+07    5,1386555e+07    5,0791187e+07    5,1365330e+07    1,0489477e+08    1,8508804e+08    2,1475115e+08    2,3226283e+08   -1,6474392e+04    5,2024864e+06    7,3439141e+06    7,5564814e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,8900691e+09    2,3528789e+09    2,4320874e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9603236e+09    1,0226733e+10    1,0254811e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0614454e+09    2,4318160e+09    2,5868256e+09
0,0318750    3,0674255e+07    5,1695202e+07    5,0987881e+07    5,1509848e+07    1,0593333e+08    1,8571077e+08    2,1529119e+08    2,3294951e+08   -1,6637582e+04    5,1590119e+06    7,2973629e+06    7,5245613e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,8553744e+09    2,2273605e+09    2,3748005e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9588698e+09    1,0219650e+10    1,0242950e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0602462e+09    2,4127826e+09    2,5656095e+09
0,0321875    3,0974981e+07    5,1990786e+07    5,1176226e+07    5,1645105e+07    1,0697189e+08    1,8629127e+08    2,1581707e+08    2,3361695e+08   -1,6800774e+04    5,1207970e+06    7,2543644e+06    7,4842912e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,7794006e+09    2,1540540e+09    2,3676782e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9580182e+09    1,0206149e+10    1,0239496e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0549642e+09    2,3826832e+09    2,5650580e+09
0, 325000    3,1275707e+07    5,2278421e+07    5,1356794e+07    5,1777898e+07    1,0801045e+08    1,8685000e+08    2,1632471e+08    2,3428083e+08   -1,6963968e+04    5,0783 48e+06    7,2059655e+06    7,4438132e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,7351222e+09    2,1383295e+09    2,3408250e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,95486 3e+09    1,0197663e+10    1,0225712e+10    1,1799410e+    2,0549397e+09    2,3800113e+09    2,5622301e+09
0,0328125    3,1576434e+07    5,2561641e+07    5,1534772e+07    5,1907249e+07    1,0904901e+08    1,8739280e+08    2,1682954e+08    2,3493637e+08   -1,7127167e+04    5,0368758e+06    7,1577301e+06    7,4029268e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,7176760e+09    2,0712689e+09    2,2953060e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9541085e+09    1,0175162e+10    1,0220522e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0546714e+09    2,3771232e+09    2,5596167e+09
0,0331250    3,1877160e+07    5,2842105e+07    5,1711592e+07    5,2035451e+07    1,1008757e+08    1,8791486e+08    2,1733008e+08    2,3558200e+08   -1,7290376e+04    4,9943173e+06    7,1074400e+06    7,3616008e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,5563125e+09    2,0085652e+09    2,2270216e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9459084e+09    1,0163485e+10    1,0214576e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0514662e+09    2,3632255e+09    2,5582846e+09
0,0334375    3,2177886e+07    5,3120333e+07    5,1886023e+07    5,2161096e+07    1,1112613e+08    1,8843250e+08    2,1782630e+08    2,3622365e+08   -1,7453603e+04    4,9520869e+06    7,0567982e+06    7,3204317e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,5481233e+09    1,9836346e+09    2,1427155e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9456040e+09    1,0155282e+10    1,0191704e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0505549e+09    2,3558777e+09    2,5411043e+09
0, 337500    3,2478613e+07    5,3395813e+07    5,2059105e+07    5,2284971e+07    1,1216469e+08    1,889358 e+08    2,1831004e+08    2,3 86356e+08   -1,7616868e+04    4,9077983e+06    7,0051108e+06    7,2792298e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,4796018e+09    1,9784237e+09    2,1274913e+0    3,3233899e+09    9,94140 1e+09    1,0153385e+10    1,0 80588e+10    1,1799410e+    2,050 028e+0    2,3556486e+09    2,5405258e+09
0,0340625    3,2779339e+07    5,3669770e+07    5,2230233e+07    5,2406393e+07    1,1320325e+08    1,8942800e+08    2,1879132e+08    2,3749959e+08   -1,7779906e+04    4,8648889e+06    6,9537673e+06    7,2368671e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,3962727e+09    1,9504933e+09    2,0996685e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9385414e+09    1,0150901e+10    1,0121999e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0503105e+09    2,3440198e+09    2,5334280e+09
0,0343750    3,3080066e+07    5,3941321e+07    5,3228183e+07    5,2522884e+07    1,1424181e+08    1,8991067e+08    2,1873084e+08    2,3812096e+08   -1,7943096e+04    4,8233110e+06    6,5147337e+06    7,1912362e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,3909073e+09    1,8484464e+09    2,0641636e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,9382970e+09    1,0088742e+10    1,0117338e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0503285e+09    2,3255279e+09    2,5187403e+09
0,0346875    3,3380792e+07    5,4210524e+07    5,3418263e+07    5,2637605e+07    1,1528037e+08    1,9039091e+08    2,1924571e+08    2,3872746e+08   -1,8106285e+04    4,7820371e+06    6,4811604e+06    7,1474023e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,3768840e+09    1,8061297e+09    2,0259630e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8992305e+09    1,0076242e+10    1,0094222e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0422890e+09    2,3230361e+09    2,5007734e+09
0, 350000    3,3681518e+07    5,447690 e+07    5,3592829e+07    5,2746529e+07    1,1631892e+08    1,9086793e+08    2,1971153e+08    2,3932254e+08   -1,826 475e+04  4,7400374e+06    6,4379667e+06    7,1080987e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,3234786e+09    1,67 9900e+09    1,9908115e+0    3,3233899e+09    9,8908556e+09    1,0027915e+10  1,0050476e+10    1,1799410e+    2,036642 e+09    2,2964753e+09    2,48491 5e+09
0,0353125    3,3982245e+07    5,4738329e+07    5,3764928e+07    5,2854050e+07    1,1735748e+08    1,9133746e+08    2,2016586e+08    2,3991393e+08   -1,8432664e+04    4,6971190e+06    6,3963203e+06    7,0700377e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,2807859e+09    1,6651639e+09    1,9512083e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8768731e+09    1,0025313e+10    1,0035390e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0339131e+09    2,2960724e+09    2,4759024e+09
0,0356250    3,4282971e+07    5,4996700e+07    5,3937921e+07    5,2960205e+07    1,1839604e+08    1,9178810e+08    2,2060808e+08    2,4050170e+08   -1,8595854e+04    4,6571093e+06    6,3555911e+06    7,0332053e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,2424444e+09    1,6594202e+09    1,9450241e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8718255e+09    1,0021880e+10    1,0030283e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,0321346e+09    2,2955607e+09    2,4753387e+09
0,0359375    3,4583697e+07    5,5253125e+07    5,4110060e+07    5,3064824e+07    1,1943460e+08    1,9222326e+08    2,2104651e+08    2,4108798e+08   -1,8759043e+04    4,6189482e+06    6,3142965e+06    6,9963699e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,1994854e+09    1,6401462e+09    1,8421534e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8626377e+09    1,0009376e+10    9,9756787e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0246528e+09    2,2847412e+09    2,4609625e+09
0, 362500    3,4 84424e+07    5,5505482e+07    5,4283792e+07    5,3167493e+07    1,204731 e+08    1,9265274e+08    2,2146698e+08    2,4166759e+08   -1,8922233e+04  4,5803222e+06    6,2693051e+06    6,9622516e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,1543326e+09    1,58 3802e+09    1,7776828e+0    3,3233899e+09    9,8 61 08e+09    9,9649342e+09  9,96930 9e+ 9    1,1799410e+    2,0022618e+09    2,2806854e+09    2,4589285e+09
0,0365625    3,5185150e+07    5,5754788e+07    5,4456638e+07    5,3268558e+07    1,2151172e+08    1,9307817e+08    2,2187849e+08    2,4224397e+08   -1,9085422e+04    4,5423580e+06    6,2196553e+06    6,9291386e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,1393584e+09    1,5751567e+09    1,7365278e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8156331e+09    9,9613363e+09    9,9638284e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0011247e+09    2,2802569e+09    2,4564531e+09
0,0368750    3,5485877e+07    5,5998694e+07    5,4627884e+07    5,3368214e+07    1,2255028e+08    1,9348519e+08    2,2228885e+08    2,4281906e+08   -1,9248611e+04    4,5032195e+06    6,1699142e+06    6,8960210e+06    3,3233899e+09    2,0566517e+09    1,5389153e+09    1,7011773e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7767597e+09    9,9570063e+09    9,9583280e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9951447e+09    2,2797045e+09    2,4553305e+09
0,0371875    3,5786603e+07    5,6236404e+07    5,4796822e+07    5,3466498e+07    1,2358884e+08    1,9386859e+08    2,2269696e+08    2,4339289e+08   -1,9411801e+04    4,4564510e+06    6,1194548e+06    6,8629004e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,9894060e+09    1,5190689e+09    1,6898841e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7618840e+09    9,9529831e+09    9,9517639e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9896409e+09    2,2713181e+09    2,4548127e+09
0, 375000    3,6087329e+07    5,6473433e+07    5,4962736e+07    5,3563371e+07    1,2462740e+08    1,9424637e+08    2,2309940e+08    2,4396516e+08   -1,9574990e+04    4,4115 78e+06    6,0682740e+06    6,8294698e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,9846177e+09    1,49 6919e+09    1,68 1059e+0    3, 233899e+09    9,7611 87e+09    9,9391669e+09    9,9436853e+ 9    1,1799410e+    1,9895602e+09    2,2615304e+09    2,4530701e+09
0,0378125    3,6388056e+07    5,6706973e+07    5,5128124e+07    5,3658535e+07    1,2566596e+08    1,9461497e+08    2,2349277e+08    2,4453431e+08   -1,9738180e+04    4,3682637e+06    6,0190251e+06    6,7942972e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,9403442e+09    1,4857324e+09    1,6281839e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7594813e+09    9,9354641e+09    9,9382319e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9883781e+09    2,2610748e+09    2,4382769e+09
0,0381250    3,6688782e+07    5,6936234e+07    5,5292540e+07    5,3749499e+07    1,2670452e+08    1,9497671e+08    2,2388390e+08    2,4509759e+08   -1,9901369e+04    4,3230235e+06    5,9686227e+06    6,7561403e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,9356570e+09    1,4446974e+09    1,5999072e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7584363e+09    9,9304211e+09    9,9147426e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9882043e+09    2,2566058e+09    2,4273552e+09
0,0384375    3,6989508e+07    5,7162026e+07    5,5454119e+07    5,3834545e+07    1,2774308e+08    1,9532898e+08    2,2426730e+08    2,4565223e+08   -2,0064559e+04    4,2769924e+06    5,9181505e+06    6,7132432e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,8994774e+09    1,4294948e+09    1,5909998e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,7288806e+09    9,9225866e+09    9,9096596e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9858519e+09    2,2556815e+09    2,4266140e+09
0,0387500    3,7290235e+07    5,7383976e+07    5,5614593e+07    5,3918373e+07    1,2878164e+08    1,9567055e+08    2,2464952e+08    2,4620580e+08   -2,0227748e+04    4,2329665e+06    5,8678217e+06    6,6703736e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,8002441e+09    1,3986049e+09    1,5599410e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5407107e+09    9,9119544e+09    9,8946834e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9468154e+09    2,2491183e+09    2,4199485e+09
0,0390625    3,7590961e+07    5,7604023e+07    5,5774742e+07    5,4000216e+07    1,2982020e+08    1,9601055e+08    2,2502826e+08    2,4675245e+08   -2,0390938e+04    4,1889522e+06    5,8192083e+06    6,6251144e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,7680396e+09    1,3740106e+09    1,5073721e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5324955e+09    9,9077860e+09    9,8742605e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9408097e+09    2,2485200e+09    2,4132390e+09
0,0393750    3,7891687e+07    5,7821727e+07    5,5933607e+07    5,4080120e+07    1,3085876e+08    1,9634745e+08    2,2539545e+08    2,4729401e+08   -2,0554127e+04    4,1449959e+06    5,7755752e+06    6,5780823e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,7631017e+09    1,3195686e+09    1,5010095e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,5310690e+09    9,8975547e+09    9,8679537e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9407001e+09    2,2403360e+09    2,4125582e+09
0, 396875    3,8192414e+07    5,8 35849e+07    5,6091268e+07    5,4156302e+07    1,3189731e+08    1,966797 e+08    2,2573832e+08    2,4782774e+08   -2,0717317e+04    4,0992772e+06    5,7392028e+ 6    6,5271177e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,7023377e+09    1,2683285e+09    1,4424218e+0    3,3233899e+09    9,5024 96e+09    9,8931308e+09    9,8513305e+ 9    1,1799410e+    1,8492471e+09    2,2398653e+09    2,4053780e+09
0,0400000    3,8493140e+07    5,8247372e+07    5,6246481e+07    5,4231387e+07    1,3293587e+08    1,9700830e+08    2,2607188e+08    2,4835831e+08   -2,0880506e+04    4,0550518e+06    5,7061319e+06    6,4768303e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,6876308e+09    1,2216002e+09    1,4034856e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4986309e+09    9,8418904e+09    9,7579508e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8491408e+09    2,2225914e+09    2,3713318e+09
0,0403125    3,8793867e+07    5,8454125e+07    5,6401261e+07    5,4305356e+07    1,3397443e+08    1,9732326e+08    2,2639875e+08    2,4888794e+08   -2,1043696e+04    4,0127839e+06    5,6747307e+06    6,4265905e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,6650014e+09    1,2169487e+09    1,3785202e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4966373e+09    9,8383743e+09    9,7526519e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8449752e+09    2,2222012e+09    2,3703128e+09
0,0406250    3,9094593e+07    5,8656735e+07    5,6554692e+07    5,4378237e+07    1,3501299e+08    1,9762653e+08    2,2672470e+08    2,4941667e+08   -2,1206886e+04    3,9719893e+06    5,6432720e+06    6,3763978e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,6294273e+09    1,1877420e+09    1,3149667e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4933784e+09    9,8345713e+09    9,7366776e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8416297e+09    2,2217583e+09    2,3696079e+09
0, 409375    3,9395319e+07    5,8855329e+07    5,6703354e+07    5,4449925e+07    1,3605155e+08    1,979154 e+08    2,2704609e+08    2,4994032e+08   -2,1370076e+04  3,930 565e+06    5,6083279e+06    6,3242667e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,614529 e+09    1,1656322e+09    1,3077238e+0    3,3233899e+09    9,4725 76e+09    9,8304969e+09  9,7280270e+ 9    1,1799410e+    1,837 51 e+0    2,2133065e+09    2,36797 1e+09
0,0412500    3,9696046e+07    5,9051816e+07    5,6847326e+07    5,4521004e+07    1,3709011e+08    1,9820150e+08    2,2735980e+08    2,5045947e+08   -2,1533266e+04    3,8909102e+06    5,5694151e+06    6,2710259e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,5864899e+09    1,1327450e+09    1,1804482e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4703569e+09    9,8213866e+09    9,6810232e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8351353e+09    2,2017918e+09    2,3625569e+09
0,0415625    3,9996772e+07    5,9245246e+07    5,6988596e+07    5,4591252e+07    1,3812867e+08    1,9848129e+08    2,2766588e+08    2,5097734e+08   -2,1696458e+04    3,8538306e+06    5,5300305e+06    6,2174449e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,5433408e+09    1,1014583e+09    1,1648938e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4638203e+09    9,7782734e+09    9,6759685e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8317046e+09    2,1974530e+09    2,3511823e+09
0,0418750    4,0297498e+07    5,9436521e+07    5,7129545e+07    5,4659529e+07    1,3916723e+08    1,9875853e+08    2,2796414e+08    2,5149076e+08   -2,1859643e+04    3,8174025e+06    5,4930830e+06    6,1641500e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,5203161e+09    1,0972874e+09    1,1417321e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4576351e+09    9,7751177e+09    9,6640323e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8217172e+09    2,1971105e+09    2,3488683e+09
0, 421875    4, 598225e+07    5,9625978e+07    5,7271876e+07    5,472 709e+07    1,4020579e+08    1,9903209e+08    2,2825112e+08    2,5199389e+08   -2,2022832e+04  3,7805558e+06    5,458727 e+06    6,1144348e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,4734199e+09    1,0433003e+09    1,1034908e+0    3,3233899e+09    9,4 23 7e+09    9,7643893e+09  9,6572632e+ 9    1,1799410e+    1,8111345e+09    2,1965565e+09    2,3460515e+09
0,0425000    4,0898951e+07    5,9813677e+07    5,7416043e+07    5,4795582e+07    1,4124435e+08    1,9930278e+08    2,2852814e+08    2,5249357e+08   -2,2186022e+04    3,7436212e+06    5,4265551e+06    6,0660339e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,4406824e+09    9,4399019e+08    1,0593258e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4503932e+09    9,7587569e+09    9,6514452e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8084844e+09    2,1960909e+09    2,3444111e+09
0,0428125    4,1199678e+07    5,9999707e+07    5,7558865e+07    5,4862788e+07    1,4228291e+08    1,9957224e+08    2,2880096e+08    2,5298929e+08   -2,2349211e+04    3,7066726e+06    5,3929865e+06    6,0194980e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,3729182e+09    9,3090457e+08    1,0341081e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4101417e+09    9,7492005e+09    9,6456157e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8026673e+09    2,1846457e+09    2,3434008e+09
0,0431250    4,1500404e+07    6,0182043e+07    5,7701236e+07    5,4920686e+07    1,4332147e+08    1,9983618e+08    2,2906778e+08    2,5346757e+08   -2,2512401e+04    3,6701441e+06    5,3612426e+06    5,9827550e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,3414461e+09    9,1234881e+08    1,0278658e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,4077919e+09    9,7453344e+09    9,6400636e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8021906e+09    2,1839269e+09    2,3429576e+09
0, 434375    4,1 01130e+07    6,0359794e+07    5,7842790e+07    5,4976844e+07    1,44360 3e+08    2,0009295e+08    2,2932739e+08    2,5394335e+08   -2,2675590e+04  3,6352166e+06    5,3321263e+06    5,946 818e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,3011247e+09    8,7773935e+08    1,021 588e+0    3,3233899e+09    ,4040930e+09    9,7413043e+09  9,6345663e+ 9    1,1799410e+    1,7976182e+09    2,1778363e+09    ,34251 9e+09
0,0437500    4,2101857e+07    6,0535340e+07    5,7984194e+07    5,5029524e+07    1,4539859e+08    2,0034348e+08    2,2958099e+08    2,5440954e+08   -2,2838780e+04    3,5995114e+06    5,3001449e+06    5,9143809e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,2507903e+09    8,3629728e+08    9,9346183e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3804500e+09    9,7373594e+09    9,6233405e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7907052e+09    2,1748805e+09    2,3080602e+09
0,0440625    4,2402583e+07    6,0708242e+07    5,8125629e+07    5,5079230e+07    1,4643715e+08    2,0058722e+08    2,2982480e+08    2,5486262e+08   -2,3001969e+04    3,5633117e+06    5,2663382e+06    5,8861092e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,2188868e+09    8,1815807e+08    9,8765830e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3391830e+09    9,7332582e+09    9,6181214e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7757770e+09    2,1744233e+09    2,3076188e+09
0,0443750    4,2703309e+07    6,1214152e+07    5,8266534e+07    5,5128154e+07    1,4747571e+08    2,0071388e+08    2,3006258e+08    2,5531189e+08   -2,3165159e+04    3,3437834e+06    5,2340580e+06    5,8581008e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,1454977e+09    8,1255551e+08    9,4468637e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,3185929e+09    9,7294406e+09    9,5886616e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7646432e+09    2,1741091e+09    2,3022815e+09
0, 446875    4,3004036e+07    6,1380826e+07    5,8406293e+07    5,5177508e+07    1,485142 e+08    2,00 4102e+08    2,3029940e+08    2,5575875e+08   -2,3328348e+04    3,3160522e+06    5,2017902e+06    5,8310931e+06    3,3233899e+09    1,0499471e+09    7,72 1323e+08    9,1262440e+08    3, 23389 e+09    ,3092792e+09    9,6989047e+09    9,5826108e+ 9    1,1799410e+    1,7639613e+09    2,1591387e+09    2,3014180e+09
0,0450000    4,3304762e+07    6,1544703e+07    5,8544922e+07    5,5226618e+07    1,4955282e+08    2,0116273e+08    2,3053528e+08    2,5620121e+08   -2,3491538e+04    3,2856226e+06    5,1695356e+06    5,8021974e+06    3,3233899e+09    9,5911856e+08    7,4017221e+08    8,9426691e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2946284e+09    9,6933829e+09    9,5755692e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7590855e+09    2,1586443e+09    2,2980170e+09
0,0453125    4,3605488e+07    6,1705991e+07    5,8682437e+07    5,5275024e+07    1,5059138e+08    2,0138133e+08    2,3077025e+08    2,5664135e+08   -2,3654727e+04    3,2555057e+06    5,1372946e+06    5,7727776e+06    3,3233899e+09    9,2992991e+08    7,2743034e+08    8,8665931e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2852728e+09    9,6797484e+09    9,5633590e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7578816e+09    2,1560196e+09    2,2883465e+09
0,0456250    4,3906215e+07    6,1865220e+07    5,8818853e+07    5,5322618e+07    1,5162994e+08    2,0158514e+08    2,3100432e+08    2,5707564e+08   -2,3817916e+04    3,2303143e+06    5,1050677e+06    5,7418919e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,9387389e+08    7,1092131e+08    8,6922292e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2693869e+09    9,6677478e+09    9,5543404e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7567197e+09    2,1451285e+09    2,2823136e+09
0,0459375    4,4206941e+07    6,2020532e+07    5,8954186e+07    5,5369474e+07    1,5266850e+08    2,0177754e+08    2,3123750e+08    2,5750872e+08   -2,3981106e+04    3,2060463e+06    5,0728555e+06    5,7108559e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,8005673e+08    7,0601801e+08    8,4733882e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2650561e+09    9,6635781e+09    9,5486331e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7547653e+09    2,1447777e+09    2,2815431e+09
0,0462500    4,4507668e+07    6,2169050e+07    5,9088909e+07    5,5415544e+07    1,5370706e+08    2,0195875e+08    2,3146883e+08    2,5794108e+08   -2,4144295e+04    3,1843176e+06    5,0403048e+06    5,6798907e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,5478529e+08    6,8075461e+08    8,4255470e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2573866e+09    9,6580703e+09    9,5430800e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7510452e+09    2,1407072e+09    2,2810646e+09
0,0465625    4,4808394e+07    6,2315118e+07    5,9222611e+07    5,5461680e+07    1,5474562e+08    2,0213517e+08    2,3169652e+08    2,5837042e+08   -2,4307485e+04    3,1637202e+06    5,0075735e+06    5,6497035e+06    3,3233899e+09    8,4863294e+08    6,5900148e+08    8,2940771e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2532046e+09    9,6536913e+09    9,5362090e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7505407e+09    2,1392172e+09    2,2797267e+09
0, 468750    4,5109508e+07    6,2459983e+07    5,9355239e+07    5,5507641e+07    1,5577670e+08    2,0230846e+08    2,3192287e+08    2,5879662e+08   -2,43 5496e+04    3,1420468e+06    4,9748594e+06    5,62 8294e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,8826695e+08    6,3635989e+08    7,8392253e+08    3,323389 e+09    ,2378649e+09    9,5734451e+09    9,5281644e+ 9    1,1799410e+    1,7403776e+09    2,1187700e+09    2,2777831e+09
0,0471875    4,5411056e+07    6,2602962e+07    5,9486864e+07    5,5553211e+07    1,5679367e+08    2,0247809e+08    2,3214842e+08    2,5921632e+08   -2,4444086e+04    3,1203261e+06    4,9421610e+06    5,5898849e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,8230382e+08    6,2265276e+08    7,6672547e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2338706e+09    9,5690423e+09    9,4153972e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7399644e+09    2,1180361e+09    2,2661745e+09
0,0475000    4,5712575e+07    6,2744130e+07    5,9616337e+07    5,5597850e+07    1,5780973e+08    2,0264229e+08    2,3237232e+08    2,5963331e+08   -2,4504755e+04    3,0994415e+06    4,9103961e+06    5,5590854e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,6202886e+08    5,7322238e+08    7,6221226e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2287799e+09    9,5588373e+09    9,4105270e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7393328e+09    2,1175785e+09    2,2657865e+09
0,0478125    4,6014037e+07    6,2882986e+07    5,9740251e+07    5,5642476e+07    1,5882573e+08    2,0279938e+08    2,3259200e+08    2,6004670e+08   -2,4570789e+04    3,0786341e+06    4,8822646e+06    5,5273341e+06    3,3233899e+09    7,1859756e+08    5,6230377e+08    7,4760557e+08    3,3233899e+09    9,2230799e+09    9,5543742e+09    9,4023943e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7382591e+09    2,1171027e+09    2,2646963e+09
0, 481250    4,6315446e+07    6,3 20324e+07    5,9865335e+07    5,5685788e+07    1,5984152e+08    2,029 433e+08    2,3280421e+08    2,6045487e+08   -2,4637481e+04  3,0580049e+06    4,8510726e+06    5,4924788e+06    3,2 92108e+09    6,8249461e+08    5,5816447e+08    7,1773885e+08    3,3233515e+09    9,1896243e+09    9,5504796e+09  9,3897202e+ 9    1,1 979 7e+    1,7325757e+09    2,1167565e+09    2, 627135e+09
0,0484375    4,6616857e+07    6,3154463e+07    5,9988193e+07    5,5728804e+07    1,6084813e+08    2,0310015e+08    2,3300419e+08    2,6086058e+08   -2,4341629e+04    3,0383679e+06    4,8180195e+06    5,4580364e+06    3,2477832e+09    6,6639080e+08    5,3620436e+08    7,0501275e+08    3,3233146e+09    9,1841101e+09    9,4251197e+09    9,3836870e+09    1,1796730e+09    1,7255439e+09    2,0842931e+09    2,2619050e+09
0,0487500    4,6918048e+07    6,3286383e+07    6,0110146e+07    5,5772084e+07    1,6184599e+08    2,0324119e+08    2,3320326e+08    2,6126367e+08   -2,3967969e+04    3,0203714e+06    4,7849169e+06    5,4251457e+06    3,2067672e+09    6,2415931e+08    5,2451924e+08    6,8813197e+08    3,3232476e+09    9,1743984e+09    9,4194698e+09    9,3768140e+09    1,1795829e+09    1,7219430e+09    2,0832878e+09    2,2600055e+09
0,0490625    4,7218673e+07    6,3417326e+07    6,0231206e+07    5,5814686e+07    1,6279800e+08    2,0337806e+08    2,3340156e+08    2,6166586e+08   -2,3544538e+04    3,0035772e+06    4,7518383e+06    5,3923863e+06    3,0610687e+09    6,0180305e+08    5,0639885e+08    6,4508080e+08    3,3229485e+09    9,1695479e+09    9,4142950e+09    9,3609244e+09    1,1794034e+09    1,7196163e+09    2,0652194e+09    2,2574950e+09
0, 493750    4,7518922e+07    6,35 5548e+07    6,0351238e+07    5,5857111e+07    1,6373592e+08    2,0351005e+08    2,3359874e+08    2,6206364e+08   -2,3303357e+04  2,9879 16e+06    4,7184163e+06    5,36 746e+06    2,9247338e+09    5,964516 e+08    4,8517388e+08    6,4154430e+08    3, 228417e+09    9,1645355e+09    9,4085905e+09  9,3553015e+ 9    1,1792617e+    1,7189816e+09    2,0636265e+09    ,2570474e+09
0,0496875    4,7818378e+07    6,3672143e+07    6,0470721e+07    5,5899134e+07    1,6464606e+08    2,0363923e+08    2,3379131e+08    2,6246066e+08   -2,4114542e+04    2,9737247e+06    4,6865249e+06    5,3295546e+06    2,6629327e+09    5,7962916e+08    4,5546364e+08    6,3064619e+08    3,3221736e+09    9,1597412e+09    9,4032455e+09    9,3237028e+09    1,1785703e+09    1,7183196e+09    2,0614977e+09    2,2368018e+09
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Figure 6.35: Stress-strain curves (σxx− yy) and (τxy− yy) considering elasto-plastic polymer
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Strains Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d)
!xx #xx #yy $xy C11 C22 C33
0,0000000    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0003125    3,0089142e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    1,0388372e+06    3,3309571e+06    3,3309571e+06    3,3309571e+06   -1,5544411e+02    1,4381743e+05    1,4381743e+05    1,4381743e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0006250    6,0161779e+05    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    2,0773966e+06    6,6619143e+06    6,6619143e+06    6,6619143e+06   -3,1863357e+02    2,8763486e+05    2,8763486e+05    2,8763486e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0009375    9,0234416e+05    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    3,1159559e+06    9,9928714e+06    9,9928714e+06    9,9928714e+06   -4,8182303e+02    4,3145230e+05    4,3145230e+05    4,3145230e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0012500    1,2030705e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    4,1545153e+06    1,3323829e+07    1,3323829e+07    1,3323829e+07   -6,4501250e+02    5,7526973e+05    5,7526973e+05    5,7526973e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0015625    1,5037969e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    5,1930746e+06    1,6654786e+07    1,6654786e+07    1,6654786e+07   -8,0820196e+02    7,1908716e+05    7,1908716e+05    7,1908716e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0018750    1,8045233e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    6,2316340e+06    1,9985743e+07    1,9985743e+07    1,9985743e+07   -9,7139143e+02    8,6290459e+05    8,6290459e+05    8,6290459e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0021875    2,1052496e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    7,2701933e+06    2,3316700e+07    2,3316700e+07    2,3316700e+07   -1,1345809e+03    1,0067220e+06    1,0067220e+06    1,0067220e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0025000    2,4059760e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    8,3087527e+06    2,6647657e+07    2,6647657e+07    2,6647657e+07   -1,2977704e+03    1,1505395e+06    1,1505395e+06    1,1505395e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0028125    2,7067024e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    9,3473120e+06    2,9978614e+07    2,9978614e+07    2,9978614e+07   -1,4609598e+03    1,2943569e+06    1,2943569e+06    1,2943569e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0031250    3,0074287e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    1,0385871e+07    3,3309571e+07    3,3309571e+07    3,3309571e+07   -1,6241493e+03    1,4381743e+06    1,4381743e+06    1,4381743e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0034375    3,3081551e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    1,1424431e+07    3,6640528e+07    3,6640528e+07    3,6640528e+07   -1,7873388e+03    1,5819918e+06    1,5819918e+06    1,5819918e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0037500    3,6088815e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    1,2462990e+07    3,9971486e+07    3,9971486e+07    3,9971486e+07   -1,9505282e+03    1,7258092e+06    1,7258092e+06    1,7258092e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0040625    3,9096078e+06    9,0691237e+06    9,0889823e+06    9,0889823e+06    1,3501549e+07    4,3136753e+07    4,3302443e+07    4,3302443e+07   -2,1137177e+03    1,9295260e+06    1,8696266e+06    1,8696266e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3907095e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8215054e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7386625e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0043750    4,2103342e+06    9,7378915e+06    9,7881348e+06    9,7881348e+06    1,4540109e+07    4,6205737e+07    4,6633400e+07    4,6633400e+07   -2,2769071e+03    2,1658010e+06    2,0134440e+06    2,0134440e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0046875    4,5110606e+06    1,0405370e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,5578668e+07    4,9270586e+07    4,9964357e+07    4,9964357e+07   -2,4400966e+03    2,4004865e+06    2,1572615e+06    2,1572615e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0050000    4,8117869e+06    1,1072849e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,6617227e+07    5,2335435e+07    5,3295314e+07    5,3295314e+07   -2,6032861e+03    2,6351720e+06    2,3010789e+06    2,3010789e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0053125    5,1125133e+06    1,1740328e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,7655787e+07    5,5400285e+07    5,6626271e+07    5,6626271e+07   -2,7664755e+03    2,8698575e+06    2,4448963e+06    2,4448963e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0056250    5,4132397e+06    1,2395400e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,8694346e+07    5,8393843e+07    5,9957228e+07    5,9957228e+07   -2,9296649e+03    3,0688654e+06    2,5887138e+06    2,5887138e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3624812e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,9204267e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5144238e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0059375    5,7139660e+06    1,3004590e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,9732905e+07    6,1138386e+07    6,3288185e+07    6,3288185e+07   -3,0928543e+03    3,1447503e+06    2,7325312e+06    2,7325312e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3268577e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,2646419e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3721871e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0062500    6,0146924e+06    1,3564668e+07    1,3983050e+07    1,3983050e+07    2,0771465e+07    6,3581711e+07    6,6619143e+07    6,6619143e+07   -3,2560437e+03    3,1850099e+06    2,8763486e+06    2,8763486e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0065625    6,3154188e+06    1,4120053e+07    1,4682202e+07    1,4682202e+07    2,1810024e+07    6,5964624e+07    6,9950100e+07    6,9950100e+07   -3,4192329e+03    3,2419607e+06    3,0201661e+06    3,0201661e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0068750    6,6161452e+06    1,4675438e+07    1,5381355e+07    1,5381355e+07    2,2848584e+07    6,8347537e+07    7,3281057e+07    7,3281057e+07   -3,5824219e+03    3,2989115e+06    3,1639835e+06    3,1639835e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0071875    6,9168715e+06    1,5230823e+07    1,6080507e+07    1,6080507e+07    2,3887143e+07    7,0730450e+07    7,6612014e+07    7,6612014e+07   -3,7456103e+03    3,3558623e+06    3,3078010e+06    3,3078010e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0075000    7,2175979e+06    1,5785124e+07    1,6779660e+07    1,6779660e+07    2,4925702e+07    7,3102314e+07    7,9942971e+07    7,9942971e+07   -3,9087978e+03    3,4167275e+06    3,4516185e+06    3,4516185e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0078125    7,5183243e+06    1,6338892e+07    1,7478812e+07    1,7478812e+07    2,5964262e+07    7,5468759e+07    8,3273928e+07    8,3273928e+07   -4,0719833e+03    3,4795128e+06    3,5954361e+06    3,5954361e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0081250    7,8190507e+06    1,6892661e+07    1,8177965e+07    1,8177965e+07    2,7002821e+07    7,7835203e+07    8,6604885e+07    8,6604885e+07   -4,2351648e+03    3,5422981e+06    3,7392532e+06    3,7392532e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0084375    8,1197771e+06    1,7445605e+07    1,8877117e+07    1,8877117e+07    2,8041380e+07    8,0199371e+07    8,9935842e+07    8,9935842e+07   -4,3983383e+03    3,6038501e+06    3,8830707e+06    3,8830707e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3189531e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,5618311e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3059087e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0087500    8,4205035e+06    1,8000240e+07    1,9576270e+07    1,9576270e+07    2,9079940e+07    8,2524696e+07    9,3266800e+07    9,3266800e+07   -4,5614960e+03    3,6662576e+06    4,0268881e+06    4,0268881e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3170811e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0647710e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3056718e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0090625    8,7212300e+06    1,8562872e+07    2,0275422e+07    2,0275422e+07    3,0118499e+07    8,4723712e+07    9,6597757e+07    9,6597757e+07   -4,7246218e+03    3,7339842e+06    4,1707055e+06    4,1707055e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0093750    9,0219567e+06    1,9125587e+07    2,0974575e+07    2,0974575e+07    3,1157058e+07    8,6921816e+07    9,9928714e+07    9,9928714e+07   -4,8876839e+03    3,8019981e+06    4,3145230e+06    4,3145230e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0096875    9,3226825e+06    1,9688301e+07    2,1649634e+07    2,1656226e+07    3,2195618e+07    8,9119921e+07    1,0305133e+08    1,0309647e+08   -5,0511280e+03    3,8700120e+06    4,4703809e+06    4,4502832e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,3888295e+09    6,3923857e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0339352e+09    9,6990076e+09    9,8662734e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8052577e+09    2,8383912e+09
0,0100000    9,6234088e+06    2,0243479e+07    2,2299592e+07    2,2328172e+07    3,3234177e+07    9,1313927e+07    1,0594790e+08    1,0617922e+08   -5,2143175e+03    3,9390586e+06    4,6752383e+06    4,5823708e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2181614e+09    6,3826315e+09    6,3925058e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0050528e+09    9,1480608e+09    9,8639032e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,2403171e+09    2,7314351e+09    2,8396565e+09
0,0103125    9,9241352e+06    2,0789512e+07    2,2939639e+07    2,2992319e+07    3,4272736e+07    9,3503006e+07    1,0873640e+08    1,0917136e+08   -5,3775070e+03    4,0133621e+06    4,8891851e+06    4,7115097e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2181614e+09    6,3805933e+09    6,3899652e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0050528e+09    8,8924048e+09    9,5645956e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,2403171e+09    2,7297172e+09    2,8386688e+09
0,0106250    1,0224862e+07    2,1335799e+07    2,3578517e+07    2,3655740e+07    3,5311296e+07    9,5683544e+07    1,1151444e+08    1,1215932e+08   -5,5406964e+03    4,0912004e+06    5,1022689e+06    4,8403724e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2179711e+09    6,3805955e+09    6,3899743e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,7888777e+09    8,8887061e+09    9,5602604e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,2032886e+09    2,7301513e+09    2,8392942e+09
0,0109375    1,0525588e+07    2,1885997e+07    2,4216083e+07    2,4318671e+07    3,6349855e+07    9,7755396e+07    1,1428816e+08    1,1514581e+08   -5,7038859e+03    4,1918499e+06    5,3140209e+06    4,9690484e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2174893e+09    6,3788950e+09    6,3897005e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,5342645e+09    8,8673367e+09    9,5556326e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,2030202e+09    2,7278913e+09    2,8392549e+09
0,0112500    1,0826314e+07    2,2437496e+07    2,4852557e+07    2,4981132e+07    3,7388414e+07    9,9797354e+07    1,1705833e+08    1,1813093e+08   -5,8670754e+03    4,2915286e+06    5,5247028e+06    5,0975448e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2174893e+09    6,3786664e+09    6,3894339e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,5342645e+09    8,8636569e+09    9,5513086e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,2030202e+09    2,7277991e+09    2,8392173e+09
0,0115625    1,1127041e+07    2,2987947e+07    2,5488640e+07    2,5643141e+07    3,8426974e+07    1,0183469e+08    1,1982741e+08    1,2111476e+08   -6,0302648e+03    4,3902576e+06    5,7351591e+06    5,2258690e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2148854e+09    6,3784433e+09    6,3891746e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,4836779e+09    8,8602036e+09    9,5472727e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,2002818e+09    2,7277103e+09    2,8391813e+09
0,0118750    1,1427767e+07    2,3533166e+07    2,6123244e+07    2,6298403e+07    3,9465533e+07    1,0384962e+08    1,2259005e+08    1,2406546e+08   -6,1934543e+03    4,4863729e+06    5,9444973e+06    5,3499586e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2083833e+09    6,3716804e+09    6,3818240e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,3751191e+09    8,6990300e+09    9,3629339e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1993727e+09    2,7232002e+09    2,8359518e+09
0,0121875    1,1728493e+07    2,4072833e+07    2,6748491e+07    2,6942821e+07    4,0504092e+07    1,0584173e+08    1,2530765e+08    1,2696366e+08   -6,3566438e+03    4,5827188e+06    6,1462733e+06    5,4690041e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2082138e+09    6,3714136e+09    6,3733942e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,3745341e+09    8,6954554e+09    9,1706037e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1992983e+09    2,7231397e+09    2,8351552e+09
0,0125000    1,2029220e+07    2,4612414e+07    2,7363433e+07    2,7580044e+07    4,1542652e+07    1,0783367e+08    1,2797805e+08    1,2982841e+08   -6,5198332e+03    4,6790443e+06    6,3430995e+06    5,5857952e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2082636e+09    6,3633200e+09    6,3730999e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,3740604e+09    8,5272472e+09    9,1660654e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1995777e+09    2,7209366e+09    2,8353840e+09
0,0128125    1,2329946e+07    2,5149266e+07    2,7976739e+07    2,8216691e+07    4,2581211e+07    1,0980319e+08    1,3064199e+08    1,3269177e+08   -6,6830227e+03    4,7810711e+06    6,5391681e+06    5,7024340e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2033773e+09    6,3631953e+09    6,3726724e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,1074283e+09    8,5236600e+09    9,1616782e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1816453e+09    2,7212769e+09    2,8353808e+09
0,0131250    1,2630673e+07    2,5677877e+07    2,8589551e+07    2,8852784e+07    4,3619770e+07    1,1171156e+08    1,3330478e+08    1,3555383e+08   -6,8462121e+03    4,8951095e+06    6,7350291e+06    5,8189285e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2032243e+09    6,3628189e+09    6,3722575e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,1065522e+09    8,5200640e+09    9,1575794e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1816906e+09    2,7212176e+09    2,8353784e+09
0,0134375    1,2931399e+07    2,6206335e+07    2,9201889e+07    2,9488346e+07    4,4658330e+07    1,1361965e+08    1,3596651e+08    1,3841467e+08   -7,0094016e+03    5,0090929e+06    6,9306922e+06    5,9352858e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2030489e+09    6,3624526e+09    6,3718551e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,1056893e+09    8,5166896e+09    9,1537527e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1816973e+09    2,7211611e+09    2,8353767e+09
0,0137500    1,3232125e+07    2,6731203e+07    2,9813771e+07    3,0120576e+07    4,5696889e+07    1,1552327e+08    1,3862723e+08    1,4123775e+08   -7,1725911e+03    5,1199409e+06    7,1261667e+06    6,0557791e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1926687e+09    6,3620963e+09    6,3703953e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,0895116e+09    8,5135252e+09    8,9900379e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1735209e+09    2,7211074e+09    2,8329332e+09
0,0140625    1,3532852e+07    2,7230721e+07    3,0423081e+07    3,0751259e+07    4,6735448e+07    1,1738418e+08    1,4125776e+08    1,4404625e+08   -7,3357805e+03    5,2135736e+06    7,3239601e+06    6,1776335e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1426775e+09    6,3609187e+09    6,3701246e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,9493471e+09    8,3730174e+09    8,9862053e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1486567e+09    2,7198299e+09    2,8332312e+09
0,0143750    1,3833578e+07    2,7730946e+07    3,1027847e+07    3,1367262e+07    4,7774008e+07    1,1922946e+08    1,4385637e+08    1,4679516e+08   -7,4989700e+03    5,3044861e+06    7,5129882e+06    6,2932983e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1113374e+09    6,3387036e+09    6,3503452e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,8659585e+09    7,6934049e+09    8,6616510e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1422698e+09    2,5050768e+09    2,8298963e+09
0,0146875    1,4134304e+07    2,8227973e+07    3,1585892e+07    3,1968181e+07    4,8812567e+07    1,2103697e+08    1,4621575e+08    1,4947902e+08   -7,6621594e+03    5,3836680e+06    7,5885774e+06    6,4120680e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1060459e+09    6,3175475e+09    6,3453768e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,5704985e+09    7,3446269e+09    8,5384904e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1040692e+09    2,4900006e+09    2,8191819e+09
0,0150000    1,4435031e+07    2,8713035e+07    3,2124768e+07    3,2565110e+07    4,9851127e+07    1,2276701e+08    1,4847315e+08    1,5214582e+08   -7,8253487e+03    5,4384519e+06    7,6809911e+06    6,5353253e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0995361e+09    6,3113545e+09    6,3446088e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,5079816e+09    6,6336615e+09    8,5321814e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1032739e+09    2,4503553e+09    2,8193330e+09
0,0153125    1,4735757e+07    2,9191247e+07    3,2647658e+07    3,3155739e+07    5,0889686e+07    1,2447564e+08    1,5054510e+08    1,5478478e+08   -7,9885380e+03    5,4918602e+06    7,8136405e+06    6,6543580e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0920425e+09    6,3105418e+09    6,3175390e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,4338425e+09    6,6291201e+09    8,2682086e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1031966e+09    2,4504352e+09    2,8033236e+09
0,0156250    1,5036483e+07    2,9665297e+07    3,3140640e+07    3,3733951e+07    5,1928245e+07    1,2616679e+08    1,5250331e+08    1,5736694e+08   -8,1517270e+03    5,5436035e+06    7,8782145e+06    6,7644581e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0836605e+09    6,2822852e+09    6,3156461e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,2328991e+09    6,2174893e+09    8,2610248e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0574012e+09    2,3014154e+09    2,8035820e+09
0,0159375    1,5337210e+07    3,0135824e+07    3,3629696e+07    3,4311144e+07    5,2966805e+07    1,2780133e+08    1,5441971e+08    1,5994692e+08   -8,3149157e+03    5,5907782e+06    7,9350267e+06    6,8742345e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0814552e+09    6,2814290e+09    6,3158905e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,2275823e+09    6,1061802e+09    8,2542764e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0566448e+09    2,3009550e+09    2,8037071e+09
0,0162500    1,5637936e+07    3,0605583e+07    3,4114591e+07    3,4886206e+07    5,4005364e+07    1,2943471e+08    1,5632085e+08    1,6250715e+08   -8,4781035e+03    5,6375806e+06    7,9891853e+06    6,9863800e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0811725e+09    6,2581949e+09    6,3127298e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,2265731e+09    6,0404893e+09    8,0125842e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0566651e+09    2,2870159e+09    2,7966542e+09
0,0165625    1,5938663e+07    3,1078160e+07    3,4590911e+07    3,5450173e+07    5,5043923e+07    1,3106238e+08    1,5820756e+08    1,6497409e+08   -8,6412897e+03    5,6831897e+06    8,0368838e+06    7,1165073e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0637145e+09    6,2578107e+09    6,3086528e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,1705589e+09    6,0364652e+09    7,8414394e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0540621e+09    2,2871568e+09    2,7875787e+09
0,0168750    1,6239389e+07    3,1557132e+07    3,5066588e+07    3,6006209e+07    5,6082483e+07    1,3267796e+08    1,6009304e+08    1,6740154e+08   -8,8044725e+03    5,7262163e+06    8,0844583e+06    7,2462511e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0634354e+09    6,2571185e+09    6,3019542e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,1696526e+09    6,0326055e+09    7,7157532e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0540824e+09    2,2872902e+09    2,7836446e+09
0,0171875    1,6540115e+07    3,2035913e+07    3,5541082e+07    3,6557504e+07    5,7121042e+07    1,3429328e+08    1,6196581e+08    1,6981080e+08   -8,9676488e+03    5,7692355e+06    8,1341165e+06    7,3728642e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0631607e+09    6,2554779e+09    6,3008704e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,1687783e+09    5,9273675e+09    7,7075932e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0541022e+09    2,2824048e+09    2,7837724e+09
0,0175000    1,6840842e+07    3,2513951e+07    3,6010188e+07    3,7103051e+07    5,8159601e+07    1,3590656e+08    1,6380050e+08    1,7219547e+08   -9,1308119e+03    5,8121088e+06    8,1915492e+06    7,4959027e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0561658e+09    6,2490178e+09    6,2941214e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,1013193e+09    5,7653716e+09    7,5681207e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0536827e+09    2,2733448e+09    2,7806808e+09
0,0178125    1,7141568e+07    3,2986193e+07    3,6471955e+07    3,7639328e+07    5,9198160e+07    1,3749266e+08    1,6560108e+08    1,7454765e+08   -9,2939487e+03    5,8535257e+06    8,2484296e+06    7,6117934e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0397614e+09    6,2482898e+09    6,2810518e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,9489668e+09    5,7607015e+09    7,4760413e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0533563e+09    2,2734982e+09    2,7692520e+09
0,0181250    1,7442294e+07    3,3455466e+07    3,6932382e+07    3,8168468e+07    6,0236720e+07    1,3903256e+08    1,6739534e+08    1,7688192e+08   -9,4572436e+03    5,8974187e+06    8,3068568e+06    7,7217484e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0372716e+09    6,2469375e+09    6,2797835e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,8911075e+09    5,7082762e+09    7,4675853e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0429370e+09    2,2680860e+09    2,7693040e+09
0,0184375    1,7743021e+07    3,3919883e+07    3,7387195e+07    3,8696462e+07    6,1275279e+07    1,4052420e+08    1,6915948e+08    1,7921216e+08   -9,6204330e+03    5,9394353e+06    8,3661988e+06    7,8312807e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9614765e+09    6,2419442e+09    6,2764301e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,6897076e+09    5,6099199e+09    7,4124082e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9974720e+09    2,2665083e+09    2,7687758e+09
0,0187500    1,8043747e+07    3,4386160e+07    3,7838905e+07    3,9225643e+07    6,2313839e+07    1,4196162e+08    1,7091145e+08    1,8152674e+08   -9,7836225e+03    5,9709694e+06    8,4240720e+06    7,9391188e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9232128e+09    6,2408206e+09    6,2750356e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,5734597e+09    5,6049158e+09    7,4047632e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9880387e+09    2,2665342e+09    2,7688118e+09
0,0190625    1,8344474e+07    3,4851489e+07    3,8289691e+07    3,9751399e+07    6,3352398e+07    1,4337674e+08    1,7266191e+08    1,8378335e+08   -9,9468120e+03    6,0042916e+06    8,4818431e+06    8,0420226e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9206669e+09    6,2401384e+09    6,2629751e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,5195180e+09    5,6003176e+09    6,9589723e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9862643e+09    2,2667933e+09    2,7575824e+09
0,0193750    1,8645200e+07    3,5315901e+07    3,8735578e+07    4,0260354e+07    6,4390957e+07    1,4478866e+08    1,7440151e+08    1,8594890e+08   -1,0110001e+04    6,0380229e+06    8,5353133e+06    8,1308168e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9201516e+09    6,2292690e+09    6,2403347e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,5176555e+09    5,5421933e+09    6,8728035e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9863873e+09    2,2562381e+09    2,7440491e+09
0,0196875    1,8945926e+07    3,5784795e+07    3,9178710e+07    4,0753351e+07    6,5429517e+07    1,4615701e+08    1,7612779e+08    1,8806497e+08   -1,0273191e+04    6,0660229e+06    8,5844252e+06    8,2050692e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9171502e+09    6,2265289e+09    6,2290509e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,3445370e+09    5,5116446e+09    6,6168361e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9831096e+09    2,2550738e+09    2,7290340e+09
0,0200000    1,9246653e+07    3,6251586e+07    3,9622021e+07    4,1233598e+07    6,6468076e+07    1,4751237e+08    1,7783232e+08    1,9011935e+08   -1,0436380e+04    6,0900381e+06    8,6321456e+06    8,2647865e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8761519e+09    6,2256633e+09    6,2241877e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,3246396e+09    5,2953029e+09    6,4730440e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9521087e+09    2,2546455e+09    2,7159422e+09
0,0203125    1,9547379e+07    3,6712284e+07    4,0064526e+07    4,1705689e+07    6,7506635e+07    1,4886331e+08    1,7948435e+08    1,9212896e+08   -1,0599570e+04    6,1090708e+06    8,6778769e+06    8,3151002e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8756489e+09    6,2217655e+09    6,2195954e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,3224436e+09    5,2542523e+09    6,3949066e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9521336e+09    2,2550659e+09    2,7158272e+09
0,0206250    1,9848105e+07    3,7173183e+07    4,0503260e+07    4,2167788e+07    6,8545195e+07    1,5019960e+08    1,8112464e+08    1,9407858e+08   -1,0762759e+04    6,1245898e+06    8,7234390e+06    8,3669518e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8749624e+09    6,2208404e+09    6,2022916e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,2673833e+09    5,2471728e+09    5,9935842e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9488050e+09    2,2552152e+09    2,6944649e+09
0,0209375    2,0148832e+07    3,7632675e+07    4,0935903e+07    4,2601177e+07    6,9583754e+07    1,5151287e+08    1,8274117e+08    1,9589798e+08   -1,0925949e+04    6,1386892e+06    8,7630400e+06    8,3987806e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8738794e+09    6,2107862e+09    6,1673273e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,1557597e+09    5,0980142e+09    5,6380864e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9455444e+09    2,2438628e+09    2,6655998e+09
0,0212500    2,0449558e+07    3,8089895e+07    4,1357207e+07    4,3019568e+07    7,0622313e+07    1,5280433e+08    1,8432504e+08    1,9765621e+08   -1,1089138e+04    6,1475665e+06    8,7926154e+06    8,4189861e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8683442e+09    6,1667249e+09    6,1666418e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,0905027e+09    4,9627061e+09    5,6223546e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9263420e+09    2,2305383e+09    2,6655567e+09
0,0215625    2,0750284e+07    3,8542891e+07    4,1753790e+07    4,3428589e+07    7,1660873e+07    1,5408199e+08    1,8582746e+08    1,9937726e+08   -1,1252328e+04    6,1511587e+06    8,8002433e+06    8,4328494e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8678672e+09    6,1358996e+09    6,1589698e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,0878804e+09    4,6502464e+09    5,5014864e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9263912e+09    2,2030992e+09    2,6619797e+09
0,0218750    2,1051011e+07    3,8995326e+07    4,2137348e+07    4,3831301e+07    7,2699432e+07    1,5535886e+08    1,8726984e+08    2,0107846e+08   -1,1415517e+04    6,1546656e+06    8,7978453e+06    8,4422235e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8672777e+09    6,1332117e+09    6,1429110e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,0853233e+09    4,6011595e+09    5,2704492e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9264112e+09    2,2031971e+09    2,6489264e+09
0,0221875    2,1351737e+07    3,9446507e+07    4,2519288e+07    4,4216428e+07    7,3737991e+07    1,5663241e+08    1,8869838e+08    2,0268259e+08   -1,1578707e+04    6,1577665e+06    8,7941189e+06    8,4353167e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8627286e+09    6,1314919e+09    6,1352175e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,0316013e+09    4,5468282e+09    5,0659589e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9255702e+09    2,2028902e+09    2,6346692e+09
0,0225000    2,1652464e+07    3,9895169e+07    4,2900318e+07    4,4595953e+07    7,4776551e+07    1,5788655e+08    1,9011714e+08    2,0422591e+08   -1,1741896e+04    6,1578270e+06    8,7892379e+06    8,4334325e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8593566e+09    6,1308103e+09    6,1314465e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,0070901e+09    4,5377806e+09    4,8448004e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9243148e+09    2,2030325e+09    2,6292900e+09
0,0228125    2,1953190e+07    4,0343623e+07    4,3275510e+07    4,4966952e+07    7,5815110e+07    1,5912928e+08    1,9150864e+08    2,0572787e+08   -1,1905086e+04    6,1549854e+06    8,7822325e+06    8,4322194e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8585595e+09    6,1148890e+09    6,1074201e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9605425e+09    4,2020165e+09    4,7565578e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9210115e+09    2,1917961e+09    2,6109413e+09
0,0231250    2,2253916e+07    4,0790964e+07    4,3629777e+07    4,5321292e+07    7,6853670e+07    1,6035504e+08    1,9278543e+08    2,0718207e+08   -1,2068275e+04    6,1478410e+06    8,7616316e+06    8,4190682e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8577449e+09    6,1072445e+09    6,0861025e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9004556e+09    3,9392471e+09    4,4664804e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9171577e+09    2,1671198e+09    2,6035655e+09
0,0234375    2,2554643e+07    4,1237448e+07    4,3980544e+07    4,5658819e+07    7,7892229e+07    1,6157332e+08    1,9399780e+08    2,0856689e+08   -1,2231465e+04    6,1389356e+06    8,7448164e+06    8,3955171e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8571137e+09    6,0959957e+09    6,0634663e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,8978442e+09    3,7698592e+09    4,3837851e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9173144e+09    2,1523516e+09    2,5871607e+09
0,0237500    2,2855369e+07    4,1683773e+07    4,4313648e+07    4,5983863e+07    7,8930788e+07    1,6279015e+08    1,9514526e+08    2,0989900e+08   -1,2394656e+04    6,1296226e+06    8,7202589e+06    8,3671475e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8250812e+09    6,0705676e+09    6,0415261e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,8765761e+09    3,6210062e+09    4,0712476e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8996773e+09    2,1316990e+09    2,5556877e+09
0,0240625    2,3156095e+07    4,2132433e+07    4,4643606e+07    4,6289021e+07    7,9969348e+07    1,6398987e+08    1,9625541e+08    2,1113641e+08   -1,2557847e+04    6,1164594e+06    8,6884719e+06    8,3499325e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8238289e+09    6,0688099e+09    5,9951202e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,8240535e+09    3,5091950e+09    3,7547941e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8997024e+09    2,1252972e+09    2,5168713e+09
0,0243750    2,3456822e+07    4,2580901e+07    4,4971638e+07    4,6580610e+07    8,1007907e+07    1,6518432e+08    1,9732598e+08    2,1230148e+08   -1,2721040e+04    6,1033707e+06    8,6553029e+06    8,3297143e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8232448e+09    6,0568295e+09    5,9911091e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,8216409e+09    3,3585327e+09    3,7177545e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8997974e+09    2,1162179e+09    2,5155432e+09
0,0246875    2,3757548e+07    4,3029237e+07    4,5284915e+07    4,6867394e+07    8,2046466e+07    1,6637072e+08    1,9834554e+08    2,1345246e+08   -1,2884237e+04    6,0901133e+06    8,6156630e+06    8,3077168e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8163443e+09    6,0391912e+09    5,9785605e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,7600573e+09    3,2338047e+09    3,5962137e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8984339e+09    2,1123583e+09    2,5131011e+09
0,0250000    2,4058275e+07    4,3474757e+07    4,5593830e+07    4,7138931e+07    8,3085025e+07    1,6752159e+08    1,9933817e+08    2,1455052e+08   -1,3047442e+04    6,0751780e+06    8,5697470e+06    8,2805502e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8115826e+09    6,0350870e+09    5,9554738e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6117618e+09    3,1421540e+09    3,4189838e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8965080e+09    2,1006562e+09    2,5049112e+09
0,0253125    2,4359001e+07    4,3913841e+07    4,5906748e+07    4,7392272e+07    8,4123585e+07    1,6861428e+08    2,0030077e+08    2,1559467e+08   -1,3210662e+04    6,0438661e+06    8,5251908e+06    8,2558020e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7824591e+09    6,0259688e+09    5,9317816e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,3673032e+09    3,0254715e+09    3,2202540e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8540077e+09    2,0803271e+09    2,4809751e+09
0,0256250    2,4659727e+07    4,4343059e+07    4,6221675e+07    4,7634341e+07    8,5162144e+07    1,6965576e+08    2,0122705e+08    2,1659432e+08   -1,3373912e+04    6,0012187e+06    8,4769256e+06    8,2391503e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7788011e+09    6,0221638e+09    5,9167208e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,2911644e+09    2,9358739e+09    3,1806635e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8475918e+09    2,0678923e+09    2,4785169e+09
0,0259375    2,4960454e+07    4,4765218e+07    4,6527963e+07    4,7866171e+07    8,6200702e+07    1,7066847e+08    2,0212697e+08    2,1756610e+08   -1,3537222e+04    5,9540485e+06    8,4238883e+06    8,2125414e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7630440e+09    6,0088168e+09    5,8931493e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,1174378e+09    2,8394604e+09    3,0982254e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8411461e+09    2,0653533e+09    2,4562730e+09
0,0262500    2,5261180e+07    4,5175090e+07    4,6819852e+07    4,8093795e+07    8,7239263e+07    1,7163584e+08    2,0299499e+08    2,1852062e+08   -1,3700170e+04    5,9052843e+06    8,3659893e+06    8,1854376e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7618569e+09    5,9923038e+09    5,8861084e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,0798108e+09    2,7728049e+09    3,0390823e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8388363e+09    2,0638047e+09    2,4531845e+09
0,0265625    2,5561906e+07    4,5583450e+07    4,7109284e+07    4,8317219e+07    8,8277822e+07    1,7259696e+08    2,0385182e+08    2,1943884e+08   -1,3863359e+04    5,8578501e+06    8,3095375e+06    8,1556503e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7606233e+09    5,9574327e+09    5,8562388e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,0742122e+09    2,6543453e+09    2,8311810e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8390593e+09    2,0283712e+09    2,4314983e+09
0,0268750    2,5862633e+07    4,5990370e+07    4,7388505e+07    4,8529766e+07    8,9316382e+07    1,7354606e+08    2,0466797e+08    2,2032048e+08   -1,4026549e+04    5,8142639e+06    8,2498164e+06    8,1242919e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7590751e+09    5,9461849e+09    5,8510298e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,9892181e+09    2,5931449e+09    2,8179582e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8282703e+09    2,0127135e+09    2,4303082e+09
0,0271875    2,6163359e+07    4,6397676e+07    4,7663335e+07    4,8738393e+07    9,0354941e+07    1,7447676e+08    2,0547394e+08    2,2119672e+08   -1,4189738e+04    5,7773521e+06    8,1902625e+06    8,0930663e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7487350e+09    5,9361222e+09    5,8434296e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,9730203e+09    2,5308058e+09    2,7933627e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8247631e+09    2,0122868e+09    2,4257132e+09
0,0275000    2,6464085e+07    4,6793467e+07    4,7924141e+07    4,8942631e+07    9,1393500e+07    1,7537776e+08    2,0624392e+08    2,2206565e+08   -1,4352928e+04    5,7373591e+06    8,1231856e+06    8,0625475e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7268760e+09    5,9114476e+09    5,8370556e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,8598978e+09    2,4174468e+09    2,7534699e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8224360e+09    1,9963354e+09    2,4244414e+09
0,0278125    2,6764812e+07    4,7184842e+07    4,8167007e+07    4,9142294e+07    9,2432060e+07    1,7627001e+08    2,0696676e+08    2,2292338e+08   -1,4516117e+04    5,6964165e+06    8,0503920e+06    8,0318093e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7252632e+09    5,8900336e+09    5,8318346e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,8535627e+09    2,3027750e+09    2,7418578e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8227806e+09    1,9907189e+09    2,4232565e+09
0,0281250    2,7065538e+07    4,7570278e+07    4,8406142e+07    4,9341580e+07    9,3470619e+07    1,7713203e+08    2,0768377e+08    2,2376910e+08   -1,4679306e+04    5,6614428e+06    7,9771684e+06    7,9950422e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7162038e+09    5,8858393e+09    5,8226940e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,6794560e+09    2,2915292e+09    2,6878462e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8071590e+09    1,9902858e+09    2,4049963e+09
0,0284375    2,7366265e+07    4,7949905e+07    4,8642523e+07    4,9539418e+07    9,4509178e+07    1,7796191e+08    2,0839734e+08    2,2460521e+08   -1,4842496e+04    5,6289685e+06    7,9037283e+06    7,9552450e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7136349e+09    5,8818281e+09    5,8169814e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,6433730e+09    2,2807183e+09    2,5931993e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8029818e+09    1,9900156e+09    2,4030364e+09
0,0287500    2,7666991e+07    4,8324906e+07    4,8876191e+07    4,9736468e+07    9,5547738e+07    1,7876467e+08    2,0910758e+08    2,2541313e+08   -1,5005685e+04    5,5931613e+06    7,8300783e+06    7,9176651e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7011270e+09    5,8774326e+09    5,8119069e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,5099367e+09    2,2701459e+09    2,5827673e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7977806e+09    1,9895968e+09    2,4018856e+09
0,0290625    2,7967717e+07    4,8685493e+07    4,9100229e+07    4,9931365e+07    9,6586297e+07    1,7951583e+08    2,0979787e+08    2,2621712e+08   -1,5168875e+04    5,5551926e+06    7,7648076e+06    7,8798459e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,6833829e+09    5,8613835e+09    5,7960613e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,3681703e+09    2,1750333e+09    2,5574077e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7923495e+09    1,9647269e+09    2,4003066e+09
0,0293750    2,8268444e+07    4,9042448e+07    4,9321545e+07    5,0127615e+07    9,7624856e+07    1,8025409e+08    2,1047529e+08    2,2701224e+08   -1,5332064e+04    5,5161934e+06    7,7049396e+06    7,8409258e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,6811309e+09    5,8571143e+09    5,7872665e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,3604937e+09    2,1653563e+09    2,5203694e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7926464e+09    1,9642096e+09    2,3823290e+09
0,0296875    2,8569170e+07    4,9396722e+07    4,9540256e+07    5,0322636e+07    9,8663416e+07    1,8098296e+08    2,1114384e+08    2,2779439e+08   -1,5495254e+04    5,4746763e+06    7,6475612e+06    7,7968102e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,6740545e+09    5,8509417e+09    5,7797109e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,3074855e+09    2,1014946e+09    2,4899291e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7870834e+09    1,9532695e+09    2,3809928e+09
0,0300000    2,8869896e+07    4,9743127e+07    4,9754878e+07    5,0513970e+07    9,9701975e+07    1,8169734e+08    2,1179336e+08    2,2857042e+08   -1,5658443e+04    5,4295846e+06    7,5919745e+06    7,7528187e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,6463526e+09    5,8463375e+09    5,7749518e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,2688215e+09    2,0635712e+09    2,4811006e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7823088e+09    1,9414954e+09    2,3800382e+09
0,0303125    2,9170623e+07    5,0080121e+07    4,9965894e+07    5,0701659e+07    1,0074053e+08    1,8239386e+08    2,1243210e+08    2,2934066e+08   -1,5821633e+04    5,3845153e+06    7,5355131e+06    7,7099227e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,6382045e+09    5,8394082e+09    5,7596176e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,2114135e+09    2,0159652e+09    2,4023652e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7800802e+09    1,9369825e+09    2,3650974e+09
0,0306250    2,9471349e+07    5,0413236e+07    5,0176897e+07    5,0879620e+07    1,0177909e+08    1,8308250e+08    2,1303553e+08    2,3008942e+08   -1,5984822e+04    5,3387635e+06    7,4892998e+06    7,6751882e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,6343480e+09    5,8287728e+09    5,7549241e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,1939054e+09    1,9119747e+09    2,3939538e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7784236e+09    1,9220825e+09    2,3641474e+09
0,0309375    2,9772076e+07    5,0743685e+07    5,0386881e+07    5,1047725e+07    1,0281765e+08    1,8376643e+08    2,1362745e+08    2,3082465e+08   -1,6148012e+04    5,2937355e+06    7,4420412e+06    7,6336815e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,6313893e+09    5,8243384e+09    5,7297258e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,1868125e+09    1,8777413e+09    2,3426241e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7784954e+09    1,9130746e+09    2,3478236e+09
0,0312500    3,0072802e+07    5,1068565e+07    5,0592663e+07    5,1211803e+07    1,0385621e+08    1,8443670e+08    2,1420559e+08    2,3155490e+08   -1,6311202e+04    5,2486125e+06    7,3915218e+06    7,5904531e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,6198603e+09    5,8016670e+09    5,7254233e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,1073015e+09    1,7699608e+09    2,3348706e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7774455e+09    1,8851971e+09    2,3469577e+09
0,0315625    3,0373528e+07    5,1386555e+07    5,0791187e+07    5,1365330e+07    1,0489477e+08    1,8508804e+08    2,1475115e+08    2,3226283e+08   -1,6474392e+04    5,2024864e+06    7,3439141e+06    7,5564814e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,6124999e+09    5,7967194e+09    5,7030408e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,0583434e+09    1,7334917e+09    2,2193833e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7754256e+09    1,8798872e+09    2,3221330e+09
0,0318750    3,0674255e+07    5,1695202e+07    5,0987881e+07    5,1509848e+07    1,0593333e+08    1,8571077e+08    2,1529119e+08    2,3294951e+08   -1,6637582e+04    5,1590119e+06    7,2973629e+06    7,5245613e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5931399e+09    5,7924962e+09    5,6863559e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,9301127e+09    1,7263320e+09    2,1411127e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7669786e+09    1,8792946e+09    2,3049698e+09
0,0321875    3,0974981e+07    5,1990786e+07    5,1176226e+07    5,1645105e+07    1,0697189e+08    1,8629127e+08    2,1581707e+08    2,3361695e+08   -1,6800774e+04    5,1207970e+06    7,2543644e+06    7,4842912e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5793404e+09    5,7522301e+09    5,6821248e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,8153274e+09    1,6304432e+09    2,1340351e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7594011e+09    1,8431144e+09    2,3041744e+09
0,0325000    3,1275707e+07    5,2278421e+07    5,1356794e+07    5,1777898e+07    1,0801045e+08    1,8685000e+08    2,1632471e+08    2,3428083e+08   -1,6963968e+04    5,0783448e+06    7,2059655e+06    7,4438132e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5698384e+09    5,7470102e+09    5,6759653e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,7629950e+09    1,6223628e+09    2,1024956e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7523633e+09    1,8410219e+09    2,3032980e+09
0,0328125    3,1576434e+07    5,2561641e+07    5,1534772e+07    5,1907249e+07    1,0904901e+08    1,8739280e+08    2,1682954e+08    2,3493637e+08   -1,7127167e+04    5,0368758e+06    7,1577301e+06    7,4029268e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5604882e+09    5,7391770e+09    5,6684423e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,6984130e+09    1,6063691e+09    2,0832155e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7388774e+09    1,8317758e+09    2,3020975e+09
0,0331250    3,1877160e+07    5,2842105e+07    5,1711592e+07    5,2035451e+07    1,1008757e+08    1,8791486e+08    2,1733008e+08    2,3558200e+08   -1,7290376e+04    4,9943173e+06    7,1074400e+06    7,3616008e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5562436e+09    5,7349228e+09    5,6622403e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,6620829e+09    1,6001933e+09    2,0575847e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7377392e+09    1,8312207e+09    2,3012338e+09
0,0334375    3,2177886e+07    5,3120333e+07    5,1886023e+07    5,2161096e+07    1,1112613e+08    1,8843250e+08    2,1782630e+08    2,3622365e+08   -1,7453603e+04    4,9520869e+06    7,0567982e+06    7,3204317e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5521366e+09    5,7262732e+09    5,6578076e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,6545797e+09    1,5637252e+09    2,0518662e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7376955e+09    1,8304636e+09    2,3005389e+09
0,0337500    3,2478613e+07    5,3395813e+07    5,2059105e+07    5,2284971e+07    1,1216469e+08    1,8893588e+08    2,1831004e+08    2,3686356e+08   -1,7616868e+04    4,9077983e+06    7,0051108e+06    7,2792298e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5434199e+09    5,7219327e+09    5,6543578e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,5915579e+09    1,5461488e+09    2,0463409e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7320221e+09    1,8298402e+09    2,2992169e+09
0,0340625    3,2779339e+07    5,3669770e+07    5,2230233e+07    5,2406393e+07    1,1320325e+08    1,8942800e+08    2,1879132e+08    2,3749959e+08   -1,7779906e+04    4,8648889e+06    6,9537673e+06    7,2368671e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5395057e+09    5,7180943e+09    5,6476158e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,5508641e+09    1,5380331e+09    2,0111112e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7313078e+09    1,8279461e+09    2,2913450e+09
0,0343750    3,3080066e+07    5,3941321e+07    5,3228183e+07    5,2522884e+07    1,1424181e+08    1,8991067e+08    2,1873084e+08    2,3812096e+08   -1,7943096e+04    4,8233110e+06    6,5147337e+06    7,1912362e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5351528e+09    5,7398253e+09    5,6388333e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,5416683e+09    1,8994767e+09    1,9638720e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7291521e+09    1,9047457e+09    2,2898236e+09
0,0346875    3,3380792e+07    5,4210524e+07    5,3418263e+07    5,2637605e+07    1,1528037e+08    1,9039091e+08    2,1924571e+08    2,3872746e+08   -1,8106285e+04    4,7820371e+06    6,4811604e+06    7,1474023e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5312234e+09    5,6836398e+09    5,6262069e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,5351308e+09    1,5541107e+09    1,9081918e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7290969e+09    1,8326663e+09    2,2783445e+09
0,0350000    3,3681518e+07    5,4476900e+07    5,3592829e+07    5,2746529e+07    1,1631892e+08    1,9086793e+08    2,1971153e+08    2,3932254e+08   -1,8269475e+04    4,7400374e+06    6,4379667e+06    7,1080987e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5221933e+09    5,6550596e+09    5,6228652e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,5120306e+09    1,4733448e+09    1,9029634e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7238264e+09    1,8161938e+09    2,2776943e+09
0,0353125    3,3982245e+07    5,4738329e+07    5,3764928e+07    5,2854050e+07    1,1735748e+08    1,9133746e+08    2,2016586e+08    2,3991393e+08   -1,8432664e+04    4,6971190e+06    6,3963203e+06    7,0700377e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5173355e+09    5,6517128e+09    5,6189434e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,4990107e+09    1,4419022e+09    1,8845113e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7184343e+09    1,8095943e+09    2,2716669e+09
0,0356250    3,4282971e+07    5,4996700e+07    5,3937921e+07    5,2960205e+07    1,1839604e+08    1,9178810e+08    2,2060808e+08    2,4050170e+08   -1,8595854e+04    4,6571093e+06    6,3555911e+06    7,0332053e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5096606e+09    5,6437266e+09    5,6155960e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,3982151e+09    1,4076218e+09    1,8796402e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7161894e+09    1,8080687e+09    2,2709106e+09
0,0359375    3,4583697e+07    5,5253125e+07    5,4110060e+07    5,3064824e+07    1,1943460e+08    1,9222326e+08    2,2104651e+08    2,4108798e+08   -1,8759043e+04    4,6189482e+06    6,3142965e+06    6,9963699e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5021167e+09    5,6384840e+09    5,6126126e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,3796415e+09    1,3716664e+09    1,8749418e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7159568e+09    1,7962548e+09    2,2710478e+09
0,0362500    3,4884424e+07    5,5505482e+07    5,4283792e+07    5,3167493e+07    1,2047316e+08    1,9265274e+08    2,2146698e+08    2,4166759e+08   -1,8922233e+04    4,5803222e+06    6,2693051e+06    6,9622516e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4984539e+09    5,6329349e+09    5,6088206e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,3727854e+09    1,3196621e+09    1,8476346e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7158643e+09    1,7753038e+09    2,2620470e+09
0,0365625    3,5185150e+07    5,5754788e+07    5,4456638e+07    5,3268558e+07    1,2151172e+08    1,9307817e+08    2,2187849e+08    2,4224397e+08   -1,9085422e+04    4,5423580e+06    6,2196553e+06    6,9291386e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4886487e+09    5,6296392e+09    5,6060454e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,3393032e+09    1,3159118e+09    1,8433728e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7131502e+09    1,7749323e+09    2,2621970e+09
0,0368750    3,5485877e+07    5,5998694e+07    5,4627884e+07    5,3368214e+07    1,2255028e+08    1,9348519e+08    2,2228885e+08    2,4281906e+08   -1,9248611e+04    4,5032195e+06    6,1699142e+06    6,8960210e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4827647e+09    5,6263188e+09    5,6029764e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,2515472e+09    1,3122514e+09    1,8392501e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7041069e+09    1,7744430e+09    2,2615678e+09
0,0371875    3,5786603e+07    5,6236404e+07    5,4796822e+07    5,3466498e+07    1,2358884e+08    1,9386859e+08    2,2269696e+08    2,4339289e+08   -1,9411801e+04    4,4564510e+06    6,1194548e+06    6,8629004e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4655003e+09    5,6175639e+09    5,5999747e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,2174409e+09    1,2958356e+09    1,8352655e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6837311e+09    1,7699691e+09    2,2609528e+09
0,0375000    3,6087329e+07    5,6473433e+07    5,4962736e+07    5,3563371e+07    1,2462740e+08    1,9424637e+08    2,2309940e+08    2,4396516e+08   -1,9574990e+04    4,4115078e+06    6,0682740e+06    6,8294698e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4446837e+09    5,6093415e+09    5,5966976e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,2028918e+09    1,2653225e+09    1,8240550e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6627060e+09    1,7616542e+09    2,2544035e+09
0,0378125    3,6388056e+07    5,6706973e+07    5,5128124e+07    5,3658535e+07    1,2566596e+08    1,9461497e+08    2,2349277e+08    2,4453431e+08   -1,9738180e+04    4,3682637e+06    6,0190251e+06    6,7942972e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4348225e+09    5,6036452e+09    5,5938697e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,1620129e+09    1,2549482e+09    1,8203845e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6583274e+09    1,7523274e+09    2,2538185e+09
0,0381250    3,6688782e+07    5,6936234e+07    5,5292540e+07    5,3749499e+07    1,2670452e+08    1,9497671e+08    2,2388390e+08    2,4509759e+08   -1,9901369e+04    4,3230235e+06    5,9686227e+06    6,7561403e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4289261e+09    5,5980861e+09    5,5757882e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,1419510e+09    1,2292740e+09    1,7774933e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6581273e+09    1,7506037e+09    2,2374666e+09
0,0384375    3,6989508e+07    5,7162026e+07    5,5454119e+07    5,3834545e+07    1,2774308e+08    1,9532898e+08    2,2426730e+08    2,4565223e+08   -2,0064559e+04    4,2769924e+06    5,9181505e+06    6,7132432e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4225937e+09    5,5949014e+09    5,5722843e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0968853e+09    1,2261094e+09    1,7739765e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6538025e+09    1,7501790e+09    2,2360911e+09
0,0387500    3,7290235e+07    5,7383976e+07    5,5614593e+07    5,3918373e+07    1,2878164e+08    1,9567055e+08    2,2464952e+08    2,4620580e+08   -2,0227748e+04    4,2329665e+06    5,8678217e+06    6,6703736e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4188672e+09    5,5839650e+09    5,5704847e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0917482e+09    1,2197038e+09    1,7705684e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6536421e+09    1,7475333e+09    2,2363401e+09
0,0390625    3,7590961e+07    5,7604023e+07    5,5774742e+07    5,4000216e+07    1,2982020e+08    1,9601055e+08    2,2502826e+08    2,4675245e+08   -2,0390938e+04    4,1889522e+06    5,8192083e+06    6,6251144e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4150938e+09    5,5804911e+09    5,5667047e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0867449e+09    1,1872703e+09    1,7381585e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6534569e+09    1,7353651e+09    2,2293247e+09
0,0393750    3,7891687e+07    5,7821727e+07    5,5933607e+07    5,4080120e+07    1,3085876e+08    1,9634745e+08    2,2539545e+08    2,4729401e+08   -2,0554127e+04    4,1449959e+06    5,7755752e+06    6,5780823e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4068846e+09    5,5752659e+09    5,5611015e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0667556e+09    1,1462405e+09    1,7109974e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6450927e+09    1,7286402e+09    2,2205152e+09
0,0396875    3,8192414e+07    5,8035849e+07    5,6091268e+07    5,4156302e+07    1,3189731e+08    1,9667970e+08    2,2573832e+08    2,4782774e+08   -2,0717317e+04    4,0992772e+06    5,7392028e+06    6,5271177e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4030333e+09    5,5584518e+09    5,5576316e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0620304e+09    1,0761260e+09    1,7001223e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6448313e+09    1,7165147e+09    2,2184677e+09
0,0400000    3,8493140e+07    5,8247372e+07    5,6246481e+07    5,4231387e+07    1,3293587e+08    1,9700830e+08    2,2607188e+08    2,4835831e+08   -2,0880506e+04    4,0550518e+06    5,7061319e+06    6,4768303e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3972853e+09    5,5550840e+09    5,5554854e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386933e+09    1,0482586e+09    1,6970609e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6363865e+09    1,7138724e+09    2,2168151e+09
0,0403125    3,8793867e+07    5,8454125e+07    5,6401261e+07    5,4305356e+07    1,3397443e+08    1,9732326e+08    2,2639875e+08    2,4888794e+08   -2,1043696e+04    4,0127839e+06    5,6747307e+06    6,4265905e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3898265e+09    5,5522623e+09    5,5533753e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0022829e+09    1,0452392e+09    1,6940886e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6275864e+09    1,7134474e+09    2,2176277e+09
0,0406250    3,9094593e+07    5,8656735e+07    5,6554692e+07    5,4378237e+07    1,3501299e+08    1,9762653e+08    2,2672470e+08    2,4941667e+08   -2,1206886e+04    3,9719893e+06    5,6432720e+06    6,3763978e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3832939e+09    5,5492071e+09    5,5513377e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,2809530e+08    1,0422897e+09    1,6912039e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6234105e+09    1,7126188e+09    2,2176642e+09
0,0409375    3,9395319e+07    5,8855329e+07    5,6703354e+07    5,4449925e+07    1,3605155e+08    1,9791547e+08    2,2704609e+08    2,4994032e+08   -2,1370076e+04    3,9309565e+06    5,6083279e+06    6,3242667e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3797693e+09    5,5300018e+09    5,5488139e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,2344442e+08    1,0209552e+09    1,6669470e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6231958e+09    1,6954867e+09    2,2095104e+09
0,0412500    3,9696046e+07    5,9051816e+07    5,6847326e+07    5,4521004e+07    1,3709011e+08    1,9820150e+08    2,2735980e+08    2,5045947e+08   -2,1533266e+04    3,8909102e+06    5,5694151e+06    6,2710259e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3755357e+09    5,5237402e+09    5,5459098e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,0565674e+08    9,9076843e+08    1,6591463e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6168371e+09    1,6879313e+09    2,2053092e+09
0,0415625    3,9996772e+07    5,9245246e+07    5,6988596e+07    5,4591252e+07    1,3812867e+08    1,9848129e+08    2,2766588e+08    2,5097734e+08   -2,1696458e+04    3,8538306e+06    5,5300305e+06    6,2174449e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3705949e+09    5,5207667e+09    5,5438071e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,9038449e+08    9,6823029e+08    1,6565124e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6132947e+09    1,6829703e+09    2,2047705e+09
0,0418750    4,0297498e+07    5,9436521e+07    5,7129545e+07    5,4659529e+07    1,3916723e+08    1,9875853e+08    2,2796414e+08    2,5149076e+08   -2,1859643e+04    3,8174025e+06    5,4930830e+06    6,1641500e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3672094e+09    5,5164618e+09    5,5390310e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,8608462e+08    9,3886273e+08    1,6336917e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6130327e+09    1,6812398e+09    2,2015424e+09
0,0421875    4,0598225e+07    5,9625978e+07    5,7271876e+07    5,4727709e+07    1,4020579e+08    1,9903209e+08    2,2825112e+08    2,5199389e+08   -2,2022832e+04    3,7805558e+06    5,4587271e+06    6,1144348e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3579705e+09    5,5119183e+09    5,5364952e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,6924004e+08    8,9757337e+08    1,6007716e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6106545e+09    1,6784611e+09    2,1933837e+09
0,0425000    4,0898951e+07    5,9813677e+07    5,7416043e+07    5,4795582e+07    1,4124435e+08    1,9930278e+08    2,2852814e+08    2,5249357e+08   -2,2186022e+04    3,7436212e+06    5,4265551e+06    6,0660339e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3549112e+09    5,5016786e+09    5,5337050e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,6521582e+08    8,7535367e+08    1,5983692e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6103966e+09    1,6702293e+09    2,1912497e+09
0,0428125    4,1199678e+07    5,9999707e+07    5,7558865e+07    5,4862788e+07    1,4228291e+08    1,9957224e+08    2,2880096e+08    2,5298929e+08   -2,2349211e+04    3,7066726e+06    5,3929865e+06    6,0194980e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3514596e+09    5,4993681e+09    5,5324102e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,6130218e+08    8,7224567e+08    1,5753160e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6100671e+09    1,6698158e+09    2,1856127e+09
0,0431250    4,1500404e+07    6,0182043e+07    5,7701236e+07    5,4920686e+07    1,4332147e+08    1,9983618e+08    2,2906778e+08    2,5346757e+08   -2,2512401e+04    3,6701441e+06    5,3612426e+06    5,9827550e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3392540e+09    5,4958722e+09    5,5070939e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,2687380e+08    8,3306065e+08    1,5242436e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6055794e+09    1,6635341e+09    2,1677148e+09
0,0434375    4,1801130e+07    6,0359794e+07    5,7842790e+07    5,4976844e+07    1,4436003e+08    2,0009295e+08    2,2932739e+08    2,5394335e+08   -2,2675590e+04    3,6352166e+06    5,3321263e+06    5,9469818e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3358702e+09    5,4935458e+09    5,5038060e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,1612344e+08    8,2996329e+08    1,5219155e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6052051e+09    1,6628698e+09    2,1670598e+09
0,0437500    4,2101857e+07    6,0535340e+07    5,7984194e+07    5,5029524e+07    1,4539859e+08    2,0034348e+08    2,2958099e+08    2,5440954e+08   -2,2838780e+04    3,5995114e+06    5,3001449e+06    5,9143809e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3318521e+09    5,4907918e+09    5,4993196e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,9291508e+08    8,1021467e+08    1,4535771e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6005446e+09    1,6571716e+09    2,1562944e+09
0,0440625    4,2402583e+07    6,0708242e+07    5,8125629e+07    5,5079230e+07    1,4643715e+08    2,0058722e+08    2,2982480e+08    2,5486262e+08   -2,3001969e+04    3,5633117e+06    5,2663382e+06    5,8861092e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3052355e+09    5,4793310e+09    5,4972585e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,5476691e+08    7,6317536e+08    1,4405400e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,5312157e+09    1,6456523e+09    2,1555075e+09
0,0443750    4,2703309e+07    6,1214152e+07    5,8266534e+07    5,5128154e+07    1,4747571e+08    2,0071388e+08    2,3006258e+08    2,5531189e+08   -2,3165159e+04    3,3437834e+06    5,2340580e+06    5,8581008e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,2567845e+09    5,4774015e+09    5,4912509e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,5444209e+08    7,6010834e+08    1,4319022e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,5339035e+09    1,6454337e+09    2,1519887e+09
0,0446875    4,3004036e+07    6,1380826e+07    5,8406293e+07    5,5177508e+07    1,4851426e+08    2,0094102e+08    2,3029940e+08    2,5575875e+08   -2,3328348e+04    3,3160522e+06    5,2017902e+06    5,8310931e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,2458717e+09    5,4754475e+09    5,4900478e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,1565957e+08    7,5706805e+08    1,4293160e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,5105106e+09    1,6441371e+09    2,1508432e+09
0,0450000    4,3304762e+07    6,1544703e+07    5,8544922e+07    5,5226618e+07    1,4955282e+08    2,0116273e+08    2,3053528e+08    2,5620121e+08   -2,3491538e+04    3,2856226e+06    5,1695356e+06    5,8021974e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,2433181e+09    5,4735413e+09    5,4875547e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0328163e+08    7,5408753e+08    1,4115802e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,5109184e+09    1,6446124e+09    2,1454365e+09
0,0453125    4,3605488e+07    6,1705991e+07    5,8682437e+07    5,5275024e+07    1,5059138e+08    2,0138133e+08    2,3077025e+08    2,5664135e+08   -2,3654727e+04    3,2555057e+06    5,1372946e+06    5,7727776e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,2388919e+09    5,4719065e+09    5,4851216e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,9840939e+08    7,5116696e+08    1,4018230e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,5072933e+09    1,6445439e+09    2,1452794e+09
0,0456250    4,3906215e+07    6,1865220e+07    5,8818853e+07    5,5322618e+07    1,5162994e+08    2,0158514e+08    2,3100432e+08    2,5707564e+08   -2,3817916e+04    3,2303143e+06    5,1050677e+06    5,7418919e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,2314169e+09    5,4696401e+09    5,4823244e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,4081312e+08    7,4830279e+08    1,3876133e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,4889645e+09    1,6431403e+09    2,1421193e+09
0,0459375    4,4206941e+07    6,2020532e+07    5,8954186e+07    5,5369474e+07    1,5266850e+08    2,0177754e+08    2,3123750e+08    2,5750872e+08   -2,3981106e+04    3,2060463e+06    5,0728555e+06    5,7108559e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,2245338e+09    5,4682302e+09    5,4821822e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,9006220e+08    7,4549765e+08    1,3852652e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,4794062e+09    1,6437946e+09    2,1403055e+09
0,0462500    4,4507668e+07    6,2169050e+07    5,9088909e+07    5,5415544e+07    1,5370706e+08    2,0195875e+08    2,3146883e+08    2,5794108e+08   -2,4144295e+04    3,1843176e+06    5,0403048e+06    5,6798907e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,2188936e+09    5,4653856e+09    5,4803453e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,7482972e+08    7,3775503e+08    1,3829640e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,4726073e+09    1,6427972e+09    2,1415844e+09
0,0465625    4,4808394e+07    6,2315118e+07    5,9222611e+07    5,5461680e+07    1,5474562e+08    2,0213517e+08    2,3169652e+08    2,5837042e+08   -2,4307485e+04    3,1637202e+06    5,0075735e+06    5,6497035e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,2157763e+09    5,4633571e+09    5,4743234e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,6279473e+08    7,2622092e+08    1,3721064e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,4697178e+09    1,6420957e+09    2,1241365e+09
0,0468750    4,5109508e+07    6,2459983e+07    5,9355239e+07    5,5507641e+07    1,5577670e+08    2,0230846e+08    2,3192287e+08    2,5879662e+08   -2,4395496e+04    3,1420468e+06    4,9748594e+06    5,6208294e+06    3,3231618e+09    5,2125395e+09    5,4615207e+09    5,4731527e+09    3,2798150e+09    5,5054003e+08    7,2365970e+08    1,3463222e+09    1,1798598e+09    1,4693338e+09    1,6418916e+09    2,1084558e+09
0,0471875    4,5411056e+07    6,2602962e+07    5,9486864e+07    5,5553211e+07    1,5679367e+08    2,0247809e+08    2,3214842e+08    2,5921632e+08   -2,4444086e+04    3,1203261e+06    4,9421610e+06    5,5898849e+06    3,3230930e+09    5,2089652e+09    5,4601153e+09    5,4721764e+09    3,2514905e+09    5,4757408e+08    7,2114836e+08    1,3359416e+09    1,1798391e+09    1,4689166e+09    1,6413438e+09    2,1090296e+09
0,0475000    4,5712575e+07    6,2744130e+07    5,9616337e+07    5,5597850e+07    1,5780973e+08    2,0264229e+08    2,3237232e+08    2,5963331e+08   -2,4504755e+04    3,0994415e+06    4,9103961e+06    5,5590854e+06    3,3231931e+09    5,2053511e+09    5,4341805e+09    5,4713843e+09    3,2513199e+09    5,1775591e+08    7,0477284e+08    1,3338432e+09    1,1798733e+09    1,4666130e+09    1,6262490e+09    2,1097847e+09
0,0478125    4,6014037e+07    6,2882986e+07    5,9740251e+07    5,5642476e+07    1,5882573e+08    2,0279938e+08    2,3259200e+08    2,6004670e+08   -2,4570789e+04    3,0786341e+06    4,8822646e+06    5,5273341e+06    3,3233068e+09    5,2029673e+09    5,4323154e+09    5,4657169e+09    3,2511549e+09    5,0492574e+08    7,0237144e+08    1,3213256e+09    1,1799204e+09    1,4652995e+09    1,6257514e+09    2,1064250e+09
0,0481250    4,6315446e+07    6,3020324e+07    5,9865335e+07    5,5685788e+07    1,5984152e+08    2,0295433e+08    2,3280421e+08    2,6045487e+08   -2,4637481e+04    3,0580049e+06    4,8510726e+06    5,4924788e+06    3,3233139e+09    5,2000446e+09    5,4190477e+09    5,4643970e+09    3,2409084e+09    4,8842750e+08    6,4849069e+08    1,3034268e+09    1,1799081e+09    1,4647478e+09    1,6066370e+09    2,0969377e+09
0,0484375    4,6616857e+07    6,3154463e+07    5,9988193e+07    5,5728804e+07    1,6084813e+08    2,0310015e+08    2,3300419e+08    2,6086058e+08   -2,4341629e+04    3,0383679e+06    4,8180195e+06    5,4580364e+06    3,3231936e+09    5,1948456e+09    5,4167758e+09    5,4613732e+09    3,2161869e+09    4,6060447e+08    6,3888789e+08    1,2913622e+09    1,1797786e+09    1,4596571e+09    1,6026511e+09    2,0918699e+09
0,0487500    4,6918048e+07    6,3286383e+07    6,0110146e+07    5,5772084e+07    1,6184599e+08    2,0324119e+08    2,3320326e+08    2,6126367e+08   -2,3967969e+04    3,0203714e+06    4,7849169e+06    5,4251457e+06    3,3231160e+09    5,1899091e+09    5,4167506e+09    5,4604118e+09    3,1282045e+09    4,5320436e+08    6,3640609e+08    1,2893665e+09    1,1794414e+09    1,4550474e+09    1,6034365e+09    2,0919018e+09
0,0490625    4,7218673e+07    6,3417326e+07    6,0231206e+07    5,5814686e+07    1,6279800e+08    2,0337806e+08    2,3340156e+08    2,6166586e+08   -2,3544538e+04    3,0035772e+06    4,7518383e+06    5,3923863e+06    3,3228172e+09    5,1863634e+09    5,4151582e+09    5,4585535e+09    3,0170880e+09    4,3717379e+08    6,3393615e+08    1,2749108e+09    1,1790677e+09    1,4542529e+09    1,6021566e+09    2,0881792e+09
0,0493750    4,7518922e+07    6,3545548e+07    6,0351238e+07    5,5857111e+07    1,6373592e+08    2,0351005e+08    2,3359874e+08    2,6206364e+08   -2,3303357e+04    2,9879516e+06    4,7184163e+06    5,3609746e+06    3,3230853e+09    5,1789244e+09    5,4136337e+09    5,4500052e+09    2,9774770e+09    4,2424880e+08    6,2948406e+08    1,2718988e+09    1,1790506e+09    1,4509383e+09    1,6001472e+09    2,0848786e+09
0,0496875    4,7818378e+07    6,3672143e+07    6,0470721e+07    5,5899134e+07    1,6464606e+08    2,0363923e+08    2,3379131e+08    2,6246066e+08   -2,4114542e+04    2,9737247e+06    4,6865249e+06    5,3295546e+06    3,3227842e+09    5,1759730e+09    5,4105543e+09    5,4541027e+09    2,8744597e+09    4,1429018e+08    5,9989930e+08    1,2699866e+09    1,1787461e+09    1,4451875e+09    1,5927733e+09    2,0859435e+09
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Strain "yy Strain "yy
C11  ( N/m2 ) C33  ( N/m2 )
Figure 6.36: Variation of C22 component considering elasto-plastic polymer
Strains Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d) Sub-case (a) Sub-case (b) Sub-case (c) Sub-case (d)
!xx #xx #yy $xy C11 C22 C33
0,0000000    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    0,0000000e+00    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0003125    3,0089142e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    6,9915249e+05    1,0388372e+06    3,3309571e+06    3,3309571e+06    3,3309571e+06   -1,5544411e+02    1,4381743e+05    1,4381743e+05    1,4381743e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0006250    6,0161779e+05    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    1,3983050e+06    2,0773966e+06    6,6619143e+06    6,6619143e+06    6,6619143e+06   -3,1863357e+02    2,8763486e+05    2,8763486e+05    2,8763486e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
,0009375    9,0234416e+05    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    2,0974575e+06    3,1159559e+06    9,9928714 +06    9,9928714e+ 6    9,9928714e+06   -4,8182303e+02    4,3145 30e+05    4,3145230e+05    4,3145230e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4 21338e+09    6,402 338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1, 59063e 10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    ,8441147e+09
0,0012500    1,2030705e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    2,7966099e+06    4,1545153e+06    1,3323829e+07    1,3323829e+07    1,3323829e+07   -6,4501250e+02    5,7526973e+05    5,7526973e+05    5,7526973e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0015625    1,5037969e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    3,4957624e+06    5,1930746e+06    1,6654786e+07    1,6654786e+07    1,6654786e+07   -8,0820196e+02    7,1908716e+05    7,1908716e+05    7,1908716e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0018750    1,8045233e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    4,1949149e+06    6,2316340e+06    1,9985743e+07    1,9985743e+07    1,9985743e+07   -9,7139143e+02    8,6290459e+05    8,6290459e+05    8,6290459e+05    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
,0021875    2,1052496e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    4,8940674e+06    7,2701933e+06    2,3316700 +07    2,3316700e+07    2,3316700e+07   -1,1345809e+03    1 0067 20e+06    1,0067220e+06    1,0067220e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4 21338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e 10    1,0659063e+10   1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0025000    2,4059760e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    5,5932199e+06    8,3087527e+06    2,6647657e+07    2,6647657e+07    2,6647657e+07   -1,2977704e+03    1,1505395e+06    1,1505395e+06    1,1505395e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0028125    2,7067024e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    6,2923724e+06    9,3473120e+06    2,9978614e+07    2,9978614e+07    2,9978614e+07   -1,4609598e+03    1,2943569e+06    1,2943569e+06    1,2943569e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0031250    3,0074287e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    6,9915249e+06    1,0385871e+07    3,3309571e+07    3,3309571e+07    3,3309571e+07   -1,6241493e+03    1,4381743e+06    1,4381743e+06    1,4381743e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
,0034375    3,3081551e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,6906774e+06    7,69 6774e+06    1,1424431e+07    3,6640528 +07    3,6640528e+07    3,6640528e+07   -1,7873388e+03    1 5819918e+06    1,5819918e+ 6    1,5819918e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4 21338e+09    6, 02 338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e 10    1,0659063e+10   1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,844 147e+0    2,8441147e+09    ,8441147e+09
0,0037500    3,6088815e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    8,3898298e+06    1,2462990e+07    3,9971486e+07    3,9971486e+07    3,9971486e+07   -1,9505282e+03    1,7258092e+06    1,7258092e+06    1,7258092e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0040625    3,9096078e+06    9,0691237e+06    9,0889823e+06    9,0889823e+06    1,3501549e+07    4,3136753e+07    4,3302443e+07    4,3302443e+07   -2,1137177e+03    1,9295260e+06    1,8696266e+06    1,8696266e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3907095e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8215054e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7386625e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0043750    4,2103342e+06    9,7378915e+06    9,7881348e+06    9,7881348e+06    1,4540109e+07    4,6205737e+07    4,6633400e+07    4,6633400e+07   -2,2769071e+03    2,1658010e+06    2,0134440e+06    2,0134440e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
,0046875    4,5110606e+06    1,0405370e+07    1,0487287e+07    1,04 287e+07    1,55786 8e+07    4,9270586 +07    4,99 4357e+07    4,9964357e+07   -2,4400966e+03    2,4004865e+06    2,1572 15e+06    2,1572615e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4 21338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8075 82e 09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1 99410e+09    2,736 952e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0050000    4,8117869e+06    1,1072849e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,1186440e+07    1,6617227e+07    5,2335435e+07    5,3295314e+07    5,3295314e+07   -2,6032861e+03    2,6351720e+06    2,3010789e+06    2,3010789e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0053125    5,1125133e+06    1,1740328e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,1885592e+07    1,7655787e+07    5,5400285e+07    5,6626271e+07    5,6626271e+07   -2,7664755e+03    2,8698575e+06    2,4448963e+06    2,4448963e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3893502e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,8075182e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,7365952e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0056250    5,4132397e+06    1,2395400e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,2584745e+07    1,8694346e+07    5,8393843e+07    5,9957228e+07    5,9957228e+07   -2,9296649e+03    3,0688654e+06    2,5887138e+06    2,5887138e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3624812e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,9204267e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,5144238e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0059375    5,7139660e+06    1,3004590e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,3283897e+07    1,9732905e+07    6,1138386e+07    6,3288185e+07    6,3288185e+07   -3,0928543e+03    3,1447503e+06    2,7325312e+06    2,7325312e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3268577e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,2646419e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3721871e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0062500    6,0146924e+06    1,3564668e+07    1,3983050e+07    1,3983050e+07    2,0771465e+07    6,3581711e+07    6,6619143e+07    6,6619143e+07   -3,2560437e+03    3,1850099e+06    2,8763486e+06    2,8763486e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0065625    6,3154188e+06    1,4120053e+07    1,4682202e+07    1,4682202e+07    2,1810024e+07    6,5964624e+07    6,9950100e+07    6,9950100e+07   -3,4192329e+03    3,2419607e+06    3,0201661e+06    3,0201661e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
,0068750    6,6161452e+06    1,467543 e+07    1,5381355e+07    1,5381355e+07    2,2848584e+07    6,8347537 +07    7,3281057e+ 7    7,3281057e+07   -3,5824219e+03    3,2989115e+06    3,1639835e+06    3,1639835e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4 21338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,6253214e 09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0071875    6,9168715e+06    1,5230823e+07    1,6080507e+07    1,6080507e+07    2,3887143e+07    7,0730450e+07    7,6612014e+07    7,6612014e+07   -3,7456103e+03    3,3558623e+06    3,3078010e+06    3,3078010e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3219300e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,6253214e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3173916e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0075000    7,2175979e+06    1,5785124e+07    1,6779660e+07    1,6779660e+07    2,4925702e+07    7,3102314e+07    7,9942971e+07    7,9942971e+07   -3,9087978e+03    3,4167275e+06    3,4516185e+06    3,4516185e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0078125    7,5183243e+06    1,6338892e+07    1,7478812e+07    1,7478812e+07    2,5964262e+07    7,5468759e+07    8,3273928e+07    8,3273928e+07   -4,0719833e+03    3,4795128e+06    3,5954361e+06    3,5954361e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,5726219e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3107771e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
,0081250    7, 190507e+06    1,6892661e+07    1,8177965e+07    1,8177965e+07    2,7002821e+07    7,7835203 +07    8,6604885e+ 7    8,6604885e+07   -4,2351648e+03    3 5422981e+06    3,739253 e+06    3,73 2532e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3214221e+09    6,4 21338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,5726219e 09    1,0659063e+10   1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,310 771e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0084375    8,1197771e+06    1,7445605e+07    1,8877117e+07    1,8877117e+07    2,8041380e+07    8,0199371e+07    8,9935842e+07    8,9935842e+07   -4,3983383e+03    3,6038501e+06    3,8830707e+06    3,8830707e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3189531e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,5618311e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3059087e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0087500    8,4205035e+06    1,8000240e+07    1,9576270e+07    1,9576270e+07    2,9079940e+07    8,2524696e+07    9,3266800e+07    9,3266800e+07   -4,5614960e+03    3,6662576e+06    4,0268881e+06    4,0268881e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3170811e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0647710e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3056718e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0090625    8,7212300e+06    1,8562872e+07    2,0275422e+07    2,0275422e+07    3,0118499e+07    8,4723712e+07    9,6597757e+07    9,6597757e+07   -4,7246218e+03    3,7339842e+06    4,1707055e+06    4,1707055e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4021338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0339352e+09    1,0659063e+10    1,0659063e+10    1,1799410e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
,0093750    9,0219567e+06    1,9125587e+07    2,0974575e+07    2,0974575e+07    3,1157058e+07    8, 921 16 +07    9,9928714e+07    9,9928714e+07   -4,8876839e+03    3 8019981e+06    4,3145230e+06    4,3145230e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,4 21338e+09    6,4021338e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0339352e 09    1,0659063e+10   1,0659063e+10    1,1 99410e+09    2,30 03 e+09    2,8441147e+09    2,8441147e+09
0,0096875    9,3226825e+06    1,9688301e+07    2,1649634e+07    2,1656226e+07    3,2195618e+07    8,9119921e+07    1,0305133e+08    1,0309647e+08   -5,0511280e+03    3,8700120e+06    4,4703809e+06    4,4502832e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,3168335e+09    6,3888295e+09    6,3923857e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0339352e+09    9,6990076e+09    9,8662734e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,3026035e+09    2,8052577e+09    2,8383912e+09
0,0100000    9,6234088e+06    2,0243479e+07    2,2299592e+07    2,2328172e+07    3,3234177e+07    9,1313927e+07    1,0594790e+08    1,0617922e+08   -5,2143175e+03    3,9390586e+06    4,6752383e+06    4,5823708e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2181614e+09    6,3826315e+09    6,3925058e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0050528e+09    9,1480608e+09    9,8639032e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,2403171e+09    2,7314351e+09    2,8396565e+09
0,0103125    9,9241352e+06    2,0789512e+07    2,2939639e+07    2,2992319e+07    3,4272736e+07    9,3503006e+07    1,0873640e+08    1,0917136e+08   -5,3775070e+03    4,0133621e+06    4,8891851e+06    4,7115097e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2181614e+09    6,3805933e+09    6,3899652e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0050528e+09    8,8924048e+09    9,5645956e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,2403171e+09    2,7297172e+09    2,8386688e+09
,0106250    1,0224862e+07    2,1335799e+07    2,3578517e+07    2,3655740e+07    3,5311296e+07    9, 683544 +07    1,1151444e+08    1,1215932e+08   -5,5406964e+03    4 0912004e+06    5,1022 89e+06    4,8403724e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2179711e+09    6,3805955e+09    6,3899743e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,7 88777e 09    8,8887061e+09   9,5602604e+09    1,1799410e+09    2, 032886e+09    2,7301513e+09    2,8392 42e+09
0,0109375    1,0525588e+07    2,1885997e+07    2,4216083e+07    2,4318671e+07    3,6349855e+07    9,7755396e+07    1,1428816e+08    1,1514581e+08   -5,7038859e+03    4,1918499e+06    5,3140209e+06    4,9690484e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2174893e+09    6,3788950e+09    6,3897005e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,5342645e+09    8,8673367e+09    9,5556326e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,2030202e+09    2,7278913e+09    2,8392549e+09
0,0112500    1,0826314e+07    2,2437496e+07    2,4852557e+07    2,4981132e+07    3,7388414e+07    9,9797354e+07    1,1705833e+08    1,1813093e+08   -5,8670754e+03    4,2915286e+06    5,5247028e+06    5,0975448e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2174893e+09    6,3786664e+09    6,3894339e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,5342645e+09    8,8636569e+09    9,5513086e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,2030202e+09    2,7277991e+09    2,8392173e+09
0,0115625    1,1127041e+07    2,2987947e+07    2,5488640e+07    2,5643141e+07    3,8426974e+07    1,0183469e+08    1,1982741e+08    1,2111476e+08   -6,0302648e+03    4,3902576e+06    5,7351591e+06    5,2258690e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2148854e+09    6,3784433e+09    6,3891746e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,4836779e+09    8,8602036e+09    9,5472727e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,2002818e+09    2,7277103e+09    2,8391813e+09
,0118750    1,1427767e+07    2,3533166e+07    2,6123244e+07    2,6298403e+07    3,9465533e+07    1,0384962 +08    1,2259005e+ 8    1,2406546e+08   -6,1934543e+03    4,4863729e+06    5,9444973e+06    5,34 9586e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2083833e+09    6,3716804e+09    6,3818240e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,3751191e 09    8,6990300e+09    9,3629339e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1993727e+0    2,723200 e+09    ,8359518e+09
0,0121875    1,1728493e+07    2,4072833e+07    2,6748491e+07    2,6942821e+07    4,0504092e+07    1,0584173e+08    1,2530765e+08    1,2696366e+08   -6,3566438e+03    4,5827188e+06    6,1462733e+06    5,4690041e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2082138e+09    6,3714136e+09    6,3733942e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,3745341e+09    8,6954554e+09    9,1706037e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1992983e+09    2,7231397e+09    2,8351552e+09
0,0125000    1,2029220e+07    2,4612414e+07    2,7363433e+07    2,7580044e+07    4,1542652e+07    1,0783367e+08    1,2797805e+08    1,2982841e+08   -6,5198332e+03    4,6790443e+06    6,3430995e+06    5,5857952e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2082636e+09    6,3633200e+09    6,3730999e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,3740604e+09    8,5272472e+09    9,1660654e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1995777e+09    2,7209366e+09    2,8353840e+09
0,0128125    1,2329946e+07    2,5149266e+07    2,7976739e+07    2,8216691e+07    4,2581211e+07    1,0980319e+08    1,3064199e+08    1,3269177e+08   -6,6830227e+03    4,7810711e+06    6,5391681e+06    5,7024340e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2033773e+09    6,3631953e+09    6,3726724e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,1074283e+09    8,5236600e+09    9,1616782e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1816453e+09    2,7212769e+09    2,8353808e+09
0,0131250    1,2630673e+07    2,5677877e+07    2,8589551e+07    2,8852784e+07    4,3619770e+07    1,1171156e+08    1,3330478e+08    1,3555383e+08   -6,8462121e+03    4,8951095e+06    6,7350291e+06    5,8189285e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2032243e+09    6,3628189e+09    6,3722575e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,1065522e+09    8,5200640e+09    9,1575794e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1816906e+09    2,7212176e+09    2,8353784e+09
0,0134375    1,2931399e+07    2,6206335e+07    2,9201889e+07    2,9488346e+07    4,4658330e+07    1,1361965e+08    1,3596651e+08    1,3841467e+08   -7,0094016e+03    5,0090929e+06    6,9306922e+06    5,9352858e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,2030489e+09    6,3624526e+09    6,3718551e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,1056893e+09    8,5166896e+09    9,1537527e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1816973e+09    2,7211611e+09    2,8353767e+09
0,0137500    1,3232125e+07    2,6731203e+07    2,9813771e+07    3,0120576e+07    4,5696889e+07    1,1552327e+08    1,3862723e+08    1,4123775e+08   -7,1725911e+03    5,1199409e+06    7,1261667e+06    6,0557791e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1926687e+09    6,3620963e+09    6,3703953e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,0895116e+09    8,5135252e+09    8,9900379e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1735209e+09    2,7211074e+09    2,8329332e+09
,0140625    1,3532852e+07    2,7230721e+07    3,0423081e+07    3,0751259e+07    4,6735448e+07    1,1738418 +08    1,4125776e+08    1,4404625e+08   -7,3357805e+03    5,2135736e+06    7,3239 0 e+06    6,1776335e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1426775e+09    6,3609187e+09    6,3701246e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,9 93471e 09    8,3730174e+09    8,9862053e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1486567e+09    2,7198299e+09    2,8332312e+09
0,0143750    1,3833578e+07    2,7730946e+07    3,1027847e+07    3,1367262e+07    4,7774008e+07    1,1922946e+08    1,4385637e+08    1,4679516e+08   -7,4989700e+03    5,3044861e+06    7,5129882e+06    6,2932983e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1113374e+09    6,3387036e+09    6,3503452e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,8659585e+09    7,6934049e+09    8,6616510e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1422698e+09    2,5050768e+09    2,8298963e+09
0,0146875    1,4134304e+07    2,8227973e+07    3,1585892e+07    3,1968181e+07    4,8812567e+07    1,2103697e+08    1,4621575e+08    1,4947902e+08   -7,6621594e+03    5,3836680e+06    7,5885774e+06    6,4120680e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,1060459e+09    6,3175475e+09    6,3453768e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,5704985e+09    7,3446269e+09    8,5384904e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1040692e+09    2,4900006e+09    2,8191819e+09
0,0150000    1,4435031e+07    2,8713035e+07    3,2124768e+07    3,2565110e+07    4,9851127e+07    1,2276701e+08    1,4847315e+08    1,5214582e+08   -7,8253487e+03    5,4384519e+06    7,6809911e+06    6,5353253e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0995361e+09    6,3113545e+09    6,3446088e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,5079816e+09    6,6336615e+09    8,5321814e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1032739e+09    2,4503553e+09    2,8193330e+09
,0153125    1,4735757e+07    2,9191247e+07    3,2647658e+07    3,3155739e+07    5,0889686e+07    1, 447564 +08    1,5054510e+08    1,5478478e+08   -7,988538 e+03    5 491 602e+06    7,8136405e+06    6,6543580e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0920425e+09    6,3105418e+09    6,317 390e+09    3,3233899e+09    ,4338425e 09    6,6291201e+09   8,2682086e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,1031966e+09    2,450435 e+09    2,8033236e+09
0,0156250    1,5036483e+07    2,9665297e+07    3,3140640e+07    3,3733951e+07    5,1928245e+07    1,2616679e+08    1,5250331e+08    1,5736694e+08   -8,1517270e+03    5,5436035e+06    7,8782145e+06    6,7644581e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0836605e+09    6,2822852e+09    6,3156461e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,2328991e+09    6,2174893e+09    8,2610248e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0574012e+09    2,3014154e+09    2,8035820e+09
0,0159375    1,5337210e+07    3,0135824e+07    3,3629696e+07    3,4311144e+07    5,2966805e+07    1,2780133e+08    1,5441971e+08    1,5994692e+08   -8,3149157e+03    5,5907782e+06    7,9350267e+06    6,8742345e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0814552e+09    6,2814290e+09    6,3158905e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,2275823e+09    6,1061802e+09    8,2542764e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0566448e+09    2,3009550e+09    2,8037071e+09
0,0162500    1,5637936e+07    3,0605583e+07    3,4114591e+07    3,4886206e+07    5,4005364e+07    1,2943471e+08    1,5632085e+08    1,6250715e+08   -8,4781035e+03    5,6375806e+06    7,9891853e+06    6,9863800e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0811725e+09    6,2581949e+09    6,3127298e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,2265731e+09    6,0404893e+09    8,0125842e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0566651e+09    2,2870159e+09    2,7966542e+09
,0165625    1,5938663e+07    3,1 78160e+07    3,4590911e+07    3,54 0173e+07    5,5043923e+07    1,3106238 +08    1,5820756e+08    1,6497409e+08   -8,6412897e+03    5 6831897e+06    8,0368838e+ 6    7,1165073e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0637145e+09    6,2578107e+09    6,3086528e+09    3,3233899e+09    5, 705589e 09    6,0364652e+09   7,8414394e+09    1,1 99410e+09    2,0540621e+09    2,2871568e+09    2,7875787e+09
0,0168750    1,6239389e+07    3,1557132e+07    3,5066588e+07    3,6006209e+07    5,6082483e+07    1,3267796e+08    1,6009304e+08    1,6740154e+08   -8,8044725e+03    5,7262163e+06    8,0844583e+06    7,2462511e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0634354e+09    6,2571185e+09    6,3019542e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,1696526e+09    6,0326055e+09    7,7157532e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0540824e+09    2,2872902e+09    2,7836446e+09
0,0171875    1,6540115e+07    3,2035913e+07    3,5541082e+07    3,6557504e+07    5,7121042e+07    1,3429328e+08    1,6196581e+08    1,6981080e+08   -8,9676488e+03    5,7692355e+06    8,1341165e+06    7,3728642e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0631607e+09    6,2554779e+09    6,3008704e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,1687783e+09    5,9273675e+09    7,7075932e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0541022e+09    2,2824048e+09    2,7837724e+09
0,0175000    1,6840842e+07    3,2513951e+07    3,6010188e+07    3,7103051e+07    5,8159601e+07    1,3590656e+08    1,6380050e+08    1,7219547e+08   -9,1308119e+03    5,8121088e+06    8,1915492e+06    7,4959027e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0561658e+09    6,2490178e+09    6,2941214e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,1013193e+09    5,7653716e+09    7,5681207e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0536827e+09    2,2733448e+09    2,7806808e+09
,0178125    1,7141568e+07    3,2986193e+07    3,6471955e+07    3,76 9328e+07    5,91981 0e+07    1,3749266 +08    1,65601 8e+08    1,7454765e+08   -9,2939487e+03    5, 535257e+06    8,2484296e+06    7,6117934e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0397614e+09    6,2482898e+09    6,2810518e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,9489668e 09    5,7607015e+09    7,4 60413e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,053356 e+09    2,273498 e+09    2,7692520e+09
0,0181250    1,7442294e+07    3,3455466e+07    3,6932382e+07    3,8168468e+07    6,0236720e+07    1,3903256e+08    1,6739534e+08    1,7688192e+08   -9,4572436e+03    5,8974187e+06    8,3068568e+06    7,7217484e+06    3,3233899e+09    6,0372716e+09    6,2469375e+09    6,2797835e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,8911075e+09    5,7082762e+09    7,4675853e+09    1,1799410e+09    2,0429370e+09    2,2680860e+09    2,7693040e+09
0,0184375    1,7743021e+07    3,3919883e+07    3,7387195e+07    3,8696462e+07    6,1275279e+07    1,4052420e+08    1,6915948e+08    1,7921216e+08   -9,6204330e+03    5,9394353e+06    8,3661988e+06    7,8312807e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9614765e+09    6,2419442e+09    6,2764301e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,6897076e+09    5,6099199e+09    7,4124082e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9974720e+09    2,2665083e+09    2,7687758e+09
0,0187500    1,8043747e+07    3,4386160e+07    3,7838905e+07    3,9225643e+07    6,2313839e+07    1,4196162e+08    1,7091145e+08    1,8152674e+08   -9,7836225e+03    5,9709694e+06    8,4240720e+06    7,9391188e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9232128e+09    6,2408206e+09    6,2750356e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,5734597e+09    5,6049158e+09    7,4047632e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9880387e+09    2,2665342e+09    2,7688118e+09
,0190625    1, 344474e+07    3,4851489e+07    3,8289691e+07    3,9751399e+07    6,3352398e+07    1,4337674e+08    1,7266191e+08    1,8378335e+08   -9,946812 e+03    6,0042916e+06    8,4818431e+06    8,0420226e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9206669e+09    6,2401384e+09    6,2629751e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,5195180e 09    5,6003176e+09    6,9589723e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9862643e+09    2,2667933e+09    2,7575824e+09
0,0193750    1,8645200e+07    3,5315901e+07    3,8735578e+07    4,0260354e+07    6,4390957e+07    1,4478866e+08    1,7440151e+08    1,8594890e+08   -1,0110001e+04    6,0380229e+06    8,5353133e+06    8,1308168e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9201516e+09    6,2292690e+09    6,2403347e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,5176555e+09    5,5421933e+09    6,8728035e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9863873e+09    2,2562381e+09    2,7440491e+09
0,0196875    1,8945926e+07    3,5784795e+07    3,9178710e+07    4,0753351e+07    6,5429517e+07    1,4615701e+08    1,7612779e+08    1,8806497e+08   -1,0273191e+04    6,0660229e+06    8,5844252e+06    8,2050692e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,9171502e+09    6,2265289e+09    6,2290509e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,3445370e+09    5,5116446e+09    6,6168361e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9831096e+09    2,2550738e+09    2,7290340e+09
0,0200000    1,9246653e+07    3,6251586e+07    3,9622021e+07    4,1233598e+07    6,6468076e+07    1,4751237e+08    1,7783232e+08    1,9011935e+08   -1,0436380e+04    6,0900381e+06    8,6321456e+06    8,2647865e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8761519e+09    6,2256633e+09    6,2241877e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,3246396e+09    5,2953029e+09    6,4730440e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9521087e+09    2,2546455e+09    2,7159422e+09
0,0203125    1,9547379e+07    3,6712284e+07    4,0064526e+07    4,1705689e+07    6,7506635e+07    1,4886331e+08    1,7948435e+08    1,9212896e+08   -1,0599570e+04    6,1090708e+06    8,6778769e+06    8,3151002e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8756489e+09    6,2217655e+09    6,2195954e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,3224436e+09    5,2542523e+09    6,3949066e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9521336e+09    2,2550659e+09    2,7158272e+09
0,0206250    1,9848105e+07    3,7173183e+07    4,0503260e+07    4,2167788e+07    6,8545195e+07    1,5019960e+08    1,8112464e+08    1,9407858e+08   -1,0762759e+04    6,1245898e+06    8,7234390e+06    8,3669518e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8749624e+09    6,2208404e+09    6,2022916e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,2673833e+09    5,2471728e+09    5,9935842e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9488050e+09    2,2552152e+09    2,6944649e+09
0,0209375    2,0148832e+07    3,7632675e+07    4,0935903e+07    4,2601177e+07    6,9583754e+07    1,5151287e+08    1,8274117e+08    1,9589798e+08   -1,0925949e+04    6,1386892e+06    8,7630400e+06    8,3987806e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8738794e+09    6,2107862e+09    6,1673273e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,1557597e+09    5,0980142e+09    5,6380864e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9455444e+09    2,2438628e+09    2,6655998e+09
,0212500    2,0449558e+07    3,8089895e+07    4,1357207e+07    4,3019568e+07    7,0622313e+07    1,5280433 +08    1,8432504e+08    1,9765621e+08   -1,1089138e+04    6,1475665e+06    8,7926154e+06    8,4189861e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8683442e+09    6,1667249e+09    6,1666418e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,0905027e 09    4,9627061e+09    5,62235 6e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9263420e+09    2,2305383e+09    ,6655567e+09
0,0215625    2,0750284e+07    3,8542891e+07    4,1753790e+07    4,3428589e+07    7,1660873e+07    1,5408199e+08    1,8582746e+08    1,9937726e+08   -1,1252328e+04    6,1511587e+06    8,8002433e+06    8,4328494e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8678672e+09    6,1358996e+09    6,1589698e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,0878804e+09    4,6502464e+09    5,5014864e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9263912e+09    2,2030992e+09    2,6619797e+09
0,0218750    2,1051011e+07    3,8995326e+07    4,2137348e+07    4,3831301e+07    7,2699432e+07    1,5535886e+08    1,8726984e+08    2,0107846e+08   -1,1415517e+04    6,1546656e+06    8,7978453e+06    8,4422235e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8672777e+09    6,1332117e+09    6,1429110e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,0853233e+09    4,6011595e+09    5,2704492e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9264112e+09    2,2031971e+09    2,6489264e+09
0,0221875    2,1351737e+07    3,9446507e+07    4,2519288e+07    4,4216428e+07    7,3737991e+07    1,5663241e+08    1,8869838e+08    2,0268259e+08   -1,1578707e+04    6,1577665e+06    8,7941189e+06    8,4353167e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8627286e+09    6,1314919e+09    6,1352175e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,0316013e+09    4,5468282e+09    5,0659589e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9255702e+09    2,2028902e+09    2,6346692e+09
,0225000    2,1652464e+07    3,9895169e+07    4,2900318e+07    4,4595953e+07    7,4776551e+07    1,5788655 +08    1,9011714e+08    2,0422591e+08   -1,1741896e+04    6 1578 70e+06    8,7892379e+06    8,4334325e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8593566e+09    6,1308103e+09    6,1314465e+09    3,3233899e+09    4,0070901e 09    4,5377806e+09   4,8448004e+09    1,17 9410e+09    1,9243148e+09    2,2030325e+09    2,6292 00e+09
0,0228125    2,1953190e+07    4,0343623e+07    4,3275510e+07    4,4966952e+07    7,5815110e+07    1,5912928e+08    1,9150864e+08    2,0572787e+08   -1,1905086e+04    6,1549854e+06    8,7822325e+06    8,4322194e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8585595e+09    6,1148890e+09    6,1074201e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9605425e+09    4,2020165e+09    4,7565578e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9210115e+09    2,1917961e+09    2,6109413e+09
0,0231250    2,2253916e+07    4,0790964e+07    4,3629777e+07    4,5321292e+07    7,6853670e+07    1,6035504e+08    1,9278543e+08    2,0718207e+08   -1,2068275e+04    6,1478410e+06    8,7616316e+06    8,4190682e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8577449e+09    6,1072445e+09    6,0861025e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,9004556e+09    3,9392471e+09    4,4664804e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9171577e+09    2,1671198e+09    2,6035655e+09
0,0234375    2,2554643e+07    4,1237448e+07    4,3980544e+07    4,5658819e+07    7,7892229e+07    1,6157332e+08    1,9399780e+08    2,0856689e+08   -1,2231465e+04    6,1389356e+06    8,7448164e+06    8,3955171e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8571137e+09    6,0959957e+09    6,0634663e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,8978442e+09    3,7698592e+09    4,3837851e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,9173144e+09    2,1523516e+09    2,5871607e+09
,0237500    2,2855369e+07    4,1683773e+07    4,4313648e+07    4,5983863e+07    7,893 788e+07    1,6279015 +08    1,9514526e+08    2,0989900e+08   -1,23 4656e+04    6 1296226e+06    8,7202 89e+06    8,3671475e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8250812e+09    6,0705676e+09    6,0415261e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,8765 61e 09    3,6210062e+09   4,0 12476e+09    1,17 9410e+09    1,89 773e+0    2,1316990e+09    2,5556877e+09
0,0240625    2,3156095e+07    4,2132433e+07    4,4643606e+07    4,6289021e+07    7,9969348e+07    1,6398987e+08    1,9625541e+08    2,1113641e+08   -1,2557847e+04    6,1164594e+06    8,6884719e+06    8,3499325e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8238289e+09    6,0688099e+09    5,9951202e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,8240535e+09    3,5091950e+09    3,7547941e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8997024e+09    2,1252972e+09    2,5168713e+09
0,0243750    2,3456822e+07    4,2580901e+07    4,4971638e+07    4,6580610e+07    8,1007907e+07    1,6518432e+08    1,9732598e+08    2,1230148e+08   -1,2721040e+04    6,1033707e+06    8,6553029e+06    8,3297143e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8232448e+09    6,0568295e+09    5,9911091e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,8216409e+09    3,3585327e+09    3,7177545e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8997974e+09    2,1162179e+09    2,5155432e+09
0,0246875    2,3757548e+07    4,3029237e+07    4,5284915e+07    4,6867394e+07    8,2046466e+07    1,6637072e+08    1,9834554e+08    2,1345246e+08   -1,2884237e+04    6,0901133e+06    8,6156630e+06    8,3077168e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8163443e+09    6,0391912e+09    5,9785605e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,7600573e+09    3,2338047e+09    3,5962137e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8984339e+09    2,1123583e+09    2,5131011e+09
,0250000    2,4058275e+07    4,3474757e+07    4,5593830e+07    4,7138931e+07    8,3085025e+07    1,6752159 +08    1,9933817e+08    2,1455052e+08   -1,3047442e+04    6,0751780e+06    8,5697470e+06    8,2805502e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,8115826e+09    6,0350870e+09    5,9554738e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,6 17618e 09    3,1421540e+09    3,4189838e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8965080e+09    2,100656 e+09    ,5049112e+09
0,0253125    2,4359001e+07    4,3913841e+07    4,5906748e+07    4,7392272e+07    8,4123585e+07    1,6861428e+08    2,0030077e+08    2,1559467e+08   -1,3210662e+04    6,0438661e+06    8,5251908e+06    8,2558020e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7824591e+09    6,0259688e+09    5,9317816e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,3673032e+09    3,0254715e+09    3,2202540e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8540077e+09    2,0803271e+09    2,4809751e+09
0,0256250    2,4659727e+07    4,4343059e+07    4,6221675e+07    4,7634341e+07    8,5162144e+07    1,6965576e+08    2,0122705e+08    2,1659432e+08   -1,3373912e+04    6,0012187e+06    8,4769256e+06    8,2391503e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7788011e+09    6,0221638e+09    5,9167208e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,2911644e+09    2,9358739e+09    3,1806635e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8475918e+09    2,0678923e+09    2,4785169e+09
0,0259375    2,4960454e+07    4,4765218e+07    4,6527963e+07    4,7866171e+07    8,6200702e+07    1,7066847e+08    2,0212697e+08    2,1756610e+08   -1,3537222e+04    5,9540485e+06    8,4238883e+06    8,2125414e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7630440e+09    6,0088168e+09    5,8931493e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,1174378e+09    2,8394604e+09    3,0982254e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8411461e+09    2,0653533e+09    2,4562730e+09
0,0262500    2,5261180e+07    4,5175090e+07    4,6819852e+07    4,8093795e+07    8,7239263e+07    1,7163584e+08    2,0299499e+08    2,1852062e+08   -1,3700170e+04    5,9052843e+06    8,3659893e+06    8,1854376e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7618569e+09    5,9923038e+09    5,8861084e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,0798108e 09    2,7728049e+09    3,0390823e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8388363e+09    2,0638047e+09    2,4531845e+09
0,0265625    2,5561906e+07    4,5583450e+07    4,7109284e+07    4,8317219e+07    8,8277822e+07    1,7259696e+08    2,0385182e+08    2,1943884e+08   -1,3863359e+04    5,8578501e+06    8,3095375e+06    8,1556503e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7606233e+09    5,9574327e+09    5,8562388e+09    3,3233899e+09    3,0742122e+09    2,6543453e+09    2,8311810e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8390593e+09    2,0283712e+09    2,4314983e+09
0,0268750    2,5862633e+07    4,5990370e+07    4,7388505e+07    4,8529766e+07    8,9316382e+07    1,7354606e+08    2,0466797e+08    2,2032048e+08   -1,4026549e+04    5,8142639e+06    8,2498164e+06    8,1242919e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7590751e+09    5,9461849e+09    5,8510298e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,9892181e+09    2,5931449e+09    2,8179582e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8282703e+09    2,0127135e+09    2,4303082e+09
0,0271875    2,6163359e+07    4,6397676e+07    4,7663335e+07    4,8738393e+07    9,0354941e+07    1,7447676e+08    2,0547394e+08    2,2119672e+08   -1,4189738e+04    5,7773521e+06    8,1902625e+06    8,0930663e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7487350e+09    5,9361222e+09    5,8434296e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,9730203e+09    2,5308058e+09    2,7933627e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8247631e+09    2,0122868e+09    2,4257132e+09
0,0275000    2,6464085e+07    4,6793467e+07    4,7924141e+07    4,8942631e+07    9,1393500e+07    1,7537776e+08    2,0624392e+08    2,2206565e+08   -1,4352928e+04    5,7373591e+06    8,1231856e+06    8,0625475e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7268760e+09    5,9114476e+09    5,8370556e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,8598978e+09    2,4174468e+09    2,7534699e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8224360e+09    1,9963354e+09    2,4244414e+09
0,0278125    2,6764812e+07    4,7184842e+07    4,8167007e+07    4,9142294e+07    9,2432060e+07    1,7627001e+08    2,0696676e+08    2,2292338e+08   -1,4516117e+04    5,6964165e+06    8,0503920e+06    8,0318093e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7252632e+09    5,8900336e+09    5,8318346e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,8535627e+09    2,3027750e+09    2,7418578e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8227806e+09    1,9907189e+09    2,4232565e+09
0,0281250    2,7065538e+07    4,7570278e+07    4,8406142e+07    4,9341580e+07    9,3470619e+07    1,7713203e+08    2,0768377e+08    2,2376910e+08   -1,4679306e+04    5,6614428e+06    7,9771684e+06    7,9950422e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7162038e+09    5,8858393e+09    5,8226940e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,6794560e+09    2,2915292e+09    2,6878462e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8071590e+09    1,9902858e+09    2,4049963e+09
,0284375    2,7366265e+07    4,79499 5e+07    4,8642523e+07    4,9539418e+07    9,4509178e+07    1,779 191 +08    2,0839734e+08    2,2460521e+08   -1,4842496e+04    5,628 685e+06    7,9037283e+06    7,9552450e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7136349e+09    5,8818281e+09    5,8169814e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,6 33730e 09    2,2807183e+09    2,5931 93e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,8029818e+0    1,9900156e+09    2,4030364e+09
0,0287500    2,7666991e+07    4,8324906e+07    4,8876191e+07    4,9736468e+07    9,5547738e+07    1,7876467e+08    2,0910758e+08    2,2541313e+08   -1,5005685e+04    5,5931613e+06    7,8300783e+06    7,9176651e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,7011270e+09    5,8774326e+09    5,8119069e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,5099367e+09    2,2701459e+09    2,5827673e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7977806e+09    1,9895968e+09    2,4018856e+09
0,0290625    2,7967717e+07    4,8685493e+07    4,9100229e+07    4,9931365e+07    9,6586297e+07    1,7951583e+08    2,0979787e+08    2,2621712e+08   -1,5168875e+04    5,5551926e+06    7,7648076e+06    7,8798459e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,6833829e+09    5,8613835e+09    5,7960613e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,3681703e+09    2,1750333e+09    2,5574077e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7923495e+09    1,9647269e+09    2,4003066e+09
0,0293750    2,8268444e+07    4,9042448e+07    4,9321545e+07    5,0127615e+07    9,7624856e+07    1,8025409e+08    2,1047529e+08    2,2701224e+08   -1,5332064e+04    5,5161934e+06    7,7049396e+06    7,8409258e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,6811309e+09    5,8571143e+09    5,7872665e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,3604937e+09    2,1653563e+09    2,5203694e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7926464e+09    1,9642096e+09    2,3823290e+09
,0296875    2, 569170e+07    4,9396722e+07    4,9540256e+07    5,0322636e+07    9,8663416e+07    1,8098296 +08    2,1114 84e+08    2,2779439e+08   -1,54 5254e+04    5 4746763e+06    7,6475612e+06    7,7968102e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,6740545e+09    5,8509417e+09    5, 79 109e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,3074855e 09    2,1014946e+09   2,4899291e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,787083 e+09    1,9532695e+09    2,3809 28e+09
0,0300000    2,8869896e+07    4,9743127e+07    4,9754878e+07    5,0513970e+07    9,9701975e+07    1,8169734e+08    2,1179336e+08    2,2857042e+08   -1,5658443e+04    5,4295846e+06    7,5919745e+06    7,7528187e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,6463526e+09    5,8463375e+09    5,7749518e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,2688215e+09    2,0635712e+09    2,4811006e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7823088e+09    1,9414954e+09    2,3800382e+09
0,0303125    2,9170623e+07    5,0080121e+07    4,9965894e+07    5,0701659e+07    1,0074053e+08    1,8239386e+08    2,1243210e+08    2,2934066e+08   -1,5821633e+04    5,3845153e+06    7,5355131e+06    7,7099227e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,6382045e+09    5,8394082e+09    5,7596176e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,2114135e+09    2,0159652e+09    2,4023652e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7800802e+09    1,9369825e+09    2,3650974e+09
0,0306250    2,9471349e+07    5,0413236e+07    5,0176897e+07    5,0879620e+07    1,0177909e+08    1,8308250e+08    2,1303553e+08    2,3008942e+08   -1,5984822e+04    5,3387635e+06    7,4892998e+06    7,6751882e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,6343480e+09    5,8287728e+09    5,7549241e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,1939054e+09    1,9119747e+09    2,3939538e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7784236e+09    1,9220825e+09    2,3641474e+09
,0309375    2,9772076e+07    5,0743685e+07    5,0386881e+07    5,1047725e+07    1,02817 5e+08    1,8376643 +08    2,1362745e+08    2,3082465e+08   -1,6148012e+04    5 2937355e+06    7,4420412e+06    7,6336815e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,6313893e+09    5,8243384e+09    5,7297258e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,1 68125e 09    1,8777413e+09   2,34262 1e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7784954e+09    1,9130746e+09    2,3478236e+09
0,0312500    3,0072802e+07    5,1068565e+07    5,0592663e+07    5,1211803e+07    1,0385621e+08    1,8443670e+08    2,1420559e+08    2,3155490e+08   -1,6311202e+04    5,2486125e+06    7,3915218e+06    7,5904531e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,6198603e+09    5,8016670e+09    5,7254233e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,1073015e+09    1,7699608e+09    2,3348706e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7774455e+09    1,8851971e+09    2,3469577e+09
0,0315625    3,0373528e+07    5,1386555e+07    5,0791187e+07    5,1365330e+07    1,0489477e+08    1,8508804e+08    2,1475115e+08    2,3226283e+08   -1,6474392e+04    5,2024864e+06    7,3439141e+06    7,5564814e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,6124999e+09    5,7967194e+09    5,7030408e+09    3,3233899e+09    2,0583434e+09    1,7334917e+09    2,2193833e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7754256e+09    1,8798872e+09    2,3221330e+09
0,0318750    3,0674255e+07    5,1695202e+07    5,0987881e+07    5,1509848e+07    1,0593333e+08    1,8571077e+08    2,1529119e+08    2,3294951e+08   -1,6637582e+04    5,1590119e+06    7,2973629e+06    7,5245613e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5931399e+09    5,7924962e+09    5,6863559e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,9301127e+09    1,7263320e+09    2,1411127e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7669786e+09    1,8792946e+09    2,3049698e+09
,0321875    3,0974981e+07    5,1990786e+07    5,1176226e+07    5,1645105e+07    1,0697189e+08    1,8629127 +08    2,1581707e+08    2,3361695e+08   -1,6800774e+04    5,120 970e+06    7,2543644e+06    7,4842912e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5793404e+09    5,7522301e+09    5,6821248e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,8153274e 09    1,6304432e+09    2,1340351e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7594011e+09    1,8431144e+09    2,3041744e+09
0,0325000    3,1275707e+07    5,2278421e+07    5,1356794e+07    5,1777898e+07    1,0801045e+08    1,8685000e+08    2,1632471e+08    2,3428083e+08   -1,6963968e+04    5,0783448e+06    7,2059655e+06    7,4438132e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5698384e+09    5,7470102e+09    5,6759653e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,7629950e+09    1,6223628e+09    2,1024956e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7523633e+09    1,8410219e+09    2,3032980e+09
0,0328125    3,1576434e+07    5,2561641e+07    5,1534772e+07    5,1907249e+07    1,0904901e+08    1,8739280e+08    2,1682954e+08    2,3493637e+08   -1,7127167e+04    5,0368758e+06    7,1577301e+06    7,4029268e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5604882e+09    5,7391770e+09    5,6684423e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,6984130e+09    1,6063691e+09    2,0832155e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7388774e+09    1,8317758e+09    2,3020975e+09
0,0331250    3,1877160e+07    5,2842105e+07    5,1711592e+07    5,2035451e+07    1,1008757e+08    1,8791486e+08    2,1733008e+08    2,3558200e+08   -1,7290376e+04    4,9943173e+06    7,1074400e+06    7,3616008e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5562436e+09    5,7349228e+09    5,6622403e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,6620829e+09    1,6001933e+09    2,0575847e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7377392e+09    1,8312207e+09    2,3012338e+09
0,0334375    3,2177886e+07    5,3120333e+07    5,1886023e+07    5,2161096e+07    1,1112613e+08    1,8843250e+08    2,1782630e+08    2,3622365e+08   -1,7453603e+04    4,9520869e+06    7,0567982e+06    7,3204317e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5521366e+09    5,7262732e+09    5,6578076e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,6545797e+09    1,5637252e+09    2,0518662e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7376955e+09    1,8304636e+09    2,3005389e+09
0,0337500    3,2478613e+07    5,3395813e+07    5,2059105e+07    5,2284971e+07    1,1216469e+08    1,8893588e+08    2,1831004e+08    2,3686356e+08   -1,7616868e+04    4,9077983e+06    7,0051108e+06    7,2792298e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5434199e+09    5,7219327e+09    5,6543578e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,5915579e+09    1,5461488e+09    2,0463409e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7320221e+09    1,8298402e+09    2,2992169e+09
0,0340625    3,2779339e+07    5,3669770e+07    5,2230233e+07    5,2406393e+07    1,1320325e+08    1,8942800e+08    2,1879132e+08    2,3749959e+08   -1,7779906e+04    4,8648889e+06    6,9537673e+06    7,2368671e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5395057e+09    5,7180943e+09    5,6476158e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,5508641e+09    1,5380331e+09    2,0111112e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7313078e+09    1,8279461e+09    2,2913450e+09
0,0343750    3,3080066e+07    5,3941321e+07    5,3228183e+07    5,2522884e+07    1,1424181e+08    1,8991067e+08    2,1873084e+08    2,3812096e+08   -1,7943096e+04    4,8233110e+06    6,5147337e+06    7,1912362e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5351528e+09    5,7398253e+09    5,6388333e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,5416683e+09    1,8994767e+09    1,9638720e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7291521e+09    1,9047457e+09    2,2898236e+09
0,0346875    3,3380792e+07    5,4210524e+07    5,3418263e+07    5,2637605e+07    1,1528037e+08    1,9039091e+08    2,1924571e+08    2,3872746e+08   -1,8106285e+04    4,7820371e+06    6,4811604e+06    7,1474023e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5312234e+09    5,6836398e+09    5,6262069e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,5351308e+09    1,5541107e+09    1,9081918e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7290969e+09    1,8326663e+09    2,2783445e+09
0,0350000    3,3681518e+07    5,4476900e+07    5,3592829e+07    5,2746529e+07    1,1631892e+08    1,9086793e+08    2,1971153e+08    2,3932254e+08   -1,8269475e+04    4,7400374e+06    6,4379667e+06    7,1080987e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5221933e+09    5,6550596e+09    5,6228652e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,5120306e+09    1,4733448e+09    1,9029634e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7238264e+09    1,8161938e+09    2,2776943e+09
0,0353125    3,3982245e+07    5,4738329e+07    5,3764928e+07    5,2854050e+07    1,1735748e+08    1,9133746e+08    2,2016586e+08    2,3991393e+08   -1,8432664e+04    4,6971190e+06    6,3963203e+06    7,0700377e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5173355e+09    5,6517128e+09    5,6189434e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,4990107e+09    1,4419022e+09    1,8845113e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7184343e+09    1,8095943e+09    2,2716669e+09
,0356250    3,4282971e+07    5,49967 0e+07    5,3937921e+07    5,296 205e+07    1,1839604e+08    1, 178810 +08    2,20 0808e+08    2,4050170e+08   -1,85 5854e+04    4,6571093e+06    6,3555911e+0    7,0332053e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5096606e+09    5,6437266e+09    5,6155960e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,39821 1e 09    1,4076218e+09    1,8 96402e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7161894e+09    1,8080687e+09    2,2709106e+09
0,0359375    3,4583697e+07    5,5253125e+07    5,4110060e+07    5,3064824e+07    1,1943460e+08    1,9222326e+08    2,2104651e+08    2,4108798e+08   -1,8759043e+04    4,6189482e+06    6,3142965e+06    6,9963699e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,5021167e+09    5,6384840e+09    5,6126126e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,3796415e+09    1,3716664e+09    1,8749418e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7159568e+09    1,7962548e+09    2,2710478e+09
0,0362500    3,4884424e+07    5,5505482e+07    5,4283792e+07    5,3167493e+07    1,2047316e+08    1,9265274e+08    2,2146698e+08    2,4166759e+08   -1,8922233e+04    4,5803222e+06    6,2693051e+06    6,9622516e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4984539e+09    5,6329349e+09    5,6088206e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,3727854e+09    1,3196621e+09    1,8476346e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7158643e+09    1,7753038e+09    2,2620470e+09
0,0365625    3,5185150e+07    5,5754788e+07    5,4456638e+07    5,3268558e+07    1,2151172e+08    1,9307817e+08    2,2187849e+08    2,4224397e+08   -1,9085422e+04    4,5423580e+06    6,2196553e+06    6,9291386e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4886487e+09    5,6296392e+09    5,6060454e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,3393032e+09    1,3159118e+09    1,8433728e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7131502e+09    1,7749323e+09    2,2621970e+09
,0368750    3,5485877e+07    5,5998694e+07    5,4627884e+07    5,336 214e+07    1,2255028e+08    1,9348519 +08    2,2228885e+08    2,4281906e+08   -1,9248611e+04    4 5032195e+06    6,1699142e+06    6,8960210e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4827647e+09    5,6263188e+09    5,6029764e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,2 15472e 09    1,3122514e+09   1,8392501e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,7041069e+09    1,7744430e+09    2,2615678e+09
0,0371875    3,5786603e+07    5,6236404e+07    5,4796822e+07    5,3466498e+07    1,2358884e+08    1,9386859e+08    2,2269696e+08    2,4339289e+08   -1,9411801e+04    4,4564510e+06    6,1194548e+06    6,8629004e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4655003e+09    5,6175639e+09    5,5999747e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,2174409e+09    1,2958356e+09    1,8352655e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6837311e+09    1,7699691e+09    2,2609528e+09
0,0375000    3,6087329e+07    5,6473433e+07    5,4962736e+07    5,3563371e+07    1,2462740e+08    1,9424637e+08    2,2309940e+08    2,4396516e+08   -1,9574990e+04    4,4115078e+06    6,0682740e+06    6,8294698e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4446837e+09    5,6093415e+09    5,5966976e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,2028918e+09    1,2653225e+09    1,8240550e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6627060e+09    1,7616542e+09    2,2544035e+09
0,0378125    3,6388056e+07    5,6706973e+07    5,5128124e+07    5,3658535e+07    1,2566596e+08    1,9461497e+08    2,2349277e+08    2,4453431e+08   -1,9738180e+04    4,3682637e+06    6,0190251e+06    6,7942972e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4348225e+09    5,6036452e+09    5,5938697e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,1620129e+09    1,2549482e+09    1,8203845e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6583274e+09    1,7523274e+09    2,2538185e+09
,0381250    3,6688782e+07    5,6936234e+07    5,5292540e+07    5,3749499e+07    1,267 452e+08    1, 497671 +08    2,2388390e+08    2,4509759e+08   -1,9901369e+04    4 3230235e+06    5,9686227e+06    6,7561403e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4289261e+09    5,5980861e+09    5,5757882e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,1419510e 09    1,2292740e+09   1,7 74 33e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,658 273e+09    1,7506037e+09    2,2374666e+09
0,0384375    3,6989508e+07    5,7162026e+07    5,5454119e+07    5,3834545e+07    1,2774308e+08    1,9532898e+08    2,2426730e+08    2,4565223e+08   -2,0064559e+04    4,2769924e+06    5,9181505e+06    6,7132432e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4225937e+09    5,5949014e+09    5,5722843e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0968853e+09    1,2261094e+09    1,7739765e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6538025e+09    1,7501790e+09    2,2360911e+09
0,0387500    3,7290235e+07    5,7383976e+07    5,5614593e+07    5,3918373e+07    1,2878164e+08    1,9567055e+08    2,2464952e+08    2,4620580e+08   -2,0227748e+04    4,2329665e+06    5,8678217e+06    6,6703736e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4188672e+09    5,5839650e+09    5,5704847e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0917482e+09    1,2197038e+09    1,7705684e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6536421e+09    1,7475333e+09    2,2363401e+09
0,0390625    3,7590961e+07    5,7604023e+07    5,5774742e+07    5,4000216e+07    1,2982020e+08    1,9601055e+08    2,2502826e+08    2,4675245e+08   -2,0390938e+04    4,1889522e+06    5,8192083e+06    6,6251144e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4150938e+09    5,5804911e+09    5,5667047e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0867449e+09    1,1872703e+09    1,7381585e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6534569e+09    1,7353651e+09    2,2293247e+09
,0393750    3,7891687e+07    5,7821727e+07    5,5933607e+07    5,40 0120e+07    1,3085876e+08    1,9634745 +08    2,2539545e+08    2,4729401e+08   -2,0554127e+04    4,1449959e+06    5,7755752e+06    6,5780823e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4068846e+09    5,5752659e+09    5, 611015e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0667556e 09    1,1462405e+09    1,7109 74e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6450927e+09    1,728640 e+09    ,2205152e+09
0,0396875    3,8192414e+07    5,8035849e+07    5,6091268e+07    5,4156302e+07    1,3189731e+08    1,9667970e+08    2,2573832e+08    2,4782774e+08   -2,0717317e+04    4,0992772e+06    5,7392028e+06    6,5271177e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,4030333e+09    5,5584518e+09    5,5576316e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0620304e+09    1,0761260e+09    1,7001223e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6448313e+09    1,7165147e+09    2,2184677e+09
0,0400000    3,8493140e+07    5,8247372e+07    5,6246481e+07    5,4231387e+07    1,3293587e+08    1,9700830e+08    2,2607188e+08    2,4835831e+08   -2,0880506e+04    4,0550518e+06    5,7061319e+06    6,4768303e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3972853e+09    5,5550840e+09    5,5554854e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0386933e+09    1,0482586e+09    1,6970609e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6363865e+09    1,7138724e+09    2,2168151e+09
0,0403125    3,8793867e+07    5,8454125e+07    5,6401261e+07    5,4305356e+07    1,3397443e+08    1,9732326e+08    2,2639875e+08    2,4888794e+08   -2,1043696e+04    4,0127839e+06    5,6747307e+06    6,4265905e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3898265e+09    5,5522623e+09    5,5533753e+09    3,3233899e+09    1,0022829e+09    1,0452392e+09    1,6940886e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6275864e+09    1,7134474e+09    2,2176277e+09
0,0406250    3,9094593e+07    5,8656735e+07    5,6554692e+07    5,4378237e+07    1,3501299e+08    1,9762653e+08    2,2672470e+08    2,4941667e+08   -2,1206886e+04    3,9719893e+06    5,6432720e+06    6,3763978e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3832939e+09    5,5492071e+09    5,5513377e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,2809530e+08    1,0422897e+09    1,6912039e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6234105e+09    1,7126188e+09    2,2176642e+09
0,0409375    3,9395319e+07    5,8855329e+07    5,6703354e+07    5,4449925e+07    1,3605155e+08    1,9791547e+08    2,2704609e+08    2,4994032e+08   -2,1370076e+04    3,9309565e+06    5,6083279e+06    6,3242667e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3797693e+09    5,5300018e+09    5,5488139e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,2344442e+08    1,0209552e+09    1,6669470e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6231958e+09    1,6954867e+09    2,2095104e+09
0,0412500    3,9696046e+07    5,9051816e+07    5,6847326e+07    5,4521004e+07    1,3709011e+08    1,9820150e+08    2,2735980e+08    2,5045947e+08   -2,1533266e+04    3,8909102e+06    5,5694151e+06    6,2710259e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3755357e+09    5,5237402e+09    5,5459098e+09    3,3233899e+09    9,0565674e+08    9,9076843e+08    1,6591463e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6168371e+09    1,6879313e+09    2,2053092e+09
0,0415625    3,9996772e+07    5,9245246e+07    5,6988596e+07    5,4591252e+07    1,3812867e+08    1,9848129e+08    2,2766588e+08    2,5097734e+08   -2,1696458e+04    3,8538306e+06    5,5300305e+06    6,2174449e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3705949e+09    5,5207667e+09    5,5438071e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,9038449e 08    9,6823029e+08    1,6565124e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6132947e+09    1,6829703e+09    2,2047705e+09
0,0418750    4,0297498e+07    5,9436521e+07    5,7129545e+07    5,4659529e+07    1,3916723e+08    1,9875853e+08    2,2796414e+08    2,5149076e+08   -2,1859643e+04    3,8174025e+06    5,4930830e+06    6,1641500e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3672094e+09    5,5164618e+09    5,5390310e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,8608462e+08    9,3886273e+08    1,6336917e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6130327e+09    1,6812398e+09    2,2015424e+09
0,0421875    4,0598225e+07    5,9625978e+07    5,7271876e+07    5,4727709e+07    1,4020579e+08    1,9903209e+08    2,2825112e+08    2,5199389e+08   -2,2022832e+04    3,7805558e+06    5,4587271e+06    6,1144348e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3579705e+09    5,5119183e+09    5,5364952e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,6924004e+08    8,9757337e+08    1,6007716e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6106545e+09    1,6784611e+09    2,1933837e+09
0,0425000    4,0898951e+07    5,9813677e+07    5,7416043e+07    5,4795582e+07    1,4124435e+08    1,9930278e+08    2,2852814e+08    2,5249357e+08   -2,2186022e+04    3,7436212e+06    5,4265551e+06    6,0660339e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3549112e+09    5,5016786e+09    5,5337050e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,6521582e+08    8,7535367e+08    1,5983692e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6103966e+09    1,6702293e+09    2,1912497e+09
,0428125    4,1199678e+07    5,99997 7e+07    5,7558865e+07    5,4862788e+07    1,4228291e+08    1,9957 24 +08    2,2880096e+08    2,5298929e+08   -2,2349211e+04    3,7066726e+06    5,3929865e+06    6,01 4980e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3514596e+09    5,49 3681e+09    5,5324102e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,6130218e 08    8,7224567e+08    1,5 53160e+09    1,1 9410e+09    1,6100671e+09    1,6698158e+09    2,1856127e+09
0,0431250    4,1500404e+07    6,0182043e+07    5,7701236e+07    5,4920686e+07    1,4332147e+08    1,9983618e+08    2,2906778e+08    2,5346757e+08   -2,2512401e+04    3,6701441e+06    5,3612426e+06    5,9827550e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3392540e+09    5,4958722e+09    5,5070939e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,2687380e+08    8,3306065e+08    1,5242436e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6055794e+09    1,6635341e+09    2,1677148e+09
0,0434375    4,1801130e+07    6,0359794e+07    5,7842790e+07    5,4976844e+07    1,4436003e+08    2,0009295e+08    2,2932739e+08    2,5394335e+08   -2,2675590e+04    3,6352166e+06    5,3321263e+06    5,9469818e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3358702e+09    5,4935458e+09    5,5038060e+09    3,3233899e+09    8,1612344e+08    8,2996329e+08    1,5219155e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6052051e+09    1,6628698e+09    2,1670598e+09
0,0437500    4,2101857e+07    6,0535340e+07    5,7984194e+07    5,5029524e+07    1,4539859e+08    2,0034348e+08    2,2958099e+08    2,5440954e+08   -2,2838780e+04    3,5995114e+06    5,3001449e+06    5,9143809e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3318521e+09    5,4907918e+09    5,4993196e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,9291508e+08    8,1021467e+08    1,4535771e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,6005446e+09    1,6571716e+09    2,1562944e+09
,0440625    4,2402583e+07    6,0708242e+07    5,8125629e+07    5,507 230e+07    1,4643715e+08    2,005872 +08    2,29824 0e+ 8    2,5486262e+08   -2,3001969e+04    3 5633117e+06    5,2663382e+06    5,8861092e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,3052355e+09    5,47 3310e+09    5,4972585e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,5476691e 08    7,6317536e+08   1,4405400e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,5312157e+09    1,6456523e+09    2,1555075e+09
0,0443750    4,2703309e+07    6,1214152e+07    5,8266534e+07    5,5128154e+07    1,4747571e+08    2,0071388e+08    2,3006258e+08    2,5531189e+08   -2,3165159e+04    3,3437834e+06    5,2340580e+06    5,8581008e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,2567845e+09    5,4774015e+09    5,4912509e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,5444209e+08    7,6010834e+08    1,4319022e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,5339035e+09    1,6454337e+09    2,1519887e+09
0,0446875    4,3004036e+07    6,1380826e+07    5,8406293e+07    5,5177508e+07    1,4851426e+08    2,0094102e+08    2,3029940e+08    2,5575875e+08   -2,3328348e+04    3,3160522e+06    5,2017902e+06    5,8310931e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,2458717e+09    5,4754475e+09    5,4900478e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,1565957e+08    7,5706805e+08    1,4293160e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,5105106e+09    1,6441371e+09    2,1508432e+09
0,0450000    4,3304762e+07    6,1544703e+07    5,8544922e+07    5,5226618e+07    1,4955282e+08    2,0116273e+08    2,3053528e+08    2,5620121e+08   -2,3491538e+04    3,2856226e+06    5,1695356e+06    5,8021974e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,2433181e+09    5,4735413e+09    5,4875547e+09    3,3233899e+09    7,0328163e+08    7,5408753e+08    1,4115802e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,5109184e+09    1,6446124e+09    2,1454365e+09
,0453125    4,3605488e+07    6,1705991e+07    5,8682437e+07    5,5275024e+07    1,5059138e+08    2,0138133 +08    2,3077025e+08    2,5664135e+08   -2,3654727e+04    3 555057e+06    5,1372946e+06    5,7727776e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,2388919e+09    5,4719065e+09    5,4851216e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,9840939e 08    7,5116696e+08   1,4018230e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,5072933e+09    1,6445439e+09    2,1452794e+09
0,0456250    4,3906215e+07    6,1865220e+07    5,8818853e+07    5,5322618e+07    1,5162994e+08    2,0158514e+08    2,3100432e+08    2,5707564e+08   -2,3817916e+04    3,2303143e+06    5,1050677e+06    5,7418919e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,2314169e+09    5,4696401e+09    5,4823244e+09    3,3233899e+09    6,4081312e+08    7,4830279e+08    1,3876133e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,4889645e+09    1,6431403e+09    2,1421193e+09
0,0459375    4,4206941e+07    6,2020532e+07    5,8954186e+07    5,5369474e+07    1,5266850e+08    2,0177754e+08    2,3123750e+08    2,5750872e+08   -2,3981106e+04    3,2060463e+06    5,0728555e+06    5,7108559e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,2245338e+09    5,4682302e+09    5,4821822e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,9006220e+08    7,4549765e+08    1,3852652e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,4794062e+09    1,6437946e+09    2,1403055e+09
0,0462500    4,4507668e+07    6,2169050e+07    5,9088909e+07    5,5415544e+07    1,5370706e+08    2,0195875e+08    2,3146883e+08    2,5794108e+08   -2,4144295e+04    3,1843176e+06    5,0403048e+06    5,6798907e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,2188936e+09    5,4653856e+09    5,4803453e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,7482972e+08    7,3775503e+08    1,3829640e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,4726073e+09    1,6427972e+09    2,1415844e+09
,0465625    4,4808394e+07    6,231511 e+07    5,9222611e+07    5,5461680e+07    1,54745 2e+08    2,0213 17 +08    2,3169652e+08    2,5837042e+08   -2,4307485e+04    3,1637202e+06    5,0075735e+06    5,64 7035e+06    3,3233899e+09    5,2157763e+09    5,4633571e+09    5,4743234e+09    3,3233899e+09    5,6 79473e 08    7,2622092e+08    1,3 21064e+09    1,1799410e+09    1,4697178e+09    1,6420957e+09    2,1241365e+09
0,0468750    4,5109508e+07    6,2459983e+07    5,9355239e+07    5,5507641e+07    1,5577670e+08    2,0230846e+08    2,3192287e+08    2,5879662e+08   -2,4395496e+04    3,1420468e+06    4,9748594e+06    5,6208294e+06    3,3231618e+09    5,2125395e+09    5,4615207e+09    5,4731527e+09    3,2798150e+09    5,5054003e+08    7,2365970e+08    1,3463222e+09    1,1798598e+09    1,4693338e+09    1,6418916e+09    2,1084558e+09
0,0471875    4,5411056e+07    6,2602962e+07    5,9486864e+07    5,5553211e+07    1,5679367e+08    2,0247809e+08    2,3214842e+08    2,5921632e+08   -2,4444086e+04    3,1203261e+06    4,9421610e+06    5,5898849e+06    3,3230930e+09    5,2089652e+09    5,4601153e+09    5,4721764e+09    3,2514905e+09    5,4757408e+08    7,2114836e+08    1,3359416e+09    1,1798391e+09    1,4689166e+09    1,6413438e+09    2,1090296e+09
0,0475000    4,5712575e+07    6,2744130e+07    5,9616337e+07    5,5597850e+07    1,5780973e+08    2,0264229e+08    2,3237232e+08    2,5963331e+08   -2,4504755e+04    3,0994415e+06    4,9103961e+06    5,5590854e+06    3,3231931e+09    5,2053511e+09    5,4341805e+09    5,4713843e+09    3,2513199e+09    5,1775591e+08    7,0477284e+08    1,3338432e+09    1,1798733e+09    1,4666130e+09    1,6262490e+09    2,1097847e+09
0,0478125    4,6014037e+07    6,2882986e+07    5,9740251e+07    5,5642476e+07    1,5882573e+08    2,0279938e+08    2,3259200e+08    2,6004670e+08   -2,4570789e+04    3,0786341e+06    4,8822646e+06    5,5273341e+06    3,3233068e+09    5,2029673e+09    5,4323154e+09    5,4657169e+09    3,2511549e+09    5,0492574e+08    7,0237144e+08    1,3213256e+09    1,1799204e+09    1,4652995e+09    1,6257514e+09    2,1064250e+09
0,0481250    4,6315446e+07    6,3020324e+07    5,9865335e+07    5,5685788e+07    1,5984152e+08    2,0295433e+08    2,3280421e+08    2,6045487e+08   -2,4637481e+04    3,0580049e+06    4,8510726e+06    5,4924788e+06    3,3233139e+09    5,2000446e+09    5,4190477e+09    5,4643970e+09    3,2409084e+09    4,8842750e+08    6,4849069e+08    1,3034268e+09    1,1799081e+09    1,4647478e+09    1,6066370e+09    2,0969377e+09
0,0484375    4,6616857e+07    6,3154463e+07    5,9988193e+07    5,5728804e+07    1,6084813e+08    2,0310015e+08    2,3300419e+08    2,6086058e+08   -2,4341629e+04    3,0383679e+06    4,8180195e+06    5,4580364e+06    3,3231936e+09    5,1948456e+09    5,4167758e+09    5,4613732e+09    3,2161869e+09    4,6060447e+08    6,3888789e+08    1,2913622e+09    1,1797786e+09    1,4596571e+09    1,6026511e+09    2,0918699e+09
,0487500    4,6918048e+07    6,3286383e+07    6,0110146e+07    5,5772084e+07    1,6184599e+08    2, 324119e+08    2,3320326e+08    2,6126367e+08   -2,3967969e+04    3,0203714e+06    4,7849169e+06    5,4251457e+06    3,3231160e+09    5,1899091e+09    5,4167506e+09    5,4604118e+09    3,1282045e+09    4,5320436e 08    6,3640609e+08    1,2893665e+09    1,1794414e+09    1,4550474e+09    1,6034365e+09    2,0919018e+09
0,0490625    4,7218673e+07    6,3417326e+07    6,0231206e+07    5,5814686e+07    1,6279800e+08    2,0337806e+08    2,3340156e+08    2,6166586e+08   -2,3544538e+04    3,0035772e+06    4,7518383e+06    5,3923863e+06    3,3228172e+09    5,1863634e+09    5,4151582e+09    5,4585535e+09    3,0170880e+09    4,3717379e+08    6,3393615e+08    1,2749108e+09    1,1790677e+09    1,4542529e+09    1,6021566e+09    2,0881792e+09
0,0493750    4,7518922e+07    6,3545548e+07    6,0351238e+07    5,5857111e+07    1,6373592e+08    2,0351005e+08    2,3359874e+08    2,6206364e+08   -2,3303357e+04    2,9879516e+06    4,7184163e+06    5,3609746e+06    3,3230853e+09    5,1789244e+09    5,4136337e+09    5,4500052e+09    2,9774770e+09    4,2424880e+08    6,2948406e+08    1,2718988e+09    1,1790506e+09    1,4509383e+09    1,6001472e+09    2,0848786e+09
0,0496875    4,7818378e+07    6,3672143e+07    6,0470721e+07    5,5899134e+07    1,6464606e+08    2,0363923e+08    2,3379131e+08    2,6246066e+08   -2,4114542e+04    2,9737247e+06    4,6865249e+06    5,3295546e+06    3,3227842e+09    5,1759730e+09    5,4105543e+09    5,4541027e+09    2,8744597e+09    4,1429018e+08    5,9989930e+08    1,2699866e+09    1,1787461e+09    1,4451875e+09    1,5927733e+09    2,0859435e+09
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Figure 6.37: Variation of C11 and C33 components considering elasto-plastic polymer
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Figure 6.38: Normal nodal forces - Fully bonded model for linear elastic and elasto-plastic
polymer behavior respectively.


















Figure 6.39: Shear nodal forces - Fully bonded model for linear elastic and elasto-plastic
polymer behavior respectively.
It becomes evident through figure 6.39 that elasto-plastic behavior of the polymer leads
to the plastification of the entire boundary of the bottom side, making thus unnoticeable the
contribution of the fibers, even if they are in a full-bond state. Furthermore, only the corner
regions of the bottom side remain in the elastic domain, since there is no reinforcement at the
left and right sides, along y-axis. Hence, the higher percentage of fibers along y-axis leads to
this limitation of the strength, as also illustrated in figure 6.34.
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6.2.3 Numerical Results
The results of the above performed analyses are presented in the following tables in terms
of normal and shear stresses. They are dived in two parts, one for the case of linear elastic
model of the surrounding polymer and one for elasto-plastic behaviour. Each part presents
the stress components σxx, σyy and τxy for the four cases of shear strength and for normal
strains in both x and y directions.
Linear Elastic Polymer













Normal Strain in x-direction
Shear Strength → 0 166.169 48.116 0.026
Shear Strength 20 MPa 226.493 83.738 -0.100
Shear Strength 50 MPa 280.263 98.558 -0.702
Shear Strength →∞ 320.107 111.864 4.697
Normal Strain in y-direction
Shear Strength → 0 48.116 116.169 -0.026
Shear Strength 20 MPa 82.018 272.628 4.569
Shear Strength 50 MPa 92.458 375.462 15.529
Shear Strength →∞ 111.864 532.953 23.011
Table 6.3: Numerical Results for Linear Elastic Polymer
It becomes now clear, in numerical terms, that the RVE’s response varies significantly
under the influence of non-linear effects concerning the microstructural components and their
mechanical interaction. Apart from the loss of strength due to the interfacial mechanism,
the microstructural behavior is directly dependent on the random nature of its model. As
already mentioned, and illustrated in figures of nodal forces, the non-reinforced faces of
the representative volume are intensively stressed compared to the interior of the structure,
leading thus to the inability of further loading, since the boundary nodes define the overall
moduli. On the other hand, a face reinforced cell, or even a more uniform reinforcement,
would lead to a significantly higher strength, preventing the plastification of the faces.
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Normal Strain in x-direction
Shear Strength → 0 165.589 48.108 0.019
Shear Strength 20 MPa 181.775 78.557 -1.605
Shear Strength 50 MPa 186.701 82.207 -0.428
Shear Strength →∞ 195.394 84.096 -1.524
Normal Strain in y-direction
Shear Strength → 0 48.116 165.514 -0.025
Shear Strength 20 MPa 63.797 203.764 2.960
Shear Strength 50 MPa 60.589 233.976 4.657
Shear Strength →∞ 55.941 262.853 5.298





This chapter summarizes the conclusions with regard to the investigated first-order homoge-
nization method in the framework of the multi-scale approach and concurrently recommends
some future reasearch perspectives and directions.
7.1 Conclusions
The objective of this thesis was the code development of a multi-scale modelling technique,
a necessity that derives from the complex property relations of heterogeneous materials.
It is evident that performing straightforward parametric experimental measurements on a
number of material samples is a hardly feasible task. Furthermore, it is also impossible to
follow a brute force approach and generate a finite element mesh that accurately represents
the microstructure and enables the numerical computation of the response of a macroscopic
structural component within a reasonable amount of time on todays computational systems.
Consequently, the examined first-order homogenization scheme constitutes a powerful strat-
egy which can adequately serve the above purposes.
The most significant points of this technique, according to the developments of the present
work, can be summarized in the following observations:
i. There is no need for constitutive assumption on the macrolevel of the structure but
only the mechanical properties of the microscopic components are required. According
to the assumptions of the method, the macroscopic constitutive behavior is computed
through the microscale boundary value problem. Moreover, this can be easily achieved
in the framework of the finite element analysis, in terms of boundary stiffness and nodal
forces, as illustrated in Chapter 2.
ii. The formulation of the method enables the incorporation of all kinds of non-linear
effects. The separated and concurrently nested nature of the scales allows the mod-
elling of heterogeneous structures under large deformations, in contrast with other ho-
mogenization approaches and techniques, where various difficulties derive from their
incorporation.
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iii. In this thesis the developed multi-scale method was implemented in a finite element
analysis however, any appropriate solution technique may be applied. In addition,
this technique is not limited to the continuum mechanics field since it enables the
non-continuum modelling of the microstructure.
iv. The solution of a microscale boundary value problem for every integration point of the
macroscale constitutes a demanding computational task, in terms of volume data and
time, leading thus to the necessity of reduction techniques.
v. The randomness concerning geometry, orientation and distribution of the reinforcing
fibers is a significant and determinant component of the microstructural and mate-
rial properties as well, and should be taken into account for the sake of modelling
completeness.
7.2 Future Reasearch Proposals
According to the investigated matters in the framework of this thesis, the recommended
directions of a future expansion of this work can be divided into two classes, namely those
concerning some solution techniques and those concentrated on the microstructural mod-
elling.
The proposals of the first class are summarized in the following points:
i. The implementation of a fully nested multi-scale solution scheme in the case of complex
and large-scale structures constitutes a forbidden method in terms of computational
cost and time. The solution of a non-linear boundary value problem for every inte-
gration point is obviously a rather expensive computational task and as a result the
implementation of reduction techniques becomes a necessity. Concretely, a selective
usage, where non-critical regions are modelled by continuum closed-form homogenized
constitutive relations (or by the constitutive tangents derived from the microstructure
in case an incremental update of these tangents can be omitted, e.g. if the mate-
rial hardly evolves or unloads) while in critical regions a multi-scale analysis of the
microstructure is fully performed, could lead to a remarkable time-reduced solution
scheme.
ii. Similarly, the time reduction of the solution procedure can be achieved with the im-
plementation of parallel computation techniques. The RVE boundary value problems
can be separately solved using parallel programming procedures.
iii. A completetely different solution technique can be employed, not only at the level
of the cell but also at the macrostructure. Techniques that take into account cracks
and crack propagation (X-FEM) or the implementation of the Element Free Galerkin
(EFG) method would be also interesting research topics.
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On the other hand, the microstructural modelling proposals include:
i. The investigation of nonlinear phenomena, such as buckling of the reinforcing fibers.
Incorporation of the nonlinear behavior of the equivalent beam elements, combined
with the already examined bond-stress nonlinear model would lead to notable obser-
vations concerning the effectiveness of the reinforcement.
ii. The randomness at the level of the integration point. In the present work the inves-
tigated RVE is common for all integration points and takes into account the random
geometry, distribution and length of the reinforcing fibers for a given volume fraction.
A future work could include a totally random microstructure for every Gauss-point
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